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SITTING OF MONDAY, 6 MAY 1985
Contents
1. Resumption
Mr Balfe
of tbe session:
Approaal of tbe Minutes:
Mr Tomlinson; Mrs Hammericb; Mr Huch-
field; Mr Tomlinson
Order of business:
Mr Cbambeiron; Mr Amdt; Mr Klepsch; Mr
Brok; Mr Andt; Mr Saby; Mrs Castle; Mr
Pitt; Mr Galland; Mr Balfe; Mr Falconer; Mr
Balfe; Mr Amdt; Mr Moller; Mr Alaoanos;
Mr Staes; Mr C. Beazley; Mr Collins; Mr
Galland; Mr Huckfield; Mr Falconer; Lord
INTHE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
(The sitting opened at 5 p.m.)
l. Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declared resumed the session of the
European Parliament which had been adjourned on 19
April 1985.
Mr Balfe (S).- Mr President, may I begin this histo-
ric week by raising a point of order under the Rule of
Proceedings relating to points of order and recalling
that I raised one last time and now refer to it under
Rule 25 
- 
the accountabiliry of the Bureau. In res-
ponse to my point of order the occupant of the Chair,
Mr Griffiths, undertook to raise with the Bureau the
matter of the conditions under which firearms would
be used in this Chamber during President Reagan's
Douro; Mr
Jahobsen
Prooan; Mr Arndt; Mr Balfe; Mr
ERDF 
- 
Report by Mr Neaman (Doc. A
2- )/8 5 ):
Mr Neuman; Mr P. Beazley; Mr Chanterie;
Mr Schreiber; Mr Chanteie; Mr C. Beazley;
Mr Valenzi; Mr Banett; Mrs Piermont; Mr
Ulburghs; Mr D. Martin; Mr O'Donnell; Mr
Hutton; Mr Epbretnidis; Mrs Lemass; Mr
Vandemeulebroucke; Mrs Gadioux; Mr Var-
fis (Commission); Mr Pearce; Mr P. Beazley;
Mr C. Beazley; Mr McCartin; Mr Sherloch;
Mr Eyraud; Mr tYijsenbeek; Mr Balfe; Mr
Huchfield; Mr Filinis; Mr Hutton
visit, the number of firearms that would be allowed in
the Chamber and the positioning of guards. You can
understand that with the ability of the Americans to
shoot straight, many Members are extremely worried
that they should be allowed to have a gun at all.
President. 
- 
I can assure you, Mr Balfe, that no one
will be allowed armed into the Chamber.
(Applause from the Lefi)
2. Approoal of the Minutes
President. 
- 
The Minutes of Proceedings of the sit-
ting of 19 April have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
Mr President, you will recall
rhat I am getting rather tedious in raising a particular
question about the votes. Mr Nord, when he was
assuming rhe Chair on the Friday of the last part-
4.
3.
2.
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Tomliasqn
session, did give me an assurance rha[ you had wrirten
to Members concerning whar appeared to be irregu-
larities in the vote on agricultural price-fixing. He said
that as soon as replies had been received information
would be given. Have any replies been received from
the Members to whom you wrote?
President. 
- 
As stated by Mr Nord, who was in the
Chair at the time, lerrers have been sent to four Mem-
bers about this incident. So far we have had only one
reply and we are waidng for the other three.
Mrs Hammerich (ARC). 
- 
(DA) On a point of
order, Mr President. It says in Rule 47 that any Mem-
ber may mble a morion for a resolution on a mar[er
falling within the sphere of acdviries of the Communi-
ties. This must mean [hat one cannor nble motions for
resolutions falling outside the Community's sphere of
activities. Such an illegal motion has been printed,
translated and distributed, and I wish to lodge an
objection to that. It concerns morion No PE 96.910
from the Christian-Democrars and rhe Conservarives.
The motion calls on the Community to say yes ro rhe
American 'star wars' programme 
- 
the SDI 
- 
and it
is given the absolurcly absurd jusdficarion thar star
wars are ro protect mankind against nuclear war. But
the fact of the matter is thar military policy 
- 
includ-
ing star wars 
- 
is light years away from rhe Com-
munity's sphere of activities. This documenr has rhere-
fore been disriburcd illegally and should be with-
drawn.
It would also interest me to know whether rhe Danish
members of the Conservarive Group and the Chris-
tian-Democratic Group suppon rhis document. Den-
mark in ir own parliament has decided that the coun-
try is against the deployment of weapons in ourer
space and against research on such weapons.
President. 
- 
Mrs Hammerich, I can rell you rhar rhe
motion to which you refer has been submitted to the
Political Affairs Commitree, which will have ro con-
sider first of all the question of ir admissibilicy, prov-
ided this question is raised in the committee by one of
ir members. It may be thar this question will then be
submitted to the House in plenary sitring, under cir-
cumstances which cannot be foreseen for rhe momenr,
on the basis of a report by rhe Political Affairs Com-
mittee.
Mr Huckfield (S).- Mr President, I don't wish to
trespass on your generosiry, but when you gave your
response to Mr Balfe you very specifically said that
security agents bearing arms would nor be allowed
within the Chamber. Now as you know, that is only
one small pan of rhe building. I am sure you do not
need me to remind you rhar when rhe Presidenr of
Israel was here there were people on rhe roofs of the
buildings, lhere were people all rhe way round these
buildings who absolutely bristled with some kind of
arms and some kind of ammunition.
Can we please have your assurance rhat no kind of
agent representing any kind of power will be allowed
into any pan of these buildings who in any way bears
arms, and if you can give that assurance, can you tell
us how you intend [o ensure rhar?
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
No, Mr Huckfield, I cannor give you
such an assurance.
(Applausefrom the centre and the rigbt)
You speak of the precincts of rhese buildings. No one
can deny that when sraresmen come ro visit us security
problems may arise. Unfonunately, in view of the ter-
rorist attacks that have recenrly been growing more
and more frequent 
- 
one, of which all of us here are
still mindful, took place in your own counrry, while
another directed against rhe premises of one of rhe
institutions of our Community, recenrly occurred in
Brussels 
- 
one would have to be very irresponsibly-
minded to deny the need for security measures [o
prevent the recurrence of such arracks.
(Applausefrom tbe centre andfrom the right)
Mr Tomlinson (S).- Mr President, I am grateful for
the information that you gave us in your reply, but the
fact that three of the Members concerned have not
seen fit to respond to your office is obviously a marrer
for some continuing concern. Vill you put a deadline
on the time by which you expecr a reply, and if you
don't receive a reply, rhen advise rhis House accord-
ingly?
President. 
- 
I shall send a reminder ro rhe colleagues
in question.
( Parliamen t app roo e d t he Minute s )l
3. Order of business
President. 
- 
At its meering of 15 and 25 April 1985,
the enlarged Bureau drew up a drafr agenda, which
has been disribured. Ar rhis morning's meering, rhe
I For items relating to membership of Parliament, a requesr
to waive the Parliamentary immuniry of a Member, mem-
bership of delegations, petitions, auihorization of repons,
reference to committee, changes in reference ro com-
mittee, writren declarations under Rule 49, carry-overs of
appropriations, documents received and rexts of rreaties
fo-1w1d9d by the Council, see the Minutes of Proceedings
of thls slttlng.
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President
chairmen of the polidcal groups authorized me ro pro-
pose to the House a number of modifications.
'!7ith regard to Monday, I have received from Mr
Chambeiron and nine others a requesr rhat a minute's
silence be held at the beginning of the pan-session in
memory of all the victims of Nazism.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) As you know, Mr
President, France and many other counrries have
organized events !o commemorate the liberadon of the
camps. These commemorative ceremonies were held
on 24 April. !7e were not sitting then, otherwise I
would have made this sugtestion at the time. I con-
sider that it would be desirable for the European Par-
liament to observe a minute's silence as a way of asso-
ciating itself with the evenr organized in remem-
brance of those who were deported and all the victims
of Nazism.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I understand your intention perfectly. I
would merely point out thar on Wednesday, the day
after tomorrow, 8 May, we shall be holding in the
morning 
- 
you note that I say, in the morning 
- 
a
formal sitdng to commemorate the anniversary of 8
May 1945, and during this commemoration, it is my
intention to ask the House to observe a minute's sil-
ence in memory of all the victims of the war, and in
particular the victims of genicide.
Consequently, I think it is this formal sitting of
Vednesday morning that should provide the proper
occasion for paying homage to the victims of Nazism.
(Applause)
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Forgive me, I have
no wish to reopen this debate but, as I was just saying,
the commemorative ceremonies held recently in
France and elsewhere were concerned with depona-
tion. But there are also going to be special evenrs on
8 May, as you know. I feel that since the European
Parliament was not sitting on the anniversary dare of
the liberation of the camps, it would have been appro-
priate if we could have shown that we wished rc be
associated with remembrance of the sacrifice and mar-
tyrdom of those who were deported, by simply observ-
ing one minute's silence.
To my mind, these would be two quite distinct ges-
lures.
President. 
- 
That being so, although the matter is far
from being a petty one, I have to proceed according to
our Rules of Procedure. A draft agenda drawn up by
the Bureau was discussed this morning by the meeting
of polidcal group chairmen, who proposed no changes
l
for Monday's agenda. Neuenhelefss, the House can
always make a decision on the question of changes. I
therefore put Mr Chambeiron's reqpest to the vote.
(Parliament approoed the reqaes\ apd the Hoase, rising
to itsfeet, obseraed a minute's silencC)
\7ith regard to Tuesday, the cjral question, y/ith
debate, by Mr F. Pisoni and otherC to the Commission
(Doc. B 2-282/85) will be included in the budget
debate.
The vote on the motion for a ..rilurion contained in
the repon by Mr Schmid (Doc. 2-1777184), which
was postponed pursuant to Rule 35(2), will have to be
added to those already envisaged fbr voting-time.
l
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) The rrrotion before you,
nbled by Mrs Barbara Castle, \as in the meantime
been endorsed by the Socialist Qroup. 'Sfe therefore
ask for a suspension of the sitting on the morning of
7 May so that we can take pan in phe Socialist Group's
demonstration at the Struthof concenffation camp. I
must confess that as the leader of the group I did-say
to you earlier that no such suspenlion would be neces-
sary, but the Socialist Group considers this demonstra-
tion so imponant rhar we should nor be holding a
debate in Parliament on budgeary matters whilst pan
of the House is at Sruthof.
President. 
- 
I have to point out thar if the request you
have put today were to be followpd, the time available
for the budget debate would be cgnsiderably reduced.
I must also remind you 
- 
and this was pointed out at
the meeting of group chairmen * that in any case no
votes will be taken and no decisions adopted or pro-
posed during the time set apart by your own and other
groups 
- 
that is to say, from 10.30 a.m. to I p... 
-to visiting the concentration camp at Struthof.
(Parliament rejected Mr Arndt\ request)
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE)M.iP..rid.nr, I must add
a comment of my own, becaude you did not check
beforehand who was in favour afrd who was against. I
am disappointed that this vote h{s taken place and that
as a result a totally erroneous pifture has been crearcd
of the various Members' views pn the demonstration.
Our schedule of work has been planned during a num-
ber of negotiations by the enl4rged Bureau and the
group chairmen and we cannot suddenly, at rhe elev-
enth hour, overturn Parliamenq's entire schedule for
this week. This matter has consequences for the
fu[ure, and it is thus a true plecedent. I very much
deplore that it has arisen. 
]
(Applausefrom the centre and thet,right)
l
l
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Mr Brok (PPE). 
- 
(DE) May I make an observarion
on my own account? It is somewhar difficult for me as
a German of the younger generarion ar a rime like rhis
to take part in a vote on agenda quesrions of rhis kind.
If we wished to honour togerher the victims of fas-
cism, it would in my view have been more appropriate
to clarify these matters by inter-group agreement rhan
to make them an agenda item and thus put me in the
position of having to vore against honouring rhe vic-
tims of fascism and keeping ro rhe agenda. I would
thus ask the Socialist Group ro try for such agreemenr
in future so that you, Mr President, or other members
of the House do not find themselves in a similar situa-
tion again.
(Applausefrom the centre and the right)
President. 
- 
Mr Brok, I understand your sentiments
perfecdy, but the President is only empowered ro con-
duct debates and to put marters to the vote in pursu-
ance of the Rules of Procedure.
'S(/e are concerned here with rhe order of business for
the present pan-session. This was drawn up by the
enlarged Bureau and, I would poinr out, adopred
unanimously. There was no difference of views within
the enlarged Bureau.
This morning there was the customary meering of rhe
chairmen of political groups, which discussed the
question of changes to the agenda, and ar this meet-
ing, where each group was represenrcd by irs chair-
man, no modifications were proposed . . .
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) \fle did rable an amendment.
President. 
- 
But you were not rhere, Mr Arndr.
However that may be, the marrer was discussed in rhe
enlarged Bureau, which adopted rhe draft agenda
which has been submitred to you.
Since they are allowed by rhe Rules of Procedure,
proposals to change the agenda cannor be avoided,
and this is what has happened. Ve have had changes
proposed by Mr Chambeiron and rhe chairman of rhe
Socialist Group, and rhey have had rc be decided by
means of a vote.
Personally, I too, I must admit, am embarrassed to
find that a matter on which I am sure vinually every-
one in this House takes rhe same view has ro be settled
by a vote. All the same, on the way our work is ro be
organized and the efficiency of this work there may
well be differences of view, and these differences have
had the opponunity of being expressed.
Mr Saby (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, on a point of
order. Members' pigeon-holes have been used for the
distribution of a text which constitutes a clear case of
manipulation of documents and falsification of infor-
mauon.
I would like to see the Rules applied, with action raken
to prevent this son of document being put in our
pigeon-holes. It is a rag in which informarion and
documents have been manipulated ro give credence ro
the idea that Mr Jospin is implicated in a case involv-
ing terrorism.
I take the strongest exceprion to rhis sra[e of affairs
and would ask you, Mr President, to ensure that our
Rules are enforced and that unauthorized people do
not gain access to our pigeon-holes to put whatever
they please into them.
Mrs Castle (S). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, in view of the fact
that so many people have expressed their regrer rhar
they have had ro vore against our motion, are rhey
perhaps having second rhoughts? It would be quite
wrong to blame us for asking for a vote on somerhing
on which our group feels very srrongly indeed. As you
have pointed out, ir is quire normal for people ro move
changes to [he agenda and for vores ro be raken, and I
object to the insinuation rhar somehow there was
something wrong in our pressing for a vore. It has
merely made a lot of people feel how legitimate and
reasonable our requesr was. All we are saying is: Here
we are having this great demonstrarion with represen-
tatives from all over the European countries [o honour
the resistance fighters and the victims of Nazism and
to pledge ourselves to safeguard freedom and human
liberty in the future. Surely ir is nor asking much, in
this week of all weeks, that this Parliament should
adjourn for a shon time to enable everybody ro attend.
\7ill you therefore pur i[ ro [he vo[e again, because I
think some people will have had second thoughts and
would wish to be associated with this great demonstra-
tion against Nazism and this pledge for the future?
President. 
- 
Mr Saby, the question of distributing all
kinds of documents and depositing rhem in Members'
pigeon-holes has already been discussed several times
by the Bureau.
You ask for this to be subjecred to some surveillance.
You yourself have found that the number of slips,
folders, documenrs of all kinds, deposited in these
pigeon-holes is considerable. \fle cannor ser up a sys-
tem for filtering them and selecring rhose that are
admissible. Ir is quite impossible. If rhis document
really provokes the disapproval you say it does, I am
sure that our colleagues will shareyour sentimenm and
in any case your remarks will be recorded in rhe
Repon of Proceedings of rhis meering.
'\flith 
regard to Mrs Castle, I would reply ro her that I
have by no means reproached rhe Socialist Group for
making its proposal. I simply poinrcd our, in reply to
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Mr Brok, that the order of business of this pan-session
had been drawn up in a manner thar was enrirely cor-
rect.
It may well be that a ma[ter is presented in such a way
that it has to be put to the vote where a vote was, per-
haps, not endrely suitable, but I cannot now go back
upon a vote that has been conducted absolurcly cor-
rectly.
Mr Pitt (S). 
- 
Mr President, I have been trying for
15 minutes to raise two points of order on Tuesday
morning's business as expressed in the agenda. \7hen I
indicated that I did not wish to be called after Mr
Chambeiron, that was because I did not wish to con-
tribute to the very valid poinr he was making about
Monday's business, not Vednesday's, which you have
now moved on [o.
If you will allow me to make my two poinrc though, it
may help you to reconsider what Mrs Castle has said.
The two points of order are as follows.
You were quite right a moment ago when you said
that the President has the right to speak from time to
time. You are absolutely right there. However, there
are moments when I wonder on what authority the
President does speak. My first point of order relates to
your decision on 29 April, in the course of budgetary
conciliation, unilaterally to propose that a research
heading be added to the draft budget for 1985. I
would submit, Mr President, that you had no auth-
ority from the Committee on Budgets to do so and
you had no authority from Parliament to do so, since
that research heading, which I understand you person-
ally proposed, was not in Parliament's resolution.
My second point of order has to do with Tuesday
morning's general budget debate. In my view it would
be quite easy to cunail that, if not abolish it altogether,
in order to comply with the Socialist Group's resolu-
tion. Frankly, I am appalled that the Parliament is
being rushed into a debate and a vote on a new budget
which presents us with two major problems. The first
is that even after the four days the ministers of agricul-
ture have spent together, we still do not know the out-
come on farm prices, so what we are debating tomor-
row is arithmetic nonsense. My second reason is that
again no one in this Parliament has expressed any view
that we need urgently to take the budget this month.
So in my view it is polidcal cosmetics.
If you will answer those two points of order, Mr
President, I think you may find that we easily have
time tomorrow to accede to Mr Arndt's request.
President: 
- 
\7ith regard to the first point, of the
subject of which the House, as such, may be unaware,
ir is rrue that I atrended a conciliation meeting with
the Council of Ministers on the question of the Com-
munity's own resources. It was a cqnciliation meeting,
and the very term 'conciliation' implies the possibility
of an exchange of views between the two parties 
-that is, the Council and the delelation from Parlia-
ment. Parliament's delegation is n]ot there simply to
convey to the Council of MinisterC what is contained
in resolutions adopted by this Hor1se: if that were so,
the conciliation would have no purpose.
Since you conrest my right to ,.ir[ the problem of a
common research policy, I must sa|, that we asked for
the proceedings ro be suspended dnd that during this
suspension of proceedings the Pafliamentary delega-
tion held a meeting attended by a 4rumber of members
of the Committee on Budgets. I$oreover, the chair-
man of the Committee on Budgetary Control and all
the political groups were represended. The Parliamen-
tary delegation made the unanimorls proposal that cer-
tain steps be envisaged with re$ard to research. I
therefore consider that what you leproach me with is
quite ungrounded.
Vith regard to the orher point, yolr say that the budg-
etary debate is pointless. If that is your view, you
could have proposed, one hour bbfore the beginning
of the parr-session, that the bqdgetary debate be
deleted from the order of business. I should have been
surprised if such a proposition ha{ been supponed by
a majority.
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr {..rid.n,, I had no
intention at all of taking pan in 1.his debate, which I
find extremely unpleasant, but d serious matter has
come up which I feel cannot be allowed to pass. At the
end of her speech Mrs Castle askbd for a second vote
to be taken so that the outcome 4ight be changed and
a majority. obtained 
.- !o_ 
quote what I heard in the
interpretation 
- 
against Nazism 1nd for our future.
Mr President, I voted to reject thib request for the rea-
sons which you oudined but, in common with other
honourable Members who voted the same way, I am
not prepared to allow my vote to be interpreted as not
being a vote against Nazism.
(Applausefron tbe centre and the )igbt)
President. 
- 
As regards \flednes{ay, . . .
Mr Balfe (S).- On a point of order, Mr President,
in accordance with Rule 56(1). j One hour and one
minute before the pan-session opened, I presented to
your office a request signed by 2l people to delete the
first item of business on l7edndsday afternoon from
the agenda. I would point out th[t the standing orders
of this Parliament make no disti4ction between formal
business and agenda business. lt speaks merely of a
draft agenda, which is the titfe of this document,
which informs us that the first b[siness on \flednesday
afternoon is an address by Mr R.onald Reagan. Many
l
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of us feel that Mr Reagan is nor a welcome visiror ar
this point of time and wish to place on record an
expression of opinion rc rhis effecr. This seemed to me
to be most effectively done by moving rhat the item be
delercd from the agenda in prorest at his recent poli-
cies, especially in relation ro Star'!7ars and Nicaragua.
I would therefore ask you, Mr President 
- 
since rhe
Rules do not disdnguish berween the rwo types of
business 
- 
to place before the House, on a vore, [hat
the first item of business on Vednesday afrernoon be
delercd.
President. 
- 
It is not [rue that no distinction can be
made between these two rypes of business.
On 8 May, two formal sirtings are ro be held apan
from the ordinary sitting. The first, in rhe morning,
will be devoted to a formal commemorarion of the
40th anniversary of the end of the Second Vorld Var.
The second, in the afternoon, will be devoted ro rhe
speech by Mr Ronald Reagan, President of the United
States.
Ve have always made it perfecdy clear thar speeches
made here by Heads of State do not form part of the
sittings of this Parliamenr as governed by our Rules of
Procedure. These are formal sittings: the guest delivers
a speech, and this is never followed by a debate.
This will be our procedure for \flednesday afrernoon's
formal sitting. I therefore cannor regard a proposal to
delete this formal sitting as an admissible requesr for a
change in our order of business.
This sitting does not figure in our order of business in
the strict sense of the expression.
(Applausefrom the centre andfrom the right)
Mr Falconer (S).- Mr Presidenr, Mr Balfe has made
a point of order which I wish rc pursue. At the end of
the day it is surely the Members of this Assembly who
will design, draft and implemenr the agenda. Mr Balfe
is saying, quite simply, that rhe matrer should be put to
the House for that decision to be made. Vith rhe grea-
test respect to yourself, Mr Presidenr, if you have
decided to place this on the agenda, then it gives rise
to a point of order in respect of a vote of confidence in
yourself as president.
Mr Balfe (S). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I always address
myself to the rule book when I raise points of order. I
respectfully submit that the rule book makes no dis-
tinction between formal sinings of rhe House and nor-
mal sittings of the House. Indeed, the precedent is, as
most recently established during the visit of Presidenr
Herzog, that the proceedings of a formal sitting are
recorded in the 'Rainbow' and in the Minutes, which
are placed before this House for approval, and are, in
all ways, a pan of the debates of this House and they
appear in the formal record of this House. Ve may
not like this, but I would submir rhar rhe Rules are
fully in line with rhe resolution rhat was tabled, and I
would ask you to put it to rhe vore. I can only con-
clude if it is nor pur ro the vote thar you realiie that
President Reagan will be rejected by this House
because we all recognize what he is.
President. 
- 
Mr Balfe, I regrer rhat I do not share
your interpretation of the Rules of Procedure.
These rules, you say, make no distinction berween for-
mal and other sittings. But rhis is for the very good
reason that our Rules of Procedure make no allow-
ance for formal sitrings! Formal sittings do not form
pan of our proceedings. \Tednesday's agenda, as you
have it in front of you, envisages rhat the Parliamen-
mry sitting shall take place from lO a.m. to 12.15 p.m.
and from 3 p.m. to 8.30 p.m.
That is the agenda for \Tednesday's sirring.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, we have
already discussed this marter in the House and, as you
know, I rcld you that the overwhelming majority of
the Socialist Group was in favour of rhese two formal
sittings given rhe necessary conditions.
The position of the majoriry of rhe Socialist Group is
thus clear. I should nevenheless be grateful if you
would actually enable the House ro vore on the mar-
ter. This would be rhe simplest solution. I am sure
there will be a clear ma.jority, since all the groups in
the enlarged Bureau were in favour of holding the for-
mal sittings given the necessary conditions.
Mr Msller (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, ir seems to
me that the debate we have been witnessing rhese lasr
twenty-five minutes is embarrassing for us all, both
because we have ro sit here and listen to it and because
we have to vote on it. I hear those who are somewhar
annoyed with us for voting our. Mr Arndt's motion,
but the majority has spoken, and I think that Mr
Arndt is a good enough democrar to take rhe consequ-
ences. If he does nor wish to do so, he can leave the
budget debare 
- 
as Mr Pitr says 
- 
and go to
Struthof. I would poinr our thar I myself thought ir a
fitting way to remember those years when wi were
young and war raged in Europe. I would therefore
have no objection, Mr President, if you decided rhat
we extend the lunch break tomorrow by half-an-hour
- 
Mrs Castle said thar a visit ro Struthof would take
two hours 
- 
so rha[ rhose who want ro go to Srruthof
can do so in the lunch break.
President. 
- 
Mr Moller, that question has been set-
tled. We are now concerned wirh anorher problem, the
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proposal made by the Honourable Mr Balfe, who has
already twice taken the floor. . .
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, in spite
of all the respect I have for you I do not think there is
anything in Rule 56(1) to prevent the alteration of the
agenda and that the besr solution would be for us to
follow the procedure proposed by the chairman of the
Socialist Group. Of course, as the previous speaker has
said, we are not unaware rhat Parliament has taken a
posirion with regard to the visit of President Reagan.
But notwithstanding this we must not make light of a
new factor, namely that the formal sitting to welcome
President Reagan comes just two days after his visit to
the Bitburg cemetery. This visit has stunned public
opinion in our countries, especially in Greece, where
rhe Nazi and fascist occuparion rook 520,000 lives.
This really is a new factor, and I think that Mr Balfe's
motion asks nothing more of the European Parliament
than that it rise to the level of the American House of
Representatives, which with 257 votes came down
against Reagan's visit to the Bitburg cemetery, while
82 members of the Senate tabled a motion demanding
rhat the visit be cancelled. I think therefore that, on
the occasion of the celebration of the fonieth anniver-
sary of the defeat of fascism, and with a mind to the
enormous sensitivity that exists about this business, the
European Parliament should vote on the matter.
(Protestsfrom tbe centre and tbe right)
Mr Staes (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the proceed-
ings of this Parliament depend on the correct interpre-
tation of the Rules of Procedure. You have given your
interpretation. \flhat is clear from the debate to which
rhis has given rise is that the situation is not at all clear.
I therefore call for a vote on the interpretation of the
Rules of Procedure.
Mr C. Beazley (ED).- Mr President, we have heard
many interventions representing extremely small and
minority views on this subject. You have given your
ruling.
Mr Arndt has made it quite clear what his position is
in regard to the leadership of the Socialist Group. I
think it is disgraceful that we should be wasting so
much time when we have far more important business
to deal with, and I formally move that we proceed to
the next piece of business immediately.
Mr Collins (S).- Mr President, I was intrigued by
your apparent ruling on rhe point raised by Mr Balfe.
You appeared to suggest to Mr Balfe and to the
Assembly that there is a distinction between normal
sittings of the Parliament and the kind that is being
held to welcome (if that is the word!) Mr Reagan to
this building. If that is so and Mr Reagan is not actu-
ally addressing a sitting of the larliament, can you
make quite clear what instructions you have issued to
the cash office in respect of those Members who only
sign in for Mr Reagan's address? Do they collect their
expenses ?
(Laughter) 
]
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr Prelident, I should like
ro say that you are absolutely ri$ht as regards strict
interpretation of the Rules of Procedure.
The problem with which we have fo d.rl here is, in my
view, of a somewhat different nature. It seems to me
that it would not be inappropriite for us to take a
roll-call vote on this matter, as Mr Arndt has
requested, and I trust, Mr President, that those who
are seeking interpretation of the Rules of Procedure
on this point appreciate that the interpretation of the
Rules will apply to them on Vednesday, when we
shall be receiving a visit from Presldent Reagan.
Mr Huckfield (S).- Mr Presidlent, surely the main
poinr that we ought to be addr(ssing ourselves to is
wherher the pan of the session wHen President Reagan
speaks is deemed to be a formal litting of this Assem-
bly or is deemed to be a normaf pan of the session.
'!(i e, above all, ought to be in coqtrol of our own busi-
ness. I really cannot understan{ why, whether it is
deemed to be part of the normNl session or is some-
thing slightly more elevated thdn that, we are now
being told that in some way we cannot even vote on
our own business. Now for the bther point I want to
put to you, Sir, and I should lik]e to have your inter-
pretation on this. On 14 Februaly this year, this Par-
liament voted formally that we yould decide to cele-
brare formally at its iltay 1985 ]p"n-r.ssio, the 40th
anniversary of the end of the Sbcond \7orld Var in
order to highlight in a fitting manner the imponance
of rhe vicrory over Nazism, without which peace could
nor have been restored and theqe could have been no
true reconciliation between thg peoples of Europe.
\7hen we took that decision in $ebruary, surely it was
then up ro you to see that thad decision was carried
out. \fhen you have a resolutibn from the Socialist
Group that suggests a way of cafrying out that resolu-
tion, surely it is your duty to see that we stick to it.
Mr Falconer (S). 
- 
Mr Presidlent, I do not vant to
interrupt the flow of this debarc.
(Pro te sts from the European De-lTcrotic benches )
I am sorry if some Members o{er there are a wee bit
hot under the collar. Howeverl Mr President, if you
rule rhat no vote will be taken, qhen I wish to give not-
ice that a point of order will be paised at that stage. Do
you understand? If you rule flom the Chair that no
vote will be taken, I wish to girle notice that I want to
raise a point of order at that stale.
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- 
Ladies and gentlemen, ar this point I
think the situation needs to be clarified. It is as fol-
lows.
Our order of business does not include rhe formal sit-
ting at which the President of the United Srares is to
speak any more lhan that of Vednesday morning wirh
which we shall commemorate among ourselves, in our
own way, the anniversary of A May 1945. That is per-
fectly clear.
In fact, from the legal point of vieur a formal sitring is
not a sitting of the Parliament as such bur a meering of
its Members at which, for example, no voring is admis-
sible and no debare. It would be a grave breach of borh
the letter and the spirir of our Rules of Procedure ro
transform a formal sirting organized rc welcome a
Head of Smte into a normal sirting subject to the rules
governing normal sittings and providing an opporrun-
iry for debate and for a vote.
If such an interpreradon of the Rules of Procedure
were adopted, I do not believe that we could in furure
continue to welcome Heads of Stare who come to visir
us and whom we receive with counesy and deference.
(Applausefron tbe centre and the right)
That having been said, I shall now pur ro rhe House,
for a vote, the interpretation I have just given, which
is, once more, thar the formal sitting of Vednesday
afternoon does not form pan of the session of Parlia-
ment and consequently cannor be the subject of a vote
concerning rhe order of business.
(Parliament approoed, by a roll-call oote, the President\
interpretation)
Mr Falconer (S). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr Presi-
denr...
(Loud protestsfrom the centre dnd the right)
Could we have the poinr of order, Mr Presidenr?
President. 
- 
No, Mr Falconer, you had your say
before the vore. I am not giving you rhe floor again.
Mr Falconer (S).- Mr Presidenr. . .
President. 
- 
Mr Falconer, you do nor have the floor.
I call you ro order, pursuanl to Rule 68.
(Applausefrom the centre and the igbt)
Still with reference to Vednesday's agenda, I have a
request from Lord Douro and orhers to rake separ-
ately rhe repon by Mr Hansch (Doc. A 2-20/85),
which figures in rhe joinr debate embracing rhe reporr.s
by Mr Galluzzi and Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti.
Lord Douro (ED). 
- 
Mr President, ar rhe Stuttgan
Summit ir was agreed that before new Member States
acceded to the Communiry, the Parliament would be
formally consulrcd before rhe reaties of accession
were signed. As a result of that Mr Hensch, on behalf
of the Political Affairs Commirree, has proposed to
Parliament a resolution. Because that resolution has a
very special srarus 
- 
it is the first dme since rhe Stutt-
gan Summir that rhis consultation has raken place 
- 
I
would propose to yourself and m Parliament that this
should be taken separately; in exactly rhe same order,
but separately. I think ir has a special sratus, parts of
the resolution being specifically direcred ro rhe Coun-
cil. I think ir should therefore be given rhe status of a
separa[e repon. I hope ir is sufficiently unconrroversial
for the House to accept ir.
(Parliament expressed its agreement with this request)
President. 
- 
Virh regard to Thursday, the oral ques-
tion, with debate, by Mr Christopher Jackson and
others (Doc. B 2-184/85), enrered as Item 70 in the
agenda, is deferred to a later pan-session wirh the
authors' agreemenr. This will be replaced by rhe oral
question tabled by Mr Arndr on behalf of rhe Socialist
Group to the Commission (Doc. B 2-287 /85).
Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, I do not wanr ro
delay the proceedings any further, but can I put down
a marker for the furure? I think that it is wrong for the
Bureau to change the urgent debate time from Thurs-
day morning to Thursday afternoon. I rhink we have
enough changes of the agenda and it is difficult
enough to plan our rime for rhe week thar we are in
Strasbourg. I would requesr you and the Bureau to
consider seriously having a ser rime for rhe urgenr
debates so thar we can all plan our week and give our-
selves the proper time for those urgenr debates or
whatever else we have ro do at that time. I think we do
need to have a more coherenr agenda.
President. 
- 
You are perfectly righr, Mr Provan,
although experience shows that it is often very difficult
to achieve such coherence. In any case, we shall bear
your observations in mind.
Mr Anrdt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, in our discus-
sions with you we expressed the wish rhat Commission
President Jacques Delors should make a sraremenr on
the economic summit under Rule 40 and thar we
should rhen have 30 minures in which to put specific
questions concerning it. Alrhough we cannor decide
on this for the momenr, because Mr Delors has nor yer
given his agreement, we ought nevenheless to inform
the House so that we can prepare ourselves in case the
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President of the Commission does make a statement
on the outcome of the Bonn summit.
President. 
- 
Mr Arndt, your suggestion has been
conveyed to Mr Delors, who, unfonunately, cannol
be with us on Thursday. \7e are therefore keeping in
touch with the President of the Commission to try and
find out when he will be available to make the state-
ment you wish to hear. Ve shall be discussing this
tomorrow in the enlarged Bureau.
Mr Balfe (S).- Mr President, with regard to Thurs-
day, Rule 89(2) sates that at the beginning of each sit-
ting the President should place before Parliament the
minutes of proceedings, and Rule 89(3) provides that
any objections shall be put to the vote. In view of our
previous decision, can I have an assurance that the
speech of President Reagan will not form part of those
minures, but that if it does you will accept a motion
for deledon?
President. 
- 
Mr Balfe, the speech by President
Reagan will not figure in the Minutes. Moreover, ear-
lier speeches by Heads of Srate have never figured in
the Minutes.
You see, we are trying to practise the coherence advo-
cated to us just now by Mr Provan.
Mr Jakobsen (PPE). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, we have
been very patient in coping with the crowd we have
here today. If the President cannot say it, I think it is
time the rest of us did: the conduct of some Members
today is such that we would greatly appreciate it if
they were not present when President Reagan is here.
It would be a very good thing if we did not see them.
'S7e want to give the President a proper welcome, and
we don't want to be disturbed by certain Members
with disturbed ideas in their heads.
(The President read out tbe modifications introduced into
Friday\ agenda.t Parliament adopted the order of busi-
ness thus nodified)2
4. ERDF
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr New-
man, on behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy
and Regional Planning (Doc. A 2-5/85), on
the Eighrh (1982) and Ninth (1983) Annual
Repons (COM(83) 566 final and COM(8a) s22
I See minurcs.2 For items relating to time-limits for tabling amendmen$
and speaking-time, see Minutes.
final) by the Commission gn the European
Regional Development Fund (IRDF)t
Mr Newman (S), rapporteur 
- 
Ml President, I speak
on the report. drawn up on behalf of the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Plairning which exam-
ines the Eighth and Ninth Anndal Reports of the
European Commission on the European Regional
Development Fund for the years 1982 and 1983 res-
pectively. As the European Reglonal Development
Fund has a new regulation which game into operation
at the beginning of this year, 198N, there is a tempta-
tion to disregard the activities of the ERDF as long
ago as 1982 and 1983 and to say: pell, let us see what
happens with a new regulation thip year and next and
in future years.
The new regulation, it is true, h^, !o.. imponant dif-
ferences from the old, but many gf the problems and
the realities of the operation of the ERDF and the
environment in which-the ERDF hpplied in 1982 and
1983 continue for this year and for the foreseeable
future. Lessons have to be learnt from the past, parti-
cularly from the recent past, if ahy progress is to be
made in the present and in the futrlre.
As rapponeur, in preparing my tePort for the Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning I did
not see my task as producing a dry, statistical, aca-
demic, non-partisan pricis of the pommission's repon.
I was not producing an original repon but rather a
report or commentary on somebopy else's report. So it
seemed important to me 
- 
and I had the support of
the Socialist Group's members anp some others on the
committee for this approach 
- 
io draw some lessons
from rhe operation of the ERDF in 1982 and 1983. I
rried to looi to the future and to relate the drawbacks
and the possibilities to other European Community
and European Parliament policids and aims 
- 
espe-
cially the ones which seem to nle to be socially pro-
gressive. That approach led me ihto a path of contro-
versy and failure to reach coilsensus. However, it
seems no bad thing to me to fail to reach consensus if
instead I achieve clarity, if I reject an approach that
uses language that can mean ma4y different things, if I
point the way forward, if I am jnot prepared to be a
simple tool of my political opprfnents and if I try to
keep to the policies and the valuris which won me elec-
tion by my consriruents with a laise maioritl.
The main themes of the repon /r.r.nt.d by me to the
committee were, firstly, that there is not a narrowing
of the gap in living standards bbtween the richer and
the poorer Community regionC and that unemploy-
ment is especially high withirl the less prosPerous
I The oral question, with debate, pabled to the Commission
by Mr Valenzi and others, on tHe stage reached in imple-
menting the Naples inregrated op-ration and formal
recogni-tion there6f 1Doc.2-14tr4/84), was also included
in this debate.
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regions. There is an economic and social background
of poverty and low pay linked ro unemployment and
underemployment.
Secondly, investment in the poorer regions is essential,
yet ERDF aid represenred only 50lo of the Community
budger expendirure. My repon ro rhe committel
pointed our rhar rhis figure conrrasted sharply with rhe
over 600/o of the EEC budger taken by rhe common
agricultural policy.
My original repon objected to this balance of expendi-
ture and called for new priorities, with the redirecrion
of funds away from financing the surpluses of large
agricultural businesses and insread rowards aid ro the
poorer regions. Yer, for reasons rhat I can only des-
cribe as tendenrious, rhe majority of rhe Commirtee on
Regional Policy, including the British Conservatives,
rejecrcd the conrrasting of regional expendirure with
the amount spenr on the CAP, rejected rhe call for the
redirection of available funds and insread called for
additional FEC regional expendirure ro be financed by
considerable increases in funding rhe Community;s
own resources. So thar is the position in the rexr
before you roday.
The third theme concerns the job-crearion porential of
the ERDF. The insufficient level of resou.cis produces
an insufficient level of job creation. The foreiasts and
statisrics relaring ro job crearion and maintenance
have, to say rhe least, occasioned a grear deal of doubt
surrounding the accuracy of what are ofren presented
as very precise employment srar.isr.ics. The services,
indusrial and craft secrors of the quora sec[ion of [he
Fund are more likely to combat unemployment than
the infrastrucr,ure secror, and yer only l)% of the
Fund's quora section went to services, industry and
crafts instead of the rarget of 3ool0. Similarly, the
funds available to rhe non-quora secrion, whiih can
help to fight job less, were underutilized 
- 
parricu-
larly in 1983.
My original repon conrrasred the relarively low level
of even the claimed ERDF job mainrenanci and crea-
tion figures wirh rhe many millions of unemploymenr
in the EEC, and also called for close and on-rhe-spor
analysis of the accuracy of the job forecast figuies.
However, the majoriry of rhe commirree deemed it
appropriare to reject rhese two points.
The founh rheme of the reporr was additionality,
complemenrarity, and Community objecrives. The
notions of addidonality and complemenrariry are not
new to the European Parliament's consideration of the
Regional Fund. ERDF aid in 1982 and l98J all roo
often continued to fail ro appear as genuinely addi-
tional to the expenditure [har would have been carried
out if EEC monies had nor been fonhcoming. Like-
wise, rhat ERDF aid often failed to complemenr orher
regional assisrance in an inregrated manner, panly
because rhe recipients of rhe aid on rhe ground, in thl
regions, are nor involved enough in the procedures
and decisions. In my original reporr ro the committee I
introduced the idea of linking ERDF aid ro progres-
sive European Communiry or European Parliament
objectives 
- 
what we mighr call in EEC jargon 'con-
ditionaliry'. Regional aid should nor iusr be linked, as
at present, to Community aims such as increased prod-
uct.iviry, new technology and electronics, and assisting
small and medium-sized enterprises. Regional aid
should also be fundamenmlly linked ro socially pro-
gressive Community aims such as a shorrer working
week, the improvement of working condirions, rhi
promotion of equal opporrunities and respecr for
trade-union rights. In rhe Commirree on Regional
Policy, by rhe narrowesr possible margin, these Com-
munity objectives were delered or watered down inro a
vague call for social, economic and cultural renewal 
-whatever that meansl
The fifth major theme of rhe report concerns the var-
ious integrated programmes. They are of great impon-
ance in the field of regional aid and need ro be care-
fully monitored and evaluared so as [o ensure the
effecriveness of their implemenrarion and to adapr
their successful aspects to more inregrared p.o-
grammes in the furure. Today, of course, orher col-
leagues will be dwelling on rhe various points abour
the Naples inregrated operarion.
The sixrh rheme concerns rhe conrroversial substanrial
grant from the European Regional Development Fund
ro Brirish Telecommunications of 23 millions pounds
sterling jusr two mon[hs prior ro irs privatization com-
ing into effecr, wirh massive specularive profim being
made by the private shareholders. A resolution on rhis
by Mr Martin had been referred ro rhe Comminee on
Regional Policy, and it was resolved ro consider rhis in
my reporr on [he ERDF. However, rhe commirtee
rejecred my rext, which was very crirical of this parti-
cular grant, alrhough the committee did agree wiih the
principle rhat when granring funds the Commission
should discourage specularion as far as possible and
ensure rhal the benefim of rhe projects financed serve
the general inrerest. This re.jection of speculation as a
matter of principle was agreed with only rhe Bridsh
Conservarives splendidly isolated in rheir opposition toit, although I see thar a few people seem ro have
changed their minds in the meanrime.
The sevenrh and final major rheme of my original
repoft concerned the recognition rhat the European
Regional Development Fund is rrying m deal wi*r rwo
different kinds of problems: those affecting underdev-
eloped regions and those affecting tradirional indus-
trial regions in decline. My report did not call for two
separate funds but rather for a more flexible response
to rhese differing problems. This theme becami dis-
toned into somerhing differenr by rhe voting at the
meeting of the Commirree on Regional policy.
In conclusion, my original reporr [o the committee has
succeeded in raising many imporrant issues for discus-
sion and polirical analysis in whar might have seemed
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at first glance a dry and uncontroversial field. Some
vital points in my original repon were rejected by the
committee, but the opportunity is before you today,
when examining the amendmenr, to reinstate rhese
viml points.
I should like to draw your attention to the explanatory
statement. appended to the report, as this statement, of
course, was not subject to alteration.
(Applause from the left)
IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES
Vice-President
Mr P. Beazley (ED).- Madam President, is it not
the duty of a rapporteur to present the repon of the
committee?'S7e seem to have heard a great deal about
the original report, but that surely is not the purpose
of the rapponeur?
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, I
should also like to protest against the bias with which
the rapponeur has presented the repon. Vhat he pre-
sented was not the repon approved by the committee
but his own personal ideas. I believe we must protest
against this.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Chanterie, your point
and remarks have been noted.
Mr Schreiber (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, first of all I should like to thank Mr
Newman for his repon and his hard work, and espe-
cially for the enthusiasm he has brought to his task as
rapponeur in the last few months.
The Socialist Group, whose views on the two annual
reports on the ERDF I am expressing, has moved a
series of amendments to improve this repon in cenain
important respects, and I am sorry to see that the
majority of the Committee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning was not willing to incorporate
these points which seem to us imponant, in the report.
For this reason we again request today that a number
of observations and demands be added to Mr New-
man's report, and we ask for the House's support.
The aim of the Community's regional policy is to nar-
row the tremendous gap in prosperity between the
individual Member States and their regions by means
of specific aids to the less developed areas from the
Regional Fund. It is apparent that in 1982 and 1983
l
the Fund was not financially.quipf.d to perform this
nsk properly. Payments from tle Fund in 1982
rotalled 973 million ECU, or 4.80/q of all Community
budget spending. In 1983, this proportion rose by only
O.4o/o ro 5.20/0, or I 255 million ECU in absolute
figures. Compare this with the C$P, which in 1982
swallowed up 60.60/0, and in 1983 even 64.90lo of the
budget 
- 
a rise once again of 4.3okt.
This comparison makes .1.r. on..irgain that the com-
mon agricultural policy ties up f{r too much of the
Community's budgetary resourcesl which are not then
available for the large expenditure requirements of the
future, amongst which I count the Regional Policy.
Enormous sums are squandered td finance agricultural
surpluses, and these would be bettbr invested in a care-
fully designed regional policy do narrow the gulf
between rich and poor in the Community.
A further observation here: in thb poorer regions the
backbone of the economy is genCrally the many small
farmers and agricultural produders, primarily rural
family concerns. Thanks to arl agricultural policy
which unilaterally favours and enbourages the big fac-
tory farms, their livelihood is indreasingly threatened
and as often as not they go underJ The misguided agri-
cultural policy of the Communlty thus has a direct
negative effect on precisely thosC disadvantaged areas
which the EC seeks to help throJgh its regional policy
- 
a vicious circle which must how be broken by a
long overdue thorough refo.ni of the agricultural
policy.
In 1982 and 1983, une-ployrnef,t in the Community
also continued inexorably to rile. Nearly l2 million
people were affected, above all]in the disadvantaged
regions. One of the principal {ims of the Regional
Fund is to create new jobs in tlfe poorer regions and
protecr existing ones, and I haip considerable doubts
as to whether the regional poli,iy is carrying out this
imponant task adequately. Vq so not know if the
figures gives in the two annualjreports nlly with the
new jobs created wich money frgm the Fund.
\7e share the Commission's uif* that the data sup-
plied by the Member States shpuld be regarded with
extreme scepticism. As often a$ not, applicants exag-
gerate their claims as regards thp prospective effects of
their projects on employment in order to qualify for
funds. It is thus viml that there ghould be stricter mon-
itoring of individual projects a4rd closer checks to see
whether the predicted numbers of new jobs are in fact
created. But even if the figuqes stated are correct'
44 000 new jobs againsr a bagkground of 12 million
unemployed are just a drop in the ocean. The
Regional Fund needs to be built up urgently, if
regional policy is to avoid becpming totally powerless
to affect employment.
It has become apparent that f,"lnds channelled into the
services sector, industry and small businesses create
considerably more jobs than money spent on tradi-
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tional infrastrucrure measures. Ve therefore call for a
Breater rearrangement within the Fund in favour of
projecrc which will create jobs.
The regional policy must not, however, concentra[e
only on rhe least developed areas of the Community if
it is to fulfill its mission adequately. There is a second
rype of disadvanraged region in which a 'new poverry'
is spreading. I refer to the old industrial areas which
are experiencing harrowing structural crises. Unem-
ploymenr rhere, which has for years been high, has
risen even funher. These areas need rhe Community's
help. The Ruhr basin, for example 
- 
I live very close
to it 
- 
faces enormous problems which the European
Community ought to mckle wirh grearer energy rhan
it has shown so far.
In my view the granring of money from the Fund
should more rhan hitherro be made conditional on rhe
pursuit of other Communiry objecrives. In one amend-
menr, rhe Socialist Group goes back to decisions taken
by Parliament during irc lasr term and demands rhar a
shoner working week, improved working condirions,
equaliry of opporrunities and rhe observance and
strengthening of workers' and rrade unions' righrc be
made part of rhe regional policy.
As regards the granring of funds ro British Telecom,
my honourable friend David Manin will presenr our
views on rhis in some deail. I shall confine myself to a
commenr as to form: it would perhaps have been bet-
ter for the committee ro have prepared a special repon
on this quesrion. This would have been more appro-
priate to the problem.
In conclusion ler me take a look inro the furure. Ve
must manage in the next few years to get more money
for the Community's regional policy. \fe must check
more closely that this money is really spen[ sensibly,
and we must consider whether rhe crireria for the
awarding of money from the Fund are still valid. If we
go on as before rhe gulf bemeen rich and poor in rhe
Community will widen, unemployment will rise fur-
ther, and we shall end up failing dismally in one of rhe
Communiry's major tasks for rhe future.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam Presidenr, rhe
EPP Group musr unforrunarely say thar rhe purpose
and aims of the Regional Fund and rhe regional
policy, which we fully endorse, have not been
a.chieved. My group regrerc this. If we consider why
these aims have not been achieved, we find rhar the
most importanr reason has been rhe shonage of
resources. As previous speakers have already said, the
regional policy accounred for 4.80/o of the budget in
1982 and for 5.20/o in 1983, a very small ,-ounr *h.n
compared with whar is needed and rhe goals thar have
been set. The second reason is that rhe appropriations
available have not been used or have been used badly.
This is abundanrly clear, for example, from the non-
quota section of rhe Regional Fund, where substanrial
resources 
- 
not so substantial, of course, when com-
pared with rhe budget as a whole 
- 
have nor been
used.
Madam President, Parliament has criticized this situa-
tion for many years and called for a thorough reform
of the regional policy and of the Regulation governing
the Regional Fund. The Council is endrely rc blami
for this being done so lare in the day, with the resulr
that the new Regulation did nor enrer into force until
I January 1985. I believe that rhe Council musr rhere-
fore rake full responsibility for rhe unsatisfacrory oper-
ation of the Regional Fund in the past and especially
in the years we are now discussing on rhe basis of this
report..
Madam President, we can only say 
- 
and we find rhis
extremely regrettable 
- 
that Regional Fund opera-
tions did lirtle or norhing in either 1982 or 1983 to
narrow the wide gap between the living standards of
the inhabitants of the wealthier and poorer regions of
the European Communiry. This is a .egretta6le frcr.
Ve can go on complaining about the past, bur I
believe thar we musr also look to the future and hope
that the application of the new Regulation will make ir
possible ro narrow the gap rhat has exisred for many
years between rhe poorer and wealrhier regions. 'We
must also think of rhe Communiry of Twelve that will
soon be a reality. !7e already know of various regions,
panicularly in Spain and Ponugal, rhat will undoubt-
edly qualify for assisrance from rhe Regional Fund.
Ve must therefore make sure that the newcomers,
neither of whom can be numbered among rhe weal-
thier Member Srares, do not cause a war of the poor,
as this siruation is somerimes described. Ve musr make
sure that the resources, which must, moreover, be sub-
stantially increased in the very near furure, are distri-
buted berrer and more fairly in every way.
As regards the budgemry situation, I would remind the
House rhat in rhe past we have had ro live wirh a
budger that was almost complerely exhausted. Now
that there are good prospecrs of more of rhe European
Community's own resources being released, my troup
hopes rhat a considerable proponion of rhise new
resources will be used for rhe new approach to rhe
regional policy and panicularly for rhe integrarcd pro-
grammes under which the various Communiry objec-
tives can be achieved and a coordinared approach can
be adopted ro social and economic .ecorery.
In this connection, I would also underline the need for
the.local and regional authorities ro have a grearer say
in decisions on Communiry assistance. ThJparticipa-
tion of-rhe regional aurhorities is of the utrnoit impon-
ance if we are ro succeed in establishing and imple-
menting inregrated programmes in a prbper manner.
Finally, I would refer ro the problems arising when
areas having ro conrend with the same difficuliies are
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not given the same access to Regional Fund assistance.
This is especially true of my own country, but the
problem also exists in the rest of the European Com-
munity. Such arbitrary geographical distribution
results in serious discrimination.
There are thus many doubts about the old Fund. Let
us hope that the new Fund leads to an improved
policy, with Ponugal and Spain involved as equals.
Mr C. Beazley (ED). 
- 
Madam President, we are
reminded this week of the extreme youth of the Euro-
pean Community and of the events, only 40 years ago,
which originated the Community, itself now only
30 years old. European regional policy is scarcely a
decade old, as we are reminded by this review of the
Eighth and Ninth Annual Reports. It is therefore not
surprising that many of the original ideas of regional
policy are hard to fulfil in such a shon space of time,
but surely it is quite the wrong attitude rc belittle the
achievements which have been made to date and to
wish to denigrate the entire policy itself. I, like my col-
league Mr Chanterie, would like ro dwell on the more
positive sides of this particular repon.
Before I do so, I must refer to the previous speech by
Mr Newman, because he does make it quite clear that
he does not regard this report as being for the purpose
of reviewing how regional policy has affected the
regions. He sees this in stricdy political terms, and he
also sees it in stricdy national political terms. Madam
President, I wish rc place on record here that I am
speaking not simply as a Bridsh Conservative but as a
European Democrat and as one who represenrc a
region of Europe. Therefore I will not seek to score
points with Mr Newman about national political
issues, where he attacks my own national government.
Of course he may expec[ me to respond in like man-
ner, but I think it would be a great shame if this debate
were to be brought down to that level, as no doubt Mr
Newman would like. As he found in the committee, a
huge majority of the committee 
- 
and I confidently
predict the majority of this House 
- 
will reject such a
negative and nationalistic approach to the European
regional policy. It is an extremely imponant and posi-
dve side of the European Community's programme.
As Mr Chanterie has said, unfortunately insufficient
funds are allocated. However, I would like to draw
attention to that part of the repon which panicularly
artacks my support, namely, the issue of additionality
and of publicity. It is quite wrong that Member State
governmen[s should use European Community funds
merely to replace funds which they might otherwise
have spent themselves in the regions. Equally, it is
quite wrong for the public of Europe to be totally una-
ware of the work 
- 
small though it is 
- 
which is
undenaken in their name and on [heir behalf.
I am very pleased to be able to place on record that in
rhe city of Plymouth, which I am proud to represent,
f 9.6 m were allocated to the A38 load linking Britain
to rhe County of Cornwall, whiCh I also represent,
and I am delighted that the Ciry Cbuncil, which is not
obliged to do so, has put up an edormous notice say-
ing that this project was partly fqnded by the Euro-
pean development programme. A yast number of peo-
ple have said: we knew vaguely that this regional
policy exists, but we had no idea that it actually
iffecied us and we are delighted. I hope that the sec-
don of the report that deals with the question of publi-
city will make an impact and th[t attention will be
drawn rhroughout Europe to qhe success of the
regional programme. It is extremely imponant.
The rcndendous parts of the repdrt 
- 
I was not the
rapporteur, Madam President, but I feel a little
tempted to represent what the niajority of the com-
mittee said, seeing as we have heald little about that so
far 
- 
were two in particular. Ong was to contrast lhe
percentage of spending on regignal funds with the
percentage of European funds which go to the CAP.
As a malority of members of tha]t committee pointed
out, the regions which we represbnt also benefit very
much from the CAP. To try an{ run down the CAP
and say that these regions should be deprived of farm
support would not, in fact, serve the interests of those
regions of Europe. Therefore we responded to that
tendency extremely firmly and ile amended that part
of the report.
Secondly, even more flagrantly i4 breach of the Euro-
pean ideal was the inclusion of the pan about the pri-
vatization of British Telecom. T[is has nothing what-
soever [o do with the European Community and the
European regional programme. this is, I am afraid to
say, only a small section of one df the political groups
- 
a national section 
- 
which attempts time and time
again to attack its own national government. The vast
majority of this House, Europgan Members, reject
that sort of approach as negative, as base, as thor-
oughly demeaning. This week ule shall be remember-
ing extremely important Europedn events; we shall not
be banging our small nationalistic drums. As far as the
regional policy is concerned, thepefore, this pan of the
report. was equally deleted and I confidently predict
that it will not be res[ored when the House reassem-
bles ro vote on this report.
I would conclude, Madam Pfesident, by formally
moving my amendmenm and llso recommending to
the House those amendments tqbled by my colleague,
Mrs Boot, on behalf of the Euiopean People's Party
and the amendments mbled b! my colleagues, Mr
Romeo and Mr Ducarme. It whs indeed a significant
achievement that the centre-rlight majority in this
House, in committee, were abfe to make something
sensible, something practical of this report which
would recommend itself to the peoples of Europe and
would not give the opponunitf to a small section of
the British political scene to rCap the cheap publicity
which they seek in order to atlack their own govern-
ment.
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'!7e hope rherefore rhar rhis repon will mark a signifi-
cant srage in placing before the peoples of Europe the
imponance of regional policy. Indeed, we hope that
the Regional Fund will be increased. It is extremely
imponant pan of rhe European Community's acrion.
(Protest from the Socialist benches)
I am glad that I have the attenrion of the British
Socialisr Members. I do not wish ro draw the artention
of this House to their behaviour because that has been
done amply by rhemselves.
In conclusion, Madam President, I do speak on behalf
of all those Europeans who represenr rhe regions, rhe
peripheral areas far removed from the narional admin-
istrations and rhe cenrres of ,population. '!7e must
speak for areas such as Cornwall and Plymouth, Brit-
tany, the South of Italy and Ponugal, which is to join
the Community. Ler us avoid rhe trap of falling inro a
nationalistic debate which only bores the European
publicl
Mr Valenzi (COM). 
- 
UD Madam President, ladies
and genrlemen, when rhe eanhquake of 3 November
1980 tragically shook rhe city of Naples and the Cam-
pania and Lucania regions of our country, rhere was
much emotion in Europe and rhroughout the world. I
can personally bear wirness ro rhe very deep impres-
sion that rhe ragedy made on rhe feelings of rhis
Chamber: so much so, in fact, thar on T lvlay 1981,
there was a solemn debate in rhis Parliament following
upon anorher than had taken place less than a monrh
after the earrhquake.
Together with a political delegadon from Naples 
- 
of
which city I was, ar that rime, Mayor 
- 
I lisrcned to
that debate from the gallery, and I remember rhal rhe
Presidenr, Madam Simone Veil, was extremely moved
as she wound up the debare, and the resolution on the
subject was adopted unanimously.
There were other meetings on rhis subject: rhe one ar
Strasbourg on 14 June 1982, for example, wirh Presi-
dent Danken, and with rhe chairmen of the various
political groups; rhe one ar Brussels with rhe Econo-
mic and Social Commirtee; or the one ar Naples on
t8 February 1983, with rhe delegation from rhe Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning. Bur
already, before the earthquake occurred 
- 
since
March 1979, in fact, when Mr Giolitri was a Commis-
sio.ner 
- 
a decisive, positive relationship was being
built up between Naples and Brussels. And so it wai
that the idea of the 'inregrared Naples operarion, was
born 
- 
an operarion that affected not only the ciry of
Naples itself, bur also a further 96 municipalities in
Campania province.
\U?hy, then, Naples? Not only because Naples is a
Breat city thar has rightfully earned its own place in
European hisrory, bur first of all, and above all,
because in this area of southern Europe the social and
economic situation is one of [he mos[ difficult in exist-
ence anywhere, rhe housing shonage and unemploy-
ment are very serious indeed, and the gap berween
these areas and rhe richer areas of the Community is
very wide.
The second reason 
- 
and this is an idea rhar was born
and developed in the Economic and Monetary Com-
mittee itself 
- 
is thar ir is essential ro concenrare rhe
available financial resources in certain areas, certain
cities 
- 
such as, for example, Naples or Belfast 
-instead of spreading rhem around widely but rhinly on
the ground. Vhat was necessary 
- 
so ir. was rhen said
a properly thought-out operarion, one thar was
planned and programmed.
After the 1980 eanhquake, and rhe pressure brought
to bear by this Parliamenr on rhe Commission and ihe
politicians responsible for decision-taking in this field,
it seemed rhat things were well on rheir way towards a
rapid, fruitful solurion. Instead, today, the birter fact is
that, some five years afrer the earthquake occurred,
the operation is marking dme.
Recalling President Mirterrand's remark on [he dan-
ger [hat the undenaking would be reduced to an aban-
doned construcrion site, I would say thar the 'inte-
grated Naples operarion' is in danger of being a verir.a-
ble non-exisrent building-site. The grear publicity
boost given in Italy to the 'inregrated Naples opera-
tion', especially on the eve of the elections, talked of
possible financial aid up ro l l m. million lire. The
recent accounts tell us rhat, including the latest pay-
ments, the regional developmenr fund responsible, rhe
Cassa per il Mezzogiorno, has so far received in all
96 000 million, the Campania region has had
7 000 million and the Municipality of Naples has had
I I 000 million. In all, l2l 000 million in three years.
The recent visir by rhe Mayor of Naples, Mr
D'Amato, ro rhe Commissioner for Regional Develop-
ment in Brussels, Mr Varfis, highlighted the serious-
ness of the delays and inadequacies thar have impeded
the operarion, just as it also brought our very ciearly
the goodwill of Mr Varfis, to whom I appeal yer again
today.
'!7hat are the reasons for these delays? '!7hat are rhe
reasons for rhese inadequacies? !/ho is responsible?
Ve.pur these quesrions very clearly, and very insis-
tently, ro the Commission. This is what rhose who are
concerned are asking you, gentlemen of rhe Commis-
sion, so thar we can finally get on wirh the implemen-
tation of INOP, as ir is called for shon.
There are 
- 
I think 
- 
some new factors that can be
used to bring pressure ro bear. The first is the new
Regulation for the European Regional Development
Fund, which, thanks ro Anicle 34, finally makCs for-
mal recognition of the enrire inregrated operation pos-
sible. The second is that the new Commission, pres-
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ided over by Mr Delors, seems to be in favour of
quicker, more comprehensive action. The third facrcr
is the liquidation of the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno,
which rook place recently in ltaly, and the transfer of
responsibilities . . .
(Tbe President urged the speaker to conclude)
I should like to add one imponant point: in Italy the
Government has had [o accept the liquidation by Par-
liament of the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno, which is one
of the bodies most responsible for our difficulties in
this connection, and which has slowed down, instead
of developing, relations with the European Parliament.
There are grounds for hoping, therefore, that in this
six-months' term of office of the Italian Presidency of
rhis Parliament the Italian Government will also hon-
our its commitments and pay that part of its contribu-
rion without which the Commission cannot make its
own contribution.
I should like to thank the President and honourable
Members for having given me their attention, and also
because I am convinced that once more we shall have
their full suppon for the re-launching of this opera-
tion, which is very important for Naples and for the
South of Italy.
Mr Barrett (RDE). 
- 
Madam President, the New-
man report provides us with an excellent opponunity
to comment on the success or lack of success of the
Community regional policy. Unfonunately, European
regional policy has failed to live up to our expecta-
rions. Far from reducing the gap between the Com-
munity's rich and poor regions and nations, the ERDF
has failed to prevent an increase in regional disparities.
My group is alarmed at this trend and we fear that if it
continues unchecked, Cummunity cohesion will be
jeopardized. As a group, we have always argued that
regional policy must be one of the pillars of Com-
munity policy. It is the only Community instrument
which specifically sets out to reduce unemployment
through job creation, and yet its resources remain
totally inadequate. As Mr Newman poinm out in his
reporr,, rhe ERDF accounted for only 4.80/0 and 5.20/0
of the total EEC budget in 1982 and 1983 respectively.
\7e believe that these sums are derisory and propose
that significant increases be made in the Community's
own resources to permit essential additional expendi-
ture and regional policy.
Although not strictly relevant ro the 8th and 9th
Annual Repons, I now propose to comment on some
recent developments in regional policy which have
given rise to some concern in my own country. I
ihould first like to comment on the implementation of
the new ERDF regulation which entered into force on
I January this year. Vhile welcoming the basic thrust
of the new regulation, my group regrets that the
Council was unable to address itself to the ERDF's
fundamental problem, which is im]l^.k of resources.
Having said ihis, however, *. pJnicul"rly welcome
the intention to concentrate more aid on the Com-
munity's weakest regions and to ppovide more assist-
ance for small and medium-sized bilsinesses. It is rc be
hoped that disadvantaged countribs such as lreland
and Greece will be able to take up their full quota en-
titlement. 1U7e also welcome the rpove towards pro-
gramme financing and the greater involvement of local
and regional authorities in the debision-making pro-
cess. \7e would have preferred this to have been taken
a step further, having advocated t\at payments should
be made directly to regional authgrities in preference
to national exchequers. 'We are one of the Community
members who have payments m4de to the national
exchequer and we think this a mistpke, not only by the
Commission but by the national Bovernment.
In reply to a ques[ion in this Housd, the Commissioner
of the day acknowledged that lopal authorities were
better equipped and more knowle{Seable on particular
areas, regions or county council areas to prepare a
proposal for the Commission and that they should be
permitted to make it directly ro phe Commission. In
the same way, we believe that payments should be
made directly to these local bodieb, where they would
be far more beneficial not only to the local communi-
ties concerned but to the EEC apd its image abroad
amongst the member countries. I yould point out that
when they are made through the national exchequer, it
is very difficult to identify the benefits that have
flowed from a particular grant flom the ERDF, and
that by doing it the way I am sqggesting 
- 
and the
Commission should press Membdr Srates not already
doing it this way to sran direct phyments 
- 
it will be
easy ro establish where the mgney from the EEC
Regional Fund is going. And the people in the Com-
munity areas concerned will at least be able to ack-
nowledge that there are definitC benefits coming to
those areas from the Community. This is very impor-
tant when you consider the low poll in the last elec-
tions to the European Parliament.
(Applause from tbe right)
Mrs Piermont (ARC). 
- 
(DE)Statistical data and
studies show that the gulf betwpen the EC's poorest
and richest regions 
- 
e .8., [etween the average
income of a resident of Hambur$ and that of a Sicilian
- 
yawns ever wider. Vith the a]ccession of Spain and
Ponugal the differences will !e even greater. One
reason for this is that the mopey available for the
Regional Fund is too lirtle and tHat it has not increased
enough in proponion to the Community budget.
Unlike the rapponeur, however; we do not see this as
the main reason for the Fund's failure. On the con-
trary, we are convinced that Jhe regional policy is
founded on a misconception. Its aim 
- 
an aim echoed
in the version of the motion for a resolution approved
by the committee 
- 
is to proyide the leading high-
techonology, highly rationalized firms with profitable
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investments and adequate new'human resources, by
means of appropriate infrastructure measures. An
example quoted in rhe repon is thar of rhe Airbus
indusrries. !/hat a region needs is decided by sover-
eign decree in group headquaners, the nadonal capi-
tals and by the Brussels bureaucracy. To the decision-
makers the region is just an 'objecr'. Nor even irs
institutions hav any real say in the matter, ler alone rhe
people who live rhere.
In view of rhese aims and this decision-making struc-
ture, it is only logical rhar small and medium-sized
businesses in the craft and service sectors and agricul-
ture, which could provide work for many people and
which accommodate the needs and way of life of rhe
people living rhere, find themselves pushed our in
favour of wealrhy large-scale industries which creare
few job-s, and rhat private specularors privy to the rightkind of information can jump in in cases such as ihe
privatizarion of British Telecom and pocket funds
intended for the public benefir. A 'Europe of the
r.ggjons' which respects the cultural identiry, hisrory,
differing ways of life and esmblished social srrucrures
of the regions, in which people can build on rhis foun-
dation and decide their furure themselves, cannor,
however, be achieved through rhe EC's regional policy
as it has been conducred ro date.
Mr [Jlburghs (NI). 
- 
(NL) Madam Presidenr, I
should like ro congrarulare Mr Newman on his excel-
lent repon on rhe European regional policy. To illus-
trate rhe rapporreur's proposals, I will outline the
policy rowards an underdeveloped region which I
know well and where I myself live: rhe mining disuict
of Limburg in Belgium. I will also suggesr a fiw alter-
natives [o [he presenr policy.
Firstly, I would point out rhat the economic decline in
this mining disrict has assumed disasrrous propor-
tions, chiefly because of the threat of closure that
hangs over rhe mines and rhe gradual dismanrling of
the multinational undenakings. Ford, Blue Bell, Fhi-
lips and others have already gone, and this has des-
troyed many small undenakings. As a result, 250/o of
the working population have lost rheir jobs. There is
also a serious housing shonage due to popularion
growth and the Belgian Governmenr's policy, which
has reduced supporr for housing programmes from
10 000m to 2 000m Belgian francs over a period of
four years. There is also a lack of education in social
problems, and rhe environmenl has been neglected,
panicularly in rhese underdeveloped areas. I will not
go into any more detail.
Secondly, I should like to suggest a number of alterna-
tives for regional development. Priority should be
given to rhe integrated and global developmenr of
underdeveloped regions in Europe, such as the Lim-
burg mining districr, by granting financial assistance to
cenain forms of developmenr geared to the diversifica-
tion and conversion of existing underrakings and
industries, such as rhe coal indusrry, by encouraging
the creation of jobs wirh a social purpose, by assisring
small-scale projects and cooperatives, welfare projects
such as employmenr for immigranm, help for the eld-
erly, integration-orienred educarion, basic training
and, finally, the housing initiadves which subsidize
tenants' associations and would chiefly benefit districts
in which mineworkers live. There are also opponuni-
ties for the renewal of the environmenr and the combi-
nation of employment and housing in the surrounding
envlronment.
To conclude, Madam President, I should like to draw
attention once again ro rhe assistance given to inre-
grated programmes where the popularion of the
underdeveloped areas are rhemselves involved in the
planning of rheir own regional developmenr, in soli-
darity with all underdeveloped comrnunities both in
the regions of Europe and in rhe Third \7orld.
Mr D. Martin (S). 
- 
Madam President, the Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning
instructed the rapponeur for this repdn to take inro
account a morion by myself dealing with an ERDF
grant awarded to Brirish Telecom. The rapponeur did
this in his first draft, but during rhe passage of rhe
report [hrough the commirree reference ro British
Telecom has been reduced to a mere three paragraphs.
These three paragraphs fail to convey rhe concern
expressed by many people about the granrs to British
Telecom. I rherefore take the opponuniry in rhe rhree
minutes allocated ro me [o ourline my objections to
the granrs to British Telecom.
ln 1982, some 30m ECU of ERDF assistance v/as
granted to telecommunication projecr in the UK. In
1983, the amounr, was 58m ECU. In September 1984,
when the second tranche of grants from the ERDF was
announced, 23 million pounds was allocared to Bridsh
Telecom out of a total UK allocarion of z8 million. In
other words, rwo monrhs before BT was privatized,
one-third of the UK share of ERDF grants wenr ro
British Telecom. Ve on rhis side of rhe House believe
that that was a polirically motivared act which had
nothing ro do with regional policy and everyrhing ro
do with the British Conservarive Governmenr.'s deii.e
to ensure the besr possible promorion of its sell-off of
public assets.
'!7e are disturbed that so much money was handed
over to an organtzation which is making a profit of
a.round one billion pounds a year. The money that
they were awarded is to be used to change manual
exchanges ro automatic exchanges, and these
exchanges will actually reduce rhe number of staff
employed by British Telecom. Here we have a case of
an ERDF granr which is acrually doing the opposite to
what rhe Fund was ser up ro do in thar ir iJ ieducing
instead of increasing rhe number of jobs in rhe UK.
The right wing in this House, led by the Bridsh Con-
servatives, have tried to sweep this whole issue under
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the carpet during the committee stage. I wonder what
their motives are in doing this. I wonder how many of
the British Conservatives or their families actually pur-
chased BT shares and, if rhey did, I wonder if they will
declare that before they vote today. It is immoral for
them to vote on this repon having made a quick buck
out of the sale of these shares.
Mr Newman's first draft of his report contained a par-
agraph which stated: 'Parliament is concerned that
while such grants to British Telecom had little impact
on creating jobs, it could be regarded as an undue
benefit from the Community budget to private inves-
rors who purchased British Telecom shares when it
was placed in private ownership.' I regard that as a
very moderate statement. 'Sfle seek to reintroduce that
moderate statement in our Amendment No 22. I hope
the Assembly will suppon this and the other amend-
ments we have put forward on the BT issue in order to
set the record straight about this grant.
Finally, BT aside, let me congratulate Mr Newman on
his repon. His first draft had much quality and many
good comments. I hope the final text will bear some
resemblance to his first draft. He made a number of
important points, perhaps the most important being
the reminder that the Community's regional policy has
failed to narrow the gap between the rich and poor
regions.
Finally, in l98l the olive-oil and vegetable sector of
the agricultural budget received 2 ECU for every
I ECU spent on regional policy. '\(i e are serious about
regional policy, these priorities have to be changed.
Mr O'Donnell (PPE). 
- 
Madam President, the
annual repon of the European Regional Development
Fund gives us an indication of the extent ro which this
important Community instrument contributes to the
economic and social progress of the Community's
regions. There is no doubt that the ERDF has made
some contribution to the provision of infrastructures
and to rhe crea[ion of jobs in the disadvantaged areas
of this Community. Indeed, the repon for 1983 con-
tains a nble giving the employment creation figures
for the period 1975-83. These figures show that about
half-a-million jobs were created and preserved
through a variety of projects granted aid from the
ERDF during that period.
However, despite the facts and figures relating to job
creation and the provision of infrastructures, the
Eighth and Ninth Annual Repons of the ERDF
clearly show that the gap between the richer and
poorer regions continues to widen. It can be forecast
that this gap will inevitably continue to widen sdll fur-
ther with the imminent enlargement of the Com-
munity.
The repon before us draws attention to [he need for
the Commission to accelerate its work on assessing the
economic, political and budgemry impact of enlarge-
ment on the Community's regionb. A motion for a
resolution mbled under Anicle 47 is now before the
Committee on Regional Policy ahd Regional Plan-
ning, and a report is being drafted on the implications
of enlargement for the Communityls regions.
From a study of the Eighth fnd Ninth Annual
Reports, certain basic and fundaqenral facts emerge.
Firstly, the Fund is totally inadqquate to meet the
economic and social needs of Eurppe's disadvantaged
regions. The Fund, in fact, has npade very little real
impact on the serious and grouling unemployment
siruation in these regions. The E\DF has failed com-
pletely to halt, let alone reverse, the continuous trend
in this Community whereby the rich regions continue
to get richer while the poor continile to get poorer.
It is my conviction that this Conrlmunity cannot Pro-
gress towards ultimate European qnion nor can it have
any real meaning for the people Who belong to it so
long as we tolerate a situation whqre som-e people con-
tinue to enjoy ever-rising standpds of living while
others are condemned to declirling standards. This
trend will continue unless thig Community and,
indeed, the member governments face up to their res-
ponsibility in this matter and provide adequate financ-
ing for the ERDF. The gap betfeen the richer and
poorer regions cannot be narroiled except through a
massive transfer of resources frdm the richer to the
poorer regions.
Since its establishment a quaner bf a century ago, this
Community has failed to achidve this objective. I
believe it is essential for its surviv4l and for its progress
that this Community does so nqw and in the imme-
diate future. The first essential for a realistic Com-
munity regional policy, then, is phe provision of ade-
quate funds.
The repon before us also dra*s]"ttention to the need
for greater coordination of the various Community
finaicial instruments and their coordination wi*r
na[ional, local and regional instr]uments in the promo-
don of integrated regional development programmes.
There is now no doubt that the alpplication of the prin-
ciple of integrated regional ddvelopment offers the
best hope for promoting the economic and social
development of Europe's most Cepressed regions and
thereby helping to narrow the lap between the richer
and poorer regions. It is vitalfy imponant that the
Inregrated Mediterranean Prog4ammes get under way
as quickly as possible. There ip also a very pressing
need for the formulation of intefrated programmes for
the disadvantaged regions in t\e northern peripheries
of this Community. Inrcgratfd development pro-
grammes of the rype already belng implemented in the
Vestern Isles of Scotland would be appropriate to
other peripheral regions in the honhern perimeters of
this Community. In my own cduntry, there is a need
for comprehensive and integr4ted development pro-
grammes for the western seaboard regions of Ireland
l
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as well as for the Gaeltacht and rhe offshore islands,
some of which are now faced with total depopulation.
I believe that local and regional authorities are a
widely imponant factor in rhe promotion of both
Community and national regional policies. I believe
that local authoriries should be directly involved at all
stages in formulation and processing of applicarions
for ERDF assistance.
Finally, may I express the hope rhar rhe new regula-
tions governing the Regional Fund which came inro
effect on 1 January of this year will achieve far greater
success than hitheno in tackling the serious problems
of regional disparities in this Community.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Madam Presidenr, at home I
have two small boys. One is aged six and the other is
aBed three, and I am bound ro say rhar, lisrening rc rhe
rapporteur this afternoon, I shut my eyes and rhought:
I must be back at home, for they 
- 
as small boys do
- 
squabble and complain when they do not quire get
their own way. I listened to the rapporreur complain-
ing bitterly that he had nor gor his own way on his ori-
ginal rcndentious and exrremely unhelpful rexr for the
repon which stands in his name. I think rhe rapporreur
should be giving thanks to the Commirree on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning for actually injecting a
sound dose of common sense into the repon and rak-
ing our of it all rhose exrremely unhelpful recipes for
economic and employment disaster which have
brought Europe to its knees and which this House
should have no pan in promoting through this reporr.
The members of my group, Madam President, greatly
welcome the putting of British Telecom into real
public ownership.
( Protests from tbe Socialist benches)
British Telecom is now owned by millions of real peo-
ple, and this House should welcome rhe fact that the
European Regional Development Fund has been spent
on helping millions of real ordinary people, rhe people
we are talking about Europe trying to help. I sincerely
hope this House gives rhe repon, as it stands, irs full-
heaned support and rejecrs all of the artemprs ro pur
back the tendentious and feeble rexr rhar the rappor-
teur originally submitred.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President,
the Newman repon is of interest because it confirms
some of the Commission's own admissions. It is also
fully in keeping wirh rhe stark reality rhar regional dis-
parities not only exisr in the Community but are grow-
ing and becoming more acure by the day. The same is
happening wirh the living standards of these regions,
which, instead of approaching rhe level of the prosper-
ous regions, are slipping back from it all the time, with
the problem of unemploymen[ as rhe main ourcome.
Mr Newman and many other colleagues have won-
dered about the reason for the unsatisfactory opera-
don of the Regional Fund and have said that the
resources at the ERDF's disposal are miniscule. I
would say that they are no[ worth even so much as an
aspirin as far as curing enormous problems like these
goes, amounting as they do to one-thousandth of the
Community GDP.
Bur this problem is nothing other than a symprom of a
more general policy which neither Mr Newman nor
the other colleagues want. to menrion. The truth is rhat
the Community, which is primarily concerned wirh
supporting big capital and large companies, shows no
determination to change irs straregy with a view to
narrowing the regional dispariries which exist no-t only
at the Community level bur also between different
regions within individual Member Scates. I have nor
got time to go into rhe situation obtaining in my own
country, which sees no sign of im less-favoured
regions developing in harmonized fashion or of
approaching the low level even of its ostensibly devel-
oped regions, despite the fact rhat the whole of the
country, apart from the Arhens and Thessaloniki
regions, qualifies for ERDF supporr.
Therefore in my view, Mr President, this debate is
somewhat pointless, given irs reluctance 'ro put its fin-
ger on the marks of rhe nails', to broach on rhe more
general policy of the Community, thar is.
Mrs Lemass (RDE). 
- 
Madam Presidenr, the Euro-
pean Regional Fund is the way of helping poorer
countries. Unfonunately, the central pan of Europe
- 
the wealthy part 
- 
is benefiting substantially, while
the countries on the periphery of Europe, such as
Scotland, Ireland, the sourh of Italy and Greece, are
the countries where there is a great need for more
money.
In his repon, Mr Newman referred ro the integrated
programmes. In my own country, my own national
government seems reluctant to press for an integrated
programme for my own capital ciry such as rhe one
from which Belfast benefired. I believe that those inte-
grated programmes are rhe way ro help regions that
really need a Breat deal of supporr,.
Other matters of major topical inrcrest are enlarge-
ment and the inauguration of the inregrared Mediter-
ranean programmes. \7e really must have assurances
that those developments will nor have a prejudicial
impact on rhe operarion of regional policy in severely
disadvantaged regions in the Community's nonh, such
as Ireland and Scotland. 'S7e must have guarantees rhar
those regions will continue rc qualify for exrensive
support from rhe Regional Fund, and we musr be
satisfied that funding will be not only maintained but
increased in real terms.
I should like ro direct a specific quesrion ro rhe Com-
mission on the proposed extension of crossborder pro-
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grammes in Ireland. Those measures, which included
the extension of the gas pipeline in Ireland, were pro-
posed under Anicle 13 of the old Regulation and
failed to be agreed prior to the expiry of that Regula-
tion. \7ill the Commission confirm its intention to
produce proposals rc establish an appropriate legal
basis for those measures to proceed and, if so, will the
Commission give an indication of the time-scales
envisaged?
Madam President, the Regional Fund is extremely
important to the poorer regions of Europe, and that
must always be kept in mind.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Madam
President, ladies and gentlemen, in an evaluation of
the operation of the Regional Fund it must be emphas-
ized that the regions themselves are in no way
involved in the Community's regional policy. Even
though they are essential structural elements in the
construction of Europe, the regions of the Member
States have no say, and that in itself is, I believe, hav-
ing a distrastrous effect on the quality of the process
of integration we are all trying to achieve.
There is also a disconcening lack of information, and
the absence of any kind of information policy has
resulted, amonB other things, in some Member States
often failing to use all the Regional Fund resources
allocated to them. At the end of the 1982 financial
year, for example, Belgium had still not taken up
almost 30m ECU of im quota.
The Commission is not entirely to blame. The Belgian
Government in fact failed to submit enough projects
or to submit them in the form required by the Com-
munity regulations. This is an incredible omission
when we think that in such regions as Limburg and the
\Testhoek unemployment amounts ro 250/o and youth
unemployment is over 350/0. This only goes to show
that there is no effective policy of providing informa-
rion on the application procedure or the administra-
rion of the Fund with respect to those who may be
entitled to assistance.
If we are to avoid a recurrence of these mistakes in the
future, I am convinced that the Directorate-General
for regional policy must have a depanment responsible
for maintaining direct contact with the regions. This
departmenr could also act as an information centre, as
a cell for the exchange of ideas and information on
successful projects and also as a coordinating centre.
The Member States themselves should also involve
their regions in the conception and implementation of
a Community policy. They might have observer status,
just as the German Lrinder are represented in both the
Counciland COREPER.
Madam President, last year a Community conference
of the regions and the applicant countries, Spain and
Ponugal, was held. They asked to be recognized and
consulted by the Community in the foreseeable future.
r
To conclude, I will point out ond. 
"g*in that it is
essential for the regions to have dfrect access to the
Community institutions if the Comrirunity is to correct
the growing lack of regional balancc.
(Applause) 
l
Mrs Gadioux (S). 
- 
(fR) Madaf President, ladies
and gentlemen, as the rapponeuf has stressed, the
Commission's Eighth and Ninth ,flnnual Repons on
the ERDF do not really give a cleal idea of the econo-
mic and social impact of the Fundis actions, since the
figures supplied by the Member St4tes apparently need
to be treated with a great deal of c4ution.
Adminisuation of the ERDF needf, ir would seem, to
be guided by two principles, eppecially since the
reform which came into force on l January 1985: the
principle of coherence and the ptinciple of ranspar-
ency.
Coherence first of all between Qommunity policies.
There is no apparent reason why dhe ERDF should be
operated in a vacuum, taking no dccount of the Com-
munity's other objective actions. T'here would seem to
be room for funher improvemfnt in this respect,
which would make for greater efficiency, and respon-
sibility for this task should lie essentially with the
Commission, with supervision by the Parliament.
Secondly, coherence between C6mmunity policy on
regional development and Menrlber States' policies.
The reform of 19 June 1984 will iro doubt enable pro-
gress to be made in this regard, bf, putting the empha-
sis on programme financing, but the difficulties are not
to be underestimated. Unlike the common agricultural
policy, which is entirely under th! control of the Com-
munity institutions, ERDF opbrations are always
dependent upon the agreement df the Member States
conce.ned. Smt., 
"onit.ained 
td budgetary austerity
may therefore be under a st.onglte-pltion to regard
ERDF aid as a partial substitute {or national aid rather
than a complement. The obligati{n to ensure addition-
ality and complementarity be mandatory and it
should be a sine qua non for thN granting of aid. The
texts should be applied srictly. of the means of
achieving this coherence woul{ surely be to set up
closer realations between the
appropriate levels of governmenlt, regional authorities
in particular, which could play i key role in this field,
both in the planning and executipn of projects. Admit-
tedly, the appropriations to theiERDF are so meagre
rhat it is impossible to have any grand illusions as to
their impact on industrial recoqstruction or effons to
combat unemployment. Moreovjer, the impact is diffi-
cult to gauge in economic ternls. Nevenheless, these
difficulties should not be taken jas justification for the
perhaps understandable but bapely admissible behav-
iour of the budgemry authority.
It is precisely because money il ,"r.". that care must
be taken to ensure that it is used judiciously and the
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principle of transparency mus[ be affirmed unequivo-
cally. The rerrospecrive checks show rhat the rarger
set are rarely attained. Admittedly, as rhe rapponeur
points out, rhe inspections carried out by the Commis-
sion did not reveal a single insrance of irregulariry. Ir is
therefore strongly ro be recommended that rhe Com-
mission make fuller use of its powers of inspection ar
the premises of enterprises in all Member States and
that an obligadon be laid upon rhe Stares to supply
statistics which are accurare and reliable.
Coherence and transparency are all rhe more neces-
sary with rhe prospect of enlargement of rhe Com-
munity to include Spain and Ponugal, which was con-
firmed in Brussels a[ rhe mosr recenr Council of Heads
of State or Governmenr. Thus anorher brick is going
to be added ro [he consrrucrion of rhe European unity
to which chis Parliament aspires.
(Applause from the lefi)
Mr Varfis, Member of the Commission.(GR) Madam President, I want ro srress immediarcly
that with regard ro the elucidation of the problems,
the anxieties expressed, as well as the policy guidelines
proposed, the very painsnking repon of rhe Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning and
the analysis made by the rapponeur find the Commis-
sion to a great extent in agreement.
This being [he case, my commen[s will be shon and of
a general nature, and narurally I shall have rhe oppor-
tunity to reply in grearer demil on rhe interesting
specific matters which have been raised during th-
debate.
The mainspring of rhe concern felr by borh Parliament
and the Commission is thar rcn years after the comm-
encement of operations by the Fund rhe disparides
between the regions have yet to be reduced, and
indeed perhaps they have widened. Moreover, as Mr
Chanterie and Mr O'Donnell have pointed our, [his
concern is intensifying, because with enlargemenr rhe
problem of the dispariries will become more acute and
tackling ir will require a much grearer effort rhan is
being made a[ presenr.
As everyone has been at pains ro say, this effon musr
be centred on rwo objectives: first, to achieve an
increase in the endowmenr of the Regional Fund, and
second, ro ensure rhat the most effective use is made
of its resources. At every opporrunity Parliament
stresses that the resources of rhe Regional Fund are
inadequate. I musr say rhar at its inception ren years
ago- the Fund was puny in scale but a cause for hope.
In fact the rate of increase in rhe early years was very
substantial, and one may say that had it conrinued we
might have had, after a few years, a really effective
Community regional policy.
Unfonunately 
- 
with the exception of the effon
being put inrc the integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes, which is still well short of completion 
- 
the
prospec[s today are much less encouraging, because,
as Parliament points out, both rhe rate of increase and
the level of expenditure on regional policy relative ro
budgemry expendirure as a whole fall far short of whar
is needed. \flith expendirure on rhe regional policy
smnding at 50/o of rhe budger, how can we possibly ger
to grips with the problem of income disparities, how
can we respond even partially to rhe immense problem
of unemployment? Assuming, rhen, that the risou.ces
available ro rhe Fund will remain ar this level in com-
ing years 
- 
even though borh Parliament and the
Commission will always be striving for an increase 
-the weight falls mainly on rhe qualiutive aspecr, on
making the best use of resources, rhar is. But here I
musr say quire clearly rhat the qualirarive aspecr is no
substirure for the shonage of resources. No marter
how great the resources we ought always to place the
same emphasis on the qualitative aspecr as we do at
present with the scan[ resources available.
I think rhat on rhe question of qualiry rhe new regula-
tion matches up well ro many of the concerns se[ our
in the Commission's report. This being so, we may
hope that cenain points of criticism in the repon have
been overcome, or at leasr dealt with in pan. I say
'hope' because ir is roo early as yer for the- positive
results of rhe new regulation ro show.
The criticism concerning the use of resources cenrres
mainly on [hree points. The first concerns the grearer
geographical concenrralion of aid, as menrioned by a
number of speakers, among them Mrs Lemass and Mr
Barret, the second concerns [he correct selection of
sectors for inrervention by rhe Fund, and rhe third
concerns the berter coordination of the activities of the
various insritutions and financial instrumenrc.
'!7ith 
regard to geographical concentrarion, the Com-
mission now has more power ro its elbow by vinue of
the higher percenrage of funding for each projecr, a
factor which will contribute indirecrly rowards the
achievement of geographical concenrration. Funher-
more, the percenrage contribution of each Member
State ro Fund-related supporr is now flexible and no
longer fixed, and rhis gives the Commission more
room for manoeuvre. Lasrly, it is possible thar the dia-
logue wirh rhe Member States in connecrion with rhe
regional developmenr programmes and she periodic
repon may facilitate the establishment of priorities
amongst the various regions of the Member States.
I come now ro the second point concerning rhe choice
between infrastructure and producrive investments.
The report correctly srresses the very low level of
funding, I 10l0, given to productive investments in
1983. The figure in 1984 was somewhar higher at
150/o,bw our aim is ro get it up to 300/o becausi this is
the targer set our in the regulation. This means rhat
investments in rhis secror, especially in small and
medium-sized undenakings and in rhe development of
locally-susrainable porcntial, will have a cenain
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precedence over infrastructure investments. In the
report 
- 
and many speakers have voiced the same
sentimen[ 
- 
productive investments are linked with
job creation. I want ro stress that the direct job crea-
rion crirerion cenainly is of great imponance, but it
cannot be the sole criterion. The fact, for example,
that infrastructure projects in the longer term contri-
bute to economic development and indirecdy to job
creation may be an equally valid criterion.
So, even though it may be difficult, to the figures
given in the Eighth and Ninth Reports there oughr to
be added the numbers of temporary jobs created
through the implementation of infrastructure projects
and also the permanent jobs created in the medium
term and indirectly as a result of infrastructure invest-
ments by the Regional Fund. And I want to tell you
that I have instructed the Directorate-General con-
cerned to make this calculation 
- 
which will, of
course, be an approximation and not particularly exact
because of the difficulties involved 
- 
and I hope that
shortly we shall have some very interesting conclu-
slons.
Here I would like to make a very general comment on
what I have said. As regards both geographical con-
centration and choosing between productive invest-
ments and infrastructure projects, the Member States
have a very large degree of freedom, and because of
this our endeavour to develop a dialogue between the
Commission and the Member States, especially in the
area oI the regional development programmes, with a
view to achieving a common appraisal and agreement
on the priorities is of great significance. The same
applies to the studies. The Regional Fund does not
have a special appropriation for these. The possibility
of funding is open to each Member State, and all of
them, apart from maybe one, have availed themselves
of it.
The rhird and last element in the use of resources is
the coordination of the activities of the institutions and
financial instruments of regional policy. In order to
promote this coordination, greater importance is now
being given to the Community intervention pro-
grammes, which have replaced the old non-quota pro-
grammes. The report quite rightly stresses the import-
ance of these latter programmes and just as rightly
points out that in 1983, which was a transitional year,
they were few in number.
Here I want to reply to Mrs Lemass concerning
cross-border programmes between Nonhern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland. This delay has in fact
been taken note of.
The Commission has studied ways of getting these
programmes into operation in 1985 and of cutting to a
minimum the times required for the relevant decisions.
On this, I can say that we are already proposing to
extend the deadline to the end of the year where there
has been preparation at the Member-State level which
will allow the changes rc the regulaqion to be given the
necessary approval and therefore thpse programmes to
be rapidly implemented.
The integrated Mediterran."n pr{g.".mes and the
integrated operations mentioned by many speakers
form another imponant objective df the Community.
Here I would like to inform Mr Ulburghs that the
Commission, taking account of thq social and econo-
mic problems of Limburg, recenqly decided 
- 
on
16 April, if I am not wrong 
- 
to co-fund an inte-
grated operarions study for that drea. These studies
are particularly important precisely' because they fur-
nish the opportuniry for incre4sed contact with
regional and local au[horities. !/'q want to see these
authorities taking pan in drawing up and implement-
ing the programmes. Ve are prepared to help them, to
provide them with all the necessari, technical support.
In recent months we have increased contacts at all lev-
els, and already it is possible for finhncial suppon to be
given ro local or regional authorities, national legisla-
tion permitting. Financial support gf this nature has in
some cases already been disbursed. In the end what we
want to achieve is for these studies to culminate in
proposals, to be submitted to th]e Commission, for
integrated programmes; no longei as fragmented and
detached projects for financing by different funds, but
as a unified whole with the Coryrmission having an
appropriate mechanism for their lpproval. This does
not mean that there has to be a super-fund, but that
the procedure for coordinating the funds must be
improved. I want to assure Parliarhent [hat shortly the
Commission will be announcing the procedure to be
followed by the Member States in submitting these
integrated operations programmes for funding.
I rurn now ro rhe specific case lf N"pt.r. The inte-
grated operation for that city was initially of an exper-
imental narure, and we believe that despite the diffi-
culties, despite the undoubted deficiencies, the results
have on the whole been positive. The concept of the
inregrated operation is now enstrrined, moreover, in
rhe new Regional Fund regulatiop, and this is impor-
tant because it means that the prpjects included in an
integrated operation have prioritj, in the allocation of
Regional Fund resources.
Anyhow, an integrated operaddn continues to be a
means of intervention and not a formal action such as
is the case with the approval o[ a programme. The
Commission participates actively in the planning, the
funding and the monitoring o{ the operation. The
question asked is whether it is aldvisable or necessary
to have a special provision for the Naples operation, or
whether there should be one additional framework for
all future operations. !7e believe that the fact that the
resulm have been positive shows that a special regula-
tion is not necessary for the tiqe being. !7e also feel
that the deficiencies and difficulties I have mentioned
are not attributable rc the abCence of such special
regulations.
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Coming now ro the second quesrion, on the allocation
of appropriations, I want to point our rhar for Mem-
bers who are inrerested we have available a detailed
mble of the allocation of funds by projecr and secror,
with reference ro borh commirment and payment
appropriations. I will be brief about this. In the period
1980-84, commirments were raken on amounting ro
991 billion pounds srcrling. Paymenrc in this period
were much lower, ar around 300 billion pounds ster-
ling, bur this is because a large pan of the commir-
ments were enrered into in December 1984. If this is
borne in mind rhe percenrate difference between com-
mitments and payments rhen comes to around 4Ool0,
not a very satisfactory figure perhaps, bur also nor dis-
couraging if we take into accounr that many of the
projects are programmed for implementarion over a
period of many years. The paymenrs were for rhe large
pan made rhrough the Cassa del Mezzogiorno, and I
mus[ say in response to anorher remark that rhe Cassa
del Mezzogiorno definitely will be raking on further
commitments for rhe completion of projecrs for which
commitments already exisr.
I come now to the final matrer, that of organization.
The Naples integrared operation is an evolving pro-
cess, not static, and this process is being achieved oia a
basic operarional file which is periodically fed with
information and adjusted. \(har do we mean by
organization? \7e mean coordination, on a practical
basis, between the authorities, the organizarions and
the financial instruments at the four levels: Com-
munity, national, regional and local. I have already
mentioned Community-level coordination. Addition-
ally, I want to say rhar the Commission already has the
formal reports. Earlier I menrioned rhe ERDF regula-
tion, which confers prioriry on rhese operarions. There
is also the special budgeary appropriation for the inte-
grated programmes. Consequently, special provision
for the integrared programmes does exisr. Regarding
coordination a[ rhe narional, regional and local levels,
there are in theory two possible avenues of approach:
either to leave rhe disribution of responsibilities and
the procedures for drawing up and selecting pro-
grammes as rhey are, with the problem remaining just
as one of coordination between rhe various auth-
orities, national, regional and local, or ro ser up an ad
Eoc structure wirh a legal identity. I will not go into
detail about the advantages and disadvanrages of each
of these avenues of approach; whar I do wanr ro say is
that the Commission will adapt irs procedures ro rhe
national institutional framework within which its
intervention is sought.
In Naples, the organization of rhe inregrated opera-
tion is being conducred on rhe basis of deference to
the jurisdictions and responsibilides of the various
organizations involved. As I have said, deficiencies do
exist in cenain sectors, and I would like ro menrion
some of these. Ve think, for example, rhar a strengrh-
ening of the technical sffucture 
- 
of rhe working-
pany and the secrerariat 
- 
would facilirare better pre-
paration and implemenation of the programmes. Ve
also believe that an informarics sysrem, such as rhe one
used in the other inregrared programme in Belfasr,
could improve the siruation. Lastly, in cases where cer-
tain organizations are, for various reasons, unable to
uke decisions and rhere are long delays, it would per-
haps be possible ro devise a way of allowing rhe
supersedence of a higher instirution in rhe mking of
decisions.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. \7e now pass on r.o
the vote.
Motionfor a resolution
Paragraph I 0: Amendment No I 6
Mr Newman (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
Madam President,
there are 15 amendmenrs [o rhe repon submitted by
Mr Schreiber on behalf of the Socialist Group. These
amendments simply resrore, in summary form, rhe ori-
ginal text of rhe report, so obviously rhe majority of
the committee would be against them. I personally
would be strongly in favour: I am rherefore for.
Mr Pearce (ED).- Madam president, I would like to
draw your attenrion to Rule 72(2), which says thar
. . . the only Member permitted to speak during
the vote shall be rhe rapporteur, who shall have
the opponunity of expressing briefly his com-
mi[tee's views on the amendments put to the vo[e.
I therefore suggesr ro you, Madam President, rhat ir is
out of order to invite Mr Newman ro express his per-
sonal views. If I might add a commenr on [har, I can
think of norhing more boring rhan whar Mr Newman
happens to rhink, because he knows lirtle abour it.
( Protests from tbe Socialist Group)
President. 
- 
Mr Pearce, in rhis House of course we
abide by our Rules of Procedure and the rapporreur
gives rhe view of the committee, but it has always been
the habit, rightly or wrongly, in this House rtrat rap-
porteurs have frequently, regrerrably, given their own
personal view.
If the House feels srongly that at no rime should the
rapporteur ever give his personal view, I hope rhat
another rime this marter will be raised ar the beginning
rather than at the end of voting: then ir will come to
the Bureau of the Parliamenr for a final decision.
Mr P. Beazley (ED).- I did have a point of order to
that effecr a[ rhe srarr. of rhe speaking.
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- 
Mr Beazley,I think the point you made
was during the rapporteur's oral presentation, as
opposed to what his view was on the amendments. As I
informed you, Mr Beazley, your point was noted and
will be taken up. But I think when you spoke it was on
his speech in introducing the report rather than when
he made his views known with regard to amendments
during the vote.
Mr P. Beazley (ED). 
- 
You are correct, but it was a
question that I did ask whether the rapporteur was
correct in referring to his own views as compared with
those that he represented on behalf of the committee.
President. 
- 
Mr Beazley, once again, it has been the
practice of this House that very frequently a rappor-
reur will speak on behalf of the committee and then
use a certain amount of time, whether it be one or two
minutes, to give his own personal views. It has always
been the right of Members in this House to state their
personal views, whether you like to hear them or not.
As long as it is made perfectly clear when the rappor-
teur is stating his personal views and when he is repre-
senting the committee, I am not in a position to rule
that he has no right to speak on his personal view.
I do not v/ant to continue this because we want to get
on with the voting. This matter will be taken up in the
Bureau as to the right of a rapporteur to give his per-
sonal view both when introducing a report to this
House and when stating whether he supports an
amendment or not. I would therefore ask for no fur-
ther discussion on this, but I will take this matter to
the Bureau, because I think it is very clear what has
happened. It has happened frequently before, and I am
therefore not in a position to rule at this moment as to
what line should be taken in future.
Mr C. Beazley (ED).- I should be grateful, Madam
President, if you could inform me, as a member of this
commirree, whether your ruling also applies to a mem-
ber of the committee who holds an official position as
a vice-chairman of that committee?
President. 
- 
Mr Beazley, vice-chairmen also have
their personal views. Considering each vice-chairman
there are three political groups represented on the
Bureau of that committee. I do not think you can
expect every vice-chairman to represent the view of
the committee. But, as I have said, I think it is a matter
for the Bureau of this Parliament whether or not the
rapporteurs, when speaking in this House, may also
give their personal views. It has happened in the past,
and for the time being I must abide by the precedents
which have ruled so far in this House.
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
Madam President, when
somebody in this House stands up to speak on a point
l
of order and makes an irrelevant and offensive state-
ment, I would suggest that the Chpir should refer to
this and state [hat the statement is eptirely out of order
and an abuse of the rules and privilpges of this House.
I did not vote at any time with lv{r Newman, but to
make an offensive statement regarding what Mr New-
man does or does not know 
- 
I ain not aware of the
extent of his knowledge on this subject 
- 
is offensive,
unnecessary and unparliamentary.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank
McCartin.
you for youJr observations, Mr
Mr Sherlock (ED). 
- 
Madam president, I would
remind Mr Newman that there ip every opponunity
for him and any other Member of this House to make
a personal explanation of vote at the proper time. I
would suggest, therefore, that he'should exercise the
rrrn. .o.riin.nce that generarions of rapponeurs have
exercised before him.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Sherllock.
Paragraph 20: After the oote on Amendment No 19
l
Mr Sherlock (ED).- Madam Ppesident, it is becom-
ming increasingly evident that v1e are nol 
- 
unless
you make some positive decision ; going to finish the
voting at this rate tonight. \fle hlve already voted on
the agenda, and if you read the igenda it says 8 p.m.
'Close of play'. Could you let us frnow, Madam Presi-
dent, what you have in mind as tf the further conduct
of this matter this evening? I ask dnly that.
President. 
- 
I would hope, Mr Sherlock, that if we
can proceed quickly, we shall finfsh the vote tonight. It
is quite clear thar we shall not be able to take the other
report tonight. That will have tp be taken tomorrow
morning. I would hope that if tfrere are no interrup-
tions we can at least finish thq voting on this item
tonight. 
l
Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(FR) Madaln President, I should
simply like to say that the second amendment to para-
graph 20, Amendment No 9, is a supplementing
amendment. In fact, it is addition to the original text
of the paragraph.
Paragrapb 34: Before tbe oote on.r4*rrd*rrt No 27
Mr Newman (S), rapporteur. ---- A similar amendment,
Madam President, was rejpcted in committee,
although personally I am in favgur.
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Mr Vifsenbeek (L). 
- 
(NL) Madam Presidenr, on a
point of order under Rule 54. You have said rhat the
vote should proceed quickly, and I feel absolutely no
need to listen to all kinds of personal comments from
the rapponeur. In your capacity as President, Madam
President, will you ask the rapporreur ro answer sim-
ply'yes' or'no'.
Explanations ofttote
Mr Balfe (S).- I wish briefly ro draw the House's
attention to the five amendments ro paragraph 35 and
explain why I shall be voring againsr the reporr.
because these were not accepted.
These amendments refer ro rhe money [har was paid to
British Telecom in 1982, 1983 and 1984, the final
tranche being an amounr of 23 million pounds paid
shortly before privarization. The purpose of my
Amendment No 24 was ro ask thar rhose Members of
this Assembly who have bought those shares 
- 
and
remember, these shares were on sale all over Europe
- 
declare the inrerest thar rhey have in British Tele-
com before voting and, one may hope, pay back any
speculative gain they have made.
There is, of course, a precedent for this. Stanley Bald-
win, a disdnguished member of your pany, Madam
President, did in 1919, as Financial Secrerary to rhe
Treasury, make a paymenr rc the Bridsh Governmenr
in lieu of the profits which his company had made in
the First \7orld \flar. I would respecrfully suggesr ro
those Conservative Members of this Parliament and
any others within this Parliament who have made
money our of British Telecom rhar rhey should simi-
larly firsr declare it and then consider donating ir ro a
good cause. I will not specify what the good cause is.
'!/hat I will say is that it is surely rotally unacceptable
for us to be involved in voring for something which
could have given rise to speculative gains by Members
of this House.
Mr Huckfield (S).- I shall vore against rhe final out-
come of this repon because, rhough my colleague has
obviously tried ro srimulare a genuine debate on the
European Regional Development Fund . . .
( Laugbter from tbe European Democratic benches )
I am afraid rhat the effects of the rrearment of his
amendments and of orhers' amendmenrs by this House
is really to produce an overall rotally unsatisfactory
report. He has tried quite deliberarely ro raise some
very imponant points in his repon about rhe figures
on job crearion put forward by the Development
Fund. He has ried also to raise rhe Brirish Telecom
share transfer issue, the quesrion of addirionaliry and,
of course, the vast differences between the growth of
Development Fund money and the common agricul-
tural policy. But all of these, unfonunately, are issues
which have been stifled by rhe votes of the parties
opposite.
The other thing that we have been prevenred from
raising 
- 
and I srill have one-and-a-half minures 
- 
is
the fact that despite the money which regions like the
one that I represenr do receive from the Regional
Development Fund, it in no way compensarcs for the
damage done to regions like mine by other pans of the
Community policy. I would have hoped that issues like
rhis could be debarcd adnd could be raised in a repon
like rhis.
In short, I am sure thar my friend has tried to raise the
quesrion very seriously of whether rhe Commission
and whether this Community is serious about regional
policy.
( Protests from t he European Demouatic benches )
Unfonunately, rhese vores tonight have prevented
those questions being answered.
Mr Filinis (COM), in writing. 
- 
(GR) The Com-
munist Party of Greece (interior) will vore for the
excellent report of our colleague Mr Newman on the
operations of rhe European Regional Development
Fund. For the lasr ren years we have followed ar close
hand the effons both of rhe Commission and of our
Parliament to implement a vigorous regional policy
with a view ro narrowing the exrensive gulf between
the rich and poor countries and regions of the Com-
munity. Nevenheless, we can see rhat there are srill
obstacles which impede the Commission's work.
It is common knowledge rhat for rhree years the
Council has not been able ro agree on rhe revision and
updating of the Regional Fund regulation proposed by
rhe Commission and our Parliament. There has been
delay, moreover, in endorsing rwo other regularions,
on (a) the strucrural policy for agriculture and (b) the
integrated Mediterranean programmes, which, if
implemented rogether, would do a great deal to lessen
the existing dispariries.
'!7hat is more, ir is obvious thar effons to widen rhe
implementation of the European Monetary Sysrem
will fail so long as rhe present sharp regional diipari-
ties in the Community conrinue to exisr.
The Commission's first object must rherefore be to
achieve a substantial increase in appropriarions to the
Regional Fund, more than enough ro cover infladon.
Funhermore, I would like rhe Commission to be heed-
ful of the following poinrs:
a) in these difficult times of heightened unemploy-
ment, directly productive invesrmenr are nor enorgi.
Support musr be given ro infrastrucrure projects for
the creation of new jobs;
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b) local government should play a greater part in the
elaboration of regional programmes; and
c) more emphasis should be given to the financing of
small and medium-sized businesses.
Finally, the Regional Fund should be genuinely
regional and not support the industry of the more
affluent countries, a msk which mus[ be left to the
Community's common industrial policy.
Mr Hutton (ED), in writing. 
- 
Instead of a breath of
fresh air and fresh thinking on ways to help the
regions of this Community, we have been treated to a
whiff of the stale air of rhose nasty little British Labour
Party commit[ee-rooms where the extreme left shut
themselves away from real life and churn out the sort
l
of deadly ideas which would nqt just beggar the
regions but take us funher steps towards that sad
Europe beyond the Iron Cunain.
Fortunately, the good sense of thil Horr. has turned
us away from endorsing the wad{le we were offered
in the amendments which we rejected. I am pleased
that my group contributed to die sound of sense
tonight, ,ia *. will vorc for the re?ort.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)t
President. 
- 
I would like to thank] the staff for having
carried on after the scheduled dme of 8 p.m.
(The sitting closed at 8.20 p.m.)2
The rapponeur spoke againstall the amendments.
For items relating to Membership of Parliament and the
agenda for the next sitting, see Minutes.
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Vice-President
(Tbe sitting uas opened at 9 a.m.)
l. Approoal of tbe Minutes
President. 
- 
The Minutes of yesterday's sirting have
been distributed. Are there any comments?
Mr Balfe (S).- Madam President, the excellent min-
ute-nking service has recorded all of yesterday's
exchanges very faithfully, with just one small excep-
tion.
The last item on the agenda for Tuesday, 9 May,
which is on page 14, reads:
The following spoke: MrBalfe, who referring to
Rule 89 asked for an assurance that the address by
the President of the United States would not be
included in the minutes of \Tednesday's sitting,
and Mr Jakobsen.
I was not asking that Mr Jakobsen should not be
included in the Minutes of \Tednesday's sitting. How-
ever, I would point out that in the case of the other
minutes, namely the minute on page 1, about whether
armed personnel would be in the Chamber, and the
minute on page 13 about the status of a formal sitting,
the minutes also contain the President's reply. The
President Jakobsen did in fact confirm that it would
not be part of the Minutes of Proceedings. I think this
should be added. It does say, for instance, on page 13
after my question, that 'the President put this interpre-
tarion of the Rules on Procedure to the vote'. On
page I it says that the President gave an assurance that
Pen; Mr Arndt; Mr Bombard; Mr Muntingh;
Mr Cassidy; Mr Sahellariou; Mr Ryan; Mr
Graefe zu Baringdorf, Mr P. Beazley; Mr
Balfe; Mr Proaan; Mr Le Pen; Mr F. Pisoni;
Mr Danhert; Mr de la Maline; Mr Dankert;
Mr Klepsch; Mr Le Cbeoallier; Mr Galland;
Mr oon der Vring
Annex
this would not be the case. In other words I think the
President's reply is also part of the Minutes.
President. 
- 
I take note of that, Mr Balfe. \7e shall
do as you suggest.
(Parliament approoed the Minutes)
2. Decision on urgenry
Proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
Resolution amending Regulation (EEC) No 3599/t2
on temporary importation arrangements, as regards the
date of its implementation.
Dame Shelagh Roberts IED), Cbairman of tbe Com-
mittee on External Economic Relations. 
- 
Madam
President, I would recommend the House to agree the
request for urgency. I do not think that a report from
the REX Committee will be necessary, but I would
suggesr, if the House agrees urgency, that the proposal
should be voted on at the end of the week.
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I have
re-read yesterday's minutes, and I think I was listening
carefully yesterday too. I haven't a clue what is going
on here. !7ould you explain to me briefly what is at
issue in this Regulation No 1599182 on 'special use as
regards the date of its implementation'? This really
makes no sense at all, and I should like to know what I
am supposed to be voting on.
Dame Shelagh Roberts, Cbairman of the Committee on
Extemal Economic Relations. 
- 
Madam President, the
House approved the report on this regulation very
recently. \flhat the Council is now seeking to do is to
postpone its implementation from August of this year
75
8.
9.
85
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to January of next year which does not seem to me ro
be a subject of eanh-shaking importance.
President. 
- 
This is a request for urgency. I can
accept one speaker for and one speaker against, afrer
which we shall vore.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
before voting on decisions of urgency we normally
receive a recommendation from a Committee member.
But perhaps the Committee roo is ignorant of the con-
tent of this report. Anyway we should be glad ro know
what we are voting on.
President. 
- 
Ir was rhe Council rhar requested
urgency, Mr von der Vring.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, we
should have a recommendation from an experr mem-
ber of the House as ro whether we should vore for or
against. In the absence of one I shall have ro reject the
proposal.
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam Presidenr, I am not
usually so fussy and finicky. But page 14 of yesterday's
minutes says only that 'urgency was justified by the
fact that the Council was required ro rake a decision
on this proposal before 30 June 1985'. !7har I wanr ro
know is just what the proposal says. If no one can rell
me, I would suggesr we do nor vore on it undl 3 p.m.
when we have had a chance ro read this document.
President. 
- 
Mr Gaurier, we have heard one speaker
for and one againsr; I am now bound to proceed ro rhe
vote.
( Pa rliamen t rej e ct ed urgency )
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, perhaps
this really is a matter of urgency. I do not think my
Group voted againsr because it disagrees with rhe con-
tent. 'We just do nor know what the conrenr is. If you
would like to try again and tell us whar rhe conrent is
all abour we can probably vore in favour of [rearing
the matrer as urgent, if the reasons are adequare. But
since we do not know whar the content is, we have
voted against.
President. 
- 
Mr Gaurier, that is well undersrood.r
3. Iron ore
President. 
- 
The nex[ item is rhe reporr by
Mr Mi.ihlen, drawn up on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and Industrial Poliry,
on rhe production and supply of iron ore in the
Community (Doc. A 2-21/85).
Mr Miihlen (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Madam Presi-
dent, nobody would have believed three decades ago
that the iron ore industry, one of the rhree pillars of
the first European Communiry, rhe Coal and Sreel
Community, was going to run into such serious
economic and social problems in years [o come.
Despite all rhe care and artention that it has received
from the authorities responsible for application of the
ECSC Treaty, it is no longer rhe key indusry rhar it
once was. Only 180/o of the iron ore supplied to the
Community steel indusrry now comes from Com-
munity mines, and roul EEC ourpur, of iron ore has
fallen from I l3 million ronnes in 1960 to only l7 mil-
lion tonnes in 1985.
\7hen I starred work as a young economisr for rhe
ECSC, there were sdll 29 000 people employed in ore
mining in Lorraine, the Communiry's largest iron ore
field. Today, the iron ore mines have a workforce of
only 2 900 and, as we know, rhis downward trend,
which is very damaging in terms of borh its economic
impact and irs social consequences, is still continuing.
A further 800 jobs are soon to be lost in Lorraine
alone, and this will be a further blow to rhe Com-
munity's iron ore mining indusry. This trend, I hasten
to add, is bound to have repercussions on rhe steel
industry in the region, which originally grew up rhere
largely because of the availabiliry of local ore supplies.
How right Mrs Vayssade was last Augusr ro rable a
motion for a resolurion calling upon rhe Parliament
and the Commission not to remain inacrive in the face
of this situadon.
The report which I have rhe honour ro presenr ro you
confirms the gravity of the situation now confronting
the iron ore mining industry in the Community. \7ith-
out wishing to go inro the derails of my reporr, I
nevenheless feel rhat it is necessary ro draw particular
attention to a number of fundamental observarions.
The first poinr ro be stressed is that, in discussing the
problems of rhis industry, we are basically talking
abouc the iron ore mines in Lorraine. Virh an annurl
ourpur of l+ million ronnes, they account for almost
900/o of the rotal ronnage of iron ore extracted in the
Community as a whole. In rhis connecdon, the impli-
cations for rhe steel industry in rhis border region are
not to be overlooked, since rhe decline of iron ore
production in Lorraine means rhar this traditional
steelmaking region is losing im mining base. The
repercussions of rhis exrend beyond the frontier since,
although rhe level of iron ore ourpur is falling, Iocally
produced ore has conrinued [o accounr for a consider-
able proportion of rhe supplies used by the sreel indus-
try in both Lorraine and Luxembourg.
Secondly, allow me ro run rhrough the main factors
which have influenced the decline of the iron ore min-1 Toptcal and urgent debate (announcement)..see Minures.
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ing industry in the European Community. The key
factors are the low iron content in EEC ore, the lack
of tangible results from research aimed at enrichment
of ore from deposits in the Community and from Lor-
raine in-panicular, the sharp rise in workable iron ore
reserves elsewhere in the world, and the steady fall in
freight rates.
However, when making a judgment on the situation in
the Community's iron ore mines, recognition mus[ be
given to the effons which have been made to cope
with increased competition from iron ore imported
from other countries, and in particular to the improve-
ment in productivity, which in Lorraine rose from
12 tonnes per man shift in 1950 to 48 tonnes per man
shift in 1983, a fourfold increase in 23 years.
Vhat conclusions should'be drawn? Given the very
high proponion of EEC output of iron ore accounted
for by Lorraine, you will appreciate that I will be
referring primarily to that region in my comments.
First of all, everything must be done to protect the
workers concerned from the repercussions of the
decline of this industry. Your committee accordingly
considers that Community solidarity with the mining
areas should take the form of wise use of the instru-
ments available for this purpose under the Treary,
both on the social plane, with retraining schemes for
rhe workers affected, and on the economic plane,
more specifically in connection with the creation of
new jobs and regeneration of the region's economic
fabric. The Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and Industrial Policy also believes that the
Commission should be asked to examine the effects on
the steel industry of changes in the pattern of iron ore
supply. It appreciates that, in the case of supplies from
Lorraine, for instance, this is a problem which tran-
scends national frontiers and that it should therefore
be examined in terms of the whole of this steelmaking
area straddling national borders.
Clearly, a call for financial resources to be provided
for retraining of workers affected by closures and the
development of alternative industries in these areas is
not to be interpreted as an admission that the iron ore
mines there have no future. On the contrary, there is
still every prospect for the maintenance of cenain
capacities. I refer to certain capacities because I am
loth to use such terms as strategic reserve or security
of supply, since the Commission has frowned on use
of these expressions. This will be possible as long as no
effon is spared in reducing operating costs to the min-
imum. Only if this is done will these capacities be
profitable 
- 
a consideration which various committee
members urged me not to overlook.
To this end, investment. must be continued, especially
in order to reduce operating costs. Following mine
closures, these costs have risen considerably in recent
years. Economic and social arguments have been adv-
anced for requesting that the benefits of the ECSC
Treaty provisions be extended to this investment. It
would be irresponsible if failure to carry out the
investment required for sound operation at the lowest
possible cost were to force the closure of further mines
or cause planned closure dates to be brought forward.
Finally, the authorities should be aware that the
imposition of abnormal charges on the mines, such as
those enumerated in my report, will not be conducive
to the mining of iron ore under optimum conditions.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, these are the
considerations which I would ask you to keep in mind
when you are called upon to adopt the conclusions set
out in my report.
(Applause)
Mrs Vayssade (S).- (,FR) Madam President, let me
say firsr of all what a piry it is that the vagaries of our
agenda have caused this debate to be carried over to
today, because yesterday afternoon there was a party
of iron ore miners' trade union representatives from
Lorraine in the galleries, and they would have been
interested to hear what is going to be said about their
future.
Nexr I should like to express my satisfaction at the
acceptance by the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy of the motion
for a resolution that I had tabled, and to thank
Mr Mtihlen for the thorough job that he has made of
his report.
I represent a region, Lorraine, which now supplies
900/o of the iron ore mined in Europe and which is
therefore the last bastion of iron ore production in the
Community. It seems to me that the iron ore mines
have hitheno been the poor relations of the ECSC,
whereas they must be an important part of any policy
on steel and it was their very existence in Lorraine
which provided the foundation for the development of
the steel industry in the region.
I now wish to stress three points in particular in con-
nection with the iron ore mines, which could really be
described as three requirements.
First, the essential requirement to keep the mines open
and producing ore. This is not merely to safeguard
jobs but to maintain a minimum degree of security for
Europe. Not, of course, irrespective of the costs and
conditions. But I believe that when immediate profita-
bility is the only criterion taken into account when
considering this problem, many aspects are over-
looked. As the rapporteur has just reminded us, ECSC
machinery exists for aid rc be provided to help finance
the essential investment which is needed immediately.
In this connection, I hope that Parliament will vote in
favour of Amendment No I tabled by us, which con-
firms what Mr Mtihlen has just been telling us.
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Second, the requiremenr for a research policy ro be
pursued and intensified on the utilizarion of European
ore reserves. The early research has yielded more
fruitful results than *. ,.. being given ro undersrand.
Third, a requirement to make provision for the furure
of the people affected, working or rerired miners and
their families, and for the furure of their region and
the mining areas. Having already suffered repercus-
sions from the crisis and rhe restrucruring of the steel
industry, the iron ore mines are becoming a rragic
problem for Lorraine. Aid for redevelopment should
be provided wherever it becomes absolutely impossible
to keep a mine open, and the arrangemenrs for aid and
redevelopment should be in place even before a clo-
sure occurs.
In order to deal wirh rhe problems of these areas ir is
necessary for the integrated development scheme
planned for Lorraine ro be brought forward and per-
haps for other forms of action, such as transfronrier
projects to develop new indusrries, ro be devised.
I trust that the Commission will be giving clear
answers and commitments on these various poinr. I
also hope rhar the study to be carried out will include a
review of the scrap marker, because heading for a steel
industry based on scrap is no solution either.
I urge the Communiry nor to sacrifice rhese last few
iron ore mines lightly, without having weighed all rhe
consequences.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, Mr Mi.ihlen's excellent repon provides
us with extremely valuable informarion on the subject
of our debate roday. Nor only have supplies of iron
ore become very abundant in rhe world 
- 
proven
reserves have trebled in five years and are estimared [o
amount to over 100 rimes rhe current level of produc-
tion 
- 
but in addirion the producer coun[ries are very
evenly spread, with open-casr mines in Ausrralia,
South Africa, Mauritania, Brazil, Canada and Sweden,
not to mention countries in Eastern Europe.
Ve therefore consider rhe chances of the formation of
a canel along the lines of OPEC ro be very remore.
Moreover, prices have been coming down sreadily in
relative terms. It is accordingly difficulr to see how rhe
efforts thar we should be making on behalf of these
mines can be justified in terms of securiry of supply.
In addidon, the Lorraine minette ores are panicularly
vulnerable. They have lost all compeririveness, having
an iron conrenr of only abour 350/0, compared with
between 600/o and, 650/o in imponed ores. They also
contain phosphorus, which makes them unsuirable for
use in elecrric furnaces, and all arremprs at enrichmenr
have proved either cosrly or unreliable.
Finally, using Lorraine minerre ores in blast furnaces
involves additional coke consumption of abour 150 kg
per tonne produced. This is an insurmountable handi-
cap.
I therefore believe that what we can do 
- 
and we
have reached the srage when ir musr be done 
- 
is to
organize an orderly withdrawal from these acriviries
and above all make arrangemenrs for the development
of alternative indusrries, rerraining and provision for
the social costs, which will be substantial, I know,
although there are now fewer than three rhousand
workers employed in this indusrry in Lorraine. Conse-
quently, strongly as I would recommend acdon by the
Community to assisr industrial redevelopmenr and
renewal and to help meer the social costs, money mus[
not be wasted on industries which have no long-term
future.
The French steel indusrry is under a considerable han-
dicap in comparison ro rhe German sreel indusrry, for
ins[ance, because France impons only 550/o of its ore
supplies while Germany impons 99010. This makes a
big difference in producrion cosrs.
I therefore believe thar, in adopting rhe amendments
that I have rabled, we can rake accounr of the social
needs while ar rhe same dme displaying political real-
ism.
Mr Cassidy (ED).- Madam Presidenr, I should like
to add my voice to those that have praised Mr Muhlen
for this excellenr reporr. Much of whar I wanted to say
has already been covered both by Mr Muhlen himself
and by Mr Herman. However, I would just like rc add
two brief poinrs. First, in response ro the point made
by Mrs Vayssade on rhe quesrion of the availabiliry of
scrap. There has been a cenain amounr of misinforma-
tion in a recent hearing that rhe Commirtee on Econo-
mic and Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy held
on the availability of scrap and the price of ir. I am
assured thar rhere is no problem about the availability
of scrap and that we should also regard rhis as an
imponant and continuing alternative raw material for
the steel industry. A raw marerial, incidentally, which
can be convened into sreel much more economically
and flexibly than iron ore because, as you know, scrap
is smelted in rhe electric arc furnace which can be
turned on or off depending upon availability, whereas
iron ore needs blasr furnaces which are capiral and
labour inrensive and need ro be kept going twenty-
four hours out of twenry-four.
I would agree rhar we need ro ease the impact of
industrial decline on [hose workers involved in rhe
iron ore industry, panicularly in Lorraine, but I would
resisr rhe amendments put forward by Mrs Vayssade,
Mr Besse and others calling for the maintenance of
minimum producrion to avoid the Communiry,s being
dependenr on outside suppliers. As has alreidy been
pointed our, [here is no shortage of iron ore in the
world and indeed there is no shortage of scrap as an
alternative to iron ore.
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Mr Besse (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I musr
begin by thanking Mr Mtihlen for his repon, which
reflects his concern to take account of all aspecrs of
the situation in the iron ore mines, as interpreted from
the standpoints of experts, trade unions and users. It is
also a report by a man who knows the region, who
knows that there are workers, miners, who are win-
ning the iron ore to keep steel plants supplied, and
researchers who are working on improved enrichment
processes. In shon, I suppon or shall be supponing
many of the points in this report.
My motive in tabling amendmenrs, both in commirtee
and at this stage, has been che fact that a notion con-
tained in the first draft of this report no longer fea-
tures in the version that we now have before us.
The Community, as you know, is dependent on
impons of mining products. This applies in many
areas, but iron ore is prominent among these products.
The Community is the world's largest importer of ore,
and this points up the extent of our dependence as far
as mining reserves are concerned.
A few months ago one of our former colleagues in this
Parliament, Mr Moreau, spoke on the problems of
European security. He defined three categories: mili-
tary security, of course, energy security, and also
security in mining products, referring to various stra-
tegic ores, such as cobalt and titanium, but also iron
ores. Mr Muhlen was reminding us of this a few min-
utes ago when he said that rhere were still 18% of
mining reserves, in other words the largest metal
resources in the Community. I should like to see an
expression of this concern to maintain a degree of
flexibility and to reduce our dependence incorporated
into the final version of the repon. This is why I have
tabled an amendment.
Having heard it said that the Commission was not in
favour of the notions of strategic reserves or mining
security, and that these notions were not to enter into
this debate, I put this question: how do we guarantee
and maintain a degree of flexibility on the basis of
Europe's existing mining reserves, which must con-
tinue to be exploited, since rhis is an issue affecting the
Community's capacity for independence and diversifi-
caIion?
Mr Mallet (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, I am greatly impressed by the qualiry
of Mr Mtihlen's excellent report and approve the
policy lines that it recommends. I should nevertheless
like rc make a few comments on one passage in this
repon which has a particularly strong bearing on the
future of Lorraine, a region in the throes of severe
economic and social difficulties. I refer to paragraph 5
of the motion for a resolution, which has been the sub-
ject of several amendments.
I personally share the rapporteur's view on the need to
maintain a minimum level of production in the 'cap-
tive' mines, which are still able to supply the steel
plants nearby under satisfactorily cost-effective condi-
tions. Like him, I believe that other considerations
must be taken into account as well as the objective of
cost-effectiveness.
The first of these considerations is the social and
human cost of closing down mines and the difficulties
of retraining miners for alternative employment, bear-
ing in mind, let us not forget, that their numbers have
already been reduced by 900/o since 1960.
The second consideration is the need rc establish a
minimum level of security of supply. For my part, I
believe that we must think in terms of the fonunately
improbable hypothesis of an international crisis posing
a threat ro our lines of communication by sea.
That said, the major problem is to determine the con-
ditions and resources required for viable operation of
the iron ore mines in the Community. This is why,
taking a rational view, I shall be supporting the
amendment to paragraph 5 mbled by .y colleague
Mr Herman, as long as his own sub-amendment is also
adopted. I interpret it as meaning that a well planned
Community programme of modernization and
research would ensure that the iron ore mines could
remain in production for many years to come, since it
wou[d reduce operatinB costs and improve productiv-
ity. In a word, we say no to open-ended subsidies, and
yes to aid for modernization, aid for industrial redev-
elopment and, if necessary, for retraining of redun-
dant miners. These measures should be incorporated
into a long-term overall regional development policy
aimed at the creation of new industrial activities and
new jobs.
\7hat is really involved here is the fate of an enrire
region which has been severely affected by unemploy-
ment. \tre have every confidence that the European
Community will help it to make provision for irs
future.
Mrs Yan Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NZ) Madam Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the ECSC has in principle
allocared 500m dollars for loans to the famous Carajas
iron ore mines in Brazil and has already transferred
some 400m of this amount. These are open-cast mines.
The reason given for these loans is rhat the Com-
munity needs to diversify its sources of iron ore sup-
ply. I am afraid this is a particularly unwise decision,
firstly, because it is far from cenain thar the objecrive
of a supply of iron ore to the European steel industry
will be achieved and, secondly, because of the disas-
trous implications for the people and the economy of
Brazil. On page 12 of his report Mr Mtihlen righdy
emphasizes that the Carajas project is being paralysed
by irc own gigantic size. It ukes eight ro twelve years
before a large mine goes inro operation. Production
and infrastructure costs will go on rising. For example,
900 kilomeres of railway will have to be built.
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'!flhat is more, the Community is primarily involved in
providing the transpon infrastrucrure, while the large
non-Brazilian multinationals 
- 
US Sreel, M6ridional,
which is a subsidiary of US Steel, Esso, Nippon Steel
and Compagnie du Nickel de Nouvel Cal6donie 
-and Swiss and Canadian holdings will continue to
control most of the actual mining.
Regarding the implications for Brazil itself, ir is esri-
mated that this project will cost more rhan rhe Suez
Canal or the Siberian gas pipeline. It will impose an
enormous debt burden on a country rhar is already
sinking under the weight of its debts. It also has tre-
mendous political implications. Regional auronomy is
being completely cast aside, and rhe whole area is
being militarized, so to speak. 820/o of the stare is now
under the control of the central government. Only
7 000 ha was needed for mining, but the government
controls 40 000 ha. The environmental consequences
will be enormous. !7hen the geologist dos Santos, who
discovered the ore deposit, saw rhe effects the mining
is having on the original inhabitanrs of the area and
the devastation of the Amazon region, he said he was
now bitterly sorry that he made his discovery known.
And yet the ECSC was prepared to offer loans of
500m dollars. Ve might ask whether it would not have
been far better to invest this money in the Communiry,
in areas where iron mines can sdll be modernized
given some investment.
Mr Narjes, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DE) Madam President, I should like rc begin by
joining with all those who have expressed their thanks
to the rapporteur, Mr Muhlen, for his circumspect,
thorough and excellenr report. Ve have nothing to
add to it.
By way of introduction I would remind you that rhe
Commission is very well aware of its obligations under
the ECSC Treaty which says in Anicle 3(d) that the
Community 'shall . . . ensure the maintenance of con-
ditions which will encourage undenakings to expand
and improve their production potential and ro prom-
ote a poliry of using natural resources rarionally and
avoiding their unconsidered exhaustion'.
As long as iron ore mining in the Community remains
economically viable, every effort must be made ro
maintain it. The iron ore mining companies cooperare
closely with the domestic steel industry and know very
well the minimum quality requirements of iron ore and
the costs of extracting and processing ir up to rhe pig
iron stage. Annex II of the reporr derails all the mea-
sures taken to keep the Community's iron ore mining
indusry competitive.
Unfonunately the report does not make clear that
nearly all these measures, particularly those concerned
with iron ore research, have in the last thiny years
been financed and initiated with the help of rhe ECSC,
especially under Article 55. To make my point let me
remind you of just two projects. To reduce production
costs, for example, studies were conducted on new
winning machines not previously in common use in the
iron ore industry, so [hat special production per man
and shift was increased several times over. Or trans-
port costs were significantly reduced by means of
underground links, thus reducing the closure of pit
areas located away from iron and steelworks.
In addition, repeated effons were made, sadly in vain,
to solve the phosphorus problem. My view is that the
physical possibilides are largely exhausted, and to this
extent I expressly agree with the report's assessment.
But personally I still retain some hope rhar chemical
and metallurgical possibilities may still in the medium
term lead to changes and improvements in mining and
production technology. And so if there should be
opportunities in future of making the Community's
iron mining industry compe[itive, the Commission will
do everything it can to seize all recognizable chances.
CorrespondinB projects, suggestions and investment
and research applications under Articles 54 and 55 of
the ECSC Treaty must, however, come from the
industry itself.
I think I should point out that in addition ro aid mea-
sures under Articles 54 and 55 the Commission has
also always given consideration to the social and
regional problems connected with the closing if iron
mines in the Community. The miners affected by mine
closures are in exactly the same posirion as rhe s[eel-
workers affected by steelworks closures. Thus primar-
ily small and medium-sized industrial undenakings
can qualify for reduced-interest conversion loans
under Article56(2)a for invesrmenr, provided rhis
investment creates new jobs and rhar thesg new jobs
are as far as possible given to former ECSC workers.
The interest subsidy for conversion loans, which may
be up to 50/0, can be granted out of rhe ECSC budget
funds available at the time.
In Member States affected by iron mine closure aids
for social measures are also constanrly granted under
Anicle 56(2)b of the ECSC Treaty. Since 1979, for
example, over 7 million ECU have been made avail-
able for a total of 2 317 workers affected by closures
in France, the Federal Republic of Germany and
Luxembourg.
Those affected are also largely, under the special mea-
sures for ECSC social measures, 
- 
rhe so-call ed oolet
social 
- 
entided to receive assisrance in rhe steel sec-
tor. Repeated references have been made in rhe debate
to the question of ensuring supplies. Perpaps I could
add this: the ensuring of adequate ore supplies ar com-
petirive prices is first and foremosr a marrer for the
companies concerned. They will have to bear in mind
- 
and this is relevanr to rhe presenl case 
- 
the
advantage they are currenrly able ro draw from rhe
high rates of the dollar, rhe fact that Communiry ore
sales are not rransacred in dollars and thus do not fol-
low the cost increases suffered by ores invoiced in dol-
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lars. The Commission does not deny the political and
strategic aspects of dependency for supplies, and
attendant price risks, which could arise if all world
supplies or a larte part of them were to fall into the
hands of an oligopoly over whose decisions the Com-
munity had no influence. Considerations on the
maintenance of a degree of European self-sufficiency
or minimal production also belong in this context, of
course. But this idea is only realisdc if the ob.lective
can be achieved at acceptable economic costs. At the
moment this is open ro question.
But the Commission is prepared to follow every possi-
ble avenue of research if it leads to an even semi-plau-
sible hope that such an objective might be achieved. In
the case of Lorraine we are also bearing in mind that
according to the report deposits there will not last lon-
ger than fifteen to twenty years. For strategic reasons
we must also assume that ore deposits in Sweden and
Norway offer a comparatively better guarantee of sup-
plies for us [han ore deposirs in other continenrs.
Funhermore 
- 
and this too falls within the present
context 
- 
the Commission regards it as an ongoing
duty attentively to monitor and if necessary to prom-
ote continuing geological exploration throughout the
continent of Europe, and I should point out that we
shall in the foreseeable future no longer be six original
Member States but twelve Member States with a cor-
respondingly larger area of territory. Indeed, more
intensive exploration for other minerals which is
already under way has already yielded interesting
results. From platinum in the Shetland Islands to cop-
per at several locations in the Community, on a scale
previously unimaginable.
I would, nevenheless, like to rule out the idea of using
trade measures to achieve our objective. Any form of
protectionism would increase the cost of raw materials
supplies for more than 800/o of the ore used, i. e. all
rhe ore which has to be imponed, and this at a time
when the European steel industry will be exposed to
fierce competition for years, if not decades, to come.
Above all in social terms it would be indefensible to
jeopardize further the competitiveness of the Euro-
pean steel industry by adding further costs generated
somewhere in Europe.
Ensuring supplies from outside the Community thus
means diversifying our sources of supply as far as pos-
sible. Ideally in such a way that even in the worst pos-
sible case there could be no serious threat ro our sup-
plies. Consequently I should like to commen!, in con-
nection with No 8 of the motion for a resolution, that
rhe question is not one of 'either/or' but of 'both/
and'. Diversification thrives on mpping as many politi-
cally, geographically and economically separate and
independent sources as possible and opening up the
rransport routes to and from them. This is why the
Community has been busy in Carajas and why it is
currently examining more closely the possibilities of
opening up additional rich ore deposits in west Africa.
Discussions are currently under way between the
Commission, Community iron ore consumers, [he
mining companies concerned and west African
governments.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Next vote will take place at the next voting [ime.
4. Budget 1985
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr Fich,
drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Budgerc, on
the new draft general budget of the European Com-
munities for the 1985 financial year (Doc. l2-30/85).1
I have just learned that Mr Fracanzani, who was to
have been here as President-in-Office of the Council,
was in a car accident last week and has suffered this
week a relapse. As a result of which he cannot be here
this morning. He sends his apologies. In sending him
our sincerest wishes for a speedy recovery I think I am
speaking on behalf of us all.
(Applause)
Mr Fich (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Madam President, if
we reopen the budget debate, it is important to
remember the political climate in which we do so. !/e
are in a more optimistic climate than we were when we
last debated the budget, in last autumn. Ve are now in
a situation in which the enlargement of the Com-
munity is a reality, integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes have been adopted, action is being taken on
the internal market and we now see a more positive
development in a large number of fields than we did
before. It is imponant for Parliament to contribute to
this positive development, since it is now clear that we
shall have a budget. I should stress that we also wanted
one in rhe aurumn of 1984, but we rejecred the budget
at that time because what we were presented with was
not really a budget at all. It was 
- 
as has been said 
-a budget covering l0 months, not a budget for the
whole year, so that we had no alternative but to reject
ir.
'S7'e now have before us what we understand as a
budget for 12 months. The expenditure covers
12 months, and the budget is financed. Thus I think it
is imponant to note that the rejection of the budget
had a positive effect. Even though I was not among
those involved in throwing out the budget, I must say
today that progress has been made as a result of that
t Also included in the debate is the oral question with
debate by Mr F. Pisoni and others, to the Commission, on
the review of the Common Agricultural Policy and its
budgetary implications (Doc. B 2-282/85).
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If I am to review the individual areas, I should like to
stan with expenditure on agriculture. The Council of
Ministers has now followed up the Commission's pro-
posal and has increased the expenditure on agriculture
by 1.9 billion ECU, so that ir covers 12 months. But it
is clear that this is subject to certain conditions: to
begin with, price increases must remain limited and
secondly there musr be a constant effort to prevent the
continued production of surpluses. Generally speaking
I feel I can say 
- 
and Parliament's Committee on
Budgets has already said so 
- 
that Parliament is satis-
fied with the increase in agricultural appropriations.
The second area I wish to refer to is the question of
repayments to Great Britain. Here there is still no
agreement between the Commission and the Council
on rhe one hand and Parliament on the other. This is a
long story, and it may be surprising that we have
reached the position we are now in, for most of us
here know that nobody 
- 
apafi from the British
Governmenr 
- 
is really happy with the decisions
which have been taken in the Council of Ministers on
refunds to the United Kingdom. Even so, that one
tovernment has managed to push through a solution
which everyone is dissatisfied with.
The Committee on Budgets yesterday evening decided
rhat it cannor accept the Council's position on refunds
to Brirain and adopted two resolutions on the matter:
on the one hand the Committee on Budgets wishes to
scrap the VAT-related correction mechanism which
will mean a repayment of t billion ECU to Grear Brit-
ain. On the other hand we have entered a pm on the
expenditure side of the budget under which the
expenditure for the repayments to Great Britain 
-and we support the plan to let Britain have I bil-
lion ECU in 1985 
- 
can be defrayed. It should be
remembered that in November rhere was not just a pm
at rhat point in the draft budget; the amount which
was to be repaid to Great Britain was shown. The
reason why we have now opted for a pm alone is that
the funds are not available. So far the Council of Min-
isters has not been prepared to release the funds neces-
sary to enable compensation to be paid via the expend-
iture side of the budget. But as soon as the appropria-
tions are available, the accounts can be itemized, and
the repayments to Great Britain can take place.
The reason why we so emphatically reject any adjust-
ment to the VAT rates is that, if we accepr such an
adjustment now, it will mean that, insread of having a
common VAT rate, we shall end up with rhree differ-
ent rates: one for the United Kingdom, one for the
Federal Republic of Germany and one for the other
Member States. Then we shall soon have, not rhree,
but four, five or perhaps one day ten or twelve differ-
ent VAT rates, and that will mean the end of financial
solidarity in the Community. It will mean absolute
chaos on the revenue side of the budget and an annual
fight between the Member States over who is ro pay
and, in particular, who is not to pay.
A new element with respect to the budget we had
before us in November-December 1984 is the inter-
governmental agreement. The Member States have
agreed that an amount of t.gbillionECU should be
appropriated, which is not to be repaid. It is in im way
a positive factor that we have this extra appropriation.
It was necessary to provide the means for a 12-month
budget. But Parliament emphatically rejects the pro-
position that rhe size of the amount should be decided
at the present smge. This in fact turns the budget pro-
cedure upside down. If we read the Treaties, we note
that there are two budget readings in the Council and
two budget readings in Parliament and that, once
these readings have been concluded, it is possible to
determine the extent of expenditure and then the
amount of revenue required to cover it. But what the
Council has done here is to fix a ceiling in advance on
rhe resources which are to be available to the Com-
munity, ie 
- 
to put it somewhat bluntly 
- 
the Coun-
cil has imposed budgetary discipline on Parliament. By
this decision, the Council has restricted the legal prer-
ogarives of Parliament as they are laid down in the
Treaties.
A second new element is the question of own
resources, on which the Commission has revised ir
position. It estimated that there would be 232 mil-
lion ECU in own resources additional to the estimate
available at the end of tgg+. Unfonunarely the Coun-
cil of Ministers has not adopted this estimate and has
reverted to the original figure of autumn 1984. But
Parliament's Committee on Budgets has decided to go
back to the Commission's proposal, because we think
it is the right one. !7e feel that the Commission is best
placed to assess income; it is our administrative mach-
ine, which can provide us with the figures we need. If
the Council of Ministers continues this policy of mak-
ing unilateral adjustments to rhe revenue side of the
budget 
- 
and that is indeed a policy which already
began in 1984 
- 
the revenue side will no longer be a
neutral, administrative matter, but will develop into a
battlefield for deciding what should and should not be
entered. This would be a very unfonunate develop-
ment. Parliament therefore intends to reinstate the
232 million ECU which the Commission had proposed
to increase own resources.
Then there is the question of rhe deficit from 1984,
amounting to 417 million ECU. It will not come as a
surprise to anyone here, because Parliament already
said at the time the supplementary budget for 1984
was being finalized that it was not enough. Ve already
made it plain then that the budget was about 500 mil-
lion ECU short, and events have shown that Parlia-
ment was right. But rhe Council of Ministers stub-
bornly insisrcd at the time rhat it was nor the case.
I now have to point out that we were righr and rhe
Council of Ministers was wrong. Buc thar will do litde
ro help. '!7e are sruck with a deficit of +17 mil-
lion ECU for 1984. In the view of rhe Committee on
Budgets this sum should be cleared now: it should be
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entered as a loss in the budget. There is no reason to
carry this 417 million forward to furure years; we may
just as well pay it off now. !7'e shall not do betrer by
waiting till next year ro pay ir. Ir is plain rhat ir cannot
be done within our 10lo margin, and the Committee on
Budgets rherefore proposes thar the deficit be covered
by the intergovernmental agreement and that the sum
provided be increased by a corresponding amounr.
Since it is the Council of Ministers which has created
this deficit, it is only fair that the Member States
should cover it.
Apan from those points, I should like to say thar rhe
Committee on Budgets has reaffirmed the priorities we
already adopted when we discussed the 1985 budget
last autumn. The priorities are still rhe fight against
unemployment and the fight against hunger in the
world. This was manifested in concrere fashion, since
the Committee on Budgets vored en bloc rc readopt all
the amendments which were adopred here in this
Chamber on l4 November 1984. These motions for
amendments 
- 
about 200 in all 
- 
reflected rhis order
of priorities: priority for the fight against unemploy-
ment and prioriry for the fight against hunger in rhe
world. Apan from these motions for amendmenrs,
which were already on the table on 14 November and
were adopted by the full House, rhe Committee on
Budgets has only recommended a few others. I will
review them very briefly.
To begin with, the Committee on Budgets recom-
mends that we make an extraordinary contribution of
100 million ECU to food aid. That will not surprise
anyone; we all know that developmenrs have gone in
the wrong direction and that the need for food aid is
even grearer than it was in rhe autumn of tga+. '!7e are
in a manner of speaking using all rhe additional
resources we have received since the aurumn of 1984
to increase food aid, ie resources amounring to
100 million ECU. I mus! stress that it is srill not
enough. It is still not a sum which responds ro rhe
need, but we are not responsible for that because, with
the limited margin of manceuvre we have, there are no
better possibilities open to us. '!fl'e are limited to a cei[-
ing of lolo and, regardless of how grear rhe polirical
will is 
- 
and I think it is great in Parliament 
- 
rhere
is simply no scope for more increases, and that is
somethinB I deeply deplore.
The second area in which we are adding something
new is the question of the integrared Mediterranean
programmes. Here we think that the Commission's
proposal for 140 million ECU in appropriations for
commitment is reasonable. !U7e are greatly surprised
thar the Council of Ministers does not supporr ir. The
Council of Ministers, which imelf adopted the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes, is not prepared to
suppon the Commission's proposal. But Parliament
takes the view rhat the integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes should be launched now, and there is there-
fore a need for 140 million ECU in appropriations for
commitment.
Finally we allocate smaller increases of 15 mil-
lion ECU for the Social Fund and advances for the
development of Polish agriculture amounting to 5 mil-
lion ECU. These are also motions for amendments
which were adopted yesterday evening in the Com-
mittee on Budger.
It is a special pleasure for me to be able to announce a
new measure which the Committee on Budgets
adopted yesterday evening, namely the withdrawal of
the third financial protocol with Turkey. That was a
proposal which was nor adopted by rhe full House on
14 November 1984, but the Committee on Budgets
yesterday evening recommended 
- 
and with a large
majority 
- 
that we should now take the consequ-
ences. As we did in connection with the special aid to
Turkey and the fourth financial protocol, we now pro-
pose to cancel the amount which is to be paid out via
the third financial protocol to Turkey. I will not hide
my personal satisfaction over this decision taken by the
Committee on Budgets yesterday evening, and I hope
that the full House will follow it on Thursday when
wg vote.
Otherwise it only remains for me to add a very small
amount of about half a million ECU for rhe delegarion
in Angola. According to my information, Angola has
now signed the Lom6 Convention 
- 
a very posirive
step 
- 
and there is therefore a need for the Com-
munity to act quickly and immediately to set up a
Community delegation in Angola. That of course
requires a corresponding appropriation.
My last point, Madam Presidenr, is rhat the enrire
budget, as most of us know, is less than 1% of the
gross national product of the Member States. The
resources with which we have to work 
- 
even rhough
we sometimes feel we are dealing with large sums 
-are really quite limited compared with rhe resources
available in the Member States. The reason why this
budget procedure nevenheless attracts interest is rhar,
each year, it is a political undressing of the Council of
Ministers. There is no doubt that, generally speaking,
the Council is stripped naked. And what does the
budget procedure reveal each year? It reveals that all
the resolutions passed by the Council of Development
Ministers, the Council of Industry Ministers, the
Council of Ministers for Employment and Social
Affairs are apparently resolutions the finance minisrers
have never heard of. And when we come to rhe ques-
tion of appropriations, che finance ministers are appar-
ently not aware of what the specialized minisrers have
decided. Indeed they do not even seem to be aware of
what the heads of state and governmenr have decided
at their various summits because, every single time, we
see that the finance ministers do something entirely
different.
In my opinion it is an intolerable situation. Surely the
Council of Minisrcrs in one composition should do rhe
same as the Council of Minisrcrs in another composi-
tion. I therefore call on the finance ministers to talk to
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the ministers holding other ponfolios in the various
counries, so tha[ ure can get a coherent policy from
the Council of Ministers, and a concrete proposal is
that the Council of Ministers, when it comes to irs
second reading of this draft budget, will for the firsr
time follow a coherent. procedure of this kind.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: IADY ELLES
Wce-President
Mr Christophersen, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(DA) Madam President, the Commission when it
rcok office inherited a political conflicr which was in
deadlock over the budget for 1985. Political changes
have since taken place such thar rhe Communiry is
now on the way back rc the normal budgeting proce-
dure. The Council has recognized the need for a
budget [o cover a full year, on that basis the Commis-
sion has been able to revive the budget procedure, and
Parliament is making its contribution today with a
very helpful and disciplined effort to assist in the rapid
finalization of a budget.
The Council has completed its second reading. The
results are not satisfactory on all points, seen from rhe
Commission's point of view; on the other hand they
do not prevent us from moving on. Parliament is now
having its first reading. The Commission will no doubt
not agree with Parliament in every respect, and I shall
be returning to this a little larcr. But we shall be con-
tinuing to move in the right direction. I should like on
behalf of the Commission to express my gratitude for
that.
Although there is sdll disagreement beween the insti-
tutions involved in this process on specific points,
there are no signs of a new political crisis. Disagree-
men$ are to be expected and are unavoidable: it is an
inevitable consequence of the way we have built up
our institutions. But alongside the institutional seed of
disagreement we have also sown an insrirutional seed
for final result. This consists in the decision-making
and consultation procedures which in the last analysis
determine how the final budget is to look. On rhe way
through this process the Commission of course
reserves the right to make its own independent inter-
pretation of the opinions and proposals which come
from the two wings of the budgetary authority. The
Commission does not enter into any agreement wirh
either the Council or Parliament. I shall therefore
speak frankly and openly of our views on the Coun-
cil's first reading and on the wishes which are now
being expressed in Parliamenr and which emerge in
particular from the repon of the Committee on Budg-
ets.
The Commission is in broad agreement with the finan-
cial framework which emerged from the Council's first
reading. In essence the Council fully accepts the Com-
mission's estimate of expected expenditure for the
EAGGF, thereby making provision for a budget which
will really cover twelve months. The amounr has
moreover received strong suppon from Parliament,
and we therefore note that, in the key area which con-
stituted the main grounds for the rejection of rhe
budget last December, all three institutions are in
agreement.
In other important areas, however, rhe Commission's
demands have not entirely been met by rhe Council.
These relate mainly ro the appropriations for food aid
and the coverage of the Community's ner financing
requirement in consequence of the 1984 deficir. I
should like to make a few comments on rhese rhree
problems and, in that connecrion, say something about
the views to which I understand rhe Committee on
Budgets wanted to draw parricular arrenrion in irs
rePort..
As I have said, the Council agreed to our demands in
the agricultural policy field although, as you know, ir
did not happen without a fight. The position raken up
by Parliament coincided with that of rhe Commission,
but I would take rhis opportuniry ro srare rhat the
figures on which we have now agreed, rhe figures put
forward by the Commission, consriture an absolute
minimum. Developments in certain of the high-
expenditure sectors indicate rhat the esrimares we have
made are conservative ones. Everyone must therefore
be prepared for the Commission ro apply grear res-
traint and discipline in administering these appropria-
tions, so that we can be sure of getring through the
current budget year in a reasonable manner. \7e do
not of course know ar present whether the estimates
for expenditure over the resr of rhe year will be
adversely affected by external facrors, such as the rate
of the dollar, world marker prices and the harvest, but
on the basis we now have ro go on I conclude rhar,
subject to restrictive, prudent and disciplined manage-
ment, we have in the Council's budget proposal and
with the support of Parliament reached a sound basis
for a budget in the agricuhural secror.
I may be said that the farm prices for rhe 1985-86
production year have nor yer been adopted. Here I
would emphasize rhat the Commission sticks ro its
moderate price proposal, which it thinks is righr in rhe
present situation. It is true rhat the Commission used
its prerogative during the Council's firsr reading to
issue a funher lerter of amendmenr in the course of
the budget procedure. But I am concerned thar the
nature of this starement should not be misunderssood:
we were nor asking to be handed a blank cheque. It
was a general staremenr nor specifically concerned
with the agricultural policy or any other secror, and
the Commission only seeks to make use of irs right of
initiative if it considers it necessary or justified, and we
do not see any grounds for that ar rhe presenr rime.
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The financing which the Council wishes to make avail-
able under the intergovernmental agreement, as has
been said, necessarily implies tight control. This
applies not only to agricultual expenditure but also to
imponant areas such as the Social and Regional
Funds, where appropriations for payment must coin-
cide precisely with the appropriations for commitment.
Thus we must call upon all the institutions on a broad
front to show forbearance; the Commission is ready to
play ir pan.
Those were the more positive or acceptable elements
in the Council's budget proposal. I shall now turn to
the points on which the Commission is critical of the
Council and, on a few points, I shall also be obliged rc
express criticism of what I understand to be the propo-
sals of the Committee o-n Budgets to Parliament.
The first point I want to raise is food aid. In our letter
of amendment concerning food aid, there is an addi-
rional appropriation requirement of 63 million ECU.
This constitutes an absolute minimum, since it is in
reality only an adjustment for grain price increases
without any increase in the quantities disposed of.
During irc first reading the Council only decided to
dispose of 26 million ECU extra in relation ro last
autumn 
- 
in other words in relation to an appropria-
tion already drastically cut back. This is not only
inconsistent, it is also politically very wrong for the
Council to take that line. On the one hand, the Coun-
cil is capitalizing on the effect of the grain price rises
in irs EAGGF budget and, on the other hand, it will
not follow the same line in relation to food aid, where
grain price increases mean an increase in expenditure
for the Community. It is also a politically untenable
position on the part of the Council 
- 
I have also said
so in the Council 
- 
because it is in smrk contrast to
what the heads of state and government said at the
European Council meetings in both Dublin and Brus-
sels on the need for an increased effort in food aid and
with what they said in support of the Commission's
active food programme. It is also indefensible in rela-
tion to the actual needs as we now see them develop-
ing. For the food shortages in the hardest hit areas
have plainly become more acute since last year. The
Commission must therefore point out that full financ-
ing of the quantities proposed in the preliminary draft
budget of June 1984 
- 
ie the Commission's earlier
proposal 
- 
can only cover the bare essentials and may
not even be enough for that, if the present trend in the
hardest hit areas continues.
lf Parliament does not take action to correct the situa-
don which the Council has created by its restrictions,
we must expect that food aid will come to a halt early
in the autumn, with all the political consequences that
will have for the Community and its Member States
and for the Community's reputation. Of course it is
satisfying to note in this connection that the views of
the Committee on Budgets 
- 
and this was also
reflected in Mr Fich's speech 
- 
coincide to a large
extent with the Commission's wishes. But I must point
out [hat even the proposal of the Committee on Budg-
ets is at least 25 million ECU below the figure which
the Commission in its letter of amendment indicated
as the absolute minimum, and I find that both surpris-
ing and unfonunate. I hoped that Parliament would
envisage a somewhat different order of priorities 
-and I srill urge it to do so 
- 
because this question is
one which eminently affects the Community's credibil-
ity in the world at large. I refer you to a recently pub-
Iished FAO report which shows that the situation is
even worse that was previously thought. I therefore
urge Parliament not to go below the Commission's
akeady very modest estima[e.
I should like now to pass on to another problem which
I consider to be serious and imponant to this debate. It
is a problem in connection with which the Commission
is also dissatisfied with the Council's budget proposal,
but we are also dissatisfied with Parliament's approach
ro ir. Ir is rhe question of how we are to deal with the
deficit for the 1984 financial year, finally adding up to
about 419 million ECU. Here the Council has simply
chosen to ignore the existence of the deficit. It has
instead opted for a more general approach according
to which the problem will be cleared up during the
course of the year through the Commission's effi-
ciency and ability to exercise tight control over spend-
ing. In that connection the Council has also ignored
esrimared addirional revenue of 208 million ECU. In
other words in the way the Council has dealt with the
matter we see quite simply a large addidonal expendi-
ture item and a smaller additional revenue ircm elimi-
nated, so that we are left with a shonfall of just over
200 million ECU. k is the kind of adminisrative prin-
ciple which I, as an official responsible for budgetary
matters, find repugnant. Hiding a deficit by denying
its existence is not a reasonable way to administer
resources. But I am also disappointed on this point by
the report of the Committee on Budgets and by
Mr Fich's remarks. The solution proposed here is also
one which I consider to be irresponsible or unrealistic.
The report of the Committee on Budgem does indeed
include the estimated addidonal revenue to the Com-
muniry of 208 million ECU but wanrs ro use it for
addidonal expenditure. It is not to be used to cover
some of the deficit but for completely dffirent addi-
tional expenditure. On the other hand the repon
wanrs rhe endre deficit of 419 million ECU to be cov-
ered by asking the Member States 
- 
not the Council
of Ministers 
- 
to increase lhe sum provided in the
intergovernmental agreement by precisely that
amount.
If, Madam President, I may be permitted to pose a
rhetorical question, which does not need to be
answered now: is it truly realistic, does it truly repre-
sent a realistic assessment of the possibilities to expect,
not a vote in the Council, but agreement among all ten
Member States to alter something which they had
great difficulty in hammering out in the first place? Is
it realisdc? I put the question, because I think it is a
reasonable one. The consequence at all events from
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the Commission's point of view is rhar, while the
Council by omitting to make good rhe difference
between the deficit in 1984 and rhe estimated addi-
tional revenue in rhe currenr year has left us wirh a
shortfall of jusr over 200 million ECU, rhe proposal of
the Committee on Budgets leaves us with a shortfall of
over 400 million ECU. Thar I rhink is the realisric con-
sequence. The Council for irs part expecrs thar the sum
it refuses to provide will be cleared by rhe crearion of a
surplus. I do not know that such a surplus is in rhe
pipeline for this year, so I cannor say what rhe Council
has in mind. And Parliamenr says rhat rhe Member
States must come up with rhe money. I also do nor
know whether the Member Stares are ready to do so.
This attitude on rhe part of borh institurions rhus
forces the Commission ro apply a righter policy than is
desirable in administering rhe budget for 1985 and will
force it to presen[ a more restrictive budget proposal
for 1985 than ir acrually wished to. Thar is rhe conse-
quence. In the final analysis you cannor just tuck a
deficit away in a corner somewhere.
I wanted [o say rhis in order ro foresrall subsequent
criticism from Members of borh rhe Council and Par-
liament. I merely wish to inform you of whar the con-
sequence of this approach will be. Clearly it can be
done, and we shall have to do ir if rhe vore rurns our
that way. It will not srop us having a twelve-monrh
budget, but I do not find the way rhe two insrirutions
have chosen ro deal with rhe problem ro be particu-
larly helpful. The Council should have backed the
Commission's proposal for an intergovernmenral
agreemenr involving an overall figure of 2 225 mil-
lion ECU, instead of lerring it rest at 1981mil-
lion ECU, and Parliamenr should have refrained from
increasing the sum by a further 200 million ECU. If
both had accepted the proposal, we should have had
the sum we needed.
Now I should like ro commenr on [he remaining prob-
lems. First and foremost, the inregrated Mediterranean
programmes. Here rhe Commission, in im draft budget
of last June, had already anticipated the adoprion of a
proposal in 1985; our lerrer of amendment for the
1985 budget does nor therefore contain anything on
the integrated Mediterranean programmes. \7e srick
to the 140 million ECU in appropriarions for commit-
men[. The Council has cut these appropriations down
to half the amount. Although there is sdll rhe possibil-
ity, following the Council's currenr deliberadons, of
an increase over what was decided last autumn 
- 
then
the cutback was even more drasric 
- 
rhe appropria-
tions are sdll not enough according ro rhe Commis-
sion's estimates, if rhe proposed regulation on rhe inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes is adopted before
the end ofJune this year, and rhar is rhe date ser in rhe
conclusions of the European Council in March. The
Commission considers ir very imponanr to stick ro this
deadline and is therefore very happy with the line
raken by rhe Commitree on Budgers on rhis poinr, hav-
ing regard to rhe very grear expecrations in respect of
these programmes and the significance rhey will have
for the development of the Community's sourhern
Member States. The size of the proposal put forward
by the Commission is right. Ir should not be any less.
I should like now finally ro express the hope rhar we
shall soon see rhe adoption of rhe budger for 1985. It
is the Commission's hope thar over rhe nexr mon[h
and a half we shall be able ro conclude rhe work on
the budget for 1985. !7e do nor wanr ro rush anybody,
but it ii imporranr to normalize rhe situation.'tt witt
not help us if the process is delayed, and I can round
off the remarks I have presented here on behalf of rhe
Commission by saying thar, despite the disagreement
which is inevitable berween rhe institurions, it has so
far been possible ro note rhar the process is keeping ro
the deadline agreed between rhe instirutions. I express
the hope that rhe debate ro be conducted roday will
make irs conrribution to ensuring that rhe final deci-
sion taken will lead [o rhe normalization of the Com-
munity's siruarion, on [his poinr too, before rhe end of
the first half year.
(Applause)
Mr Andriessen, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(NZ,) Madam President, it is obvious rhar the debate
on the budger is closely linked to and influenced by
the course of events on 
- 
if I may pur ir this way 
-the agricultural front, particularly wirh respecr to rhe
fixing of farm prices for the 1985/1986 markering
year.
It is equally obvious that the Commission's price pro-
posals for rhis marketingyear are partly influenced by
and are importanr in rhe contexr of the study rhe
Commission has underraken inro new prospects for
those affected by the producrion limits that are now
unavoidable.
On this latter subject Mr Pisani and orher Members
have suggested that cenain specific aspecrs should be
covered by rhe srudy: guaranrees for the future where
a change is made ro differenr producrs, betrer informa-
tion for farmers who make this change, a careful cost
analysis if producrs have ro be raken off rhe marker
during the various srages rhey rhen pass rhrough, and
so on. I can assure you rhar the mandate rhe working
groups have received is broad enough for these aspecrs
to be covered by the srudy, bur I will draw rheir atten-
tion to rhe specific poinrs the honourable Members
have raised.
As regards the price siruarion, I should like to say the
following. Firstly, it is exrremely unsarisfacrory [har
rhis Parliament should srill be discussing the stare of
the negotiarions in May and thar no decision has yer
been taken on prices for rhe coming markering year.
This is unacceptable ro the farming community. Let us
hope that the presidential compromise or the various
stepping-stones towards a compromise that have now
been proposed enables a final decision on prices ro be
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taken at the next meeting of the Council of Agricul-
ture Ministers, which is to be held on 13 and l4 May.
This does not alter the fact that the decision will be
taken late and that our farmers cannot be left waiting
any longer for this matter to be brought to a proper
conclusion.
I think I can say that the stepping-stones laid in the
President's document largely comply with the princi-
ples underlying the Commission's price proposal. As
regards the level of prices, these ideas are generally
based on the prices proposed by the Commission, the
exception being, of course, the main issue in these
negotiations, the price of cereals, where the Presi-
dency proposes a far smaller reduction than the Com-
mission.
As for the producdon thresholds that have been
adopted in the past, it can be said that they remain
intact even though their application in this initial phase
is causing some problems in various sectors.
\7here the milk sector is concerned, the decision raken
last year remains in force: milk production in the next
marketing year must be reduced by one million lonnes
to bring production more closely into line with con-
sumption.
The relative balance between what I will call for con-
venience northern and southern products will also be
maintained in the package. As regards cereal prices,
the Commission's position is that it cannot agree to
the proposal made by the Presidency. The Commis-
sion still believes that there must be a significant
reduction in cereal prices because of a policy adopted
by the Community in the past, and this for both inter-
nal reasons, to influence the future activities of prod-
ucers, and external reasons, to make it clear that, as a
large exporter, we mean to continue playing a reason-
able part in the world market.
So much for prices. I should just like to add that,
where cereal prices are concerned, the situation in the
Council is that some delegations feel the 1.80/o now
under discussion does not go far enough and thus tend
to agree with the Commission, while other delegations
believe there should be no reduction in prices at all in
the cereal sector. I am not betraying any secrets when
I say rhat this is particularly true of the German dele-
gation.
The Commission believes rhat the stepping-stones that
have now been proposed include so many positive ele-
ments that a final compromise price proposal can be
put forward on Monday and will, I hope, be accepted
by the Council. The Commission will stick to its ori-
ginal position 
- 
and this is important in the context of
this debate on rhe budget 
- 
that the prices finally
adopted must not, in general, have an adverse effect
on the budget. If it should be decided to increase
prices, there must be compensation in some other way
and the Commission will therefore have to proPose
compensatory action. \rhat precise form this will take,
it is impossible to say at the moment. It largely
depends, of course, on the nature of the decisions
eventually taken by the Council.
\7hat I can say about the likely trend in these price
decisions is that they will differ from the average
prices advocated by a majority of this Parliament. '!7'e
have had a long and tiring debate on this subject. I can
only say that, in view of the problems we face, such
pricing is unavoidable. As for the study on future pros-
pects, which we have discussed and which was
launched at the same time as this price policy, I think I
can say that it will be possible at the end of the first
half of this year to submit an option paper as a basis
for serious discussion, so that these prospects as a
whole can be included in the Community's price and
market policy on some future occasion.
(Applause)
General consideration s
Mr Dankert (S). 
- 
(NZ) Commissioner Christo-
phersen has just been good enough to indicare where
our difficulties lie at a time when budgets have to be
financed not only with own resources but also under
intergovernmental agreements. '!?'e find that the Com-
mission is asking Parliament to eliminate the 1984 def-
icit and at the same time to set aside more for food
aid. The question is whether this can be done under
intergovernmental agreements, and I do not think the
Commissioner gave a clear answer to that question.
Madam President, I shall do no more than touch on a
few poinrs. Other speakers from my group will be dis-
cussing food aid, the regional policy, the social policy
and agriculture. I shall confine myself to a number of
more general aspects. I must stan by saying that I hesi-
tated for a very long time and was in fact originally
opposed to this budget being debated this week,
mainly because of the problems Commissioner
Andriessen has just mentioned, but also for another
reason: as I believe the meeting of the Committee on
Budgets last night showed, Parliament can only have a
reasonable debate on a budget if reasonable proce-
dures are applied and if the necessary dme is available.
I do not think there should be a repetition of the hasty
procedure which the Committee on Budgets was
forced to adopt last night. But then I suppose we shall
have to avoid rejected budgets in the future.
Madam President, from a political point of view I
believe there are reasons 
- 
as Commissioner Andries-
sen has in fact just confirmed 
- 
for discussing this
budget today. Firstly, there is no doubt that in one
important respect the Council's draft has responded to
the Parliament's criticism that the budget we rejected
in December would nor have covered the Com-
munity's expenditure in 1985. I believe Parliament has
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scored an imponant point with rhe addition of almosr
2 000m under an inrergovernmental agreement.
I know, of course, thar the Council had already prom-
ised last year [ha[ it would use intergovernmental
financing over and above own resources, but it also
fixed a date, Ocrober of this year at the latest. And if
the Council fixes a date, you can take it for granted
that precious litrle will be done before that dare, and in
view of the ratification procedures thar would then
have had to be completed, I believe rhere would have
been serious paymenr difficulries this year. In this res-
pect, my opinion is that we have gained considerable
ground by rejecting rhe draft budger.
But, of course, there is sdll rhe problem of financing
the agricultural policy, the question of a possible sup-
plementary budget, the implicadons rhis year and next.
If Commissioner Andriessen manages ro stick ro his
line, we can, I believe, ge[ rhrough the first reading
this week without any rrouble. If he does nor manage
to do so, the problem of the deficit, which Mr Chris-
tophersen has already menrioned, will be joined by the
problem of farm prices, and we shall then have an
extremely difficuh situation in 1985, sraning with own
resources.
Alternatively, we shall, of course, have a situation of
continuing irregularity as a result of a deficir being
carried forward rc 1985. That is a course which I have
just said is possible but one which should be rejecred. I
have also heard some Members 
- 
rwo, I think 
- 
say
that you might as well include a favourable balance in
the 1985 budget. By whar budgetary and formal means
this could be done is completely beyond me.
But there is anorher way of undoing what Parliament
is doing, and this rather shows how the whole business
of dealing with budgets is deteriorating. I recall that in
1980, in connec[ion wirh a supplemenrary budger, we
had an almighty row wirh the Council over rhe old
problem of the annualiry of rhe budget, when rhe full
Council spoke to us in a very admonitory rone about
not respecring the principles of annual budgeary
policy. But, Madam President, whar we did at that
time to solve our inrernal problems was child's play
compared to what the Council is now doing to solve
internal problems, and I inrend to be at leasr as
admonitory about this. Perhaps rhis shows rhar we
must all obey rhe rules so that we can at least be sure
that budgetary procedures are applied in a normal
way, wirh rhe rights of both parties respecred.
It is at any rare clear, Madam President, rhat it would
be unacceptable if the Council tried, as it did lasr year
- 
with some pressure on rhe Commission, I think 
-to use artificial means [o save on expenditure entered
in the 1985 budget. That would infringe existing rights
and run counrer to a decision that has already been
taken.
I thus felt uncerrain, Madam President, about the
budger being debarcd this week, whar with all rhe
problems connected with farm prices. I have been
largely reassured by Commissioner Andriessen. This
also means, of course, thar rhe majority of rhe Euro-
pean Parliament will nor ger its way where farm prices
are concerned 
- 
all the more reason, I feel, for hav-
ing the first reading ar this rime.
Madam President, why so stricr an approach? I think
mainly because a number of major problems are slowly
emerging. Firstly, it is clear that intergovernmenral
financing above the own resources ceiling is gradually
leading to the serious erosion or undermining of the
European Parliament's powers, which in turn means a
recurrence of the manipulations needed to deal with
the 1984 deficir.
I am also slighrly worried rhat the way in which we
deal with deficits and the like, perhaps the farm prices
too, plus the problems connected with the srrucrural
deficit that has gone on for several years, plus the
Mediterranean problems and all rhe rest of it, Spain
and Ponugal, that all this is helping to lead us lirtle by
little into a siruarion in which the Council upholds the
principle of own resources only as a marrer of form
and, by making gradual increases, crea[es for imelf a
situation where it in fact no longer needs to submit to
budgetary discipline at all but ensures ir by increasing
own resources from rime to time. Thar is a situarion
which will strike at the very hean of this Parliament's
rights.
I am also concerned about the rrend in the budget 
-Mr Andriessen has in fact referred to this 
- 
in view of
the effecrs which possible changes in the American
agricultural policy will have on rhe agricultural part of
the Community budget, and I am not talking abour
the dollar, simply about certain measures ro srimulare
production which might be rhe ourcome of cuts under
Farm Bills and rhe like. It seems ro me that this is
another elemenr we should bear in mind when formu-
lating longer-term policy if we want to avoid serious
trouble.
And then there is the interesting problem menrioned
by rhe Court of Audirors of rhe entry in rhe Com-
munity's budget of some 10 O00m 
- 
rhat is rhe figure
this year, I think; when the Court of Audirors worked
ir out, ir was still 8 5O0m 
- 
in commitment appropria-
tions which are nor marched by payment appropria-
tions. In orher words, if rhis is ano[her of the prob-
lems, I think it would be a good thing for Commis-
sioner Chrisrophersen ro keep the promise he made
during his inaugural speech that he would wasre no
time in purring forward proposals for what I would
almosr call sound mulriannual planning of the Com-
munity's finances.
Madam Presidenr, I will conclude with a few words on
the British contribution. One of the reasons for the
rejection of the budget in December was, as you
know, the European Parliament's refusal ro agree ro
the entry of the adjusrmenr and the Unired Kingdom's
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contribution on the revenue side. Since we abide by
rhe principle that the Community's own resources are
this Community's own resources and no one else's,
there is no alternative but to enter imbalances on the
expenditure side where they concern countries with a
lower than average per capita gross national product.
It is important that this principle should be established
because we may soon be facing comparable situations
with Ponugal and perhaps Spain, and it is important
that the Community should have a clear policy on this.
Fontainebleau frustrated our plans in this respect. The
Fontainebleau package is likely to be submitted to the
national parliaments in draft treaty form in the near
future, but until that time, the European Parliament
has no cause to try and deprive the national parlia-
ments of their freedom to radfy it if they so wish.
The majority of my group therefore endorses the view
taken by the Committee on Budgets last night that the
European Parliament cannot at the moment agree to
the British problem being settled on the revenue side.
It is a matter for legislation which does not yet exist.
At the moment, then, we believe there is absolutely no
reason to take the Fontainebleau agreement into
account. It is a step backward from the position we
adopted in December, but sometimes it is wise to take
backward steps if they produce better results. I also
think it may help to make the national parliaments
more aware of the fact that, in view of the problems
connected with intergovernmentaI financing, they now
bear a large measure of responsibility for the establish-
ment of a European budget.
Mr Pfennig (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, the treaty enlarging the European
Community to include Spain and Portugal, approved
by the Council, has cleared the way for a series of
financial decisions. The most imponant of these is the
decision to improve the Community's income by rais-
ing the proponion of value added tax from 10/o to
1.4010. Its incorporation into Community law by deci-
sion of Parliament and the Council, and its subsequent
ratification by the national parliaments has now
begun, so that the increase in own resources and the
accession of Spain and Ponugal will both occur on
I January 1985.
This development has also meant progress over the
question of the 1985 budget. The provision by Mem-
ber States of non-refundable advances ensures that
money will be available to cover all current costs for
the 1985 budget year. The Council has finally
conceded thar irc original choice of a budget covering
only pan of the year was not tenable, and in so doing
ir has confirmed that in throwing out the budget in
December 1984 Parliament was doing the Community
a service. Even so the solution the Council has now
found to cover expenditure for 1985 still leaves a series
of questions unanswered. The views of the Council
and Parliament's Committee on Budgets continue to
differ on the questions of covering the 1984 deficit,
the amount of additional revenue for 1985, the Inte-
grated Medircrranean Programmes, research funds
and food aid. The amount of possible extra spending
as a result of farm price decisions remains unclear, and
there is violent disagreement on the form which the
refunds to the United Kingdom and Germany should
take. These problems must be settled in the budget
procedure, however much Parliament welcomes the
basic improvement reached in the Community's finan-
cial position. I must echo the President of the Com-
mission in saying that despite this improvement the
Community's finances will remain most inadequate to
the tasks required of it under its policies.
Does anyone really seriously believe that a Com-
munity of twelve Member States with 320 mil-
lion inhabitants can in the long term carry out its
appointed tasks with an annual budget of 35 000 mil-
lion ECU? The 1985 budget has a shonfall of over
2 000 million ECU compared with regular income,
which can only be made good by extra funds from the
Member States. In 1985 we shall have extra expendi-
rure for Spain and Ponugal. Thanks to first steps
towards reforming agriculture, agricultural spending
will no longer rise as sharply as hitherto, but in the
best case it will still be 20 000 million ECU. Then
there will be new costs such as that of the Integrated
Mediterranean Programmes and the extra compensa-
tion to Greece. In addition, money must be found for
new policies, particularly research and development.
Just how all this is to be paid for out of duties, levies
and a future VAT proponion of 1.4010, no one yet
knows. Least of all the Council of Ministers!
I fear that the Council which, because of im inability
to take decisions, is not in a position to transform the
present Community into a polidcal, European union in
all areas, will fall back on its tried and tested solution
of getting the national governments to finance Com-
munity tasks. First indications of this are already dis-
cernible, unfonunately, in the area of research. Just
how short the Community's regular own resources are
going to be in future only in fact becomes clear when
we look more closely at the Council's proposed solu-
tion to rhe question of the refunds ro the United King-
dom and Germany. According to the Council the
United Kingdom is to be allowed to decrease the
Community's income over an unlimited period
because ir will ger a refund of t ooo million ECU and
will nor have to pay a corresponding level of VAT to
the Community, which means that for the other Mem-
ber States the 1.4% VAT ceiling will be reached very
quickly. This solution actually means that only
1.3% VAT will be available to the Community.
The European Parliament has rejected this financial
procedure as fragmentary and detrimental to the
future development of the Community. It offends
against the elementary principle that the Community,
in order to fulfil its tasks, must also have the money to
spend on them. It is panicularly annoying that the
institutions of the Community, viz. Council and Par-
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liament, are prevented from securing rhe necessary
revenue by means of tax legislarion because the Mem-
ber States have not as yer been willing ro transfer legis-
lative powers for cenain rypes of rax o[her rhan VAT
and their proceeds to the European Parliament and
the Council as the responsible Community insriturions.
Consequently the European Parliament has no alter-
native bur ro rejec[ the Council's proposed refund to
the United Kingdom, with a reduction of rhe Com-
munity's income from VAT, and ro demand a possible
raising of the VAT ceiling to 1.60/o as soon as rhe cur-
rent amendment of the own resources system becomes
effecrive.
If this constant bickering over Community finances
and the Community's share of VAT is ro cease 
- 
and
I would stress that Parliamenr regards a period of
budgetary calm as necessary 
- 
then orher consequ-
ences have to be accepred. Legislative powers for cer-
tain types of tax should be given over [o rhe European
Parliament and Council as legislator and budgetary
aurhority, and the Community should be given full
powers over revenue and expenditure. The Com-
munity should at lasr be freed from its starus as finan-
cially dependenr on the Member States. Not until rhis
becomes reality will there be rrue budgerary discipline
and the corresponding responsibility which is needed
as regards the taxarion of the Community's cirizens
and as regards spending.
I can only appeal to the Council once again to abide
by Parliament's proposals regarding amendment of the
Community's financial consrirurion. The fonhcoming
Milan summir will provide an opportuniry of making
the necessary funds available in addition to rounding
off the political and economic srrucrure of the Com-
munity.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vice-President
Mr Curry (ED). 
- 
Madam President, nearly a year
ago there was a Summit Meeting at Fontainebleau
which laid down the ground rules for ending rhe para-
lysis which had ovenaken the Communiry, insofar as
rhe Community revenue was concerned, insofar as the
British contribution was concerned, insofar as enlarge-
ment was concerned, insofar as agricultural expendi-
ture was concerned and, even in the margin, VAT
compensation for German farmers for having swal-
lowed the quo[a sysrem on milk. In rhe lasr few
months those ground rules have staned ro be rrans-
lared inm action. !7e do have an agreemen[ on
enlargemenr. '!?'e are now wairing for rhe ratificarion
of the new decision on own-resources, on revenue
which may even now be in the bag for all I know. Ve
do have the Commission proposals on farm prices
which represent a sensible and serious step rowards
bringing that sector into balance.
In the next few weeks another snge will be complered
when the Heads of State or Governmenr decide what
sort of future the Communiry is going to have. They
must decide whether we are moving towards a union
by way of a new [reaty or by way of implementation of
the treaties which exisr. Bur the main point is that we
do actually have momentum. After a long time of peo-
ple talking about paralysis, that ir does not work, that
the whole thing has just ground into the sand, we have
momentum.
However, I am afraid ro say tha[ Parliament, because
of its panicular predilecrion for political necrophilia as
represented by the British budgerary rebare issue, is
threatening rhar whole edifice. Ir is Banquo's ghosr ar
every single feast to which we are summoned. I am fed
up having to discuss this issue. !U7e spend our life ar
home saying 'Vho is afraid of Dooge? !U7ho is afraid
of Spinelli? Get in rhere. Have a look at ir. See what
we can get out of it. Participate!'Yer when we have ro
face the son of decisions raken in rhe Budger Com-
mittee last night, we might just as well nor borher,
because we will no[ have an audience so long as we
have this permanenr guerilla warfare which nkes place
on this very sensitive issue.
If the decisions of the Budget Commirree are adhered
to 
- 
I assume Mr Fich is rootling his tin rrumper for
the first reading, but if he decides ro roorle it for two
readings then we really are in a serious situarion 
- 
the
lncrease ln own resources is threatened. I am not
threating, Mr Fich, I am forecasring I forecasr that ir
threatens the increase in own resources. I forecast that
it threatens the amount of money which will be avail-
able in the inter-governmental agreemen[. I forecasr,
therefore, that there will be immense difficulry in
financing the farm price settlement. And Mr Andries-
sen has just worried me rarher considerably with his
ulk of presidential compromises with which he might
not agree but on which he will no doubt allow himself
to.be raped in the time honoured fashion of the Com-
mrsslon.
Finally, it actually rhreatens this Parliamenr's own
future. Parliamenr talks about irs own incompetence.
How we musr have enlarged responsibiliries. Can you
conceivably imagine rhe Heads of State or Govern-
ment saying in the lighr of the sort of discussion we
are having ar the moment: '\7ell, rhe Parliament is a
sensible sorr of body. Ler's give ir rhis, this and rhis'.
There are only two logical consequences of what Par-
liamenr is proposing. One is a rejecrion of the budget
- 
and I norice nobody is tabling a morion of rejec-
tion, which makes me rhink that the trumpet is a rin
one 
- 
or we have a disputed budget. But thar has
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exactly the same consequence as a rejection. Either of
these solutions spells chaos just when we are moving
into a period of hope and positive action. Now I
understand Parliament's preoccupation with own
resources and the rebate. I understand its fear that a
temporary solution can be engraved in stone. '!fle have
only to recall the income tax introduced by Villiam
Pitt to finance the war against the French (l am rather
fed up with the wars against the French) nearly
200 years ago. Ve still have it now 
- 
and it proved a
very popular innovat,ion, having been widely emulated.
You say, let us have the solution on the expenditure
side. lWell, let us just look at the prospects. First of all,
we have the Farm Ministers meeting today. \7e all
know that a more balanced pattern of expenditure is
necessary. Vill somebody inform the Farm Ministers
that a more balanced pattern of expenditure is neces-
sary if we are to reform the budget. Second, we are
told in today's Financial fimes under'New guidelines
for the Social Fund' that the rules are likely to mean a
cut in cash for Britain. Is this a means of requilibrating
expenditure towards the expenditure side? In other
words, every single trend is actually hostile to what
you are seeking.
If you do want this, let us do it. I am willing to do it.
Let us put down a motion saying rhat the United
Kingdom should get a bigger share of the Social Fund
and a bigger share of the Regional Fund. Let us put
down a motion calling for restraint in farm prices. Let
us use our budgetary powers not to make great declar-
ations about what we hope somebody else will do, but
what we can do ourselves by the inuoduction of these
new policies which everybody is so enthusiastic about
in principle but so dilatory in producing in practice.
Help us achieve a free market in goods, services,
insurance and know-how. In this way you will provide
for the United Kingdom those macro-economic
advantages which derive from her strength in that sec-
ror which the Federal Republic has got from her
strength in the physical goods sector. That is a very
important element in balancing the budget.
If you will help us do this we can find our way to a
solution. Instead of just saying that we do not like
where we are now and we wish we were somewhere
else, we can actually chart the path to get there. If we
do that, not only can we render a service to the Com-
munity, we can actually prove that this Parliament has
something substantive to say and that it is prepared to
put its money where its mouth is and its convictions
where its rhetoric is.
Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
(17) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, in the second draft budget that
the Council has put before us there are still some open
questions, even if some progress has been made' Our
rapporteur has already spoken about these oPen ques-
tions, and I do not wish to return to them, in as much
as the Italian members of my Group are anyway in
agreement.
I should like therefore to raise a specific point which,
in my view, is the saddest point in our debate 
- 
as
indeed was apparent from rhe words of Mr Curry 
-
namely, the question of the refund to Great Britain.
On this point 
- 
which, in my view, is at the present
time the political crux of the budget 
- 
I should like to
make three observations. At the risk of repeating
myself I should like, first of all, to reaffirm what has
always been the posidon both of Parliamenr and of
our Group: we do not question 
- 
and I am afraid it
must seem boring of me even to repeat it, but I think it
should be repeated an)'!vay 
- 
we do not question the
need for compensation to Britain; we know that there
is a budgetary imbalance, we know thar that is some-
thing that needs adjusting and we 
- 
like Parliament
- 
know that this imbalance should be adjusted by
controlling agricultural expenditure 
- 
we are mosr of
us in agreement on that 
- 
and by the proper enlarge-
ment of the Community's common policies. \7e are
also convinced that, in order to do this, a greater
increase in own resources is necessary than the ridicu-
lous increase of l.4o/0, which has not yet come into
force. This is my first, repetitious and boring observa-
rion, but it is one that I think must stand above any
other consideration.
My second observation concerns an appraisal 
- 
and
this, again, is repetitive 
- 
of what the Fontainebleau
agreement amounts to. The Fontainebleau agreement
is of course important, but it is also an agreement that
we, the Parliament, have denounced for very precise
reasons. Ve denounced it because the solution that
was found as regards compensation for Britain is a
solution that distorts the principles of the Community,
one that is extremely dangerous and that, in fact, does
not resolve the problems, because it introduces
mechanisms that, srarting with Great Britain and Ger-
many, may reflect and have increasing repercussions
on other Member States, cutting in this way across all
rhe basic principles of the Community. And, remem-
ber, all of this new machinery that has been invented,
with its distoning effects, is linked to an increase in
own resources that Soes from the very outset against
what the governments themselves said at Fontaine-
bleau, namely that compensation for the British was to
be achieved through the enlargement of the Com-
munity's policies, since in reality the increase in own
resources is limited to l.4o/0.
I think that this should be borne in mind in order to
find a realisdc solution, which Mr Curry himself said
he hoped for a few minutes ago. And that brings me to
my third observation, regarding the 1985 budget. I
think it would be unfair and unwise of Parliament to
rejecr the 1985 budget. It would be a mistake not to
rake account of the fact that today, after the last Sum-
mit, and having regard to other political indications of
a general nature, signs of receptiveness to new ideas
are apparent at Community level: there are sdll not
enough of them, but at least they are there' and our
Institution must not be responsible for blocking
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mechanisms rhat are moving forward 
- 
it musr make
them go forward.
But, my dear colleagues, although rhis is a fundamen-
tal fact, we, rhe Parliament, cannot on the orher hand
forego certain principles. Ir is not because we value rhe
principles as ends in rhemselves, but because we are
convinced that certain principles represenr the basis,
the only possible foundarion for the balanced develop-
ment of the Community, which we wish to develop.
For this reason we believe 
- 
and rhis is the proposal
that we are making, pardy in agreemenr with the rap-
porteur of the Committee on Budgerc, and panly from
a rather different standpoinr 
- 
thar rhe Brirish prob-
lem as regards the 1985 budget cannor, be solved in rhe
manner put forward by rhe Commission 
- 
that is, on
the revenue side of the budget: this is on legal and
constiturional grounds, because the new level for own
resources has not yet come into force, and you cannot
take into account, on [he revenue side, a mechanism
that does not exist. \7hen this mechanism does exist 
-even during rhe course of the year 
- 
ir will rhen be
possible ro alter the manner of disriburion of VAT.
But until rhat time it will not be possible 
- 
and the
Commission knows this, it calls itself the Guardian of
the Treaties 
- 
and I shall therefore conrinue ro
express my surprise rhat proposals should have been
put forward that undoubredly are in line with Fonrai-
nebleau from the policy standpoint bur which run
totally counter to rhe most elemenrary law of the con-
stitution of rhe Community. I am therefore fully in
agreemenl with the amendment presented in rhis con-
nection by rhe Committee on Budgets, because ir is a
distonion that should be eliminated. Thar does nor
mean however rhar we should not find a balanced
solution to the question of the British refund.
I have put forward a proposal that is in some respects
the same as rhar proposed by the rapporreur, rhar
would remove rhe amounr of the Bridsh conrriburion
from the expendirure side and pur in simply i p.m.,
since, like the rapponeur, I consider ir of fundamenral
imponance rhat the British refund should be made on
the expenditure side, which is, moreover, what rhe
Fontainebleau agreemenr says. \fhere I differ 
- 
as
does the Group thar I represent 
- 
is over the need ro
find, whilst sdcking [o rhese principles, a solurion that
will in some way rake into accounr the real state of
affairs today.
And since I believe, my dear friends, thar the real basic
problem for rhe Community today is ro overcome rhe
blocking of rhe 1.40/o increase in VAT and provide rhe
Communiry wirh rhe funds thar it needs, it seems to
me that, as a quesrion of basic policy, we have ro pro-
vide a stimulus, a spur, a pre[ex!, even, so as [o
re-open the financial mechanism as soon as possible at
European level, so thar new rules of procedure can be
put in hand, and this aspecr of the Community,s
finances discussed afresh.
Everyone in this Chamber knows that 1.40/o will cover
1986 expenditure, and rhar from 1987 onwards we
shall need a VAT rare of ar leasr 1.6%. This is where I
can see how the quesrion of rhe Bridsh contribution
can be solved 
- 
through the connection between rhis
increase, which is necessary, and rhe British compen-
sa[ion. \fhar I mean in actual facr, ladies and gentle-
men, is that we shall be rrue ro our principles if we
stick to the principle that rhe British refund musr be an
item on the expendirure side, whilst accepring for the
time being that it can, for two years, be included on
the revenue side. Vhat counrs is the dynamism, the
life of the Community, rhe Community's ability to
have resources available. As for the res[, rhe Fontaine-
bleau agreemen[ was wrong and remains wrong: let us
keep it only for so long as is necessary 
- 
and in my
view that will nor exceed rwo years 
- 
and let us
undertake, srarring from the firsr of January lggT 
-that is to say, rhe date from which 1.6% will be neces-
sary 
- 
automarically ro posr the British refund to
'Expenditure', and ler us unblock a siruarion rhat I
believe, politically speaking, should be unblocked.
I repeat, ladies and genrlemen, and on rhis I make an
appeal to everyone 
- 
let us find a solution that does
not run counrer to rhe principles of Parliament, and
that will allow us ro stand firm on those principles rhar
represenr the balanced future of the Community; bur,
at the same time, let us nor burden ourselves for a long
time wirh a problem rhat should be solved as quickly as
possible, a problem thar must only be a rransirory one,
and rhat musr rherefore be disposed of as quickly as
possible.
Mr Cot (S), Cbairman of the Committee on Budgets.-(FR) h is traditional for the Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Budgets to artend all budgeury debates.
That is as it should be. However, I wish ro rell hon-
ourable Members thar I have ro go ro rhe Srrurhof
concentration camp, for reasons which some will
appreciate, and I have asked the first Vice-Chairman,
Mr Ryan, ro srand in for me during my brief absence.
Mrs Scrivener (L). 
- 
(FR,) Madam Presidenr, ladies
and gentleinen, I should like to stress, on behalf of rhe
Liberal and Democratic Group, that rhe conclusions
reached by rhe Commitree on Budgets have our gen-
eral support.
Is there any need for a further reminder that the Euro-
pean Parliamenr has succeeded in securing whar ir
considered to be the essenrial objecrive, which was a
budget which could be described as decenr, a budget
providing cover acceprable to each of rhe Member
States, by which I of course mean a budget covering
twelve months? This is a success for our Assembly, one
which confirms rha[ the weapon available ro ir in its
power ro rejecr the budget has been used judiciously
by a major instirution acting responsibly. It is also a
bitter pill to swallow for the detractors who have been
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making determined efforts ever since the first direct
elections to desrroy the image of the European Parlia-
ment in the eyes of public opinion.
I therefore do not think it necessary to stand on prin-
ciple and continue fighting a battle which we have
already partly won. Admittedly, the draft budget for-
warded to us contains no reserve for any increase in
farm prices exceeding the Commission's proposals. But
let us be realistic:no such provision is ever made in the
budgets on which we vote, under normal circum-
stances, in the month of December; indeed, the prices
are not fixed until several months later. On the other
hand, it must be clearly understood that any increase
in farm prices must be accompanied by commensurate
financing, which in this panicular case implies an
increase in advances from the States. '\7e note that as
matters stand only the Commission has so far given an
undenaking to this effect.
Clearly, the necessary funding could not be found by
making reference to savings which could possibly be
made against the ordinary budget during the course of
the year, since that would take us back to the situation
which we rejected last December, that of having a
budget which would probably not see us through to
the end of the year.
Madam President, I will just mention the points on
which we are also in full agreement with the Com-
mittee on Budgem: rhe inclusion in the budget of an
entry for the deficit carried over from 1984, provision
for additional revenue in 1985 (in which connection I
would mention that I was listening attentively to Com-
missioner Christophersen's words), a vote confirming
all the amendmenm already adopted by Parliament on
the first reading, and in addition the enhanced provi-
sion for food aid, to which we attach particular
imponance, not forgetting the integrated Mediterra-
nean Programmes.
I would also draw honourable Member's attention to
the fact that, even though it had wished to table a
number of funher amendments, the Liberal and
Democratic Group has agreed rc abide by the commit-
ment given in the Committee on Budgets not to go
beyond the amendments voted at the time of the first
reading.
I have left the matter of reimbursement to the United
Kingdom until last. \7e agree with the aim that the
Committee on Budgets is trying to achieve, and more-
over this accords with the position which the whole
House has held consistently for several years. Any
budgetary imbalances affecdng particular Member
Starcs should be corrected through the expenditure
side, not by rebates on payments made towards
revenue, VAT paymenm in panicular. Such rebates are
incompatible with the principles on which the creation
and development of our Community have been
founded.
In these circumstances, therefore, we suPPort the
move [o open a line in the slatement of expenditure
wirh a pour memoire serving to keep this requirement
on the record.'!fl'e are nevertheless somewhat sceptical
as to the feasibility of meeting the timetable called for
in Mr Fich's commentary. Let us be realistic. \fle know
thar there is no prospect of specific measures on the
expenditure side being put into effect during 1985,
and moreover we prefer the wording proposed in
Mrs Barbarella's amendment, which tolerates a transi-
tional period until 1987. This is not a matter of com-
promising on Parliament's traditionally held positions
but, to my mind, of making an objective assessment of
what we can realistically expect to achieve.
Turning to the revenue side, while we appreciate the
concern of the Committee on Budgets to eliminate all
reference to the mawer of compensation to the United
Kingdom, we nevertheless believe thar it would have
been preferable not to have an amendment to the
statement of revenue deledng references to the com-
pensation mechanism. Vhat we are dealing with here
is an intergovernmental agreement. It is an agreement
which we dislike, but it is the chosen means of settling
this issue, an agreement to which the Community rules
do not apply. I would also remind you that this agree-
ment has not yet been ratified by the national parlia-
ments. It therefore does not make the necessary
resources available for inclusion in the Community
budget. In fact, it is as though Parliament was adopt-
ing a position on funds which the Community does
not have at its disposal. '!7e are therefore outside the
bounds of the budgetary procedure. It is this that per-
suades us that we should not be involving ourselves in
such arrangements. Ve should therefore be clear in
our minds, ladies and gentlemen, that it will not be
possible to go back on this position when rhe time
comes for the second reading. And all of us, it seems,
are anxious [o ensure that we get a budget.
I of course hope that my comments on this point will
not be misunderstood: this is a case where realism
should perhaps take precedence over matters of princi-
ple I
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, these were
the comments that I had to make on behalf of my
8roup.
(Applause)
Mr Pasty (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in a manner of speaking the House is
today engaged in its third reading of the draft budget
of the European Communities for 1985.
After the second reading, which was followed by a
resolution to reject the draft budget, passed by a very
large majority, some of our colleagues, only a small
number, prophesied that Parliament would not hold
firm to the principles which it had proclaimed and that
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the Council would eventually have rhe last word.
Some even wenr so far as ro describe the vote by the
House as'irresponsible'.
It has to be acknowledged now rhat the very clear
stance adopted by Parliamenr on a marrer of capital
imponance to the furure of the Communiry has paid
dividends and that the Council has ar lasr come a long
way towards Parliament's position by adopring a draft
budget which covers all the Communiry's financial
commirmenrs for the whole of 1985, subjecr ro one
admittedly essential reservation relating to the finan-
cial impact of the level ar which farm prices are fixed.
It is therefore a budget covering rwelve months, and in
panicular it should allow rhe common agricultural
policy to function normally, with an overall appropria-
tion to the EAGGF Guaranree Secrion of almosr
20 billion ECU, as againsr only l8 billion ECU in the
draft rejecred by Parliament.
Given the exhaustion of own resources, these
increased commitments will be covered by contribu-
tions from rhe Member States, and Parliamenr musr be
delighted to learn rhar these contriburions will not be
reimbursable and therefore will not be a burden on the
budgets of future financial years, which will srill be
very difficult, as we all know.
I would just say in passing that it is regrettable rhar,
because of a failure ro rake a polirical decision in good
time, the Community is now confronted wirh the
exhaustion of irs own resources, the only solution ro
which is to resorr to intergovernmental agreements,
which by their very narure are con[rary to the spirit of
the Communiry. Realizarion of rhis should prompr us
to evolve a lasring and more communautaire solurion to
the own resources problem, since otherwise we shall
be facing the same difficulries again in rhe very near
future.
Although Parliament can rake sarisfaction from rhe
Council's change of position on rhe need to cover
expenditure for the whole of 1985, ir musr neverrhe-
less, precisely because we are confronted wirh the
exhaustion of own resources, show that it is concerned
about cenain specific poinrs, and in this connection I
wish to menrion the financial impacc of the fixing of
farm prices, rhe financing of IMPs and funding for
food aid.
The Commission has been logical and consisrenr with
itself in proposing a budger enrry corresponding to the
figures arrived ar on rhe basis of its proposals for farm
prices. The Council of budget ministers has accepted
this figure, but the agriculture ministers have nor yet
taken their decision. This decision would have differed
appreciably from rhe Commission's proposals. Ir
would necessarily have had ro be accompanied by a
modificarion of rhe budger forecast, since the presen-
tation of any supplemenrary budget would evidently
necessitate recourse to further contributions from the
States, which rhe Governmenrs of the Member Stares
are manifesrly anxious [o avoid.
For its pan, Parliament canno[ enrenain the prospect
of another financial impasse which would pur rhe
Commission in the difficulr position of being unable ro
implement the budger as adopted by Parliamenr or
would mean rhat a substanrial deficit would have to be
carried over ro 1986.
Parliament must also be consistent wirh rhe opinion
that it has expressed on farm prices, and ir is for this
reason [hat our group has inrroduced an amendment
calling for rhe enry of a provision of 500 million ECU
to cover revaluarion of farm prices.
On the subject of food aid and the campaign againsr
hunger in the world, our group regards this as a
budget prioriry, one which has been consranrly reaf-
firmed by rhis House, and we shall be supporting rhe
amendments aimed at increasing rhe effon made in
this area.
The appropriations for rhe inregrared Mediterranean
programme musr also be commensurate with the polit-
ical commitments entered inro, and our group is
accordingly proposing an amendment specifying rhe
entry of an appropriarion of 228 million ECU.
I come finally to the problem of financial compensa-
tion to the United Kingdom. Our group has consis-
tently refused ro accepr the principle of a permanenr
standard correcrion in favour of a single Member
Sute. This principle is totally in conflict with rhe
notion of financial solidariry, with rhe very spirir of
the Community, and flours whar is called the 'benefir
of membership'.
Ve therefore cannor accep[ [he solution proposed to
us of a VAT rebare to the Unircd Kingdom alone, nor
can we accepr rhe adjusrment in favour of the Federal
Republic of Germany alone, with rhe resulranr addi-
tional financial burden on rhe other Member States. In
the latter case one cannor fail to be surprised at rhejustification for this abaremenr, which in pracrice
allows the Member Srate concerned to pass on rhe
benefit of this lower contribution to irs farmers by dis-
torting the rules of competirion of rhe agricultural
common market.
Our group will be voring against the budger enrry
sanctioning such a corrective mechanism, which
should noc in fact have been submirted ro this House
since, as was said earlier, ir is an arrantemenr arrived
at on the basis of an intergovernmental agreemenr.
In conclusion, in the conr.exr of financial crisis cur-
rently prevailing in the Community, we are prepared
to adopt a realisric approach and accept the broad
lines of rhe drafr budget submirted ro us, but at rhe
same time we can only once again deplore the fact that
it has left so much ro be serrled by inrergovernmenral
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agreements, since this represents a setback 
- 
and an
appreciable one at that 
- 
for the communautaire spirit.
(Applause)
Mr Bonde (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, the
Community's rreasury obviously attracts Danes. Ve
have a Danish rapporteur for the budget, a Danish
Commissioner and, [o complete the trinity, I am quite
willing to provide a little Danish opposition.
Once again the bactle lines are drawn for a power
sruggle between the Council of Ministers and Parlia-
menr. Ir begins to look as though that is what the
budget procedure is all about. Vhat Community
money is really used for is irrelevant to this discussion,
because the Commission and the Council of Ministers
by and large use the money just how they want to in
any case. Only a very few percent of the resources
applied by Parliament through ir margin of man-
ceuvre have anything wharcoever to do with reality.
Ir must make a competent politician like Ove Fich feel
frusrrated. Effons are made [o get more money for
Community food aid, but his speech on the budget
will ring hollow in the empty bellies of the hungry.
There is no connection between Parliament's resolu-
rions and realiry. In the budget debate we are in a
space-ship without any contact with the earth. It is
therefore quite logical for Mr Fich to launch into a
fight with the Council ro get real power for Parlia-
ment. He concentrates systematically on the revenue
side of rhe budget, so that Parliament can acquire the
right to levy taxes in the Member States. The only
snag about his method is that it requires a completely
new Treaty of Rome. I therefore assume that the much
ralked about thorough-going consultations between
the social democrats in this Chamber and the social
democrats in the Folketing have resulted in something
on the lines that Ivar Norgaard back home has put
forward draft legislation for an amendment to the
Danish Constitution or an amendment !o the Treary
of Rome which may legalize all the clever Fich propo-
sals on the revenue side of the budget.
The rapporteur is also trying to instigate the usual
move !o exceed Parliament's margin of maneuvre by
writing cheques which none of the ten Member States
will honour. The budget which finally emerges from
all this will 
- 
as far as I can calculate 
- 
cause the
Danish contribution to exceed 5 billion kroner or
1 000 kroner per Dane. To conclude on a positive
note, I should like to congratulate the rapponeur on
rounding off a round figure.
Mr Cicciomessere (NI). 
- 
(17) Madam President, I
think that there is a majority that has already decided
the outcome of this debate: it is the absent majority,
those who moreover certainly do not intend to take
pan in this ritual that is uken somewhat for granted.
True, there is an element of resignation where the
results are concerned, but there is also quite obviously
a refusal to take pan in a ritual in which 
- 
and this is
the rruth of it 
- 
Parliament falsely opposes the deci-
sions of rhe Council, only to adopt, at the second
reading, in a very orderly and obedient manner, the
decisions of the political summits.
\7hy is this? And this brings us to the heart of the
question. It is said that the crux of the matter, politi-
cally speaking, is the problem of British compensation.
I think that Members who are not present at this
debate have already given their assessment of the cen-
tral nature of that political crux. It is in no way true
that this is the problem concerning the people of
Europe today. It was no mere coincidence that Parlia-
ment should have set for itself, for the Council and for
the Commission rwo separate priorities, two real key
polirical questions 
- 
the key questions of employment
and hunger in the world. And 'priority', Madam Presi-
dent, must mean 'budgetary priority' and not empty
words.
Vell now, on the first point 
- 
employment 
- 
what
are the priorities reflected in our budget as far as
employment is concerned, seeing that the majoriry of
rhe budger is used for the so-called common agricul-
tural policy 
- 
a bankrupt policy, that is, and a protec-
tionist one? Is it possible to imagine a farming indus-
try, in the future, outside the international market? Of
course, I would be the last one to think that these
guarantees could be abolished overnight; but whar act-
ion is being taken and has been taken to try to bring
European agriculture out into the international mar-
ket? Is there any desire and determination to do this? I
am not madly pro-American, Madam President, but
this is certainly an unacceptable situarion. And whar
type of measures are effectively envisaged to boost
employment? Outside this Assembly there is talk of
Eureka. I am particularly against certain milimry
aspects of Eureka, but there is at least one proposal,
one attempt, to idendfy sectors of advanced technol-
ogy in which investment could be made to produce
jobs. This debate is absent from our Assembly 
- 
we
are talking instead about compensation for Britairl,
and about other things of no inrerest !o anyone, or
that interest only those few people immediately
involved !
The problem of hunger in the world, Madam Presi-
dent, is the key political question, and the polirical role
that the European Parliament and Europe can have in
regard to questions of security. '!7'e cannor ask the
'Great Powers' to be allowed to take part in the debate
on Euro-missiles, or on strategic security measures:
our voice would have no effect. But we can, on rhe
orher hand, make ourselves heard on questions such as
hunger. But what are we in fact doing, Madam Presi-
dent? Nothing! All around us people have been writ-
ing and talking about food aid: but for this ro be of
any use, integrated plans and strucrural plans are
necessary.
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Madam President, time does nor permit me ro ourline
my amendments. I ask honourable Members, however,
to read the explanarory sraremenr conrained in the let-
ter that I have sent them.
(Applause from the benches of tbe European Democratic
Group).
Mr Pitt (S).- Madam Presidenr, may I begin with
an historical perspective and then a brief personal per-
spective ?
Twelve years ago, a now long-forgotren Brirish Prime
Minister called Edward Hearh broughr Brinin inro rhe
Common Market on the promise rhat it would guar-
antee rhe job security of rhe British people and that the
Common Market could be changed from the inside.
That was the promise in 1973, when Brirain debated
the momentous issue of joining the European Com-
munity.
Of course, in those days the Bridsh Governmenr was
not in the hands of right-wing-extremists. As recenrly
as Thursday of last week, the only remaining moder-
ate in Mrs Thatcher's cabinet said that according to
present trends Britain's standard of living in the year
2 000 would be lower than that of Viemam or Thai-
land. That is the historic perspecrive, which I think we
should bear in mind as well as the arirhmetic minuriae
before us today.
In personal terms, in my first speech as a newly-
elected Member of this House, I said 
- 
and I make
no apology for repeating it 
- 
rhar I found Britain's
membership of the common market intolerable for so
long as we spent over 700/o of the budget on 10 million
people engaged in agriculture whilst doing so little for
the hundred million people engaged in induxry and
forgetting almost entirely the l3 million people who
are unemployed.
Since then we have had quite a number of develop-
men6 in the budgemry field. Ve had, for example, the
report from Mr Price last month showing that one
country, Italy, was undercollecting VAT by 400 mil-
lion pounds. Yet here we are scratching around rrying
to find the odd 10 or 12 million here and rhere ro help
the starving world. Lasr monrh, roo, rhe Presidenr-in-
Office of the Council, no less, reponed thar unem-
ployment now stands at 13.6 million in rhe Com-
munity and is still rising. Thirdly, we have endless
cases, especially in the discharge debates on rhe
accounrs for rhe years 1982 and 1983, of the Commis-
sion 
- 
and the Council of course, bur rhe Commis-
sion in particular 
- 
paying scanr, if any, regard to
Parliament's amendmenm to rhe annual budgets of rhe
EEC. And now, in the lasr seven days alone, we are, in
my view, being hijacked inro a polidcally mor.ivared,
not a judged decision, bur a polidcally modvated
stampede to adopt yet another farmer's budger. I
would echo and expand on what an American Trea-
sury official said last week, that the common agricul-
tural policy is the biggest protection racket, for I
would add, since Al Capone, and we are doing little
about it.
To speak funher in hi.lacking terms, we are being
asked to approve a budget for which we were given
36 hours only to table amendmenrs. 'Sfe are being
asked to approve a budget in which the Council has
cut every spending programme except agriculture to
the bone, to keep down the intergovernmental agree-
ment. Perhaps almost the worst decision is rhat we
now require almost certainly a third intergovernmental
agreemen[ after the farm-price review, a rhird inter-
governmental agreement in seven monrhs. Thar is
almost the worst aspect. of what the Council is decid-
ing, but cenainly morally the worst was rheir decision
to cut the 40 m ECUs for food aid down ro
25 m ECUs.
I will end by answering Mr Curry's very valid ques-
tion:what can we do today? I hesitate, because this is
a forlorn request. Of course I do not expecr rhis
House to do it; I just hope in its own inreresr that it
will do it. I think that what we can do is vote for a bet-
ter balance in the budger. The amendmenrs pur down
by myself and my colleagues from the British Labour
Pany are supponed by others from orher political
groups and, taken as a whole, would cut I 000 million
pounds from agriculture, as the Stuttgan Summit in
1983 wished to do, and as indeed proved ro be rhe
outcome of the 1983 actual expendirure, in order to
free the 500 million pounds proposed in other amend-
ments for spending on social progress and on indusrry.
I think we could do that. I would urge everyone ro do
that and put the ball firmly back in the Council's
court. If you cannot do that, Madam Presidenr, rhen I
think che only resort is to do as I shall and vore against
the budget as a whole.
Mrs Oppenheim (ED). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, as
the rapponeur, Mr Fich, indicared in his intervention,
it was not an empty gesrure by Parliamenr when it
rejected the proposed budget for 1985 last December.
I agree that there have been a few improvemenrc with
respect to the position Parliament was in last year.
Perhaps we have not had satisfaction on all rhe views
we presented, bul we have had satisfaction in a large
number of key fields, nor leasr on the vital quesrion of
principle, which moreover was the reason why most of
us voted for the rejection of rhe proposal. That is, we
have an annual budget, a rwelve-month budger, nor
one which covers some shoner period, which we
rightly felt was a makeshift solution from rhe begin-
ning. There is no reason why we should not have pro-
per solutions worked our ar rhe earliest possible stage.
'$7e are now in a situation in which we all feel rhar it is
high time we gor the institurions of the Communiry ro
work. Ve must make sure that the money necessary ro
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make them work is rhere, and that is why it has been a
source of satisfaction, at least to the Danish conserva-
tives, to follow developmenrs over rhe past few
months. Ve agree with the Fich repon, and we are
disposed to vote for the proposal which is now on rhe
table.
I also think thar it is importanr for us to view Parlia-
ment as a source of inspiration when it comes ro budg-
eting for the somewhat longer term. It is of vital
imponance that the Communiry should be able to
operate on the basis of longer-term and palpably srra-
tegic budgetary planning. I think thar emerges parricu-
larly clearly from Mr Christodoulou's proposal for
budgetary policy in 1985, which deals not only with
the budget for the agricultural sector, which is of
course very important, but also sets priorities in many
other crucial sectors, in which Parliament would like
to be involved.
(Applause)
Mrs Hoff (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam Presidenr, roday's
budget discussions are unsatisfactory for a number of
reasons. Only the fact thar progress is being made in
other Community areas leads one to accepr some
things which ought really to be unacceptable.
For example it is totally pointless for us to be holding
discussions when we have not the faintest idea what
agricultural spending for the currenr year will be.
Commissioner Andriessen indicated as much this
morning with great restraint when he spoke of an
unsatisfactory situation.
The fact that the cost of the common agricultural
policy is abow 7 50/o of the total budger shows on what
shaky ground we find ourselves in the first reading.
And the farm prices were supposed to have become
effective on I April this year. But contrary to all claims
the agriculture ministers cannot agree; at their last
meeting of 2-5 May they were again unable ro agree
on decisions.
The most important issue is doubtless that of cereal
prices. The Commission had proposed a cut of 3.60l0.
Given the paucity of budget funds and the growing
cereals surpluses this suggestion represented cenainly
a sensible and vital saving. Our self-sufficiency in cer-
eal is after all 1300/0.
Agreement is being blocked in panicular by the Fed-
eral German agriculture minister Ignaz Kiechle.
He is implacable, rejecting any idea of a cut and thus
any chance of economy. It remains to be seen wherher
the ministers will reach agreement on 13 May, one day
after the Nonh Rhine-\Tesphalian state elections. No
connection, of course!
The consequences of the farm price decisions for the
budget are hard to assess whilst the total package is
still not available. Even so it can already be stated that
the costs will far excbed the funds proposed by the
Council, at a rough estimare by about 60-80 mil-
lion ECU for the current year and by about 250 mil-
lion ECU for the 1986 budget year.
The Council stands accused of not increasing the
funds by enough, although it is aware of these figures,
for it knows rhat the increase of t gOO million ECU
bringing the guarantee and structural fund to a total of
206 000 million ECU will not suffice. The Council
lacks the courage to own up to the cost of ir mis-
guided policy.
One possible consequence is that we shall have a sup-
plementary budget for 1985. But that is pointless and a
waste of time given that the 1985 budger will probably
be approved in June or July, followed immediately by
supplementary discussions.
But it may also mean.that the Council will again pro-
pose carrying over a sizeable budget deficit for 1985 to
the 1986 budget year. Ve have already accepted that
this year. In this way we shall offload on to the follow-
ing year deficits which continue to grow year by year.
But that circumvents the principle of annuality and is
also illegal.
A deliberately short budget may also mean, however,
that funds are saved in other budget lines and are rhen
transferred later in the procedure to the agriculture
budget. I wonder, though, where further savings can
be made except in the agriculture budger.
I note once again that a disproponionate amount of
money, levied from all Community's tax payers, is uni-
laterally channelled into agricuhure. The farmers,
especially the small farmers, ger very litde of it. In
view of existing surpluses, this has ro change. The
injustice must stop, and when funds are short thrifty
use of them is the first priority.
The present draft again contains insufficient money ro
combat unemployment and world hunger, and it is to
be feared that the money saved will be used ro encour-
age surplus production further.
I have the impression that the Council is trying to put
out a smokescreen to hide its rrue misconducr of
economic policy. All the gradfying new trends in the
Community, particularly influenced by the new Com-
mission, must not stop us from showing up this mis-
conduct and then putting an end ro ir.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, I
will not dwell on the general orientation of the
budget, because that was debated at the end of last
year, whether in connection with increasing austerity
mainly by means of financial discipline, or with the
ransfer of resources from the less well ro rhe betrer
developed countries of the Community, mainly in the
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form of rebates rc the United Kingdom and'!flest Ger-
many, or finally with the suppon of political integra-
tion according to the demands of the Community's
great monopolies.
I would like to deal with three points concerning the
new development in the Common budget for 1985.
The first relates to the IMP's. In our opinion the
amounr of 70 million ECU proposed by Council is
quite unacceptable, as is the fact thar Council rejected
the Commission's proposals for 140 million ECU, the
sum also favoured by Parliament's Committee on
Budgets. This attempt. rc drip-feed the Mediterranean
programmes, coming just a few weeks after the agree-
ment at the Council of Europe, provokes in us many
serious reservations about just how much the Council
of Europe's decision to trant 2 billion ECU to Greece
over a 7-year period is wonh, seeing that in the first
year of implementation of the IMP's all three coun-
tries together are to receive 70 million ECU.
The second matter relates to the expenditures by the
EAGGF 
- 
Guarantee Section, which with the new
proposals, now amount to some 19.9 billion ECU.
However, while on the one hand Council is making
some concession by accepting an increase in the
expenditures it originally proposed, on the other hand
- 
and we stress this 
- 
the new sum presupposes rhat
Council will accept the Commission's proposals on
agricultural prices, which are either nihilistic or nega-
tive, and consequently entirely unacceptable in our
opinion. Ve are also taken aback by the attitude of the
Greek Government, because on the one hand its Min-
ister at the Council of Economic Ministers accepts the
new draft budget in its entirety, while on the other
hand its Minister at rhe Council of Agricultural Minis-
ters is seen to be fighting valiantly for the rejection of
the Commission's proposals on agricultural prices.
A rhird point I wish to raise is the subject of national
contributions, which are to amount to 1.98 bil-
lion ECU and which, moreover, will not be repaid. In
our opinion it is not just the amount that matters, it is
also the principle, and I do not think it is acceptable
that the Greek Government, over and above its obliga-
tions under the treaty of accession or the Treaties of
Rome, should undenake new commitments for the
financing of the budget. All the more so when we see
that our country's posidon within the framework of
the budget is losing ground, and when net revenue to
our coun[ry in 1984 was 140lo less than in 1983 when
calculated in dollars, or showed no change when cal-
culated in ECU.
Finally, Madam President, I would like to say that
yesterday the Committee on Budgets adopted an
amendment tabled by Members of the .Greek and
French Communist Panies, relating to the 3rd financ-
ing protocol to Turkey. I believe the House will sup-
port that amendment unanimously, as well as two
other related amendments by the Committee on Budg-
ets concerning che 4th financing protocol for special
aid to Turkey.
Mr Pordca (DR).- (FR) Madam President, having
taken norc of the Commission's Letter of Amendment
No 3, the Council has reached its decision on the draft
budget for 1985. This draft budget forwarded to Par-
liament covers twelve months, unlike the one submit-
rcd to it at lhe end of last year.
The Council has undenaken [o cover the full amount
of EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure, 20 bil-
lion ECU, and this will release Europe's farming
industry from the severe drawbacks of the provisional
twelfths system.
The Council has also fixed the amount of non-reim-
bursable advances from Member States at 1 981 mil-
lion ECU, which is the sum that it considers necessary
to ensure that all budgetary expenditure for 1985 is
covered. These advances are less rhan the Commis-
sion's forecasts: 2 903 million ECU for commitments
and 2 331 million ECU for paymenrs.
The setting of a figure by the Council leaves the Euro-
pean Parliament litde scope to use its margin of man-
oeuvre on noncompulsory expenditure. Are the
amounts proposed by the Council going to be enough?
In order rc find the answer ro this question, it is neces-
sary to consider the matter of new own resources.
In this connection, the VAT take-up rate is not to be
increased until lstJanuary 1986, and no sooner has it
been increased than the 1.4% ceiling will be reached.
Under these circumstances, how can yet another dead-
lock be avoided in 1985, when the 1986 budget will
have to accommodate:
First, the cost of enlargement, which Mr Delors has
put at 6.5 billion ECU;
secondly, the cost of financing the IMPs, which is
expected to be 7 billion ECU over 7 yearsl
and thirdly, the one billion ECU in reimbursement of
contributions to the Unircd Kingdom, if ir is not
entered in the budget for 1985 with a proponional
increase in VAT payments by the other nine Member
States (in the case of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, two-rhirds of irc additional VAT share).
Now is the rime rc be rhinking in terms of new own
resources which will enable the Community to make
progress by launching new programmes and new or
appropriately modified common policies.
The Group of the European Right wishes to rerurn to
the idea which it suggested during the debare on rhe
Pfennig repon, the idea of introducing a criterion tak-
ing account of industrial and agricultural wealth which
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would make for fairer narional contributions and
eventually avoid the imbalance working ro the disad-
vantage of the United Kingdom. This concern for jus-
tice and solidarity should be rhe inspiration for the
governmenrs' effons.
I must emphasize the key needs for better manage-
ment of resources and better forecasting.
Everything musr be included in the 1985 budget, both
the 1984 budger deficit, which has been put at 417 mil-
lion ECU, and the increase in own resources for which
provision had nor been made, esrimated at 232 mil-
lion ECU. Carry-overs from one year to the next
should be avoided so rhar a balanced budget can be
presented.
In addition, the budget should encompass all expendi-
ture and revenue irems, including the EDF and the
ECSC budget, to bring it inrc line with rhe general
principle of budgemry universality applied rc public
finances.
There is also a need for more reliable forecasts, both
for the purposes of the EAGGF and in rhe area of
economic growth, and the EEC expens should adjust
their forecasts to take accounr of fluctuadons in the
dollar exchange rate and world prices.
Finally, my group supporrs the proposal made by
Mrs Scrivener concerning compensarion for the
United Kingdom. To ensure that there is no conflict
with the Council, we consider that it would be wise
not to enter this compensation in a line on the revenue
side of the budget for 1985 but to wait for the increase
in own resources, when the finance will be provided
by the Member Stares. This would be rhe exceprion
proving the rule.
The prospect of new own resources and better budget-
ary management should not blind us ro rhe uncenain-
ties which remain. There are several areas where the
sums proposed by the Council seem insufficienr ro us,
notably food aid and integrated Medircrranean pro-
grammes. Research and innovarion are particularly
weak areas, where the provision that has been made
does not measure up ro rhe plans envisaged by the
Community or Member States.
The problem of enlargemenr is one which musr be
considered in all its aspects, including the financial and
budgeary dimensions. Velcoming Spain and Ponugal
inrc the Community is nor just a matrer of making
promises to them and setrling for general agreemenr,
but also entails giving them financial guarantees, espe-
cially for their agricultural products.
A funher point: the fixing of agricultural prices for the
1985/86 marketing year. The EAGGF appropriation
for 1985 
- 
20 billion ECU 
- 
takes accounr of the
Commission's proposals for freezing prices. However,
if farm prices were not fixed at the firsr reading of the
budget, or if they were higher than those proposed by
the Commission, a supplemenrary budger or carry-
overs [o 1986 would become necessary.
Finally, how can Europe's dynamism be restored
through new policies, especially promorion of adv-
anced technologies and a much more acrive policy on
cooperation and development aid, when no funher
increase in VAT revenues is scheduled until 1988,
when it will have to be approved unanimously by the
Twelve?
In conclusion, since we have been presented with a
proper budget covering twelve months, the Group of
the European Right will be voting for this 1985 budget
in order to bring an end to the larent institutional crisis
and the deadlock in the Community, and to bring a
calm approach to the fonhcoming imponant srages,
beginning with enlargement.
All parties musr face up to rheir responsibiliries and ar
long last tackle the substantive problems which condi-
tion the future of the Community.
That future begins with rhe vote on the 1985 budger.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ALBER
Vice-President
Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(fR) Mr Presidenr, Ladies and
Gentlemen, the deadlock in the procedure for adop-
tion of the budget for 1985 was broken when the
European Council eventually acknowledged, follow-
ing the European Parliamenr's resolution rejecting the
draft budget for 1985, rhat such a documenr should
cover all the revenue and expenditure for the full
financial year.
The French Socialists are delighted ar rhis, not because
they see it as a 'victory' for one institurion over the
other but because they regard it as reflecting a cenain
feeling that the European Community is on rhe thres-
hold of a 'fresh stan'.
The performance of the new Commission under the
presidenry of Mr Jacques Delors, the conclusion of
the negotiations on accession by Spain and Ponugal,
and the will displayed by the Council ro progress
towards European Union on rhe course plotred by the
Dooge committee were all seen as positive develop-
ments by the French Socialists, although the recent
Bonn Summit Meeting dealt a severe blow to their
optimism.
This budget, as adopted on 24 April by the Council, is
still far from satisfactory, even rhough the appropria-
tion for the EAGGF Guarantee Secrion is 1 955 mil-
lion ECU more than in the original draft.
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This addirional amount takes account of the agricul-
tural expenditure which would result from rhe propo-
sals for prices submitted by rhe Commission 
-350 million ECU 
- 
but not of the resolution passed
by Parliament in March calling for a 3.50/o increase
over the 1984/1985 marketing year, which would
involve roughly the same volume of expendirure.
Ve note with satisfaction that should the Council
decide to accommodate Parliament's resolution 
- 
and
it is disappointing that no agreement was reached in
Luxembourg last weekend 
- 
the Commission would
submit another letter of amendment.
I suggest to the Commission that it should add rhe
extra 232 million ECU in own resources estimated for
1985 to the statement of revenue, which it failed to do
in its last letter of amendment.
I also have other suggestions to make to it, which
would enable it to achieve large savings in agricultural
expenditure and significant reductions in the structural
surpluses of milk, beef and cereals, while at the same
time making for greater justice, I refer to limitation of
the guaranteed volume of production per holding,
graduation of the levies, the milk coresponsibiliry lery
in particular, and application of the principle of Com-
munity preference, which is widely treated with con-
tempt, even by people in this House. I also refer to
reduction of the stocks of powdered milk by means of
massive distribudon through welfare agencies, which
would give assistance to those bearing the brunt of
unemployment and to needy elderly people. I refer,
finally, to aid to the developing countries.
The Community would earn credibility in the Third
Vorld by improving its aid to developing countries
which have fallen victim to catastrophes of various
kinds. I am of course thinking of those where the
problem is hunger, but also of India, for instance,
which urgently needs to replenish its livestock follow-
ing the Bhopal disaster. \flould it not be more intelli-
gent 
- 
it is a pity that the Commissioner responsible
for rhe budget is not listening 
- 
for rhe reduction in
Community dairy herds necessitated by the milk quo-
tas to be achieved by selling cows cheaply or even giv-
ing them to India rather than slaughtering them and
increasing the meat stocks still further.
It costs I 470 ECU a year to store I tonne of meat.,
while cows are fetching an average of I 500 ECU per
tonne live weight, so even if they were given away,
there would be vinually no cost to the Communiry
budget.
The French Socialisrc have other grounds for dissatis-
faction with this budget:
First, because of the presentation of what is really
revenue as ne8ative expenditure, a case in point being
the co-responsibiliry lery. Vhile it is true thar the pur-
pose of this levy is to finance promotion of dairy prod-
uce, revenue and expenditure should be shown in their
proper places.
Similarly, the cheque to the United Kingdom or the
VAT rebate to the German farmers cannot be entered
as negative revenue. Ve expect clarity in presentation
of the budget, and in that we are strictly in line with
the decisions taken at the Fontainebleau Summit
Meeting. If we are going to accept budgetary rigour,
let us make a stan by being rigorous in the drafting of
the budget.
Ve are also dissatisfied with this budget because it
does not incorporate various expenditure which would
advance the contruction of Europe more significantly
by promoting job creation, aid to the developing
countries, new technologies, research.
It is true that a severe blow was dealt to European
research and technology in Bonn last week, and per-
haps we need look no further for an explanation.
'!fle Socialists are not prepared to allow Europe to
become the jobbing subcontractor of Japanese or
American industry.
Those counrries have nothing but rhe deepest scorn
for a Europe which is incapable of joining ro mounr a
research project.
The damaging blows to European industry, coming on
top of those dealt to rhe CAP by the United Srares, are
being compounded by the disruption caused by rhe
dollar's fluctuations.
'!7hen the Commission prepared its draft budger, was
it not anticipating that the value of the dollar would be
between 1.25 and 1.35 ECU? \rell, ir is now sranding
at l 4 or even 1.45 ECU. This is why promotion of rhe
ECU as a real trading currency is clearly necessary.
The Community should be showing its solidarity and
cohesion through its budget and monetary decision-
making.
!/hat is needed is a fresh impulse, which should come
from this Assembly, to build a srrong Europe, able ro
resist the unacceptable economic pressure exerted on
us by the United States.
On this the eve of the 40th anniversary of che end of
the last'World '!flar, in which I had the sorry privilege
of taking part, I am not forgeu,ing the invaluable help
that the American people gave us in restoring freedom
and democracy. Gratitude bids us to remain on
friendly terms with them.
However, we have the right and the duty, in the name
of friendship, to show them rhat we inrend ro remain
the masters in our own home, in Europe, that we
mean to deal with rhem on a fooring of equality and
that we will allow norhinB ro be imposed on us by
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force, wherher by rhe weighr of technology or rhe
weight of currency.
I trust that this message will be broughr home to Presi-
dent Reagan tomorrowl
Agriculture and Fis heries
Mr Voltjer (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I do not
really have a great deal to add to what other members
of my group have already said abour the general part
of the agricultural budget. I too am seriously con-
cerned about the amounr involved and also about find-
ing so much money, because this depends on so many
different external factors 
- 
the dollar exchange rate,
external policies, yields, rhe harvesr and so on 
- 
that
it is impossible to make any kind of forecast at the
moment on whether the 20 000m will be enough to
finance agricultural expendirure. AII we can say is thar
we simply assume rhe Commission has done its utmosr
to include in the budget esrimares based on genuine
expectations, and rhar is whar we musr work with.
'\7hat I will say is that no price proposals have yer been
put forward, which my group finds deplorable. There
should have been a proposal, rhe Council should have
taken a decision, and the farm year should have begun
on I April. The question I wanted to ask the Commis-
sioner in this context 
- 
since he has jusr indicated in
his statement that the compromise proposal made by
the President of the Council contains many elements
that he finds acceptable in the final analysis 
- 
is why,
in that case, he did not put it forward as a final propo-
sal last week rather than wait a few more weeks. It
seems to me that it would have been very imporrant
for the credibiliry of the policy for us not ro have to
wait, with clearly audible references ro elections, but
to have received a final proposal from rhe Commission
so that the matter could be serrled. Now it looks more
like the wheeling and dealing with figures I mentioned
at the beginning and in fact amounts to a policy our of
control, with the farmers nor knowing where rhey
srand.
I April is the date on which farm prices have to be
fixed, and in the past I have often asked whether this
price-fixing operarion should nor be related more
closely to the establishment of the budget. Bur the
argument has always been that prices have to be fixed
on I April for the simple reason that that is the begin-
ning of the agricultural year. Seeing that six weeks
have now passed since I April and a great deal of grain
has meanwhile been sown, all I can say is rhat next
year farmers will not be able to take prices as a guide.
In shon, the debate that is now going on in the Coun-
cil is a purely budgetary affair, and I find rhar regrett-
able and would not have wished it on this Commis-
sioner.
The Commissioner also referred in his speech ro the
study on future prospects. I should like to issue a stern
warning in this connection. Here again, the farmers
are led to believe that they must accept a reduction in
prices this time, that a study on future prospects will
be completed by September, or let us say June, and
that this will give them more scope, and many are
thinking of a return to the old situation, possibly with
a few alternatives. Clearly, a policy of this nature
would have budgetary implications. I find Mr Andries-
sen's proposal lacking 
- 
and I should like to stress
this 
- 
because what are needed are not just prospects
but a definite change in the present policy with a view
to further reducing the surpluses and eliminating then
altogether, because they are to blame for this policy
costing so much that we are having to ser aside
20 000m in 1985. That is the main criticism. I welcome
the prospect Mr Andriessen has held out, but I also say
thar it must be placed in its proper context: surplus
production must also be reduced. The context is there-
fore the overall picture rhat we shall shonly be seeing.
Mr Marck (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, as the rap-
porteur of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food and on behalf of my group I should like to
voice some of the anxiety felt by European farmers
and market gardeners.
Firstly, it must be clear to everyone that we shall not
allow ourselves to be shackled by budgetary discipline
specified by the Finance Ministers. The normal proce-
dures must be followed, and they must produce solu-
tions that satisfy the needs and requirements of every
European policy, and the common agricultural policy
in particular. Ve are not opposed to adjustments to
this policy, but we shall never agree ro the basic
achievements of the past being dismantled for purely
budgetary reasons. It is with rhis in mind that we are
preparing ourselves for the dialogue to which Com-
missioner Andriessen has referred. To undermine rhis
dialogue in advance by setting purely budgetary
imperatives would be ro do a serious injustice ro the
farmers and market gardeners who believe in Europe
and are still prepared to accept the Community's only
common policy. They are aware of the financial limi-
tations, they realize that unlimired production is an
impossibility if products cannot be sold, and they are
therefore prepared for adjustment, but they will not
agree to the policy being dismantled.
Secondly, we endorse the desire clearly expressed by
Parliament for a proper budget covering twelve
months. \[hat we want from the Commission and the
Council, therefore, is an assurance rhat the draft
b.udget will meet this requirement. Can the Commis-
sion give an assurance that the expenditure figures
entered for the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF will
cover rwelve months' expenditure? Can the Commis-
sion give the same assurance where expenditure on
dairy products is concerned, with account taken of the
virtual abolition of the superlevy as a result of the
recen[ quota agreements and of the additional expend-
iture that will be needed to dispose of butter stocks
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over 18 mon[hs old? In this contexr, I would refer ro
the considerable expense of disposing of this old butter
in the past. As 3 000 tonnes still remain, I hardly rhink
the amounr now entered in the budger will be
enough.
And can the Council give us an assurance that the
draft budget it has drawn up takes full account of rhe
Council decisions already mken this year and more
specifically of the consequences of the wine comprom-
ise and the structural measures?
Thirdly, I urge the Commission to make a greatet
effon than in the past to ensure the strict and above all
more dynamic management of the markets. This
means that stocks should be disposed of as soon as an
opponunity arises, nor left in srore because that is bet-
ter for the budget in the shon term. The heavy
expenditure we are now facing in the dairy secror is
the result of inflexible and shon-sighted managemenr.
Finally, a word or two on farm prices. Like
Mr Voltjer, I consider it unacceptable thar the farm
prices should not be fixed until mid-May or even later,
Farmers and market gardeners are being punished not
only by the Commission's drastic proposals but also by
the delay in the decision-making process. I do not
really understand what Commissioner Andriessen
meant when he said that, if expendirure was increased,
the Commission would have to look for compensarion.
Does this mean tha[ the Commission will not be sub-
mitting an additional draft budget in the autumn as ir
has always done? Does it mean fresh cur through rhe
suspension of payments, which is already disrupting
the market? The Commission owes us an explanation
here.
Mr President, this debate is clearly only the beginning
of a long discussion. !fle are ready for this discussion,
but it must be conducted wirh complete frankness and
with the determination that the Communiry's only
common policy will not be abandoned.
Mr. Provan (ED). 
- 
Mr President, first of all, may I
thank Mr Fich for being present rhis morning during
this debate. After the discussion that we had on the
agenda yesterday, I would like to thank him for being
here and not going off wirh his group. I think ir is
imponant that he is here, and thar is wonh noring.
I think it is time that we stopped living from hand to
mouth. 'We as a Parliament rejected the original draft
budget because it was not for a full twelve-month
period. The first paragraph of Mr Fich's repon points
out that there is an increase in expenditure of
I 955 million ECU to cover agricultural expenditure.
'$7e as a group advocated right through the Commirtee
on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, the necessity for a
full twelve-month budger, and I hope that we are nos/
in a position to support this repon of Mr Fich's. Let
me say, however, that the determinarion of farm prices
has not yet been concluded for 1985, and it is
obviously questionable wherher this budget will last
for the full twelve-month period. I hope that the Com-
missioner will not withdraw the proposals thar he has
currently got on the table before the Council of Minis-
ters. I believe he must stand firm and I hope rhar we
get a majority vote in the Council very quickly so rhar
we can actually get the farm prices decision deter-
mined for this year. It would be wrong to have a fur-
ther letter of amendment to rhe budger for this year.
'W'e are now almost six months into the budgetary year
1985 and it would be wrong ro have a funher letter of
amendment. However, times may change; atritudes
may change, and the financial paramercrs with which
we live 
- 
like the American dollar, for insrance 
-now still have a considerable effect on our finances. It
does make nonsense of budgeary conrrol and the con-
sequences of the Fontainebleau agreemenr are no[ yet
really with us in real terms.
Mr President, I have an amendmenr before Parliamenr
- 
Amendment No52 to Anicle387 
- 
which I
believe is exuemely imponant. I have written to
Mr Fich about it and I hope he will understand rhe
consequences of Parliament doing somerhing which I
believe would be unconstiturional if rhis amendment is
not passed. 'V'e are asking the Commission ro spend
8 million ECU on monitoring the olive-oil situarion. If
they grant it rc a Member Stare, rhe European Com-
munity will for the first time be granring money ro a
Member State for somerhing that that Member Stare is
meant !o do already. If the Commission is nor satisfied
with the current arrangemenrs, it is up to them ro
finance their own officials to go and inspecr these
arrangements and not pay a Member State to continue
a situation which we all find intolerable.
Mr Maher (L).- Mr Presidenr, I think it is clear that
the decision of Parliament to reject rhe original budget
was [he correcr one. At this stage, in spirc of rhe fact
that the minisrers of agriculture have regretrably nor
come to a decision, I believe we should approve of the
budget.
It should be understood that this question of the delay
in fixing farm prices is not unique. Ir is nor the first
dme it has happened. It is not the firsr rime rhar these
decisions have been delayed because somebody had to
achieve a victory in some country or another, some
political pany in Germany, France or wherever it
might be. I rhink this is intolerable, because in all
cases, since prices are fixed at Community level, farm-
ers have to pay the price. It should be said, in fairness,
that this only applies ro some farmers, dairy farmers in
particular, because they produce a product every day.
It is not so bad for grain farmers, because rheir harvest
happens to be towards rhe aurumn and nor in the
spring. It is rhe farmers who market their products all
the time who are losing. I would claim that for them
these prices should be fixed retrospectively and that
any changes should go back rc I April, so cancelling
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out any failure of the ministers to agree on the prices
in time.
I want to correct another fallacy. I have done it
before, and I am sorry that this time my Socialist
friends are missing and, in particular, the British
Socialism, who constantly talk about the gains made
by farmers as if the farm prices applied only to farm-
ers. \tre are not talking about fixing the income level
of farmers but about fixing the prices of commodities.
Generally speaking, the experience of farmers is that
they get what is left after everybody else down the line
has taken his profits 
- 
the workers in the processing
industry, the management and all the others, the cost
of marketing the product. 'SThatever is left goes to the
farmer, and I think it is dme we began to see exactly
what is left and exactly what goes to the farmer.
My second point is that these prices support the whole
fabric of rural life in the villages and towns. All benefit
as a result of what is going into the farm: the local
garage, the local doctor, the local shopkeeper, the
people working in the industries upstream and down-
stream of agriculture, all benefit. You are not alking
about 10 million people. You are nlking probably
about l50million or more people who are directly
dependent upon what happens on the farm and inside
the farm gate. It is time we began to understand that
more clearly.
I am often amused by people who ry to destroy the
CAP and tear it down in the same voice talk about the
problems of world hunger. Vould it not be wonderful
if the Third \7orld countries had a CAP that was as
successful as the CAP of the European Community?
There would be no world hunger! Nobody here is
hungry, not even the Socialists. They all look very well
fed indeed. But what about the people in the Third
'\7orld who do not have the kind of structures that we
have? They do not have the kind of organization that
we have. They are hungry. So let us at least acknow-
ledge that the CAP has been a success!
Finally, I agree with Mr Eyraud, who is absent now,
rhat we should not be dictated rc by US economic
policy. Ve want to be friendly with them, but remem-
ber that they support their farmers at about the same
level as we do.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, once again
we are faced with a situation where this Parliament,
the joint budgetary authority, is forced into a corner
by a fait accompli. Let us stop fooling ourselves and
face up to the fact that we have no control whatsoever
over the income side of this budget. Need I remind
Members that less than two months ago a majority of
this Parliament voted for a 3.50/o increase in farm
prices. Yet again, our opinion has been totally ignored.
There is no provision in the draft budget to allow for
any farm-price increase in the 1985/86 marketing year
over and above the derisory and tonlly unacceptable
initial proposal from the Commission.
In November of last year I condemned the Council's
disgraceful financial planning in presenting an annual
budget that only covered 9 to 10 months. I must say I
am pleased that at least on this point the Council has
come ro its senses and reinstated in the EAGGF Guar-
antee Sector the necessary amounts to cover ongoing
expenditure in the Guarantee Sector for a full
12 months. I am proud to have been associated with
this amendment from the outset, but les rhere be no
mistake in anybody's mind, the Council's deliberate
omission of any provision to allow for realistic price
increases is clearly illustrated by the fact that the Agri-
culture Council has been incapable of fixing the
1985/86 farm prices because of the strait-jacket into
which rheir finance colleagues have put them.
How often do these people have to be reminded that
the common agricultural policy is the only real policy
thar exists? How often must they be told that the com-
mon agricultural policy is rhe cornerstone of Europe?
How long will they continue to underminde shis
policy? \7hile I agree that there is need for a realistic
approach to problems which exist, I tomlly reject and
denounce any attempt to destroy this policy. The solu-
tions to their problems, in my view, have been ackled
in the wrong way. \fle have ignored the problem of
cheap food impons like manioc and maize gluten feed.
Ve also continue to allow the impon of foods that are
in surplus here, such as New Zealand butter. And it is
ironic that we find any entry whatsoever, either on the
revenue or the expenditure side, for a refund to the
Brirish because, if we just take one example 
- 
and I
do not have the time to go into all the detail which I
would like, Mr President 
- 
although it has now been
reduced rc 700/0, 900/o of Community expenditure on
rhe CAP was, until a shon time ago, going to Britain,
the only country importing lamb from a third country,
namely New Zealand. Some careful examination
needs to be done on tha[ aspect of expenditure as well
as many more. Ve have not, in my view, tackled the
major underlying causes of the surpluses in the agri-
cultural sector because we still continue to import
huge quantities of food.
It is not only the expenditure on the agricultural policy
that has broken the EEC budget. It is also the British
refund and the German refund. How can anybody in
the entire Community of ten, soon to be twelve, have
any confidence in the development of any future poli-
cies, be they regional, social, energy or whatever,
when they see the only fully developed poliry, namely
the common agricultural policy, being toally under-
mined and when in recent years the rich have been
getting richer and the poor, poorer. People are losing
confidence all over Europe. Ve have heard a lot of
talk in recent times about European Union and the
new Treaty. In my view it will get little suppon when
people recall the failure of the existing treaties.
Let me make it perfectly clear, Mr President, that
unless there is significant and indeed massive Eansfer
of appropriate resources from the inner circle to the
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outer peripheral triangle of our Community rhere will
be genuine cause for concern for the very conrinuarion
and existence of this Communiry.
(Applause from the right)
Mr Tolman (PPE), Chairman of tbe Committee on
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
Mr Pisoni was to have spoken in rhis debate and to the
oral question that has been answered by Mr Andries-
sen. Owing to circumstances beyond his conrrol he is
unable to be present, and I am forced to fill the breach
with a few comments, which are not, however, entirely
sPontaneous.
Mr Pisoni's questions were prompted by serious con-
cern about the reform of the agricultural policy and
the resulting inrcrim situation. I fully appreciare that
no one can give a definitive answer ro rhese quesrions.
Mr Andriessen has reacred very posirively and said
that the working troups concerned with the reform of
the policy will take accounr of these suggesrions and
comments. I feel that goes far enough for the momenr.
I rhink I can assume rhar full accounr will be taken of
the questions put by Mr Pisoni and his Italian col-
leagues.
Mr President, I will take rhis opponuniry to refer ro a
few of the Commissioner's commenr on farm prices. I
am glad the Commissioner did nor rry to make excuses
for the fact that a decision has not yer been raken on
these prices. He simply said quite openly: rhe decision
will be taken late, and thar is wrong. I find such things
must be said openly. ft means that rhe Council, the
Agriculture Ministers are simply nor doing their dury
at the moment. It is unacceptable, Mr President, what-
ever the reasons may be, that the discussions should go
on and on, on an issue where, as I too have said in the
past, the margins are very narrow, narrower than ever
before. It is unacceptable that these discussions should
go on and on when only a few points are at stake.
Once again, as the Commissioner has clearly srared,
there has been unnecessary delay, and rhis is a bad
thing.
The Commissioner also said thar, whatever the our-
come of the price talks, it musr nor affect the budger. I
take this to mean 
- 
and orhers may disagree with me
- 
that the agricultural policy and the prices on which
a decision is now to be taken ar present form the clos-
ing item of the budger. The budger musr not be
affected. I would rather this was said openly, then we
know where we stand. !7e shall undoubredly be talk-
ing about this again because many major changes are
about to be made.
Mr President, the Commissioner has said that Parlia-
ment will not get irs way where a solurion to the price
problem is concerned. Thar is bound ro lead to con-
flict. A clear majority in Parliament has delivered an
opinion on farm prices. Mr Andriessen and I borh have
enough political experience to know that a parliamenr
does not always get all its own way in every situation. I
do not therefore intend to go into this further for rhe
moment. Let us wait and see what the Council of Agri-
culture Ministers decide, and when we know what
their decision is and have analysed it sufficiently, we
can perhaps revert, if need be, to the difference
between Parliament's and the Commission's positions.
Mrs Jepsen (ED).- (DA) Mr President, it looks as
though the Members of this Parliamenr are beginning
to realize that a reorganization of rhe Community's
agricultural policy is necessary. Ir says in the repon
before us that the ourpur of agricultural producrs musr
match demand. Now that is somerhing we Danish
conservatives have been saying all along. !(hen we see
even more of our views reflected in the next report on
the agenda, which is to be discussed this afrernoon and
deals with the guidelines for 1985, I really feel we have
come a long way. 'What we are discussing here is the
need to recast the agricultural policy with rhe aim of
avoiding the accumulation of stocks which only serve
to undermine the effective funcrioning of rhe markets,
the need to reorder prioriries in producrion, ro
improve our comperirive abiliry and to encourage
technological developmenr. It concludes with some-
thing which is of such grear imporrance ro us, namely
the maintenance of decent living standards for rhe
farmers, which is embodied in rhe Treaty. Yes, we
entirely aBree.
It is very regretrable rhar the agriculrure ministers were
not able to reach agreemenr on the new farm prices,
and following on from that I feel ir important ro srress
that we must endeavour ro get our of our inrernal dis-
putes in the Community over rhe problems of agricul-
ture. Vhat is needed is an intelligent and construcrive
dialogue between the USA and the Communiry.
Otherwise we shall find we have a damaging trade war
on our hands.
Mrs S. Martin (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, like others before me, I shall begin by say-
ing that I am delighred thar rhe Council has listened to
the voice of Parliament, the voice of reason in facr,
and decided ro bring forward a budget covering the
full financial year.
I am especially pleased rhar, in doing so, it has
increased rhe appropriation to rhe EAGGF Guaranree
Section by I 955 million ECU. But I cannot agree wirh
the Committee on Budgets where, in its motion for a
resolution which was no doubt rhe subjecr of a hurried
vote lare last evening, it calls for yer furrher effons and
savings on rhe agricultural policy. Thar is neither rea-
sonable nor realisric. Considerable efforrs have already
been asked of our farmers and the indusrry, and no
attempt is being made to measure the consequences.
A study is in progress with a view to derermining the
new direcrion to be taken by rhe CAP. The Com-
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munity has a dury to state clearly what sort of farming
indusry it requires and then to translate its conclu-
sions into budgemry terms: the budget should reflect
decisions, it should not determine them.
But I am worried, as are all the producers, especially
stock breeders, at the delay which has arisen 
- 
for
electoral reasons, as my colleague was saying 
- 
over
the decision on farm prices, a delay which will have to
be taken into account and allowed for, as indeed was
promised by President Pandolfi to rhe meeting of
farmers in Luxembourg. I was panicularly pleased to
hear Commissioner Christophersen state that the
Commission was prepared to submit a second draft
letter of amendment if necessary. The same commit-
ment on the Council's part would be most welcome.
For the Council ro do what it did in 1984 and propose
to finance these decisions out of possible savings
would be unacceptable. As we have seen, that merely
leads to a carry-over of the deficit to the following
year.
If the Council wishes to win back credibility, it must
rherefore make proper budgetary provision for the
consequences of its decisions.
Energy, research and technology
Mr Adam (S). 
- 
Mr President, the Committee on
Energy, Research and Technology is one of the few
committees that has had an opportunity of looking at
rhe new draft budget that we have before us. Ve
accept the basic premise that we should stick by Parlia-
ment's decisions of last November, because quite
frankly we are now so far into the financial year that
any hopes that we can use the budget as a policy
means, in the terms of the 30 June declaration, are
now very marginal.
There has only been one significant change since last
December: that is that the Council has agreed seven
research programmes. Therefore, the amounts which
were in Chapter 100 have now been transferred to the
line. !7e have not had the opportunity ro go into the
deniled figures for each of these programmes. There-
fore, I enter the reservation this morning that we may
need to come back later in the year to transfer money
from one budget heading to another.
The other point that needs to be mentioned is that on
Amendment No 309 we have been able to make a
small staff adjustment to take account of that Council
decision and that is something that the Committee on
Budgets agreed last night. '\tr7'e have also adjusted the
amounts to take into account the staff awaiting assign-
ment, which was a point of disagreemen[ between our-
selves and the Council last December. The various
budget headings have been adiusted to take that into
account.
I am sorry that the Committee on Budgets did not
approve Amendment No 308, whereby our committee
hoped that we would make provision for staff for the
RACE programme which we very much hope will be
agreed by Parliament and Councit by July of this year,
and we were hoping in this way to be able to move
sraight ahead with the programme. I do hope that the
political groups will look at Amendment No 308
between now and Thursday to see whether or not sup-
port for that could be forthcoming. I very much hope
thar it will be.
Finally, I wish to dissociarc the committee from the
draft joint declaration which has come out regarding
the undertaking of funher research on contributions
financed by the Member States on their own. This is a
matter which requires a great deal of thought. I am
not saying that we are totally against this approach,
but it is something that is far too imponant to be
slipped rhrough on the basis of a relatively shon meet-
ing and a declaration issued by Council, Commission
and Parliament. As far as I am concerned, Parliament's
representatives had no authority to agree to such a
declaration. I do hope that before anything formal is
decided there will be full discussion in Parliament.
Mr Staes (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, everyone
should know that the factors that caused the European
Parliament to reject the draft 1985 budget in Decem-
ber cannot be counted among my group's top priori-
ties. '!7e are concerned about totally different matters,
not about the principle of whether or not a budget can
be proposed for ten rather then twelve months.
The draft budget is a political vision, expressed in cold
figures and venerated by the dominant forces in rhis
Parliament, of the European Community's priorities
and rasks. And we rcmlly reject this vision because it
does not benefit democracy, human rights, the Third
and Fourth 'Worlds, the ecological structure, defensi-
ble social aims or d6tente and peace in the world but
above all else supports the forces which, among others,
are directly responsible for this world coming off the
rails and sinking into aggression, pollution, injustice,
armament, threats and insecurity.
This has again been demonstrated by a number of
recent events, like the report of the Dooge Com-
mittee, the world economic summit in Bonn, which
tried to strengthen the belief in destruction, the plans
for Star'$7ars, Eureka and other sickening projects in
which technology and militarization have a strangle-
hold on each other, and the American President's visit
to this Parliament. The same man who, with his policy
on Nicaragua, for example, rides roughshod over the
democratic principles of the sovereignty of nations and
refuses to recognize the elementary right of people to
live as they please can do no more than refer to the
akeady so imposing guilt-ridden hope of a misguided
flush of prosperity which will not benefit anyone, not
even the President, one iota.
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The discussion of rhis draft budget and all the figures
it contains will result in a desrructive round of argu-
ments over whether the emphasis should be placed on
the agricultural policy, massive supporr for nuclear
energy and nuclear fusion, the murderous war of artri-
tion known as technological competition, the senseless
race with such countries as rhe United States and
Japan to be the first to the finishing line in a power
bloc policy which ukes less and less account of
humanity, real culture and civilization and so drags a
whole planet inro rhe abyss under the slogan of 'God,
freedom and fatherland'. You cannor make up for this
by paying totally inadequa[e artenrion to alternarive
forms of energy, for example, by emphasizing the
imponance of democrary, a [heory rhat is on rhe
whole rarely translated inro daily pracrice when it
really matters, or of a policy towards rhe Third Vorld
which reveals the good side of rhe European Com-
munity berter than cerrain other political attirudes but
shows its true colours very clearly when it comes ro
giving the Third \florld the elemenrary means of sur-
viving and developing inro an auronomous, self-suffi-
cient and basically democraric sociery. The constant
references by so many elected Members of this Parlia-
ment, members of Councils of Ministers, Commission-
ers and spokesmen of commirrces and delega[ions ro
solidarity with rhe Third and Founh'!7orlds, efforts ro
help the unemployed, an environmenr wonh living in
and the need to improve the social position of rhe
weaker members of society are incomparible with rheir
cheerful approval of a budget which will largely
achieve the opposite of what they say is so urgently
needed. For obvious reasons, Mr President, my group
will not therefore vote for this motion for a resolution.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the budget provides for
25m ECU in commirmenr appropriations for alterna-
tive energy, and in my opinion rhis amount is far roo
small when compared ro rhe funds set aside for
nuclear energy.
And yet we have repearedly adopted reporrs here in
the European Parliament on [he porenrial inherent in
renewable sources of energy, the repons on biomass
and solar energy, for example. I do not believe the
Council is drawing rhe necessary financial conclusions
from these reporrs. I also feel I can derecr an inconsis-
tency: on the one hand, both the Commission and the
Council call for an integrated policy, Integrated Medi-
terranean Programmes, for instance, which presup-
poses the coordinarion of the Agricultural Fund, the
Regional Fund, the Social Fund and also energy
resources; on [he orher, we find preference being
given to nuclear energy, which is inconsistent with an
integrated policy in every way, because it will have a
centralizing effect.
The conclusion ro be drawn, rherefore, is rhat,
although there are ideas, they are nor being rranslated
into a decentralized and alternarive energy policy,
which I believe is an essential elemenr of an integrated
policy. I am therefore afraid thar borh the regional
policy and, soon, rhe Integrated Mediterranean Pro-
grammes will be taking the wrong direction and will
uldmately become a fiction. Hence my trave reserva-
tions about this budget.
Social Affairs and Employment
Mrs Salisch (S).- (DE) Mr President, I am in fact
speaking in a dual capacity, firstly on behalf of the
Social Affairs Committee and secondly as a stand-in
for our rapporteur, Mrs Dury, who is attending this
morning's ceremony of remembrance in Srruthoff.
I will begin by saying that we are of course happy to
have a budger draft to consider. Ir is also ceniinly a
good thing rhat the Budget Affairs Commirree has got
the Social Fund back inro some kind of balance ois-ti-
ois rhe resr of the Community's budger expenditure
and that changes suggested by us in the Commitree
have thus been acted on. However, the fact remains
indisputably rhat the agricultural spending provided
for in this budget will inevitably conrinue ro rise,
which means defacto a conflict between this spending
and the money available ro us ro tackle the miserable
social circumsrances of a lor of Europeans.
This conflicr, and rhose colleagues who support rhe
agricultural policy here must take nore, is becoming
increasingly dramaric. In putting it this way 
- 
I am
speaking on behalf of my Group too 
- 
I mean rhar ve
do not on any account want ro make farmers redun-
dant as well. Bur ir makes no sense to have millions
tossed around here which do nor mean work and an
income for the mass of farmers, whilst on the orher
hand no money is available ro tackle the problems of
more than 13 million unemployed people in Europe.
'!7e have no illusions regarding what rhe Social Fund
can do to help in view of the difficult situation prevail-
ing in the labour marker, bur we should make no mis-
take about it: rhe European Social Fund is an insrru-
ment we can use to show which models can be rruly
effective on rhe labour marker, in rraining, qualifica-
tions and reraining. It could also offer complercly
new incenrives for national policies and open up new
fields, if those in posirions of responsibility would
seize the chance. !7e have cenainly got the marrer in
perspective in acknowledging that we canno[ solve the
entire problem by means of the European Social Fund,
even if we ger additional money, and thar it conrinues
to be the uhimare responsibility of rhe Member States
to tackle the problem of unemploymenr.
Ve ought also to keep our minds firmly fixed on the
following point. The so-called 'silicon valley fever'we
are curren[ly seeing in Europe 
- 
perhaps we should
call it 'silicon valley delirium', as some people fall inro
a real delirium ar rhe mere rhoughr of rhe new tech-
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nologies 
- 
this fever should not seduce us into gerting
our priorities wrong, i.e. abandoning the social policy
in favour of the new policies we are pursuing in the
Community. It would really be a faml error if we
thought we could combat unemploymenr by means of
the new technologies. I will say again whar I have
always said in this House: it may be right to strive to
be competitive, but we may have to pay for this com-
petitiveness by pressures on the labour market and by
rising unemployment.
I should like to say another word or two bn my
Group's request to have a further 20 million ECU
added to the social budget to combat youth unemploy-
ment. This [oo 
- 
no one can deny it 
- 
is a drop in
the ocean. It will not achieve much, it may help a few
young people to better their chances. But at the first
budget reading the House was not even prepared to
pass a majority vote in favour of increasing these
funds.
The Socialist Group hopes that there will be greater
comprehension this time of the need, and more money
available, for what good is it to us if the Presidenr of
the Council of Ministers for social affairs states that
the resolutions passed by the Council of Ministers are
hardly worth the paper they are written on because
basically they lead to norhing, and that we need to
launch a European Marshall Plan to combat youth
unemployment, if there is no positive reflecdon of this
in the budget? As politicians we might just as well
resign, if we could, and as we cannot, we should at
least suppon the Socialist Group's political demand,
this additional request, in che budget discussions.
It is a sinister fact that some Member States of the
European Community on the one hand deplore demo-
graphic developments which mean that the population
of Europe is steadily declining but declare on the other
hand in connection with the youth unemployment
problem that it is merely due to the 'bulge' and shat
once this so-called youth bulge has passed the labour
market will be easier aBain. This is simply not true,
because we have to assume that the number of the
employed will continue to decline in future and that
we shall have fewer jobs. And so what appears today
as bare-faced cynicism, i.e. speaking of youth as an
inconvenient 'bulge' to be got rid of will in the longer
term be shown to be a false prediction, for technologi-
cal advances will bring changes to the labour market
which will mean that fewer and fewer people can be
employed.
The extra 20 million ECU which the Socialist Group is
demanding to combat youth unemployment is a very
small drop in the ocean and is very far from that which
Mr De Michelis has demanded for a European Mar-
shall Plan to combat youth unemployment. Ve hope
that Parliament will back us up [his time, and we hope
against hope that the Council of Minisrcrs will agree
on additional funds truly worrhy of the name Marshall
Plan.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I think it would
be fair to say that the members of the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning are very disap-
pointed indeed with these new budgemry proposals.
After fighting very hard to increase the share of the
budget taken by the Community's most imponant
structural fund, the European Regional Development
Fund, we now see the rapponeur and his committee
proposing that we should calmly accept a reduction in
the budget share from the second reading at the end of
last year.
Commitments are down from 8.10/o of the budget
after the Council's second reading to 7.50/0, and pay-
ments are down from 6.20/o to 5.70/o.This is a disgrace
which anyone who has any care for the regions cannot
accept quietly. It reflects extremely badly on the Par-
liament. '!7e have been told our goal is to double the
Regional Fund in five years, and every time we try to
achieve it we are told, not yetl Mr Cot, chairman of
the Committee on Budgets, told us that we should for-
get 1985 and concentrate on 1986! Ve have only
woolly pious statement in Mr Christodoulou's repon.
It is not Mr Christodoulou's fault, it is the fault of the
Committee on Budgets. I suppose they are trying to
tell us in woolly pious language, not yet in 1986 !
The Commissioner spoke of the very grea[ expecta-
tions regarding the Integrated Mediterranean Pro-
grammes, but in rejecting the Regional Committee's
amendment we feel that the Committee on Budgets
has missed an imponanr chance to show how much
imponance this Parliament attaches to these pro-
grammes. This is an extremely disappointing day for
the regions of Europe. Every one of us who has any
care for them will, I think, have very great difficulty in
giving this budget any kind of approval.
Mr Ryan (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, there seems to be
total incapacity on the part of the Council of Ministers
to even listen to this Parliament. There would be a
major political crisis in any member country were the
government blatantly to break the law as rhe Council
of Ministers stubbornly attemprs to do in rhis Com-
munlty.
One per cent of VAT and all customs duties on goods
imponed into the Community from outside are the
legal property of the Community, and I fundamenmlly
and strongly disagree with my Irish colleague
Mr MacSharry when he says that this Parliament has
no power over revenue. Neither the Council of Minis-
ters nor the extramural body calling itself the Heads of
State or Government can relieve Britain or the Federal
Republic of Germany of their respective legal obliga-
tions to remit all customs duty and all revenue of
10lo VAT to the Community. Ministers who by their
continuing illegal acdon appear unable to comprehend
basic legal principles of this Community show their
unfitness for office. I know there are some who think
my language is too strong. But they should remember
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that any wonhwhile polirician must speak the truth
and leave evasion, duplicity and soft talk to the
diplomats. Parliament cannot allow the EEC's revenue
to be thrown into chaos because of Brirain's inrransi-
gent refusal to accept any budgetary remedy other
than a reduction of rhe cash payable by it under the
law to the Communiry.
Parliament is not hostile to Britain's case for additional
relief but this must be given, as we have said and srill
say, by extra expenditure on EEC programmes such as
infrastructural development leading ro addirional
economic activity and more jobs in the poorer regions
of the United Kingdom such as Nonhern Ireland. This
Parliament would not be doing its job properly if it
merely gave relief to the British treasury or the [rea-
sury of the Federal Republic of Germany or any
national treasury. Our priority must be ro direct finan-
cial aid on the Community policies to where ir is most
needed. For instance to areas where unemployment
exceeds the scandalous level of 200l0.
A cenain prime minister whom refinemenr of parlia-
mentary procedures prevenrs me from naming is often
referred to as the Iron Lady. I know norhing abour the
dear lady's metallic composition but she is cenainly
the queen of irony. She is reported as having said ar
Bonn last week that there was no need to reform rhe
EEC's institutions and decision-making procedures
because the exisdng ones can be made ro work much
better. That comes strangely from a person whose per-
sistent attempts to violate Communiry laws has created
the controversial financial crisis of these last two years
and who refused to reappoint as Commissioner the lasr
British Commissioner who was in charge of the budger
purely because he was a good European, or so it
aPPears.
It is high time that the deeds of Ministers marched
their wonderful words. Sympathetic utrerances abour
the problems of deprived regions are no substirution
for real help. The gap is growing, nor diminishing,
between living standards in rhe rich cenrre and rhose
in the poor peripheral regions. This developmenr is at
variance with the underlying ob.jecrive of rhe Com-
munity to uplift all citizens to better and equal stan-
dards of living. Even if regional development and
social fund financial assistance were doubled in the
case of Ireland, living standards rhere would still be
only one-quarter of whar they are in parts of the rich
centre. The pending and welcome arrival of Spain and
Ponugal in the Community will aggravare existing
imbalances. Above all, we musr ensure rhar rhe need
assisr our relatively impoverished Portuguese and
Spanish friends does nor result in any reducrion of the
presen[ insufficient level of regional development and
social funds to Ireland, Scotland, Sourhern Italy,
Greece or any underdeveloped region of the exisring
Community. It is therefore imperative rhat the long-
promised Integrated Medirerranean Programmes be
launched in 1985. To do so, as has been pointed out,
not less than 140 million ECU musr be made available
by June. For this, and many other reasons, it is highly
desirable that the EEC soon adopt a budget for the
current year in which we are now in the fifth month.
Parliament wants [he budget, but not at any price.
Cenainly not at the cost of democracy itself. Parlia-
ment is an equal and essential 
- 
and for some Minis-
ters an inconvenient 
- 
arm of the ambidextrous budg-
etary authority. There will be no budget unless Parlia-
ment agrees ro it. It was never intended that the
European Community be ruled by intergovernmental
agreemenrc reached behind closed doors. Ve must
operate the first rule of parliamentary democracy, rule
by consent reached in public. The Budget Committee
stands by its principal objections to the defects in the
draft budget, not yet remedied by the Council. \7e
have no wish to be in conflict with the Council, nor
are we ready to surrender on the Council's term. '!(i'e
trust therefore that the Council will even at this late
stage enter into sincere conciliation with Parliament so
as to find a solution which respects European solidar-
ity.
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport
Mrs Ewing (RDE), chairman of the Committee on
Youtb, Culture, Education, Information and Sport. 
-Mr President, it is a big job for two minutes, but very
briefly I would remind this Parliament thar rhe stated
aim for culture 
- 
to take culrure first 
- 
is I 0/o of rhe
whole budget. Of course, this whole project is really
fiddling while Rome burns 
- 
an appropriate expres-
sion for Music Year; we are not taking ir seriously,
and yet that is whar rhe cirizen will mke seriously, thar
is how he will partly judge us 
- 
not 
.iusr by things like
agriculture but by food for the spirit, and rhis we are
falling down on lamentably.
I have not had the advantage that I have heard orhers
have had of discussing the new situarion wirh their
committees; I have only gor it ar second hand. How-
ever, I understand it is not roo bad in that we are nor
being further knocked back on the amendmenls we
have put forward. \(e certainly would objecr [o seeing
this happen, because we were nor enrirely sadsfied
with the previous siruarion. 'S7e musr rake culture
much more seriously as far as yourh is concerned, and
this is Youth Year.
There was confusion when the Commission came
before us in my commirree lasr time about various lines
in the budger. It is vital rhat we take the non-govern-
mental organizations of yourh very serious[y, because
after all, this is where young people themselves organ-
ize their participarion in the affairs of society. This is
the democratic face of youth, to which we musr be
much more artenrive. Ve are only paying lip-service to
youth exchanges, ir is jusr a drop in the bucker, for
what we do does nor reach vast numbers of yourh.
They must be interested, because many of rhem voted
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last time by staying away from the polls, and rhat is a
highly unsatisfactory situation. So, we are nor suc-
ceeding in what we are doing is quite good, but we
need more of the same, if I may quore ex-Commis-
sioner Richard. \fle must inform young people or rhey
will stay away lhe nexr time, and rhey represenr the
future for all of us.
'!7ith regard to education, if we do no[ have a signifi-
cant increase for new technologies we shall fail the
young people again in another way. Ve musr have
greater mobility of teachers.
'\7ith regard to information, we are going into the
video and film age. There must be co-productions. I
put forward the perhaps controversial suggestion that
we combine the information offices of Parliament and
of the Commission, because it is very hard for the
public to understand why there should be two; it is not
good for the essential interest of the public and it
would, of course, mean a financial saving.
Let there be a line in the budget some day for rourism
and for sport. If we do not have that, we shall again
fail to interest the citizens at large.
(The sitting utas suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at
3 p...)
IN THE CHAIR: MR NORD
Vice-President
5. Action tahen on the opinions of Parliament
President. 
- 
The next item is the communication
from the Commission on the action taken on the opi-
nions and resolutions of Parliament.l
Mr Cryer (S).- I would like to ask about page 5 and
the amount of cereals sent as aid to Ethiopia. In
March, the Commission reported to us that they had
decided ro send 70 000 tonnes of cereals. In April,
they reponed to us that they were going to send
34 000 tonnes of cereals and promised a special report
to the Committee on Development and Cooperation
and an addidonal page which had not been provided
for this Assembly.
Now this month, on page 5, they do not seem to be
sending any cereals at all to Ethiopia, and I wonder
what the explanation is. The problems of Ethiopia and
the other countries are still pressing and tragic, and
some of us would like to see some of the cereal stocks
in the Common Market shifted ro those starving peo-
ple. If there are hold-ups in Ethiopia, what is the
Commission doing abour that?
Mr Varfis, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(GR) There
are at the disposal of Members full facts and figures
concerning the aid given to Ethiopia in 1984 and in
the first few monrhs of 1985, whether in rhe form of
cereal shipments or in any other form. These statistics
are extensive, and as I say, are at your disposal.
As for the more general point, the competent Com-
missioner will give an account of the matter here, [o
the Committee on Development and Cooperation.
Mr Christopher Jackson (ED). 
- 
A great deal of
food aid has been given to Ethiopia and rhe Sudan,
and the Commission has recorded this in the statemenr
which we have in front of us. 'We have been hearing
over the past few weeks, however, that transport is
now the absolutely vital need, because, although the
food is there, the transport is not present ro ger that
food to the people who are starving.
Secondly, now that the rains have come a further great
need is not just grain to eat but seed to be planted. I
realize the Commissioner may not be able to answer at
this juncture 
- 
perhaps he would prefer his colleague
to answer later on 
- 
bur I would like to ask whether
the Commission would tell us now what they have
done in terms of increasing the amount of rranspon
and seed available. If rhey are not able to say that,
would they agree in future editions of their statement,
where rhey do, fortunately, give some room to what
has been done to help the starving in the famine areas,
to put in more detail of things such as transport and
seed and not simply amounts of grain?
Mr Varfis, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(GR,) The
text distributed to you, concerning action raken fo[-
lowing the opinions expressed by Parliament, contains
an attached supplement giving facts and figures on the
aid granted to various countries. I do not think thar
those statistics on the granting of aid should form the
subject of debate at this time.
As I said earlier, the comperenr Commissioner
Mr Natali will be here on Thursday to answer ques-
tions that relate to his area of competence. I would
like to say that what matters now is nor just whether
the Commission can answer your questions, but
mainly that there is no point in offering explanations
about the granting of aid, when the relevant figures
are before you in the attached table.
President. 
- 
I should like ro suggesr to rhe Commis-
sion of the European Communities that Commissioner
Natali be nodfied of the questions that were askedI See Annex
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today so that he can prepare himself rc reply fully to
them on Thursday.
Mr Cryer (S). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr President,
may I point out that the agenda is set our wirh the
approval of this Assembly and the presenr item is a
statement by the Commission on the action mken on
the opinions and resolurions of the European Parlia-
ment.
It seems to me thal rhe Commission are answerable ro
the full Assembly, and for future guidance my own
view is 
- 
and I am sure it is yours, Mr Presidenr 
-that it is not sufficient ro say rhar information will be
given to a committee when rhe responsibility is to the
whole Assembly and maybe only a handful of Mem-
bers of the Assembly are on the commirree concerned.
I hope that that guidance will be accepted for the
future.
President. 
- 
I take note of your remarks, Mr Cryer,
but I must poinr out that questions asked by Members
of this House may, of course, concern any subject
which the Community deals with and rhar we have
not, so far, had the custom of having every Commis-
sioner here in order to answer in deail every question
that might be put. In any case, Mr Namli will be in a
position on Thursday ro go inro the specific questions
that were asked by yourself and Mr Jackson.
6. Question Time
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the first pan of
Question Time (Doc. B 2-267 /85).
Ve begin with quesrions ro rhe Commission.
Question No 1, by Mr Marshall (H-268/8\:
Subject: EEC Directive on rhe Conservarion of
\7ild Birds
Is the Commission aware that rhe French Govern-
ment authorized rhe shooting of turrle doves in
S.'!7. France in May for rhe rhird year running? Is
the Commission aware that in 1984 Greece
repealed its ban on spring shooting of birds? As
both of these cases were againsr rhe EEC Direc-
tive on the Conservarion of Vild Birds, what act-
ion does rhe Commission intend ro take?
Mr Clinton Davis, Member of the Commission. 
- 
|
welcome rhe opponuniry ro respond directly ro the
specific points raised by the honourable Member and
to comment briefly on the Communiry's role in the
conservation of wild birds.
First, the Commission is of the opinion rhat the shoot-
ing of birds in south-west France and Greece is con-
trary to the terms of Directive 79/409 on the conser-
vation of wild birds. Indeed, pursuanr rc Anicle 159 of
the Treaty, infringement procedures have already been
initiarcd by the Commission againsr rhe Member
States concerned in relation ro [hese two cases and
also to orher apparent violations of the directive.
Secondly, let me add thar I am fully aware rhar these
are issues deeply felt by many honourable Members, as
well as thousands of people across rhe Community, as
is exemplified by the large number of representations
received both by myself and by 
-y services. It is a
regrettable fact that in too many insr.ances this direc-
tive seems more honoured in the breach than in the
observance. Thus, in addidon to the infringemenr pro-
cedures rc which I have referred, I propose ro write
directly rc all Member States reminding them of their
obligations in rhis matter and ro underline the fact rhat
the existence of wild birds represents a cherished pan
of our environmental heritage.
Finally, let me remind the House that following the
decision taken by rhe European Council, 1987 is to be
the European Year of rhe Environment, in which wild-
life preservation will be a major focus of our work.
Accordingly, I invite all honourable Members with a
particular interest in wildlife to raise with me any ideas
they have abour how this opportunity could stimulate
even greater awareness on the part of governments
and the public at large of the need ro pror.ecr endan-
gered species. I shall, of course, be inviting rhe closesr
panicipation of rhe Parliamen['s Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
Firsr of all, I rhank the Com-
missioner for rhat very posirive anssrer. May I,
secondly, refer him to an anicle in Tlte Sunday Times
of t+ April 1985 which referred to widespread viola-
tions of the directive, not only in Greece and France
about which he is taking acrion, but also in southern
Italy.
May I ask him to look into that parricular problem and
assure him of the support of the House and, what is
more importanr, of the people of Europe, for any acr-
ion he takes to deal wirh this internarional scandal?
Mr Clinton Davis. 
-'We are, in fact, taking the actionwhich the honourable Member requires, and I rhink
that he will be joined by many rhousands of people in
applauding rhat facr. Ir is, of course, essenrial rhar
Member Srates do honour rheir obligadons. Too many
seem [o take a permissive attitude towards rhem.
Mr Cottrell (ED). 
- 
I join my colleague, Mr Mar-
shall, in thanking rhe Commissioner for his intelligent
and helpful sraremenr on a mar[er which causes grear
concern not only to my constituenE, but to many
others in Europe who feel that rhe issue of animal wel-
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fare is increasingly imponant. S7ould rhe Commission
nol agree that the correcr approach on this occasion
would be to take those countries which are clearly in
breach of the directive 
- 
and obviously in breach of
the directive 
- 
to the Court in Luxembourg immedia-
rcly and not to rely so much, as I understand from the
Commissioner's statement is the case, on a letter to the
individual national authorities concerned.
Mr Clinton Davis. 
- 
The honourable gentleman musr
have misheard what I said. In fact we have inidated the
steps that are required for proceedings. The letter does
not exclude that in any way. It is supplemenrary ro rhe
proceedings that have been initiared.
President. 
- 
Quesdon No 2, by Mr MacSharry (H-
361 / 84):
Subject: New technology comperition for Inrer-
national Youth Year 1985
\(zill the Commission outline irs proposals for the
organization of a competition for the best sofr-
ware at Community level, in the context of Inter-
national Youth Year 1985 and the need for such
an initiative to make young people more aware of
new technology thereby conrriburing ro the
development of a Community srraregy in this
field ?
Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. 
- 
I am
grateful [o the honourable Member for raising rhe
imponant issue of youth and new technology in this
question. The Commission has decided, after consul-
tation with the Member States, not to go ahead with
its original proposal for a new rcchnology competition
which we first presented to the Education Ministers
last June. Instead the Commission is organizing, in
collaboration with the Committee on Youth, Culture,
Education, Information and Spon, a week-long semi-
nar on young people and new technologies which will
rake place in July near Turin and will be supponed by
the regional and local authorities.
Some 120 young people from all of the Member Srates
will panicipate with each Member Srare selecting its
own group by means of a national competition on the
basis of age, technical competence and abiliry ro com-
municate in at least one Community language, apan
from their mother tongue. Thus the element of com-
petition which was envisaged in the original proposal,
rc which she honourable Member refers, is preserved
though on a quite different basis.
The Commission found that the full implemenution of
the original scheme would have created substantial
management problems on some Member States. The
alternative which has now been chosen is, I believe, an
attractive and realistic way of encouraging young peo-
ple interested in new technologies and marking our
support for International Youth Year.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
I would like rc thank the
Commissioner for his reply, but I have to say that I am
very disappointed. I believe the new scheme he is talk-
ing of now barely scratches the surface or, to put it
another way, is just the tip of the iceberg, in view of
the great interest among young people, the concern
evident in this whole area, and the employmenr porcn-
tial arising from such competitions. I would urge the
Commission to look again, notwithstanding rhe diffi-
culdes that he has just mentioned, because I think it is
just another example of how the Community at large
is falling behind in this whole technological area. I
would make a strong appeal to him, in view particu-
larly of the fact that in my country 50% of the popula-
tion is under 25, to look again, or at least following
the seminar which he has just mentioned to make sure
that the matter will be mken funher.
Mr Suthedand. 
- 
There are two matters to which I
think I can refer which may give some consolarion ro
the honourable Member. In the first instance he will be
aware that a new emphasis, and very substantial
emphasis, has been given to the area of new technolo-
gies, particularly with regard to the training of yourh,
in the Social Fund guidelines for 1986 to 1988, which
have recenrly been adopted. 750/o of rhe fund is
reserved for young people and there is a very clear and
substantial relationship between new technologies and
the raining which is now required under those funds.
I think this will provide a clear stimulus for rhe
development of new technologies where youth train-
ing is concerned.
!(/ith regard to the point which was made by the hon-
ourable Member in regard ro the facr that the compe-
tition proposal has been changed, I also would have
preferred 
- 
and the Commission would have pre-
ferred 
- 
the original procedure to have been adopted
by the Member Smrcs. Ultimately, however, it is
necessary for the Member States themselves ro panici-
pate and ro agree with the formularion. In the lighr of
the apparent difficulties which rhe Member States
would have had in organizing a Community-wide
competition such as that originally envisaged, rhe nexr
best alternative was that which has now been provided
for and which will, ar leasr, give a focus for a number
of young people from all Member States and will pro-
vide for competitions in each Member State in order
to select the 120 young people who will ulrimately
attend the conference in Turin.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
The Commissioner said rhar
750/o of the Fund would be devoted to youth training.
I am not quite sure what thar means in ECU. I would
like to know. But is there money available for a wider
disribution of conferences 
- 
nor just the Turin Con-
ference 
- 
in each Member Stare on the lines of rhe
recent Vindsor Conference which bring industry and
the education authorities rogether in each region?
That seems ro be the priority 
- 
r.o ger indusry
involved.
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- 
I can refer the honourable Member
in rhe first instance ro the work programme of the
Commission which will indicate rhar one of the major
priorities in the area of education for rhis year is a
communication which will be available by the end of
this year in the area of indusry/university coopera-
tion. The process of drafting such a communicarion is
now well advanced. As early as yesterday there was a
meeting of a panel of industrialists and university
expens discussing that particular issue with a view to
completing this communication. There will be a con-
ference in the later part of the year dealing specifically
with the issue referred to by the honourable Member.
It is therefore, a major focus of arrenrion for this
Commission that there should be a developmenr in rhe
area of the relationship between higher insrirutions of
education and new technologies. This will be a major
focus of activity during the fonhcoming year.
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) I am grateful for the
opponunity afforded by Mr MacSharry's quesrion ro
raise the subject of new technology training for young
people. Only very recently, the Summit Meeting of the
Seven demonstrated that this was one of the mosr
imponant issues for the future of Europe and the
developed world as a whole. I am also grareful to rhe
Commissioner for his evidence that the Commission is
taking an interest in this matter, but I am mosr disap-
pointed by his reply, which seems to indicate that,
once again, the Member States are holding back a
highly commendable inidative. I wholeheanedly sup-
pon what Mr Seligman said when stressing rhe
imponance of involving industry and educational esra-
blishments in this acitivity, and I should like ro pur rhis
question to the Commission: do you nor think, Mr
Commissioner, that it would be possible for the Com-
mission to dispense with the States' involvemenr and
use the available funds to set up a much more flexible
operation with local authorities? I am rhinking in
particular of decentralized authorities which have rheir
own budgets and could make a very valuable contribu-
tion to the attainment of the objective which rhe Com-
mission has set ircelf.
Mr Sutherland. 
- 
First of all I should point our rhar
l.5billion ECU is designated for yourh under the
Social Fund in rhe course of tggs. The situation which
has developed as a resulr of rhe adoption of new
guidelines is that there is a requiremenr rhar new rech-
nology training should be part and parcel of the train-
ing schemes under the general guidelines which have
now been adopted. So, far from there being brakes
being put on this development, as far as the Commis-
sion is concerned, there has been a very posirive
approach to the introduction of new technologies
which will be part and parcel of the Community's
policy during the course of rhe next year.
The funding of projects will, of course, be subject to
the management guidelines to which I have referred.
Provided that applications for funding from the Social
Fund comply wirh those guidelines 
- 
pan and parcel
of which, as I said, will be the requirement of
200 hours training (40 hours being devoted to the area
of new technology application) 
- 
then applications
will fall within the guidelines and can be adopted as a
resu lt.
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
!7hile welcoming the fact rhar
Commissioner Sutherland has somewhat widened his
reply to encompass the new rules for 1986-1988 on rhe
operation of the Social Fund, would he comment on
the report in today's Timestha1 despire rhe concenrra-
tion of the new Fund on employment black spors, rhe
priority operation of the Social Fund under the new
guidelines will still apply to 570/o of Community citi-
zens as opposed rc 640/o hitherto? Does he nor rhink
that that is sdll far too wide a spread of Communiry
citizens if we are going to concentrare on black spots?
Mr Sutherland. 
- 
First of all I should say thar I did
not widen my reply to deal with the area of rhe Social
Fund. The question was widened to raise that issue 
-and I answered it!
Vith regard to the question raised by Mr Tomlinson,
the reduction from 640/o ro 570/o is a step in rhe direc-
don of concenrration which, I rhink, has been asked
for by this Parliament. In addition, rhere has been,
under the new guidelines, a specific reference ro cer-
tain qualitative changes which are required in the sub-
mission of schemes. This also should have rhe effect of
concentrating applications on the mosr worrhy. It may
be argued, of course, rhat rhe 570/o is itself roo wide,
but we are dealing with a situation of 14 million unem-
ployed. Ve have also provided in rhe new guidelines
for specific opportunities for black spors ourside rhe
570/o in order to deal wirh isolated disrricrs within the
larger area of the Community which do nor fall within
the regional qualificarion to which reference has been
made.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) \7e do not doubr that
the Commission is doing a grear deal for young people
and rheir raining, and thar it is spending a lot of
money. My quesrion is wherher Mr MacSharry's
suggestion, which has nor mer wirh a positive response
initially, might not be raken up larer. It really would
not cost very much and would inspire a grear deal of
motivation. It would be an inexpensive way of achiev-
ing wonhwhile results.
Mr Suthedand. 
- 
I wish the Community was spend-
ing a lot more, bur we are spending as much as is
available in the area of assisting youth.
'lfith regard to Mr MacSharry's question, the diffi-
culty is that whilsr the Commission was in favour of
that competirion, it could not, of course, implement
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the competition itself without the actual involvemenr
of the Member States. There were management prob-
lems which apparently precluded thar, and there was
no power in the Commission to enforce rhe competi-
tion itself. So the next besr rhing has been achieved, I
think, in the competition which has been organized,
and I hope that it will be successful. Cenainly rhe
Commission will conrinue ro focus on the area of new
technologies and the imponance of new technologies
to youth raining.
Prcsident. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 3 will be answered in writing.l
Question No 4, by Mr Fitzgerald (H-499/84):
Subject : Strip-searching in prisons
Is the Commission aware of the growing disquier
and concern abour rhe resorr. ro strip-searching in
the prisons of the Nonh of Ireland and rhe UK
and does it intend to seek the banning of rhis
degrading and humiliating procedure?
Mr De Clercq, Member of the Cotnmission. 
-(NL) My answer will be very brief. As I have said in
the context of other quesrions, I can only reiterate that
the conditions under which people are detained in pri-
sons in the Member States do not fall within rhe Com-
mission's terms of reference.
Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). 
- 
I am afraid that unlike the
other questioners I cannot thank the Commissioner
for his reply. This is a matter that is causing wide-
spread concern, and the practice appears to be on the
increase. The figures available, for example, from
Armagh'$7omen's Prison in Nonhern Ireland for the
month of March show that 59 such strip searches rook
place.
The reason for the supplementary is the increase, by
24 from January to March; and in the period from
I November 1982 ro April 1983 a total of. 772 such
searches mok place in a populadon of 40 women. I can
give statistics for England and \7ales where 1430 such
searches took place on a population of 1400 with rhe
same increase. \flould the Commissioner not agree
with me thar rhe time has come for him and them to
condemn this degrading, demeaning, archaic and out-
dated practice and that this pracrice should be discon-
tinued forthwith?
Mr De Clercq. 
- 
(NL) I can well understand the
questioner's emotion, but this does not alter the facts,
and they are more respectable than a Lord Mayor, as
Mr Fitzgerald will cenainly know. I can therefore only
say that this subject does not fall within the Commis-
sion's terms of reference.
Mrs Lemass (RDE). 
- 
Even though the Commis-
sioner has stated that it has nothing at all to do with
him, may I ask him if the Commission is aware of the
humiliadng and degrading experience that women pri-
soners in our prisons have to endure? There have been
cases where women have been subjected to strip
searches, for up to a hundred times while on remand.
Then they have been released, not having been
charged or convicted of any crime. But they are sub-
jected to a strip search each time they leave the prison
to attend lhe court, and also on their return even
though they have not been out of sight of the prison
officers accompanying them.
Is the Commissioner aware of what is happening? I am
particularly concerned about women being strip
searched and all that thar implies. Does the Commis-
sioner understand what is happening? Is he aware of
what is happening in those strip searches?
Mr De Clercq. 
- 
(NL) The fact that this subject does
not fall within the Commission's terms of reference
does not, of course, mean that the Commission does
not have an opinion on the matter, let alone condones
such practices. But that is not the point. The crux of
the matter is this: Vhat can the Commission do? All I
can do is repeat that this does nor fall within the
Commission's terms of reference.
President. 
- 
Question No 5, by Mr Fitzsimons(H-5a7 /8\:
Subject: EEC study on cor deaths
In view of the conrinuous and very real concern
about cot deaths and their cause and in view pani-
cularly of two recent repons in the UK, one of
which considered rhat such deaths could be
caused by accidental smothering, while rhe orher
pinpoints overheating as a common risk facmr in
cot deaths, will the Commission state wherher to
date it has supponed any research inro rhe causes
of cot deaths and if not will ir now give a commit-
ment to fund a study on cot dearhs in the Com-
munity?
Mr Narjes, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DE) During preparation of the Communiry's medical
research programme up rc 1985, on research and
development policy measures, rhe problem of cot
deaths was considered as a possible research ropic for
the Community programme. As early as November
1979 the Commission organized a seminar in Sheffield
to which medical officers of healrh, pathologists, for-
ensic scientists, epidemiologists, paediatricians, etc.
from all the Member States were invited. The results
of this seminar were not encouraging and revealed
that there were great difficuldes in artempting to clar-
ify and quandfy the causes of such deaths.1 See Annex 'Question Time'.
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The main difficulties in investigating the causes of
death included the relatively small number of cor
deaths, lack of autopsy reports or accounts of rhe
attendant circumstances, the wealth of possible causes
and not least the high cost of local investigations. On
the advice of the Medical Committee and of medical
circles in association with CREST this problem was
thus not included in the concerted programme of
medical research. Funhermore, total research costs
under the programme are being financed out of the
national budgets, with the Commission merely coordi-
nating the research work, for the Community has no
powers in respect of health and the Member States
have given no hint that they wish to allow it such
POw'ers.
Mr Fitzsimons (RDE). 
- 
I am nor roo happy wirh the
Commissioner's reply. Despirc all the advances in
medical science, this is a problem that we still have all
over the world. \7ould the Commission agree to fund-
ing a study aimed at establishing the frequency of cot
deaths within the Communiry and artempting ro ident-
ing common factors within the Member Sutes with a
view to funher research?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) There is by no means any reluct-
ance to carry out studies which may yield new know-
ledge. According to the statistics we have, for every
thousand live binhs in the Community at present rhere
are ten children who die before they reach the age of
one year. Of these ten children six die before they are
27 days old, and four thereafter. Of the four chiidren
who die between the age of 28 days and one year only
one comes into the category of cot deaths. Ve have
discussed this problem in depth and have not found
enough support from the Member States for a Com-
munity initiative on it.
If meantime 
- 
you quore rwo reports in your quesdon
- 
new scientific material has come to light which
adds to the extent of the knowledge I have outlined, I
should be glad to receive it and I would also be pre-
pared to try again to get this subject raised on a Com-
munity-wide basis. The knowledge available ro us ar
present causes the Member States to be lukewarm over
this issue.
President. 
- 
Quesdon No 5, by Mr Barrett (H-548/
84):
Subject:ERDF
Is the Commission aware that f 12 million
awarded from the resources of the European
Regional Development Fund for the elecrifica-
tion of the Howth to Bray railway line in Dublin
were in fact divened to the National Exchequer in
Ireland and is the Commission funher aware that
CIE was obliged to borrow !76 million from rhe
EIB to pay for the project, plus f 10 million in
VAT and is the Commission sadsfied that this
procedure conforms with the rules and intentions
of the ERDF?
Mr Varfis, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(GR) First
of all I would like ro quote cenain figures: In 1980
and 1983 the European Regional Development Fund
conributed to rhe capital cosr for electrification of rhe
railway line from Howth to Bray in Dublin, in
amounrs of tt.lmillion Irish pounds in 1980 and
5.3 million in 1983. Funhermore, the work was sup-
poned with a loan of 54 million Irish pounds from the
European Investment Bank. 18 millions were provided
in 1981 and 35millions in 1983. I would like to say
rhat to combine aid from the Regional Development
Fund and from the EIB is usual practice with invest-
ments of this type, and takes place on about the same
scale. The proportional contribution of the two Com-
munity bodies to the total work is fairly high, but is at
any rarc within the scope of normal practice for
regional policy.
The aid provided by the ERDF was in fact paid m rhe
Irish Ministry of Economics, as happens with all Irish
investments and as a rule with investments in any other
Member State as well. This is primarily a matter of
national legisladon. Besides, I want rc add thar
Anicle 36 of the new ERDF Regularion srares rhar rhe
ERDF's contribution can either be added ro wharever
public funds are granted for the invesrment, or be
retained by the public purse in panial setrlement of the
grant in question. In either case, of course, the pur-
pose of the aid is to supplemenr rhe narional expendi-
ture on regional development. At any rate this raises
the more general matter, repeatedly considered by
Parliament, of the supplemenlary or additive nature of
national expenditure and Community aid. There is no
absolute guaranrce of this supplemenrary nature, and
that is a problem of some concern to us. The best
guarantee of supplementariry is complete openness
about how the fund's resources are used. The Regula-
tion provides for a series of relevant directives, one of
which stresses that Member States musr take the
necessary steps to ensure that sums received from the
ERDF shall appear as separate items in their budgem,
and in a way that corresponds to the special features
for which they were esrimared. In Ireland the Fund's
aid has indeed been recorded in the narional budget
separately from the aid granted by the Governmenr
itself for the same project.
Consequently, the Commission considers that in the
instance in question rhe application for aid from the
Regional Fund, and the payment of rhe aid itself,
satisfy the formal and essential requirements provided
for by the Regulation governing the Fund.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Does rhis not raise
the very important quesrion of additionality? I was
rather disappointed wirh the Commissioner's answer
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on this. Surely it is time thar the Commission really got
to grips with this quesrion and that Member States
added the Commission's contriburions ro rheir own
financing for their various projects insrcad of substi-
tuting them for their own conrributions. \flill the
Commissioner take much sronter acion rhan he has
proposed to do in his answer jusr now ro see rhar rhis
is done?
Mr Varfis, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(GR,) I saidjust now that the only guarantee nowadays is open-
ness. The new Regulation contains various directives
about this, some of which I will mention: Financing
plans for the programmes must give separate details of
the various national and Community sources of
finance. The directive I spoke about earlier provides
that Member States are obliged to take the necessary
steps to ensure that sums received from the Fund
appear as separa[e items in their budgets, and in a way
that corresponds to the special fearures for which they
were estimated. In addition, at the Commission's
request Member States shall supply the Commission
with informative figures concerning how rhey used
any sums received from the Fund. Again, any reporrs
concerning implemenration of the programmes musr.
state, for each region that received aid, whar resources
were used, whether from the Community or from the
Government. Finally, disposition of the Fund's
resources is decided on a combination of the priorities
and criteria defined by rhe Regulation, and in pani-
cular the consequences of the ERDF's ac[ion for the
economic development of the regions. Consequences
which are of course greater when the Fund's inserven-
tion is added to the financing effon by the Member
State, rather than acting as a substitute for it. Those
are some of the measures and possibilities open to the
Commission nowadays, perhaps more so than in the
past, to ensure up to a point that aid will be supple-
mentary 
- 
and I recognise that you are right to say
that the guarantee is not absolute. The Commission
can do no more than apply the Regulation. Earlier, I
referred to Anicle 36, according to which the ERDF's
contribution can either be added to the support
granted from public funds, or retained by the govern-
ment in panial settlement of the aid granred by the
Member State. It is envisaged that at the end of this
year or the beginning of the next we will examine
what weaknesses may transpire in the application of
this Regulation, together with both Parliament and
Council.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
The Commission is, of course,
fully aware that all moneys due to Ireland under the
European Regional Development Fund are paid
direcdy into the Irish Exchequer. These moneys are
only paid when they have already been spent on spe-
cific projects and when the Commission is so satisfied.
However, is the Commission also aware that CIE, the
Irish Transpon Board, is a semi-State body that is sub-
sidized from the Irish Exchequer to the tune of no less
than 100 million pounds each year? Bearing that in
mind, it should not be unexpected thac there might be
some confusion about funds. If there is any shonage,
it is of course paid by the Irish Exchequer. \7ould rhe
Commission please tell our Irish colleague, Mr Bar-
rett, that Ireland Bets no money from the European
Community under false pretences and never looks for
such money?
Mr Varfis, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(GR) I said
earlier that from every point of view, both formal and
essential, the finance was granted normally. Ve are
aware that rail transpon is deficient, but the same is
true, I think, in many Member States. Besides, supporr.
for the railways is often a social measure. The present
transport deficiency is not an obstacle to the granting
of loans, especially when this aims to improve trans-
port works.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
I wanred ro come in after
the Commissioner's reply because the impression
could be created 
- 
well, it might be misunderstood 
-that the sum of IRL 65.3 million rhat he talked of all
came from the Regional Fund. \flould he confirm in
his reply that the IRL 54 million that he talked of was,
in fact, interest subsidies arising from our joining the
EMS?
Mr Varfis, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(GR,) The
54 millions represented a loan from EIB, at a subsi-
dized interest rate.
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) I found the Commis-
sioner's reply highly sarisfacrory, especially where he
said that the ERDF can intervene ro reimburse
expenditure by States on railway capital development.
I should like to put rhe following question to rhe
Commission in this connection: the European Coun
of Justice has given judgment against France for hav-
ing granted subsidies to support a reduction in freight
charges on the railway network serving Brittany. I
therefore wish to ask the Commission this: are the
Commission an the Community prepared to enrer inro
direct. agreements with the regions, with their new
decentralized powers, under which they would meet a
proportion of capital expenditure aimed at reducing
the cost of providing freight services instead of anifi-
cially supponing cuts in freight charges by means of
annual subsidies? This question is of panicular interest
because it sets aside intervention by States and opens
up the prospect of the ERDF working direct with the
reSlons.
Mr Varfis, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(GR) I
regret, I cannot give a precise answer to this question.
'!7hat I wan[ to say is that the Regulation does not
permit arrangements and direct agreements with pani-
cular regions. Our dialogue with the regions about
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understanding their problems and preparing and sub-
mitting plans is very active, and we are promoring ir.,
but it is essential for the aid to be approved by the
Member State in which the aided regions are situated.
President. Question No 7, by Mr Andrews(H-550/8a):
Subject: Convention for the protection of indivi-
duals with regard to automatic processing of per-
sonal dam
In 1981 the Commission recommended those
Member States of the Communiry which have not
already signed the Council of Europe Convention
for the protection of individuals with regard to
automatic processing of personal data to sign the
Convention during the course of 1981 and to
rarify ir before rhe end of 1982.
Is the Commission satisfied with progress to date
in this area and if not does it now intend to pro-
pose that the Council adopt an instrument on data
protection on the basis of the EEC Treaty as indi-
cared in its Recommendarion of 29 July 1981 ?
Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. 
- 
The
Convention was open for signature on l0June 1981,
and the Commission's recommendation of l9July
1981 asked that Member States should sign the Con-
vention before the end of 1981 and raify ft before the
end of 1982. So far France, Belgium, Germany,
Greece, Denmark, Luxembourg, Italy and the United
Kingdom have signed the Convention. Anicle 4 of the
Convention requires domestic legislation before the
Convention can be ratified. France has already rati-
fied, and Germany, Denmark, Luxembourg, Imly and
the United Kingdom are expected to be able to ratify
soon. The Commission takes the view that the course
adopted has enabled more rapid progress to be made
than if we had proceeded by way of Community legis-
lation. Not only would it have been necessary to
reconcile differences between Member Starcs but the
pace of technological development is such that a direc-
tive might well have been our of date before it had
been adopted. There are two countries, therefore,
which have not signed 
- 
Ireland and The Nerher-
lands.
Mr Andrews (RDE). 
- 
Perhaps the Commissioner
could use his influence to get his old friends in Ireland
to radfy the Convention !
Does the Commission accept the righr of anorher
Member State to issue a machine-readable European
passport in 1987, which is the reason given for that
country's delay in issuing EEC passpons? Can the
Commission state to what extent an individual issued
with such a passport has any right of access to the
information contained therein, and how can his or her
righrc be protected in the face of such rcchnical devel-
opments in data processinB?
Mr Sutherland. 
- 
First of all, let me say that whilst it
may not appear so at first sight, the results of the
recommendation are not too bad. Only one Member
State, as I have said, has ratified but four are preparing
to do so.
I cannot address myself directly to the problem con-
cerning passports which has been adverted to by Mr
Andrews. All that I can say is that, in the area of dam
prorcction, the Community believes that rhe correcr
approach to take is to proceed by way of communica-
tion with individual Member Srares to try and bring
about a situation where a general consensus and exist-
ing legislation wirhin the Member States allow for rea-
sonable protection of data which is provided.
'!7ith regard rc the specific issue relating to passporr.s,
that is something which I will have to inquire inro and
come back to the honourable Member on specifically
at a later time.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 8 will be answered in writing.r
Question No 9, by Mr Guermeur (H-620/8\:
Subject: European petrochemical indusry
Is the Commission aware that the Community's
perochemical industry is increasingly unable to
defend itself against competirion from countries in
the Middle East, which have lower production
costs, and does it not consider ir necessary to
negotiarc a ceiling on impons inro rhe Community
of petrochemical producm from Saudi Arabia?
Mr Narjes, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DE) The Commission is fully aware of the problems
entailed over impons of petrochemical producrc from
the Gulf. Up to now rhese impons were nor a signifi-
cant proportion of the Community's total impon vol-
ume. Our information also confirmed that the Gulf
states' prices for expons to rhe Communiry were in
general fair market prices and thus a reflection of the
effons by exporrers and politicians in the Gulf states to
develop a regular trade and good trading links with
the Communiry. Problems may arise if in the foreseea-
ble future sizeable additional capaciry of the kind cur-
rently being created in this area is devoted to produc-
tlon.
The European Council of the Chemical Industry Fed-
eration (CEFIC) recently outlined to the Commission
in a position paper the following consensus of its
members on this potential problem.
I See Annex'Question Time'.
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Firsdy, CEFIC is aware that in future sizeable quanti-
ties of petrochemicals will probably make inroads inro
the markets of the western industrialized countries.
The indusry is not, however, calling for protectionist
measures in Europe.
Secondly, CEFIC does not expect the Commission to
solve the problems arising for the Community industry
as a resuh of impons from the Middle Easr. The
industry will take measures of im own to cope with the
expected volume of imports. These will include con-
tinual restructuring measures.
This statement indicates a doubdess justified self-con-
fidence on the pan of the European petrochemical
indusry and rather gives the lie rc the fears expressed
by rhe questioner in his question. The European petro-
chemical industry does indeed still enjoy a number of
considerable competitive advantages which offset rhe
lower raw materials prices of the Gulf states. The posi-
tion expressed by the industry cannot, however, rake
away economic responsibility, and panicularly respon-
sibility for ensuring supplies from the Commission. In
particular it must not lull us into forgetting thar a war
has been going on in the Gulf region for several years
now which may also affect the Communiry's supplies.
The Commission is thus observing attentively the
Community market for petrochemical products and
the structural adjustmenr going on in the industry.
Should it discover instances of unfair competition on
the part of exporters or imponers from the Com-
munity or third countries, the Commission would mke
action as irc powers allow.
These matters are also the subject of discussions
between the EC Commission and the Gulf states 
-discussions which are not yet completed ar presenr.
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) I am very grareful ro
the Commissioner for the detail and sincerity of his
reply. He could not have made it plainer rhat the
Commission is concerned and that the various States
are pretending not to be.
Vhat your answer means in practice, Mr Commis-
sioner, is that each Srate intends to retain conrrol of its
own petrochemical industry and above all not to allow
the Commission the remotes[ opponunity ro inrervene
in the interests of harmonization.It is this that worries
me, and, although you have all but answered already, I
would put this question to you, Mr Commissioner: in
view of the increasingly clear threat from very large
petrochemical insmllations, with capacity ro exporr
ethylene and polyethylene, do you not consider, for all
the confidence thar rhe Member Stares are showing
according to your reply, that rhe time has now come
for the Commission to show very clearly and unequi-
vocally that it is determined nor to leave the Com-
munity market defenceless at a time when unemploy-
ment is afteady too high and capital investment in the
very large installations which are now being built is
becoming increasingly difficult.
Mr Narics. 
- 
(DE) I have alluded to the question of
ensuring supplies and to the risks which may occur if
we are too dependent on the Middle East. $(i'e are
monitoring this question very closely. Regarding the
question of whether the Community should subscribe
to a preventive protectionist policy, I would point out
that on the contrary the Community seeks, via the sys-
rcm of generalized tariff preferences and other politi-
cal measures to provide the Third \7orld producers
with increasing but ordered access to the Community
markets, and that the products under discussion here
are related to [hose on the so-called sensitive list which
gives us plenry of opportunities to avoid the effects
you are afraid of.
Mr P. Beazley (ED). 
- 
I would like to thank the
Commission for its answer on this panicular occasion,
because I am sure that the question which Mr Guer-
meur has asked reflects an individual view of an indivi-
dual country and is totally out of line with the official
European view of CEFIC and the position papers on
the subject.
Surely rhe European petrochemical industry has indi-
cated and declared its readiness to absorb im fair share
of Gulf produced petrochemicals, which in any case
only represent 3 to 40/o of the world's supply, provided
that these products are not dumped in individual mar-
kets. Surely the European petrochemical indusry has
never asked for ceilings or quotas on such exports to
the EEC. Ve are totally satisfied with the GSP system
whereby normal duties are applied once the GSP
duty-free element has been fulfilled. Therefore, the
position with the Saudi Arabian imports is the same as
with the US, but surely the Saudi Arabian petrochemi-
cal industry SABIC has tonlly misconstrued the posi-
tion of the European petrochemical industry and I
would be grateful if the Commission will please use its
powers to see to it that what is required by thar indus-
try is normal and fair trade. \fle would like chem fur-
ther to monitor these things to see that it is normal and
fair trade.
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) Indeed the discussions currently
under way are also aimed at making clear to the Mid-
dle Eastern producers that we want fair trade. 'I7e
make no secret of it, however 
- 
and the honourable
Member's question offers me an opportunity to say
this 
- 
that we should be very glad if the terms of
access for petrochemical products from the Middle
East were not poorer on the Japanese and US markets
than they are on the European market.
Presidcnt. 
- 
As the authors are not present, Ques-
tions Nos 10 and I I will be answered in wriring.l
Question No 12 by Mrs Ewing (H-6a3/8\:
I See Annex'Question Time'.
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Subject : Spanish fisheries
Vill the Commission commen[ on recenr develop-
ments on Spanish Accession negoriarions ztis-ri-,t)is
fisheries ?
Mr Andriessen, Vce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(NZ) Some considerable rime has, of course, elapsed
since the question was tabled. In the meantime, the
results of the negotiations between the Communiry
and Spain have been announced, and we are now in
the process of adding the details to what was a general
agreement.
Since that time the Commission has given rhe appro-
priate parliamen[ary commitcee detailed information
on the contenm of the agreement reached wirh the
Spanish Government, and I do nor rherefore think, Mr
President, that there is any need for me ro discuss the
agreement. at length. Vhat we tried to ensure during
these extremely laborious and delicate negoriarions
was, on the one hand, that the existing interests of the
ten Member States were protected and, on the other,
that acceptable conditions were creared for the inte-
gration of Spain into the Communiry, in rhe fisheries
as well as other sectors. I think I can say thar after
long and wearisome negotiations it proved possible ro
reconcile these two aspects in a way that was accepra-
ble to the Council of Ministers and to the acceding
country. I would point out in this connecrion, Mr
President, that the Commission naturally did a grear
deal of spadework for these negotiarions, bur that the
negotiations as such were conducted by the Council,
not by the Commission.
This is not to say, of course, that all the problems have
been solved. There are ma[ters that have to be settled
in greater demil. The result of the negotiarions musr
also be set out in treary form. The work on this is now
well under way. There is no reason to doubt, Mr
President, that practical, and legal, results will be
achieved by the date set and that, where fisheries are
concerned, the work the Communiry has to do will
nor delay accession. I am nor, of course, talking about
parliamentary ratification in rhe Member States.
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
I thank the Commissioner for
his answer. My question was indeed tabled some rime
ago, but I can sdll put a perfectly relevanr supplemen-
tary on the question of recenr developments.
I would ask the Commissioner if he is aware of recent
arrests for illegal fishing of Spanish vessels in the wat-
ers off Scotland, Ireland and France in the lasr two
week, and the apprehension this has caused among
the fleets of these counrries, and indeed all rhe EEC
fleets, about the disrespect for rhe law and its sanc-
tions shown by the Spanish fishermen. \flill the Com-
mission tell us, therefore, on this question, which is
after all an ongoing quesrion, whether it will agree to
consider an integrated European task force to enforce
the fishing regulations, which I believe in France has
been called 'a blue helmet for a blue sea'? If he will nor
go along with that idea, will he tell us how many exrra
inspectors the Commission is going to appoint to con-
trol these fairly unruly fishermen and what rhe opti-
mum smffing of an insprectorate would be? The Com-
mittee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food believes it ro
be 40.
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NZ) As a Member of the last
Commission, I had some experience of insprections in
the area of competition. I musr say ro rhe honourable
Member that effecdve policing is far more difficult in
the fisheries sector. I will add straight away that this
cenainly does not apply only to countries rhat have
just joined the Community. It appears to be a peculiar-
iry of fishing that breaking the rules is seen as quire a
challenge. Perhaps this has somerhing to do with the
open sea and the fact that fishermen work in wide
open spaces and have so much freedom.
Having said this, I would add that ar presenr we carry
out two forms of fisheries inspecrion. !7e already have
our hands full wirh inspecrions for the Community of
the Ten, and I can assure you that their fishermen are
not all lawabiding citizens eirher.
The second point is that ir will indeed be necessary to
carry out effecdve conrrols [o ensure rhar the arrange-
ments agreed wirh the Spanish after lengthy negoria-
tions are respected. At the momenr I cannor say pre-
cisely what this will mean in terms of manpower and
equipment, but what I will say ro Parliament is that the
Commission will not hesitate, once it has drawn up its
list, to ask Parliament in its budgetary proposals to
make it possible for these fishing regulations to be
effectively enforced. The Commission hopes, of
course, that Parliament will be willing ro provide rhe
resources required.
Mr I/ijsenbeek (L). 
- 
(NL) The Commission may
say tha[ the negotiations as such were conducted by
the Council, but it bears responsibility for the imple-
mentation of rhe fisheries policy. In view of the com-
petition between Spain and the Netherlands in scad
fishing in panicular, a quora arrangemenr will be
needed sooner or larer. Is the Commission already
working on this? Has it any ideas on this subject, or is
it letting things take their own course under the rransi-
tional arrangement for the time being?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) The Commission is not in the
habit of letting rhings take their own course, as you
undoubrcdly know. I should like to make thar quite
clear to the honourable Member once again.
The facr of the matter is that we had to negotiare long
- 
too long, I rhink 
- 
and laboriously before practical
resulm were achieved. I would ask Parliamenr ro
appreciate that it is an enormous task to set out in
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legal texts, in treaty form, in a few months whar years
of negotiations have produced and then [o prepare
translations in all the Communiry languages which
correspond exactly and can be submitred to the Mem-
ber Stares for raification. This being the case, I am
bound at the moment ro concenrrate on rhe overriding
objecdve of ensuring rhat the rexrs on both agriculture
and fisheries are complered in dme for them to be
signed by all concerned in June. !fle shall use all rhe
resources at our disposal for rhis purpose. Once this is
done, I promise Parliamenr that I shall devore rhe
same energy to the drafting of the implementing regu-
lations for this policy with a view ro avoiding disputes
between present and future Member States. This will
apply rc all species of fish and thus to scad.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
I appreciare the Commis-
sioner's difficuldes regarding rhis very difficult and
complex question. Nevenheless, Spanish boats are
continuing to fish illegally, panicularly in Irish warers
where, as Mrs Ewing has righdy said, a number of
boats were arrested last week 
- 
one of them for rhe
founh dme! Many of these illegal fishing vessels were
in the south and the sourh-wesl of Ireland, but now
they are in the nonh and the north-wesr of Ireland
and off Scotlandl Surely, rherefore, even before
enlargement, the Commissioner must accepr rhar addi-
tional protection measures are required. !7ould the
Commission consider a request from Ireland for addi-
tional protection vessels, planes and helicopters? It is
evident to us, as I said, that even before enlargement
the whole system is breaking down because the onus
for protection and surveillance rests with the Member
States. I have got to say, as a Member from Ireland,
that Ireland does not have the resources at its disposal
- 
notwithstanding the assistance from rhe EEC in
recent. years 
- 
to police the area around it. Therefore,
as of now 
- 
before enlargement 
- 
chaos is emerging.
I shudder rc think what it will be like after the next
l8 months.
Mr Andriessen, 
- 
(NL) I know that illegal acts are
being committed although I was not ay/are rhar, as [he
honourable Member has said, one ship or rarher its
crew had been arrested four times.
The question whether the Commission is able ro pro-
vide the assistance requested ar this stage will require
funher thought. The resources available ro us are
limircd. The willingness to provide resources is in
inverse proponion to the demands made on the Com-
mission when it comes to inspections. I must make that
absolucely clear, and it is not therefore easy to give a
correct answer to the honourable Member's quesrion.
Let me say that I am prepared within the limits to
which I am subject to do what I can to ensure optimal
inspections. I cannot say more than that simply
because the resources available ro me in the Commis-
sion's fisheries depanment are absolutely inadequate
for all the checks that ought to be made in an enlarged
Community. I do my best, but not even the Commis-
sion can do the impossible.
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) I think that we can
pay tribute to the tenacity and courage displayed by
Mr Commissioner Andriessen in dealing with this
whole issue. It is therefore not about the substance of
the agreement concluded that I wish to question him.
That agreement is what it is. It could have been worse .
That is now my considered opinion. Like the earlier
speakers, I wish to ask the Commissioner about rhe
future, not the past.
An agreement is well and good, but an agreemenr
which is not adhered to is disastrous, and in order ro
ensure [ha[ it is complied with it is necessary ro have
resources, to have political will and to have a budget.
As you have just said, Mr Commissioner, the budget is
insufficient. I therefore have three questions to ask
you. First, is rhe Commission in a posirion ro earmark
funds in the budget for 1986 which will be sufficient
for the purpose of pursuing a fisheries policy in the
Community? Secondly, on the subject of resources, is
the Commission prepared, since it has the power of
proposal to the Council, to undenake, nor to continue
with the arrangemenrs under which each country is
responsible for policing its own walers, bur 
- 
and I
hope that I have your full attention, Mr Commissioner
- 
to replace the existing syscem with a sysr.em of inrc-
grated Community surveillance to enforce the rules on
fishing, in other words a fleet placed direcrly under the
responsibiliry of the Commission and funded by con-
tributions from the Member Srares? Thirdly, is the
Commission prepared so demonstrate its political will
by applying sanctions, since such polirical will is
clearly lacking at presen[ in most of rhe Member
States ?
(Applause from the benches of tbe Group of the European
Democratic Alliance)
Mr Andriessen, 
- 
(NL) Three quesrions. Firstly, is
the Commission willing and able to put forward pro-
posals for the machinery needed ro carry our proper
inspections? I am willing and able to do that. Bur if I
do, I would remind Parliament rhat the budgetary
authority, or one part of it, has developed a formida-
ble capaciry for deledng resources proposed for this
area. But the Commission is willing to adopt this
course because it is convinced that an effecdve fisher-
ies policy cannot be pursued unless effecrive and
appropriate means of control are available. I have
already said that the open sea clearly encourages an
interpretation of legislation thar differs from what is
usual on dry land.
Secondly, is the Commission willing ro ser up a Com-
munity control apparatus wirh its own fleet? It is
extremely difficult at the momenr for the Communiry
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to introduce effective inspections in another sector.
'!7e have discussed inspections for the fruit and veteta-
ble sector on several occasions in this Parliament, and
the Commission has submitted proposals for effective
control in this sector. These proposals have met with
considerable resistance from a number of delegations
in the Council of Ministers. I am quite sure we shall
encounrcr the same difficuldes in the Member States
when it comes to introducing Community inspections
in the fisheries sector. The problem is not, then, con-
fined to fisheries but is of a far more general nature:
are we prepared in 1985 to allow supranational inspec-
tions tout court et sans conditions to enforce suprana-
tional regulations? That is the crux of the matter. It
concern fisheries and it concerns other sectors of
Community policy. Unfonunately, I believe it will be
extremely difficult. But I promise Parliament that the
Commission will continue to insist 
- 
whether the
Community's or the Member States' resources are
used 
- 
that checks in the fisheries and other sectors
be made as objecdvely as possible on the basis of Com-
munity legislation. I will add straight 
^way - 
thinking
of a very recenr practical case, now that we are dis-
cussing 1985/86 farm prices 
- 
that it will be far from
easy to introduce a system of genuinely Community
inspections. Ve have a system of this kind to ensure
fair competition, but the opposition where other sec-
tors are concerned is very strong.
My answer is thus affirmative with qualifications.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
Vould the Commissioner
accept that he has wholehearted support from all par-
ties for anphing he does to have more effective polic-
ing of this matter, but would he also agree that it will
be easier to deal with the problem of illegal fishing
once Spain is a member of the Community than when
she is oumide it. Vould he also accept that it is time
rhat people divened their attention from small issues
and looked at the very strong benefits coming to the
Community both politically and economically from
Spanish accession next January?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) In the past I have always
tried to limit my answer to the question asked. For this
reason I should not like 
- 
and I am sure you agree
with me on this point 
- 
to discuss the broader aspects
of the enlargement of the Community in the context
of this question.
It is wonh considering 
- 
and I think we should be
grateful to the honourable Member for making this
point 
- 
whether it will not be easier to solve this
problem after Spain's accession to the Community
than before and also whether the situation might not
have been even easier if cenain Member States had not
been so obstinate and tenacious in their opposition to
the incorporation of Spanish fisheries in the Com-
munity's fisheries.
Mr Falconer (S). 
- 
Like Mrs Ewing I am a wee bit
concerned that it should be after the event rather than
before it. Therefore, I would give you the opponunity,
Commissioner, to advise us if during the negotiations
q/ith the Spanish Government you have arranged for
compensatory funds to be made available for those
who have suffered as a result of the present-day Span-
ish piracy and could you advise this Chamber of the
machinery for making such claims 
- 
and one hopes
the Commission has done this already during rhe
negoriations 
- 
which should of course include a form
of reimbursement from the Spanish Government when
rhose claims are met by the Commission?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) If I understand the honoura-
ble Member's question correctly, he is asking whether
it is possible to obtain some kind of compensation
from the Spanish Government for any infringements
of the protocol or of the agreement that has been
reached. This point 
- 
if that is what the question is
about 
- 
was not discussed during the negotiations,
just as we do not discuss and have not discussed this
subject when we find other Member States breaking
the rules, where the possibility of obmining compensa-
tion similarly does not exist.
Vhat I find slighdy disappointing about this discussion
is that it is confined to infringements possibly commit-
ted by an applicant Member State. I can assure you
that its fishermen are not the only ones to have been
guilty of such infringements. I can give any number of
examples of infringements of the present regulations
by fishermen from almost all the Community countries
that have fishing fleets. That is the fact of the matter,
in the recent past at least. It can, of course, be said that
some go funher than others, but I am not in a position
today to make comparisons.
I would ask you to appreciate that, as I have already
said, fishermen are apparently a group of people who
find it difficult rc obey rules that restrict their activi-
ties.'!Vhy do we restrict these fishermen? \7e do so in
the final analysis because it is in their own interests.
The object is to protect fish stocks so rhar fish can be
caught not only today but [omorrow too.
I am convinced, firstly, that after accession it will be
possible 
- 
provided, of course, that we are given the
necessary resources 
- 
to introduce a system that prev-
enr infringements by one Member State from clearly
exceeding infringements by other Member States and,
secondly, that we will have instrumenr not for
requesting compensation but for taking rhe legal act-
ion needed to prevent infringemenr.
That is all I can say about this marter for the momenr.
I am quite prepared, either in this Assembly or in the
committee responsible for fisheries, once the initial
work of drawing up the treaty provisions has been
done, to consider the most effective way of intro-
ducing controls which are not aimed ar a new Member
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State but are designed to maintain the fisheries policy
as such for the Community.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
The Commissioner here today
is under an impossible bombardment of questions. One
other thing I would like to draw attention to is that
fines, even heavy repeated fines, on the same boat and
the same skipper, do not seem to be a sufficient deter-
rent. Has the Commission considered measures that
would enable the Member States carrying out surveill-
ance [o confiscate a very expensive boat for repeated
infringemenrc, and to take away the licence of a cer-
tain skipper who has been apprehended five times, and
indeed a funher time a few weeks later in another
country's territorial waters? Is that a possibiliry,
because some measure of this son will have to be
uken if we ar to have law and order and preserve suf-
ficient fish stocks to meet the requirements of the fish-
ermen generally.
Mr Andriess (NL) I am not absolutely sure
whether we would not need additional legal instru-
ments for so serious a sanction as the confiscation of
boats. I should imagine so, but I am not a lawyer. I
must look into this, and I am prepared to do so and to
give an answer later. I think we would need an addi-
tional legal basis for such action.
The honourable Member's second ques[ion concerned
the withdrawal of licences, and that seems rather eas-
ier to me, but whether it would be effective I do not
know, because illegal catches mean no licence. I do
not therefore know whether the absence of a licence in
itself would prevent such abuses, unless it would stop a
skipper setting sail in the first place. If that was so, I
think it would be worth considering the withdrawal of
licences as a possible sanction. But I repeat, any such
sanction would apply not only rc this one acceding
country but throughout the Community.
Mr Msller (ED).- (DA) Mr President, is the Com-
missioner aware that we are dealing here with an old
profession which has existed and operated in absolute
freedom throughout hisrcry and which now, quite
suddenly over a period of a few years, finds imelf hav-
ing to be policed by a Commission which that profes-
sion has not recognized as an authority in its own
country? I should like to ask the Commissioner if he
does not feel uncomfonable in the role of a policeman
ois-ti-ois law-abiding people who have always set Ereat
store by observing the law but now suddenly find
themselves turned into criminals, because they cannot
change their understanding of the conditions of free-
dom which obtained in their profession when they ori-
ginally embarked upon it. We are nlking about human
feelings, and I should like to think that the Commis-
sioner also appreciates this human feeling in the exer-
cise of his profession as a Commissioner.
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) ln what is beginning to
develop into a debate I have said several times that the
open sea clearly has the effect of making restrictions
less acceptable. From that you can take it that we
appreciate the situation that fishermen face. '!fle have
had a fisheries policy for several years. Ve must get
used to it. That is another reason why the Commis-
sion, having noted that infringemenm occur to a Erea-
rcr or lesser degree in almost all the Member States,
has so far pursued a cautious policy towards legal act-
ion in this area. This shows that we try to adopt what
you have called a human approach rc the problem. I
have just one word rc add to this. Humaniry also
implies that one man does not gain an advantage at the
expense of others by breaking the rules we have made
together. That is humanity amonB competitors, and
the Commission is there to ensure that this humanity is
upheld. I believe I have shown this afternoon that I
want. to take a balanced and human view of both
aspects, of those who break the rules and those likely
to suffer as a result.
President. 
- 
Question No 13, by Mr Pitt (H-644/
84):
Subject: Flag of convenience shipping
\7ould the Commission give details of the econo-
mic effects of supponing flag of convenience ship-
ping, in terms of the contributions to the balance
of payments of Member States, to shipbuilding
and associated industries,and employment in ship-
ping, shipbuilding and associated industries?
Mr Clinton D*is, Member of the Commission. 
- 
The
economic effects of the use of open registries by Com-
munity ship-owners are complex and often negative in
terms of the viability of European shipping. Regretta-
bly, EEC beneficial ownership of ships flying a flag of
convenience represents as high a proportion as 22.70/o
of the rctal flag of convenience fleet.
It is however true thal in terms of employment the
ships registered under the Liberian flag, which repre-
sent about two-thirds of the total open registry ton-
nage employed in 1980, which is the last date for
which figures are available, employed some 7 000 offi-
cers and some 13 000 ratings from EEC countries.
In terms of shipbuilding, we understand that at present
orders from open registry owners to Community yards
consist of 4 container ships, a coal carrier and a pas-
senger ship. This is not large but the same is unfortun-
ately true of orders from other flags.
I regret that it is impossible to quantify the Com-
munity balance of payments effects of open registry
tonnage. This will depend more on where and how the
ships are operated rather than where they are regis-
tered.
Apart from these points I would like to emphasize that
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much has to be done at rhe international level to
improve both the safety record of some open registry
flags and the conditions of employmenr rhar are
offered on them. The Unctad Conference on condi-
tions of regiscration, which will be resuming its work
soon, will, I hope, be able ro contribure to these ends.
INTHE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice-President
Mr Pitt (S). 
- 
I thank rhe Commissioner for rhat
answer and nore that he gave a figure of some
20 000 EEC nationals employed by the Liberian flags
of convenience ships. Does he have a parallel figure
for non-EEC nationals employed on those same ves-
sels ?
Secondly, can rhe Commissioner please rcll me where
in the common marker the principal beneficiaries of
flags of convenience shipping are locared? Vould he,
in spite of the economic difficulties, make a judgment
on the balance of the benefit between, on rhe one
hand, the owners of open registry ships and, on rhe
other hand, the social cosr ro the nation Stares in cerms
of loss of jobs and losr revenue in rhe form of taxa-
tion ?
Mr Clinton Davis. 
- 
I am afraid I cannot answer rhe
first question put by the honourable Member without
notlce.
As for the question of the beneficial ownership of
open registry ships, I can give the honourable genrle-
man these figures: I 40lo German , 90/o lJK, 40/o ltalian,
3 0/o Dutch, 3 0/o Danish, 20/o F rench and 650/o Greek.
On the last question that he poses, I think really it
begs the whole question as ro the viability of the future
of a merchant fleet within the Community. It is my
own personal belief rhar a conrinued and expanding
reliance upon flags of convenience shipping can be
inimical ro the conrinued viability of the merchanr
fleet within Europe. I believe that it does represenr as
Breat a challenge as unfair comperirion in other res-
pects. On the other hand, I musr balance that view by
saying that some open regisrry shipping has adopted
higher standards, in relarion ro increased demands for
those higher srandards, over rhe course of the last few
years. In rhat respect I refer to Liberia in particular.
However, rhat does nor gainsay the fact that rhe con-
cept of open registry, the philosophy underlying it, is
in fact a permissive relationship to internarional obli-
gations and an attack on trade unionism in seafaring,
which I believe is unacceptable.
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
Could I ask rhe Commissioner
if he has read rhe repon of rhe very full hearing just
prior to direct elections under rhe chairmanship of
Lord Bruce of Donington which went inrc all aspecrs
of flags of convenience shipping, and if nor, will he do
so fonhwith? Vould he not agree thar, despite what
he said about rhe improvemenr in the Liberian situa-
tion, whereas previously flags of convenience were
seven times as dangerous as any orher ships plying the
ocean, now rhey are five times as dangerous in terms
of accidents? Could we look to the cosr to the balance
of payments when there are these really serious disas-
ters, bearing in mind that at all rimes we are threa-
tened with rhem?
Mr Clinton Davis. 
- 
I have not read Lord Bruce of
Donington's repon. He is an old friend of mine and in
view of the honourable lady's quesrion I have no
doubt that either he or she will send it ro me.
I am aware of the consequences of flag of convenience
shipping and I rhink that my answer has been very
explicit in that regard. The fact thar rhere has been
some reducrion in accidents as far as Liberia is con-
cerned, does not excuse, in my view, or condone, the
whole philosophy of flag of convenience shipping. But
it is a fact of life; so, however is pneumonia and we do
not actually encourage pneumonia.
President. 
- 
The first part of Quesrion Time is
closed.r
Mr'Viisenbeek (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I refer ro
Rule 44 and Annex II of our Rules of Procedure. Does
the President not think it is time 
- 
and this is a refer-
ence to someone who has spoken at length during
Quesdon Time about the qualities of fishermen
instead of asking a quesrion 
- 
rhat sreps were taken
to ensure that Rule 44 and Annex II of the Rules of
Procedure were respected. In other words, questions
from Members and answers by the Commission should
be brief. As rhings now srand, Mr President, rhe num-
ber of quesdons we have in reserve will last us until
December, which means rhe first new quesrion will not
be taken undl 1985. Mr President, rhat cannot be the
purpose of Question Time.
President. 
- 
I would point otrt ro Mr Vijsenbeek that
the conduct of Question Time is an issue which is con-
stantly being discussed in rhe Bureau and in the Com-
mittee on the Rules of Procedure and pedtions. I
would add that when I spoke, before taking rhe Chair,
this was during Mr Nord's presidency, and if I g"re
any grounds for reproach with my sratemenr I take it
that the honourable Member will agree thar ir was for
Mr Nord ro pur me right and not the honourable
Member.
I See Annex'Question Time'.
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President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the con-
tinuation of the debate on the Fich report (Doc. A 2-
30/8s).
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Mr President, we
have had an extraordinary debate this morning, and
we have now come on [o the time when we are going
to decide very soon on Mr Fich's repon itself. Not a
word has actually been said about the report, not to
mention the amendments to that report. If I may refer
to it for one moment, I wonder to myself how many
honourable Members have actually read the repon of
Mr Fich as opposed to listening to the very excellent
speeches that he has made over the period of time
when he has been the Committee and Budgets rappor-
teur on the 1985 budget.
I am hopeful that we shall see an end to the constant
repetition of arguments concerning the British repay-
ment. It has been going on almost as long as this
directly-elected Parliament has been in being, since
1979. Cenainly Mr Fich and myself are heanily sick of
it and we hope we can see the end of it.
Of course, Mr President, we want the UK to be in the
situation of fairness. Ve want to see that the amount
of receipts through the Social Fund and the Regional
Fund make it quite unnecessary in the years to come
to have special measures for the United Kingdom and
indeed, for that matter, for the Federal Republic of
Germany. But the situation as it is at the momen[ is
that this is not so, and to my astonishment 
- 
and I am
sorry to see [he Council is absent 
- 
the Council is
being very restrictive in allowing new policies to come
in which could correct this imbalance. It is something
thar I deeply reSret, because the only way we are
really going to escape from the problem that we have,
and all the quite frankly fruitless debate as to whether
the UK rebate should be on the expenditure side or
whether, as per Fontainebleau it should be on the
revenue side, is by increasing the money available in
other protrammes chan the CAP. Like my honourable
friend, Mr Curry, I was equally despondent at leaving
Mr Andriessen talking about the meetings of the Agri-
cultural Ministers which he had been present at, and
that there might be some compromise on his original
proposals for the agricultural prices for 1985/85. I sin-
cerely hope that both he and his colleagues will have
the courage to stand by their convictions and will not
allow any weakening of their position. That was the
feeling that I did not quite receive when he was talking
this morning.
But moving from that for one brief moment, the last
point I would like to make, Mr President, concerns
the amounts of stocks of food aid that we have. Quite
righdy, priority is being given to food aid for develop-
ing countries and yet we are valuing 
- 
and I have said
this before to the Commissioner for budgets 
- 
our
food in stock at a high level and even raising that level
when in point of fact the value ought to be lowered
because the value of those products 
- 
both of milk
products and of cereals 
- 
decreases while they are in
stock. It would be a great advantage if we could wrirc
down the value of stock held in surplus and I am sure
it could.
Mr President, I hope that our amendments to the Fich
report will receive favourable consideration not only
by the rapporteur but by the House.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, we have
since this morning been holding a discussion, a very
serious discussion, but one which, if I may say this to
my colleagues, seems to have given some of them,
especially my specialist colleagues, the impression that
we are once more holding a full budget debate. Ve
have rarher lost sight of the fact that Parliament this
year is in rather an unusual situation having thrown
out the budget last December.
Ve of the Parliament can cenainly claim with some
pride to have got the Council to accep[ essential points
of our criticism and make a proposal which is on many
counts conciliatory towards Parliament. Ve have also,
and this we must stress, got the governments to agree
on supplemenrary financing to the tune of z 000 mil-
lion ECU. This means 
- 
and I must remind my col-
leagues of this 
- 
that this extraordinary situation in
which we find ourselves also requires extraordinarily
great effons of us during the first and second readings.
'We cannot ac[ as if we were able now to resume full
discussions with the Council.
There is just one point which I consider ro be vital and
which has nor yet been hammered out. This is the
question of the refund for the United Kingdom. The
UK refund, if I may put it this way, is like a millstone
around our necks. Vhat is the position? On the one
hand Parliament has always acknowledged that a
special measure for the UK is necessary until such time
as we have a new financial regulation. Ve have des-
cribed this new financial regulation in a variety of
motions. But unfonunately the Council has done vir-
tually nothing in this respect. The latest Luxembourg
meeting was not a success either as regards own
resources, not least because the Council 
- 
psycholog-
ically very ineptly, I would say 
- 
did not understand
at all what Parliament was after.
The question therefore is, we must conclude from the
consequence this Parliament has always applied, in
view of the decision to give the UK its refund reached
at Fontainebleau, i.e. by the heads of government of
the ten Member States, that Parliament must now
make vigorous effons to take this sum out of income
and transfer it to expenditure. This would be the con-
sequence of our entire political action. I can under-
stand any colleague who has supported that, and I
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should also like ro say ro my British friends that this is
a very imponanr question which is imponant for rhem
also, for ir cannor be in cheir inrcresr if the Community
in future comprises citizens of two categories, viz. rhe
nine or ten counrries which pay the full rarc of VAT
and the British, who pay the full rare less a bit. This
would mean we had second-class citizens here. This
cannor please any of us.
I thus ask the Council, is ir willing and able 
- 
nor
least because of rhe accession of Ponugal which,
under this old financial regulation is acrually a mem-
ber, which will have ro pay more because ir is sup-
posedly rich, although everyone knows ir is not rich
and cannot be a net contributor in the Community 
-is the Council willing, in a reasonable consulration
meering with Parliamen[ berween the first and second
readings, to make clear that it is also aware of rhis
problem and that our British friends are awars of it
too, so that rhe foundations for a new financial regula-
tion can be laid ar rhe latesr at rhe Milan summit? For
this is the key. \7e wan[ a reasonable solurion, I can
assure the Council, because we are faced with an
unusual situarion, and for this reason we are prepared
to cooperare with rhe Council rhis year. It is a one-off
occurrence, however, which we cannot guarantee for
1985 and 1987.
Mr Fich (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, whenI asked to address the House again, ir was not ro
engage in a debate wirh Members who will nor have
an opponuniry to replay, it was simply to correcr one
or two misundersrandings and ro answer a few ques-
tions which have been asked along the way.
To stan with, I should like ro say ro Mr Christopher-
sen that I find it somewhat unreasonable for him, on
the one hand, ro say rhal we are wrong ro use an addi-
rional 232 million ECU in own resources 
- 
although
it is the Commission's own esrimare rhat these 232 mil-
lion ECU exist 
- 
and, on rhe other hand, to criricize
us for earmarking too lirtle for food aid. He cannor
criticize us for spending both roo much and too litrle. I
agree rhar the appropriations for food aid are inade-
quate bur, by earmarking rhe 232 million ECU, we
used the maximum of resources which were available.
'\fith regard to rhe deficit for 1984, Mr Christopher-
sen pur a.rhetorical quesrion: is it ar all realisric to
expect an inrergovernmenral agreemenr? Mr Christo-
phersen, I cannot answer that, but whatever happens
the Council will pay the 417 million ECU sooner or
later; if rhe Council does nor pay it in 1985, ir will do
so in 1986. The Council will pay rhe 417 million ECU
sooner or later; there is no-one else to pay it.
In answer to Mrs Scrivener, who spoke about the
repaymenr ro Great Brirain, I should like to point out
that what the Council of Minisrcrs and rhe Commis-
sion have ser our in rhe budger proposal for rhis cor-
rection mechanism on rhe revenue side does not in
reality correspond to presenr legislation in the Com-
munity; there is no legal basis for ir. The presenr sys-
tem of uniform VAT rates 
- 
and that is what Parlia-
ment wanrs 
- 
does correspond with present legisla-
tion and I rhink we agree, Mrs Scrivener, for it canno[
be seen in any orher way. Vhat we have decided is
that all Member Smres should pay rhe same in VAT,
and of course [hings should nor be done ourside rhe
budget. The whole quesrion musr be sertled within rhe
budget proper. I jusr wanted ro be sure that there were
no misunderstandings on this point.
To Mr Hutton, who is unfonunately not present, I
would say rhat he is making a wrong comparison. He
says that the Regional Fund has been reduced from
about 80/o to about 5%. But you canno[ draw that
comparison, because in fact it has increased in numeri-
cal terms. However, because other rhings 
- 
namely
agriculture 
- 
have increased more, ir may look in a
comparison as rhough the Regional Fund has con-
tracted. But in numerical terms ir has grown, thanks in
particular ro pressure from Parliament, and I think Mr
Hutton should rake nore of that.
Finally, Mr President, I would say to Mr Bonde, who
had some personal remarks ro make to me and who
unfortunately is not present, that we are in a very grey
area where rhe revenue side of rhe budger is con-
cerned, since the Treaties do not make any stipulation
with regard to it. There is no provision in rhe Treaties
for the Council or Parliament to intervene on rhe
revenue side, bur the Council has now begun to do so,
and quite simply Parliamenr feels ir can do the same.
At no time have I ever wanred a new Treaty of Rome
- 
on the conrrary. Throughour my speech I emphas-
ized the need to adhere to rhe Treary of Rome,
because that is in fact what should regulate our pro-
gress. And finally, when Mr Bonde says rhat rhe
appropriations we are earmarking for food aid will
lead rc absolutely nothing, I would answer that, if we
do not vote for rhese appropriations, we can be cenain
that no food aid will be forthcoming.
Mr Cot (S), chairman of the Committee on Budgets. 
-(FR) Mr President, as rhis debate draws to irs conclu-
sion, I should jusr like ro add a few words on the
problem which all of us 
- 
you Mr Commissioner and
your colleagues, Mr Presidenr-in-Office of the Coun-
cil and honourable Members 
- 
have recognized as
being of essenrial imponance, the problem of rhe Bri-
tish contribution.
This morning one honourable Member spoke of Ban-
quo's ghosr. Ve would cenainly like this panicular
ghosr ro be laid once and for all, so rha[ our debates
would no longer be cons[anrly poisoned by this prob-
lem. And I am very sympatheric to rhs argumenrs
which our British colleagues have advanced,lorh in
commirree and in plenary, on rhe need ro clear up this
issue so that it no longer poisons our debates eaclr time
thar the budget comes round.
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It is therefore my wish thar we shall be able to reach a
reasonable solution.
As this debate draws to irs end, then, I propose ro rry
to identify the points of agreement and those on which
w'e are still unable [o see eye to eye.
First, the proposal made by the Commission and
adoprcd by the Council, on revenues. This amounts to
a proposal to give official sanction to a scale for VAT
contributions, with effect from the budget for 1985,
even though the basic text on own resources has not
yet been adopted. I should like to make our position
on this absolutely clear to the Council and the Com-
mission. You really cannot expect us to anticipate a
solution with which we are not even in agreement.
Vhar I mean by this is that, for the time being, we are
clearly in an illegal situation as long as the text on own
resources has not been adopted, and there is every
possibility that Parliament will not approve this text
since, as we said during the course of budgetary conci-
liation, it is contrary to Parliament's philosophy. Nor
can you expect us to vote to condone an illegal situa-
tion when the basic text is sdll lacking.
On rhis point, therefore, I wish to make it clear that
this is probably how we shall vote on Thursday, since I
believe that we must refuse to accede to an illegality
which is conrrary to our philosophy. If the Council
subsequently adopts a text on own resources, a new
situation will have been created and Parliament will
then have been put in the position of having a legally
valid proposition to debate. But for the time being and
as matters stand at present, let us not read more than
that into rhe decision that we are gqing to take. The
proposal which has been put to us is manifestly irregu-
lar as long as there is no proper basis for it. I am quite
convinced that you cannot expect us to take an illegal
srep in order to assist the attainment of a political aim
with which we are not. in agreement.
On the expenditure side 
- 
and here I speak as chair-
man of the Committee on Budgets 
- 
I really did have
the impression during our discussions that an aspira-
tion, a consensus was emerging in favour of concrete
developments along the lines foreshadowed at Fontai-
nebleau. !fle are politicians, we are realists. Ve are
well aware of the difficulties, we are well aware of the
problems that ratification will pose, which we do not
underestimate, and we have no desire to complicate
matters. But what we want 
- 
and Parliament, which
will not change its position, is determined to see the
imbalance rectified by adjustments on the expenditure
side, having been delighrcd at the declaration made at
Fonrainebleau that this was the method to be adopted
- 
what we are now asking is to be told how and when
this is going to be done. I think there could be a large
majority in favour of making this demand. I heard Mr
Langes asking: how do we go about it, what do we
say? I think that we should be able to find a wording
for this question. Our rapporteur has proposed one
wording, Mrs Barbarella another. Others may yet be
found between now and Thursday, but, to my mind,
the main thing is for us to ask the Council 
- 
and do
not expec[ any less than this from us, Mr President-
in-Office 
- 
how and when it will be serring about the
problem. Short of an answer, we shall be unable to
accept that Fontainebleau is to be interpreted as fol-
lows: thank goodness we've seen the back of that
problem, let's hear no more of it! \Ufle've made a few
concessions on expenditure, by means of which we've
secured a scale for revenues from VAT. That is some-
rhing rhat we will not accept, nor, I believe, can the
Commission accept it, in so far as it is custodian of the
Treaties, since it would undermine the very principle
of own resources and mark a return to national con-
tributions, which we cannot accept.
Thar is how I see this essential issue at this stage. It
was for your guidance, Mr President-in-Office of the
Council, Mr Commissioner, Ladies and Gentlemen,
that I was anxious to give this funher information as
the debate draws to its conclusion.
Mr Andriessen, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, I shall try to be as brief as possi-
ble, bur the important statements that have been made
about various aspects of the present agricultural policy
make it necessary for me to reply to some of the
remarks that have been made.
Firstly, Mr \(oltjer more or less said this morning that
I was to blame for the Council's failure to uke a deci-
sion on farm prices because the Commission had not
submitted a proposal at the v/eekend. I utterly reject
this accusation. The Commission has put forward a
proposal. \(/hat was lacking was the political will, the
political conditions in the Council at the weekend for
a final decision to be taken on the basis of any propo-
sa[. There is no point 
- 
I say this quite openly in this
Parliament 
- 
in the Commission putting forward a
compromise proposal if the Council is not prepared to
take a final decision on it at one meeting. I hardly
need explain here what happens to a compromise pro-
posal that has been on the table for ten or fifteen days
without political decisions being taken on it. That is
why the Commission did not submit a proposal. For
the same reason the Commission undertook to submit
a proposal for the Council's next meeting on Monday
once it became clear that there was sufficient political
will to push on to the end, possibly with a vote. \7e
must lay the blame where it should be laid. It is not the
Commission that is at fault. It is the Council that has
failed to take decisions on the basis of practical propo-
sals.
Secondly, Mr President, I should like to turn to the
budget. I talked this morning about the need to avoid
adverse effects on the budget, and I said that, if the
price decisions resulted in additional expenditure,
there would have to be compensation elsewhere. This
in no way conflicts with the general statement on a
possible second supplementary budget made by my
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colleague the Commissioner responsible for rhe
budget. If and to the extenr rhat 
- 
as I said in the
Council 
- 
agricultural expenditure is increased, there
must either be compensation 
- 
which is what I would
prefer 
- 
or a commirmen[ [o additional financing.
Otherwise I believe we shall endanger rhe agricultural
policy in the longer rerm.
It.has been asked whether this will nor make agricul-
ture the closing item of the budget. Ar a time when
agricultural expenditure accounrs for 700/o of the
budget, it cannor but be assessed in rhe context of rhe
budget. No funher explanation is needed. \Thether
there will be enough money will depend, of course, on
the decision taken on prices and also on what compen-
satory action may be necessary. The Commission has
in all conscience sacrificed an amounr intended for
agriculture, and we hope it will be enough. I admit
there are difficuldes abour action ro reduce our srocks.
That is a point the Commission will have ro consider
funher. Clearly, these problems cannor. be discussed in
grearcr detail until actual decisions have been raken.
Founhly, farm prices. I said rhis morning thar the pro-
posals from the Presidency largely correspond to rhe
Commission's proposals. I would point out thar this
chiefly concerned farm prices. The text submitted by
the Presidency contains a number of addirions and
improvements to exisring arrangemenr, relaring, for
example, to the milk and other secrors, which also
take account of suggesrions made during the debate
on farm prices in this Parliamenr.
The answer to Mr Tolman's quesrion whether a
reduction in the milk quota by one million lonnes
would also lead to a reducrion in rhe co-responsibility
levy is 'yes'.
My fifth comment concerns the external aspects of the
policy. \7e had a long discussion on this during the
debate on the Pranchdre repon, but in view of what
was said this morning, I should like to emphasize once
again thar, with the policy we are pursuing, it is not
only a question of whar incomes we can provide for
farmers this year or nexr year bur also wherher or not
we inrcnd to go on exporring cenain products. And if
the answer to this question is 'yes' 
- 
and how could it
be otherwise, Mr President, given the currenr level of
production in the Community 
- 
we shall have real-
ized that there is an external barrier when we ralk
about prices and rhe applicarion of our marker organi-
zations. I want to make ir quite clear that we do not
allow our policy ro be dictared by anyone else in the
world, not by rhird counrries, nor even she Unircd
States, but we must remember that, as one of the
world's largesr exporters of agricuhural products, we
must leave room for orhers in rhe world market and
for world market considerarions in our own agricul-
tural policy.
Finally, reference has been made ro rhe report rhe
Commission is drawing up on furure prospec$. I said I
was prepared to have this study consider any sugtes-
tions that might be made. Some Members have said
that prospects are nor enough: there must be real
change. Orhers have said rhat adjustment is an excel-
lent idea, but the common agricultural policy musr nor
be dismantled in any way. I should like to make my
position on this very clear. 'We are outlining prospecrs,
we are looking for new openings, we are seeking out
the weaknesses of the policy, we are not excluding the
possibility 
- 
quire rhe conrrary 
- 
of the analysis
leading to the adjustment of the poliry. Yes ro change
if it is justified and necessary. No to dismantling. The
common agricultural poliry is and should remain one
of the cornersrones of the Community, and while rhis
Commission and this Commissioner are responsible
for the common agricultural poliry, it will not be dis-
mantled of that I can assure you.
Mr Christophersen, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(DA) Mr Presidenr, I was a little troubled ar rimes
during today's debate ro nore rhar there was so lirtle
disagreement between the Commission and Parlia-
ment, but I was encouraged when I heard Mr Fich's
last inrervention, for I can see that there are some
things afrcr all on which we are still nor enrirely
agreed. This means of course rhat we have nor wasted
our time by meeting rogerher like this.
I shall nor repeat what I said rhis morning; I shall just
make two observarions to Mr Fich. Then I shall turn
to some more posirive considerations.
'!7hat the Commission criticizes borh the Council and
Parliamenr for is in fact rhat ir is impossible ro recon-
cile, on the one hand, the requirements of sound
adminisrration and proper budgeting with, on the
other hand, the proponions taken on by political
ambitions. The Commission criticizes rhe Council
because it has plenty of wishes of a political narure
but, in the final analysis, it is apparenrly nor prepared
to provide rhe means in full rc meer rhe expenditure
they will involve.
Vhat I have said about Mr Fich's repon amounrs ro
the same thing. Parliamenr has a number of wishes for
additional expendirure, but in rhe end Parliamenr also
cannot find the means ro meet the expenditure in full,
with the result rhat both rhe Council and Parliament
leave ir ro the Commission ro find out how a shonfall
of +00 million ECU is to be made good, while at the
same time curring the appropriations for food aid.
These are rhings which I find regrettable and which
the Commission really does not consider justifiable.
But, if the Council and Parliamenr cannor do things
differendy, the Commission must take on rhe usk of
solving the problems created by others. That is why I
said today rhat we must impose tighr concrol in our
administration and look at the problem when we
frame our budget for 1985. I say rhis now, because I
do not wanr ro be criticized ar a later stage by rhe
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Council or Parliament for excessive stringency in
administration. I say it now to make plain the reasons
for such conduct.
Mr Fich says that the Council will pay the 417 mil-
lion ECU sooner or later. I do not know whether it is
the Council which has ro pay it 
- 
I rhink that is over-
simplifying the matter. The reality is that, if we cannot
make good the 417 million ECU now, we shall have to
do so at some future date by curring our other claims
on our resources.
But in other respects I rhink ir has been a debate char-
acterized by realism, a sense of responsibility and a
will to assist in the rapid production of a budget for
1985. Here I agree entirely with Mr Langes. This real-
ism and sense of responsibility also emerged clearly
from the large number of contribudons on the provi-
sional solution to the Brirish imbalance problem, in
particular from what Mr Cor had to say on rhe marrer
- 
albeit somewhar, perhaps not aggressively, but
forcefully 
- 
and from what Mrs Barbarella said. I
have already referred rc this question, and rhere is no
disagreement between Parliament and rhe Commission
over the fact that imbalance problems should in princi-
ple be solved via the expenditure side of the budget.
That is what we should be working to achieve, and
that is in fact what is stipulated in rhe Fontainebleau
solution.
The question is how we can as quickly as possible
reach a more permanent solution and one which is
more satisfactory to us all. In this connection I should
like to inform your, now that the debarc is drawing ro
a close, that I have just learned that the Council this
afternoon finally adopted the proposal on new own
resources. This was made possible by one Member of
the Council withdrawing a previous reservation. The
proposal is therefore adopted. It should also be
stressed that the Council has acceded to the srrong
wish expressed by Parliament in the course of consul-
rations that the means should be made available for
expenditure on research and development to be allo-
cated ourside the 1.4% framework, if agreement is
reached, through the application of special distribution
keys. A procedure which up to now only covered
Euratom, or was intended to cover Euratom, is now to
be extended to research in general.
Finally realism and a sense of responsibiliry also
emerged from a contribution on the need for multian-
nual budgeting 
- 
that was Mr Dankert's view 
- 
and
from what Mr Pfennig said on the need for more
resources to be made available to the Communiry in
the somewhat longer term. Mr Pfennig is of course
right in thinking that the present Community budget is
not of such a size that it can have any decisive influ-
ence on the macroeconomic factors affeccing the
Community. This is a shoncoming of the Com-
munity's budgetary policy.
A number of contributions have also been made on
specialized matters, but I shall not Bo into them. My
colleague, Mr Andriessen, has dealt with the views on
agricultural policy matters, but a number of things
have been said about social poliry, regional policy and
cultural policy arrangements. All I will say about these
various contributions is that they clearly reflect the
need in the Community for a more factual debate on
the priorities ro be allocated to our wishes in the com-
ing years. The debate here as a whole shows that there
is not room for all of them; there is not room for all
the wishes expressed in the institutions. Ve must
therefore devote more attention to deciding whar
priorities we are to allocate to the various wishes.
'\7ith these few remarks, Mr President, I should like to
express my gratitude especially to the Committee on
Budgets for its very valuable contribution to ensuring
that we can now move on rapidly to finalizing the
budget for 1985.
Sir James Scott-Hopki's (ED). 
- 
A point of clarifi-
cation, Mr President. The Commissioner did say that
in the agreement reached this afternoon the Ministers
had agreed that research should extend over a wider
field than Euratom but it should be ouride, go
beyond, the l.4o/o VAT. Vas thar whar I understood
him to say?
I may be wrong but that is what I thoughr he said.
Ourcide or above the l.4ol0.
Mr Christophetsen, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(DA) Mr President, it should be understood to
mean within the budget but ouride own resources.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will take place on Thursday at 10 a.m.
8. Budgetary policy 1986
President. 
- 
The next item on rhe agenda is the
repon by Mr Christodoulou, drawn up on behalf of
the Committee on Budgers, on rhe guidelines of rhe
budgetary policy for 1985.
Mr Christodoulou (PPE), rdpporteilr. 
- 
(GR) Mr
Presidenc, I am very pleased to ser rhe ball rolling on
analysing the guidelines for the 1986 budger, after rhe
optimistic message that Mr Christophersen gave us,
namely that the marter of own resources has finally
settled into the righr groove and rhar the appropria-
tions for technology, which Parliamenr has fought for
so persistently, are beginning ro develop in rhe correct
way.
Our optimism for the future, restrained rhough it must
be following past experience, makes it appropriare to
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ask to what extent it may be necessary to review our
aims, and hence the general orienrarions of the
budget, and if so, then in which direcrion?
It is commonly accepted that solutions ro our imme-
diarc problems, such as the unacceptably high unem-
ployment rate which now stands at ll0/0, on the one
hand, and for long-term problems, such as converg-
ence of the Communiry's economies on the other
hand, will require economic recovery and the develop-
ment of steady economic growth.
The recent analytic statistics in the economic forecasts
published by the Commission jusdfy a degree of opri-
mism, since they indicate that Europe is in a phase of
recovery. Based on those statistics, rhe gross narional
product is increasing by 2.40/o on average, and infla-
tionary pressures are being reduced from the 100/o typ-
ical of the period 1977-1983, to 5% in 1985.
Thus the prime target of the Common budget for 1986
should be to maintain this recovery, and so far as pos-
sible to convert it into secure and steady grov/rh.
Yet how is recovery to be maintained? On rhis point
we mus[ agree with President Delors, who correcrly
suggesr that for this aim to be achieved, rhe Com-
munity's resources should be directed towards
expenditure that will improve rhe competitiveness of
the respective markets, while at the same time conrri-
buting to their expansion.
It is appropriate to stress the following: Firstly, if the
financial policy of the Communities aims ro improve
the competitiveness of our economy, it will have to
turn towards new directions which, for a stan, streng-
rhen research and technology, especially in original
technological applications, such as in biorechnology,
telecommunications, data processing and new sources
of energy. In parallel, our competiriveness will increase
if the budgetary expenditure in 1986 is used for as
great as possible a coverage of social programmes,
such as support for cooperation between Member
States, both in the joint production of new products
and in improving the infrastructure of inrcrstate trans-
Port.
Secondly, a prerequisite for improved competitiveness
is necessarily an enlarged market. There can be no
really large internal Common market so long as the
economies within the Community diverge instead of
converging. Ve therefore rhink that convergence of
the economies in the enlarged Europe can be acceler-
ated via the budget, especially if substantial regional
development programmes such as rhe IMP's are prom-
ored.
Thirdly, a general review of the CAP may perhaps be
the stan of a new orientation, now so very necessary,
towards the correct development of the Community's
economies and the safeguarding of small producers'
incomes.
Only in this way can there be a long-term and defini-
tive solution to the problem of unemployment. It is a
fact, at any rale, that unemployment is perhaps the
Community's most important current problem, and it
is also a challenge. The limits of the national budgets,
with the large deficits they already show 
- 
less 50/o as
the proportion making up the Community's gross
national product 
- 
render them quite incapable of
bearing the entire burden of eliminating unemploy-
menr. And besides, in their attempr to deal with rhe
problem they are forced to postpone all the other mea-
sures that contribute ro rhe promotion of recovery.
For this reason, until recently, before rhe alternative
solution of economic recovery became apparent, rhe
Common budget went a long way towards replacing
the national budgets. At this poinr it is appropriate ro
state clearly the view rhat so far as the Social Fund's
expenditure is concerned, the 1986 budger musr nor
conflict with obligations already undenaken, even
though a permanent solution to the employment prob-
lem can only stem from a recovery of rhe economies of
Member States.
In parallel, we recognise that during periods of econo-
mic recovery and increasing competiriveness, produc-
tive investment has a direct effecr on rhe labour mar-
ket. Thus, to prevent the Common budger from rurn-
ing into an instrument for exacerbating social differ-
ences, its orientation will have to provide for policies
that will mitigate the negarive consequences of
increased competitiveness.
\7hat policies are those, however? Firsr of all, the
working man is quite rightly unwilling ro accept as his
private burden the cost entailed by economic recovery,
especially when this is connected with a rapid devalua-
tion of his special skills or with the ncessity for him to
move from his place of work. The cost is a public one,
and to facilitarc recovery the Common budget will
have to contribute substantially to narional pro-
grammes that will also have to earmark resources for
the preparation and implementation of programmes
that will protect women, young people, and the handi-
capped against the increased weight of competition.
From all this it emerges rhar the basic orientation of
the 1985 budget mus be !o promore recovery, ro vital-
ise competitiveness by mechanism rhat improve,
develop and enlarge rhe markets, and ro fight unem-
ployment. However, rhe orientation of a Common
budget cannot ignore two importanr activiries rhat
have always represented basic aims of the Community.
Parliament's own guidelines have been quire consistenr
about this. Thus one cate1ory of activities comprises
all programmes supponed by rhe budget and aiming to
protect non-renewable natural resources such as the
sea, fores6, the wealth of the land, bur also ro protecr
the Community's citizens againsr rhe increased dan-
gers that economic comperirion creares for rhe envi-
ronment.
The other category of acrivities of our financial policy
comprises the provisioning and developmental aid rc
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countries with which common programmes are in pro-
gress or under consideration. As we all know, it was
never the aim of European Union to create a closed
society. The Community has proved that the promo-
tion and development of its internal dynamic facrors is
not a private benefit in which only its own citizens
may share. It is a public benefit for the international
community, and especially for disadvantaged regions.
It is therefore essential for rhe potentials afforded by
the budget to be correctly planned and brought to
fruition. However, a budget does not just mean
expenditure, but also revenue. Financial management
during the years 1984 and 1985 was characterised by
evident instability. It commenced on the basis of res-
tricted own resources, it compromised with the very
rapid increase in CAP expenditure, and it ended by
substantially reducing Parliament's flexibility in devel-
oping new policies. The result of all these things com-
ing together was that the budget for 1985 was
rejected, own resources were increased, and despirc all
this, it is likely thar rhe financial deficirs of 1985 will
be carried over to 1986. \7e think that Parliament's
tolerance for the exogenous definition of most of the
budget's expenditures is at an end, especially if we
reject the solutions we already know. For these rea-
sons [he increase in own resources, together with the
Community's enlargement and the recovery of
Europe's economy, may contribute to a more long-
term concept of financial management, and to the
relocation of the CAP within a framework of reasona-
ble financial discipline determined in common by the
[wo arms of the authority responsible for the budget,
so as to maximize the results of using the resources
and so that through im budget for 1986, the Com-
munity may devote more resources to the promotion
of new policies and social priorities.
I now turn to the presentation of the repon we are to
debate. Since the budget is one of the principal means
of implementing rhe Community's policies,it inevitably
attempts to cover a yery broad spectrum of needs.
However, it is also true that the Common budget is
too small ro satisfy all the perfectly legitimate and
wonhy views expressed by the political Groups and
the Parliamenury Committees, especially when we
bear in mind that the lion's share goes to cover the
CAP. Thus, I believe that the budget will above all
have to indicate in some way the path that the Com-
munity should follow, making a stan by financing the
Community's most important initiatives and activities.
'!7ith that in mind, I shall recapitulate the basic ingre-
dients of the repon, largely with the help of a list pre-
pared by my colleagues in the European Democratic
Group during our discussions in the Budget Com-
mittee. According to this, the Community's financial
poliry for 1986 ought to be characterised by the fol-
lowing basic priorities: $ Firstly, the fight against
unemployment by measures which will promote and
consolidate economic recovery. In other words,
unimpeded development of the internal market. The
promotion of programmes and the development of
rechnology on a Common basis. The promotion of
Common investment. programmes in transpon and
communications. Substantial measures to achieve con-
vergence of the Community's economies, with empha-
sis on regional programmes such as the IMP's.
Secondly, until such time as the recovery begins to
show results, we must lay special emphasis on mea-
sures of direct effecdveness to fight unemployment
with particular reference to young people.
Thirdly, steady development and continual qualitative
and quantitative improvement of the Community's aid
to developing countries, both in the provisioning sec-
tor and in infrastructural programmes.
Finally, from a procedural point of view, long-term
planning, especially in relation to own resources, must
be a prime objective in any formulation of the Com-
munity's budget.
(Applause)
Mr Papoutsis (S).- (GR,) Mr President, Ladies and
Genrlemen Colleagues, today's debate on the Com-
munity's financial policy for 1986 is taking place in a
political climate characterised by three imponant
developments within the Community's territories.
First of all, the solution at a political level of the criti-
cal matters outstanding in connection with enlarge-
ment, a fact that has opened the way for Spain and
Portugal's accession from lstJanuary 1985.
Secondly, the increase in the Community's own
resources to the level of l.4o/o of vAT.
Thirdly, a start has been made in preparing a general
framework for long-term development in the financial
sector.
It is thus apparent that for the first time, the political,
institutional and pragmadc prerequisities for the
promotion and safeguarding of our polidcal priorities
actually coexist. At the same time, the prerequisites
exist for the budget to become a subsuntial instrument
of Community development, and not just a means for
dealing with national and Community impasses. In this
period of economic crisis that the European Com-
munity is passing through, the success of financialpol-
icy will not lie in managing the crisis that ultimately
reproduces it. On the contrary, success can only be
ensured by the formulation and financing of policies
that achieve a compromise between two sets of priori-
ries rhar conflict in principle. Priorities thar preserve
the status quo, and those aimed at building the future.
This means that in dealing with the worsening social
and economic consequences of the crisis, we must
apply policies with a built-in potential for develop-
ment. The transfer of resources in the fight against
unemployment, in putting right the abnormalities of
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income and production in agriculrure, in enabling the
survival of declining branches of industry, in eliminat-
ing structural inequalities between the economies, and
in dealing with the problem of famine in the world,
should not take place only on the basis of criteria per-
taining to aid and Brants.
The transfer of resources must form pan of a develop-
mental strategy in which the specific segments of
policy exen leverage towards a new Europe. A Europe
of its peoples, without structural inequalities between
the economies of the Member States, and with power-
ful competitive potential in the face of the technologi-
cal and economic development of Japan and the
United States of America.
On this bases we agree thar the fundamental political
priorities which the 1986 budget must secure, are
Browth, and the convergence of the economies of the
Community's Member States. These two priorities are
interrelated. Growth will secure the possibility of a
steady and substantial transfer of resources to peri-
pheral regions of the Community, while convergence
of the economies will create conditions leading ro uni-
form and self-nourishing economic development.
However, we disagree substantially with what Mr
Christodoulou said about the desirability of economic
growth. The beneficial consequences of opening up
the internal market are not self-evident, and certainly
not sufficient in themselves to guaran[ee growth.
Growth implies steady and self-nourishing economic
development on the one hand, and on the other hand
a fair disuibution of its own results, both in social
terms and geographically.
The uncontrolled and unplanned circulation of prod-
uctive factors within the Community, and its subsidy
via the budget, may well bring just the opposite results.
In other words, it may add to our problems instead of
solving them. Complete liberation of the labour mar-
kets would intensify the pressures of unemployment
upon the manpower in today's less well developed
regions, and upon the conditions of professional train-
ing and adaptarion to the nenr structure of rhe labour
markets. \7e should not aim to lead the workers ro
jobs, but to bring jobs to the workers by means of
investment and development proBrammes. In any case,
what makes us so sure that just by developing our
internal market we will achieve long-rerm benefit for
rhe Community? For example, it would be wrong to
regard the economic dynamism of the Unircd States as
exclusively the result of its strong domestic market,
forgetting the intense interventionism of rhe Govern-
ment, whose scale and consequences we all recognise.
For us, the internal market is not an end in itself. The
conversion of recovery into growth implies specific
developmental policies oriented in two more general
directions: firstly planning, and secondly, indusuial
policy.
Development should not be pursued for its own sake.
It should rest on the needs of the moment, on the
demands of rhe future, and on the cultural and demo-
cratic traditions of the European peoples. More specif-
ically, we propose the following criteria of develop-
mental policy, which could serve as criteria for finance
and aid via the Common budget:
First, the udlizadon of new technologies.
Second, regional consequences. The implementation
of integrated programmes in the Community's peri-
pheral regions should follow from a recognirion of the
differences in the economic structures of those coun-
tries.
Third, the creation of new jobs. The basic criterion of
long-term policy must be to combine the creation of
new jobs with rhe competitiveness of the investment.
The criterion of shon-term policy should relate to the
aim of a balanced geographical distribution ofjobs.
Founh, protection of the environment and utilization
of new forms of energy.
Fifth, panicipation of the workers. The reinforcement
of new rypes of economic organization, especially
economic unir developed on the basic principle of
democratic and economic worker participation.
Sixth, aid for special social categories within the Com-
munity. Aid must be provided for national pro-
grammes panicularly aimed at employment for
women, young people and the physically handicapped.
However, in addition to taking note of the above cri-
teria for our developmental policy, we musl view 1985
as a critical year for two very imponant autonomous
policies of the Community: our regional policy, and
our relations with the Third Vorld.
Mr President, it is evident that on the basis outlined
above there are serious ideological and political differ-
ences between our views and the financial guidelines
proposed by the rapponeur. The Socialist Group has
summarized its minimum demands in amendments,
whose approval will determine our attitude when we
come to vote on the final text.
Mrs Giannakou-Koutiskou (PPE), presenting an opi-
nion on bebalf of the Committee on Social Affiirs and
Employment. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, on behalf of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, and as
the special rapporteur for that pan of rhe 1985 budget
which concerns the Social Fund, I will refer almost
epigrammatically to the philosophy that prevails
among our Committee in connection with the matter
in hand.
The members of our Committee base rheir views of
the problem on three factors.
Firstly, the Community's present economic condition,
and the impending increase in own resources.
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Secondly, the performance up ro now of the pro-
grammes financed from rhe Social Fund.
Thirdly, the emergent recovery of Europe's economy,
and hence the concentration of the Social Fund's aims
not just on retrospecrive remedial inrervention, bur on
the attempt to create jobs within the scope laid open
by new technology, and the placement of already
trained unemployed people in them.
Today, we are examining the general orientations of
the budget for 1986, among which rhe development of
the Social Fund holds pride of place. The philosophy
developed by the rapporteur is positive in a general
way, as indeed are [he rapporteur's references, not
only to maintaining the recovery, but to converting it
into steadily promoted growrh. Parliament's resolution
does not of course refer extensively enough to the
Social Fund. However, in his speech today the rappor-
teur included a special analysis of unemploymenr, and
this satisfied us, panicularly in regard ro rhe poinr
which defines the principle of priority finance for pro-
grammes of job creation for young employed people,
and the point referring to increasing the professional
qualifications of the unemployed.
Colleagues, the problem of unemploymenr is perhaps
the Community's most imponant problem today,
mainly from two points of view. Firsr, from the stand-
point of the inability of unemiloyed people and their
close families to survive under socially equal condi-
tions, and secondly, from rhe srandpoint of the social
problems arising from the crearion of a disadvanraged
Broup, trapped at the margins of the potendal rhar
characterizes a society. Such problems certainly can-
not be solved by perpetual grants of unemploymenr
subsidies, which in the long term conven unemploy-
ment into a profession and thrust the individual even
further aside. Besides, the fact of unemployment
among the young and among women undermines borh
the future of our society and the democratic principle
of equal treatment for both sexes. Productive invest-
ment to create jobs is therefore essential. That is an
aim which both demands immediate priority, and pos-
sesses long-term relevance.
Consequenrly, until such time as the aim in question is
achieved, the Social Fund has a dury to do whar it can
to minimize the impact of the Communiry's 110/o
unemployment rate. This will take place by the proce-
dures voted for by our Parliament during the March
part-session, when we debated guidelines for the man-
agement of the Social Fund.
Colleagues, the Committee on Social Affairs has dis-
cussed the matter in detail, and has charged me, apart
from presenting rhis report, with the responsibility of
tabling an amendment to the resolution that follows
Mr Christodoulou's report. The amendment does not
substandally modify the text, but points out rhe prob-
lems and at the same time defines a 'target quota' for
1986, amounting to 7.50/o oI the Common budget.
The purpose of this is to meet the 'target number'
defined by Parliament in its resolutions of 20 June
1983 and l9 December 1983.
The amendment tabled by the Committee on Social
Affairs 
- 
which is admittedly rather lengthy 
- 
was
not accepted by the Committee on Budgerc. I would
like to believe that this was because nowhere in the
report is there any reference to quotas covering the
various sectors, and not of course because the Com-
mittee on Budgem is opposed to rhe substance of the
amendment.
In conclusion, I would like to say again that it would
be fine if the Community did not have an employment
problem, and consequently had no need for a Social
Fund. However, since the problem exists, and indeed
in a particularly acute form, let us face ir wirhout
small-mindedness and in a decisive way. Let us expand
our powers via the budget at rhis time, especially
since it is the budget that is our Parliament's prime
responsibility.
(Applause)
Sir Fred Catherwood (ED). 
- 
Mr President, our
group strongly supports the Chrisrodoulou report. Ve
believe that it is an excellent reflecrion of what the
Community needs, especially in the first year of
enlargement. It spells out what the Community needs
if we are to Bet our economies going again and to findjobs for our young unemployed. I do commend to the
Socialist Group the principle of trying ro get an Qcon-
omy going again in order to find jobs 
- 
there really is
no alternative to it! The report. recognizes thar what-
ever lead and leverage can be given by our tiny Com-
munity budget towards economic recovery should be
given. It reminds us that rhose funds are minuscule and
will not be enlarged unless there is some limit ro the
presen[ pattern of farm spending. The non-compul-
sory secrion of the budget (the non-farm sector) 
- 
the
only pan where we have any leverage 
- 
is only a
quarter of one per cent of the total national product of
the Community. If we could increase our section of
the budget by 100/0, that would represenr only a
quaner per thousand, or 0.0250/o of our national
rncomes.
That brings us to the agricultural proposals where the
rapporteur wan[s to change our present reliance on
crude price levels pitched at a level which keeps rhe
small farmer in business and which are, rherefore,
higher than are needed to keep the factory farmer in
business. This means that a greater proportion of the
budget is wasted on those fauory farmers, landlords
and financiers who do not need these price levels. So
we support the view that new measures should be:
'directed towards sustaining the incomes of small
farmers and the economic life of the disadvancaged
regions by means other than dependence on the price
mechanism.' That is possible! In Cambridgeshire,
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where 60lo of the population is in agriculture, there has
been an increase over 5 years of l4o/o in the number of
non-agricultural jobs, mainly in the new, small, high-
technology industries.
'!7e know that these changes are especially urgenr
because of the accession of Spain and Portugal. A
wasteful method of maintaining people on the land
might be tolerable in a Community of six, arguable in
a Community of ten, but with an addidon next year of
a third to the farm population, adding a heavy bias
towards Mediterranean products, we cannot leave the
expenditure bias of the CAP as it stands. !7e cenainly
cannot level it up with similar price regimes for Medi-
terranean products 
- 
the national parliamenrs would
not. vote the money. So we have to move away from
the crude price mechanisms and deal, as the rappor-
teur suggests, with the needs of the small farmer
directly. So long as there is a price mechanism biased
towards rhe nonhern farmer, rhere will not be a
wonhwhile Integrated Mediterranean Programme.
One can, therefore, see why the rapponeur is edging it
that way, and he is absolutely righr in doing so.
Finally, I would like to contrast rhe construcrive prior-
ities of the Christodoulou repon wirh the destructive
insistence of the Fich report on reopening rhe old
wounds of the British rebate. One looks forward con-
struc[ively, the other looks, I think, too much back-
wards. Mr Langes, we roo are looking to rhe Milan
Summit. Ve need agreement there not only on the
Commission's programme for economic recovery 
-on which, I think, our recovery from unemployment
depends 
- 
but on [he decision-making process out-
lined in the Dooge repor[, without which Mr Delors
and Lord Cockfield are agreed it cannot be imple-
mentedl They cannot do it unless the decision-making
is changed. If we re-open the wounds of the British
rebate at this point, we make it harder to persuade the
whole Council to make the decisions needed to launch
our recovery.
Ve are trying to encourage the British Governmenr ro
go in the right direction, and we voted for the repon
of the Committee on Institutional Affairs. Ve want ro
persuade them to go that way, bur thar is entirely
dependent on their bringing the British public with
them and persuading it that the Communiry can be
rusted to respect British interests. So a totally irrele-
vant decision to block an agreed British rebate for the
fifth time would destroy that trust. Ir is irrelevant
because we cannot spend 500 million in the second
half of the year.
I very much hope, therefore, with Mr Cot, rhar we can
find a solution which preserves Parliament's long-term
position, does not wreck she decision needed for
recovery at Milan and gives Mr Christodoulou's pro-
posals a real chance of success.
Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
(17) Madam President,
there are rwo things in Mr Christodoulou's reporr thar
we should like rc emphasize. From his repon it must
be very clear that, in the guidelines for the Com-
munity's budgenry policy for 1986, job-creating prod-
uctive investments must be given absolute priority in
the Community.
In effect we want 1986 
- 
which is the year when rhe
new rate of VAT should in the normal way become
effective 
- 
to be also the year when, at Community
level, new productive investments are made with rhe
aim of creating jobs for the unemployed and, in pani-
cular, progressively absorbing youth unemployment,
at least in pan.
Ve therefore want all the financial instruments that
are available today, as well as those that will be introd-
uced in the future, to be used for this purpose, giving
priority to the most urgent sectors.
In saying this we are not questioning the other objec-
tive named in Mr Christodoulou's reporr 
- 
the need
to remove the obstacles to the unimpeded operation of
rhe internal market. !7e believe, however, thar the
wording of paragraph 5 of his reporr. is nor quite right:
the aim is right, but all of the financial instruments of
the Community should not be used solely to this end.
As far as we are concerned 
- 
I say again, by way of
conclusion 
- 
priority in rhe use of all the financial
instrumenr should be given for rhe purpose that I
have already emphasized 
- 
rhat is to say, productive
investment and active new Community policies. This is
a point of prime imponance [o us, and on this poinr
we shall dercrmine our position when the final vote is
taken on the Christodoulou Repon.
Mr Van der Vaal (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the
most imponant, the mosr serious social problem in
Europe is unemployment.. Any measure designed ro
promote Europe's economic recovery should sherefore
have top priority. Although the national governmenrs
are primarily responsible for combating unemploy-
ment and have the best means of doing so, pro-
grammes implemented at European level will have a
major supplementary and supponive influence on rhe
action they take.
.!7e therefore fully endorse the main points made in
the Christodoulou reporr, which calls, among orher
things, for the strengthening of the competitiveness of
the European economy and an active contribution ro
the economic convergence of the Member Srates, pro-
posals which follow on from the Commission's pro-
gramme. '!fle also approve the proposals made in the
report for direct Communiry acrion with own
resources to combat unemployment, through an
increase in the money allocated to the social funds and
the ERDF, for example. As a significanr proponion of
these funds is already being spent in the Mediterra-
nean countries, these additional resources will be
needed more than ever afrer the accession of Spain
and Ponugal.
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'\fle 
also call for an improvemenr in the insrruments
used to evaluate rhe effecdveness of the aid provided,
especially as the Newman reporr. reveals that ERDF
money has so far done lirtle ro reduce unemployment
in the regions concerned.
Finally, a very imponant poinr: food aid and aid rc the
infrastructure of developing counrries. Ve believe
there should be no let-up in this aid. The Community
clearly has a duty to encourage and coordinare acrivi-
ties in this sphere, as rhe Chrisrodoulou reporr says.
Ve cannot therefore afford any reducrion ar all here,
especially if the Community's policy results in an
increase in Europe's food surpluses.
Mr Cornelissen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I will
confine myself to making a few general remarks, as
my colleague Mr Bardong will be discussing various
matters in greater depth.
The Christodoulou repon marks rhe beginning of rhe
procedure that will lead ro the budget for 1986. This
will be an important budget for three reasons:
1. On I January 1986 the Community's revenues will
be substantially increased.
2. On I January 1985 Spain and Ponugal will join
the Community.
3. The 1985 budget is the new Commission's first
budger.
\7hen this new Commission took office, it announced
an ambitious programme. Practical measures now have
to be taken to implement this programme, and rhey
must be reflected in the budget for 1986 and the years
that follow. The EPP Group therefore regards this
budget as the baptism of the new Commission, which
must now see to it that the hopes aroused when it took
office come true. It will not be an easy task, and it will
not be complercd in one year. My group therefore
believes a multiannual financial estimate should be
submitted with the budget for 1986. As rhe Commis-
sion remains in office for four years, I would prefer,
Mr President 
- 
if the Commissioner is listening 
- 
I
would prefer a financial estirnate that covers four
years. It should become the rule that the new Commis-
sion submits a multiannual financial plan with its first
budget. This prompts me to make a few commenrs and
put a few questions to the Commission.
How does the Commission see its programme being
implemented with the limit ser ar 1.40/o? \7hen will rhis
1.4% ceiling have to be exceeded? It is obvious, Mr
Presidenr, that in rhe long run a budget of 3s 000 m
ECU will not be enough for a European policy for
320 m people. I would also point our thar rhe govern-
ments of almost all the Member States face the diffi-
cult task of reducing public spending. The national
governments and parliaments will therefore be reluc-
tant to increase the Community's resources. There is a
treater need than ever for a European approach, a
European policy, to enable us to spend the mx-payer's
money more effectively. A Community policy that
replaces national policies will reduce expenditure at
national level.
The Commission and Parliamenr must, of course, set
priorities. The EPP Group sees the first priority as
being Europe's economic recovery so that unemploy-
menr, the greates[ scourge of our times, can be
brought under control. I would also refer in rhis con-
text to rhe guidelines ser out in the Christodoulou
report.
I will conclude, Mr President, by appealing to
Members of this House to be more modest in
demands they voice.
I am convinced, Mr President, that the influence
wielded by this Parliament will grow if we too cut our
coat according to our cloth.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vice-President
President. 
- 
At rhis point we shall adjourn the debate,
which will resume on Thursday, after the vote on the
budget.r
9. Votes
Report (Doc, 2-4/85) by Mr Marinaro, drawn up on
behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment, on the communication from the Commission to
the Council (Doc. C 2-6/55 
- 
COM (85) 48 final)
and on the draft Council resolution on the guidelines
for a Community policy on migration.
President. 
- 
I would inform Members of the Assem-
bly that on this repon the Group of the European
Right has requested that all the votes be taken by roll-
call.
Drafi Council Resolution
Afier the oote on Amendment No 8 5
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, admit-
tedly I am no expert on the Rules of Procedure, but I
the
the
L Topical and urgent debate (announcement). see Minutes.
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gather from my Group's voting list that we are
required ro deal with 200 'small' amendmenr! Did we
not somehow amend the Rules of Procedure to the
effect that last time such questions would be deah with
in committee? Am I right in thinking that we have ro
vote this evening by roll call on more rhan 200 amend-
ments?
President. 
- 
Mr Gautier, the present vote is likely ro
go on for quite some time; I would therefore ask you
to save us losing funher time.
Afier the adoption of the Commission proposal
Mr rVclsh (ED), Chairman of the Committee on Social
Afairs and Employment. 
- 
Madam President, I think
Mr Gautier deserves a slightly fuller answer to the
question he asked because it is rather an important
matter. The fact is that the commitree did examine
these 150 amendmenr. Of those amendments, over 70
were rejected by the committee because they achieved
three votes or less. I regret to rell you rhar one group
has decided to resubmit all irc amendments, in spire of
the fact that they achieved less than three votes in the
commitlee, and that particular group has now asked
for a roll-call vote on every single amendment. Of
course they have the right to do that, but I think col-
leagues should be aware of exactly what is being
attempted and that is to block the business of Parlia-
ment and prevent it from doing its job.
I hope we will implement the Rules in the way
intended and that we will make sure that this pani-
cular tactic does not succeed.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, the Chair has
sought to mediate here, but the Group of the Euro-
pean Right maintains its point of view. Consequently
we must go on voting.
Mr Patterson (ED).- May, I remind you, Madam
President, that you have it in your power ro solve this
problem by tabling the original text first. The Rules
allow you to do that, to take the original rexr inslead
of the amendments. That would save us a grear deal of
time.
President. 
- 
Mr Patterson, I enrirely agree with you.
Rule 74(3) provides that:
Exceptionally, the President may pur the original
text to the vote first . . .
I therefore put to the vote the proposal to put rhe ori-
ginal text to the vote.
(Parliament adopted tbe proposal)
I put to the vote the original text.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)
,,",a
Mr Brok (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, Mr Pat-
terson thought that we could vote on the individual
poinm but not on the amendment as a whole. There is
clearly a misunderstanding here, and I would thus ask
you to trea[ this procedure accordingly and repear the
vote. Acceptance of the full rext of rhe Marinaro
report was certainly not the intention of the over-
whelming majority who have just voted yes.
President. 
- 
Mr Brok, the vote has already taken
place and the Assembly was able to state its position.
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,I have
only asked to speak because we are nlking about a
precedent. If in future we . . . .
(Mixed reactions)
. . . . base ourselves on this interpreration rhere will be
a greal discrepancy in this House. The passages from
the Rules of Procedure quoted by the Presidenr are
quite correct, but they refer to the individual para-
graph numbers. If we have six or seven amendmenrs to
aspecificnumber....
(Mixed reactions)
. . . . the honourable Member shouring there ar the
back should realize that it will always be so in furure
- 
not just today. I therefore ask everyone ro rhink
about ir.
Vhat my honourable friend Mr Brok means is this: if
we vote on a number for which there are ten or twenty
amendments, rhe President can of course decide. He
will stan by purting the original [exr ro rhe vore, or rhe
amendment which has the best chance of being
accepted. In my view it is not, however, intended that
we should vore on the whole motion for a resolution
in one fell swoop, wirhour considering the amend-
ments.
(Applause)
If we introduce rhar, ir will always be asked for again
in future.
President. 
- 
Mr Klepsch, before putring the motion
for a resolution ro rhe vote, I ask ed rhe Assembly if it
agreed. The Assembly said it did. Consequenrly, I pur
to the vote the original text of the motion for a resolu-
tion, that tabled by the committee.
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- 
(FR) Madam President,
it is quite obvious that the manner in which the House
has voted on a difficult and important matter is not
sarisfactory to the House.
I do not say that you are in breach of the Rules of
Procedure, but I do say that you have applied them in
a way which the House has not understood.
(Applause from the right)
In the circumstances, Madam President, we must go
back. It is inadmissible for a vote taken in this manner,
on an issue over which the House is, I know, deeply
divided, to override the clearly and democratically
expressed will of the majority of this House.
In my opinion, Madam President, you should suspend
the sitting and call an immediate meeting of the
Bureau to seek advice on what procedure should now
be adopted.
(Applause from tbe right)
President. 
- 
Mr de [a Maline, I take up your propo-
sal and shall suspend the sitting for a few minutes to
allow the Bureau to examine the procedural problems
which have arisen during the course of this vote.
(Tlte sitting utas suspended at 5.20 p.m. and resumed at
6.45 p.tn.)
President. 
- 
I would inform the Assembly that five
political groups have requested, under Rule 81(4) that
the previous vote be cross-checked. Parliament must
therefore decide whether the provisions of Rule 74(3)
are applicable to the whole of the original text of the
motion for a resolution.
(Parliament decided that Rule 74(3) utas not so appli-
cable)
\[e shall therefore resume the vote on the Marinaro
rePort.
I would ask Mr Le Pen if he maintains his request for
a roll-call vote on all the votes.
Mr Le Pen (DR). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, the group of which I am chairman
considers that the debate on the Marinaro motion for
a resolution is a debate of fundamental imponance in
that it has a bearing on the vital interests and the
future of Europe.
'We rherefore consider that, on each of the points
raised, the House must discharge im responsibility
before public opinion by voting in a manner which
leaves no room for doubt. The only way that we can
eliminate all possibility of doubt is to take a roll-call
vo[e, and this is essential in my view.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I tried to
speak before the vote was taken, because Rute 7a(3)
which you quoted really requires you to ascenain
beforehand whether the procedure is not opposed by
at least 2l Members of the House. A secret ballot was
thus not necessary. It was enough to ask who was
opposed to this procedure, and as there were more
than 125 Members against, this ballot was not neces-
sary. I regret that things have happened in this way,
for there is no doubt that one Group is misusing the
Rules of Procedure in order effectively to obstruct the
work of the House.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Arndt, the vote has taken place.
More than 150 Members have voted, and therefore we
shall continue the vote.
Motion for a resolution
Afier the oote on thefirstfizte indents of tbe preamble
Mr Bombard (S).- (.FR) Vith your leave, Madam
President, I should like to say before the vote that we
do not have time to vote, for technical reasons. The
lights have to stay on for long enough for us to vote.
President. 
- 
Right, thank you.
Afier the adoption of Amendment No 153
Mr Muntingh (S). 
- 
(NZ) Madam President, you
have just quoted from the Rules of Procedure, and I
understood from this that you perhaps wanrcd to go
further and take the original text. I would be grateful
if you could put the original text from the eighth to
the seventeenth indent to the vote first.
President. 
- 
Mr Muntingh, we cannot stan all over
again.
Afier tbe adoption of tbe eighth indent of the preanble
Mr Cassidy inOl.- Madam President, I norice rhat
Amendments Nos 9 to 17 all seek to delete citations in
the report. Vould it not speed things up if we simply
took one vote as every single one of these amendments
is to delete?
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Cassidy, as you know, a request has
been made for a roll-call on each amendment. I have
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President
tried, for the nth time, to save us from having to go
through this procedure. But if someone has decided to
go against this, it is not possible rc stop him.
I ask you to just go on without losing any more [ime.
Afier the adoption of tbe ninth indent of the preamble
Mr Sakellariou (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I
have the impression that we were not at all clear what
we were voting on in the last vote. Vould you tell us
please: are we voting on the amendments, or are we
voting on the individual points of the repon?
President. 
- 
Mr Sakellariou, we are voting on the
amendments. At the end we shall vote on the texr as a
whole.
Mr Ryan (PPE). 
- 
Madam Presidenr, I just want ro
draw attention to the fact that my machine is now not
operatint. I think it is overheared from the speed of
the vote ! But I cannot now operate the machine I
President. 
- 
Mr Ryan, we are checking the electronic
system. I would point out that there is a lapse of ten
seconds between each vote.
Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Madam
President, would you please be kind enough, before
each vote, to make clear which amendment we are
voting on, because otherwise we shall get confused.
My second request is this: could someone please oper-
ate the machine sensibly so that it is switched off when
we have finished voting or you have concluded the
vote, and goes on again when you again declare the
voting open. I have the impression thar the error lies
not in the light itself but in the overall mode of opera-
tion.
Mr P. Beazley (ED).- Madam President, it must be
obvious to the House and to Mr Le Pen and his group
that he has no chance whatsoever of winning any
votes. \7e have now had sufficienr vores ro prove this
point.
May I ask you to appeal to the House and to Mr
Le Pen that he removes his group's total number of
amendments and we get on wirh the vore?
President. 
- 
Mr Beazley, I have already ried ro do
what you ask of me. Mr Le Pen can withdraw his
request whenever he wishes.
After the adoption of the third indent of the preamble
Mr Balfe (S). 
- 
Madam President, may I draw your
attention to Rule 79(2). Since the European Right are
obviously indulging themselves in a game which is
largely designed to get their names on a roll-call,
could I suggest 
- 
and the machine does provide for it
- 
thar we should proceed by secret ballot by machine,
which takes precedence under Rule 79(3) over a roll-
call.
So they may have their fun but they will not have their
lists. May I formally ask you to put that to the House?
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Balfe, you well know that we have
proceeded to the vote. Let us not lose any more rime. I
hope that in due course Mr Le Pen will be prepared ro
withdraw his request for a roll-call vote.
Mr Provan (ED).- Madam President, perhaps you
would like ro ask Mr Le Pen that quesrion again,
because I saw him applauding Mr Balfe!
President. 
- 
Mr Le Pen, I ask you on behalf of the
wholeAssembly...
(Sbarp protesu from oarious bencbes)
Mr Le Pen, I ask you in the name of the Chair to
withdraw your request for a roll-call vote. Retain ir on
essential points, but do allow business to proceed
smoothly.
Mr Le Pcn (DR). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, as I said earlier, each honourable
Member must be personally responsible for his vote on
the various pans of this repon. This is why I consider
- 
and the voring results bear rhis out, since rhey are
different each time 
- 
thar each honourable Member
must be accountable ro his constituenrs and to Euro-
pean public opinion. This is why you will, I hope,
understand that our group cannor change irs position.
I would add that it is ridiculous to ask the Group of
the European Right to observe a rule of counesy when
we are nor afforded the benefit of rhe mosr elemenrary
rules of justice.
(Applause from tbe right)
Afier tbe adoption of the fourteentb indent of tbe
preamble
Mr Fernrccio Pisoni (PPE). 
- 
(17) Madam Presi-
dent, when the amendment is suppressive in characrer,
I think that two vores are nor necessary 
- 
only one, in
order to approve rhe new text.
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President. 
- 
Mr Pisoni, if we have put a text to the
vote, it is because the Rules so require.
Afier the adoption of thefifieentb indent of the preamble
Mr Dankert (S).- (FR) Madam President, I would
ask you to apply Rule 7a(3) to the 15th indent and
each subsequent indent and paragraph.
President. 
- 
Mr Danken proposes that we apply
Rule Z4(3) and take a roll-call vote on the original
[ext, paragraph by paragraph, and thus that of the
Social Affairs Committee.
Before applying this procedure I have to make sure
that at least 21 Members have no objections.
Mr de la Maline (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
I should like to know whether the vote for which you
are calling is on the 15th indent only or a more general
vore. That is the imponant point. If it is to be a vote
paragraph by paragraph, that means 
- 
and we are
prepared to accept this 
- 
that votes in favour are
raken first instead of votes against. But it must be
made clear what the procedure is.
Mr Dankert (S). 
- 
(FR) I proposed that Rule 74(3)
be applied to each indent and each paragraph, and this
will be the procedure for the remainder of the text, but
one by one.
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, just
for clarification 
- 
I agree with the proposal. This
means of course that where we have a motion we must
first reject the original text. '$7e shall then vote point
by point.
President. 
- 
It is clear that we have to reject the ori-
ginal text and then vote on the amendment.
Mr Le Chevallier (DR). 
- 
(FR) I request that, if the
procedure proposed by Mr Dankert is accepted by
2l members, a roll-call be taken of those 21 members
also.
President. 
- 
Mr Danken proposes that we apply
Rule 74(3) of the Rules. Since we do not have objec-
tions from 21 Members, we shall therefore apply the
provisions of that Rule as from now.
Paragrapb 2 
- 
Afier the rejection of Amendment
No 129/reo.
Mr Galland (Ll. 
- 
(FR) Madam President, forgive
me, but I have voted against an amendment' I[ now
appears that it has been revised and that the revision is
not incorporated into the French rcxt. I find this a ser-
ious matter, Madam President, because where Amend-
ment No 129 tabled by Mr Tuckman and Mr Cassidy,
which I have to hand, reads '... practical resPonse to
migrant workers' aspirations rc particiPate more fully
in the civic and political life of the country' it appears
that the words 'and political' and 'of the country' have
been deleted. If that is so, Madam President, I would
ask that this amendment be put to the vote again, since
we may wish rc vote differently.
President. 
- 
Mr Galland, we are generally purting to
the vote the revised amendmenrs and therefore we
have just voted on the revised amendment.
As you know, you may withdraw the amendment at
the appropriate time.
I would point out to the Assembly that, with the
agreement of the staff, we can continue voting up to
8.30 p.m. Beyond that we cannot go. In any case we
shall not be able to complete the voting. So we shall
vote until that time and then adjourn.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I
would suggest that we now suspend the voting punc-
tually and give the group spokesmen a chance to Pro-
vide us by tomorrow with a compromise amendment
which will cover all the rest of the text and which can
then be dealt with in a single vote.
(Parliament adopted tbe proposal by Mr oon der Vring)
*- 
"' 
,,
Report by Mr Schmid (Doc. 2-1777/E4), drawn up on
behalf of the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection, for a directive on
restrictions on the marketing and use of certain dan-
gerous substances and preparations (second PCB(PCT
directive) (Doc.2-803/E4 
- 
COM(E4) 513 final):
adopteil
{.
(The sitting closed at I p.*.f
See Debates of l5 March 1985.
Agenda of next sitting: see Minutes
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ANNEX
commission Action on F.uropean Parliament opinions on commission
proposals delivered at the Marih and April 1985 part-sessions
This is an account, as arranged with the Bureau of Parliament, of the action taken by rhe
Commission in respect.of amendments proposed ar the March and April l9g5 part-
sessions in the framework of parliamentary consultation, and of disasrer aii granted. '
Reports adopted by Parliament in March which were included in rhe April 'Commission
Action' document do not appear here unless there have been developmenis since then.
I. Commission proposals to which Pa_rliament proposed amendments that haoe been accepted
by the Commission in part
A. In connection with the following report the Commission has adopred an amended
version 
.of its original proposal which incorporates rhe propor.i amendments it
accepted at rhe plenary sirting:
2nd repon by Mr Beumer, adopred on l9 April (EP 2-15/85), on rhe proposal from
the Commission of the EC to the Council for a 20th direcrive on the ha.monization
of the laws of the Member States relating to turnover raxes 
- 
common system of
value added tax: derogations in connection wirh rhe special aids granred ro cerrain
farmers ro compensate for rhe dismantlemenr of monitary .o,npinrrrory amounrs
applying to cenain agricultural products (COM(84) 391 final)
The amendments involve:
(a) bringing forward the expiry date for the period in respecr of which the special
3o/o aid may be granted ro 31 .12.91;
(b) assessing the measures taken for the implementation of the direcrive by means of
an annual report covering in particular [he manner in which the objectives have
been kept [o, the absence (or otherwise) of rax repercussions and rhe effecr of rhe
measures on the Community's own resources.
Commission's posirion at debate: verbarim repon of proceedings, lg April 19g5,
pp 285-287
Texr of proposal adopred by EP: Minutes of t9 April 19g5, pp Il, 15-22
B. In connection with the following reports the Commission is preparing amended ver-
sions of its original proposals in which accounr will be raken of ihe p."opos.d amend-
menrs ir accepred at the debares:
1. Repg1 by Mr van Der Lek, adopted on r5 March (Ep 2-r77g/g4), on the pro-
posal from the Commission of the EC rc rhe Council for a direciiv. ,rn.niing
Directive 78/1015/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member Statei
on the permissible sound level and exhaust sysrem of motorcycles (coM(g4) 43g
final)
Commission's position at debate: verbarim repon of proceedings, 14 March
1984, pp 242-243
Text of proposal adoprcd by EP: Minutes of l5 March 19g5, pp Il, 16-19
2. 8.p9. by Mr Rogalla, adopted on r8 April (Ep 2-18lg5), on rhe proposal from
the Commission of the EC to the Council for a directive on the easing of cont.ols
and formalities applicable to nationals of Member Srates when cr6ssing intra-
Community borders (COM(84) 749 final)
commission's position at debate: verbarim repon of proceedings, lg April 19g5,
pp 254-256
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Texr of proposal adoprcd by EP: Minutes of l8 April 1985, pp II, 5-14
Report by Mr Nordmann, adopted on 19 April (EP 2-6/85), on the proposals
from the Commission of the EC to the Council for:
(i) a directive on consumer protection in respect of the indication of prices for
non-food products (COM(83) 75a final)
(ii) a directive amending Directive 79/581/EEC on consumer Protection in the
indication of the prices of foodstuffs (COM(84) 23 final)
Commission's position at debate:Verbatim report of proceedings, l8 April 1985,
pp 280-281
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of t9 April 1985, pp lI,6-14
Repon by Mr Marshall, adopted on 19 April (EP 2-9/85), on the Commission
proposal for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 543/69 on the har-
monizadon of cenain social legislation relating to road transPort and Regulation
(EEC) No 1463/70 on the introducrion of recording equipment in road rransporr
(COM(84) 147 final)
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 18 April 1985,
pp 309-31 I
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 19 May 1985, pp 29-42
5. Repon by Mrs Banotti, adopted on lTApril (EP2-2/85), on the Proposal from
the Commission of the EC to rhe Council for a draft recommendation on social
security for volunteer development workers (COM(84) 710 final)
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim report of proceedings, 17 April 1985,
p 128
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of t7 April 1985, pp II, 1-8
ll. Commission proposals in respect of uhich Parliament did not requestfortnal amendment
Repon by Mr Volff on rhe proposal from the Commission of the EC rc the Council for a
regularion amending Regulation (EEC) No 682/81 adjusting the Community loan
michansim designed ro supporr rhe balance of payments of Member States (COM(84)
309 final)
This proposal, in respect of which no amendments were proposed by Parliament, was
adopted by the Council at its 29 /30 April session.
Commission's position at debate: Verbadm repon of proceedings 14 March 1985,
pp 238-239
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 15 March 1985, pp II, l1-12
lll. Commission proposak to uthich Parliament proposed amendments tbat the Commission
bas not felt able to dccept
Repon by Dame Shelagh Roberts, adopted on 19 April (EP 2-1590/84), on the
Commission proposal for a regulation concerning customs debts (COM(8a) 395 final)
Commission's position at debare: Verbadm repon of proceedings, 18 April 1985, pp 296-
297
Texr of proposal adoprcd by EP: Minutes of 19 April 1985, pp 1I,27-31
lY. Emergency aid granted in April
Emergenry aid aithin the Community
Nil
3.
4.
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Emergenqt aidfor third counties
Financial aid
country Sum Reason Distributed by Date of decision
Ethiopia 12 m ECU drought Lutheran 23. 4. g5
(Dublin plan) !florld Federation
EEC delegation
Sudan 35 m drought EEC delegadon 26.4.g5
(Dublin Plan) 
commission
charitable
organizations
Vanautu 200 000 cyclone EEC delegation 12. 4. g5
Food aid
Direct aid
Country Quantity/Product Date of decision
Sudan 8 000 r cereals I 8. 4. 85
Indirect aid
Organization Quantily/Product For Date of decision
ICRC 300 t butteroil Erhiopia 18.4. 85
NGO 300 t sugar Sudan 1g.4. g5
(Erhiopian
refugees)
Carims (D) 250 t cereals Chile l t. 4. 85
Diakonisches 4 I l0 r cereals Sudan 1g.4. g5
Verk (D)
ICRC 4 000 r cereals Sudan lg. 4. g5
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5. Mediterranean countries 
- 
Interim report
IN THE CHAIR:MR PFLIMLIN
(Doc. A 2-24/85) by Mr Galluzzi and report
(poc. , 2-27/85) by Mrs Cassanmagnago
Cerretti:
Mr Galluzzi; Mrs Cassanmdgnago Cerretti;
Mr Forte (Council); Mr Cheysson (Commis-
sion); Mr Seeler; Mr Costanzo; Mr Selig-
man; Mr Rossetti; Mr Romeo; Mr Musso; Mr
President
(Theformal sitting ans opened at 9.30 a.m.)
Fortieth anniversary of the end of the Second Vorld
Var
President. 
- 
Ladies and genrlemen, we are garhered
here roday ro commemorare an evenr rhar took plr..
exactly forty years ago, on 8 May 1945. That evenr
marked the end of the most terrible ragedy experi-
enced by Europe in irc long history; it wai swepr-by a
wave of suffering and millions died. Our thoughm
musr rurn first ro those who 
- 
died members of rhe
armed forces and of rhe resisrance and the civilan vic-
tims 
- 
and, with panicular poignancy, ro rhe manyrs
of genocide, whose memory musr rimain etched'in
our minds so rhar the excesses of ideology thar led ro
those heinous crimes never occur again.
May I invire you ro honour rhe memory of all rhose
who died by sranding and observing a minute,s silence.
(Parliament stood and obserued a minute's silence)
Ulburgbs; Mrs Pery
6. Votes:
Lord Bethell; Mr Ephremidis; Mr p. Beazley
Mrs Charzat; Mr Christensen; Mr Christian-
sen; Mr Pranchire; Mr Le Cheaallier; Mr
tYekh; Mr de la Maline; Mr d'Ormesson; Mr
Luster; Mr Le Cheoallier; Mr Coste-Floret;
Mrs Maij-Vleggen; Mr d'Ormesson; Mr
Guermeur; Mr lYekh; Mr Ducarme; Mr
lVekh; Mrs Rabbethge
Annex (Formal sirting on rhe occasion of the
visit to rhe European Parliament of Mr Ronald
Reagan, Presidenr of the Unired Stares of
America):
Mr Pflimlin, President of the European parlia-
ment, Mr Reagan, President of the United States
ofAmerica, Mr Pflimlin
I May 1945 was an end, bur roday we see it above all
as a beginning: rhe beginning of an era of peace
marked by the reconciliation of former enemiei and
the first steps rowards European unification.
Forty years of peace! Seldom has Europe lived in
peace for so long. Only rwenry years elapsed berween
the end of rhe firsr world war and rhe beginning of the
second. Vhat was rhen termed peace was in facr
hardly more than an uneasy truce berween two con-
flicts. The rrearies signed at rhe end of the first world
war.scarcely deserve to be called peace treaties. They
se[ the formal seal on a balance of power that rhe van-
quished were forced ro accepr while harbouring hopes
of revenge.
L!9 n.".. we now enjoy in wesrern Europe is quitedifferent. No peace treaty in the tradidona[ s.nr. *",
signed, and it is betrer so. Much more has been done
to cemenr our peace. Ve have established institutions
in which former enemies have come rogerher to work
for a common cause.
First, the European Organizarion for Economic Coop-
eration (EOEC) was founded ro bring about rhe
material reconsrrucrion of Europe wirh the help of rhe
Marshall Plan. \Tirhour rhar help ir would nor have
been possible ro reslore our economic srrengrh and
raise the standard of living of our people in such a
relatively short rime. I can confirm rhis from my own
134
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President
experience, having been a member of my country's
government just after the end of rhe war.
But there had to be reconstruction of another even
more imponant kind: moral and spiritual reconstruc-
tion. On 5 May 1949 the governments of ten countries
signed in London the Treary establishing the Council
of Europe. They were joined in 1950 by the Federal
Republic of Germany.
The purpose of this organization as laid down in its
srarute is to protect and promote the ideals and princi-
ples that are the common heritage of the founding
countries, in panicular by safeguarding and extending
human rights and fundamental freedoms. In the midst
of the ruins of Europe the main purpose of the found-
ing farhers was not material but ethical and spiritual.
Their intention was to unirc the people of Europe in
the service of the principles whose negation had
opened the doors to [he abyss. The Convention on
Human Righm remains the Council of Europe's
supreme achievement. This Convention does not con-
fine itself to proclaiming human rights, but has set up a
court, the Coun of Human Rights here in Strasbourg,
whose task is to ensure that these rights are observed.
Ler us pay tribute to the States which have set a histor-
ical precedent by allowing individual appeals to the
Court, thereby facing the risk of being found guilty by
the Coun and required to provide redress if the Court
rules, in response to an action by one of their citizens,
that they have failed to respect the righr enshrined in
the Convention.
It was realized very quickly that inter-governmental
cooperation in the Council of Europe was not enough.
On 9 May 1950 Robert Schuman unveiled his plan for
rhe first community, the Coal and Steel Community.
Tomorrow is the 35th anniversary of this event. The
smff of our Secretariat, to whose devotion I should
like to take this opportunity to pay tribute, have not
forgotten this, and for them 9 May is a holiday 
-
'Saint Schuman's Day'.
For a man of my generation, who has childhood
memories of the first world war, who lived through
the inter-war years, pervaded by resentment, distrust.
and fear, and who took part in the second world war,
the rise of the European ideal so soon after the cunain
had been rung down on a tragedy of such magnitude
is nothing shon of miraculous.
I must admit that in 1945 I was pessimistic. I thought
rhat it would take several generations before there was
reconciliation and genuine peace, a peace of the heart
and of the mind.
How much greater then is my admiration for the men
whom we call the founding fathers of Europe, who
had the courage to take the first step by bringing into
being the first six-country Community, the Coal and
Steel Community. Yes, it took courage to bring those
six countries together as equals and to forge com-
pletely new bonds between them. They did so by
creating tangible links in an 
^rea 
that was then one of
the keys to economic and also military strength, and at
the same time they had a much more far-reaching
vision. Vhen we re-read that historic declaration by
Roben Schuman, a man whom I was proud to call a
friend, we realize that he saw his action as the first
step towards a'European Federation'.
Five years after the end of the war the memories were
still agonizingly fresh and the wounds unhealed.
Those who were the first to embark upon this com-
pletely new road were spared neither insuh nor cal-
umny. In a sense one can understand the reactions of
those who were opposed to a step that was alien to all
historical tradition and wholly without precedent. It
was the first dme that this kind of Community had
ever been mooted. Its salient feature is a radical
change in the nature of the relations between the peo-
ples that belong to it. It is founded not merely on
peaceful co-existence or even cooperation, but on a
deep-seated and active mutual commitment, on a
pooling of resources to achieve common goals by
working rhrough ioint institutions.
Since then the European Community has progressed.
ln 1957 the Treaties of Rome established two new
communities and now we, the Members of the second
directly elected European Parliament, are the trustees
of this heritage.
The most precious treasure in that heritage is of course
peace, a peace built on a determination to bring our
peoples together in the communiry of a shared future.
Var between rhe countries of Europe, the threat of
which hung for so long over their people, has become
unthinkable.
Nevertheless, we are not entirely secure against fresh
outbreaks of national egotism fuelled by the long
recession we are experiencing. National egotism is a
perversion of true patriotism. '!fl'e come from ten dif-
ferent nations 
- 
and there are soon to be twelve 
-but each of us remains committed to his own country
and to its traditions and cultural heritage; we feel that
by helping to build a united Europe our nations, far
from submerging their own identities, can develop to
the full by following a historical calling that is in keep-
ing with the needs of our age.
The situation here in the European Parliament is the
most stimulating and enlightening of all the changing
scenes I have witnessed in my long life. It enables us to
get to know each other in all our national and even
regional individualiry. Our discoveries are sometimes
surprising and sometimes even disconcerting, but they
bring home to us just how rich Europe is in its diver-
sity. Its unity will not be uniformity but a coalescence
of creatively interacting national componenr, as the
history of European civilization down the ages has
shown.
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There is diversity too in our opinions. '!7e have differ-
ent political allegiances and in many areas our views
do not coincide. Ve all remain fairhful to our political
convictions. But if our views do clash, somerimes vigo-
rously, it is only fair m say that mutual respect is the
hallmark of most of our debates. \7e acknowledge a
right thar is a guaranree of freedom: rhe right to be
different. $fle are thus a living example of that plural-
ism which lies ar the hean of wes[ern democracy.
Let us not indulge in self-satisfaction. Ve musr recog-
nize our liminrions. Ve represent only one pan of
Europe. There are peoples every bit as European as
our own that are unable to take their place in our
Community. Dresden and $?'arsaw, Prague and Buda-
pest are cities as European as our own ten capitals . . .
(Loud applause)
It might now seen a vain hope to dream of bringing
together all the peoples of Europe, but no-one can
stop us dreaming of a complete Europe unired in
peace. After all, mankind's grearesr steps forward have
often only been dreams come [rue. The sole weapons
available to idealists are rhe weapons of the mind. May
our actions make our socieries, despite their imperfec-
tions, paragons of the ideals of freedom and justice to
which we subscribe. 
-
One thing is certain: our responsibilities do nor srop ar
our borders. Our people are aware of this. News of
natural disasters and of famine in Africa moves them
to spontaneous gestures of piry and generosity. They ir
is who have encouraged our Community ro come ro
the aid of the victims of famine and to devore
resources 
- 
as yet on an insufficient scale bur more
then has come from some other quarrers 
- 
r.o the
fight against world hunger.
Our fellow-citizens, especially young people, would
not allow the building of Europe ro consisr of rhe
replacement of national egotism by European egorism.
On the balance-sheet of European Communiry
achievements, which do not always live up ro their
expectations or indeed ro our own ambitions, our
policy towards the Third \7orld counts beyond any
doubt on the assets side. The Third Lom6 Convention,
which was signed last December, is an unparalleled
example of cooperation wirh 66 countries in Africa,
the Caribbean and the Pacific.
But the world does nor only expecr us to provide
material help to the most. deprived. '!7e are rhe heirs of
a civilization of which humanism, be it derived from
Christianity or from rationalism, is a vital componenr;
it is our duty to smnd up and be counred whenever
human rights are threarened, whatever rhe political
views of the government responsible may be. !7e are
criticized in some quaners for inrerfering in rhe inter-
nal affairs of others. Some claim rhar our proresrs
achieve nothing. Nevenheless, as a result of pressure
from the public opinion which we represent, lives have
been saved and prisoners released. Come what may we
must not smnd by in silence. Europe would be a rrairor
to its own ideals if it did not fight to defend human
rights.
(Loud applause)
Ladies and gentlemen, we are, I think, quite justified
in commemorating the 40th anniversary of what hap-
pened on 8 May 1985 as the beginning of a period of
peace unparalleled in the history of Europe. I am not
ashamed to say that I am one of those who are still
nostalgic for the heady days of the 1950s rhar set our
peoples on the road to unity. As long ago as 1945, in
the speech he made in Zurich, 'l7inston Churchill,
using the term coined in 1850 by the poer Vicror
Hugo, whose centenary we are celebrating this year,
advocated the foundarion of a United Srates of
Europe. For a brief moment there were grounds for
believing that this goal lay wirhin our reach. No longer
is this the case. But on no accounr mus[ we fall prey ro
pessimism or resitnation. '!7e have already achieved
much and there is a greater need than ever for us ro
continue our effons: Europe is faced wirh new chal-
lenges and only a united Europe can play on the world
stage its rightful role in safeguarding peace and work-
ing for a more equitable world order.
Many of us place great hopes in the summit rhar is ro
deliver an opinion next monrh on our draft Treary for
European Union and will perhaps launch new policies,
panicularly in rhe area of research. The choice to be
made in Milan will be berween a new beginning and
stagnation thar can only be the prelude to decline.
If the Heads of Srate and Government decide ro con-
vene a conference ro map our rhe parh for insritutional
progress advocated by the Dooge commir.tee, we must.
be prepared to ensure rhat rhe voice of our peoples,
who aspire towards grearer and more vigorous Euro-
pean unity, is heard in thar forum.
Ladies and gentlemen, whatever may happen in the
next few weeks, I hope thar by reflecring here today
on our past and by acquiring a fuller awareness of our
responsibilities in the presenr we shall find the courage
to pursue unrelenringly our effons in rhe most noble
of causes: the consrruction of a united Europe that
holds proudly above a world wracked by violence and
fanaticism the torch of freedom and human brother-
hood.
(Loud applause)
Ladies and gentlemen, would you please stand to lis-
ten to the European Anthem, a song of joy and hope.
(Parliament stood to listen to tbe European Antbem 
-Tbeformal sitting anas closed at 9.50 a.m.)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice-President
(The sitting anas opened at 10 a.m.)1
1. Agenda
President. 
- 
By letter of I May 1985, the Council
forwarded to Parliament a decision aurhorizing addi-
tional provisional twelfths for 1985 under Chaprcr92
'Food aid' and requested that this decision be consid-
ered under urgent procedure.
The Committee on Budgets, which was informed of
this request, gave its approval in principle ar its meet-
ing on 25 April 1985. So that these appropriations can
be made available as soon as possible, I propose thar
this question be placed on the agenda of Friday,
10 May 1985.
(Parliament agreed to the proposal)
Lord Douro (ED). 
- 
Mr President, today's agenda
envisages that this evening at 7.30 p.m. we first con-
tinue the vote on the Marinaro report, followed by the
vote on the Mtihlen report, followed by the vote on
any motions on which the debate has closed.
I would like to propose to you and to the House that
we change rhat order of voting so that the Hensch
report is taken first. There are only three amende-
ments to Hansch. There is, I believe, a tremendous
symbolic imponance in nking that vote rcday. I do
not believe that the Marinaro vote can be concluded
within one hour and, therefore, I hope you and the
House will agree now to declare that the voting this
evening will stan with the vore on the Hansch reporr.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
(Parliament agreed to the request)
President. 
- 
I also propose that a statement by the
President of the Commission, Mr Delors, on the Bonn
Summit be placed on today's agenda at 3 p.m.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
Mr Prag (ED).- I am sorry to raise this, Mr Presi-
dent, but if we have a statemen[ from the President of
the Commission at 3 p.m., does rhat mean that there
wil[ be a cunailment of Question Time?
President. 
- 
Mr Prag, Question Time will be half an
hour late.l
2. Enkrgement
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. A 2-
20/85), drawn up by Mr Hansch on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee, on the enlargement of the
Community to include Ponugal and Spain.
Mr Hinsch (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen. It is appropriate thar rhis debate
is taking place on a historic darc. Exactly 40 years ago
to the day after the murderous Fascist rule over
Europe came to an end, a European Parliament is stat-
ing its position on the return of the Spanish and
Ponuguese peoples to Europe after freeing themselves
from dictatorship. On 9 May 1950 Robert Schuman
cleared the way for the European Coal and Steel
Community and for reconciliation between France and
Germany. Almost 35 years larcr to the day the Euro-
pean Parliament is clearing the way for the rhird
enlargement of the European Community.
According rc the basic principles esnblished in the
treaties of Rome, the European Community is open ro
all European States with a democratic constitution
which wish to join the Community. Our vor.e can
prove that this is still binding on us today.
For us and others it is quite natural that our Parlia-
ment should state its position on the accession of Spain
and Ponugal to the Community. In facr this is nor,
unfonunately, a matter of course. It is one of the few
instances of progress which the European Parliamenr
has achieved recently in its fight for increased powers.
In their solemn declaration in Stuttgart in 1983 the
Heads of State or Government of the Communiry
undertook to consult the European Parliament before
the accession of new States. The Heads of State or
Government have finally 
- 
albeit hesitandy 
- 
res-
pected thar undenaking. The Council forwarded a
memorandum on the results of the negoriations ro us
so that the Parliament could give im vote before the
treaties were signed. It was no easy marrer to get this
done. As rapporteur I would like ro thank the Italian
President expressly for the efforr, care and under-
standing which made consultation both possible and
dmely.
Ve shall, of course, as called for in previous resolu-
tions, hold a formal ratification debate in due course
I Approoal of minutes 
- 
Decision on ,trgenqt: see Minures. I Documents receioed: see Minutes.
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when the texr of the treades are made known. Our
discussion and resolutions today with nor anticipate
this debate. \7e have two main points to consider
today: firstly, the formal requesr addressed ro the gov-
ernments of the Member Srares of rhe Community to
sign the treaties with Spain and Ponugal and to ini-
tiate the national radfication procedures, and
secondly, an opinion on rhe institutional adjustmenr
within the Communiry and rhis Parliament occasioned
by the accession of new members.
At this point we would like ro pur on record our
agreemenr with the ourcome of the negotiations, in
panicular in respect of rhe number of Spanish and
Ponuguese members of Parliamenr, the number of
members of the Commission, the number of judges ar
the European Coun of Justice and the members of the
European Coun of Audircrs and rhe weighting of
votes and majority arrangemenr in the Council.
Our Ponuguese and Spanish colleagues who will take
their places in this Parliament afrcr l January 1986,
will initially be delegared from their narional parlia-
ments. Ve think ir exremely imponant thit this
should only be rhe case for a shon transitional period.
'!fl'e want our colleagues ro be elecred directly, within a,
year after accession if possible, bur ar the latest when
the first national election rakes place in their counrry. I
am glad to be able ro srarc with cenainry that both
countries have now indicated that they will respect our
wishes.
Today we want to clear the way for the accession rrea-
ties to be signed. 'We are not only concerned wirh the
results of the negodations in detail but also wirh the
historical and political background against which they
are co be seen.
Spain and Ponugal expressed their desire to become
members of the European Community in March and
June 1977 respectively. They have not faltered over
seven years despite what, at times, were extremely dif-
ficult conditions which, due ro rhe community's shil-
ly-shallying, occasionally bordered on rhe politically
unacceptable.
The Community could thus only reject Spain and Por-
tugal if their accession severely damaged the inreresr
of one Member State or the Community as a whole:
even though some details of the negotiations are still
open, it is quite clear ro us rhar this is patendy nor rhe
case.
The accession does not damage the inreresrs of the
Community; on the conrrary, it will serve its interests.
Parliament can rhus recommend rhar rhe Council and
the Heads of Governmenr sign rhe accession trearies
as soon as possible. The ratification procedure can
thus be initiated so thar the third enlargemenr of rhe
Community can be accomplished on I January 1986.
Only few of us would be so naive as ro rhink thar a
larger Community would necessarily be a stronger
Community. Scarcely anybody will expect all the
problems and conflicts to be resolved by and during
the negotiation process. Some of these will only be
seen in their true dimensions after accession and some
will only become apparenl later. Things will not be
easy, either for the new Member States or for the
Community. The accession is a challenge for both
sides. However it can give new impetus ro rhe task of
unifying Europe. If we are not careful though, it can
also spell the end of rhe Communiry.
'Sfl'e must tackle rhis challenge in concen. In the first
place, enlargement of rhe internal European market
from a population of 272 million to one of 320 million
can ac[ as an economic and technological stimulus for
the acceding countries and the Community. It can
offer the European Communiry new ways of solving
social and economic problems, in panicular in fighting
unemployment. However, at rhe same time the
enlarged Communiry musr use rhese opponunities to
reduce the widening social and economic disparities in
a selective and orderly manner. In future rhe Com-
munity will have ro shoulder more responsibiliry for
the world economy than hitheno. It will have to resisr
growing rcndencies towards self-sufficieny and protec-
tionism. Ir is high time our political responsibiliry and
our political potential matched our furure economic
influence.
Some people also fear rhat the enlargemenr from ren
to twelve Member Srates will reduce rhe Community's
decision-making capacity. In rhis respect rhings could
not get worse, even with twelve members !
This would mean [har we are underestimating the will-
ingness of Spain and Portugal to compromise and
their desire to help unify Europe before they have had
a chance to demonstrate them. l7herher we have ren
or twelve members, a reform of rhe decision-making
structures and the division of powers between the
Communiry's institutions is an absolute necessity and
we expect Spain and Ponugal to take pan in the cor-
responding governmenral conference after rhe Milan
Summit.
Thirdly, with rhe accession of Spain and Ponugal the
focal point of rhe Community will shift towards the
south, nor necessarily in economic terms but mostly
cenainly in polidcal and psychological rcrms. This is
not necessarily a disadvanrage, either for the Com-
munity or for rhe Member Sra[es, as it could sharpen
the Communiry's awareness of developments in other
pans of the world, in Latin America, in the Mediterra-
nean etc., areas which are critical for Europe's future.
Founhly, with rhe accession of Spain and Ponugal all
the European members of rhe western alliance, with
the exception of Norway, belong ro the European
Community. This results in borh an opponunity and
an obligation to give Europe's voice in the alliance
more clarity and weighr than was previously rhe case,
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which in only possible if European polirical coopera-
tion increases in extent and in deprh.
Fifthly, there is another reason for this increase in
European political cooperation. The new members will
bring us radirionally very close ties wirh cenain
regions of the world in which Europe has long been
expected to play a special pan. This is true of some
Arab states and also of Latin America. The Iberian
peninsula could prove a panicularly snble bridge to
these regions and we could exploir these des all the
better if Spain also adopted all the links which the
European Community has with other srates 
- 
i.e.
Isreal.
Sixthly, we need our own Community policy in Latin
America and the near Easr. Almosr rhe entire northern
coast of the Mediterranean will be in the enlarged
Community and this will cause economic problems for
a number of other Mediterranean countries. The
European Community must not sacrifice the hisroric
economic links to other Mediterranean states, in pani-
cular to Nonh Africa but also to Israel, on the altar of
its own protectionist considerations.
Seventhly, the acceding countries have high expecta-
tions of their membership in the Community. If these
expectations are disappointed these peoples' rejection
of Europe will be all the more violent and rhe Com-
munity will soon be paralysed. These expectations can,
however, also be used to inject new spirit and new
resolve into the msk of unifying Europe. The new
Member States want to contribute to this process.
Spain and Portugal have left their marks in the
development of an and religion, science and philoso-
phy in Europe. It was from these countries that
Europe's eyes and influence were directed towards
other parts of the world. The course of history separ-
ated Spain and Ponugal from the economic and polid-
cal development of Europe for a time. !7ith their
accession, two European peoples have been reunited
politically with the Europe they have always been a
pan of culturally. These countries will reinforce the
Community's European identity which would nor be
complete without the contributions of the Iberian peo-
ples. Let us do what we can on the 8th of May 1985 to
make the Community more European on the lst Janu-
ary 1986.
Lady Elles (EDI, Chairrnan of the \Yorking Group on
the Application of the Treaties and on Inter-institutional
Relations. 
- 
Mr President, I must make it clear that I
am speaking as chairman of the working group deal-
ing with the implementation of the treaties as a work-
ing group of the Political Affairs Committee, and not
on behalf of my political group, whose spokesman on
this matter will be Lord Douro.
I wish to join with Mr Hansch in welcoming the
accession of Spain and Ponugal to this Community
and the future arrival of Members from Spain and
Ponugal elected in free democr^cy to this Parliament.
I would particularly like to express my thanks to Mr
Hansch for having produced his repon so quickly and
so speedily and also to the services who enabled us ro
have this debate es early as today. In panicular, I
thank the President-in-Office of the Council not only
for passing the memorandum so quickly on to us and
enabling us to have this repon and debate before the
signing of the accession Eeaty, but also for honouring
us with his presence this morning at this debate. !7e
are especially conscious of the effort he has made to be
with us here this morning.
I would also like to say that this debate is the result of
the call made in the Blumenfeld report and embodied
in the Stuttgart Declaration that this House should be
consulted before the signing of an accession treaty and
the radfication of such a fieary. That this resolution of
Mr Blumenfeld should now be implemented not only
creates a precedent in the history of this Parliament. It
creates a precedent for the many countries which we
hope will eventually join this Community of ours.
I only have one comment ro make with regard to the
actions of the Council. !7e regrewed that we were not
consulted beforehand on the constitution of the Par-
liament itself regarding the election of representatives
from Spain and Portugal. I know that the Council has
uken this on board. I know that it was in the memo-
randum that these countries should have free choice,
but I have understood also from the Council and from
Mr Hensch's speech that the Spanish and Portuguese
governments have themselves agreed to have elections
either within the year after accession or at their first
national elections. This we welcome as a recognition
of democracy in our Community: for us it is a symbol
that their entry will srengthen our democrary in
'Western Europe, and this can only be welcomed fully
and whole heartedly.
Mr tVettig (S), Chairman of the Delegation to tbe
European Parliament/Portugr.tese Parliament /oint Com-
mittee. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen.
In his introductory remarks the rapporteur has already
stressed the historical signifiance of the accession of
Spain and Portugal for the development of the Euro-
pean Community. I would merely like to emphasize
once more the historical significance which the acces-
sion has for Spain and Portugal rhemselves. Anyone
who knows these rwo countries will realize what this
means to them afrer spending decades on a solitary
journey away from democratic Europe. Democratic
trends in Spain and Ponugal will also be greatly con-
solidated by their joining the European Community.
Ve ourselves link the accession of Spain and Portugal
and the decision to finalize the accession negotiations
with the hope that the stagnation so marked in the
European Community in recent years will now come
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to an end. Ve hope that through Spain and Ponugal
the European Community will gain fresh impetus and
are sure that the dynamic effecr of the two new enrries
will sweep the European Communiry forward from
I January 1986 onwards.
For anybody following the negotiations over the last
seven years it was worrying to see them on the point
of breakdown due to economic nir-picking. Somerimes
it seemed as if five thousand ronnes of tomato puree or
five thousand tonnes of hake were more imponanr
than the historical significance of rhis enlargement.
Sometimes it seemed as if the petty inrerests of currenr
Member States was blinding them ro the significance
of the accession of Spain and Ponugal for rhe Euro-
pean Community. Many observers of the negotiarions
must have been given the impression rhat rhe Euro-
pean Community was jusr a club for the rich industrial
nations in Europe all rco prone [o neglect solidariry
with poorer countries.
That the negotiations were completed has been a
triumph for solidariry. \flhen the agreemenrs are
appraised 
- 
which we shall do at a later srage in the
radfication debate 
- 
it will be apparenr thar Ponugal
in panicular has been treated very fairly by the Euro-
pean Community. This country, which in the last ten
years has had great economic problems due nor ro a
democracy but to che fifty-year dictatorship in Portu-
gal, will receive substantial aid to enable it to catch up
with the other Community states.
A comparison of the atreemenm with Spain reveals
that this country has unfonunately nor been reated so
fairly. The agreemenm are marked by the fear of Span-
ish agricultural and industrial potential. Let us hope
that during the ten-year transitional phase a process of
change will ensue, proving as beneficial to Spain as rhe
agreemenm were for Ponugal right from the stan.
Mr Hensch has poinrcd our rhe significance of the
southwards enlargement of the Communiry. This is
particularly apperent in the weighring of votes, which
will affect the Community's decisions in the furure not
only in Parliament but in panicular in the Council of
Ministers. To use a traditional concept one could say
that the European Community is becoming a Mediter-
ranean power as a result of the enlargement. In econo-
mic and political terms Mediterranean policy wirhin
the European Communiry will become increasingly
imponant and this will chiefly involve rhe European
Community bearing responsibiliry for rhe political and
economic development of this crisis-hit area. This
means of course 
- 
and we will have an opponuniry to
discuss this this morning 
- 
thar, over the nexr few
years, it will have to sorr out irs relarionships in an
equitable way with countries with which ir has radi-
tionally had links in this area.
As Co-President of the meetings in Ponugal I would
like to say a word about the elections: I rhink there has
been lively discussion on this point. '!7e can rhus be
sure rhat both Spain and Ponugal will elecr rheir
Members of Parliament relatively quickly and that we
will soon be able to welcome the directly elecred
Members of Parliament after a shorr transitional
period.
Today's debate takes Parliament inro rhe final round
of the discussions on the enlargement. The European
Parliament has on many occasions given public sup-
port to the negotiations on the accession of Spain and
Portugal. It has done a great deal ro ensure that public
opinion was on the side of those who resolutely called
for the accession of these counrries to rhe European
Community. Parliament has always supponed rhe
accession with an overwelming ma.joriry and my group
has always been part of this majoriry. !7e thus suppon
the Hensch report in its entirety.
Mr Croux (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on behalf of
our Group I should like ro express my supporr for the
Hensch repon and my appreciation for our colleague's
presentation of it. Ve shall be giving rhis resolution
our wholeheaned suppon in the spirit which you des-
cribed.
I also suppon whar Lady Elles said when she reminded
us that this hisroric debate is to a large extenr based on
the report presenred ro the House in 1982 by our col-
league Mr Blumenfeld.'!7'e are also very happy ro see
Mr Andreotti here with us. Ve know the important
pan he played in the elaboration of the accession
agreemenr and, as we said earlier, we are counting on
him to bring the whole operation to a successful con-
clusion in the months ro come.
The problem of the accession of Spain and Ponugal
must be seen against the background of the Com-
munity's problems as a whole. As has been said again
today: how can the Community operare wirh Twelve
when it is already in such difficulties with Ten? Some
people say that all we need to do is to use the new
accession to promote new developments and make
progress, in quantitative rerms ar leasr. My Group does
not. agree with this. Ve believe that rhis is rhe stan of a
qualitative process which makes finding a solution to
the Community's instirutional problems even more
urgent than before. Anyone who rhinks that the grear
internal market will come auromarically, including
Spain and Portugal, and that we can develop a rech-
nological community without reviewing the Com-
munity's organizarional methods and decision-making
processes, to mention only two ropics, is mistaken. Ve
only need to remember what happened lasc week in
Bonn. Our disillusionment wirh the differences in the
Communiry which emerged at the Bonn economic
summit has again made us very caurious and rather
uneasy about what will happen in the coming weeks
and months.
The accession of Spain and Ponugal is a major evenr
in qualitative, srrucrural and insritutional terms. '!7'e
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must not Bo to these rwo countries and rcll them what
u/e expec[ them to do. Ve musr firsr stan by improv-
ing our organization and sharpening up our political
will. The Milan summit under the Italian Presidency
on 28 and 29 June rhis year is of course very imponant
in rhis connection. President-in-Office of the Council,
we have already had one opponunity last month of
expressing not only our great concern but also our
great expectations in this respect. And yet, a Council
has seldom been better prepared than the fonhcoming
one in Milan. There is the repon by the Dooge Com-
mittee, there are the efforts of rhe European Parlia-
ment itself, in particular the draft treary on European
Union, and there is Parliament's declaration of
17 April this year which stated once again, with the
backing of a large majority, rhar we musr make quali-
tative institutional progress by holding an inrergovern-
menml conference to negotiate a new treaty on Euro-
pean Union in which Spain and Portugal must also
panicipate. This is what a grear many people would
like to see.
'What concerns us now is who will plead for Europe
and European Union in Milan. \7ill the Heads of
State or Government who attend rhe summit really
bear in mind what we, speaking through the Presidenr,
Mr Pflimlin, reminded them of a few minures ago?
\7ill the Heads of State or Government in Milan think
back to what Schuman said on 9 May 1950? Or is it
true, as some people claim, rhat after the first genera-
tion of the 'fathers of Europe', the present genera[ion
of Heads of State or Government who now hold res-
ponsibility has lost rhe polidcal abiliry rc develop rhe
Community any funher? This is what we often hear.
Ve now hope that the accession of Spain and Ponu-
gal, the financial difficulties, the budget problems, rhe
new hopes for a great internal market in rhe Com-
munity, technological developmenm and peace and
security matters will all mean tha[ the time is right, and
that Milan will show that there are still Heads of Srate
in Europe who defend rhe interests not only of their
own countries but also of the Community. This is
whar we hope to see. I will say again rhat we expecr a
lot of the Italian Presidenry in this respect. The mem-
bers of rhe European Parliament will be doing every-
thing they can to increase our conracts wirh narional
parliaments in order to discuss mar[ers with our own
national governments, but the long-rerm future of the
Community is ro be decided in rhe course of the next
few weeks. \7e fervently hope and pray rhar those who
attend the summit will remember what was begun in
1950 and will pave the way for further European
Union.
Lord Douro (ED).- Mr President, I would like to
begin, on behalf of my group, by congrarulating those
people who have been panicularly involved in bringing
these negotiations to a successful conclusion. I think
first of all of the President of the Council, Mr
Andreotti, whom I am very pleased to see here roday. I
know everyone realizes what an imponant part he
played in concluding the negotiations at the end of
March. I would also like to thank and congratularc Mr
Natali, who has rciled with this problem longer than
any of us who have been involved. From the beginning
to the end, he has had to carry on his shoulders the
very difficult job of reconciling a tremendous number
of inreresrs. He has, of course, been criticized at rimes
by Parliament, but we should now congratulate him
on all the work he has done. I would like m congratu-
larc the negotiators for Spain and Ponugal, Mr Fer-
nando Moran and Mr Ernani Lopes, who, I am sure,
will deserve the everlasting credit in their own coun-
tries for having brought their two countries inrc the
Community.
\fle strongly welcome the accession of Spain and Por-
tugal, and we welcome the repon by Mr Hansch. The
European Parliament has always supported the appli-
cations of Spain and Ponugal. \7e have exerted con-
tinuous pressure on the Council and the Commission,
and I hope that we can claim to have had some influ-
ence on the final outcome.
It is, of course, an important historic and symbolic day
for us here in the European Community. How appro-
priate that our first item of business should be the for-
mal approval by the European Parliament of the
Council's intention to sign the Treaties of Accession
next monthl
Ve very much hope that the accession of the two Iber-
ian countries will strengthen democracy in both coun-
tries and bring prosperity rc their peoples. But we must
warn them nor ro expec[ too much. Those of us who
have been members of the Community for 12 years or
longer will find that the Communiry is nor a panacea
to our economic problems. It has great advantages, but
we should warn Spaniards and Portuguese nor ro
expect too much.
Mr President, ir is now essential that the parliaments
of the Member States should radfy these Accession
Treaties so that there should be not further delay.
Both Spain and Portugal have been very patient and
have waited too long already. \7e must not counre-
nance any funher delay, and the radfication musr be
completed by the end of the year.
I very much welcome the decision of rhe Spanish
Government to hold European elections nexr year. I
hope the Ponuguese Government will do the same,
taking account of the strongly-felt views in this Parlia-
ment.
I very much look forward to l January next. The
Bureau of this Parliament took certain decisions yes-
rcrday to welcome Spanish and Ponuguese Members
into our work over the next few months.
Next I January will, for many of us, mark one of the
most important acts of the European Community in
the last l0 years. I believe that history will show that
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the cementing of Spain and Portugal ro our alliance
and our Community in \flesrern Europe will be a con-
siderable factor in preserving peace and stability in
Europe for at least anorher 40 years.
(Applausefrom tbe European Democratic Group)
Mr De Pasquale (COM). 
- 
(I) Mr President, on
behalf of the Italian Communists I should like to
express my full supporr for the Hansch resolution.
The Italian Communist Party has always considered
the accession of Spain and Ponugal to the EEC as an
historically essential step in European inregration and
in the consolidation of democracy on our continent.
Armed with this convicrion we have endeavoured ro
promote inside and ourcide our counrry, within the
context of the European left, the extent of the consen-
sus in favour of enlargemenr, somerhing which could
by no means be mken for granted ar rhe outset and
which even now comes up against subsrantial resist-
ance.
'!7e are therefore gratified rhat, albeir wirh some delay,
the finishing straight has been reached.
\7e have never underestimared the problems 
- 
srill
unsolved 
- 
arising from accession, bu[ we have
always set our sights beyond rhese at a superior
interest, i.e. the union in democracy of all the Euro-
pean peoples.
Admittedly, if the Community were ro sray as it is at
present 
- 
by that I mean devoid of rhe institurional,
political and economic prerequisites for finding appro-
priate solutions ro Europe's problems 
- 
rhen the con-
sequences would be serious for all concerned. It is
nevenheless from this conrrast between what the
Community is today and what it will be romorrow in
the context of enlargemenr that grearer opportunities
for endeavour and success arise for us, lhe democratic
and progressist forces of Europe.
Ladies and Gentlemen, our fight is a fighr for reform
staged within the Community and therefore incompa-
tible with any spirit of abandonment, climbing down
or climbing back into our national shells.
This is an arduous and difficult bartle. The accession
of Spain and Ponugal makes it more acure and calls
for more commi[menr, in that it poses in objective
terms the need for deep-roorcd changes in the policies
of the Community institurions, in rerms of both inter-
nal and external relations.
These changes will nor come about of rheir own
accord: an endeavour has to be made. Bur in the final
analysis, they will be seen to have been necessary.
Examples are Mediterranean cooperation, structural
policies, social policies, the development of weak-mar-
ket areas or, more generally speaking, the north-south
relationship.
These will be the problems to be faced in the imme-
diate future. In the months ahead, rhis parliament will
have to take a srand on the ratificarion of the rrearies.
Our view is rhat the approval we are about to give
today on this anniversary of the victory of European
civilization over Nazism and Fascism assumes special
political significance wirh regard to future develop-
ments.
Mr De Gucht (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, the Liberal
and Democraric Group of rhe European Parliamenr
fully suppons the Hiinsch resolution and thanks our
colleague Mr Hansch for the excellent work which he
has done in such a short rime on rhis repon. As my
speaking time is very restricted I shall say no more by
way of congratulations, bur they are no less sincere for
that.
Mr President, one of the rraditional criricisms of this
enlargement is that ir is a political act, a political pro-
ject, the economic implications of which have not been
adequately thought out. Ve could spend hours dis-
cussing this and we might wonder who ultimately
examined the economic aspects of the enlargement
most closely: Spain and Ponugal or the European
Community ircelf. I think it is right that rhe political
nature of rhis act should be particularly imponant, It is
high time that rhe Community stopped thinking in
purely economic rerms and ralking norhing but econ-
omics, and actually staned ro take political action.
Spain and Ponugal, rhe rwo counrries which are rojoin us shonly, have come through a panicularly diffi-
cult.period in rhe past few years ro arrive at a demo-
cratrc system.
The Treaties of Rome specifically provide for what I
would describe as the right of democratic srares ro join
the European Communities. Vhen I say that the Trea-
ties provide for a right, I mean that, fundamentally, all
the European Community can discuss are rhe details of.
accession and it is regrerrable that these discussions of
the demils have eventually nken more than seven
years. But I believe thar we musr nor underestimare rhe
political nature of this quesrion.
Nor can we, Mr President, ignore the economic
aspect. On the contrary. Both Spain and Ponugal on
she one hand and the European Community on rhe
other are going to have to give this aspecr full consid-
eration. Enlargement presenrs both panners with
panicular challenges in that respecr, including in the
social field. Spain and Ponugal will have to consider
how to adapr to modern industry, while rhe Com-
munity is going to face particularly bad problems with
the common agriculrural policy, which has irelf not
been a great success in recent years.
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The Community will also face a particular challenge as
far as its institutions are concerned, and Mr Croux
wenr inro this point in detail. Qualirarive progress is
indeed required. Ve are very rapidly approaching the
critical point 
- 
if indeed we have not already passed it
- 
where we are going to have to do something about
the institutions of the European Community if any
decisions are ever to be reached again. It is impossible
to overstress the panicular attention Mr Croux gave in
his speech to the Milan summit and the crucial and
historic decision to be taken on whether the institu-
tions are actually going to move forward or just mark
time.
Mr President, a second point that I would like to
touch on is the place given to the European Parliament
in these arrangements, which has positive aspects such
as giving us the possibility of holding this debate today
even before the Treaty is signed, but also very negative
aspects, particularly as regards the election of Spanish
and Portuguese members to the European Parliament.
Vhat I find particulary disturbing is that the future
Member States of Spain and Ponugal 
- 
as we in the
delegation to Spain and Ponugal noticed 
- 
have a
greater appreciation of the need for their Members to
be directly elected to the European Parliament than
have either the Council or the Commission. A very sad
fact to have to admit, Mr President. I find it unaccept-
able that the Commission in the first instance neg-
lected so devote adequate attention to the democratic
right to direct elections which Parliament won for
itself, and that it continued to neglect this point
throughout the negotiations. I hope that Spain and
Portugal will have the goodwill to put this right.
Mr Musso (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, what are we being asked here rcday? Ve
are being asked whether we approve of the principle of
enlargement. Ve have already given an answer. \(/e
have always said that we were for this principle and
that we are ready and willing to welcome our imme-
diate neighbours, who are as European as we are. But,
unlike some of our colleagues, we fonhrightly con-
demn the way in which this enlargement is going to
take place, both for what it means to us 
- 
the Medi-
terranean areas of the Community 
- 
and on behalf of
the two new arrivals, who have been lulled into a false
sense of security. Indeed, the way in which the nego-
tiations have been conducted, with those responsible
saying that we will work out the problems later
because we cannot bear to look at them beforehand, is
- 
I believe 
- 
a bad approach and there is no call for
paying homage to the Council nor to the European
Council for the ways in which they have conducted
themselves.
As regards the principle, I shall be voting for Mr
Hansch's report,. I will be even more willing to
approve it if the three amendments that have been
abled 
- 
the first by Mr Romeo, the second by Mr
Nord and the third by Mr Prag and allies 
- 
are
adopted. But, once again, for our own sake, and for
the new Europeans about to join us 
- 
our Spanish
and Portuguese friends, whom we will never be able to
hold responsible for these bad negotiations because we
courted them ourselves 
- 
I believe that we in this
House are going to regret the way we have gone about
things.
Anyway, you need look no funher than at the ava-
lanche of mo[ions for a resolution concerning
Anicle 47 which are heaped up in our files to see the
concern that has already been expressed about the
Mediterranean areas, our associates in the Mediterra-
nean Basin and the consequences of this enlargement.
I should like to conclude by reminding you of some-
rhing that Mr Delors said in this House, not so long
ago, when answering one of our colleagues, and I
quote: 'Oh, if only the Community had had its eyes
open when it initiated these negotiadons! My impres-
sion, rather, is that for four or five years we kept our
eyes closed while we were courting these countries
and that only now have we opened them 
- 
and it is
too lare. The political commitment has been given and
I cannot give you a precise figure on the consequences
of enlargement'.
That is my conclusion. No funher comment is needed,
I feel.
Mrs Piermont (ARC). 
- 
(DE)'We have to make a
decision here on a resolution in which, on close exam-
ination, it is more a question of how the European
Parliament can use the accession of Spain and Ponu-
gal ro increase its own influence rather than under
what conditions and with what consequences these
countries can join the EEC.
The avowed or unavowed desire of an individual
member of parliament to increase his own influence
and power as a person by strengthening rhe parliamen-
tary institution can be explained in terms of psychol-
ogy and has surely had a massive impact on the
development of national parliaments in the past. How-
ever, we should not ge[ things mixed up. The main
thing is whether, under the conditions negotiated, the
effects of membership for Spain and Ponugal will be
beneficial or harmful. \7e think they will be extremely
harmful. On Sunday several thousand Spaniards
demonstrared against Reagan's visit to Spain and
called for Spain to pull out of NATO and drop the
polidcal commitmenm involved, and for all American
military bases to be removed. And what does the EEC
do? For years its representatives, in particular Chan-
cellor Kohl during his visit to Spain in May 1984, have
been practising political blackmail: anyone who wants
to be a member of the EEC must also be a member of
NATO. Item d of this repon harps on the same
tediously familiar theme. It is becoming clear that one
of the most imponant aims of this enlargement was to
bring all the European NATO states together in the
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EEC and so increase its power in the confronrarion
between the Eastern and Vestern blocs.
Ve reject out of hand these blackmailing merhods,
which Presidenr Gonzalez is now using on his own
people too, and call upon him to allow the Spanish,
the ma.iority of whom are known not to wish to belong
to NATO, to decide this issue in a referendum, and
not to try and trick them by asking them to decide on
the nature of Spain's membership.
However it is nor only the NATO issue that we are
criticising. The EEC's rationalizarion and concenrra-
tion argets in agriculture are going ro pur rhousands
of farmers with small and medium-sized holdings our
of work. This will be accompanied by rhe same prob-
lems in respect of soil, water and foodstuffs which
chemical rationalization has brought. The much
vaunted internal market of 320 million people will
mainly ensure far profits for the exponing mulrina-
tionals in the Ten, panicularly rhe Federal Republic of
Germany and im chemical industry. The Spanish
employees on the other hand will have to wair seven
years for freedom of movement in the EEC of the
Ten, and as much as ten years for Luxembourg.
And the Spanish regions? They had hoped for grearer
independence in respect of the EEC regional funds,
and were under the illusion that rhe regional fund
would mean that financial support in future was no
longer dependent on political good conduct rowards
the central governmenr in Madrid. President Gonzalez
soon put paid to these pipe dreams. He made it abun-
dantly clear that all roads ro Brussels pass via Madrid.
Vherever we look, be it fisheries or shipbuilding, the
trend is clear: existing problems will be aggravared.
Instead of using the accession as a prerexr for contem-
plating its own navel and wasting rime and effon in
trying to get more for itself, the European Parliamenr
should concentrate on an entirely differenr aim:
namely that the Spanish and Ponuguese be allowed to
decide by a referendum whether, in view of all these
problems, they really wanr ro join the EEC.
Mr Romualdi (DR). 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, as in the Political Affairs Commitree, I
shall be voring in favour of Mr Hansch's repon on the
conclusion of the negodations with Spain and Ponu-
gal in the conrexr of the enlargement of the Com-
munity. No one who is familiar with rhe institurional,
administrative and bureaucraric workings of the Com-
munity can rurn a blind eye [o rhe problems facing the
Community of the Twelve, soon ro replace rhat of the
Ten, as regards its smooth running. 'l7hence rhe
urgent need to achieve as quickly as possible European
Union or at least a fundamenral review of rhe Treaties
and, until such time as rhis comes abour, at leas[ a
change in the currenr voring procedure whereby rhe
oft-impossible unanimity sought ends up by blocking
the decision-making of rhar supreme body, the Coun-
cil, which, rarher [han serving as a Community institu-
tion, thus becomes a downrighr hindrance ro rhe
attainment and safeguarding of common economic
and political interesr. The same is true as regards the
political and structural physionomy of the Commission
which the accession of the new Member States makes
even more top-heary than it already is, which means,
incapable of mking rhe rapid decisions normally
incumbent upon an executive body.
Notwithstanding these drawbacks of enlargement and
which must obviously be added to rhe far more impor-
lant ones concerning economy, agriculture, industry,
trade, fishing, broughr our very clearly by the Galluzzi
repon we shall shonly be debating, and which are as
yet by no means defined, ir would be politically shon-
sighrcd not ro acknowledge the extraordinary impon-
ance of the return of Spain and Ponugal into rhe polit-
ical and economic life of Europe of which they are
historically and culrurally a fundamental part. Funher-
more, [hese are lwo countries which for cenruries have
been open ro the life of the peoples of Mediterranean
and Atlandc Africa, as rhe chequered pattern of their
history shows, and to nations of the entire central and
southern American conrinenr with which they have in
common a language, a religion, traditions and customs
which constirute bonds which are indesrucrible and
politically and economically decisive for a more direcr
dialogue and relationship wirh rhe whole of rhe Euro-
pean conrinent and with the Community in panicular.
On top of all this comes rhe problem of security of the
Community 
- 
obviously not an issue which Mrs Pier-
mont has a[ hearr 
- 
in which rhe Iberian peninsula is
an irreplaceable bastion, a problem which the Com-
munity in its commitmenr ro peace, simply must mckle
with a solemn sense of responsibility and resoluteness,
but wirhout isolated fits of pride and conceit from
those who would believe and have others believe that
Europe has won the struggle, and indeed won it alone,
and can alone guarantee its own independence, its
own freedom and im own peace. After noting rhe con-
clusions of rhe negotiations, albeit ar a srage thar is not
yet final, we await rhe signature of rhe agreemenm so
that this Parliament can assess rhem in good time and
urge all our governmens and national parliamenrs to
ratify them promptly. Orherwise, Mr President, the
official date of enrry scheduled for I January 1986
could turn into a mirage and, like all mirages, fade
away.
Mr Van der Vaal (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr,
although we are in favour of the accession of Spain
and Ponugal, we should like to make the following
commen6. The firsr concerns the effect of the Span-
ish/Portuguese enrry on the Mediterranean couniries
wirh which we have rreaties of associarion for the
import of fruit and vegerables. .!7e are concerned
about how rhe Community hopes rc fulfil irs obliga-
tions to handle the impons of these products paniiu-
larly when Spain and Ponugal become fully integrared
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at the end of the transitional period. In all probability
the Medircrranean countries will not be able ro avoid
the need to adapt their economies. Is the Community
prepared to give these countries financial aid for rhis?
Next, the role of the European Parliament in the
accession. The Hansch report argues in favour of
adapting the EEC treary ro give rhe European Parlia-
ment the right to panicipate in the second phase of rhe
conclusion of the accession procedures. According to
Mr Hensch the European Parliament has been given a
mandate to do this by the sovereign power of rhe
Member States, in other words by the people of
Europe. '!7e were rather astonished to read this. This
would mean that, simply by relying on a mandate
obtained from the direct elecrions, Parliament could
increase ir powers to an unlimited degree. Next, we
object to the view that the sovereign power of a Mem-
ber State lies with its people. Is it nor the national gov-
ernments controlled by the national parliaments
which, as sovereign authorities, advised by the Com-
mission and in consulrarion with the European Parlia-
ment, must always have the power of decision?
Finally, the significance of enlargement for the Com-
munity's external political relations. The relations
which the Iberian Peninsula has long had with Latin
America may act as a bridge after enlargemenr to ena-
ble Europe to play a greater political role in rhat part
of the world. Unfonunately this is not rhe case with
the Middle East. Unlike Ponugal and rhe orher Mem-
ber States Spain is alone in having no official diplom-
atic relations with Israel. This is a very unsatisfactory
situation. The Community has in the past regularly
concentrated on the Middle East in the context of
European political cooperation and has made state-
ments on the subject in the Venice declaration and on
other occasions.
On the other hand the Middle East countries also
recognize the positive significance of having political
relations with Europe. Ve must, in our opinion, con-
tinue to maintain these relations.
They are of vital imponance for promoting a peaceful
solution to the existing problems in that area and for
counteracting the increasing influence of the Sovier
Union. \(/hat we want to know is: how does the Com-
munity intend to continue this imponant polidcal
tradition when a major country which is a new Mem-
ber Srate does not maintain diplomatic relarions with
the democratic state of Israel, thereby casting doubt
on its right to exist?
Mr Tsounis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I too
should like to congratulate the rapponeur, Mr
Hansch, on his valuable repon and to support its main
conclusions, which in my view are the [wo set out
below.
Firstly, that as soon as the agreements on the accession
of Spain and Ponugal have been signed there will have
to be a major debate in this House on the substance of
these agreements. The debate would amount to a rati-
fication of the agreemenm by the European Parlia-
ment, and it would have to be preceded by ratification
of the agreemenrc by the individual Member States of
the Community.
Secondly, that an effon will have to be made to reduce
to a minimum the length of the transitional mandate of
the Members of the Spanish and Portuguese national
parliaments who are appointed as Members of the
European Parliament, so that the anomaly of the dif-
ferent popular mandate of pan of this House will
come to an end as soon as possible. Because, ladies
and gentlemen, one of the main features of this Parlia-
ment is precisely that it is the only example of a mul-
tinational assembly elected by direct universal suf-
frage, i.e. with a European and not a national man-
dare.
There is a second reason why I should like, if I may,
to express my deep satisfaction at the successful con-
clusion of the arduous negotiations, which dragged on
unnecessarily for seven whole years and sorely ried
the abilities, imagination and perseverance of the
negotiators. On this point, I think thar special praise is
due to the Italian Presidenry, which gave a decisive
boost to the negotiations and succeeded in bringing
them to a successful conclusion. \7ith the completion
of its third enlargement, the Community has, I feel,
clearly expressed its firm resolve ro move along the
path of European integration, a path which will have
to remain open in the future also. However, the satis-
faction which I am sure we all feel at rhe momenr
should not lead us into dangerous overoptimism,
which is usually what happens when only the positive
aspects of successful negoriarions are emphasized.
Because, although it is rrue thar rhe third enlargement
in the last 15 years increases the prestige and weight of
the Community as regards international rade and
politics, it is equally true that enlargemenr is not
devoid of problems of which we ought to be fully
aware. Since the later accession of the new Member
States will give rise to the problem, on rhe one hand,
of intra-Communiry competition between rhe
Mediterranean countries, which produce similar agri-
cultural products, and, on the other hand, of Com-
munity relations with the non-member Mediterranean
countries, for which access to the Community market
will probably be more difficult. It is obvious that the
Community will need to have new negotiations with
these countries and to find soludons which, while safe-
guarding the interests of the Mediterranean Member
States, will not be likely to cause fundamental changes
in the conditions of trade enjoyed by the non-member
Mediterranean countries and to have undesirable and
destabilizing repercussions on the Mediterranean
region. Furthermore, the later accession will also give
rise to the problem of the further widening of the gap
in economic development between rhe Community
partners. This gap already exists and is unfortunately
getting wider rather than narrower. The accession of
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Spain and Ponugal will funher aggravare this prob-
lem, and I would say rhar ir is high time for the Com-
munity to take serious accounr. of its own appeals for
the need to bring together the economies of its Mem-
ber States. I say economies, ladies and gentlemen, and
not only economic policies, since whar we are striving
for is to reduce the economic divergences berween the
partners, and of course we are not bound to achieve
our objective 
- 
and perhaps it is not even possible 
-by common and converging economic policies. \flhat
is probably required is the opposire, since the various
economic shoncomings all need rc be tackled in dif-
ferenr ways if our economies are to become as srrong
as we wish them to be.
Lastly, a point which is perhaps more imponanr rhan
all the rest, the problem of the smooth functioning of
the Community institutions, will be even more acute,
since even now, with im rcn members, the Community
is losing steam and is already in danger of grinding to
a halt. This problem will have to be tackled wirh cour-
age and determination, not wirh half-measures.
'!7e shall have to come up wirh suimble instirutional
forms and machinery which will enable us ro over-
come the obstacles which still stand in our way, and in
this repon I hope that the Milan Summir will prove to
be decisive.
(Applausefrom the centre and the ight)
Mr Toksvig (ED).- (DA) Mr President, it requires
incredible application ro reduce seven years of nego-
tiations and the results of them ro a reporr amounting
to only 15 pages. The Hansch Repon is therefore, in
my view, a valuable documenr for which the rappor-
teur is to be congratulated. He has used the rime
devoted to the accession of Spain and Ponugal to look
at the political, social and economic spec[rum as a
whole. The conclusions he draws are worrh remem-
bering 
- 
nor iusr because it is the 8th of May, the for-
tieth aniversary, but also because they give us some
idea of the direction in which the Communiry should
to. He makes a lot of imponant points both in the
motion for a resolution and in the explanarory srare-
ment. I am especially interesred in a number of ques-
tions of particular relevance ro rhe furure; rhe weighr-
ing of votes in the Council is a good compromise and
should help the decision-making process.
I could nor agree more rhar direct elections in Spain
and Ponugal musr come as soon as possible. Ve could
very easily find ourselves in rhe situation where, hav-
ing convened this chamber in July and August, we arejust getting to know the new colleagues we are to wel-
come on I January when rhe elections are held and we
are faced with a whole lor of new Members. This can-
not be a sensible way of working, and I would ask the
Council to press for direct elecrions as soon as possi-
ble.
The repon suggesrs rhar the narional parliamenrs
should aim to have rhe new Treaty documenrs ratified
as soon as possible. This is somerhing else rhat this
Parliament should stress 
- 
there is no longer any rime
to be lost. \7e have found a compromise and now we
must show thar we intend to see the procedure
through.
There are a number of points a[ rhe end of the repon
on the challenge before us. There are seven poinrs and
I would recommend anyone who has not read them to
do so, because they are extremely imponant. Accord-
ing to the repon, enlargement may provide an econo-
mic and technological stimulus. This is absolutely rrue.
The Common Marker will suddenly consisr of
320 million people and action will clearly have ro be
taken 
- 
not leasr to deal wirh unemploymenr. Unless
we get down to business we shall never solve the
unemployment problem.
The repon says rhar the decision-making processes are
too slow and should be reformed, as should rhe disri-
bution of responsibility 
- 
and rhis is precisely the
view expressed in rhe Commirtee on Insrirutional
Affairs. I am still nor absolurely convinced rhat it is the
right way, but I am sure thar governmenr conference
envisaged in rhe Dooge Repon and indirecrly sup-
poned here is crucial and that Spain and Ponugal
should automatically be invired to take pan.
One point made is rhat the psychological hub of the
Communiry will be shifrcd sourhwards. I should like
to say on behalf of the majority of Danish Members
that we also want to maintain our contacrs with rhe
Nordic peoples with whom we have very close rela-
rions. 'Sfle can rherefore perhaps in rhis way maintain a
balance in the Community of the future.
Mrs De March (COMI. 
- 
gR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, rhe reporr on behalf of rhe Polirical
Affairs Commirte exrends morions for resolurions
akeady adopted by the ma.ioririy of this House on
enlargement.
Mr Hensch has asked for the green light to be given to
signing rhe accession treaty. He has expressed sarisfac-
tion at the conclusion of negotiarions and has stated
that accession would be beneficial, borh to the Com-
munity and to rhe applicanr countries. But at the same
time, he has spoken abour a challenge that could sign
the Communiry's dearh warran[. This caalogue of
good intentions and pious hopes is derisive in thi light
of the Bonn summir conclusions, which have bJen
glossed over rhis morning but which throw a true light
on what is at stake when enlargement occurs.
To those who are rrying to believe or make others
believe that rhe main aim of enlargemen[ is to consoli-
date democracy in the applicanr countries and to
strengthen the political cohesiveness of an independent
Europe, the message of rhe Bonn summit is loud and
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clear: Europe can only exist as an appendage of the
United States, under its political, economic and mili-
tary control.
The enlargement of the Community is all pan of this
basic approach and cannot be separated from strategic
questions linked wirh NATO. The report by Mr
Hensch even admits this: if the Spanish application
had been rejected, it would probably have heralded
the withdrawal of Spain from NATO. The Americans
themselves are well aware of this, since the American
Secretary of State, Mr George Schultz, congratulated
the negotiators by calling the agreements between
Spain and Ponugal major political successes. Say no
more!
Vhen it came to the bottom line of the negotiations,
the political will to hasten the relaunching of Euro-
pean integration and [o set up a military Europe, in
conjunction with Reagan's 'Star \flars' project, was
more imponant than all the other economic and social
considerations. In my opinion, getting set for the arms
race and nuclear winter is a very strange way of cele-
brating rhe victory over Nazism of 8 May 1945. At the
same time, the enlargement to Twelve is to serve as a
springboard for changes in the Community's deci-
sion-making procedures, with the abandonment of an
institution abour which we 
- 
rhe French Communisrs
and Allies 
- 
are extremely concerned: I am talking
about the right to veto, that is to say a Member State's
right to independence and sovereignty. Naturally, we
are against this.
The risks of enlargement are also economic. As in
1972, when the United Kingdom joined, the United
States is making capital out of enlargement [o renego-
tiate the GATI agreements. The purpose is to pursue
the transformation of the Community into a vas[ free
trade area by opening up new territories in which capi-
ralist firms can manoeuvre. They will be able to
enlarge their markets and swap their industrial prod-
ucts for agricultural products, all to their own advan-
ta8e.
Competition between the various regions of the Medi-
terranean is going to be exacerbated. Spain and Portu-
gal will serve as European bridgeheads for American
and Japanese firms which are currently stepping up
rheir investments. But no mention is made of this.
After having neglected them for such a long time, the
negotiators have at last acknowledged the dramatic
consequences of enlargement on agriculture, fishing,
industry and hence on jobs. If some light on this has
been shed and some true facts have emerged, I believe
that we have had somerhing to do with it.
Today, however, they are trying to make us believe
that we can skin around the dangers with a few extra-
funds and with a few alrcrations to existing regula-
tions. But what is the truth? The facr is that false guar-
antees and meagre compensatory appropriations will
nor be able to prevent the dismantling of protectionist
measures which enlargement will enmil.
It is the belief of the French Communists and Allies
that it is possible to avoid the wounds which Mr
Andriessen spoke about and which would go against
the interest of our peoples, not just the French, but
also the Spanish and Portuguese. \7hat is more, if we
had any sense and were logical about this we would
also take note of what is happening in Greece. Yes, we
could avoid these wounds. \7e could also avoid 
- 
as
my friend Emmanuel Maffre-Baug6 said 
- 
waging a
war against the poor of southern Europe.
Those were a number of points which had rc be
stressed. The negotiations are still not completed.
Above all, it remains to ratify the accession by a treaty
and through the national parliaments. This is a signifi-
cant stage in the process which will give us an oppor-
tunity to enlighten our populations about what is
really at stake. In our country, workers in towns and
in the countryside, the trade unions and professional
organizations will all have something to say and an
important role to play when they confront each Mem-
ber of the national parliament with his responsibilities
for the present and the future.
For our part, we will do all we can to institute a wide
democratic debate and to retain our national and
regional idendties. Men and women must be prepared
to take a stand. That is precisely what the wine-grow-
ers in my area 
- 
Provence-C6te-d'Azur 
- 
are say-
ing. !7e must defend, simultaneously, the interests of
our farmers, the interests of the Community's popula-
tions and their economies, and see to it that our coun-
ries do not get crushed in the cogs of a supranational
wheel of a Europe which, instead of expressing an
unanimous European opinion, might well be waving
an American flag. That is why we are against enlarge-
ment and its doom-laden logic.
Rather than submitting to the damaging process of
enlargement, we would prefer to set up a new policy
of cooperation with Spain and Portugal, in a spirit of
mutual respect for our various advantages, which safe-
guards national independence. Rather than confining
this cooperation to the Community framework, we
would prefer ro integrate it into a new Medircrranean
policy which would make it possible to promote
development in the countries concerned and to escape
from domination by multinationaI firms.
Mr Toussaint (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is obvious that the European Communi-
ties could not bu[ decide to allow the accession of
Spain and Ponugal, precisely because the Treaty of
Rome clearly states that any democratic State can
become a member.
The real problem, then, is not that of the decision, but
of the unequivocal attitude which the Member States
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must now adopt now that enlargement has been
agreed on.
In this respect, it appears that there are rwo major
obligadons: increasing the EEC's financial resources
and implementing institutional reform as a marter of
urgency.
The accession of two new Members whose economic
development is not so advanced as rhe Communiry
average will inevitably lead to an increase in rhe EEC's
financial requiremenr and c/e cannor help bur ac-
knowledge in all honesty that an increase of the VAT
ceiling from I ro 1.40/o is not sufficient. ro cover [his.
Integration will of course be progressive, bur a radical
reform of the CAP musr be carried our during and
before the end of this transitory period. In the indus-
trial sector, cusroms duries must be aligned wirh the
Common Customs Tariff in seven years and it is well
understood that both Spain and Portugal have
accepted the principle of the adoprion of acquis com-
munailtdire. But also 
- 
and above all 
- 
a Communiry
of twelve increases the need, and confirms the urgency
of reforming rhe institutions, because, if we retain the
rule of unanimous vodng wirh twelve of us, blockages
will result.
Let us insist on rhe facr that ir is not possible to hold
up this institutional reform for long, now rha[ enlarge-
menr has been decided upon. The EEC runs the risk of
being unable to wirhsrand such an enlargement if it
does not reform itself.
To quote a pessimistic theory 
- 
to which we musr nor
subscribe 
- 
if we are no[ consisrenr wirh our own
decisions and do not take the courageous decisions
regarding finance and instirurional reform which our
own logic commands us ro do, enlargement will
weaken rather rhan srrengrhen Europe.
Mr Lalor (RDE). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, the solidariry
among Europe's democratic peoples musr be pro-
moted. No nation belonging ro our common '!7'estern
civilization should be excluded from rhe European
Union which we have set ourselves as rhe final goal of
our endeavours. The counrries of southern Europe
have a right, as do those of the nonh 
- 
one of which
I represent 
- 
ro cooperarion in the inreresrs of their
people's social progress. The accession to our Com-
munity of Spain and Portugal is no longer a subject
for discussion ; it is a fait accompli. I hasren to add rhat
I welcome their accession.
This having been said, it is nor right for rhe Com-
munity to run rhe risk of ruin by unwisely raking on
new problems, especially ar a rime when ir is finding it
difficult to resolve the difficuldes ir already has. There
are very many problems that srill exisr which will have
serious repercussions, not only for exisring Member
States 
- 
and not least for my own counry, Ireland 
-but also for the rwo new applicant Member States
themselves if these problems are nor resolved before
accession becomes effective. It is therefore necessary
that serious negotiations should conrinue in the Com-
munity on an ongoing basis to deal with these prob-
lems and difficulries.
One subject of panicular concern to me is rhat of fish-
eries. As long as no formal assurance has been given or
received that fish-stocks will not be subjecred to addi-
tional depletion incompatible with natural replacement
of the species, [here must be cause for concern. The
accession of Spain and Ponugal will result in a sub-
stantial increase in the number of fishing-vessels, in
fishing capacity, in fish exrracrion for human con-
sumption, and in greatly increased pressure on existing
fish-stocks. The survival of coastal occuparions in
Europe will depend on rhe Communiry's firmness
against unreasonable exploitation of our natural
reserves. I ask that the Communiry take every step [o
ensure the necessary rigorous controls and surveillance
in our fishing warers in the inreresm of all parties.
Another subjecr of concern is the availability of a suffi-
ciency of resources ro meer the even grearer demands
that will be made on both the Social and rhe Regional
Fund after enlargement. So far available funds have
been totally inadequare ro meer the requirements of
the existing Community, with particular reference ro
the needs of peripheries like Ireland, Scotland and
Greece. This basically means thar unless the Council
shows the political will to increase rhe Community's
own resources subsrantially rhere can be no doubt rhar
the sprinkling-can effecr which will result will be unac-
cepmble not only for the Europe of today but also for
the enlarged Europe of tomorrow with its increased
peripheral needy areas.
Mr Kuijpers (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenl, any
democratic counrry in Europe which applies rc join
the Community has to be allowed ro do so. At least
this is what ir says in the Trearies. Of all democraric
civil rights rhe righr ro vore is the first.
The nations of which Spain is made up already pos-
sessed these civil righrs long before Spain existed as a
country.
That is why we mighr justifiably expecr that the repre-
sentatives of rhe Iberian Peninsula who come ro rake
up their sears here will be elecred on the basis of elec-
toral arrangements which suit rhe communities con-
cerned. The sovereignry of the people akes preced-
ence over coincidental national sovereignty, and I
hope thar rhe Commission will negoriarc with Spain
and Ponugal on this basis.
Mr Stirbois (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we musr remind those who would still
doubt Europe's future of the heroic sacrifices which,
through 25 centuries of struggle, have created Europe,
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beginning in 480 BC ar Salamis, when the Greeks of
Themistocles riumphed over rhe Asian invaders.
For 25 centuries, we have undergone our trials: the
Asiatics were imprudenr enough to challenge Athens;
the Canhaginians ravaged the countryside of Iraly; the
Huns laid wasre ro wirhin 150 kilometres of Paris; we
were attacked by Muslims in Bordeaux and by Turks
threatening Vienna.
Several nations have taken [urns as the leaders of
Europe. Spain in the late Middle Ages, which con-
mined and then pushed back the Moors; rhe Slavs,
who repelled the onslaught of rhe Tanars: rhe Habs-
burgs, who held the Ottomans ar bay for three cenru-
ries and who thus to some exrenr helped ro safeguard
Europe. Ponugal, Spain, the Netherlands, England,
France and Italy were subsequently ro make Europe's
presence felt in the world.
Spain and Ponugal have rherefore both played an
imponant role in the pasr. Both rhese nations are parr
of the European Communiry, rheir enrry ro the EEC is
logical and beneficial because ir will offer Vestern
Europe the opponunity to strengthen its links with
Africa, which is a narural extension of these countries
and modern Africa cannot survive wirhout Europe.
The economies of our two conrinents are complemen-
tary. 'Whatever happens, Europe cannor tolerare a for-
eign power getting a foothold in Africa and rhreaten-
ing Europe from its southern flank. Did not Zinoviev
say'Ve will encircle Europe via Africa'?
The enlargement of the Community is going to make
it possible rc establish special links with the countries
of Ladn America.
Cenain problems will nevenheless have to be solved,
in panicular the future financing of the EEC. An
enlarged Europe will not have a funure without
increasing its own resources. Raising the VAT ceiling
to 1.40/o on I January 1986 akeady does not seem ro
be enough. \7e must release other resources, based for
instance on indicators of living, agricultural and indus-
uial wealth.
Enlargement also implies respecr for rhe acquis com-
munautaire, which itself calls for improvemenrs in rhe
way the common agricultural policy functions.
I cannot conclude this ropic, ladies and genrlemen,
without making it quite clear rhat Europe exrends
from Brest to Bucharest. One day our enlarged Com-.
munity should include the East Germans, the Poles,
the Czechs, the Albanians, the Hungarians, the Bul-
garians, the Rumanians and the Yugoslavs, all of
whom were saved from Nazi totalitarianism only ro
find themselves crushed and subjugated by rhe Com-
munist dicmmrship of the Soviet Union.
The United States of America saved Vesrern Europe
from such a disaster 40 years ago. Those who appear
to have forgotten this today and who are protesting
against the visit of a president of this grear democraric
country are behaving disgracefully. Their favourite
slogan is indeed 'Better red than dead'. \7e, on rhe
other hand, say 'Better European and alive'. Let us
remember who our friends are.
(Applause frorn the right)
IN THE CHAIR :MR DIDO
Vice-President
Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the
rapporleur, Mr Hansch, and Lady Elles were good
enough to refer to my report, which was approved by
Parliament on 18 February 1982. Ar that time I
attempted to identify the insrirutional significance of
Parliament and this is what I wish to ralk about now.
The European Parliament must., as a European insritu-
tion, take part in the decisions on enlargemenr. Ori-
ginally, we could nor ger this legal position accepted,
but the Stuttgart Summit gave the Parliament the right
to give an opinion on the enlargemenr.
As soon as the accession rrearies are signed rhey must
be ratified by the European Parliamenr on equal rerms
with the national parliaments.
Secondly, direct elections for rhe European Parliamenr
must be held in the acceding countries as quickly as
possible, as it would be intolerable if we had a Parlia-
ment consisting of members wirh varying legitimacy
and the people of Spain and Ponugal did not have the
same voting rights as the people of the Community of
Ten.
The Hansch report deals with the problems of Medi-
terranean policy which will arise in conjunction with
the enlargement. I would like to commenr that rhe
enlargement of the European Community 
- 
if it is ro
be an integral pan of a new overall Mediterranean
policy 
- 
merits particular attention. To be frank, my
imagination and my faith in Europe is inspired less by
governmen[ statements or political slogans rhan the
governments' actions.
Mr Galluzzi's interim report on behalf of rhe Com-
mittee on External Economic Relations calls the atrcn-
tion of the Council of Ministers and the Commission
in Brussels to a number of basic problems. These
require political decisions this year. Mr Galluzzi thus
points out that we are extremely concerned at the con-
stant deterioration in rade and condirions of payment
of the Mediterranean countries and their balance of
rade with the European Community, and calls on the
Twelve Member Starcs of the enlarged European
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Community to undertake to guarantee rhese countries
better access to our markets for their products.
The repon by the Committee on Exrernal Economic
Relations is only an interim repon and cannor be any-
thing more. The Committee did not have any oppor-
tunity to conduct in-depth talks. Many of Mr Gal-
luzzi's statements must therefore still be revised, sub-
stantiated and completed and others, I believe, will
have to be changed. My Group will therefore propose
that Parliament agrees to the reporr in principle and,
in accordance wirh Anicle 85 Paragraph l, refers ir
back rc the Commirree on legal Affairs and Cirizens'
Rights with a requesr ro submit rhe final repon as soon
as possible.
On behalf of our Group Mrs Boot and I have submit-
rcd a deailed question to the Council, rhe rext of
which speaks for itself. Ve call arrenrion to the great
concern in economic and consumer circles in rhe
Community that in three to four years impons ro rhe
European Community from Medirerranean countries
could be paralysed by Community associarion and
other treaties.
One figure is sufficient ro illustrare the problems afrer
enlargement. In 1983 the European Community
imponed approximarely 1.2 million tonnes of fruit and
vegetables from Eygpt, Israel, Tunisia, Morocco,
Cyprus and Turkey and in the same period 2.9 million
tonnes from Spain and the Canary Isles, i.e. far more
than twice as much. Ve now expecr the Council, and
of course the Members of the Commission responsible
too, to tackle this complex of acute and long-term
problems and to make a decision on [hem.
To put it more clearly, this means that we do not wish
the significance of this issue to be talked to dearh by
bureaucrats in Brussels and the narional capirals. If rhe
responsible poliricians in rhe European Communiry do
not find a political solution ro rhese long-standing
problems there will be no overall Mediterranean policy
wonh the name.
lf countries such as Morocco, Tunisia, Israel, Cyprus,
etc. can no longer sell their producm in rhe European
Community, they will not find orher markets withour
involving themselves in undesirable political obliga-
tions. The quantities currenrly sold by these counrries
must therefore be established as a minimum. European
Community producers competing wirh the Medirerra-
nean countries will rhus have an opponunity in future
to exploit their marker potential in terms of quality
and quantity, whilst rhe Medirerranean counrries can
use the future to specialize funher.
I would like to emphasize the polidcal significance of
the entire issue and call upon the Council of Ministers
to make a decision immediately.
Mrs Thome-Paten6tre (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Personally,
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I was always in
favour of the entry into the Community of Spain and
Portugal, from rhe moment that these two countries
became democracies.
Indeed, however great some of the economic problems
raised by rhe accession of rhese two countries, and of
which I am perfectly well aware, the political aspecr in
my opinion is of primordial importance.
To this political reason, I would add another which is
economic. In the long term, [he whole Ladn American
market will be opened up to us, which should have
positive repercussions for all the member countries of
our European Community.
That is why I shall be voting for Mr Hansch's reporr.
(Applause from the ight)
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, first of
all, may I say what a fonunare choice it was to appoint
Mr Klaus Hensch as rapporteur on rhis imponant
topic; this is an excellent reporr which one can supporr
without any misgivings whatever. For us Spain's acces-
sion has mainly been a quesrion of a political decision
rather than an economic wrangle, though the econo-
mic aspects have, of course, caused problems. In the
final event it is the political decisions which bring
about economic consequences.
'S7hen our delegation was in Madrid recenrly c/e were
thus delighted to hear rhe Spanish President, Mr Gon-
zalez, Foreign Minister Moran, but rhe leader of the
opposition Fraga Iribarne too, saying thar rhey were
all vehemently in favour of Spanish Members of Par-
liament being elected as soon as possible, but by the
end of 1985 at the latesr. This is an imponant point: in
an elected Parliament, nominated members never have
as much influence as they should.
In this Parliamenr [oo there are people who are won-
dering about Spain. \7ill Spain not cause us problems?
Quite the contrary, I think. Anybody who has been to
Madrid knows that the Spaniards 
- 
government and
opposition alike 
- 
are coming into the Community
absolutely determined to do all rhar is in their power
to help the Community progress. They are critical of
the way progress is now being blocked by too narrow
an interpretarion of the concepr of unanimity and they
also suppon srrucrural progress. In Spain we will thus
find a driving force for Europe.
Madame Thome-Paren6tre expressed concern that the
regions were nor happy with the accession as every-
thing would be handled via Madrid. I can only assure
you that these reservarions are simply not justified. Ve
had discussions with represenrarives of the lwo mosr
imponant regions, Caralonia and the Basque counrry,
and both fully suppon accession.
Finally, we should not forget something thar has been
brought up several times already: Spain is an European
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country, for European culture without Spain, or
indeed Ponugal, would not be what it is today. Ve
should not foiget eirher rhat Spain, despite irs reputa-
tion, set us the besr examples for tolerance in earlier
times. Peace between Christianity, Islam and Judaism
was first achieved in Spain, where there was a miracu-
lous co-existence of these religions which illustrates
the exemplary truth that true faith will find a means ro
communicate.
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) I will confine my
speech on the problems of the enlargemenr of rhe
Community to include Spain and Ponugal solely to
the problem of sea fishing. I must say rhar these nego-
tiations, as in other spheres, have unfortunately been
very badly handled. This is nor rhe fault of rhe nego-
tiators, but that of rhe Member Srares, who decided to
squeeze this negodadon process inrc a rigid frame-
work and to have it concluded before I January 1986,
which shows that you canno[ negoriare properly when
you have to stick to a date. Having said rhar, the con-
tent of the agreement on sea fishing is not as bad as we
might have expecred and I think that we musr congra-
tulate che Commission and in panicular Mr Andries-
son for the effons rhat have been deployed ro safe-
guard as much as possible the interesrs of Community
fishermen.
So I am not going to dwell on rhe pasr or cry over any
spilt milk but I am worried about rhe future, by which
I mean the fate which will meer this agreement and,
panicularly, the way in which its implementation will
be supervised. To make people respecl an agreemen[,
Mr President, you need a legal framework, you need
resources and you need political will.
A legal framework calls for strict regularions and we
know full well that such regulations have not yer been
devised. In fact, where the deails of the regulations
and their implementation are concerned, negotiarions
are srill going on. So I think that very careful artention
must be paid to the framework given to [he agreemenr
on sea fishing.
As for the resources, these are both budgetary and
material. There is no budget for sea fishing in the
European Economic Community and it is therefore
vital that, in the 1985 budget, funds are ser aside ro
guarantee strict supervision. Of course new material
resources must also be provided to cope with the new
problem posed by the entry of Spain and Ponugal.
Finally, Mr President, polidcal will is needed to ensure
thar the agreement is respected, by which I mean rhat
the rules must be adhered to and supervision and pen-
aldes srrictly applied. Ve know full well that, for var-
ious reasons 
- 
some of them polidcal 
- 
none of the
Member States 
- 
or almost none 
- 
has the will rc
guaran[ee at the present time that agreements are res-
pected. \7ell, if the States do not have it then rhe
Community imelf must be provided with the means.
And I should like to finish by saying, if you don't
mind, Mr President, rhat I do not shirk from propos-
ing that we should have some kind of Community
supervisory body in the form of a fleet under the direct
responsibility of the Commission and supplied by con-
tributions from the various Member States. Only if
these conditions are fulfilled, namely, the existence of
political will, resources, a budget and regulations, will
the fishing agreement which has been concluded be
respected and will the interests of Community fisher-
men be safeguarded.
(Applause from the ight)
Mr Andreotti, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(17) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it is both a
duty and a pleasure ro take the floor in this debate
which comes in the wake of an inseresting discussion a
few days ago in your Political Affairs Commirtee to
which we had submitted a summary texr on the agree-
ments between the Council and rhe Spanish and
Ponuguese tovernments. One point remains ourstand-
ing, but subject to this reserva[ion we can claim to be
home and dry.
I should like to thank Mr Hansch for his repon and
his proposals. It is significant that the Council devoted
its attention to this topic, because this gives us greater
political authoriry as regards the signature of rhe
atreement for enlargemenr in June, in good time for
all twelve counrries to be able to rarify the act wirhin
the schedule, which is moreover tight, inasmuch as
Spain and Ponugal will become full members of the
European Community on I January 1986.
Your discussion will also be useful to the national par-
liamenrs when they tackle rhis issue at the rime of rati-
fication and I believe, more generally speaking, that
the more pressure you bring to bear on rhe national
parliaments and national governmenrs, the more con-
sistent we will be with our resolute action at the Euro-
pean level. The representarive assemblies could other-
wise be out of tune with rhe governing forces.
I am gradfied by rhe frequenr reference made in this
assembly ro general political considerarions as well as
to historical and civilization considerarions.
This is by no means a rhetorical reference! No one
here underestimates rhe imponance of the issues at
stake 
- 
agriculture and fishing, for insrance, to take
just two of the secrors which have been mentioned this
morning 
- 
issues which are vital to our people and in
respect to which we musr be sure that enlargement
does nor lead to situations of conflict, bur instead to a
harmonious development of the agreements reached.
It is, however, essential not to lower the tone of the
d.ebate by reducing it to purely material considera-
uons.
I recall the humiliarion of the chen Prime Minister of
Greece, Mr Caramanlis, when the debate was centered
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on his country's accession to the Community. Ar thar
time, very high-sounding discussions on rhe meering
of Greek civilization wirh Larin civilizarion and rhe
civilization of the Nonh gave way to, and were some-
times submerged by, discussions on the tobacco and
olive oil quotas. This was really being brought down
to eanh with a bang after listening to considerations
which had fired our imagination and boosted our fun-
damental beliefs. My belief is that borh aspecrc have to
be taken into consideration and I find it significanr
that the vast majority of those who have spoken have
given a favourable opinion. I should like rc take this
opponunity of thanking the assembly for its kind
words to the Italian Presidency.
\7e took over a legary much of which had been the
work of previous presidencies. The point was to get to
the finishing straight and the principle according to
which momentum gathers as progress is made falls flat
if it is not backed up by a solid resolve.
The Commission and panicularly Vice-President
Natali and Vice-President Andriessen, as well as the
President Delors, are working at our side in such an
endeavour, all convinced that seven years ago and
today the problems were and remain the same and
would still be the same in seven years time if they had
not been solved. These problems, now overcome, also
constitute a sign of recognition that the European
Community does not only stand on its past merim but
is also sure of its future. The very facr that a Com-
munity soon to be.ioined by another 50 million Euro-
pean citizens means that this Communiry has a future.
Lastly, taking up what Mr Blumenfeld said earlier,
each of us has in his mind the text 
- 
approved in this
House 
- 
of one of his previous resolutions. '!7e must
ensure that enlargement does not spark off fears and
misgivings amongst the non-Community elemenr of
the Mediterranean. The political significance of the
Community is great among the ranks of associated
countries and countries which, although not members
of the Community, entertain reladonships with ir.
These worries, which the last European Council also
sought ro allay, have prompted borh rhe Commission
as well as ourselves to stipulate rhe conditions for the
transitional periods. These worries are monitored
closely at the political level. I myself visited Morocco
recently; and yesterday the Tunisian Minister for For-
eign Affairs was in Rome; on Sunday the Israeli Min-
ister for Foreign Affairs was in Rome and the effects
of enlargement consrirured rhe mosr delicate and topi-
cal subject of these contac6. Ar a time when we are
gratified by this strengthening of the Communtiy and
by this milestone in its progress, it would be conrradic-
tory if this were to lead to a weakening of the bonds
we have with other Mediterranean countries which are
particularly near to us, irrespective of rheir political
colouring.
These are thorny problems, but ones which leave us
undaunted. \fle did not give in when faced with rhe
septennial problems which blocked the conclusion of
the negotiations; and q/e are not backing down now in
the face of the current problems. Ve believe firmly in
our Community, a Community which has a glorious
past but which is destined to have an even more glo-
rious future.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr President-in-Office, I am sure all rhe
Members will join with me in once again thanking you
and complimenting you on the Italian Presidency, and
in panicular Mr Andreotti, as well as the Commission
and Vice-President Natali, for their successful effons
in overcoming this crucial final stage so tha[ we can
now have the satisfaction of seeing Spain and Ponugal
actually joining the Community.
(Applause)
Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Comnission. 
-(17) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, ir has been
my dubious privilege all too often ro commenr in rhis
assembly upon the delays in rhe accession negoria-
tions, so I think that today I am entitled to add a few
words on this subjecr.
First and foremost, Mr President, I should like 
- 
and
not just to repay compliments 
- 
ro express the appre-
ciation of the Commission for rhe role carried our by
the Italian Presidency which, as Mr Andreotti has
already mentioned, took over the legacy of seven years
of work and also for the role it played in seeking
broad-based solutions in an overall vision of rhe issues
at stake.
During the debarc commenrs have been made on a
whole host of problems. Mr Andreorri has quite righdy
stated that the conclusion of the accession negoriarions
must also be viewed in the light of the subsequent
European Council during which rhe Heads of State or
Government undenook commitments on rwo specific
issues: the integrated Medircrranean programmes and
the Mediterranean policy on which Parliament will
focus its attention immediately after this debate and on
which Mr Cheysson will speak on behalf of the Com-
mlssron.
However, I musr add quire sincerely and frankly thar
we cannot simply gloss over rhe role of the European
Parliament and its merit in the attainment of this grear
goal which has been and still is so vital to us all.
Today's debate is in a way rhe conclusive phase. It has
been pointed our rhar there are significant coincidents
as regards date: today's dare and romorrow's date. I
should like to add that the main poinr is rhat this
debate is taking place. Even in previous debates rhe
Commission had expressed its appreciarion and its
approval for rhe aspecm menrioned by Mr Hensch.
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Today the Commission is pleased rc confirm this
appreciation.
But, as I was saying, it is a debate which is raking place
also thanks to rhe srimuladon, overseeing, and boost ir
has received from the European Parliamenr rhrough-
out.the negotiarions. The debates during the plenary
sessions, in committee and in the various joint commir-
tees are still in our minds. On this subject I should like
to address a special word of thanks ro the chairmen of
the joint committees 
- 
Lord Douro in the case of
Spain and Mr \Tettig in the case of Ponugal 
- 
and
also pay tribute to the other chairmen 
- 
Mr Galluzzi
for Spain and Ms Clwyd.
Throughout these debates Parliament has provided
encouragement and suppon which have never flagged
whatever the difficulties encounrered in solving the
problem. This supporr has been fonhcoming from the
vast majority.
After much endeavour, oft-dashed hopes, the Com-
munity is at last opening its doors to Spain and Ponu-
8al.
I hope 
- 
indeed I am confidenr 
- 
that the loose ends
can be tied up over the nexr few days and thar the
schedule Mr Andreotti reminded us of can be met. I
feel I must reiterate rhar the Commission will
obviously accomplish irc duty as it feels it has done all
along.
The entry of Spain and Portugal, it has been already
noted, is an historical fact. Admittedly rhe debate
which has taken place here has brought our rhe com-
mitments and the challenges arising from rhis process.
Mention has been made of agriculture, fishing, econo-
mic integration and, as I said before, of rhe Mediterra-
nean dimension and the needs of the Mediterranean
regions of the Community of the Ten. These are rel-
evant and imponant issues which have not and will not
be lost sight of; however, I should like above all rc
stress a fact which I consider ro be the most imponanr:
i.e. that enlargement entails the new political reality
for the Community, one of hope and real promise
which should be developed ro rransform the Com-
munity and give it a new lease of life.
I am firmly convinced that the choice made corres-
ponds not only to the letter but also ro rhe spirit of the
treaties and that it is the only choice compatible with a
living Community whose intrinsic nature wills it to do
continually better.
I believe that today's debate is above all expression of
the faith in this Communiry which when all's said and
done 
- 
as stated today in the President's address 
- 
is
the Communiry in which we placed all our hopes at
the time of its inception.
I feel sure, Mr President, that the young democracies
of the Iberian Peninsula will make a fundamental and
invaluable contribution to the funher growth and
development of the European Community.
(Applause)
Mr Hinsch (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I
should like rc make up for an omission in my speech
just now. I forgot to thank Mr Natali for his work in
conducting the negotiadons and for the outcome of
the negotiations. I should also like to thank him for his
constant willingness ro inform Parliament and irs com-
mittees as soon as possible and as rhoroughly as possi-
ble of the progress of negotiarions.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken ar the nexr voting time.
Mr Balfe (S).- On a point of order Mr President.
On Monday, as reponed in the Minutes of Proceed-
ings approved yesterday, the President gave me an
assurance that there would be no armed personnel in
this Chamber during the visir of the President of rhe
United Smtes. Reading rhe accounr of the visit of the
President of the Unired States ro the United Kingdom,
I see that when he visited the United Kingdom in
1982, according to rhe record and minute provided by
the Speaker of the then House of Commons, he had
with him a thing called the 'Black Box', which is rhe
machinery which is needed for the President of the
United States to launch a nuclear war. I am told on
authority that this piece of machinery is always kept
with the President. Can I therefore ask whether rhe
Bureau has considered whether this piece of offensive
machinery will be within this Chamber, and whether
the President of France has been consulred as [o rhe
fact that a foreign Head of State on his soil will be
carrying the capacity to launch a nuclear war from the
Chamber of this House? I would be pleased if you
could give these matters your artention before 'Presi-
dent Hopalong' arrives this afternoon.
( Pro te s u from t b e rig h t )
President. 
- 
Mr Balfe, I do not think rhat was a poinr
of order.
Mr Blumenfeld has requesrcd that the Galluzzi repon
be referred back to committee. This request will be
dealt with during rhe debate on the Galluzzi reporr,
which will be discussed joindy with the Cassanmag-
nago Cerretti repon after Question Time.
(Tbe sitting was suspended at 12.10 p.m. and resumed at
3.30 p.m.)1'2
From 2.30 to 3.15 p.m. Parliament held a formal sirting on
the occasion of the visit to the European Parliament of the
President of rhe United States of 'America, Mr Ronald
Reagan. The proceedings of the formal sirring are con-
tained in an Annex ro today's debates.
Topical and urgent debate (objections): see Minutes.
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Vice-President
Mr Provan (ED). 
- 
Madam President, would it be
possible now for you to give us the result of our deli-
berations so [ha[ we know what urgent topics actually
are on the agenda and in which order they will come?
I personally have one down on human rights which I
think is very imponant, and I would like your assur-
ance that that is still on the agenda.
President. 
- 
Mr Provan, the list you refer to will be
available in about 20 minures.
3. Bonn Summit (Statement by the Commission)
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the statement by the
President of the Commission on the Bonn Summit
held on 4 and 5 May 1985.
Mr Delors, President of the Commission.
(FRJ Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, I
should first of all like to rhank you for amending your
agenda to make time to hear the Commission's view of
the results of the industrialized nations' summit in
Bonn, and I regard this as funher proof of the spirit of
friendly cooperation between our [wo institutions.
(Applaase)
I shall come back to this at the end of my speech.
For the sake of brevity and clarity I shall begin with
the simple question: what did we expect from the sum-
mit?
First of all, a certain style. The seven countries which
meet on a voluntary basis each year do not govern the
world economy. They meet to get to know each other
better, to exchange views on the main trends in the
world economy and to give a lead to the rest of the
world. \Vhy those countries? Others could do this
too . . . Because, in view of their responsibilities as rich
and prosperous countries, there are times when they
can give guidance to the rest of the world, and pani-
cularly at present to all those suffering from hunger
and underdevelopment, or in financial difficulties
because of debts, whatever the causes.
The indusrialized nations' summit must therefore
never replace the existing international organizations
which are able to discuss world economic problems
within their own field: the OECD on overall econo-
mic policy, the Interim Committee and the Develop-
ment Committee on development problems and mone-
ary and financial problems, and Gatt on trade prob-
lems.
Secondly, we were expecting discussions on what I
would call the shon-term economy. How can we bols-
[er the international economy when it makes sense to
say, whatever problems we have to face and whatever
monetary, financial or other solutions we must find,
that rhe surest way of helping each country to resolve
its difficulties is to expand the international economy?
In 1984 the volume of international trade gresv by 90/0.
This trend will not last because it was caused by the
large trade deficit and the growth rate in the United
Srares, which stood at 90lo compared with 20/o the year
before and 0% the year before that. So how can we
support the international economy this year?
The third objective of the summit was to find out
whether the various coun[ries' views on how to
improve the structures of the world economy had
changed. And structures include rade, money and
finance. This is what we in the Commission were
expecting from the summit.
I must point out first of all that the summit discussions
dealt only with economic, financial and monetary mat-
ters. Strategic and military questions were not dis-
cussed by the Heads of State or Government. \7hat
was reponed in the press was probably the outcome of
bilateral nlks. But the summit remained on a purely
economic level with one exception, which I am sure
everyone will accept and understand: the political dec-
laration published on Friday. This political declaration
- 
and I am sure I do not need to stress this 
- 
was
both welcome and extremely imponant, because it
showed our own people and the whole world that,
forty years after the end of the'$Var, the three coun-
tries on one side during the bimer fighdng and the four
on the other were now unircd. They were united and,
above all, no matter what lay in the past, they now
shared the same ideals about democracy and freedom.
The declaration was by no means intended as propa-
ganda, but it would have made excellent material for
civics lessons in every school in the world. For today
society's collective memory soon forgets as world
events progress. !7ho would have believed in 1950 that
we would be at the smte we have reached today?
Unfonunately this political declaration has not had the
impact which it should have had because, as these
summits tend to be distoned, the press as usual took
more interest in other matrcrs. But I wanted, again
without putting undue stress on the matter, to under-
line the imponance of then declaration.
For the rest the seven industrialized nations also
agreed to try to fight the plague which is rife among
some of our young people: drugs. A working pany has
been set up to rry rc find out how we can stop rhis evil
from spreading. The seven nations also published
declarations on the environment and on space cooper-
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ation. On rhis last point I am pleased ro say that the
communiqu6 acknowledges the importanr role played
by the European Space Agency.
I now come ro rhe rwo subjects which I mentioned
earlier 
- 
how to suppon international economic
growth and how to overcome ir structural defects.
As far as the first quesrion is concerned, I had hoped,
as I said in public, rhat the only message we could give
other countries was rhar each of us would do his best,
with America making dercrmined effons to reduce its
budget deficit 
- 
which is the only way ro restore calm
to the exchange markets, to bring the dollar down to a
more acceptable and realistic rate and to reduce rhe
interest rate 
- 
and Japan taking a full pan in the
world economy, which is not the case ar present; the
figures speak for themselves. The Community comes
in for criticism, yer does 450/o of its trade in indusrial
products with other counrries, compared wirh 15% for
the United Srares and 50/o for Japan. Could anyone
think these summits at all useful if, in five years time,
Japan, with im level of prosperiry, was nor making a
treater contribution ro the developmenr of the inrer-
national economy?
'!7e, the Community, were asked 
- 
and this was a
valid quesdon from the Americans 
- 
what can you do
to help the international economy to grow? Now that
you are well on rhe way to bringing down infladon
and reducing your imbalances, can you not increase
your growth rate a little? A good question.
I musr say rhar the alks we held on these quesrions
were extremely inreresting and that every counrry
stated in the communiqu6 whar it was going ro do, but
the message was nor as clear as the Commission would
have wished: a clear-cur undenaking ro reduce the
budget deficir, rargers for integrating Japan into the
international economy and a statement of Europe's
determination to increase growth wherever possible,
thereby contributing to the developmenr of the inter-
national economy and rhe fight againsr unemploy-
ment. I think we can say rhat that pan of the talks was
satisfactory. But the message was nor very clear either
for public opinion or for other countries.
Moving on to the srructural aspecrs of the inrerna-
tional economy, I would sum them up as follows. Real
progress has been made and views are now much
closer on development and finance; on monerary
affairs a little progress has been made, but not enough
in the Commission's view; the talks on trade were
rather wide off the mark, ir was a waste of an oppor-
tunity 
- 
I don't know how ro pur ir so rhar it can be
translated accurately into all rhe languages. !flhar I
mean to say is rhat we had rhe wrong talks at rhe
wrong time.
Let me take up some points. On development and
finance our American colleagues have finally modified
their views after years of discussions and accept rhat
these areas of the international economy cannor be
improved simply by the free play of rhe market. \florld
investmenr and money flows musr be distributed cor-
rectly, Srare aid must conrinue at present levels or be
increased, our treatment of other countries ought to
change and Africa in panicular, a conrinenr much neg-
lected in terms of development, deserves special atten-
tion. In this connection the seven nations undenook to
discuss a special programme for Africa nexr September
at the latest.
As I said, a little progress has been made on monerary
affairs. I do not wanr ro go into this subject in great
detail because I was the insrigator of the revival of the
Group of Ten and of the questions which were pur ro
it. I do not wanr to make this a matrer of pride, but as
far as I am concerned rhe results were unsatisfaqory.
This explains why I expressed some reservarions when
we voted on this passage of rhe communiqu6. !7e sim-
ply have [o demonsrrarc rhe same political will to tac-
kle our monetary chaos and trade barriers. I think that
the final communiqu6 was more passionarely con-
cerned with trade than with monerary problems.
(Applause)
If we have a litde time to go into this, I could give you
more rcchnical details to show you that this is not sim-
ply a subjective judgment on my parr.
As far as trade is concerned, rhe Commission came to
the indusrialized nations' summir with a resolution
from the Council of Ministers of 19 March. To sum
up, the resolution simply said yes ro a new commercial
round, provided thar it was carefuliy prepared, cov-
ered every aspecr 
- 
services, high rcchnology, intel-
lectual propeny, agriculrure and many others 
-, 
thar
the developing countries should be closely involved
and that it should produce a new push towards liberal-
izing world trade, sharing the burden between all con-
tracting parties. This was the mandate we were given.
Ve fought for this mandare, but ar one srage 
- 
[he
situation has been developing particularly since my trip
to the United Stares 
- 
I had the impression that the
American adminisrration, which has to combar strong
protectionist trends in Congress, the Senate and rhe
American economy, needed a gesrure which would
enable it to resist this son of pressure. This was why I
personally did not oppose fixing a date, and the Com-
mission also put forward a balanced text taking
account of both the resolution of 19 March and the
concern to give a committed demonstration of our
desire to forge ahead in what I regard as a fine pan-
nership 
- 
and I shall come back to this 
- 
between
the United States and Europe. As it happened not all
of the delegations could approve the Commission's
combined proposal, as one of them thoughr rhar dis-
cussions had already been concluded before the sum-
mit and that rhis was nor a proper way ro proceed.
That was why we were nor unanimous on this point
and why that was practically the only thing, unfortun-
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ately, which the press reponed from the whole sum-
mit. But even if it was done in a hurry, it still deserved
a more detailed account, as I said.
Vhat lessons can be drawn from this? There are two
which concern us, you the Parliament and we the
Commission. First we must condemn the lack of con-
cenation between the four Communtiy Member States
which attended the Bonn Summir
(Appkase)
In Bonn the Communiry seemed both physically and
psychologically to be back in the bad old days of
1980-83, without the more cheerful and active appear-
ance which it has had in 1984 and 1985. Fearing that
this would be the case, I had suggested to the Foreign
Ministers when they met 10 days ago in Luxembourg
that formal consultations should be held at the invita-
tion, as the Italian Presidency proposed, of our Ger-
man colleagues who were organizing the summit.
Unfonunately these formal consultations could not
take place and it is not my place to apportion blame
for this here. But I condemn it nevenheless.
(Appkase)
Secondly 
- 
please do not regard this as polemics after
all the ceremony which we witnessed 
- 
are we or are
s/e no[ panners with the United States? Are we simply
to play the pan of obedient citizens in political matrers
and subcontractors in economic ones?
This is what I wondered during this summit. But just
as I think that rhere is no point in Europe complaining
or protesting to other countries, I think we must real-
ize that nothing in life is ever handed to us on a plare,
we must go out and take it.
(Applause)
Ve will be given nothing, and as the Community has
another appointment in Milan, I hope that this Euro-
pean Council will enable us to make progress on three
levels, because the time is now right. First, to esablish
an internal market which will be effective by vinue of
its sheer size. Second, to make qualirarive rcchnologi-
cal progress to keep up with world events, in order ro
remain a real voice to be heard and to prevenr technol-
ogy from being transferred out of Europe.
And thirdly, to strengthen our institutions to promote
swifter decision-making and more coherenr negoria-
tions.
Parliament, elected by universal suffrage, will, I am
sure, take heed of this message, learn from it and, as it
has been doing for the last four months in harness
with the Commission, ask the countries of the Com-
munity to Brasp this opponunity and nor ro wair for
history to happen any longer.
(Loud applause)
President. 
- 
I inform the House that, in accordance
with Rule a0 (2) of the Rules of Procedure, Members
may avail themselves of a period of 30 minutes in
which to put brief and precise questions with a view to
clarifying specific points in the Commission statement.
Mr Jupp6 (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I lis-
tened attentively to Mr Delors' explanation of why the
Bonn Summit could be considered a failure, a failure
for Europe since, on this occasion, it made a point of
demonstrating im divisions rc the outside world.
I share Mr Delors' view when he says that our com-
mon purpose mus[ be growth, but apart from reciting
principles, I trust that this presupposes a number of
initiatives and I should like to ask the President of the
Commission to make two points quire clear.
This is my first question: what precautions does rhe
Commission intend to take so that trade negoriarions
- 
if and when they take place 
- 
do not attack
Europe's interests, as has already happened to some
exrent? I refer panicularly to attacks on the common
agricultural policy and ir achievemenm.
I should like some additional information from Mr
Delors. He did invite us to ask him about rhe steps he
inrcnds to take so that the necessary parallelism
between monetary and trade negoriations is respected,
since it is true that trade can only be srepped up if
monetary conditions are to some extent stable.
Mr Segre (COM). 
- 
(17) Madam President, I
should first of all like rc thank President Delors for his
excellent detailed accounr and put to him tvro ques-
tions.
Firstly, he deplored 
- 
in no uncenain rerms it seemed
to me 
- 
the lack of concenadon between the four
member States of the EEC as had initially been pro-
posed when the Bonn Summir was being prepared.
Vhat I would like to know is how the Commission
intends to put righr or make up for this lack of concer-
ation between Member Srares for the purposes of
other summits of the same kind, in the contexr of ihe
institutional reform which will 
- 
as has already been
mentioned 
- 
be on the agenda for rhe Milan Summit.
The second point is that a number of statements and
declarations have been published on rhe subject of the
Bonn Summit 
- 
I have read one myself 
- 
and are
attributed to President Delors. I should therefore like
to ask him whether rhe declaration according ro which
the Commission would at the time of the Milan Sum-
mit be in a position to submit a concrere proposal in
the technological context, panicularly with a view, to
bringing the Eureka project wholly within the Com-
munity sphere, is rhe truth 
- 
in which case I should
be delighrcd. I should like to know wherher this decla-
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ration was made and, in any case, which Commission
agencies are involved.
Mr Franz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, yo, d."1,
only briefly with the monetary issues. I would be inter-
ested in hearing rather more precisely where you see
real progress in monetary issues at the summir and
what lurn events will now take.
Mr Bonde (ARC). 
- 
(DA) I should like rc ask rhe
President of the Commission whether rhe srar wars
and Eureka projects were discussed and whether var-
ious ways of combining rhe two projects were dis-
cussed. From a political point of view I would ask rhe
President of the Commission to give us an assurance
that Europe is not to participate in any milirary pro-
jects.
Mr Seeler (S). 
- 
(DE) I would also like to thank
President Delors for his brief but nevertheless compre-
hensive report on the Bonn Summit. I have one very
practical question concerning the GATT nlks last
year: in the press we all read that efforts had been
made to find a compromise for rhe final communiqu6
acceptable to all Ten States.
Vill it be possible to meer the requirements for hold-
ing the viml GATT talks in 1986?
Mr von Bismarck (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mrs President, I
would first like to say rhank you for the opponuniry
of lisrcning to and purting quesrions to President
Delors. I think rhis is a good starring point and an
example that should be followed.
Presidenr Delors, I would like to ask you whether you
were really only at the Summit as a guesr or as a repre-
sentative of Europe? If the latter was the case were
you able to present the economic report and rhe Com-
mission's policy as European policy, an so ensure rhar
all the countries belonging [o our Communiry were
represented at the Summit?
Mr Moorhousc (ED). 
- 
Madam President, I am
grateful to Mr Delors for his explanation of his own
attitude and the Commission's a[rirude to rhe nexr
round of trade negotiations. I do nor, however, alto-
gether understand his reservations about en early dare,
and I would be grateful for further clarification in rhe
light, panicularly, as I read it in the Press, of the atd-
tude of the French Governmenr.
But my question, more specifically, concerns trade
relasions wirh Japan, on which subjecr I am rhe rap-
poneur for Parliament. Do I gather from what Mr
Delors has said that we are in a wait-and-see period?
It does seem to me from my initial researches thar the
Japanese market is remarkably impervious to impons
of oumide products both from the United States of
America and from Europe. Vhat steps does Mr Delors
have in mind to recdfy this situation? \flas the Summit
ready to consider the possibility of funher joint ven-
tures between Japanese interests and European inter-
ests both wirhin E':rope and in Japan?
Mr lppolito (COM). 
- 
(17) Madam President, as I
am convinced that only a united endeavour through
the EEC can, in the sector of scientific and technolog-
ical research, enable Europe to take up the technologi-
cal challenge thrown down by the United States and
Japan, I should like to know from President Delors 
-and I thank him in advance 
- 
what the Commission's
line of action is as regards the proposal for the Eureka
poject with a view to making it a European project.
If we persist in squandering European research
through a thousand na[ional channels, we will by the
end of the century be no funher ahead than the Third
Vorld.
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) Do you not think, Madam
President, that the difficuldes which have emerged
over the Eureka project are due ro a failure [o anrici-
pate this project, making proper coordination impossi-
ble, and, more generally, given the failure of the Euro-
peans to coordinate in Bonn, do you nor fear that the
Commission's influence is not powerful enough and
what do you intend to do about this, in parricular so
that the Milan summit will be a success?
Mr Elliott (S).- Madam Presidenr, could the Presi-
dent of the Commission tell us what real, positive
moves and agreements he feels came our of the Bonn
Summit that will really help to rackle one of the most
severe problems that face all the countries of the \flest-
ern world, namely, thar of mass unemployment, other
than, of course, proposals of a monearist nature 
-indeed, I might say, of a Reaganirc narure 
- 
designed
to depress the living standards of ordinary working
people by forcing down their wage levels ro an unac-
ceptable degree and increasing poveny?
'!flhat really has happened through Bonn thar will give
help and encouragement to the millions of unem-
ployed in Europe?
Mr Mallet (PPE). 
- 
(FR) I should not like to ask the
President of the Commission an indiscreet quesrion,
although I would like rc know if he thinks that there is
really any point in having this rype of meeting, where
more fine speeches are made than positive decisions
can ever be taken, and where the Community tends to
fade into the background, earlier decisions being for-
gotten. But I will nor embarrass him by asking him rhis
quesrion.
I would, nevenheless, like to ask him about a very
basic and pressing problem, brought up by Mr Ippol-
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ito: Europe's rcchnological developmenr. The Com-
mission presented an excellenr document on this sub-ject to the European Council in Fontainebleau. This
document came [o a very precise conclusion, namely
that the quota of own resources to be devoted to
research should be doubled, from 3 to 60/o in 1989.
Vhat has become of this proposal? Vhat sreps does
the Commission intend to take before the European
Council meetint in Milan to give a new boosr to Euro-
pean technological cooperarion which, i[ seems ro me,
is an indispensable condidon for purting our coopera-
tion on rhe same footing as thar of the United Smres,
which is what I would like ro see happen.
Mr d'Ormesson (DR) 
- 
(FR) May I ask the Presi-
dent of the Commission whether, when the GATT
conference is opened, the Community will speak with
one voice? Vill it ask for a circulation tax to be
created on substitute products entering the Com-
munity's internal market?
My second question concerns the possibility of debar-
ing whether responsibilides could be shared by the
Unircd States and the Communiry where a policy con-
cerning developing countries is concerned.
Thirdly, I should like rc know the Commission's posi-
tion with regard to President Reagan and the Marx-
ist-Leninist r6gime in Nicaragua, because I do not
fully understand the reproaches made against Presi-
dent Reagan with regard to his policy on rhe Marxist-
Leninist r6gime in Nicaragua.
Miss Brookes (ED). 
- 
May I ask Mr Delors how he
views the progress otherwise towards a European
monetary system?
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
If I am correct in detecting rhat
the President of the Commission felr rhere was insuffi-
cient prior consultation of rhe four EEC Stares prior
to the Summit, what does he suggesr should be done
in the future to coordinate better the economic poli-
cies of the Ten, now abour ro become Twelve?
Lady Elles (ED.) 
- 
I would like m ask Presidenr
Delors, in view of the need ro ameliorare our trade
balance with Japan, what measures the Commission
are considering in dealing with expon markem to
Japan. !7ould he not also consider that when we have
great opportunities such as the Tsukuba Exhibirion
1985 for displaying the high technology expenise of
Europe, those opponunities should be taken advan-
tage of? Although I do not prerend ro say now what I
thought of the European Community pavilion ar thar
exhibition, I am willing ro tell him in private, as I
believe many others who have visited that exhibirion
will be willing ro do. Have we nor missed a grear
opponunity while moaning and groaning the whole
time about failing to get into the Japanese marker?
Mrs Hoff (S). 
- 
(DE) Mrs President I would like to
thank Mr Delors for his report on the Bonn Summit.
\Vays of supponing economic growth and eliminaring
structural weaknesses were discussed at the Summit. A
political statement was given and drug addicdon was
discussed. I mke it that the fighr against mass unem-
ployment was also discussed. My question is as fol-
lows: what plans are there and what practical measures
are to be taken to provide work for all rhe millions of
jobless in the European Communiry and in the United
States ?
Mr von Vogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Delors, I have
ano[her question in connection with the debate on rhe
reform of the international monetary system. To what
extent was the further development of the European
monetary system significanc and in particular whar
position was adopted by those participanrs ar rhis
economic summit who were not representing Member
States of rhe European Communiry, i.e. the United
States and Japan?
My second question concerns the fact 
- 
in your view,
regrettable 
- 
that rhe Member Smrcs did not adopt a
common position with regard to an imponanr issue. I
would like to ask you rhe following quesrions: do
these differences in opinion reflect completely diver-
gent positions wirh respect to inrernational prorection-
ism or free world trade and do you think that these
differences of opinion will be overcome in the foresee-
able future, thus enabling the European Community ro
adopt a common position at rhe coming negotiations?
Mrs Charzat (S). 
- 
(FR) Do you nor think, Mr
President, that any failure of Eureka 
- 
the European
Communities' technological breakrhrough 
- 
would
seriously hamper ultimately any progress towards the
political union of the European Community?
Mr Delors, President of the Commission.(FR) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, I will
begin by telling you whar I am not going ro talk ro you
about. First, rhe IDS project, because the Commission
is not qualified ro commenr on this and, contrary to
what some people have claimed, I have never made a
statement on rhe srategic aspects of the project. Nor
will I say any more about Nicaragua. The Commission
is working on a process of economic cooperation with
Central America in the hope of making some small
contribution to restoring peace and goodwill rc the
area.
Mrs Hoff and Mr Elliott asked me whether our
economic talks produced anything new on rhe fight
against unemployment. Every counrry did, admittedly,
explain what its economic policy was and the steps it
was taking or inrended to rake to fight unemploymenr.
But I do not think any major progress was made either
in theory or in practice. Both the United Srates and rhe
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Community had plenty ro say on rhis subjecr, bur
neither was prepared to listen.
'!flhat must be understood is that the European Com-
munity, or ra[her the European economy, which, as I
said before, does 45% of irc rade in industrial prod-
ucts with the rest of the world and rrades 25% of its
national product wirh the rest of the world, cannor
introduce a son of growth combined wirh low levels of
productivitiy to create more jobs as the United Srates
has done. lf we had been pursuing this policy for the
last 5 years we would have been digging our own
grave and made sure of our decline. Ve promored
productivity because we, as the mosr open trading
group in the world, musr adapt our srructures to meet
both our old competitors, who are still as powerful as
ever, and new ones. But I myself think rhar the Euro-
pean Community, the European economies, will soon
be feeling the benefir of rhe adjustmenrs it has made,
the regrettable consequences of which are well-
known.
Mr von Bismarck, Mr Segre, Mrs Ewing and Mr von
'!7ogau asked me how we can ensure that the four
Member States attending the summit present a unified
front.
I think it was an excellenr real-life exercise. As you are
all aware, commercial policy is the responsibiliry of the
Commission. So ideally only the represenratives of the
Commission should have spoken when the question
was raised at the summit.
(Applause)
But this was not the case. Ve must ask ourselves what
additional institutional srcps should be taken so rhar
we can follow the rules in everyday life in the spirit in
which they were intended.
As for the trade negotiations, which are the concern of
Mr Jupp6, Mr Seeler, Mr d'Ormesson, Mr Moor-
house and Lady Elles, I think I mentioned at the
beginning the line which the Commission is taking on
this, how it is dercrmined to achieve consensus among
the Member States and what its intentions would be ar
the preparatory meetings. As I said before careful pre-
paration is needed. As far as we the Commission are
concerned, we are working on files 
- 
indeed we have
almost finished 
- 
on every subject which might be
covered in this new commercial round, with the
s[rengths and weaknesses of the European economies,
what concessions we can make and the areas on which
we must remain absolutely firm even if only during a
transitional period. So I think we will be in a position
to put forward precise figures ro rhe orher counrries,
just as the Unircd States, Japan, Brazil and India are
each making their own preparations for the new
round.
Secondly we hope that progress will be made in all
fields simultaneously and that we will nol concentrate
on, say, agriculture because it is a tradidonal subject
with which we are all familiar.
Ladies and gentlemen, we will stand firm on the need
to deal with every subject. But our arguments must sdll
be convincing. And if they are to be convincing 
- 
I
will speak frankly because otherwise there is no point
in talking about it 
- 
when rhe next decision on farm
prices is taken we must not give any sign that we are
turning back from the courageous line taken by the
Community last year. If we do so we will not have
much of an argument left, particularly if the United
States reduces its subsidies to irc farmers.
I think we must show that our poliry is neirher prorec-
tionist nor does it involve amassing surpluses for the
sake of it. '$/e must put our own house in order if we
are to be in a stronger position to defend the future of
European farming and Europe as an agricultural
power.
This is why everything is connected. !7e cannor make
fine speeches abour Europe on the one hand and,
every time a decision is taken against our interests,
take decisions which are contrary to the general
declarations we have made.
This is all I want to say on dealing with rhe various
subjects simultaneously.
Thirdly, we hope to Bet the agreement of the develop-
ing countries. This is panicularly important because,
as far as they are concerned, some concessions which
they will have rc make could affect their auronomy
and development capacity in the future: I am thinking
panicularly of satellite communications and other
areas. So we mus[ also get their agreement.
'!7e must divide up the burden, everyone musr take his
share.
These are the conditions, as I would remind Mr Jupp6
in particular, under which the Commission will pro-
pose that the Communiry enters the new commercial
round.
'!7hat form will the round take? There will probably be
a meeting of toprank civil servants in the late summer
or early autumn to establish a framework for rhe
negotiations. Vhar are the subjects to be discussed?
How will they be approached? Only after that will the
Ministers be able to meet to launch the operation.
I said ar ih. Bon, Summit thar fighting over a date for
the Ministers' meeting was not solving anything. I
remember that in Tokyo we decided to hold a new
round and we had to wait rwo and a half years for any
effective negotiations because of a lack of careful pre-
Pararion.
As far as Japan is concerned I myself have arrived at a
very simple conclusion. Vith Japan's level of prosper-
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ity, given that it does nor have rhe military expenditure
which other countries have, and the hermeric narure of
im market, and whatever efforts we still have ro make,
as Lady Elles was quite right to sress, I rhink thar
Japan will show that it shares the world's responsibilicy
if it gives itself the mrget of increasing percentage of
impons in relation to its gross national product. In my
opinion this is the only way to achieve results. It is rhe
only indicator which will enable us to judge wherher
or not Japan is playing an effective pan in the world
economy.
I will move on now to the monetary questions raised
by Mr von !7ogau and Mr Brok and the question on
the European Monetary System raised by Mr Jupp6
and Mr Franz. The European Monetary System is
increasingly at[racting the attention of monetary spe-
cialism. I was even asked questions about it when I was
in the United States. Nor that anyone thinks that the
system as it stands can be transferred on an interna-
tional level, but people are impressed by the facr thar
countries which staned out with diverging economic
policies and different traditions have succeeded in
creating an area of relative monetary stability where
the transparency of the exchange market benefits
every contractor and everyone involved in the world
economy. So we can say that the European Monetary
System is now regarded as a full-scale experiment and
not iust as an oddity or a temporary solution.
As for the rest, Mr Jupp6, I think that the main propo-
sals we can make to try to reduce 
- 
I won't say any
more than that 
- 
the world's monetary troubles are as
follows.
Given the dominance of the American economy, it is
essential to reduce their budget deficit. \7e are simply
asking too much of the dollar. Too much is being
asked from inside because of the budget deficit, and
too much is being asked from outside.
Secondly, if we want to avoid the financial problems
which have also hit the banking community and the
world monetary sys[em, v/e must mckle the short-term
economic problems and the structural problems of
countries in difficulty at the same time.
It would therefore be appropriate for the Monetary
Fund and the Vorld Bank to cooperarc more closely.
Speaking from experience 
- 
I dealt wirh 40 cases of
countries in difficulty while I was minister 
- 
I said
that you don't try !o cure pneumonia with a packer of
aspirins. Asking a country in difficulty ro resrore its
balance of paymenm within l8 months is nor enough.
If you do not help it rc exploit its own resources, ro
develop its own food crops, to develop irs agricultural
areas and to improve its management of the produc-
tion sector, in another two years it will relapse inro rhe
same illness again. So everything we give in terms of
technical aid and support to these counrries is equally
important.
Thirdly, there is one point on which the Americans
disagree with us in Europe: they regard the exchange
rate as the result and not an indicator of economic
activity. Being a result, nothing can be done about it.
Ve in Europe, on the other hand, or a[ leas[ most of
us, regard the exchange rarc as an indicator of econo-
mic activity, and when it deviates too far from the
basic economic data, u/e must have a look at the indi-
cator and see what we can do about it.
These questions and others will be dealt with at two
meetings, the meeting of the Group of Ten, in the
second half of June in Tokyo, and the meeting of the
Interim Committee during the annual session of the
Bretton \floods signatory countries in October in
Seoul.
Of course I could say more about this, but I think thar
just those three poinr which I mentioned 
- 
and you
will see now that this is not just an academic quesrion
- 
would in themselves bring more realism, stabiliry
and transparency to the exchange markem.
I have always made a point of not discussing the prob-
lem in terms of flexible or floating currencies or fixed
currencies. I have even avoided talking about a rarget
zone as we do for the EMS so as not ro alarm anyone.
And if I maintained my reserve at the Bonn summit, it
was because, quite clearly, even if not all rhe doors are
shut, I would say that they are not completely open
either, and there is still an obvious reluctance to rackle
rhese problems. I will leave ir up ro rhe individual to
wonder why!
Mr d'Ormesson asked me about developmenr. I would
say in reply that in the text of the summir communiqu6
there was, as I have said, a narrowing of rhe differ-
ences between the various views, and we, the seven
most highly industrialized counrries, are going to rry
to do something in parricular for Africa, although
Africa's problem is also faced by all the developing
countries. The countries of the sourhern Sahara
deserve special attention because of historical and geo-
graphical condirions, bur we musr give selective treat-
ment and deal with each case individually.
I come now ro the quesrion of technology raised by
Mr Galland, Mr Ippoliro and Mrs Charzar. Once
again the situation is not rhe fault of rhe Community,
but it is still lamenmble. Europe lacks drive when ir
comes to initiative. If we are now all too eager to do
something about technology, it is unfonunately only
because the Americans have launched rheir IDS pro-
ject. To Europe's cost. However, I would remind you
that at the Dublin European summit last December,
the Heads of State or Government there asked the
Commission to submit guidelines on rhe subjecr of
technology and competitivity. Ve submirted those
guidelines wirh the feeling rhat rhe marrer was urgenr.
'!7e put forward six clear proposals incorporaring
operational factors, realisric ideas and suggesrions for
immediate acrion. Unfonunarely the European Coun-
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cil in Brussels wrore rhis document off, if you will par-
don the expression, having failed to study it in detail,
and today we are again facing the prospec of even
faster technological progress in rhe Unircd Stares. Ve
are finding that the American authoriries are canvass-
ing our own firms, in other words they are window-
shopping in Europe for whatever is useful ro rhem in
technological terms and we in Europe do nor even
have a framework for broad discussions wirh rhe
Americans. That is why any proposal is a good one.
Vhether we are talking about France's proposed
Eureka project or Italy's Iris projecr 
- 
which is also
very interesting because it links technology, social pro-
gress and the social managemenr of technology 
- 
the
time is now ripe for action. And I can rcll you that, in
three weeks' time, the Commission will have finished
drawing up an overall proposal to enable rhe Com-
munity to make qualitarive technological progress.
(Applause)
\7e shall state our objectives: rechnology, competitiv-
iry and employment and feasibility. Ve shall assess rhe
human, technical and financial resources at our dis-
posal. \7e shall indicate the administrative framework
which we are [o use for each project. Ve shall proba-
bly also propose a general framework for a rechnology
community. We shall suggesr various ways of financ-
ing the projects. !7e shall request that our technology
community be open to cooperation with other Euro-
pean countries which are not members of the Com-
munity and which have showed interest in such coop-
eration.
Finally, there is one question which we will have to
settle once and for all: can the technology communiry
be achieved under the present Treaty, or will it require
either a special Treary or institutional changes? !7e
shall be answering all these quesr.ions within the nexr
three weeks. Then it will be up to the governmenrs ro
give their views. And as I have said, I hope rhat the
Milan summit will give us some hopeful sign in a field
where we have been dragging our feet rco long in
spirc of our considerable resources. !7e do nor have
weaknesses and handicaps in every field. Ve are srill
among the leaders in space matters, transport and even
telecommunications. But if everybody else is forging
ahead, we must. do so too. Since the Milan talks are to
cover the Community's progress into the furure, hav-
ing settled the problems of the past, I think that rech-
nology and the internal market should be two priority
subjects. In any event, the Commission will be there.
(Applause)
President 
- 
Mr. President, we thank you for your
proposals and consider that in Milan the Parliament-
Commission 'tandem' will bring forth decisions by the
Council.
4. Question Time
President 
- 
The next item is the second pan of Ques-
tion Time (Doc. B 2-267/85). \7e shall begin with
questions to the Council.
I call Question No 71, by Mrs Banoui (H-716/8\:
Subject: British Prevention of Terrorism Act.
'!7hat action has the Council taken in
response to the Banotti resolution, call-
ing for an investigation into the use of
the Prevention of Terrorism Act by rhe
British authorities, which was adopted by
the European Parliament in January
1985?
Mr Forte ,President-in-Offce of the Council.
(17) The Council nores that paragraph 2 of the reso-
lution referred to by the honourable Member stipu-
lated that it would be forwarded to the Commission
and the Governments of the Member States.
Mrs Banotti (PPE). 
- 
I note the limitations of Coun-
cil's competence in this matter. I also note rhe decrease
in numbers detained under the PTA in Britain in
recent months. However, I would ask the President-
in-Office whether he would not agree that laws which
include such wide-ranging powers and which have a
direct influence on the ability of citizens from Member
States to travel freely from one counrry to another
must be implemenrcd with panicul ar care for the
rights of citizens of Member States and thar as long as
the percentage of those who are demined and even-
tually charged with any crime remains what it is 
- 
rhe
rate at the moment is 140/0, and rhis sometimes after
detention of up to seven days 
- 
this Act must be scru-
pulously monitored in Britain?
Mr Forte 
- 
(IT) As the honourable Member and
everyone else in the House is aware, this matter falls
within the competence of the Member States. All thar
we in the Italian Presidency can hope for is rhar there
will be as many inrergovernmental agreements on this
as possible, since there is no doubr that there is a con-
nection between the extent of such agreemen$ and the
possibility, which we are pursuing, of gradually reduc-
ing the barriers to movemenl between the Member
States.
Mr Marshall (ED).- !7ould the President-in-Office
of the Council accept that the Prevention of Terrorism
Act which was introduced by a cabinet of which Mrs
Castle was a member, and was approved unanimously
by the House of Commons in 1974 
- 
a House of
Commons of which Messrs Huckfield and Cryer were
members 
- 
has, in fact, saved innocent lives, that any
monitoring of the Prevention of Terrorism Act is the
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responsibility of the British Government and the Bri-
tish House of Commons and that any inquiry by the
European Parliament or by the European Community
inm this Act would be regarded by the Brirish people
as a gross impeninence?
Mr Forte 
- 
(17) These are clearly malters for the
Member States.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
Vith regard to rhe Presi-
dent-in-Office's reply, whilst he referred to para-
graph 2 of the resolution, which asked that this resolu-
tion be forwarded to the Commission and Member
Governments, surely his government did receive a
copy of that document? Could he give us some ideas
as to what his government meant? As to the ques[ion
asked by Mr Marshall, whether he likes it or not Par-
liament passed the resolution condemning this pani-
cular Act in January 1985, and the British Government
and Mr Marshall should realize now that the time has
come for it to go. However, I would ask the Presi-
dent-in-Office if he could give us his view as a mem-
ber of the Italian Government which has received a
copy of the resolution.
Lady Elles (ED). 
- 
Vith respect to the previous
statement, there was no resolution adopted in this Par-
liament to condemn the Prevention of Terrorism Acr.
Mrs Banotti asked for an investigation. There was no
condemnation. There was a resolution condemning ir,
but that was rejected by this Parliament. I merely wish
to put the record straight.
Mr Forte 
- 
(17) The question which has been raised
concerns the Italian Government. I should like to sate
that I am here in my capacity as represenrative of the
Council and not of the Ialian Government.
President 
- 
I call Question No 72, by Mrs Thome-
Paten6tre (H-773/8\:
Subject: Validity of the European passpon. The
purpose of the European passpon is to
strengthen the feeling of unity amongsr,
EEC citizens and also ro reinforce rhe
image of rhe European Economic Com-
munity outside its external frontiers.
Can the Council indicate the precise validiry of this
passport outside the EEC? If ir is only panial, what
action does the Council intend taking to make it com-
plete?
Mr Forte, President-in-Offce of the Council.(IT) The uniform passporr is issued by the authoriries
of the Members States. It is for them to define, where
appropriate, its territorial validity.
The Council is aware that some of the first holders of
the uniform passport. have met with difficulties when
wishing to use it. These difficulties are due to the fact
that certain immigration authorities were not ade-
quately informed of the introduction of the uniform
passport. The Presidenry has asked the Member States
to nke the necessary measures so that passpon auth-
orities are aware of the introduction of the uniform
passport.
Mrs Thome-Paten6tre (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
thank you for your reply, but I must say rhar I am a
little disappointed by it. I do not normally use srrong
words to express myself, but I consider that rhe Coun-
cil's lack of application with regard to the European
passport is preny deplorable. I know you said thar it
depended on each country, but we have been told
often enough since Fontainebleau that the passpon
question is settled. It is not settled at all, since it is not
a measure which has been made impossible for finan-
cial reasons, but it is above all and solely a measure
which reflects or does not reflect genuine polidcal will
and genuine European conviction.
The European passpon is not valid outside our bor-
ders 
- 
I know this from personal experience 
- 
and
there is not a single customs official who is familar
with it. Even within the Community they are nor
familiar with it, leave alone outside it. So it is nor even
valid inside the Community. Ve may wonder whether
this is a case of political gimmickry rather rhan the will
to introduce a tangible and 
- 
which is also imponant
- 
symbolic means of emphasizing the European
identity of the citizens of the Community countries.
So I would ask the Council ro take the necessary deci-
sions as soon as possible and to urge [he Member
States to act so thar this European passpon can
become a reality. If any of them do no[ wanr it, you
should enable those who do want it ro have ir, and you
should also see to it that it is of some use outside the
Community's fronriers. \7hen we show the European
passports we have been issued with as Members of
Parliament, it makes us look foolish when no one
knows what it is.
So don't keep on telling us rhat the quesdon of the
passport is settled, as we were rcld ar Fonainebleau,
when there is in fact nothing ar all.
Mr Forte 
- 
(17) That is an attitude I can well under-
stand. I should like to point ou[ rhar the Council has
done everything in its power, both legally and politi-
cally, to bring about the introduoion of the passporr
and to get the Member Srates to implement it.
The Member Srates seem to be having both practical
and financial problems in introducing these passporrs.
In view of this, rhe Council obviously has no oprion
but to respect what the Member Srates are doing. So
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the appeals made by Parliamenr should clearly be
addressed to rhe Member Srares.
President 
- 
Since rheir aurhors are absenr, Quesrions
Nos 73 and 7 4 will receive writren repliesr
I call Question No 75, by Mr Papoursis (H-824184):
Subject: USA protectionism in the steel indusry
Seeing that USA protectionism in the
steel industry is having serious effecr on
the economies of the Member Stares of
the Community and is conrributing ro
the increase in unemploymenr and since,
to judge from recent indications, the
USA intends to apply the same tactics to
other steel producrs 
- 
in addidon to
steel pipes 
- 
such as the 17 producm
under negoriation, what measures does
the Council intend to take to avert such
a development and ro prorecr the inrer-
ests of the European steel industry?
Mr Forte, President-in-Ofice of the Council.
(17) Ar irs meeting on 26March 1985 the Council
adopted a statement on relarions with rhe Unired
States in the steel secror. In rhat statement, the Coun-
cil strongly emphasized that the Community would act
most forcefully against any unilareral measures which
might be imposed and asked the Commission ro exam-
ine immediately all possible counrer-measures.
Discussions to work out possible retaliatory measures
are currently being held by the Council.
The Council does, however, hope that talks between
the Commission and the United States Administration
will make it possible to find acceprable soludons with
respec[ to the arrangemenm already concluded in the
steel sector.
Mr Papoutisis (S).- (GR) I thank the President-in-
Office for his reply. I really hope that a solution can be
found through dialogue.
However, I should like rc ask him two funher ques-
tions. Firstly, is there any likelihood of the USA
adopting further measures in sectors other rhan the
steel sector?
Secondly, why does the Council nor use the powerful
weapon of political pressure [o prevent rhe United
States measures in the steel sector, when there is a
grave risk of a considerable increase in unemployment
in the European Community.
Mr Forte 
- 
(17) \7e are looking not only at the spe-
cific sector we have spoken abour, rhar of steel, but
also at the various possible prorecrionist measures
which may be adopted by the Unircd States or other
countriesl and the very thing we are trying to do is
develop counter-measures and actively pursue dissu-
asive measures, which are obviously more imponant
than coun[ermeasures.
President 
- 
I call Question No 75, by Mr Christo-
doulou (H-6l85)
Subject: Greek Government Development Pro-
gramme.
In reply to my previous question on the financing
of the five-year Greek Government Development
Programme, the Council stated (last DecCmber)
that it was awaiting the Commission's proposals
and the Commission replied that is was examining
the matter and proposals and decisions would be
fonhcoming 'soon'. As some considerable time
has already passed, with no new developmenm,
would the Council state whar the situation is
regarding this matter and what srage of the deci-
sion-making procedure has been reached?
Mr Forte, President-in-Office of the Council 
-(17) The Commission proposal on this matrer has not
ye[ been referred to the Council. There may be some
confusion between the Integrated Medirerranean Pro-
grammes and the Greek Government's Five-Year
Development Programme, on which, I repeat, nothing
has yet been referred to the Council.
Mr Christodoulou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) This is already rhe
third year of this five-year programme, and the Com-
munity funding for it, which the Greek Minister res-
ponsible, Mr Roumeliotis, stared last October would
amount to 600 million ECU, does not appear to be
fonhcoming. I should like the President-in-Office of
the Council to explain to me how rhe Communiry will
be able to carry out the planned funding of rhe five-
year programme when rhree years have already
elapsed, when amounts are mentioned such as 500 mil-
lion ECU which, as the President-in-Office has said, is
not forthcoming, and when there are only rwo years
left undl the end of this programme.
Mr Forte 
- 
(17) It does nor appear that the Council
has taken any decisions on the marter, since no propo-
sal has been received by the Council.
President 
- 
I call Question No 77, by Mr Elliott (H-
36/85):
Subject: Aid and trade provisions of the Lom6
Convention.
Bearing in mind that although the Third Vorld coun-
tries covered by the current Lom6 Convenrion includeI See Annex 'Question Time'.
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well over half the individual srates, rhese account for
less than one quarrer of rhe popularion of the Third
'!7orld. \7ould the Council be prepared to consider as
a future goal the exrension of the special aid and rade
provisions of the Lom6 Convention to rhe massively
populous countries of the Indian sub-contineilt with
which some European counrries, nombly the United
Kingdom, have such close links?
Mr Forte, President-in-Ofice of the Council.(1I) Community aid to third counrries rakes various
forms and [akes account of various factors depending
on the countries or regions for which it is inrcnded. As
regards the ACP-EEC relarions referred to by the
honourable Member, they concern a group of coun-
ries which include rhe vast majority of the least devel-
oped countries in the world. Ir is rrue that the coun-
tries of the Indian sub-continent are nor among the
signatories to this Convenrion, but the Community
responds to their development needs by other mea-
sures.
India, for example, receives major financial and tech-
nical assistance as parr of the aid programme for non-
associarcd developing countries. For rhe 1976-1983
period, India received an amounr of 233 million ECU
of aid. India also benefirc from the Generalized Sys-
tem of Preferences and from provisions on the supply
of tO OOO tonnes of sugar annually at guaranteed
prices.
Finally, India is also one of rhe main beneficiaries of
Community food aid. This programme, which has
been running in India for 15 years and is known as
'Operation Flood', is, in terms of borh its lengrh and
its size, the primary multiannual food programme of
the Community. Other countries in the Indian sub-
continent benefit from Community aid as pan of rhe
programme for non-associated developing countries.
For the 1983 period, Bangladesh received 85.3 million
ECU, Bhutan 3.4 million ECU, Nepal 14.2 million
ECU, Pakistan 44.1 million ECU and Sri Lanka
41.7 million ECU. These countries also received Com-
munity aid on various orher bases, e.g. food aid and
trade promotion and aid rhrough NGOs.
Mr Elliott (S).- I appreciare rhe answer given by the
President-in-Office, and it was indeed interesting to
hear the deuiled information about the aid pro-
grammes for the various counrries in the Indian sub-
continent. Indeed, I feel that this aid 
- 
which,
frankly, I do nor think is adequare, bur neverrheless is
valuable 
- 
should be more widely known. I think it is
unfonunate that the relationships in terms of aid and
trade between the Community and the various coun-
tries of the Indian subcontinent do not receive rhe
publicity thar is given ro rhe counrries covered by the
Lom6 Convention. I make that point in a helpful way.
The point of my question was nor so much to look to
the past as to look to the future. Does the Council of
Ministers not feel that as a future goal and objective,
looking ahead to the next Lom6 Convention in some
years' time, it might be desirable that the very popu-
lous countries of the Indian subcontinen[ should be
Iinked inrc a more unified aid programme, linking
together the existing Lom6 Convention and chose
other areas where aid is already given? I ask this
vecause whilst it is true that the counrries covered by
the Lom6 Convention constitute the majority of separ-
ate sovereign States within the Third !7orld, they are,
in fact, only a small proportion of the rctal population
in the Third !7orld. Their population is small com-
pared with the vast populations of South-East Asia.
One cannot, for example, do other than accept that
Bangladesh has a oerylarge population living in condi-
tions of extreme proveny. As a long-term future
objective, would ir nor be desirable thar we should link
together our aid programme and our trade arrange-
ments between the Community and the Third Vorld
into an integrated whole? \7ould it be acceptable to
the Council? Vould it accept that that should be a
long-term objective?
Mr Forte. 
- 
This question obviously falls within rhe
Commission's field of responsibiliry. If the Commis-
sion draws up such proposals, the Council will exam-
ine them and obviously take account of its assessment.
Hitherto the bilateral approach has seemed ro be the
most desirable, pafiicularly from rhe poinr of view of
the countries receiving aid, and so this is the approach
which has so far been adopred. I repeat that the Coun-
cil is prepared to assess anyrhing which rhe Commis-
sion might come up with regarding this policy. \7e
obviously have no means of knowing wherher or not
the Commission has a different approach from the one
which has, I would say, worked sadsfactorily within
the limits of the available resources.
President 
- 
I call Question No 78, by Mr Toksvig(H-5 r /85):
Subject: European aerospace policy
In view of the conrinuing global domininance of US
aerospace firms with rheir vast home market for civil
and military aircrafr, is it not high dme ro demonsrrate
Community solidarity by concenrraring all civil air-
craft design and development in European Airbus
Industries and by concenrraring all milimry a:trcraft
design and development in the European Panavia
Consonium, borh indusrrial organizations having
proved their capabiliry in managing multinarional mul-
tifirm cooperarion?
Mr Forte, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council.
QT) The Council does nor have before it a proposal
from the Commission, which has rhe right of initiarive,
in the industrial sphere ro which rhe honourable Mem-
ber refers. I would also add rhar, as you know, the
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European Community has no powers in rhe military
domain.
Mr Toksvig (ED).- (DA) k is a fact that a pen can
be used to sign either a peace treaty or a declaration of
war. In both cases it cosrs money. It is also a fact that
the European aerospace industry and the Member
States of the Community have had to spend money ro
acquire fighrcrs for difence purpor.i. The money
spent by the Netherlands, Belgium and my own coun-
try, Denmark, for example, on [he F16 contracts went
rc the United States. I should like rc ask the Council
whether in this case 
- 
even if defence quesrions are
involved 
- 
it is prepared to look inro the effecrs of the
Fl6 contracts as regards employment in panicular 
-since this is something we discuss a great deal but do
very little about 
- 
and the general economic siruarion
in Denmark, Belgium and the Netherlands. !7har
would have happened if this money had been spent in
Europe?
As regards civil aviation, which is a less controversial
matter for the Council to take an interest in, the suc-
cess of the Airbus Industries has been so great under
French leadership that we have won a share of rhe
America market. !7ould it not be madness, therefore,
to throw away all the experience gained instead of giv-
ing active support to the successors of the Airbus, i.e.
the TR9 and TRl1, and seeing how we in the Com-
munity can actively promote cooperation of this kind?
Is it not, after all, the whole point of the Community
that we should work together to solve problems which
are best solved jointly? In other words, is rhe Commis-
sion prepared to play a part in supporting funher
developments in both these areas?
IN THE CHAIR: MR FANTI
Vice-President
Mr Forte. 
- 
A shon while ago Mr Delors said that
the Commission is preparing initiatives and proposals
in the technology sector, and we can suppose that ir
has also covered this subject, which, as you know, has
so far been governed by bilarcral or multilateral agree-
ments between the Member States. As was stated a
shon while ago, there are Commission initiatives to
develop a technological Europe. Naturally there are
also instirutional aspects concerning this'technological
Europe'which will be taken into account.
The Council is obviously prepared to examine these
proposals very closely, and the Italian Presidency con-
siders that priority for technology is absolutely essen-
tial.
President. 
- 
Since their authors are absent, Questions
Nos 79, 80 and 8l will receive written repliesl.
I call Question No 82, by Mr Evrigenis (H-88/85)2:
Subject: Disribution of food aid in African coun-
tries
'!7ith ir food aid ro the peoples of Africa who are
cruelly afflicted by famine, the European Community
has set a laudable example, throughout the world, of
international solidarity. It should, in particular, be
stressed that this aid is polidcally disinterested and is
of a purely humanitarian nature.
Recently, however, the international press has been
reporting with increasing regularity and in sharply
critical tone on the conditions under which interna-
tional and Community food aid is being disributed by
certain African Bovernments. The repons create the
impression, if not the conviction, that this aid is being
disriburcd among the population on rhe basis of polit-
ical criteria and that its administration serves the polit-
ical ends of dictatorial regimes, so that certain sections
of the populaion or areas which do not happen to
enjoy the government's favour are left out.
Is the Council in possession of information which
refutes or corroborates these allegations and which
could be passed on to the House?
Mr Forte, President-in-Office of the Council. 
-(17) The Council is kept informed. regularly by the
Commission, which is responsible for ensuring the
proper management of Community food aid, of the
conditions under which aid is distributed ro the peo-
ples concerned and of any difficuldes that arise. Vice-
President Natali recently submitted a firsr reporr, fol-
Iowing his visit to Ethiopia, on rhe siruation in rhat
country, in Sudan and in other counrries affected by
the drought. Similar information is provided by rhe
Embassies of the Member States. In the light of rhis
information, the Council is continuing to watch devel-
opmenm in the situation in the African countries which
receive food aid from the Community.
The Development Council will give the subject all the
attention it deserves at its nexr meeting on 23 May
1985. The Italian Presidency very much shares rhe
concern expressed by the honourable Member, and it
is naturally very concerned that the various rragedies
in different parts of Africa should nor be an obstacle ro
the humanitarian approach in the provision of food
aid. I would stress that this is a tragedy to which there
is no easy solution.
Mr Evrigenis (PE). 
- 
(GR) I should like to ask rhe
representative of the Council whether the Nanli
1 See Annex'Question Time'.2 Former oral question withour debate (O-138/84), con-
vened into a question for Question Time.
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repon to which he refers has been communicated ro
the Members of Parliamenr or nor.
Mr Forte 
- 
(17) This repon has been forwarded to
the Committee on Development and Cooperadon by
Mr Natali, who himself dealt with this subjecr.
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
Has rhe Council lokked at the
repon broutht back by three Members of the Euro-
pean Parliament, including Mr Andrews (a member of
my group), who visircd Erirrea and broughr back on
film evidence that EEC food aid had been sold on the
black market by Ethiopian soldiers to Sudan, where ir
was again sold on the black market ro rhe starving
people of Eritrea? This is the second rime I have raised
this question. If the Council does not know about this,
could it please study rhe repon brought back by rhese
Members, because it seems to me ro have a bearing on
this quesdon?
Mr Forte 
- 
UD The Natali repon deals wirh the
points raised here, and so I would refer you ro rhar
document.
Mr Gdland (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President-in-Office, the
House would like funher information on rhese mar-
ters.
If it is esmblished that food aid from the Community
to a particular country does not ger through, as Mrs
Ewing has stressed, could we make it a rule in the
Communiry rhat no more aid will be given to rhe
country in question unless the Community itself disri-
butes it.
Mr Forte 
- 
(17) The problem of disributing food
aid is not as simple as the Member seems ro suppose,
perhaps because he has never been closely involved in
the question.
Obviously all possible means musr be employed to dis-
tribute aid. In any case, unfonunately, the only possi-
ble means, apan from government and nongovern-
ment organizations, which cannot always be on the
spot in sufficient numbers, are precisely the local auth-
orities. If pan of rhe aid is unfonunately divened, as
somerimes happens, we still do nor want aid ro be
stopped, which would only bring about an even more
serious situation. I repear thar the Community is doing
everything possible to avoid such difficulties, and I
thank Parliament for pointing out cenain cases, and I
thank all those who, with good will, have poinred
them out. I repear that while such aid is granrcd, there
will ineviably be some wasrc. Ir is a quesrion of min-
imizing such waste and making sure rhar these popula-
tions are not penalized as a result.
Mr Tomlinsen (S). 
- 
Mr President, whilst I welcome
the words of symparhy that you have expressed in
relation so food aid, do you not think it would have
been better if the Council, when considering the 1985
budget, had been more generous in the budgetary
provisions it made for food aid, rather than talking
about the serious need and the serious problems and
then denying the resources to cope with those prob-
lems?
Mr Forte 
- 
(|7) The Council has fully met rhese
reques6, as was also stated at the United Nations
General Assembly in Geneva. It is not a quesrion of
making theoretical provisions for supplies bur rather to
see that such supplies get rhere.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
Is the President-in-Office
aware rhat the situation is changing with the deterior-
ating weather in Ethiopia and that ransporr is now rhe
main problem? There is plenty of food there, but it
needs to be transponed. Secondly, is he aware that
there is a new need-namely, for seed corn and seed
wheat for next year's crop. Is he aware of rhese two
new requirements?
Mr Forte 
- 
(17) The situation has been brought to
the attention of the Community, and ar the moment
lorries and seeds are being supplied.
President 
- 
I call Question No 83, by Mr Lalor (H-
759/84):
Sub.iect: Reclassification of disadvantaged areas
Vill the Council state wherher or nor ir has yet
received a proposal from rhe Commission based on a
revised Irish submission ro exrend the present disad-
vantaged areas scheme in Ireland, and if nor, will the
Council give due reason as to why rhis has nor been
possible?
Mr Forte, President-in-Ofice of the Council 
-(17) ln response ro a requesr from the Irish Govern-
ment, the Commission submitted to rhe Council on
3 April 1985 a proposal for a directive concerning rhe
extension of the disadvantaged areas in Ireland wirhin
the meaning of Directive 75/268/EEC. The European
Parliamenr was consulted on this proposal on 29 April
I 985.
Mr Labor (RDE). 
- 
In view of rhe submission made
by the Commission to rhe Council on 3 April, could
the President-in-Office of the Council srare wherher ir
indicated why the date of application for rhe designa-
don of the additional areas in Ireland was nor fixed at
I January 1985, rarher than I January 1986? More-
over, in view of the facr that the Commission accepted
as disadvanraged all of the areas that the Irish Govern-
ment submitted, does rhe Council no[ agree that this
would indicate that there are still very many areas in
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Ireland that could qualify for designadon as disadvan-
taged if the Irish Government would so submit?
Finally, could he say whar is the cost to the Com-
munity per annum of the increase in rhe disadvantaged
areas ?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) The first quesrion concerns rhe
Commission, and the second concerns rhe Irish
Government. The Council obviously needs suggestions
or requesm from the Irish Governmenr so rhar ir can
take decisions on the marrer.
Mr Tomlinson (S).- \flould the President-in-Office
of the Council not agree rhat the besr way of dealing
with the disadvantaged agricultural areas is ro come ro
a speedy decision on agricultural price-fixing, in line
with the Commission's proposals, so rhat we can avoid
wasting money? Vill the Council maintain a solemn
determination to ignore rhe vote of this House which
wanted to spend more money on the affluent areas of
agriculture and use the resources more sensibly to deal
with poveny?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) Ar a rime when artempts are being
made to achieve results on the question of prices, as
Mr Delors men[ioned earlier on, it does not seem
appropriate for me to express an opinion.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 84, by Mr Barrert(H-770/8a):
Subject: Quick-frozen food products
In an effon to tuarantee the Community consumer
very high-quality quick-frozen products the Commis-
sion transmitted a proposal last September ro rhe
Council for a directive on the approximation of the
laws of the Member States related ro quick-frozen
foodstuffs for human consumption. Vill the Council
now state whether or not it has examined rhis proposal
and, funhermore, will it outline how the consumer
rules proposed covering manufacturing, r.ransport, dis-
tribution, retail sale and labelling could affect Ireland?
Mr Fo*c, President-in-Offce of the Coancil. 
-(17) The proposal rc which the honourable Member
refers in this quesrion was submitred to rhe Council by
the Commission on 24 September 1984 and the Euro-
pean Parliament has not yet delivered its Opinion.
Accordingly the Council has not yet examined the
proposal and is not at this state in a position to appre-
ciate the possible implications of the provisions pro-
posed for the rules or practices in force in the Member
States and in Ireland in panicular.
Mr Barrett (RDE). 
- 
Could I ask the President-in
Office whether I understood him correctly ro have
said that the Council is waiting Parliament's Opinion
on this report?
Mr Forte 
- 
(17) Thar is so.
President. 
- 
Since their authors are absenr, Quesrions
Nos 85, 86, 87, 88, 89 and 90 will receive written
repliesr .
I call Question No 91, by Mr Adam (H-78/85):
Subject: Energy impons
The Energy Council on 15 March 1985 asked the
Commission to prepare a reporr on problems relating
to oil impons. Vill the Council call for an in-deprh
sudy of coal impons into the Community?
Mr Forte, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Council. 
-(17) The impon of solid fules has always played an
imponant pan in the Community's enerty supplies.
In the case of hard coal, imports originadng in rhird
countries are subject to Communiry surveillance under
Decision 77 /707 /ECSC, as subsequenrly amended by
Decision 85/161IECSC. The actual terms of the Deci-
sion state that this arrangemenr has been set up in
order that the Commission may be able regularly and
better to judge developmenrs in all Community coal
markets, with panicular regard to impons of hard coal
originating in third countries.
Funhermore, with regard to the trends in impons of
solid fuels, rhe Commission sent the Council a work-
ing paper at rhe beginning of March 1985 entitled
'Engergy 2000 
- 
A reference projection and its var-
iants for the European Communiry and the world to
the year 2000'.
That document contains very useful informarion on
rends since 1973 and on potencial developmenrs 
-
'scenarios' based on different working hypotheses.
In view of this information rhe Council has not so far
asked the Commission expressly for an addidonal
study on the question raised by rhe honourable Mem-
ber, namely imports of solid fuel.
Mr Adam (S).- I am exrremely grareful to the Presi-
dent-in-Office for that very lengthy and demiled reply.
Could I just say to him rhar I am concerned at the ris-
ing trend in impons of solid fuel into rhe Community,
and by the fact that impons into Britain during the
recent dispute caused prices to go up by something
like one-third. There have been conflicting repons in
this area, and I am panicularly anxious that rhe trend
of rising impons and possible rising prices of coal
I See Annex'Question Time'.
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should be properly monitored. I hope that the Presi-
dent-in-Office will look at that and give an assurance
that the Council will keep that in mind.
Mr Forte. 
- 
(lT) The Presidency will bear this matter
in mind, and I thank rhe honourable Member for rais-
ing it.
Mr Seligman (ED).- Is it not true that, in general,
imponed coal is cheaper than indigenous coal owing
to the fact that being mainly on the surface it is easier
to mine, whereas ours is deep and difficult to mine?
Therefore, if we are to have cheap coal, a competitive
industry and competitive electricity supplies in the
Community, we must be free to impon at least a rea-
sonable proportion of our coal needs to keep our
industry and elecricity competitive.
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) Cenainly coal imported from third
countries is cheaper for the reasons stated, namely that
it is mainly obtained from surface deposits which are
cheaper to mine. However, in the fuel sector 
- 
and
this does not only apply to coal 
- 
apan from the price
factor there is also that of security of supply.
At the very beginning of the European Coal and Steel
Community there was a concern to insure security and
continuity of supply, which, let us not forget, becomes
panicularly imponant in times of crisis. Such availabil-
ity of supply has, as i[ were, a dissuasive effect on any
factors which might disturb the market. Therefore it is
difficult to assess the economic factor of securiry,
which in this way also works as a curb on rising prices
for all fuels and, of course, for coal irelf. There is no
doubt that, besides other well known considerations,
this factor justifies on the pan of the Communiry a
policy seeking to reduce its international energy
dependence.
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
Mry I thank the Presidenr-in-
Office for the last assurance about the concern for
security of supply and ask him whether he has read the
case for Scotdsh coal 
- 
a very learned and full docu-
ment, produced recently. If not, I would be delighrcd
to send him a copy. Vould he accepr that one of the
points in this document was the sulphur free contenr
of Scottish coal? !7ould he not agree rhar we know
that the reason why South African coal is cheaper is
the kind of wages which are paid in South Africa?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(IT) These remarks go rather roo far,
since they seek to introduce controversial elemenrs
which were neither in the questions nor in the replies.
However, we shall be interesrcd to look further into
this specific problem of Scottish coal, which hitheno,
in view of the enormous problems in this area, has
escaped attention. Ve shall therefore be pleased to
receive any documentation on rhe subject.
Mr Galland (L).- (FR) Can you explain something
which Mr Adam claims has happened, namely that
coal imponed 400/o cheaper carriage paid becomes
300/o more expensive when it is sold in the country?
That seems incredible.
Secondly, do you not think that, in order to obtain
cheaper energy, it is not energy obtained from coal
that we must promote for our electricity needs but civil
electro-nuclear energy?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(i,7) I think that the honourable Mem-
ber is referring to a panicular period during which the
United Kingdom market was in a panicularly dis-
turbed state.
Vithout going into the subject of strikes, this problem
has nothing to do with energy questions in general. I
should simply like to point out that this is a trade
union matter.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question
No 92 will be given a written replyr .
I call Question No 93, by Mr Chanterie (H-89l85):
Subject: Proposal for a Council resolurion on a
second programme of acrion of rhe
European Communties on safety and
health at work (submitted to rhe Council
by the Commission on 4 November
te82)
The abovementioned proposal for a resolution
expresses the political will to take, in keeping with the
urgency of the matter and bearing in mind what is
feasible at na[ional and Community level, rhe mea-
sures required so rhar by rhe end of 1988 priority
actions can be undenaken in connection with protec-
tion against dangerous substances, prorecrion againsr
accidents and other hazards, organizational aspecrs,
monitoring, training and information, staris[ics,
research and cooperation.
\7ill the Council state what acrions are ro be given
priority and whether it will be possible ro pur rhe
abovementioned programme of action into effect by
1988?
Mr Fo*e, President-in-Offce of tbe Council. 
-(17) Aker receiving the Opinion of rhe European Par-
liament on 20 January 1984, the Council in facr
adopted on 27 February 1984 a Resolurion concerning
I See Annex'Question Time'.
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the second proBramme referred to by the honourable
Member.
In that Resolution the Council Iisrcd the prioriry
actions to be undenaken and requested the Commis-
sion 'to prepare annually, after consulting rhe Member
States, a forward outline of rhe work it intends to
carry out on the implementation of this Resolurion'.
In implementation of that programme, Council bodies
are examining a proposal for a direcdve on protection
from rhe risks resuldng from exposure to noise, and
the Italian Presidenry is making every effon ro prom-
ote the approval of that proposal ar the next Social
Affairs Council on l3 June. The Council is also exam-
ining a proposal for a directive on the prorecrion of
workers by means of a ban on ceftain specific subst-
ances or cenain working acrivities. In that connecrion
it is, however, still necessary to study various problems
in denil, and it will rherefore not be possible to submit
the proposal to the next Council meering of Social
Affairs Ministers.
Technical clarifications may come from a special
meeting to be organized in Rome nexr June by the
Italian Governmenr in order to collecr the technical
data on which the direcrive is to be based.
Other proposals for directives forming pan of the
above programme are at present being prepared by the
Commission.
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) I thank rhe President-
in-Office for his reply and should like to ask him rhe
following supplemantary question: has the European
Commission submitted its proposals for 1985 with a
view to the implementation for the 1984 Resolution?
Can the President-in-Office tell me the contenr of
these proposals for 1985?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) I think I have already explained
what is involved in these proposals.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 94, by Mr Lomas, for
whom MrTomlinson is deputizing (H-91l85):
Subject: Aid to Turkey
The Foreign Minister of the United Kingdom has said
that he supports the Turkish Junta's demands for the
unblocking of EEC aid.
Vill the Council confirm that, in view of the Continu-
ing abuses of human rights in Turkey, including the
arrests of trade union and peace activists, widespread
tonure and the imposition of death senrences, there is
no possibiliry of the aid programme being resumed?
Mr Forte, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(17) The Council would remind the honourable
Member that it is not at libeny ro commenr on srare-
ments such as that to which he refers. Nonetheless, as
regards the substance of the honourable Members's
question, I would reply by referring to the reply given
by the President of the Council at the April pan-
session to Question No H-39l85 by Mr Vunz.
I can therefore confirm that discussions have taken
place at various levels within the relevant Council bod-
ies on the position the Community should adopt with
regard to Turkey, particularly as regards financial
cooperation, following political developmenrs there.
These discussions have nor yer been completed. No
decision has therefore been taken on the possible
release of the 600 million ECU laid down in the founh
EEC-Turkey Financial Protocol, which, I would
remind you, has not yet been signed.
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
I can understand and accept the
reluctance of the President-in-Office of the Council to
comment on every idiosyncratic utterance from rhe
Foreign Minister of the United Kingdom.
Concerning the substance of rhe question, will the
President-in-Office firmly rake note of the fact that a
large number of Members of this House will be out-
raged if any decision is taken in the Council ro release
any of these funds while rhe abuse of human rights
against trade unionists, pacifists and other citizens of
Turkey continues? Vill he make it quite clear ro his
colleagues in the Council rhat this House will not
lighdy tolerate financial arrangemenm being remade
with Turkey while this abouse of human righm conrin-
ues ?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) The answer is yes.
Mrs J. Hoffmann (COM). 
- 
(FR) To follow on
from what the previous speaker has just said, I should
like to ask the Council wherher ir can tell us whar it
has done to implement the resolution adopted last
April by Parliament calling on it to exen all possible
pressure ro pur a stop ro the death sentences and exe-
cutions and to ensure respect for rhe human rights and
libenies of the Turkish people.
Mr Forte. 
- 
UD As we have had an opportunity to
state in response to ques[ions in the more appropriate
forum of political cooperarion, rhe Council conrinues
to exen pressure in defence of human rights, and, as
we have stressed, the financial aid to Turkey has not
yet been released, which is an indicarion of rhe fact
that we are taking strong action, both persuasive and
dissuasive, to obtain the results we all hope for.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I should like to ask
the Council represenrative if he could give us his opi-
nion on the three amendments abled by Parliament's
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Committee on Budgets, which expects them to be
adopted by the House at tomorrow's sitting, as they
were at the previous readings. These amendments
actually involve the freezing of appropriations for the
third and fourth Financial Protocols and of special aid
to Turkey. If he gives us a sa[isfactory answer, his pre-
vious words and his general position on the ques[ion
will have a practical reward and will not remain simply
words, which is what we have become accustomed to,
panicularly with regard to Turkey.
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) \7hat the honourable Member has
referred to is an integral pan of the budgetary proce-
dure, and obviously those who are responsible for this
procedure, and that includes own initiatives by Parlia-
ment, can make such amendments, but this is not the
right place.
Mr Vcdekind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President-in-Off-
ice, do you nor think that, if the attacks that are con-
sunily being made in this House against Turkey on
the grounds of alleged torture and alleged unjustified
death sentences are carefully studied and are used as a
basis for policy decisions, rhen we must do the same
for other counries, i.e . all the Arab countries, in which
there is no democracy? Turkey is the only Islamic
country in the world where there is genuine democ-
racy. Genuine democrary does not exist in any other
Islamic country.
Does the Council also consider that, if these matters
are subjected to such a critical approach as that
adopted by some people in this House, then it should
pe pointed out just as critically that in the 40 dictato-
rial countries of Africa to which we have granted
16 000 million ECU under the Lom6 Convention 
-and I agree that they should be given it 
- 
torture,
death sentences and the abolition of democracy are to
be found everywhere to a far, far greater extent than
in the democratic country of Turkey? Shouldn't we be
just as critical about them and not be so dreadfully
one-sided as some people in this House are?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(/7) That was a very interesting speech,
for which I thank you.
Mr Prag (ED).- !7ould the President-in-Office not
agree at least thar the civilian government in Turkey
has made notable effons to improve the situation con-
cerning human rights, that while the situation may be
far from perfect, some 750/o of all political prisioners
have been released since ir came to power, and that we
should approve at least this substantial progress chat
has been made?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) As I have pointed out, our
approach is to try to encourage this developmenl and,
naturally, to see to it that it is satisfacrory.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now move on to the questions
to the Foreign Ministers.
Mr Pearce (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent, I am just rising to congratulate you on having
proceeded with more questions to the Council than
have ever been taken in one hour before. I am moni-
fied by the fact that I was not here for my question.
Never in the history of this Parliament has any Presi-
dent done 17 questions in an hour 
- 
I am sorry I
missed it! I will put down the same question and I
hope to have an oral answer next time. I congratulate
you. As my question rc the Foreign Ministers meeting
in political cooperation is also the 17th question
addressed to them, I hope you will call me for that.
President. 
- 
Mr Pearce, you will, like the others,
receive a written reply. It is not to my credit that 77
quesrions have been dealt with, but to the discredit of
those who are absent.
Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr
President, I find myself for a strange reason in the
same boat as a British Conservative. Because of your
efficiency and competence, I too, like him, missed my
question on employment, which, as you know, is so
imponant. Could I ask your permission to have it
resubmitted for the next pan-session?
President. 
- 
Mr Fitzgerald, in accordance with our
Rules of Procedure, you will receive a wrirten reply.
Unfortunately, this reply will be a personal one [o you,
and so it will not be brought to our attention, as would
have happened if you had been present.
I calf Quesdon No 107, by Mr Christodoulou (H-
807 /84):
Subject: Human righm in Albania
Amnesty International recently published a report on
Albania, confirming once again the odious, blatant
and systematic violation of human righr in this coun-
try, particularly against the Greek community in
nonhern Ipirus.
Do not the Foreign Ministers consider that the time
has come to take an interest in the matter and take
whatever measures are necessary?
Mr Forte, Presidenrin-Offce of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
(17) The Ten pay close atrcntion m the problem of
human rights and the defence of basic freedoms,
wherever it may be. It is to be hoped that, after the
recent indications that Albania is opening up slighdy
to the outside world, other positive developments may
follow with regard to human rights and basic free-
doms.
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Mr Christodoulou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I am pleased to
hear the Presidenr-in-Office giving us some hope on
this matter. I should like to ask wherher, afrer the
change of leadership in Albania following the dearh of
Enver Hoxha, now is perhaps the time for this cau-
tious approach to take on a slightly more substantial
form and to start being expressed more firmly. If we
continue simply m adopr this caurions approach
towards such matters, we shall end up in a situation
like thar which we have with the Greek minority in
Turkey, which ultimately dwindled ro norhing as a
result of a cautious approach.
I should like to ask the Presidenr-in-Office to take
advantage of rhe change of leadership in Albania to
preceed to more concrete measures, since according to
the evidence collected by Amnesty International
Albania is currently rhe only place in which cirizens
whose origin is in a Communiry country are subjected
to harassment and torture.
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) This is indeed rhe direcrion in
which we are moving. I should like to srate thar during
1984 two imponanr visirs took place at tovernmenr
level: the Albanian Under-Secrerary for Foreign
Affairs, Mr Kaplani, visired Athens in June, and the
Greek Depury Foreign Affairs Minisrer, Mr Papulias,
visited Tirana in December.
The political significance of the exchange of visirs was
also demonstrated when, during the visir of Mr Papu-
lias, five agreements were signed in Tirana on rrans-
pon, postal arrangements, [elecommunications, and
sciendfic and cultural cooperation, with a view to fos-
tering relations between rhe two countries. And on
12 January rhe Cacavia border pass, which had been
closed for 40 years, was reopened.
Better relarions between Greece and Albania should,
we rhink, gradually bring about an improvement in the
situation of the Greek community in Albania and rhus
an improvement in the human righm situation.
President. 
- 
Since irc author is absent, Quesrion
No 108 will receive a written replyt .
I call Quesrion 109, by Mr Habsburg (H-825l84), for
whom Mr Vedekind is deputizing:
Subject: Situation in the Baltic States
On 13 January 1985, the European Parliament
adopted a resolution on the people of the Baltic States
by a substantial majority. Since rhen rhe situation in
the Baltic States has, if anything, deteriorated.
\7ill the Foreign Ministers meerint in EPC inform rhis
Parliament whether they have considered the siruarion
in the Baltic States again since rhe mosr unsarisfacrory
answer given by Mr Genscher? If so, what was the
outcome of their deliberations and, if not, are rhey
now prepared, bearing in mind rhe USSR's sysremaric
ripression of the Baltic States, ro reminds Moscow of
the rules of international law and of the Helsinki Final
Act and to demand thar they be respected?
Mr Forte, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
(17) As stated in the reply to Oral Question No
H-555/84, the Foreign Ministers of rhe Ten meering
in European Political Cooperation noted the resolu-
tion adoprcd by the European Parliament on 13 Janu-
ary 1983, to which the honourable Member refers. In
their constant concern to ensure full compliance with
the provisions of the Helsinki Final Acr and of the
Madrid follow-up text, the Ten have on numerous
occasions expressed ro [he appropriate quaners its
preoccupation about the respecr of rhe rights
enshrined in those documents. The Ten will continue
to assess carefully when it is the right rime ro carry out
any action likely to bring about practical resul6, since
when it comes [o human rights it is pracrical results
which concern them.
The Ten also consider than the Ottowa meering on
human righrs, which is due to take place rhis monrh, is
an important opponunity, in a panicularly appropriate
forum, to make funher moves regarding a situation
which at the moment and in more general rerms can
cenainly not be considered satisfacrory.
Mr Vedekind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) In rhe resoludon in
question we asked for the quesrion of the Baltic Sates
to be brought before the UN Decolonization Com-
mittee, and a large majority in Parliament voted for it.
'!fle expect the Council to tell us what it intends to do
on this matrer.
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) As I have abeady said, the conrexr
in which we operate is the one which remains valid for
us. Obviously those concerned may apply ro rhe
Unircd Nations in order [o pursue rhe matter funher.
Mr Seeler (S).- (DE) | should like to ask rhe Presi-
dent-in-Office the following supplemenrary quesr.ion
following on from Mr \Tedekind's question: no one in
this House dispures that it is at present politically
impossible ro resrore independence to the rhree Baltic
nations. Bur everyone knows that Helsinki, among
other things, makes the cultural and ethnic indepen-
dence of the peoples within the Sovier Union possible.
I gathered from your answer, Mr President-in-Office,
that the Foreign Ministers meeting in Political Coop-
eration feel that they are not able to put this most basic
requirement of the Helsinki act into practice. Do you
agree ?I See Annex'Quesrion Time'.
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Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) I am unable to agree wish this con-
clusion. The Council seeks to ensure compliance with
the HelsinkiFinalAct.
Mr Seligman (ED).- In view of President Reagan's
moving resolution this afternoon to unite East and
'$7est in Europe and have a free passage from Moscow
to Strasbourg, will he send a message of hope to these
Baltic States that that is our resolution in the long run?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(IT) Of course this is what we wish to
see in the long term.
President. 
- 
I call Question No I10, by Mr Flanagan(H-828/8a):
Subject: Pressure on the Nicaraguan Government
Are the Foreign Ministers aware of the severe pressure
being put on the democratically elected Government
in Nicaragua by the President of the United States,
who is at present seeking Congressional approval of $
14 million in aid to the rebels, and will the Foreign
Ministers starc their view on this very serious situa-
tion?
Mr Forte, Presidcnt-in-Offce of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
(17) The Ten have in fact been informed of the
particular move to which the honourable Member
refers. The Ten have constantly expressed their con-
viction that the problems of Central America, includ-
ing those of Nicaragua, cannot be solved by force, but
only by a political settlement emanating from the
region itself. \7ith this in mind, the Ten have repeat-
edly expressed their support for the Contadora initia-
tive, which seeks to bring about a peaceful and global
soludon rc the problems of the region.
Mr Flanagan (RDE). 
- 
In view of the highsounding
words used today by the President of the United
States of America, could I ask the Council and,
indeed, Europe as a whole to redouble effons to find a
peaceful solution in Central America along the Conta-
dora lines? And would the Council agree thar 75 years
of interference by various Presidents of the United
States from 1911 onwards is a very long period of
American interference in the affairs of the people of
Nicaragua?
In the light of all the sentiments expressed today by
the President of the United Srates, would Europe
redouble ir effons, especially in the matter of rrade
with people who are being economically forced inrc
proverry by the action of the President of the United
States, not by the Congress or the people of America
but by the President and his Administration? This ini-
tiative by Europe could prevent driving anorher v/hole
section of the world into Soviet hands 
- 
the very
thing which the President so enrhusiastically objected
to today. Vould this not be a good accasion to start
this initiative 
- 
the day the President spoke to us?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) An initiative entitled 'Troika' is in
progress with a view to organizing in Europe a confer-
ence of the Contadora Group countries, or rather the
countries of Central America, which might lead rc
both political and financial solutions. The aim of this
inidarive is broadly the same as that which the Ten are
trying to achieve, namely to seek peaceful solutions
which are adopted by the countries themselves.
Mr Newens 
- 
(S). k it not utterly deplorable thar
the United States should be supponing rebels many of
whom were supponers of the appalling Somoza dicta-
torship, which for many years ruled by means of
imprisonment, torture and execution? One cannot
possibly declare it democracy to be supponing such
people. Can it be placed on record today that the Ten
not only deplore the use of force 
- 
and this includes
any possibility of invasion by Unired States forces as
well as support for the Contras 
- 
but also deplore the
American trade blockade and will continue ro encour-
age Nicaraguan exports to Europe?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) The American rrade blockade has
not ye[ been discussed. For the resr, I note what you
have said.
Mrs Dury (S).- (FR,) I believe very srrongly in ini-
tiatives such as the Troika, to which reference has
been made, but I wish ro srare that an economic block-
ade can strangle a counrry very rapidly. I should like
to ask the President-in-Office when he intends to
meet the Nicaraguan authorities to see what their
needs are and how we can respond in the immediarc
term to this type of strangulation being pracrised uni-
laterally by the Unircd States and which is going very
much against the people of Nicaragua.
Mr Fortc. 
- 
(17) One of rhe tasks of rhe Troika mis-
sion is to visir Nicaragua [o see rhe situation at first
hand.
For my pan, I should like to pur a small point to you.
If in certain agriculural sectors the policy of the Euro-
pean Economic Communiry were slighrly different
from what is ar present 
- 
and many of those who
express these concerns could do something about it 
-everything would be easier.
Mr Schinzel (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President-in-Office, if
the Council has not yer tor an idea on how to offset
the trade blockade against Nicaragua by European
measures, is the Presidenr-in-Office prepared ro bring
such an initiative before the Council so rhar the effects
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of this American rade embargo can be offset by Euro-
pean measures?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) I said that the question of the
embargo has not yet been discussed by the Ten. Infor-
ma[ion is being collected, and so we cannor for the
moment prejudge any decision by the Ten.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) The last reply given
by the President-in-Office of the Foreign Ministers
meetint in Political Cooperation is, to say the least,
regrettable, and I hope he is not speaking for all the
Ministers. According to his answer, there is a problem
in obtaining information about the trade embargo.
In this connection I should like to repeat rhe question
put by the previous speaker, which was as follows: is
the Italian Presidency prepared to bring before the
first meeting of the Foreign Ministers meeting in a
Political Cooperation the problem of the American
trade embargo against Nicaragua and the adoption of
suitable counter-measures by the European Com-
munity? In view of the crucial nature of this subject, I
would ask that, for once, yre should be given an
honest answer.
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) I fail to see why you imagine that
we find it difficult to answer on rhis subject. The mat-
ter in question is, I believe, being dealt with this very
day by the Political Committee in Rome. This means
that we are looking into it.
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) The embarrassment of
the Council representative in answering a straightfor-
ward question is, I think absolutely incredible. So I
apologize for being, I think, the fifth speaker to ask
the same question. Is there any need [o go to Nicara-
Bua to collect information on a measure such as the
blockade imposed by the Unircd States, which so
obviously runs counter to the Contadora process ro
which the Community has given its backing? In such a
case, or I would say even before it arises, since it was
foreseeable, are there or are there not plans for finan-
cial and food aid measures to prevent a situation in
which, when the matter actually comes before rhe
Council, it will be too late because disaster will already
have struck Nicaragua?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) I think I have already given an ade-
quate reply. Furthermore, it seems to me obvious that
all these questions are the same and serve one pani-
cular purpose, namely that each Member can ask a
question. But since I am only one person, I can also
refer to the previous replies.
Mr Galland (L).- (FR) Mr President-in-Office, you
will be pleased by the question I am about to ask you,
since it has nothing to do with the previous ones. Do
you not think, Mr President-in-Office, that one of the
major problems which face this pan of the American
continent, and the consequences of which we can see
here, arises from the attempr by the Soviet Union to
penetrate and desubilize this pan of the world?
( Protests from tbe Socialist Group)
I am sorry to upset you, ladies and gentlemen. You are
very quick to react on a certain number of subjects but
you remain very silent on others!
President. 
- 
I think that the political problem raised
by Mr Flanagan's question is exremely important, as
has been demonstrated by the breadth of the debate in
the various meetints. It is being discussed by the Com-
mittee on relations with the Latin-American Parlia-
ment and we shall be discussing it tomorrow under
urgent procedure. However, I think it would be better
to ask the Council for information or facts on which it
can reply more directly.
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) The Ten are convinced that the
problems of Cenral America cannot be solved by mili-
tary means but only by a political solution emanating
from the region itself and which respects the principles
of non-interference and the inviolability of fronders.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
I rise to ask one brief sup-
plementary question. I vrelcome the statement by the
President-in-Office of the Council on behalf of the
Council. However, is he aware of a repon by a dele-
gation from this Parliament who went there to super-
vise the elections that were held? \Thilst I very much
welcome the visit of the Unircd Sntes President here
today, I must put the record straight. He said: 'I have
been in Nicaragua, you have not.' But there was a
delegation from this Parliament in that country. Is the
President-in-Office of the Council aware of the report
of that delegation ?
Mr Forte. 
- 
(IT) I am unaware of this.
President. 
- 
I can point out that the Political Affairs
Committee is drawing up a report on Nicaragua. The
Council will receive this document when Parliament
has debated and adopted it.
Mr Forte. 
- 
(/,7) Thank you, Mr President.
Mr Fellermaier (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President-in-Office,
if the Political Directors are meeting in Rome today,
you must surely be able to answer the following spe-
cific question with yes or no: is the question of offset-
ting the policy of the American President towards
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Nicaragua, i.e. the economic blockade, on rhe agenda
of the preparatory meeting of the Political Directors
for the nexr session of the Foreign Ministers meering
in European Political Cooperation? This can only be
answered by yes or no.
Mr Forte. 
- 
The question on rhe agenda is Central
America.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) I have followed all
the answers given by the representative of the Foreign
Ministers. He gave me rhe impression that he con-
s[antly put forward rhe argument that the Council is
collecting informarion. My quesrion is: Vhat informa-
tion is he collecring? Is it or is it not a fact rhat the
United States has declared a trade embargo against
Nicaragua? !/hat does he wanr? To confirm the fact?
It is common knowledge. !/e wish to be rcld what the
position of the Foreign Ministers is on this subject.
Mr Forte. 
- 
(17) Since rhe meetings are srill going
on, I cannot say what their result will be.
If the Greek Member considers thar there is no point
in obtaining informarion, then ir will obviously be
wasted on him, but it will be useful to others.
President. 
- 
Question Time is closedl .
Mr Prag (ED).- On a point of order, Mr President.
Vould you please ensure the removal of the offensive
limer which still remains on rhar side of the House as
witness [o the cheap gimmicks and tasteless gesrures
directed against our grear ally at whose side some of
us in this Parliament fought and without whom we
could never have won the Second Vorld Var, without
whom we could never have desroyed Nazism and
Fascism and restored freedom and democracy and
prosperity to Europe?
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
Mr Prag, rhe Chamber is usually cleared
at the end of the sitring.
Mr Newens (S).- Mr President, on a poinr of order,
is it not in order for Members of this Chamber ro
demonstrate their views in the dignified way rhat rhey
did against President Reagan when he came here? He
is, in our view, seeking to prostitute democracy in
many parts of the world. Vas it not a demonsr.rar.ion
here of a genuine and proper use of democracy on rhis
occasion? Ought not Mr Prag, whilst he disagrees
with us, to at least have the decency to respect rhe
manner in which we pu[ our point of view?
President. 
- 
Mr Newens, I have already given a reply.
I do not think there is any point in having a discussion
on this mat[er, although everyone has rhe right rc
express his own opinion.
Mr Elliot (S).- Mr President, I do not u/anr !o srarr
a debate, but if we are talking about being offensive, I
find the remarks of Mr Prag somewhar offensive. It is
quite unjustified to accuse Members on this side of the
House of being anti-American. !7'e are nor anti-Amer-
ican. '!7e are merely opposed to rhe present polirical
rigime in America. That is what we were demonstrar-
ing about.'!fle are not against the American people.
5. Mediterranean Countries
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the joinr debate on:
- 
the interim repon (Doc. A2-24/85), drawn up by
Mr Galluzzi on behalf of she Commirtee on
External Economic Relations, on [he economic
and trade relarions between rhe EEC and the
Mediterranean counrries pending the developmenr
of the plans to enlarge the EEC to include Spain
and Ponugal;
- 
the repon (A 2-27 /85), drawn up by Mrs Cassan-
magnago Cerrerri on behalf of the Commitree on
Developmenr and Cooperarion, on rhe coopera-
tion agreements with the developing countries of
the Medirerranean region in rhe context of a
global Mediterranean policy of the Communityl .
Mr Galluzzi (COM), rdpportear. 
- 
QT) The report I
submit on behalf of the Committee for External
Economic Relations proposes 
- 
bearing in mind the
existing atreements berween the Community and the
third countries of rhe Medirerranean and rhe accession
agreemenE recenrly signed with Spain and Ponugal
- 
some general guidelines and cenain steps to be
taken in order to avoid any adverse effects of enlarge-
ment on the economy of the Mediterranean countries
and at the same time to boosr 
- 
by garhering all the
opponunities enlargement can offer and rhese far out-
number the drawbacks 
- 
rhe porenrial for fostering
relations between the Community and the endre Med-
iterranean sphere.
As is pointed out in rhe draft resolution submitted to
Parliamenr, this is an interim reporr, a preliminary
I Also included in rhe debare is rhe oral question (Doc.
B 2-l8ll85) put by Mr Blumenfeld and'Mrs Boot on
behalf of rhe Group of the European People's Pany ro the
Council, on foreign trade polirywith respect to th6 Medi-
terranean countfles.I See Annex'Question Time'.
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examininarion which the Committee for External
Economic Reladons offers as the basis for further
research to be conducted inter alia in the light of an
in-depth analysis of the accession agreemenr which
are not yet common knowledge in that the details
were agreed upon only recently. The objective is to be
in a position to submit guidelines and final proposals
as soon as possible.
I repeat: this is an interim report to serve as a plat-
form, but it must nevertheless be approved in thac it
has to provide the wherewithal for this in-depth ana-
lysis without having to stan all over again from
scrarch. On this subject I note 
- 
and I shall be repeat-
ing when I conclude 
- 
that these general guidelines
have been approved by the Committee for External
Economic Relations with only three abstentions and
no opposing vote, which attests to the fact that the
need does exist for a general guideline.
Ladies and gentlemen, the need for rethinking and
improving the relationships between the Community
and the Mediterranean countries does not arise from
enlargement. Today's state of affairs is a sad one and
far removed from the hopes which had followed in the
wake of the beginning of bilateral relations and the
'global Mediterranean approach' launched by the
Commission.
The trade balance of these countries is worsening;
financial aid has been halved by inflation; economic
cooperation appears increasing limited and episodic.
In other words, ladies and gentlement, the rift
between the strategic, political, economic and com-
mercial imponance of the Mediterranean area as well
as the rising demand for Europe's presence and inter-
vention in this area from Medircrranean third coun-
ries on the one hand, and the actual state of affairs
between the Communiry and these countries on the
orher, is widening.
This being the case, rhe Committee on External
Economic Relations feels that unless enlargement is
consolidated by new and bold options, not only when
it comes to trade and cooperation policy but also when
it comes to the Community's internal poliry, there
may be adverse affects not only on the poorer regions
of the Community 
- 
the very two risks mentioned by
Mr Andreotti when he spoke this morning 
- 
but also
on the economy of these countries, thereby jeopardiz-
ing their growth potential to the greater detriment of
security and sability in an area of the Mediterranean
so vital to Europe's peace and future.
To obviate these risks, the Committee for External
Economic Relations proposes in the motion for a reso-
lution submitted cenain indispensable options. Firsrly,
the vital overhaul of the existing aBreemenff must be
set in an overall plan designed to foster the whole
Mediterranean area.
Secondly, new funds must be made available, cenain
internal Community reforms must be carried out 
-
the most imponant concerning the common agricul-
tural Policy 
- 
the integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes musl be implemented and cenain steps
designed to boost the industrial and agricultural diver-
sification of the applicant countries.
Thirdly, all financial aid and compensation made
necessary by enlargement must be backed up by agree-
ments of economic, financial and technical coopera-
tion to help the.internal development of these Medi-
[erranean countnes.
Lastly, the Committee proposes that the method of
prior consultation between the Community and these
countries 
- 
a method which in fact has already been
initiated by the Commission by Commissioner Cheys-
son who has had contacts with the Ambassadors and
has held meetings with the representatives of these
countries 
- 
to decide on the major options and to
adopt a common stance as regards any problem that
might arise, be made permanent so as to involve these
countries in the major issues and thereby make a posi-
tive contribution rc the stabiliry of the region.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, we will, as I have
akeady stated, be coming back to these proposals in
the context of the final report which we hope the
Committee for External Economic Relations will sub-
mit to Parliament as soon as possible.'!7hat we should
like to stress today is our conviction that these prelimi-
nary guidelines, so essential for the follow-up work in
depth and detail, case by case and in general, will
receive the support of all the polidcal groups and all
the members of this Parliament 
- 
as was the case in
the Committee for External Economic Relations
which voted through this preliminary repon with the
backing of all the political groups.
Mrs CassanmaBnago Cerretti (PPE), rdpporteur. 
-(17) Mr President, Mr Commissioner, ladies and gen-
tlemen, the recent Council decision to launch the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes has once again
focused attention on the plight of the southern regions
of the Communty and the importance of the Medircr-
ranean policy in rhe context of the enlarged Com-
munity.
As the Commission's declaration to the Council also
indicates clearly, the balance and political stability in
the Mediterranean basin are very much dependent
upon [he existence of harmonious trade relations
between our Community and all the countries in this
area.
It is therefore essential 
- 
and the Committee on
Development and Cooperation stresses this 
- 
to fos-
rcr a Mediterranean policy which is overall and con-
sistent and which safeguards the social and economic
interests of the developing countries of the southern
region, and which at the same time takes due account
of the situation of the other countries with which the
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EEC has cooperadon agreemenm, e.g. Yugoslavia and
Malta.
Cooperation with the Maghreb and Mashreq counrries
and also with Israel musr be consolidated and
extended so rhar it becomes an effecdve facor in
favour of peace and I therefore ask the Commission
that the existing cooperarion ffearies be reviewed in
the light of the impact of enlargemenr in order ro
establish a sound basis for future agreemenrs.
The ground for a global poliry can be smoothed by an
economic political rapprocbemenr in rhe contexr of the
Euro-Arab dialogue with a view to bolstering the
development and cooperation policy, which is also a
key policy in enhancing economic growrh and social
progress in the light of the structural changes rc which
the enlargement of the EEC will give rise.
The current trade patterns wirh rhe EEC as regards
the so-called sensitive produc6, panicularly in the case
of Tunisia, Morocco and Israel, musr be maintained in
order to safeguard not only the crucial economic sec-
rcrs which these represenr for rhem but also their
social and cultural herirage.
In view of the present estimates concerning demo-
graphic trends in the region, absolute priority in EEC
relations with the developing counrries of the Mediter-
ranean must be given to the creation and implementa-
tion of food strategies rhrough agricultural coopera-
tion measures aimed at increasing food self-suffi-
cienry.
In line with this principle smnds rhe programme for
food self-sufficiency launched by the Algerian
Government. I therefore urge the Commission and the
Council to take the necessary srcps to allow the EEC
to actively assist in this programme.
Priority must also be given to the implemenration of
regional development projects, covering infrastruc-
tures, [ranspon and the environment as well, which
should be financed at a level commensurare wirh rhe
real requirements involved in their implementation.
The South-South economic and commercial relations
between the Mediterranean countries must become
closer and exrcnd also to those of rhe Lom6 Conven-
tion on both regional and mulrilateral bases. The
financial resources made available to the Maghreq and
Mashreg countries should be increased taking due
account,, as I have already stated, of the increase in
population, of inflation rares, of currency levels and all
other related facrors.
The conrents of future cooperation and financing
agreements must be the focus of our Parliament's
attenrion and I therefore urge the creation of new and
more effective institutional mechanisms capable of
monitoring their development and in order ro involve
Parliament more direcrly in such mechanisms.
\fle should like Commissioner Cheysson, whose field
of responsibility this is and who has always shown
himself sensitive to development problems, to enlarge
on this. It is also vital that the Commission and rhe
European Investment Bank conduct a study of more
effective measures to increase the volume of invest-
ment in the areas concerned.
In the social context, the European Community must
above all help these countries to develop their own
educational and vocational training programmes, and
to increase the possibilities of entrance to European
schools for their citizens, by improving rhe social and
cultural measures which foster true integration of
migrant workers and their families, in a concened
effon to combat racialism in the EEC. In this connec-
tion, the Commission should introduce, in conjunction
with the Member States of the Communiry, new mea-
sures !o assist those migrant workers who wish to
return to find work in rheir counries of origin and
contribute to their economic developmenr.
To wind up, I feel that the Communiry should organ-
ize as soon as possible a Conference of the Mediterra-
nean Region berween parliaments and representatives
of the countries involved in order ro set the problem in
its overall political context. For let us nor forger rhar
over and above rhe attainment of trade relations, the
main goal is constituted by harmonious polirical rela-
tionships to guarantee political stability in rhe whole of
the Mediterranean region.
(Applause)
Mr Forte, President-in-Ofi.ce of the Council. 
-(IT) Mr Presidenr, ladies and genrlemenr, I should
like to answer the oral quesrion pur by Messrs Blu-
menfeld and Boot.
In the context of the procedure decided upon in Janu-
ary 1983, rhe Council 
- 
panly on rhe basis of com-
munications from rhe Commission 
- 
has pursued its
examination of the problem of rhe enlarged Com-
munity's Medirerranean policy in full awareness of the
misgivings voiced on a number of occasions by the
Mediterrean parrners during exploratory ralks held by
the Commission and at various sessions of the Cooper-
ation Councils.
In the context of this procedure rhe Council, aware of
the misgivings of the Mediterranean panners as
regards the possible consequences of enlargement on
their expons into the Communiry, therefore consid-
ered it essential, ac the crucial phase of the negotia-
tions for enlargement during the marathon session of
28, 29 and 30 March 1985 which led ro an agreemenr
with Spain and Ponugal on rhe main problems out-
standing, to publish a sraremenr on rhe enlarged Com-
munity's Mediterranean policy.
After reiterating on the one hand the imponance of
the Communiry's cooperation and association rela-
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tions with its Mediterranean parrners and the resolve
to funher sffengthen rhese with the enlargement of the
Community and, on the other, rhe overall concept of
Mediterranean policy, the Council in thar smrcmenr
declared that the Communiry would seek murually
satisfactory solurions to allay the misgivings voiced
repearcdly by the Mediterranean countries as regards
the possible consequences of enlargement on their
traditional exports.
In this context, the Council stated rhat the Community
inrcnded to maintain these tradidonal flows and rake
action to consolidate effectively rhe endeavours made
by these countries to reduce rhe agricultural and food
deficit and steer a steady course rowards food self-suf-
ficiency, a goal which obviously entails diversification
of their production and, therefore, also rhe attenua-
don of certain problems of Sourh-Sourh competition.
The Council also stressed that in an overall outlook
and in the long term, the Community would be seek-
ing to continue with its Mediterranean parrners a
financial and technical cooperation in order ro contri-
bute effectively to economic growrh and social
development in those countries.
Lastly, in line with the decision of January 1983, rhe
Council has decided to speed up work on rhe internal
front as regards the enlarged Community's Medirerra-
nean policy. The Council has stated rhar it expects the
Commission to put forward as soon as possible nego-
tiation directives with a view to adaptation of the
Cooperation and Association Agreements which exist
with several of these countries.
It should also be poinrcd out rhar in the context of the
decisions taken during rhe negotiations with Spain and
Ponugal, on which Parliament was informed by the
Presidency and in a specific documenr, rhe measures
concerning the transitional period 
- 
panicularly con-
cerning the fruit and vegetable and olive oil sectors 
-will mke due account of rhe interests of the Com-
munity's Mediterranean partners as well.
As for those aspects more closely connecred with the
rules of the common agricultural policy, it should be
remembered that reference price rrends move as a
function of market price trends. \7hat the Council in
fact sought to avoid by means of Regulation No 3284
of tggl was roo marked a divergence between the
reference prices and the market prices.
Funhermore, for the purposes of market managemenr
the Commission has a measures of discretion for influ-
encing, by means of the reference price level, the mar-
ket trends and therefore the trade in citrus fruits. It is
very difficult, not only because of rhe vagaries of the
weather which affect annual production 
- 
this year's
we all know to have been seriously affected by frost 
-but also because of other imponderables to make any
predictions which would permit reliable medium-rerm
forecasts.
In view of the endeavours made ro conclude agree-
ments with the Mediterranean counrries, the Council
does not therefore share the negarive analysis of the
members of this Parliamenr as regards the import
trends of the Mediterranean counuies concerned.
\7hen it drew up the strucrural policy for the citrus
fruit sector, the Council endeavoured [o meet rhe
objectives of Anicle 39 of the Treaty, including those
of a special nature. In this connection, the Council has
provided for a set of special measures 
- 
restructuring
aid and aid for conversion to other varieries, market-
ing premiums 
- 
designed ro restore the competitive-
ness of the Communiry cirus fruirs sector ois-1a -ois
the main Mediterranean competitors. A part of this
production is on the other hand destined to be surplus
and is eliminated. As an inrcrvention rechnique this is a
debatable practice from the poinr of view of internal
policy because it does not obviously admit of produc-
tion growth inasmuch as rhe product to be eliminated
does not, by definition, reach the market and does not
therefore enter [he marker circuit. It is nevenheless an
imponant factor in framing the Community's Medi-
terranean policy, which effecm all the Mediterranean
countries including those in which the 'withdrawal' of
excess production is carried on, in rhat it makes it pos-
sible to maintain those flows from the Mediterranean
countries to the Community to which we are commit-
ted.
Our view is chat we must therefore move together in
this direction. As we have said before and as we again
stress this is the course we musr steer towards agricul-
tural diversification, which enrails the development of
food self-sufficiency, and to economic diversification,
which entails technical back-up for the development
and exploiation of the Mediterranean counrries'
na[ural, energy and all other resources, in order to
improve the outlook of these countries for the grearer
good of the whole Mediterranean area while sdll res-
pecting the traditional trade flows.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR PI"{SKOVITIS
Vice-President
Mr Cheysson, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, I should first like to thank rhe Commirtee
on External Economic Relations and rhe Commirtee
on Development and Cooperation not simply for hav-
ing given me rhe opponunity to make my first speech
rc this Parliament since my rerurn to the Commission,
but panicularly for having insisrcd on discussing 
- 
for
the first time 
- 
the effects of enlargement of third
Mediterranean countries during rhe debate on
enlargement this morning.
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It was imponant to do this because, as the rwo rappor-
teurs say, we should remember thar relations with the
southern Medircrranean countries are an essenrial pan
of Community presence in international affairs and
lend weight to the Community. This is obvious in
economic terms. May I remind you that the sourhern
Mediterranean market represents 8% of Communiry
exports and is equal rc half the American market and
three times the Japanese marker; the Community's
largest trade surplus 
- 
l0 thousand million ECU in
1983 
- 
comes from this market and the Community
market is absolurcly essential to third countries. It
represenrc 700/o of Malta's exrernal vad,e, 600/o of
Tunisia's, 500/o of Algeria's and over 400/o of Mor-
occo's, Egypt's, Syria's and Cyprus's.
It is just as easy to cite the political advantages 
- 
this
has of course already been done admirably in the
reports and proposals for resoluti for a region
where there is considerable tension and where polirical
stability is associated, as Ms Cassanmagnago Cerretti
was saying a few minutes ago, with harmonious and
stable political and commercial relations between the
Community and the Mediterranean countries. Europe
is therefore an aid to peace in this area and would wish
rc be so: once peace has been restored, Europe will
play an essential part in coopera[ion between the
countries of the Near and Middle East and their
development and is better able than other indusrial-
ized powers to understand the cultural developmenrc
and political reactions of these counffies, panicularly
as the population welcomes search for peace in the
Near East. The European nations cannor be supreme;
they have the abiliry to act independendy, as rhe rap-
poneur for the Committee on Development and
Cooperation has poinrcd out.
The President also stressed that rhe accession of Spain
would accensuarc these aspects. A policy in relation to
the Arab states is essential for Spain and rhe accession
of this country is going to mean rhar the Community
has all the more need for a Mediterranean policy. Our
approach must be global; there must be no discrimina-
tion and rhe rapponeurs are righr ro srress rhis. ,A
global poliry must include Israel in the Near East and
consider the effect on orher pans of rhe Medircrra-
nean 
- 
Yugoslavia, Maln, Cyprus 
- 
and I would
include the countries we are not discussing, such as
Libya.
In other words, Europe is bound to a policy in relation
rc the Arab States 
- 
a Medirerranean policy 
- 
and
the inclusion of Spain reinforces this siruation.
But to get back to enlargement and look first at rhe
positive side: I have menrioned the polirical commit-
ment of Spain. !7e should not forget that enlarging
the market will be an advantage ro our parrners as rhe
market is now very carefully protecred in Spain. Nor
should we forget that Spain will be even more anxious
than the rest of us nor [o compromise the future of
cenain Arab communities 
- 
in other words the furure
of Morocco. If we do not behave as we have promised
the parts of the southern Mediterranean which are
exremely dependent on their relations with us could
collapse.
This is why the Commission does not feel rhar rhese
problems can be written off in terms of financial com-
pensation. You cannot compensate a secrion of society
for its destruction. Of course [here are financial prob-
lems bur the damage which would be suffered in rhe
southern Mediterranean countries wirh the loss of the
markets so vital to [hem 
- 
which were created during
the colonial period and have gone on developing ever
since 
- 
would be economic, social and political.
There would be serious destabilization and there is no
financial compensation for this.
Now, these products which are so imponant to some
of the countries and some of the communities of the
southern Mediterranean are, let us admir it, in abso-
lute terms of marginal imponance to us. Olive oil from
Tunisia represenr 40/o of rhe rotal produccion of the
Twelve.
But it represents 430/o of Tunisian exporrs of agricul-
tural products and 200lo of rhe work of the active Tun-
isian population. The citrus fruirs we are always dis-
cussing exponed from Morocco or Isreal are nor a
problem for the Communiry ar rhe moment with a
supply rate of 85% 
- 
bur they are an essenrial pan of
production there and there is no substitute wirh the
same level of employmenc and income, ro say nothing
of the cultural implications 
- 
think only of the kib-
butz in Israel. For this reason, I would repeat 
- 
and
the document from the Commission to the Council
expresses the same sentimenr 
- 
closing certain mar-
ker really would result in political desabilization in
some countries.
This illustrates the imponance of rhe Council sate-
ment of 30 March of rhis year, to which the Presidenr
of the Council referred a few minutes ago, which con-
firmed the intenrion of rhe Ten ro contribure to the
development of third Mediterranean countries and
included an undenaking to retain traditional parterns
of trade.
How can we maincain these traditional trade patterns?
How indeed! Vell, let us srarr wirh a simple obserrya-
tion 
- 
today these traditions exist. Not only do they
exist but, despite competition from Spain or elsewhere,
when the products are of good qualiry trade expands.
Is it known, for example, that exports of Moroccan
oranges increased from 200 000 to 250 OOO ronnes in
five years while, during rhe same period, Spanish
exports of products of inferior qualiry ro the Com-
munity market decreased from 830 000 to 750 OOO
tonnes? This happens wirh rhe presenr form of compe-
tidon between Spain and the sourhern Mediterranean
:::::.'., 
'!7e musr, Mr President, mainrain this bal-
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During the transitional period granted to Spain we
therefore undenake to establish these patterns of rade
- 
in other words to ensure continuation of the pres-
ent flow. !7e shall do this by using the mechanisms at
our disposal.
Afrcr the transitional period, the Commission's propo-
sal is that the balance between exports from the south-
ern Mediterranean and those from the Spanish market
should be maintained; here roo ye shall have to use
the mechanisms available to us but these will now dif-
fer from north to south; however, as outlined in the
motion for a resolurion proposed by Mr Galluzzi and
the REX Committee, we shall have to take into con-
sideration the IMP's and other modus available to the
northern countries.
You may well ask me how Spain, which is hoping to
develop its production in this area by joining the Com-
munity, will reacl I can only say that if the develop-
ment of Spain's products at the expense of the mainte-
nance of exports from the southern Mediterranean
countries resulted in the destabilization of society
there, Spain's political responsibility would be grave.
I have not, I do assure you, forgotten the problems of
coopera[ion, the need for improvement, and the need
to revise agreements concluded in another era 
-which would exist with or without enlargement. I
would not however like you rc think that by improv-
ing cooperation we can compensate for any political
or economic destabilization which might occur.
Cooperationlyes, the results have been disappointing;
trade has deteriorated; the countries of Maghreb, for
example, are not yet used to dealing seriously with the
Community and still deal on a bilateral basis. It is also
rrue that funds have not been used satisfactorily 
- 
not
that they have been inadequate 
- 
I find this some-
what exagerated in the repon. Let us not forget that in
the past five years over a thousand million ECU have
been made available to the southern Mediterranean
countries and, if we take the Medircrranean as a
whole, rwo thousand 600 million ECU will have been
made available over 10 years. This has not hosrever
produced the satisfactory results. Returns have not
matched objectives. '!7'e must therefore have another
look at forms of cooperation and improve on them. I
should therefore like, Mr President, to return to the
rwo reports because they give a very good idea of the
points we shall have to study.
A lot of space is given in the repons to the volume of
financing. Of course the Commission wants growth.
Initially, even before there are renewed negotiations,
we should very much like to see present funds put to
berter use and used more quickly. And the Commis-
sion is against 
- 
and I say this in the presence of the
Council of Ministers 
- 
a practice which has grown up
whereby the silence or abstention of Member govern-
ments can block important projects for weeks, months
and 
- 
let us be honest 
- 
sometimes years.
The Commission is determined to manage the budget-
ary appropriations responsibly. Ve are therefore asked
to work out a procedure like that for the Regional
Development Fund which will mean that governments
cannot block projecr for more than a reasonable
amounr of time and that the Commission has the last
word unless there is a qualified majority vote against it
in the Council of Ministers. !fle also need money for
studies and are counting on the Parliament.
Our main task is nevenheless to have another look at
forms of cooperation and its objectives for the sake of
the development of the southern Mediterranean coun-
tries.
Is hall briefly go through the main headings.
Fishing certainly needs more attention 
- 
in both our
interest and theirs.
It is imponant throughout the world to encourage
small and medium-sized undenakings but it is panicu-
larly imponant here in view of the progress already
made in crafts and the setting up of small organiza-
tions.
I am very pleased that the Arab countries are involving
us more in their discussions on enerty. My colleague,
Nicolas Mosar, was in Algiers a few days ago for the
third Arab Energy Conference. This is a form of coop-
eration but future industrial cooperation must not be
restricted to energy. Investment in products of value to
both southern and northern Mediterranean must not
be haphazard; we should no[ leave it to isolated indus-
trialisrc to decide on transfers to the southern Mediter-
ranean without taking into account the effects this will
have on our society; we cannot allow the southern
Mediterranean countries or, further away still, the
Gulf countries, rush into vast investment projects and
the purchase of equipment encouraged by engineering
companies or suppliers without ensuring that this is in
line with the needs of the market which is primarily
the Community market.
\flhat we are asking is to get toBether with the oil, etc.
producers 
- 
and the other Mediterranean countries
- 
to look into the possibiliry of cooperation on
large-scale indusrial developmenr, the placing of
investments and the timing of these developments. The
people involved in business have a very imponant pan
to play alongside governmenm 
- 
they may sometimes
be more imponant 
- 
in cooperation with our partners
and this also applies to other fields where cooperation
with counries as advanced as the southern Mediterra-
nean countries is particularly promising 
- 
in other
words, all areas of scientific and rechnical cooperarion.
This means a great deal of training and I would go
even funher than the rapporteur to say that this
applies not only to traditional training but to training
specifically linked with technological developments 
-in-service training 
- 
some of which is provided by the
firms themselves. And while on the subject of business,
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it is of course imponant, in cooperating, to give more
attention to the promotion of invesrmenr by all known
methods.
I have not yet looked at one basic are^ 
- 
agricultural
development. In far roo many sourhern Medirerranean
countries production is in a most unfortunate stare
which the countries themselves are beginning ro
regret.
Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti brought up the
extremely ambitious project under the next five-year
plan for Algeria. Initial contact has been made. Ve
must help these countries develop food policies by
devoting the time required and by recognizing thar
our food supplies can be adjusted ro rhese policies.
The problem we have here is that rhe governmenrs
have never accepted the principle of some kind of
long-term contract for food supplies from rhe Com-
munity to the southern Mediterranean. Could we nor
come to some agreement based on rhe demands of
these countries for long-rerm contracrs for the supply
of energy producrs and the long-term conrracrs we
could arrange for food supplies?
'S7e must mke a sufficienrly overall view of rhis and I
am glad that the rwo rapporreurs stress the imponance
of regional projects, training, rhe development of an
infrastructure, industrial cooperarion although admit-
tedly we have not so far had any specific requesrs.
There is therefore considerable scope for cooperarion
in these imponant areas. I have not discussed migrant
workers because the authority of rhe Member States is
decisive here. I would however 
- 
because it has been
mentioned in the two reporrs 
- 
say rhar the Commis-
sion is entirely in agreemenr with the denunciation of
racism and chauvinism. !7e should look into rhe
suggestions, panicularly those of Mrs Cassanmagnago
Cerretti on the possibiliry nor only of helping to edu-
care the children of migrant workers bur of finding
some kind of raining which would help workers rein-
tegrate when they rerurn to their own countries.
I should just like ro say a lirde about political coopera-
tion. \7e obviously have common political interests in
the Middle Easr in rhe Mediterranean area. This is a
fact. \7hat happens in the Mediterranean area con-
cerns us all. The rapporr.eur of the Committee on
Development and Cooperarion rherefore feels rhar rhe
time has come to hold a large political conference. I
should prefer ro be a lirtle more caurious. It is difficulr
to have any dialogue between Europe and the Arab
world while problems as serious as Palestine, the dif-
ferences between Algeria and Morocco on rhe wesrern
Sahara and the posirion of Libya make it impossible
for regions or even pans of regions on [he Arab or
Arab-Israeli side to speak wirh one voice.
Ve should neverrheless look towards rhis goal. Ve are
perhaps hampered by insdrudonal problems. I say per-
haps because at the moment the Commission does not
have a clear idea of the restructuring required
although the present strucrure obviously does not
work. Do not forget the difficulty we have had in
organizing parliamenrary meetings, nor ro menrion the
indescribable irritation expressed ar the Cooperation
Council meetings about the presen[ absolurcly useless
procedures.
I am sorry that rhis has been so long but it is rhe first
time that this Commission has had an opponunity to
voice its opinion on problems which are so vital to our
partners and of the utmost political and economic
importance to us.
I should like to thank rhe European Parliamenr for
having organized rhis debate. It has an imponant pan
to play and it is not ar all surprising thar Parliament
took the initiadve and not one of the other Com-
munity instirutions.
(Applause)
Mr Seeler (S).- (DE) Mr Presidenr, ladies and gen-
tlemen. The two excellent reporr.s which we are dis-
cussing make it clear rhat the enlargement of the
Community will have a considerable impact on econo-
mic cooperation between the Community and the
remaining Medirerranean States. Not all the details
have yet been negotiated with Spain and Ponugal.
However, it is already cenain rhar both countries will
be well able to supply all the needs of the rest of the
Community for Mediterranean products. I would nor
like to dwell upon rhe risk of surplus producrion if the
unreformed agriculrural policy were also applied to
the products of these counrries. This would cenainly
have dire results for trade wirh rhe Medirerranean
countries and for rheir economic development.
It is advisable 
- 
this much is clear from rhe discus-
sion, and Commissioner Cheysson has pointed rhis out
several times 
- 
ro analyse clearly as soon as possible
and as thoroughly as possible the effects and consequ-
ences of accession on economic relations. Commis-
sioner Cheysson has described the currenr siruation by
saying that Europe was condemned to a Mediterra-
nean policy. I would go a lirde funher, Mr Commis-
sioner, and say thar economic and polirical peace in
the Mediterranean represenrs peace in rhe whole of
Europe.
That the European Communiry has taken this issue
seriously in the pasr is evident from the fact that ir has
concluded cooperation or associarion agreemenrs with
almost all Medirerranean counrries. The agreements
with the Maghreb and Mashreg counrries have gov-
erned cooperation very comprehensively for many
years. The Communiry has commited substantial funds
to promote economic cooperarion and producrion in
these countries and ro reinforce rhe economic infras-
tructure. Access ro rhe European market is vital to
these States but is also of grear imponance for the
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European Community as the currency earned from
these countries' expons to the Community in used to
finance the capiml investment goods and other prod-
ucts we export to [hem.
This is panicularly true of Israel, too. In the coopera-
tion agreement with Israel the Commission has
granted this country substantial concessionsl in prac-
tice, Israel now has vinually unrestricted access to our
market. Agricultural imports from Israel, which will
chiefly be competing with Spain, represent a large per-
cennge of Israeli trade with the Community. The pol-
itical siruation in the Near East makes Israel far more
dependent on the European market than other Medi-
rerranean States. The situation of the two island States
Maln and Cyprus is, I should point out, rather special,
There are association agreemenm with both States,
envisaging srcp-by-step elimination of dudes and
inrroduction of free movement with a view to a defini-
tive customs union. At present, however, it is apparent
that the relationship between the European Com-
munity and Malta, for example, is stagnating and has
been for several years. Malta, and the Maltese govern-
ment i$elf, does not at present wish to more any fur-
ther towards the projected customs union.
The situation is different in Cyprus. The European
Communities' market is of great importance to the
Cypriot economcy, especially for agricultural exports
but also for indusrial products. I think that the Euro-
pean Community is Cyprus'main customer. However,
the political situation in Cyprus is at present severely
hampering full development of the abovementioned
association agreement and also makes it exremely dif-
ficult for the European Community to take any action
to improve economic and social conditions for the
Cypriot people, which ought to be far and away our
major preoccupation. Relations between the Com-
munity and another Medircrranean country, namely
Turkey, are for more difficult as at least a panial mili-
tary dictatorship is still in existence there. Financial aid
has, as you know, been frozen. On the other hand
exports from Turkey to the European Community
have increased considerably, panicularly for agricul-
tural and texdle products. The enlargement will have
an effect on existing contractual commitments which
will have to be analysed carefully.
The enlargement will have only a slight effect on the
cooperation agreement with Yugoslavia, which is
more significant in political rather than economic
terms, although I should mention that the accession of
Greece to the Community had an extremely beneficial
influence on trade relations between Yugoslavia and
the Communiy.
On the whole it is of paramount importance 
- 
Com-
missioner Cheysson and the current President of the
Council of Ministers have pointed this out akeady 
-that the effects of accession on all existing cooperation
and associations agreemenm be analysed carefully, so
that the Community can prepare itself in good time for
the problems involved and can, if necessary, decide
upon the necessary measures, including the develop-
ment of an aid system. For many Mediterranean coun-
tries access to the European market is vital. Our aim
must be to see the entire Mediterranean area as an
economic unit and to help it to develop soundly as a
whole.
Ir would be a dangerous illusion to assume that it is
sufficient to aid the development of the Communities'
Mediterranean States, including Spain and Ponugal,
and to neglect the others. The effects of such a policy
could be catastrophic. Aid for the Community Medi-
terranean States could be ineffecdve if the other
regions were to go into a decline. The Mediterranean
region rests on two main suppons, the nonhern coast,
i.e. the Community and the south and east. coasts.
Only if both suppons have sound economic founda-
tions will this area, so critical for the whole of Europe,
attain the economic and political stabiliry which we
must strive after in the interests of peace and our own
future.
Mr Costanzo (PPE). 
- 
(/,7) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is logical that the opening of the Com-
munity's doors to Spain and Portugal would affect not
only the European countries directly or indirectly con-
cerned, but also, and in no small way, the other coun-
rries of the Mediterranean basin ois-ri-ois which the
Community has always pursued a policy of under-
standing and cooperation on the economic, commer-
cial and political levels.
The Galluzzi and Cassanmagnago Cerretti reports
provide us with on overview 
- 
which I find objective
and realistic 
- 
of the new situations which will arise
in the non-Community Mediterranean sphere conse-
quent upon enlargement. A Community trade policy in
the Mediterranean basin cannot but take account of
the economic and social development requirements of
the non-Community countries. As for the trade flows,
it is not feasible to overlook the problem concerning
certain typically Medircrranean lines of agricultural
production considered to be sensitive in terms of
Community jargon and logic. These problems will be
exacerbated 
- 
and due account must be mken of this
fact 
- 
to the south and to the nonh of the Medirerra-
nean basin.
Enlargement should be the opponunity to take stock
of and make the necessary adjustments to the whole
cycle of global Mediterranean policy conceived at the
start of the 1970s and which in actual fact has not in
recent years been implemented in a systematic manner.
Even existing cooperation agreements with the Magh-
reb countries, and cenain preferential agreements with
the Mashrek countries today require adaption in pre-
paration for the 1990s on the financial, economic and
social levels, and in a ruly global approach.
As I see it, pursuing a global Mediterranean policy
also entails harmonizing the agricultural and indusrial
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economies of rhose non-Community countries with
the regional development requiremenrc of the Com-
munity's Mediterranean countries. Due account must
be taken in this context of the functions and role of
the inrcgrarcd Mediterranean programmes. As regards
the accession agreemenrs, great attention must be paid
rc the system of preferential rade applied roday to
cenain agricultural products which do nor come from
the non-Community Mediterranean counrries. This
obviously does not mean that our partners' inrerests
have necessarily to be sacrified. On the other hand, the
problems facing the agricultural regions of the south-
ernmost pan of rhe Community today, and even more
so tomorrow, should not be underesrimared. The smre
of dependence of a large number of Mediterranean
non-Community producers on the EEC quite righdy
promprcd Commissioner Cheysson to srare that the
problem is not so much economic as social and poliri-
cal. In this contexr, we cannor underestimare the con-
tribution made ro Europe by these Arab countries over
the last 25 years in rerms of worker emigrarion; sub-
stantial numbers of these workers are employed in cer-
tain Member States of rhe Community.
In the context of enlargement and of the changes to be
made in the cooperation rrearies with rhe counrries of
the Medircrranean basin, a Community social policy is
required which is open ro the problems and needs of
migranr workers, never losing sight of the facr that 
-and this we musr stare no! only today as we celebrate
the 40th anniversary of the end of the Second !florld
Var in Europe and Africa 
- 
rhar a Europe which is
civilized and concerned by the fate of the peoples of
Nonh Africa and the Middle Easr, with peace, with
the development of rhe Mediterranean basin, cannor
simply stop ar opening the European market ro com-
modities, i.e. goods coming from those countries, bur
must also and especially greer with respecr and equal-
ity of rights all workers, who are people and not
goods: those workers who come from Africa and rhe
Middle Eastern countries.
Ve have heard a number of statements concerning
readiness ro open the European market ro the goods
of these countries of Nonh Africa and the Middle
East. I would like ro see the same degree of willingness
to treat and greet with digniry and respect rhe human
componenrs which may come to Europe from those
countries, i.e. their workers.
(Applausefron tbe centre and tbe right.)
Mr Seligman (ED).- Mr President, it is indeed an
honour to speak in Parliament on VE day, which is a
symbolic day. I therefore wanr to remind rhe House of
the ongoing needs of a people who suffered more rhan
anyone else in the war and rhe years leading up to the
war, namely, rhe people of Israel. The 1975 trade
agreement between rhe EEC and Israel committed us
to work for rhe expansion of trade between us, and I
believe this is rhe only such agreemenr we have wirh a
Mediterranean country. This agreement was reviewed
in 1978 and was due to be reviewed again in 1983. But
it was not so reviewed.
My first question, therefore, is: why has this agree-
ment not been reviewed? \flhile the President-in-Off-
ice and Commissioner Cheysson are right in saying
that Medircrranean counrries must develop their non-
food indusries, it is also vital ro reassure Israel rhat
her customary rade with the EEC will not be ruined
by a flood of impons of fruir, vegetables and flowers
from Spain and Ponugal. Honiculruralists in my own
Vest Sussex and elsewhere in Europe are equally con-
cerned that Spain appears to be preparing a vastly
increased producdon of fruit and vegetables by invest-
ing in new plantations and irrigation.
My second and final quesrion is: can rhe Presidenr-
in-Office and Commissioner Cheysson ensure that the
final enlargemenl atreement includes measures to
prevent vastly increased Spanish production of fruir,
flowers and vegeubles on a scale which would threa-
ten the present partern of horticultural rade in the
EEC and the Mediterranean?
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
Mr Rossetti (COM). 
- 
(l,7) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the long-drawn-our negoriations for the
enlargement of the Community and rhe misgivings
that this event has elicited in the third countries of the
Mediterranean illustrate rhar enlargement, something
we have all welcomed wholeheanedly, is nevenheless,
going to crearc a great deal of upheaval, upset rhe s/a-
tus quo of equilibrium and perhaps shake ourdated
mechanisms as well. It has, for instance, been pointed
out that the rhird counrries of the Medirerranean view
with some apprehension the surpluses which will be
produced by the Europe of the Ten in the case of cer-
tain agricultural products which currently represent a
major item in their exporrs [o us.
However, recommending that the presenr trade flows
to Europe be maintained is nor enough. Unless we also
go for other oprions, not only on the commercial
front, the guaranrees we should like ro give these
countries will either come to nought or have adverse
effects on rhe Medircrranean counrries of rhe Com-
munity in rhe case of products which may be far from
marginal for the countries which produce rhem. So
there is a need for other options, which by and large I
find in the rwo excellent reporrs submitted, bur whichI fear may be jeopardized by cenain amendments
tabled. The first oprion ro be firmly taken by everyone
is the overhauling of the Community's internal poli-
cies, staning with rhe agricultural policy, in order to
restore to the weakest areas, i.e. the southern ones, a
balance wirhour which the conrradicrions and prob-
lems inherenr in this unitary process will increase.
The second option is ro concenrrare with the Mediter-
ranean third countries not only on trade relations but
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above all on cooperation agreements on all sectors to
help them develop their economies, their internal mar-
kets, to diversify their production and become less
Eurodependent as regards agricultural exports. This
leads to the third option, viz. overhauling of rhe pres-
ent cooperation agreements which now prove finan-
cially insufficient and above all, structurally limited
and therefore of extremely limited effecdveness:
whence the need for a boost in cooperation on rhe
financial front. This boost will in rhe long term benefit
Europe economically and politically. The commitmenr
referred to by the Commissioner, the commitmenr. r.o a
Mediterranean policy may turn into a reward, bu[ we
have to play our cards with far-sightedness in order to
make the Mediterranean a haven of peace and trade.
Mr Romeo (L).- (17) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, the Commission and the Council are rightly
concerned about the Mediterranean countries and
they have in past years provided for a set of measures
to bolster their development. However, I do not think
I am going too far if I say that we should get one thing
straight, i.e. that the salient feature of these measures
is the possibiliry of exception to the Communiry pre-
ference in favour of these countries on the Community
markets. The brunt of this policy on the councries of
the southern Mediterranean is borne by rhe Medircr-
ranean Member States of the Communiry which have
to face competition against their rypical lines of prod-
uction. Yet they derive hardly any benefit from the
advantages mentioned whereby the currency resources
accumulated by these countries serve to boost the
Community's industrial exports which obviously ori-
ginate in regions different from those which take the
full force of the effecm of enlargement.
On top of this, it is precisely these countries which will
suffer most from the economic consequences of the
membership of Spain and Ponugal; this is borne out
by the fact that these Mediterranean programmes have
been discussed for years and quoted so repeatedly that
we have often detected more than a hint of an argu-
menr that in the final analysis too much was being
made of this issue and too much emphasis being laid
on Community intervention to support. these regions.
The upshot of this is nevertheless there: the appropria-
tions earmarked initially by the previous Commission
was reduced by the present Commission and funher
cut back by the Council. A look now at the amount
involved in the Mediterranean programmes in terms of
financing informs us that it is indeed very low in rela-
tion to the scale of the problem. Nor to mention the
fact that the mechanism provided for, which in pan
safeguards Greece against its undeniable problems,
does so to the deriment of the requirements of the
other Mediterranean regions, i.e. the Italian and
French regions.
And the Community has not stopped there. For inst-
ance, it has adopted a stance concerning Mediterra-
nean agricultural policy and in the Commission's pro-
posals has maintained an average 50lo reduction in
Mediterranean agricultural prices which is not
matched by the reductions in other sectors. If we take
the case of milk, there has even been a 1.50/o increase.
Then there was the 'Naples' integrated operation,
which has been spoken about for years, but has
become mere pie in the sky and has remained a com-
plete dead letter.
'!7hat I am getting at is that when we come up against
stands such as those illustrated in the questions of
Messrs Blumenfeld and Boot, who seem more con-
cerned for the countries which are outside the Com-
munity than for its Member Sates and who criticize
the propping up of citrus fruit prices by the Com-
munity, then my view is that this overhauling of the
Mediterranean policy should take account of overall
European policy and not jeopardize [he weaker coun-
tries.
Mr Musso (RDE). 
- 
(FR) According to the agenda,
an oral question 
- 
that tabled by Mr Blumenfeld and
Mrs Boot 
- 
should be added to this joint discussion.
Having read this oral question and heard all that I
could have up to now, I have been asking myself some
quesrions.
Indeed, Mr Cheysson made a very correc[ poinr just
now: we may well fear thar, following enlargement
and a drop in trade with the south Mediterranean,
social, economic and human imbalances will be
created in these regions. But the quesrion I should like
to ask is, should we nor be concerned rhat an even
more serious imbalance would be created wirhin the
Community, in its Mediterranean regions, if we were
ready to sacrifice those regions, which are pan of our
own system, as well as various other southern coun-
tries? Under these circumstances, I say yes ro the con-
cept of a general policy for rhe Medircrranean basin,
but no to the sacrifice of our own regions within rhe
EEC, because the imbalance which we would witness
would be even more serious and we would be living it
on our own doorstep.
Mr Ulburghs (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
like to concenrate on a number of aspects from the
Cassanmagnago Cerretti reporr.
First of all, the accession of Spain and Ponugal will
now give rhe Community the opponunity to establish
really fruitful contacrs both with the Arab world and
with Latin America. The Communiry will be given rhe
chance to pursue its own policies independendy of the
major powers. Europe's image in the Arab world must
be completely separate from that of the Unired Stares.
The Community musr be given rhe opponuniry to give
serious consideration ro the social and economic inter-
ests of the Medircrranean counrries. But Europe must
also devore more atrenrion r.o the environment and its
increasing deterioration in rhe countries of the Vest,
Africa and Islam with their ancienr cultures.
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Secondly, Europe musr be careful nor ro become
embroiled in the legacy of its colonial days. The agri-
cultural srrucrure of many countries was based on
exporting wine, fruir and similar producrs to Europe.
Europe musl rherefore srrongly encourate these coun-
tries [o supply their own requiremenm in these food-
stuffs. Europe musr. also be very careful abour conflicts
which actually staned during the colonial period, such
as the war in Morocco for control over what was pre-
viously the Spanish Sahara. Ve must not be drawn
into wars which we reject and condemn.
Thirdly, we musr funher develop a responsible immi-
gration policy concenrraring on a) rhe integration of
immigrants and b) promoring the economic develop-
ment of the Medircrranean counrries, with rhe primary
aim of helping them to supply their own needs. The
policy must aim to create opportuniries for immigrants
to take pan in this process voluntarily and thus ro con-
tribute rc the development of rheir own countries.
Founhly, the inhabitants of rhose counrries musr see
Europe as a communiry which cares about their
human rights. This means human rights for the Kurds
in Turkey, for the Palestinians in Israel and for the
Saharawis in Morocco.
Mr Presidenr, rhese are a few srarring points for a
Community policy on the Mediterranean area ro
which we oure so much in religious, cultural and
economic terms and where differenr cultures can live
together in peace and harmony.
Mr Pery (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, the cooperation
agreements concluded berween the European Com-
munity and the Mediterranean countries are coming
up against a double difficulty: the Communiry's
economic crisis and ir enlargement rowards rhe
South. I believe rhat ir is wonhwhile reminding our-
selves that the Community represenratives first voiced
the need for a general Medircrranean policy at the
1972 Paris summit. This was a period of rapid growth
for our countries and the years which followed saw a
number of cooperation agreemen[s between rhe EEC
and the Mediterranean counrries. Today we musr ask
ourselves to to what extent these commitments can be
honoured now [har the Community is labouring under
a real economic depression.
In addition, the entry of Spain and Portugal, which we
have just hailed, will involve us in having to look for
compromises and compensations. I am anxious to add
that, while rhe enlargement of the EEC is causing a
cenain amounr. of anxiety in rhe Mediterranean coun-
tries for economic reasons, these same countries
emphasize that Spain and Ponugal will act as a bridge
between the EEC and themselves. Lasr year, during a
conference in Naples on rhis very subject, the repre-
sentative from Algeria stated that the applicant coun-
tries had very deep and ancient cultural links with rhe
Arab world and that they maintain long-standing rela-
tions of friendship and murual consideration. This
enlargement, therefore, will also facilitarc dialogue, a
coming closer together and cooperar.ion. There is,
however, some anxiety, as I was saying, which is quirc
legitimate when one considers that our market is vital
for the countries bordering the Mediterranean. Some
of them send 500/o of their exporr.s to rhe EEC and are
obviously highly vulnerable in some secrors. Mr
Cheysson gave us a series of figures. \7hat is more, he
said practically all rhat there is ro say. I will therefore
confine myself to menrioning the case of Morocco,
which is perhaps rhe mosr vulnerable country in this
respect. and, once again, Tunisia, wirh its olive oil
problem. I would remind you rhar rwo-thirds of the
working population in this country is employed full-
time on a seasonal basis on the land and rhar a quaner
of this dme is devorcd ro olive-growing. So it can be
seen that any sudden changes in Community policy
would provoke unbearable tensions for stability and
security in all rhese neighbouring counrries.
Development is an essential ingredienr for security. By
the end of this cenrury, the Maghreb area will have a
young and dynamic popularion of more rhan lO0 mil-
lion individuals, whose furure will be builr wirh or
without Europe. It is in our interesr that rhey should
be with us, for obvious economic and political reasons.
The Mediterranean countries as a whole absorb 130/o
of our expons. Nor can we forger the srrategic posi-
don of the Mediterranean, being the crossroads of rhe
East and Vest and the Nonh and South. That is the
area where the EEC has direct fronriers with the East
and with rhe Third \7orld. Hisrorical events have div-
ided rhe Mediterranean basin and have made it a
diversified and fragile political area. \7e are also res-
ponsible for safeguarding srability and peace in this
pan of the world.
The Commission is aware of this and has recenrly sent
a communication to the Council on what is at srake
and whar should be rhe targets of a Mediterranean
poliry. The Socialisr Group supports this communica-
don, which Mr Cheysson outlined to us a few
momenm ago. Ve must maintain effective access to
Communiry markets of sensirive produce from third
Mediterranean counrries, even rhough these products
are sometimes in competirion wirh those of the
enlarged EEC, Any reconversion, diversification of
production or desirable new developmenrc, parricu-
larly with a view ro increasing self-sufficiency in food
in the Mediterranean countries will require time and
money. !7e must pursue financial, rcchnical and cul-
tural cooperation, which will suppon the effons being
made towards economic and social developmenr of
our Medirerranean panners and which will promote
regional cooperation in rhe south.
The way in which we deal with the immediate prob-
lems and our enlarged Community's ability to put
thesespeeches into deeds will be a resr of its credibility
and will set the scene for the future development of
relations berween the EEC and the Medirerranean
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countries. One of these immediate problems 
- 
let us
be open about it 
- 
concerns the situation of migranr
q,orkers and their families in our counrries. The waves
of anti-foreign feeling againsr immigrants can be
largely explained by the present crisis. The Mediterra-
nean countries, however, are expecting our Com-
munity to issue an unequivocal and clear sratement
about the imponant role played by these workers in
Community production. Ler us have solidarity with the
Mediterranean countries from the EEC bur ler us also
have solidarity with their populations inside our Com-
munity.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now suspend the debate, which
will be continued tomorrow after the vote on the 1985
budget.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vice-President
6. Votes
Report (Doc. A 2-20/t5), drawn up by Mr Hinsch on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, on the
enlargement of the Co--unity to include Portugal
and Spain
Explanations of oote
Lord Bethell (ED). 
- 
I want to explain one extra
reason why I shall be voting for Mr Hensch's report. It
is to emphasize a point not mentioned in his report,
unfonunately, but which, nevertheless, needs to be
made, that there is apan from Spain and Portugal a
third territory on the Iberian Peninsula which has
good reason to rejoice at the successful conclusion of
enlargement negotiations. I mean the territory of
Gibraltar, a mere five sqare kilometers, but nevenhe-
less a community of more then 20 000 people, all of
whom have been full citizens of the European Com-
munity since 1973.
The Franco r6gime blockaded Gibraltar, and for 20
years the Gibraltarians were unable to travel. All this
has been put right as a result of the negodations.
Mr Hansch refers to equal voting righr in elections ro
the European Parliament. Unfonunately, this does not
apply to the 20 000 people of Gibraltar. I would like to
appeal to the House, particularly to Mr Bocklet pre-
paring his report on uniform procedure, to put this
right and to rhe Brirish Government rc tackle an
undeniable problem of natural justice.
I welcome this report, in panicular with regard to the
people of Gibraltar.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR)'!V'e are nor in
favour of the Hansch report, because we are against
the enlargement of the Communiry. Our reasons for
this are set out below.
Firstly, we want to be consistent in our artirude
towards the position of our pany and of a large pan of
the Greek people, which are against Greece's entry
into the EEC and are endeavouring to obtain its wirh-
drawal.
Secondly, we are against enlargement because we con-
sider that the entry of Spain and Portugal will be detri-
mental to the interests of Spanish and Ponuguese
workers, who will have to bear serious negative conse-
quences 
- 
the same as, or even worse, than, those
which Greek workers have been suffering for four
years.
Thirdly, we are against enlargement because it will
multiply and aggravate the negative consequences
both rc the Greek economy and to the interests of
Greek workers as a result of the flood of similar prod-
ucts from these two countries.
Founhly, we are against enlargement because it
emerges both from the repon by Mr Hansch and from
what has been said in this House, panicularly in the
speech by the President of the United Stares, that this
enlargement is being used for military ends, for the
economic exploitation of a wider market, and ro
extend this exploitation to Latin America.
Lastly, we are against it because at the institutional
level also the unequal representation of the counrries is
being continued and strengthened, and there are
moves to abolish the veto, which is the only weapon
which the small countries have rc defend their vital
interests.
Mr P. Berzley (EDI, in witing. 
- 
The Hansch
report is in fact a rcchnical reporr. on the European
Parliament's institutional responsibilities regarding
enlargement. It welcomes the conclusion of rhe nego-
tiations and approves the instirutional agreemenrs,
whilst pointing out where they have been neglected.
I suppon particularly its pleas for the need for direct
European elections in both Spain and Ponugal as soon
as possible, so that their Members may carry the full
mandate of their peoples as do all other elected Mem-
bers of this House.
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I suppon the right of the European Parliamenr ro
ratify these Treaties of Accession 
- 
as well as rhe
need for reform of the number of Commissioners
required to run the business of the European Commis-
sion.
The Hansch report, therefore, should be carefully
studied by the Council of Ministers and the Commis-
slon.
However, I should like to rejoice on this historic
occasion 
- 
both for the Community and for Spain
and Ponugal. It is a truly historic occasion for all con-
cerned, comparable with the greatest occassions in the
long hisrcries of these two great countries, which were
always pan of the European Community in a historical
sense.
It is equally 
^ Breat 
occassion for the Community, as
each enlargement strengthens the European nature of
the Community, widens its historical and cultural basis
and adds to its power and influence.
Le[ us remember that the Iberian Peninsula is a unique
pan of Europe. How wrong were those old members
of the Community who saw in their accession a further
ransfer of the centre of gravity of the Community to
the South. It was from its western pons in Ponugal
and Spain that the great navigators sailed to discover
new lands in the Americas, in Africa, in India and the
Far East. It is the Vest of the Community which has
been strengthened, and it is in the Ponuguese and
Spanish speaking parts of the world that the Com-
munity will discover new interesr, greater influence
and new opponunities and responsibilities.
Both the old members and the new must show some
patience and understanding during the transitional
period, but they must trasp the new opponunities and
use them to achieve the necessary solutions to rheir
existing problems.
Mrc Charzat (S), ir ariting. 
- 
(FR) I shall be voting
in favour of my colleague, Mr Klaus Hansch's reporr,
but I hope that the European Parliament and the
European Community will be able to reach positive
conclusions on the following two points.
In the first place, a reinforcement of the privileged
relations between the European Community and third
Mediterranean countries. Maintaining and reinforcing
these links means that we must tuaranree the effective
access of rheir products to our common marker iz
adoance and that, consequently, conditions for fair
competition with Spain must be granted to third Medi-
terranean countries, both for regulated and unregu-
lated products.
Secondly, some progress has been made in European
political cooperation in che last few years. All the
Member States are represented in each of the Com-
munity institutions. If Spain is to assume the presi-
dency, therefore, this implies prior normalization of its
diplomatic relations with Israel as pan of a political
cooPeration exercise.
Mr Christenscn (ARC), in utiting. 
- 
(DA) The
Danish People's Movement against Membership of the
European Community is yet again obliged rc protest
srongly against Parliament's wish rc usurp the right to
radfy the accession of Spain and Ponugal.
!7e would point out that the new weighting of votes in
the Council of Ministers makes it impossible for coun-
tries with doubts about union to block majority deci-
sions. The same applies to the nonhern European
agricultural countries. Conversely the southern Euro-
pean agricultural countries will be able to block these
decisions.
Ve should like m insist rhar the two new Member
States, at the very least, recognize the Luxembourg
Compromise expressly and without reservation.
The accession of Spain and Ponugal is rhe turning
point at which membership of rhe EC will acrually cost
Denmark money. As far as the Danish People's Move-
ment against Membership of rhe European Com-
munity is concerned, membership of the EC has never
been a question of money but of Denmark's right to
self-determination; attenrion must now however be
drawn to the economic side of the question for this
was what originally decided Denmark's membership.
'!(ie are nor against the accession of Spain and Ponu-
gal because they are poor countries bur we should
nevertheless like to draw arrenrion ro what has rcnded
to happen to the regional agricultural funds in, for
example, Italy.
This does not suggest that the EC is achieving social
equality.'\fl'e cannot suppon Mr Hansch's resolurion.
Mr Christiansen (S), in utriting. 
- 
(DA) The Danish
Social Democrat members are also pleased that rhe
negotiations have ended in the accession of Spain and
Ponugal. It is a big step forward for the Community.
Ve have therefore vored for rhe Hansch Report, Sec-
tion 1: repon on rhe conclusion of the negoriations
with Spain and Ponugal.
But I must repeat what I said in connecdon with the
vote on the Formigoni Repon on 17 January: in our
opinion, once rhe ren narional parliaments have rati-
fied the Treaties of accession, the membership of Por-
tugal and Spain is a facr. Anicle 237 of rhe Treaty of
Rome makes it quite clear that ratification is rhe res-
ponsibiliry of the national governments and not a mar-
ter for the European Parliament.
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Mr Pranchtre (COM), in aniting.- (FR) Following
the European Council meeting in Brussels, the major-
ity of this House will be confirming its agreement for
the entry of Spain and Ponugal into the Community
by adopring Mr Hansch's reporr.. This majority hasjust received the suppon, a few hours ago, of Mr
Reagan, who confirmed his will ro reinforce rhe politi-
cal cohesion of Europe under his control.
Faithful to their commirments rc the French workers
and farmers, the French Communists and Allies will be
voting againsr rhe repon of rhe Political Affairs Com-
mltrce.
To approve of enlargement in out curren[ circum-
smnces is ro take a serious decision which bodes ill for
the future, because it will have grave consequences in
all fields and on both sides of the Pyrenees, not only
for agriculture and fishing, bur also for indusrry.
Enlargement means 3 million more unemployed in a
Communiry which already has more than 13 million
unemployed. A campaign is currently being orches-
trated in two direcrions. Some people are trying to
make us rhink that the drawbacks of enlargemenr will
be avoided thanks to a few rcchnical measures. Com-
missioner Andriessen has already dealr with this by
stating:
The accession process will be painful for both par-
ties. Ir would be absurd rc believe that such
wounds could be avoided.
Others, who are holding our [he prospecr of new mar-
kets for the socalled 'conr.inenral' agricultural products
are merely building casrles in rhe air. Naturally, there
are some opponunities for exporrs, in very limited sec-
tors, but the applicant countries are nor committed to
fully respecting Community preference from rhe time
of their occession and rhey want ro maintain their
traditional trade parterns, wirh the Unired States and
Ladn America in panicular.
Ve will have an opponunity to make ourselves quite
clear on all these questions when the agreement is rati-
fied before the narional parliamenrc. In the meantime,
it is our belief that the chips are nor yer dos/n and we
are determined to pursue our campaign against
enlargement by condnuing ro expose whar is at srake
and denouncing the dangers.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)l
*"o
Report (Doc. A 2-4/t51, drawn up by Mrs Marinaro
on behalf of thc Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, on thc communication from the Com-
mission to the Council (Doc. C 2-6/t5) 
- 
COM(SS)
a8 final) on guidelines for a Co--unity policy on mig-
ration together with a draft Council resolurionl
Proposal for a resolution
Paragraph 3 
- 
Amendments Nos 35 and t2O
Mr Le Chevallier (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I sim-
ply wanted to remind you rhat we have asked for a
roll-call vote for each amendment and each paragraph.
President. 
- 
Mr Le Chevallier, as long as lhere are
not 21 Members who object, we shall proceed as we
did yesterday in accordance with Rule 74(3) of rhe
Rules of Procedure.
Paragraph 3(b)-Anendments Nos 121 dnd 152
Mr Velsh (EDl, chairman of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment. 
- 
Madam President, I have
to say that the compromise amendmenr No 162 was
adoprcd as a compromise in the committee. The Rules
say quite clearly that you have to put that first.
If I may say so, with respect, you should nor be
allowed to be swayed in your judgment by rhe noise
from my rightl
(Apphase)
President 
- 
I can only put the amendmenr rc the vote
if there are no objections.
Mr dc la MalCne (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, Ijust wanred rc ask, in case you are going to pur
Amendment No 152 ro [he vore, rhat we vote on it
item by item.
Mr d'Ormesson (DR) 
- 
(FR) Madam President, Mr
Le Chevallier has requested an ircm-by-item vore on
all the paragraphs, and that is what we musr do.
President 
- 
Thar is right, Mr d'Ormesson.
Mr Luster (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam Presidenr, I
should like to poinr our that there is a srrong draughr
in this pan of the Chamber, which I am sure is nor
intentional. Bur ir is a risk rc the health of rhose sitting
around me, and I feel responsible for them.
(Laughter)
I The rapponeurwas:
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos I and 2. I See debates of rhe previous pan-session.
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President 
- 
Mr Luster, I shall ask someone to check.
Paragrapb 3O 
-A,fter tbe oote on thefourth indent
Mr Le Chevallier (DR) 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I
simply wanted to tell you that we have not seen the
fourth indent in paragraph c. So what have we voted
on?
(hughter)
There is no founh indent.
President 
- 
Mr Le Chevallier, in the Italian version
before me there is a founh indent.
Mr Coste-Floret (RDE). 
- 
(FR) I just wanted to
point out that, as the previous speaker said, there are
only three indenm in the French text. My neighbour,
Mr Pisoni, has shown me that there are four in the
Italian text. According to the Rules of Procedure, any
differences between the various language versions of a
text mean that it should be referred back to com-
mittee. So you must refer it back to committee.
(Mixed reactions)
President 
- 
Mr Coste-Floret, let us not quibble; the
vote on the founh indent has already taken place.
Ladies and gentlemen, a check will be made, but the
vote was in progress and so the problem is settled.
Mrs Maif-Veggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam President,
will you please make it very clear exactly what we are
vodng on, since my group has lost count.
Mr d'Ormesson (DR). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, the
flaws in this text make it invalid. A text cannot be
voted on by some countries of the Community and not
by others. Ve ask for it to be referred back to com-
mittee.
President 
- 
Mr d'Ormesson, I have said that there
will be a check and, if there is a mistake in the Italian
translation, we shall attend rc it before the end of the
votes. Let us wait for clarification.
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, the
Inlian text, or the way the President has interpreted it,
has given rise to error not only on the founh indent
but also on the preceding ones, since the numbering
was not the same in all the languages. Thus it is not
only the founh indent but the entire paragraph which
must be referred back to committee, failing which the
vote would naturally be invalid and each of us would
be entitled to ask for it to be declared so.
President 
- 
Mr Guermeur you are right, but my
documents are all in Italian and I can only put items to
the vore as they appear in my language.
Mr Velsh (EDl, chairman of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment. 
- 
Madam President, if you
had called me before, I would have been able to
remind you that it is normal pracdce in the House that
the language in which the repon was originally written
is the language [hat counts. This report was written in
Italian and, as colleagues who follow these things will
know, very frequently the grammatical struccure of the
different language is such that sometimes two indents
are amalgamated. That is what has happened here.
However, I would remind you, Madam President, that
in fact the House has adopted the founh indent and
that concludes the vote on paragraph 3c.
Mr Ducarme (L). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I have
been desperately asking to speak for five minutes. You
asked us to cooperate, and I should like to say thar a
correction to the Marinaro report 
- 
corrigendum PE
95.676/final/corr. 
- 
srates rhar paragraph 3(c) of the
motion for a resoludon should read as follows:
This subparagraph contains four indents and not
three, the second being mismkenly included in the
first and beginning'Comprehensive information
on private and public Community law, . . .'
That means that the vote is correct.
(Applause)
Paragrapb 3(h) 
- 
Tbird indent 
- 
Afier the oote on
Amendment No 135
Mr'Velsh (ED), chairman of tbe Committee on Social
Afairs and Employment. 
- 
Madam President, the
House had voted to reject that paragraph. The Tuck-
man amendment was also to delete the paragraph. You
should not therefore have put the Tuckman amend-
ment [o the vote, because it in fact had fallen. This
could apply to other clauses in this piece.
President 
- 
Mr Velsh, I have already said that I was
adopting this procedure.
Paragraph 3(j) 
- 
Tbird indent 
- 
Afier the oote on
Amendment No 161
Mrs Rabbethge (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
can you tell us until what time we will be voting this
evening?
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President 
- 
Mrs Rabbethge, your quesrion is very rel-
evant, since in view of the time I musr suspend voring
until tomorrow's sitring.
(The sitting was closed at 8.45 p.m.)l
ANNEX
Formal sitting
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
(Theformal sitting utas opened at 2.30 p.m.)
Mr Picrre Pflimlin, President of the European Parlia-
ment. 
- 
(FR) Mr President of the United States, it is
a Ereat honour for me to welcome you today to the
European Parliament on behalf of the directly elected
representa[ives of ten democratic narions of Europe.
In coming rc this Parliament, you are addressing the
peoples of Europe, you are showing that you believe
in the ultimate success of what we have been rrying to
achieve over the last 35 years in building rhe Com-
munity, and you are proving that the United Stares is
behind us in our endeavours.
All our effons bear witness to our resolve [o overcome
the rivalries of the past by mobilizing the marerial and
inrcllectual forces of our continenr and by giving it the
means to assume its role in the world.
Let me assure you, Mr President, that we are happy
and proud to receive in Strasbourg the visit of the
President of the great American democracy, . . .
(Loud and sustained applause)
. . . which played a decisive role in restoring pease in
Europe and in safeguarding its liberty.
(Loud and sustanied applause)
'\7e 
shall never forget whar our peoples owe [o others.
I should like to express the confidence and high regard
which your nation inspires in rhe vast majority of
Europe's citizens, a nation commirted to values which
we share and which we have resolved to defend
together.
(Load and sustained aPPlause)
Mr Ronald Reagan, President of the United States of
America. 
- 
Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. It is an
honour to be with you on this day.
Ve mark today the anniversary of the liberation of
Europe from tyrants who had seized this continent
and plunged it into a terrible war. Forty years ago
today, the guns qrere stilled and peace began 
- 
a
peace that has become the longest of this century.
On this day 40 years ago, they swarmed onto the bou-
levards of Paris, rallied under the fuc de Triomphe
and sang the Marseillaise in the free and open air. In
Rome, the sound of church bells filled St Peter's
Square and echoed through the city. On this day 40
years ago, \flinston Churchill walked out onto a bal-
cony in Vhitehall and said m the people of Britain,
'This is your victoryl', and the crowd yelled back in an
unforgettable moment of love and gradtude, 'No, it is
yours!' Londoners tore the blackout cunains from
their windows, put floodlighr on the great symbols of
English hisrcry and for the first time in nearly six years
Big Ben, Buckingham Palace and St Paul's Cathedral
were illuminated against the sky.
Across the ocean, half a million New Yorkers flooded
Times Square and laughed and posed for the cameras.
In Vashington, our new Presidenq Harry Truman,
called reporters into his office and said, 'The flags of
freedom fly all over Europe'.
On that day 40 years ato, I was at my post in an Army
Air Corps installation in Culver City, California. Pass-
ing a radio I heard the words: 'Ladies and gentlemen,
the war in Europe is over!' I felt a chill, as if a gust of
cold wind had just swept past, and, even though for
America there was sdll a war on the Pacific front, I
realized I would never forget that moment.
This day can't help but be emotional, for in it we feel
the long tug of memory. \7e are reminded of shared
joy and shared pain. A few weeks ago in California an
old soldier with tears in his eyes said, 'It was such a
different world then. It is almost impossible m describe
it to someone who wasn't there, but when they finally
turned the lights on in the cities again, it was like
being reborn'.
If it is hard to communicate the happiness of those
days, it is even harder to communicate to those who
did nos share it the depth of Europe's agony. So much
of it lay in ruins. \7hole cities had been destroyed.
Children played in the rubble and begged for food. By
this day 40 years ago, over 40 million lay dead and the
survivors composed a continent of victims. And to this
day we wonder, how did this happen? How did civili-
zarion take such a rcrrible turn? After all the books
and documentaries, after all the histories and studies,
we still wonder 
- 
how?
Hannah Arendt spoke of the 'banality of evil', the
banaliry of the little men who did the rcrrible deeds.I Agenda for next sitttng: see Minurcs.
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'!7e know they were totalitarians who used the state,
which they had elevated to the level of a god, to inflict
war on peaceful nations and genocide on innocent
peoples. !(e know the existence of evil in the human
hean, and we know that in Nazi Germany rhar evil
was institutionalized, given power and direction for
the state and those who did its bidding. \fle also know
that early attemprs to placare to totalitarians did not
save us from war.
(Loud apphuse from the centre and from the right)
They did not save us from war. In facq they guaran-
teed war!
(Loud appkusefrom the centre andfrom the rigbt)
There are lessons to be learned in this and never for-
gotten. But there is a lesson, too, in anorher thing we
saw in those days: perhaps we can call it'the common-
ness of virtue'. The common men and women who
somehow dug greatness from within their souls: the
people who sang rc the children during the blitz, whojoined the resistance and said 'No' to tyranny, [he
people who had the courage to hide and save the Jews
and the dissidenr . . .
(Sustained applause)
. . . the people who became for a moment the reposi-
des of all the courage of the Vest 
- 
from a child
named Anne Frank to a hero named Raoul Vallen-
berg. These names shine. They give us hean forever.
The glow of their memories lit Europe in her darkest
days.
Vho can forget the hard days after the war? !7e can-
not help but look back and think life q/as so vivid then.
There was a sense of purpose, the joy of shared effon,
and later the joy of our triumph. Those were rhe days
when the Vest rolled up its sleeves and repaired the
damage that had been done; the days when Europe
rose in glory from the ruins. Old enemies were recon-
ciled with the European family. Together America and
Vestern Europe created and put into place rhe Mar-
shall Plan to rebuild from the rubble. Together we
created an Atlantic Alliance which proceeded not from
ransient interests of sate, but from shared ideals.
Together we created the Nonh Atlantic Treaty
Organization, a pannership aimed ar seeing that the
kind of tyrants that had tormented Europe would
never torment her again.
(Sastained applause)
NATO was a triumph of organization and effon, but
it was also something very new and very differenr. For
NATO derived irs strength directly from the moral
values of the people it represented, from their high
ideals, their love of libeny and their commitmenr ro
Peace.
But perhaps the greatest triumph of all was not in the
realm of a sound defence or material achievemenr.
No, rhe greatest triumph after the war is that in spirc
of all the chaos, poveny, sickness and misfonune that
plagued this continenq the people of \Testern Europe
resisted the call of new tyrants and the lure of their
seductive ideologies. Your nations did nor become the
breeding ground for new extremist philosophies. You
resisted the totalitarian temptation. Your people
embraced democrary, the dream the fascisrs could nor
kill. They chose freedom.
(Loud applausefrom the centre andfron the ight)
Today we celebrate the leaders who led rhe way:
Churchill and Monnet, Adenauer and Schuman, De
Gasperi and Spaak, Truman and Marshall. And we
celebrate, too, the free political panies that conrri-
burcd their share of greatness: the Liberals and the
Chrisdan Democrats, the Social Democrars and
Labour and the Conservatives. Together they tugged
at the same oar, and the grear and mighty ship of
Europe moved on.
If any doubt their success, let them look at you. In this
room are those who fought on opposite sides 40 years
ago, and their sons and daughters. Now you work
[ogether to lead Europe democratically. You buried
animosity and hatred in the rubble. There is no grearer
testament to reconciliation and to the peaceful uniry of
Europe than the men and women in this Chamber.
(Loud appkuse from tbe centre and from the right)
In the decades after the war, Europe knew great
trowth and power, amazing vitaliry in every area of
life from fine ans to fashion, from manufacturing ro
science to the world of ideas. Europe was robust and
alive, and none of this was an accidenr. It was the
natural result of freedom, the narural fruit of the
democratic ideal. Ve in America looked at Europe
and called her what she was, an economic miracle.
And we should hardly be surprised. \7hen we Ameri-
cans think about our European heritage, we rcnd to
think on your cultural influences and rhe rich erhnic
heritage you gave us. But the indusrial revolution that
transformed the American economy came from
Europe. The guiding intellectual lights of our demo-
cratic system 
- 
Locke, Montesquieu and Adam Smith
- 
came from Europe. And the geniuses who ushered
in the modern industrial technological age came from
- 
well, I think you know, but two examples will suff-
ice: Alexander Graham Bell, whose great invention
maddens every American parenr whose child insists on
phoning his European penpal rather rhan writing to
him 
- 
and he was a Scorsman.
(Laughter)
And Guglielmo Marconi, who invenred rhe radio,
thereby providing a living for a young man from
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Dixon in Illinois who later wenr inro politics 
- 
I guess
I should explain, that is me 
- 
so blame Marconi.
Marconi, as you know, was born in Italy.
(Applause)
Tomorrow will mark the 35th anniversary of the
Schuman Plan which led to the European Coal and
Steel Community, the first block in the creation of a
united Europe. The purpose was ro tie French and
German and European industrial production so tightly
together that war between them 'becomes not merely
unthinkable, but materially impossible'. Those are the
words of Robert Schuman. The Coal and Srcel Com-
munity was the child of his genius. And if he were here
today, I believe that he would say 'Ve have only just
begun'.
(Sustained appkuse)
I am here to tell you rhar America remains, as she was
40 years ago, dedicated rc the unity of Europe. \7e
continue to see a strong and unified Europe nor as a
rival but as an even stronger panner. Indeed, John F.
Kennedy, in his ringing 'Declaration of Inrcrdepend-
ence' in the Freedom Bell city of Philadelphia 23 years
ago, explicitly made this objecrive a key renet of post-
war American policy. That policy saw the New \7orld
and the Old as twin pillars of a larger democratic
Community.
(Loud appkusefrom tbe centre andfron the ight)
\7e Americans still see European unity as a vital force
in that hisrcric process. Ve favour the expansion of
the European Community; we welcome the entrance
of Spain and Portugal into that Community . . .
(Applause)
. . . for their presence makes for a stronter Europe,
and a stronger Europe is a stronger Vest.
Yet despirc Europe's economic miracle, which brought
so much prosperity to so many, despirc the visionary
ideas of European leaders, despire the enlargement of
democracy's frontiers within the European Com-
munity itself, I am rcld that a more doubting mood is
upon Europe today. I hear words like 'Europessimism'
and 'Europaralysis'. I am rcld that Europe seems [o
have 'lost' that sense of confidence that dominated
that post-war era. 'Well, if there is something of a lost
quality these days, is ir connected to the fact that
some, in the past few years, have begun ro quesrion
the ideals and philosophies that have guided the Vest
for centuries; that some have even come to question
the moral and intellectual wonh of the Vest?
I wish to speak in part to that questioning today. And
there is no better place to do it than Strasbourg where
Goethe studied, where Pasteur taught, where Hugo
knew inspiration. This has been a lucky city for ques-
tioning and finding valid answers. It is also a city for
which some of us feel a very sweet affection. You
know that our Statue of Libeny was a gift from
France, and ir sculptor, Auguste Banholdi, was a son
of France. I do not know if you have ever studied the
face of the statue, but immigrants entering New York
Harbour used to strain to see it as if ir would rcll them
something about their new world. It is a strong, kind
face; it is the face of Bartholdi's mother, a woman of
Alsace. And so, among the many things we Americans
thank you for, we thank you for her.
(Loud applausefrom the centre andfrom tbe ight)
The Satue of Libeny 
- 
made in Europe, erected in
America 
- 
helps remind us not only of pasr ties but
present realities. It is rc those realities we musr look in
order to dispel whatever doubts may exist about rhe
course of history and the place of free men and
women within it. !7e live in a complex, dangerous,
divided world, yet a world which can provide all of rhe
good things we require, spiritual and material, if we
but have the confidence and courage to face history's
challenge.
\7e in the 'S7est have much to be thankful for-peace,
prosperty and freedom. If we are to preserve rhese for
our children, and for theirs, today's leaders must
demonstrate the same resolve and sense of vision
which inspired Churchill, Adenauer, De Gasperi and
Schuman.
(Load applause)
Their challenge was to rebuild a democratic Europe
under the shadow of Soviet power. Our task, in some
ways even more daunting, is to keep the peace with an
ever more powerful Soviet Union, to introduce grearer
smbility in our relationship with ir, and to live together
in a world in which our values can prosper.
The leaders and people of post-war Europe had
learned the lessons of their history from the failures of
their predecessors. They learned rhat aggression feeds
on appeasement and that weakness irelf can be provo-
cative.
(Loud appkusefrom the centre andfrom the right)
'W'e, for our part, can learn from the success of our
predecessors. Ve know that both conflict and aggres-
sion can be deterred, that democratic nations ere capa-
ble of rhe resolve, the sacrificies and the consistency of
policy needed to sustain such deterrence.
From the crearion of NATO in 1949 through the early
1970s Soviet aggression was effectively deterred. The
srength of Vestern economies, rhe vitality of our
societies, the wisdom of our diplomacy all contributed
to Soviet restraint; but cenainly the decisive factor
must have been the countervailing power 
- 
ultimately
military, and, above all, nuclear power 
- 
which rhe
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'!7est 
was capable of bringing to bear in the defence of
its interests.
It was in the early 1970s that the United States losr
that superiority over the Soviet Union in strategic
nuclear weapons which had characrcrized the post-
war era. In Europe the effect of this loss was not
quickly percepdble. But seen globally, Soviet conduct
changed markedly and dangerously. First in Angola in
1975, then, when the !7est failed to respond, in Ethio-
pia, in South Yemen, in Kampuchea, and ultimately in
Afghanistan, the Soviet Union began courting more
risks.
(Load applausefrom the centre andfrom the rigbt)
and expanding its influence through the indirect and
direct application of military power. Today we see
similar Soviet effons to profit from and srimularc
regional conflicts in Cenral America.
(Cries of 'Nicaragu4 Nacaragua!' from the lefi 
-Apphusefrom the centre andfrom tbe ight)
They have not been there. I have.
(Applansefrom tbe centre andfrom the right)
The ineffectual'!flestern response to Soviet adventur-
ism of the late 1970s had many roots, not least the cri-
sis of self-confidence within the American body politic
wrought by the Vietnam experience. But just as Soviet
decision-making in the earlier post-war era had taken
place against a background of overwhelming Ameri-
can strategic power, so the decisions of the late 1970s
were taken in Moscow, as in Vashington and
throughout Europe, against a background of growing
Soviet and stagnatint'S7'estern nuclear srength.
One might draw the conclusion from these events that
the Vest should reassen that nuclear superiority over
the Soviet Union upon which our security and our
suategy rested through the postwar era. That is nor
my view. '!fl'e cannot and should not seek to build our
peace and freedom perpetually upon [he basis of
expanding nuclear arsenals.
(Sustained appkuse)
In the shon run, we have no alternative but to com-
pete wirh rhe Soviet Union in this field, not in rhe pur-
suit of superiority bur merely of balance. It is thus
essendal that the United States maintain a modern and
survivable nuclear capability in each leg of the stra-
tegic triad 
- 
sea, land and air-based. Ir is similarly
imponant that France and Briain maintain and mod-
ernize their independent strategic capabiliries.
The Soviet Union, however, does not share our view
of what constitutes a smble nuclear balance. It has
chosen, instead, to build nuclear forces clearly
designed to strike first, and thus disarm rheir adver-
sary. The Soviet Union is now moving toward deploy-
ment of new mobile MIRVed missiles which have
these capabilities, plus the potendal to avoid detection,
monitoring or arms control verification. In doing this,
the Soviet Union is undermining stability and the basis
for mutual deterrence.
One can imagine several possible responses to the con-
tinued Soviet build-up of nuclear forces. On the one
hand, we can ask the Soviet Union to reduce its offen-
sive systems through equitable, verifiable arms control
measures. S/e are pressing that case in Geneva. Thus
far, however, we have heard nothing new from the
other side.
A second possibiliry would be for the Vest to step up
our current modernization effon to keep up with con-
s[antly accelerating Soviet deploymenr, nor to regain
superiority but merely to keep up with Soviet deploy-
ments. But is this really an accepnble alternative? Even
if this course could be sustained by the Vest, it would
produce a less stable strategic balance than the one we
have today. Must we accept an endless process of
nuclear arms competition? I don't think so.'!fle need a
better guarantee of peace than that.
And fonunately, there is a third possibility. It is rc off-
set the continued Soviet offensive build-up in destabil-
izing weapons by developing defences against these
weaPons.
(Appkusefrom the centre andfrom the right)
In 1983 I launched a new research programme 
- 
the
Strategic Defence Initiative.
The state of modern technology may soon make possi-
ble for the firsr time rhe ability to use non-nuclear sys-
tems to defeat ballistic missiles. The Soviets themselves
have long recognized the value of defensive sysrems
and have invesrcd heavily in them. Indeed, rhey have
spent as much on defensive sysrems as they have on
offensive systems for more than 20 years.
This research programme will take time. As we pro-
ceed with it, we will remain within exisrint rreary con-
straints. !7e will also consult in the closest possible
fashion with our allies. And when the rime for deci-
sions on the possible production and deploymenr of
such systems comes, we musr and will discuss and
negotiate the issues with the Soviet Union.
Both for the shon and the long rerm I am confident
that the '!7est can maintain effective military deterr-
ence. But surely we can aspire ro more than maintain-
ing a stare of highly-armed truce in inrernational poli-
tics.
During rhe 1970s we wen[ [o grea[ lengths ro restrain
unilaterally our strategic weapons programmes out of
the conviction rhar the Soviet Union would adhere to
cenain rules in its conducr 
- 
rules such as neither side
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seeking to gain unilateral advantage at the expense of
the other. Those effons of the early 1970s resulrcd in
some improvements in Europe, the Berlin Quadripar-
tite Agreement being the best example. But the hopes
for a broader and lasting moderation of the East-Vest
competition foundered in Angola, Ethiopia, Afghani-
stan and Nicaragua.
(Load and sastained applause from the centre and the
rigbt)
Have we learned from those mistakes, and can we
undenake a sable and peaceful relationship with the
Soviet Union based upon effective deterrence and the
reducrion of tensions? I believe we can. I believe we
have learned that fruitful cooperation with the Soviet
Union must be accompanied by a successful competi-
tion in areas 
- 
panicularly Third Vorld areas 
-where the Soviets are not yet prepared ro act with res-
traint.
(Some Members lefi the Chamber)
You know I have learned something useful: maybe if I
mlk long enough in my own Congress, some of those
will walk out!
(Laugbter and load applause from the centre and the
nght)
Let me talk about the reflections which have moulded
our policy towards the Soviet Union. That policy
embodies the following basic elements:
- 
\flhile we maintain deterrence to preserve the
peace, the Unircd States will make a steady, sus-
mined effon to reduce tensions and solve prob-
lems in its relations with the Soviet Union.
- 
The United States is prepared to conclude fair,
equitable, verificable atreemenr for arms reduc-
tion 
- 
above all with regard to offensive nuclear
weaPons.
- 
The United States will insist upon compliance
with past agreemenrc, both for their own sake and
to strengthen confidence in the possibility of
future accords.
- 
The Unircd States seeks no unilateral advantages
and, of course, can accept none on the Soviet side.
- 
The Unircd States will proceed in full consulntion
with its allies, recognizing that our fates are inter-
twined and we must act in unity.
- 
The United States does not seek to undermine or
change the Soviet system, not to impinge upon the
security of the Soviet Union. At the same time, it
will resist attempr by the Soviet Union to use or
threaten force against others, or to impose its sys-
tem on others by force.
(Applause fron the centre and the right)
Ultimately, I hope the leaders of the Soviet Union will
come to understand that they have nothing rc gain
from artempts to achieve military superiority or to
spread their dominance by force, but have much to
gain from joining the \flest in mutual arms reduction
and expanding cooperation.
(Applausefrom tbe centre and the right)
I have directed the Secretary of State to engage with
the Soviet Union on an extended agenda of problem
solving. Yet even as we embark upon new efforts to
sustain a productive dialogue with the Soviet Union,
we are reminded of the obstacles posed by our so fun-
damenally different concepts of humanity, of human
rights, of the value of human life. The murder of
Major Nicholson by a Soviet soldier in East Germany,
and the Soviet Union's refusal to accept responsibility
for this act, is only the latest reminder.
If we are to succeed in reducing East-Vest tensions,
we must. find means to ensure against the arbitrary use
of lethal force in the future 
- 
whether against indivi-
duals like Major Nicholson, or against Broups, such as
the passengers on a jumbo jet.
(Applause)
It is for that reason that I would like to outline for you
today what I believe would be a useful way to procced.
I propose that the United States and the Soviet Union
take four practical steps.
First, that our tu/o countries make a regular practice of
exchanging observers at military exercises and loca-
tions. Ve now follow this practice with many other
nations, to the equal benefit of all panies.
Second, as I believe it is desirable for the leaders of the
Unircd States and the Soviet Union to meet and tackle
problems, I am also convinced that the military leaders
of our nations could benefit from more contact. I
therefore propose that we institute regular, high-level
contacrc between Soviet and American milinry lead-
ers, to develop better understanding and to prevent
tragedies from occurring.
Third, I urge that the Conference on Disarmament in
Europe act promptly and agree on the concrete, confi-
dence-building measures proposed by the NATO
countries. The Unircd States is prepared to discuss the
Soviet proposal on non-use of force in the context of
Soviet agreement to concrete, confidence-building
measures.
Founh, I believe a permanent military-to-military
communications link could serve a useful purpose in
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this imponance area of our relationship. It could be
the channel for exchanging nodfications and other
information regarding routine military activities,
thereby reducing the chances of misunderstanding and
misinterpretation. Over dme, it might evolve into a
'risk-reduction' mechanism for rapid communication
and exchange of data in times of crisis.
These proposals are not cure-alls for our current prob-
lems. They will not compensare for the deaths which
have occurred. But as rcrrible as past events have been,
it would be more tragic if we were to make no arrempr
to prevent even larger tragedies from occurring
through lack of conrac[ and communication.
Ve in the \7esr have much to do 
- 
and we musr do it
togerher. Ve must remain unified in the face of
atrcmpr to divide us and strong in spirc of artempts to
weaken us.
(Loud and sustained apphuse)
Ve must remember that our unity and strength are no[
a mere impulse of like-minded allies, but the narural
result of our shared love for libeny.
Surely we have no illusions that convergence of the
Communist rystem and the free societies of the !flest is
likely. Ve are in for an extended period of comperi-
tion of ideas. Ir is up ro us in the '!7'est to answer
whether or not we will make available rhe resources,
ideas and assistance necessary to compere with the
Soviet Union in the Third \florld. !fle have much in
our favour, nor least the experience of rhose States
which have tried Marxism and are looking for an
alternative.
(Appkuse)
Ve do not aspire to impose our system on anyone, nor
do we have pat answers for all the world's ills. But our
ideals of freedom and democrary . . .
(Cies of 'Nicaragua'from tbe lefi)
Is there an echo in here?
(Laugbter and loud appkuse from the centre and the
isht)
Our ideals of freedom and democra cy and our econo-
mic systems have proven their ability ro meer the needs
of our people. Our adversaries can offer rheir people
only economic stagnation and the corrupr hand of a
State and pany bureaucrary which ultimarely satisfy
neither material nor spiritual needs.
(Applausefrom the centre and the ight)
I want to reaffirm to the people of Europe the con-
stancy of the American purpose. Ve were at your side
through rwo great wars. '!fle have been at your side
through 40 years of a sometimes painful peace. Ve are
a[ your side today because, like you, we have not
veered from the ideals of the Vest 
- 
the ideals of
freedom, libeny and peace. Ler no one
doubt our purpose.
The United States is committed not only to rhe secur-
iry of Europe, we are committed ro rhe recrearion of a
larger and more genuinely European Europe. The
Unircd States is commirted not only ro a pannership
with Europe, the United States is committed to an end
rc the anificial division of Europe.
(Loud applausefrom the centre and the right)
'I7e do not deny any narion's legidmate inrerest in
security. \fle share rhe basic aspirations of all of rhe
peoples of Europe 
- 
freedom, prosperity and peace.
But when families are divided, and people are nor
allowed to maintain normal human and cultural con-
tacts, this crearcs international rension. Only in a sys-
tem in which all feel secure, and sovereign, can rhere
be a lasting and secure peace.
For this reason, we will supporr and will encourage
movement towards the social, humanitarian and
democratic ideals shared in Europe. The issue is not
one of state boundaries, but of ensuring the right of all
nations to conducr their affairs as their peoples desire.
(Loud applausefrom the centre and the r;ght)
The problem of a divided Europe, like others, must be
solved by peaceful means. Let us rededicare ourselves
to the full implementadon of rhe Helsinki Final Acr in
all its aspects.
(Sustained applause)
As we seek to encourage democrary, we must remem-
ber that each counrry musc srruggle for democracy
within its own cukure. Emerging democracies have
special problems and require special help. Those
nations whose democratic institusions are newly
emerged and whose confidence in the process is not
yet deeply rooted need our help. They should have an
established community of rheir peers, other demo-
cratic countries to whom they can turn for supporr orjust advice.
In my address to the British Parliament in 1982, I
spoke of rhe need for democratic governmenr to
spread the message of democrary throughout the
world. I expressed my suppon for the Council of
Europe's effon to bring together delegates from many
nations for this purpose. I am encouraged by the prod-
uct of that conference, the 'strasbourg Initiitive'.
Ve in our counrry have launched a major effon to
strengthen and promote democratic ideals and institu-
tions. Following a pattern first staned in rhe Federal
Republic of Germany, rhe United Srates Congress
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Reagan
approved the National Endowmenr for Democracy.
This organization subsequently established insritutes
of labour, business and polirical panies dedicated to
programmes of cooperation with democratic forces
around the world. I hope other democracies will join
in this effort and contribute their wisdom and ralents
to this cause.
Here in Vestern Europe, you have created a multi-
national democratic Community in which rhere is a
free flow of people, of information, of goods and of
culture.'!flest Europeans move frequently and freely in
all directions, sharing and panaking of each orher's
ideas and culture. It is my hope that in the 2lst century
- 
which is only 15 years away 
- 
all Europeans from
Moscow to Lisbon will be able ro rravel without a
passport and a free flow of people and ideas will
include the other half of Europe.
(Prolonged applause)
It is my fervent wish that in the next century there will
be one, free Europe. I do not believe those who say
that the people of Europe today are paralysed and pes-
simistic, and I would say ro those who think this:
Europe, beloved Europe, you are greater than you
know. You are [he Eeasury of centuries of Vesrern
thought and Vestern culture. You are the father of
'Vestern ideals and the mother of \flestern faith.
Europe, you have been the power and the glory of the
'!7est 
and you are a moral success. In the horrors after
'!7orld lVar II you rejected totalitarianism, you
rejected the lure of the new 'Superman' and a 'New
Communist Man'. You proved that you were, and are,
a moral triumph. You in the Vest are a Europe with-
out illusions, a Europe firmly grounded in the ideals
and traditions that made her greatness, a Europe
unbound and unfettered by a bankrupt ideology. You
are today a new Europe, on the brink of a new cen-
tury, a democratic Community with much to be proud
of.
\fle have much to do. The work ahead is not unlike
the building of a great cathedral. The work is slow,
complicated and painstaking. It is passed on with pride
from generation to generadon. It is the work not only
of leaders but of ordinary people. The cathedral
evolves as it is created, with each generation adding its
own vision 
- 
but the inidal ideal remains consranr
and the faith that drives the vision persists. The results
may be slow to see, but our children and their children
will trace in the air the emerging arches and spires and
know the faith and dedication and love that produced
them. My friends, Europe is the cathedral and it is illu-
minated still.
And if you doubt your will, and your spirit, and your
strength to stand for something, think of those people
40 years ago who wept in rhe rubble, who laughed in
the streets, who paraded across Europe, who cheered
Churchill with love and devotion, who sang the Mar-
seillaise down the boulevards. Spirit like that does not
disappear; it cannot perish; it will not go away. There
is too much left unsung within it.
I would like just to conclude with one line and say:
\7e have seen evidence here of your faith in democ-
racy, in the abiliry of some ro speak up freely as they
prefer to speak. And yet I cannot help but remind all
of us that some who take advantage of that right of
democrary seem unaware that if the government that
they would advocate became reality, no one would
have that freedom to speak up again.
(Loud and prolonged applause)
Thank you all for your graciousness on this great day.
Thank you, and God bless you all!
(Standing ooation)
Mr Pierre Pflimlin, President of the European Parlia-
nent 
- 
(FR) On behalf of the overwhelming major-
ity of this Parliament and of the peoples we represen!,
I thank you, Mr President.
(Parliament gaoe the President of tbe United States a
long standing ooatioq then resumed its applause for the
President of Parliament)
(The formal sitting was closed at 3.15 p.m.)
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ANNEX
I. Questions to the Commission
Question No 3, by Mr Fanton (H-394/84)
Subject: Bilateral conr.racrs for the supply of gas
In view of the revision of cenain bilateral contracm between Member States of the Com-
munity and non-member supplier countries 
- 
France and Algeria or the USSR, for exam-
ple 
- 
and in view of the effects of the increase in the rates charged rc the consumer as a
result of the extra cost of these negotiated deliveries, does the Commission not feel rhat it
is in the inrcresm of the Community as a whole to adopt a joint comprehensive straregy for
gas supplies and does it intend ro raise the matrer with the Council?
Answer
Natural gas continues to play an imponant role in Community energy supplies and at the
momen[ covers just on 200/o of its energy needs. The increase in this percenrage, which
was 120/o in 1972, i.e. immediarcly before the first oil crisis, illustrates rhe imponanr con-
tribution natural gas makes to the diversification of Communiry energy supplies and ro
reducing im over dependence on oil.
At the end of the Seventies natural gas impons from non-member countries grew rapidly
within the Communiry's gas supply framework. This proponion rose fro- tt% of iot"t
supplies in 1977 to 260/o in 1980, at which time the Commission took rhe iniriative to sub-
mit to the Council a series of Communications on the developmenr of natural gas supply
and demand and, in parricular, on rhe Community's growing dependence on impons from
non-member countries and concerning the consequences of rhis for supply security. The
Commission was assisred in its work by expens from Member States.
During its meeting in November 1982, the Council, after examining the Commission's ini-
dal study on the security of future Community gas supplies, concluded rhat the Commis-
sion should continue to monitor the natural gas supply siruarion in consultadon with the
Member States.
Last year the Commission submitted two Communications to the Council concerning
natural gas, and these were also submitted to the European Parliamenr. I would like to
mention here the extremely useful work done by rhe European Parliament's Commitree
on Energy, Research and Technology in the form of its report, drawn up by Mr Rogers,
on Communiry gas policy, a repon which provided valuable supporr for the Commission's
work by drawing arrenrion to rhis secror. The firsr Communication (CoM(8a) 120), con-
cerning- communiry narural gas supplies up to the year 2000, looked at supply sources,
diversificadon of supplies and security measures. The second Communication 1bou1s+y
583) extended_this analysis and looked at the future role of natural gas in rhe Communiry.
In this latter Communication the Commission nored the potential comperition betwein
gas producers in rupplying the Community market, and the possibility of Community
imponers taking advantage of this to increase in narural gas share of rhe market
Present Community legislation does not regulate natural gas imports. Negoriation and
renegotiation of commercial contracts concerning natural gas suppli.s is principally a mar-
ter for the gas companies involved. Nevenheless,"all impor-t .on*".,, haue to b. 
"pp.or.dby the tovernment of the Member State concerned. The second Communicaiion on
natural gas submitted by the Commission to the Council in 1984 underlined that.'in order
to maintain a warch on the Community's natural gas supply and irs security, rhe Commis-
sion considers it desirable that cenain key topics are regulary analysed and discussed
between national gas experts and the Commission. Such ropics would include the develop-
ment.of the natural gas supply situation as a whole, diveriification of supply sources and
security measures, and procedures to be adopted in the evenr of an emergln.y.'h is rhere-
fore natural that in future such discussions focrr o, the issue of narura-l gas supply con-
tracts and renegoriarions such as those now under way wirh the USSR and Alg..ii. '
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The Commission is able to follow Community developments in the natural gas field
closely due to its regular bilateral discussions 
"ni itr .*.h.ng., of views wirh the"MemberStates, and also thanks to its close contacts with the Community gas indusrry and wirh
producer-country governments such as Norway, Algeria, Nigeria and Canada. The Com-
mission believes that this process of consultation and regular reporting to the Council
should be continued and reinforced because it is an effective way of protecting and pro-
moting Community interests in the natural Bas sector.
,r 
t'*
Question No 8, by Mrs Thome-Paten6tre (H-614/84)
Subject: Transpon of horses
In its resolution of 10June 1983 the European Parliament tackled the question of the
[ransport of horses. Vhat action has been taken in response to this resolution? Vhat are
the Commission's intentions, in panicular, as regards reducing the distances over which
horses are transponed and what measures does the Commission intend to take when
strikes or any other circumstances lead to animals in rransit being held up at frontiers?
Ansv.ter
I am aware that public opinion is upset by the rade in live horses, and the Commission has
been closely following this question.
On a proposal from the Commission, the Council has already adopted a number of direc-
tives on the protection of animals during international transport.l They are based on the
Council of Europe's International Agreement on the subject, contain precise regulations
for the prorection of all rypes of animals, and apply to all forms of rranspon. One of rhe
directives also provides for a special cenificate which must accompany the animals during
transpor[, as well as inspections to check compliance with the sdpularcd conditions.
\(ith a view to establishing what funher measures it can take, the Commission has carried
out a thorough study of the transpon of animals for slaughter last year. A detailed repon
is now available.
Precise information is required so that the legislation can be adapted. But even at this
stage it will be possible to adopt a number of practical measures to improve the situation.
'$7e consider that this can be done by adjusdng the Community code of conducr for this
sector. An urgent investigation is currently being undenaken to provide a sound basis for
such adjustments.
Funhermore there are Community health rules for intra-Community trade in fresh meat,
including horsemeat.2 These stipulate that horses must be inspected before being slaugh-
tered, in particular to check whether they are suffering from fatigue, anxiety or injury.
Animals may no[ be slaughtered unless they have been allowed to rest completely; dred or
anxious animals must be allowed at leas[ 24 hours' rest.
The Commission is taking funher measures to insure that these Community rules are
more strictly applied by the Member States.
+
oJ L 200 of 8. 8. t977, p. t0.
OJ L 150 of6.6. 1981, p. l.
oJ l2l of 24.7.1964,p.2012/64.
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Sub ject:consequencer::::::':::^'::"::^::::::"
Is the Commission aware of the serious consequences of the wave of excepdonally cold
weather on cenain products, panicularly in the Mediterranean regions, which are iraving
a substantial effect in terms of price rises, and does it plan ro make emergency aid avail-
able to the mosr seriously affected regions of the Communiry?
Ansuter
Because of the nature of the bad weather to which the honourable Member refers, which
is a seasonal climadc phenomenon affecting the Communiry as a whole and of indetermi-
nate duration and exceptional magnitude, and also because of the scope of rhe aid sought,
these resolutions imply measures which greatly exceed rhe narure, limir, possibilities ind
purpose of Anicle 690 of the Budget, which was intended to provide emergency aid ro
members of the public in the Community affecred by disasrcrs.
The. very limircd appropriation- provided under rhis Anicle, reduced by the Budgerary
Authorities to 2750 000ECU for 1985, and use of which is limited still funher by thl
provisional ryelfths sysrcm, only allows for intervention as a mark of Community soiid".-
ity in cases of localized and unforeseen natural disasters whose consequences can be con-
tained.
Qaestion No 11, by MrJuppe (H-6a0/8a)
Subject: Plan by the United States to tax impons of oil and consumer goods
Is the Commission aware that Congress is currently studying a plan to introduce degres-
sive taxes of 20, 15 and 70/o per year on impons of oil and consumer goods over a pJriod
of three years, with a view to reducing the budgenry and trade deficits, and has ir asiessed
the serious consequences of such measures, if they are adopted, for Community expons of
the products concerned ?
Ansaner
I would refer rhe honourable Member to rhe sratement made by .y colleague Mr
Andriessen in the course of the debate on the Parliament's draft resolltion on the lossibleintroduction of an impon surcharge by rhe United States which was held on 17 January.
I am of course aware that the Congressional Budget office (CBo) has been asked rc
examine the question. However, the CBO is not a branch of the execurive in the US and
exists to give Congress independenr economic information and advice. Ir does not make
policy recommendations. For the present, there is still no indication that rhe marrer is
bcing considered as a serious policy option within rhe Administradon itself; however, the
Commission continues to watch developments very closely. I can confirm that the Com-
mission, within the spirit of Parliament's resolution, will remind the United Sates of their
international obligadons, and of the gravity of the siruation which would result in rhe
event of application of an impon surcharge becoming official US Governmenr policy. The
Commission will not hesitate to make the necessary proposals ro rhe Council, in conform-
iry with our righr and obligadons in GAfi.
:1.
+x-
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Question No 17, by Mr Roelants du Waier (H-43/8t)t
Subject: Commission's l Sth general repon
In its Eighrcenth General Repon on the Activities of the European communities 
-point 389 
- 
the Commission refers to ten communications received under the notification
agreements of 5 May 1973. \flould the Commission state the subject of these communica-
tions and the action taken rhereon?
Ansuter
The Commission receives frequently information from Member Smtes on legislarion
which is being prepared at national level. The ten communications menrioned in rhe
l8th General Repon under no 389 dealt with information sent to the Commission under
the information agreements of 5 May 1973 on environmenr marters, but also under the
general standstill atreemenr for industrial policy which were agreed at Community level
in 1969 and 1972. The information on draft environment legislation which was senr ro rhe
Commission dealt with the following issues:
l. Information of 23 February 1984 from the Durch Governmenr, sending a'Nore on
acidity and an assessment repon of acidiry through armospheric disposal'. The Commis-
sion did not undenake specific action on recepdon of rhese documents, since air pollution
and in particular acid rain was subjecr to a number of activiries at EEC level.
2. Information of l5 March by the Danish Government on draft Danish legislation con-
cerning liability of SOz pollution from energy-producing installarions. No specific action
was undenaken, as air-pollution by SO2 is the subject-matter of several activities ar Com-
munity level.
3. Communication of 30 March 19Ba by the Danish Government concerning draft Dan-
ish legislation on the use of CFCs as solvants and in aerosols. In rhe meanrime rhe draft
was enacted in Denmark. The Commisson has received a complaint on this legisladon and
is presently examining the compatibility of the Danish law wirh Community law.
4. Communication of 9 October 1984 by the Danish Government concerning Srate aids
for the reutilization of paper and packages and on clean technologies. No speiific action
was undenaken on this subject.
5. Communication of 15 November 198a by the British Government on rhe Food and
Environment Protection Bill. Subsequent to this communication rhe Commission
informed the United Kingdom Government of its inrcntion ro elaborare a Community
proposal on wasrc deposits ar sea, which is presenrly being elaborated.
Question No 18, by Mr McCartin (H-244/84)
Subjecr: Specific Regional Development Measure contriburing ro rhe improvement of the
economic and social situation of the border areas of Ireland and Nonhern Ire-
land
Can the Commission please say whether it intends to submir to the Council a further mea-
sure to assist the border areas of Ireland and Northern Ireland when the Specific Regional
Development Measure, Regularion (EEC) 2619/ 80,2 expires in December of this year?
| !o_rp_er_ora! question without debare (0-137 / 84), convened inro a question for Quesrion Time.2 OJ No L271,15.10. 1980, p. 28.
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Answer
In December 1984, the Commission submitted to the Council four proposals supplement-
ing the second set of specific measures adopted in January 1984. One of these proposals is
specifically designed to consolidate existing activities to assist the Irish and Nonhern Irish
border areas referred to by the honourable Member.
This would involve the provision of addidonal funding, enlargement of the scheme's geo-
graphical scope, new measures to develop small and medium-sized undertakings, and,
in Ireland, improvements in the field of energy. Lastly, ir is proposed ro extend these activ-
ities for a funher five years.
+
rt ,t
Question No 19, by Mr Papoutsis (H-7tt/84)
Subject: The possibilities of concluding sponge-fishing agreemenm between the Com-
munity and third countries
The Community has already successfully negotiated fisheries agreemenrs with many third
counries. These agreemenm have produced considerable results in that they expand the
scope for development of Community fishing (agreements on fishing in third countries'
waters) and provide for the monitoring of the market in fishery products (agreements lay-
ing down impon and expon quotas). Could the Commission investigate the possibilities of
concluding atreemenr in the sponge-fishing sector, in panicular with the Mediterranean
countries of Nonh Africa?
Ansuter
The Commission is ready co study whether it is wonhwhile negotiating sponge-fishing
agreemenrc with non-member countries as and when real interest and real possibilides
arise in this regard.
o**
Question No 22, by Mrs Mainaro (H-801/54)
Subject: Compulsory fingerprinting of foreigners
At the express instruction of the Belgian Ministry of Justice, local authoriries in Belgium
have for years nken the step of fingerprinting foreigners.
Since there is no provision that require, ih. Minirrry ro obtain such fingerprinrs, since the
Belgian Government does not apply this measure to its own citizens, and since the Euro-
pean Convention on Human Rights prohibits any discrimination on grounds of national-
ity, does the Commission not think the time has arrived to put an end to this practice
which smacks of police-state tactics and is contrary to the spirit of the Treaty of Rome
and the principle of non-discrimination berween Community citizens?
Answer
According to the information available to the Commission, a finger-prinring requirment is
applied in Belgium both to nationals of Member States who are subject to proceedings for
acts regarded by the nadonal authorities as incompatible with public order, and ro citizens
of Member States who apply for registration at the 'Commune', including their children
who reach the age of 17.
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Finger-printing is pan of an information-sheet (bulletin de renseignements) concerning all
foreigners, which is completed by the administration when they register as foreigners.
The Commission does not believe that a finger-printing requirement can be systematically
applied to EEC immigrant workers only, and not to nationals, in circumstances where
their personal conduct does not jusdfy that the national authorities invoke grounds of
public policy or public security.
The Commission has abeady started an infringement procedure, and is taking all neces-
sary steps to have this finger-printing requiremenr abolished.
,,,,*
Question No 28, by Mr Ford (H-377/8a)
Subject: Caribbean airline 'Leeward Islands Air Transpon'
Can the Commission confirm recent press reports that the Caribbean airline 'Leeward
Islands Air Transpon', which has been seeking a 20 million EEC loan to purchase the Bri-
tish Aerospace Super-748 aeroplanes 
- 
is being pressurized by DG VIII to purchase
alternative less satisfactory aircrak from other EEC based companies and does this not
mean that DG VIII is breaching the principle of free and fair competition between aircraft
manufacturing companies and Member States?
Ansaner
The Commission is astounded to learn of press reports according to which ir has pressur-
ized the Caribbean airline LIAT to accept reponedly less satisfactory aeroplanes. The
Commission categorically rejects the content of these reports and expresses its consterna-
tion that such allegadons are repeatedly put forward in the press without being substan-
tiated by the slighrcst evidence.
The Commission administers the funds contributed by the European raxpayers in strict
accordance with the rules laid down by the EEC and ACP stares signatory to the Lom6
Convention. Anicle 121(2) provides that in conjunction with his ACP counterpart, the
Chief Authorizing-Officer 
- 
the Director-General for Development 
- 
ensures equality
of competition in procurement procedures and that the tender selected is economically the
most advantateous. In the case of LIAT the Commission has adhered strictly to the above
rules.
The Commission consequently repudiates any affirmation that the principles of free and
fair competition have not been respected in this case.
Question No 29, by Mr zton lYbgau (H-545/54)
Subject: Tax disadvantages suffered by frontier-zone workers under the double taxation
agreement between \flest Germany and the Netherlands
Under the double taxation agreement between '!7'est Germany and the Netherlands Ger-
man frontier-zone workers who work in the Netherlands pay tax in the Netherlands.
They are unable to obtain tax advantages available under'!7est German tax law, for exam-
ple on depreciation under paragraph 7(b) of the Income Tax Law, in either the Federal
Republic of Germany or the Netherlands. Under a Commission proposal for a directive
the income of frontier-zone workers is to be taxed in their country of residence. This
would be a help in the case that has been brought to my attention. However, the German
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tax authorides consider that this arrantement could be two-edged. Does the Commission
agree with the relevant German authorities that taxation in the country of residence could
be mo-edged because tax relief for cenain troups of workers would be accompanied by a
heavier tax burden on others?
Ansuer
\flhere an individual is treated as a non-resident in the State of employment he can fre-
quendy claim only a restricted range of tax reliefs and allowances available to residents.
The directive prepared by the Commission, which would entail taxation in the State of
residence, would avoid this panicular disadvantage. Vhether there would be an overall
advantage or a disadvantage in the individual case would however depend not simply on
this factor, but also on the relative rates of nxation in the two countries.
+*
Question No 31, by Mr Van Miert (H-t89/54)
Subject: Ponugal
How many seats in the European Parliament are tobe given ro Ponugal, with 14 million
inhabitants, on its accession to the European Communities and how was the figure arrived
at?
Answer
According to the latest figures published by Eurostat for 1982 (cf. Eurostat 1984 'Demo-
graphic Statistics'), Ponugal has a population of 10 033 00 (this figure includes all the
population residing on Ponugal's territory, excluding Ponuguese nationals living abroad).
Considering that this population is very similar and therefore comparable to those of Bel-
gium and Greece (which, according to the same publication, and on the same basis, have
9 856 000 and 9792 000 inhabitanm respectively), the Community has proposed that the
number of Portuguese seats in the European Parliament be identical to that of these two
other Member States, i.e. 2a. (N.B. the Netherlands has 25 seas, for a population residing
on ir national territory of l4 313 000.)
Ponugal has accepted this proposal.
ooo
Question No 33, by Mr Alaoanos (H-655/54)
Subject: Possible proceedings against Greece before the European Coun of Justice in res-
pect of thiny agricultur cases
In starcments to representatives of the EEC cereals trade, Mr Claude Villain, Director-
General for Agriculture at the Commission, stressed in connection with the alignment of
Greece with the Common Agricultural Policy that, after the period of insrruction, rhe
time for discipline had arrived. Mr Villain stated that the Commission was already exam-
ining 30 cases of 'violations' which would, if necessary, be referred to rhe European Coun
of Justice.
In view of the fact that the statements by Mr Villain have caused grear concern among
Greek farmers, who fear new blows from the EEC Commission, and since rhey follow a
long list of cases akeady brought before the European Court of Jusrice, would the Com-
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mission state what these cases involve and on whar grounds rhe EEC intends referring
them to the European Coun of Justice?
Answer
The Commission is naturally concerned about the large number of infringements of Com-
munity law committed by Greece in the agricultural field.
It is significant that the former Director General of Agriculrure made the commenrs
referred to by the honourable Parliamentarian at a meeting of Representatives of the
European Cereals Trade as it is in the cereals sector where rhe greatesr number of prob-
lems have arisen.
Examples included:
- 
Failure of the Greek authorities [o ensure that Community quality standards for
durum wheat purchased by its inrervention agency are properly observed;
- 
Use of 'currency licence' system to manage on a national basis imports and expons of
cereals particularly feed grains;
- 
Use of the cooperative organization Kydep rc pursue nadonal policy aims by facilitat-
ing the operation of a national regime for feed grains under which it would appear
thar the public aurhorities systematically make up the losses sustained by the organ-
ization in connection with irs sales of feed grains at less than cosr price;
- 
Failure to observe Community procedures systematically for example the rules gov-
erning tendering arrangements for intervention stocks and extending the validity of
expon cenificates wirhout proper authority;
- 
Interfering in the machinery of price format of flour and semolina.
Outside the cereals area, the largest number of infringemenm and substantiated complaints
concern direct and indirect restrictions on the import or export of agricultural commodi-
ties and export aids failure to implement Directives on rime.
The legal basis of the infringemenrc is either the breach of the rules of the common organ-
ization of the market in the relevant commodity secror or breach of Articles 30-34 of she
EEC Treaty.
Question No 34, by Mr Rogalla (H-718/84)
Subject: Relations between the Community and Canada
How does the Commission view relations between the Community and Canada during the
last ten years in the light of political indicators and any trade conflicts, and what indivi-
dual crircria justify one's speaking of 'sound development'?
Ansuter
In general, relations between the European Community and Canada have developed over
the last ten years in a satisfactory, and in certain areas, successful way.
The most imponant event in the development of a closer relarionship was the conclusion
in 1976 of the Framework Agreement for commercial and economic cooperation. The
Agreement has led to a number of positive results in the area of industrial cooperation as
well as cooperation in the field of science and technology and environment policy. The
Community and Canada have also been successful in concluding a Long Term Fisheries
Agreement in 1981, complemenred in 1984, and in the smoorh implementation 
- 
excepr
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for one period in the late 1970s 
- 
of the Euratom/Canada Agreement of tqSg. In
December 1984 an agreement was reached on a new duty-free impon quota for Canadian
newsprint. The semi-annual high-level consultations have allowed both sides to regularly
discuss their bilateral commercial problems.
Notwithstanding the presence of such a privileged framework, EC/Canada trade relations
have not escaped from getting into rough waters from time to time, an evolution which
appears to be unavoidable between imponant trading partners. However, the presenr ten-
sion over Canada's restrictive impon policy regarding footwear and beef and over rhe dis-
criminatory practices of Canada's provincial liquor boards constitute a rather exceptional
low. The Commission hopes that an early solution can be found to these contentious
points in order to avoid protracted tensions affecting the traditionally good and friendly
relationship with Canada.
+
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Question No 37, by Mr Collins (H-510/84)
Subject: Recording and rental of audio and videos copyrighr marerial
Is the Commission aware that the United Kingdom Governmenr has published a Green
Paper on 'The recording and rennl of audio and video copyright material' in which a levy
on all audio and video tapes is suggested? Does the Commission atree rhar such a levy
merely assumes that all purchasers of tapes are intending to use them illegally and in rhe
main penalizes consumers who tape their own records and videos for recording pro-
grammes so that they can warch them later?
Ansaner
The Commission is aware of the UK Government's consultative document: 'The record-
ing and rental of audio and video copyrighr material'; The Commission proposes to pub-
lish this year 
^ 
green paper on copyright which will deal inter alia with the suggestion
that levies should be imposed on blank recording tape. Such information as is available
suggesrc that while much recording tape is indeed used for viewing television programmes
at convenient times, a substantial quantity is also used for the unaurhorized reproducrion
of audio and video works subject to copyright. The general objective must clearly be to
find a solution which is fair to all the interesr involved.
Question No 38, by Mr Moorhouse (H-830/54)
Subject: Laker Anti-Trusr Case
\7ill the Commission check that the alleged conspiracy by British Airways, Pan Am,
Sabena etc. to force Laker Airways off the transatlantic air rour,e, and presently rhe subject
of an American antitrust suit, is not in breach of EEC Competition Law? If there is a
breach, will the Commission use all of its available poq/ers ro prosecu[e any breaches thar
might be discovered?
Ansuter
An Anicle 85/86 violation must have an appreciable effecr on inrra-Community trade. Tojustify launching an investigadon of this size and complexity rhe effect on radi should be
at least direct, appreciable and not just porenrial.
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Funhermore [o prove an infringement of the competition rules in this case rhe Commis-
sion would require substantial powers of invesrigation supponed by sancrions which in the
air transpon sector it does not have because the necessary regulation proposed by rhe
Commission in 1981 has still not been adopted by the Council.
The Commission considers that the air tariff approval system as a whole of which airline
consultation forms an essential pan, is in need of reform. Such reform has been proposed
by the Commission in its Civil Aviation Memorandum II. Given the dimensions of the
problem therefore the Commission thinks that it would be unwise to intervene in this
panicular case.
*o*
Question No 39, by Mr Elles (H-1aa/85)t
Subject: Practice of Medicine
\7ill the Commission please state what action it has taken concerning the intention of cer-
tain countries to introduce reforms of medical studies which will seriously contravene the
Directive concerning the practice of medicine, and set back the possibility of harmoniza-
tion of differing Member States' systems in the Community?
Answer
The provisions for the mutual recognition of diplomas and for freedom of movement of
Community nationals holding medical qualific'ations awarded by Member Scates are set
out in DirectivesT5/363/EEC and 75/363/EEC,2 as modified by Directive 82/76/EEC.3
If arrangements made by a Member State in respect of medical training are in breach of
the provisions of these directives, the Commission would initiarc infracdon proceedings
under Anicle 169 of the EEC Treaty.
In the Commission's view, no Member State has recently introduced reforms in medical
training 
- 
or has announced proposals for such reforms 
- 
which infringe rhese direc-
tlves.
Question No 41, by Mr Chistodoulou (H-t/St)
Subject: Greek Government Development Programme
In reply to my previous question on the financing of the five-year Greek Government
Development Programme, the Council stated (last December) rhat ir was awaiting the
Commission's proposals and the Commission replied that it was examining the matter and
proposals and decisions would be fonhcoming 'soon'. As some considerable time has
already passed with no new developments, would the Commission state what the situation
is regarding this matter and what stage of the decision-making procedure has been
reached?
Ansuter
As the Commission already explained last December to Parliament, the dossiers concern-
ing the projects envisaged under the five-year Greek Social and Economic Development
I Former oral question without debate (0- I 56184), convened into a question for Question Time.
, OJEC No L 167 of 30.6. 1985.I OJEC No L 43 of 15.2.1982.
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Plan were submitrcd to the Commission at the end of May and of July 1984. These dos-
siers, quite large ones ar rha[, have since been under study by rhe Commission's Depan-
ments. At its meeting of 19 December 1984 the Commission, briefed on the results of this
examination, noted the need to study in greater detail cenain of the projects proposed by
the Greek tovernmenr.
Moreover, I would draw the honourable Member's attention ro rhe facr that the Commis-
sion 
- 
in reladon to the Council's blocking of the previous proposal for the Integrated
Mediterranean Programmes 
- 
has, since the beginning of the year, developed a new
approach for these Integrated Mediterranean Programmes. This approach, which has jusr
been approved by the Brussels European Council, arraches panicular imponance to the
problems faced by Greece, and replies in panicular to the Greek requesrc concerning the
large-scale projects contained in the five-year plan.
Study of these projects has entered an intensive phase and we hope to conclude this work
soon.
*"*
Question No 42, by Mr \Vartz (H-8/85)
Subject: New standards for the manufacture of chocolare
Under the terms of a 1973 directive, in addition to sugar, milk and dried fruit, only prod-
ucts obtained from cocoa may be used in the manufacrure of chocolare. According to my
information, the Commission has been planning to authorize the use of vegetable fats for
the manufacture of chocolate in proponions of up to 50lo of rhe rotal weight of the prod-
ucts used. How can the Commission justify such a proposal, which is likely to have serious
repercussions on the cocoa exporring ACP states, especially Cameroon and Nigeria?
Answer
The ingredients which are used in chocolate making are derived from cocoa bean and
sugars, but the directive referred to by the honourable Member permits rhe addition of a
variety of other materials up to a maximum of 4To/o by weight in order rhar a variety of
chocolates may be manufactured to mee[ the demand of the marker. In addirion ro cocoa
butter or fat, dairy fars are allowed to be added. In addidon, in Denmark, Ireland and rhe
Unircd Kingdom the possibiliry of adding 50/o of edible vegetable fats other than those
derived from cocoa was maintained by the Council when the direcdve was adoprcd. All
chocolates legally manufactured in a Member State are allowed free circulation, provided
that the labelling gives adequate informarion [o consumers.
The Commission has sent to the Council a proposal for modification of rhe basic direcrive,
which consolidates a number of previous modifications and also extends the possibility of
using up to 570 edible vegecable fats to the Community industry as a whole. This proposal
is currently before Parliamenr.
Consultations wirh ACP countries are now in progress concerning rhis question.
'+
**.
Question No 43, by Mr Pearce (H-21/85)
Subject: German beer
vhile waiting for Germany to obey the rules of the 'common Market' and admit foreign
beer to its markem, will the Commission authorize the other Member States to keep Gei-
man beer out of their territories ?
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Ansaner
Community law affords no basis for the line of action proposed by the honourable Mem-
ber. The fact that one Member State may by in breach of its obligation under the Treaty
cannot justify other Member States breaching their obligations.
As the honourable Member will be aware, the Commission is currently mking proceedings
against the German Government in this panicular case.
o 
*'o
Question No 45, by Mr O'Donnell (H-57/85)
Subject: ERDF Non-Quota Section rc Irish cross-border projects
Could the Commission state the total amount of funds committed under the ERDF.
Non-Quota Section to Irish cross-border projects; the total payments made; whether the
Commission is satisfied with the progress to date and if not whether it is proposed to for-
mulate any new strategies for cross-border development such as integrated development
programmes?
Ansaner
Community aid of t6 MECU was granted to Ireland for the implementation of its 5 year
programme (1981-1985) under the specific Communiry Measure for the border areas of
Ireland and Nonhern Ireland.l Payments made to date under this programme amoun[ to
some 8.5 MECU. These paymenr are made by means of advances on annual tranches in
line with progress made on implemendng the programme.
\Thilst it is true that, in the initial stages, the implementation of the programme took off
rather slowly, it has progressively gathered pace and, as the Member State concerned has
now assured the Commission that the total aid granrcd under she special measure will be
committed by the end of the programme, the Commission is satisfied that the protramme
will be fully implemented. The honourable Member will be aware that the Commission
has, last year, submitted a proposal to the Council2 to reinforce the existing measure
which benefits the border areas of Ireland and Nonhern Ireland.
)i
**
Question No 45, by Mr Romeo (H-53/St)
Subject: The effect of provisional twelfths on the farming sector
The European Parliament has rejected the budget which was based on the principle of
financial discipline and proposed, inter ali4 to reduce EAGGF appropriadons by 1 315 m
ECU. On the basis of Anicle 204 of the Treaty of Rome, the Commission is using the
provisional rwelfths system to finance existing policies.
Has the Commission considered that the application of the provisional twelfths sysrem
leads in effect to a reduction in appropriations for the farming sector and in structural
measures and, funhermore, will the new Commission take into account in drawihg up the
new budget the proposals of the European Parliament and the decision of the European
I Council Regulation (EEC) No 2619/80 of 7 October 1980, OJ L271,15.10. 1980.2 Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 2619/80, COM(84) 715 final
of 14. tz.1984.
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Council in Fontainebleau regarding an increase in the Communities' own resources (an
increase of the VAT ceiling to 1.4%)?
Ansuter
As the honourable Member has recalled, the Commission had to resort ro the 'provisional
twelfths' system following the European Parliament's re.iection of the 1985 draft budget.
The Commission has applied this sysrcm in accordance with the provisions of Anicle 204
of the Treaty and Anicle 8 of the Financial Regulations applicable to the General Budget
of the European Communities. Although this sysrcm decreases the appropriations avail-
able, the CAP beneficiaries have not yet suffered any adverse effects.
On I April 1985 the Commission submitted ro the Budgetary Authority a letter of amend-
ment concerning the 1985 preliminary draf.t budger, on the basis of which the Council
adopted a new draft budget on 24 April 1985.
The Commission hopes that Parliament will approve the 1985 budget as soon as possible
and that this budget will prove to be a most thorough response rc rhe honourable Mem-
ber's concerns.
o*o
Qaestion No 47, by Mrs De Backer-Van Ochen (H-90/85)
Subject: Proposal for a Council resolution on a second programme of action of rhe Euro-
pean Communites on safety and health at work (submitted to the Council by the
Commission on 4 November 1982)
The abovementioned proposal for a resolution expresses the political will to take, in keep-
ing with the urgency of the matter and bearing in mind what is feasible at narional and
Community level, the measures required so that by the end of tygg priority actions can be
undenaken in connection with protection against dangerous subsrances, protection
against accidents and other hazards, organizational aspecr, monitoring, rraining and
information, statistics, research and cooperation.
Vill the Commission state what actions are to be given priority and whether it will be
possible to put the abovementioned programme of action inrc effect by 1988?
Ansuer
The resolurion on a second programme of action of the European Communities on safety
and health at workr was adopted by Council on 27February 7984, at which time the
Commission was requested to prepare annually, after consulting the Member Srates, a for-
ward outline of the work it intends ro carry out on the implementarion of this resolution.
In addition ro consulting the Member States, the Commission has sought rhe assistance of
the Advisory Committee on Safety, Hygiene and Health Protecrion ar Vork, prior to
drawing up the forward outline. The 1984 implementation plan has been transmitred ro
Parliament as an annex rc the Eighth Progress Repon of the Committee2 and the 1985
plan which has already been prepared will be annexed rc rhe Ninth Progress Repon.
To ensure the progessive implementation of the second programme of action by 1988 the
Commission will continue rc establish annual forward outlines of work using the proce-
dure.
!i
' 
OJ No C 67,8. 3. 1984, p.2.
'? COM(84) 628 final.
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Question No 48, by Mr C. Jachson (H-86/8t)
Subject: Anti-Dumping and And-Subsidy Activiries
The Second Annual Repon of the Commission of the European Communities on rhe
Community's Anti-Dumping and Anti-Subsidy Activities reveals an increase in the Com-
mission's activities in this field, especially in relation to rhe number of cases concluded.
In the light also of Unircd States experience, does rhe Commission foresee an increasing
number of complaints being raised by EEC industries against third country imports and
does the Commission therefore consider that the size and staff complemenr of irs depan-
ment is adequate to obtain and verify all the relevant deniled data from all interested par-
ties within a reasonable rime period?
Ansuter
The Second Annual Repon of the Commission of the European Communities on the
Community's Anti-Dumping and Anti-Subsidy Activities covered 1983, during which
38 investigations were opened.
The number of investigadons opened rose to 49 in 1984, and proceedints were staned in
24 cases during the first four months of tgaS. Thus rhe workload in this field has already
increased, and the number of complaints can be expected to rise after rhe accession of
Spain and Ponugal.
In view of this, the Commission will do its utmost to conduct the investigations as quickly
and as effectively as possible.
Because of the limited number of Commission suff available, however, it is most unlikely
that the average duration of investigations will be shonened. Indeed, under cenain cir-
cumstances, investigations might take longer.
Question No 49, by Mr Lomas (H-92/85)
Subject: Rules for qualifying for EEC funding
The Commission will be aware that grants from the Social Fund are conditional upon
matching money being received by projects from public money in rhe individual counrry.
In Britain, many projects are currently jointly funded with the Social Fund, by local auth-
orities, including the GLC, which the British Government is proposing to abolish.
Is the Commission prepared ro waive the rules in those areas where the British Govern-
ment has abolished the democratically elected local councils, as otherwise such projects
will not qualify for EEC funding?
Ansarcr
It is a requirement of Social Fund aid that Fund assistance cannot exceed the amount of
the financial contribution of the public authorities of the Member State concerned. The
waiving of this rule would require an opinion of the Commission to the Council, requesr-
ing an amendmenr to Anicle 5 of the basic Council Decision on the tasks of the European
Social Fund. The need for such an opinion derives from Anicle l0 of the basic Decision
and uldmately from Article 126 of the Treaty of Rome, which together reveal that the
Council may only amend Social Fund rules on the basis of a Commission opinion.
The Commission is not prepared to give such an opinion to the Council in order to amend
the requirement for a financial contribution by the public authorities. The rule of joinr
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financing has a dual purpose, in that it both stimulates vocational raining effon in rhe
Member State and constitutes an indispensable element of the guarantee given by Member
States for the successful completion of each operarion (Anicle 2 of the basic Council
Decision).
::.
+*
Question No )0, by Mr De Gucht (H-93/8tI
Sub.iect: Integrated measures on behalf of Limburg (Belgium)
A. Recognizing the need for specific measures on behalf of cenain backward regions and
problem areas as defined in Council Regulation (EEC) No 216/84 of 18January
1984,
whereas Belgian Limburg is in every respecr eligible for such assisrance,
whereas during the Flemish Council sitting of 13 December 1984 the President of rhe
Flemish Executive was called upon to requesr the European Commission for inte-
grated measures,
1. Can the Commission state whether such an application for integrated measures for
Limburg has already been made?
2. If so, what iniriadves have already been taken and what progress has been made on
any studies?
3. In general: what is the European Commission's position wirh regard to Limburg and
the machinery for integrated measures?
Ansaner
The Commission points out thar Council Regulation (EEC) No 216/84 of l8January
1984,2 to which the honourable Member refers, concerns regions affected by restrucruring
of the steel industry. The criteria used to define its territorial field of application would
not allow application of this regulation in Limburg province.
At the end of Januray 1985 the Belgian aurhorities asked the Commission to co-finance a
study preparatory to integrated measures for Limburg province.
Taking into consideration the socio-economic problems currently experienced by rhis
province, the Commission decided on 16 April 1985 to co-finance this study. The Com-
mission conribution amounrs ro 1.5 million Bfrs, i.e. 750/o of the cost of the study.
+
Subject: EEC runds ..::il]: 
tj;'*" crawtev (H-et/'t)
Given the recent disclosures of exrensive phone rapping by MI5 in rhe UK, is the Com-
mission aware of whether or not the latest tranche of EEC funds for British Telecom has
assisted the development of System X, which, it is maintained, makes telephone surveill-
ance even more difficult to detect?
I !o_r1ne-1ory!question without debate (O-121l84), convened into a question for Quesdon Time.2 OJ L 27 of 31.1. 1984.
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Answer
Aid from the European Regional Development Fund to British Telecom has been granred
in respect of physical investments in rclephone exchanges, telecommunications lines and
communications networks throughout the Unircd Kingdom: no such assistance has been
given towards the developmenr cosr of System X.
:i
**
Question No 53, by Mr McMabon (H-101/55)
Subject: European Poveny Programme
Can the Commission give an indication of how many applications have been received
from Member Ssates for the above programme and what are likely to be the allocations
and number of projects under the scheme?
Answer
The date limit for applications from Member States for funding under rhe Poveny Pro-
gramme is 31 May 1985. None has been received so far and the Commission is not at
present in a position to forecast either the number of projects or rhe likely allocations
under the scheme.
Qaestion No 54, by Sir Peter Vannech (H-102/8t)
Subject: Suspension of dudes for cenain products intended for use in rhe construcrion,
maintenance and repair of aircraftl
Does the Commission feel that the Community's aircraft indusrry would benefir funher if
these measures were applied for the exemption of customs duties for cenain importanr
products destined for the construction, repair, maintenance, rebuilding, modification or
transformation of all types of aircraft, and not only civil aircrafr?
Answer
The Commission takes the view that the Community's civil aircraft indusry benefits, in
general, from the suspension of mriffs on aircraft and aircraft componenrs in rhe Com-
munity's expon markets. This is why the Community is a pany rc rhe GATT agreemenr
on trade in civil aircraft negotiared during the Tokyo Round of multilateral trade negoda-
tions in 1979.
As far as military aircraft are concerned however, rhese are nor covered by the GATT
agreement and are subject to normal tariff treatment in the Community as in other coun-
tries.
From a legal point of view the Commission holds that the common commercial tariff
applies to the impon of defence equipment, including aircrafq into the Community by
vinue of Anicles 9 and 28 of the Treaty of Rome. This is disputed by a number of Mem-
ber States, against which the Commission is currently conrcmplating proceedings under
Anicle 159 of the Treaty.
, oJ L 117 of 6.12. 1984.
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As the honourable Member will be aware, defence procuremenr as such falls outwith rhe
competence of the Communiry; the Commission is not therefore in a position to commenr
on whether or not the suspension of dudes for military aircraft would benefit the Com-
munity military aircrak industry.
lr
{- rr
Question No 55, by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-104/St)
Subject: Slaughter of birds of prey in Calabria and Sicily
Every year in April and May, in the area around the Straits of Messina, hundreds of unli-
censed hun[ers, many from abroad, kill hundreds of birds of prey: honey buzzards, har-
riers, black kites and orhers, ro be subsequendy sruffed and mounred. Ar the same rime,
ecologists try to prevent this slaughter by setting up base camps for surveillance purposes.
But the area to be kept under surveillance is vast and the numbers of unlicensed hunrers
considerable. Furthermore, neither local nor national aurhoriries take any acrion ro prev-
ent the slaughrcr. Indeed, a small majority in the Calabrian regional parliament, opposed
by the Italian Cummunist Pany, has called for a derogation from the law on hunring
which prohibits any hunring after 10 March.
Can the Commission state what approaches it intends ro make ro rhe Italian Governmenr
to induce it actively to prevenr this rype of illicit hunting and nor ro granr any derogarion
from the current law on hunting, in the hope, also, that Italian legisladon will be promptly
adapted to take accounr of rhe Communiry direcrive on rhe protecrion of birds?
Answer
The Commission considers that the application of the DirectiveTg/409/EEC on rhe con-
servation of wild birds is an important matter and has already initiated infringemenr pro-
cedures against all Member States including Italy for the incorrect applicarion of this
directive.
The Commission is aware of the situation described by the honourable Member and on
the 9 April 1985 invircd the Italian authorities to furnish deniled information concerning
this annual slaughter.
'i *-
Question No 56, by Mr Didd (H-113/8t)
Subject: The threatend strike by Italian road hauliers and rhe risk of a blockade of cus-
roms offices at fronriers
In view of the fact that, at their meeting of 17 March 1985, the Italian road haulage
undenakings, which are members of the International Federadon of Road Haulie.r, g.r.
30 days' notice of a complete stoppage of transporr operations, what steps will rhe Com-
mission take to prevent the disastrous consequences of the kind seen recently ar frontier
passes, when similar acrion was taken?
Ansuer
The action referred to by the honourable Member had almost no impact on traffic cross-
ing ,.hj internarional boide.. only at rhe vindmiglia fronrier por, ,i,. passate of lorries
was blocked from Sunday 21 April until noon on Monday 22 and rhe Iialiariand French
authorities took at this time the necessary measures ro limit rhe impacr of this acrion.
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The Commission's Services were kept informed of the evolution of the situarion but there
was no reason for the Commission itself to take any particular acion ar this smge.
**,,
Question No 57, by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti (H-128/55)
Subject: Implementation of the conclusions of the European Council
Vhen and how does the Commission intend taking the necessary measures to implement
the proposals of the Adonnino Committee repon as provided for in the conclusions of rhe
European Council in Brussels?
Ansuer
l. As regards the short-term measures contained in rhe Adonnino Committee repon, all
the necessary proposals for their implementation are on the Council table. These basically
include raising the duty-free allowances (for travellers, small postal parcels and bus fuel) as
well as the introduction of a simplified procedure for increasing allowances, simplifying
border checks on people and the right of residence. It is in particular during the three
Council sessions 
- 
(fn1srn2l Market', 'Economy/Finance' and 'General Affairs'- sched-
uled for May that the Council should reach decisions. As for mutual recognition of pro-
fessional qualifications, a policy agreement based on rhe Commission's proposal should be
possible at the 'Social Affairs' Council in June. The Commission attaches great imponance
to satisfying 
- 
thoroughly and in good dme 
- 
the European Council requesrs, and will
address a letter to this end ro rhe Council Presidenr.
2. As for longer-term measures, the Commission is currently drawing up a proposal for a
general system of diploma recognition. Moreover, the Commission is working to have the
Council re-examine its proposals concerning the tax arrangements applicable ro frontier-
zone workers. As for a Europe wirhout frontiers, as proposed by Presidenr Delors, the
Commission is now preparing a'\flhite Paper'which will be presented prior ro the Milan
European Council.
*o,,
Question No 58, by Mr Vedekind (H-130/85)
Subject: Bureaucratic obsacles to the free movement of goods by the Italian authorities
in respect of impons of second-hand motor vehicles
On I March 1985 a ministerial decree entered into force in Imly whereby any person
imponing a motor vehicle from a Member State of the Community is now required ro
produce not only the motor vehicle registration book, an authendcated regisrrarion certi-
ficate, the certificate registering departure issued by the competent authoriries of the
country of origin and a list of the technical data of the vehicle by rhe inspection services
but also a cenificate of origin from the manufacturer of the vehicle. This new discrimina-
tory obstacle to the movement of goods wirhin the Community means rhar anyone pur-
chasing an imponed vehicle has to wait for up to five months before receiving a road
licence in Italy.
Does the Commission agree that this measure on the pan of rhe Italian Government is
incompatible with the spirit and letter of the Treaties, is discriminarory and disrons com-
petition and in panicular prevents the establishment of a 'People's Europe' and what mea-
sures does it intend taking?
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Ansuer
The difficulties experienced in regisrcring in Italy both new and used motor vehicles
imponed from other Community countries are well-known to rhe Commission, not least
because of the many complainm 
- 
more than a hundred 
- 
which it has received on this
problem in the last monrhs.
The Commission has drawn the attention of the Italian Governmenr on several occasions
to the need for Italian procedures for the registrarion of imponed cars ro be compatible
with Community law. Discussions with the Italian authoriries did not lead ro sarisfacrory
conclusions and in December 1984 the Commission initiated proceedings under
Anicle 159 of the EEC Treaty.
*
Subjec,: pig indus,ry 
-:::;:T: lJ;?^i"'ckson 
(H-133/85)
In view of the EEC Council of Ministers' statemenr in the last two EEC farm price review
setdements that due account must be taken of regional difficulties in managing the pig-
meat market, and the recurring economic problems in some Member Srates over the level
of pig prices and returns to producers, will the Commission now implemen[ an au[oma[ic
price rigger to activate private storage aids in the Communiry based on regional prices?
Answer
The Commission does not intend to implement an automatic price trigger to acrivare pri-
vate storage aids in the Community based on regional prices for the following reasons:
The common organization of the market in pigmeat does not provide for any auromaric
Pnce [ngter.
The evoludon of the market price in absolute figures is not necessarily relevanr for the
economy in pig production, since fluctuations in feedstuff prices and orher market ele-
ments are relevant as well and need to be raken inro account.
The implementation of private-storage aids at a regional level is limircd to extraordinary
situations, i.e. mainly in case of outbreaks of animal disease and trade limitations because
of such disease. Implementation of market supporr measures ar a regional market evolu-
tions might lead to market disintegration and is nor within the meaning of the common
market organization for pigmear.
Question No 62, by Mr Filinis (H-120/85)
Subject: Elections and migrant workers
Does the Commission propose to submit a proposal to the Council for rhe enacrmenr of a
regularion according four working days' special leave with full pay to migrant workers
who, being narionals of rhe Member States of the Communiry, wish to iavel ro their
country of origin in order ro exercise their right ro vore.
Ansaner
The Commission is aware of the fact that nationals of Member States resident in another
Member Starc find it very difficult in practice to exercise fully rheir polidcal rights in rheir
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own country, with some exceptions, these being Member States which provide in their
own legislation the right of their citizens to vote in national elections, either on the prem-
ises of the consulate, by proxy or by letter, without the physical presence of these citizens
in their ovrn country.
At the present stage of development of Community law, the Commission does not have a
direct legal competence to help migrant workers in the exercise of the right to vorc in their
home country. Nevenheless, in the light of Anicle 7 of Regulation (EEC) No 1612168
and the decisions of the Coun of Justice of the European Communities, in panicular thejudgment of 15 October 1969 (\Tuntembergische, Milchverwenung v Ugliola, Case l5-
69), the Commission is of the opinion that special leave without loss of acquired advan-
tages should be granted to migrant workers from Community countries wishing to carry
out their civic duties in their country of origin so far as nationals of the country of
employment enjoy a similar right under corresponding circumstances.
Bur, leaving aside this panicular case, the Commission would suggest that the best solu-
tion to this problem is the introduction, by all Member States, of the possibiliry of their
own citizens being allowed to vote in national elections by letter, by proxy or on the con-
sulate's premises, when they are resident abroad, as is already laid down by law in some
Member States. This solution is less time and money-consuming; no special leave is
needed; and it will be easier for all migranr to vote, without travelling expenses.
The Commission might even consider a Recommendation to Member States. If we take
into consideration rhe spirir of Anicles 48 and 49 of the Treaty, Regulation 1612/68,
where it is said that the right of freedom of movement has to be exercised with freedom
and dignity, and Council Resolution of 9 February 1976' .. . conrinue and enhance the
humanization of freedom of movement for workers', we could deduce that migrants
should be given facilities to enjoy their right to vote,at national level in their own coun-
tries, (being unable to do so in the country of residence), without facing too many obsta-
cles such as long distance ffavel, expenses and waste of working dme.
This is panicularly relevant for Greece, Italy and Ireland, which have several thousand
migrants resident and working in other Member States.
,r*
Question No 63, by Mr Eorigenis (H-122/8t)
Subject: Unemploymen[ among new graduates
As reponed in the Greek press last week, the Greek Organization for the Employment of
Labour recently published a report on youth unemployment in Greece. The findings con-
cerning the unemployed among young persons who have graduated from establishments
of higher education are truly dramatic. According to the repon, the number of young
unemployed graduates has risen since 1981 from 13 100 to more than 25000 in 1984.
Funhermore, the proportion of college graduates among young unemployed persons
betveen the ages of 22 and 29 now stands at 500/0.
Is the Commission aware of this repon and, if so, to what extent can it confirm its find-
ings regarding unemployment among young graduates? Does the Commission believe that
unemployment among young graduates in the Community merits a special study and
special measures within the framework of effons to combat umemployment, in panicular
yourh unemployment? Does it believe that the extreme gravity of the problem of unem-
ployment amont young graduates in Greece warrants an immediate special study and
socio-economic measures of a conjunctural and structural nature to meet the country's
special needs?
Answer
The Commission is not yet in possession of the repon reffered to. It has contacted rhe
Greek Labour Administration to obtain the necessary information. The Commission,
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therefore, would ask you to appreciate that it can only commenr on the problem broached
by Mr Evrigenis when it has this information.
*.
**
Question No 64, by Mrs Harnmerich (H-124/55)
Subject: Community research appropriations
'Vas the proposal to increase the Community's research appropriations, with a view ro
panicipating in the US Strategic Defence Initiadve (Smr Vars project), devised solely by
the President of the Commission, Mr Delors, or did it reflecr rhe wishes of rhe Commis-
sion as a whole?
Ansuter
The Commission would remind the honourable Member that it submirted to rhe European
Council of March 1985 a Communication on srengthening the technological base and
competitiveness of Community industry.
This document pointed out how Community industry as a whole had fallen behind in
most high-tech industries, especially in information technology, telecommunications, bio-
technology and new materials.
Our loss of ground in these advanced technologies is likely to delay their use in tradirional
industries, with the risk of losing markets and destroying jobs. Also, if the European econ-
omies fall back on the widespread use of imponed equipment rhey are likely ro handicap
their own new-technology industries.
The Commission also pointed out that no Member State can face up rc the challenge of
the new technologies on its own: the cost of developing them is too high. Vhar is more,
through the effect of standards, rcchnical regulations, aid to industry and public procure-
ment, national policies in suppon of technology rcnd to perpetuate the national characrer
of industrial structures and the fragmentation of the common marker. \Tithin rhe narrow
confines of national markets it is impossible for large companies to achieve economies of
scale or for innovative SMEs to specialize in specific market slom. In its Communication
the Commission also clearly expressed the desire to march rhe funds available to the scope
of the objectives aimed for.
In its analysis the Commission noted that the Community's scientific base, although com-
parable to that of the USA and Japan, is less effective and developing more slowly. The
Eemendous expansion of Pentagon research and developmenr programmes will boost
American superiority. This shows how imponant large-scale research programmes are in
shaping and considerably stimulating large countries' technological developmenr. Seen
from this angle, che Commission believes rhat, if they are to have any impait, such pro-
grammes cannor be undenaken in a random fashion by rhe Member States.
||t
**
Question No 57, by Mrs Boserup (H-142/8t)
Subject: Commission's publicity campaign ro increase consumprion of olive oil
As the Community produces a surplus of olive oil, the Commission proposes to increase
consumprion during 1985/86 by means of a campaign costing a rotal of 4 m ECU (more
than Dkr 32m),3 m ECU of which are ro be spenr on advertising and other forms of
publicity. These activities will promote olive oil as a health producr and suess its gastron-
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omic qualities. The Commission is considering the possibilities of funding a book on the
subject of olive oil and making educational programmes for use in schools. According to
Agence Europe of S April 1985, the Commission is even considering arranging a visit to
olive groves for journalists.
Community farmers are slaughtering their cows to reduce milk and butter production, yet
butter stocks continue to swell. Under the section on milk and milkproducts in Doc. A2-
10/85/D on the decision Branting a discharge in respect of the implemenration of the
budget of the European Communities for the 1983 financial year, it is stared thar 'In six
years almost 200 m ECU (over Dkr I 500 m) have been spent on sales promotion, adver-
tising and market research... under the special measures to open up new markets and
improve qualiry.'
In the light of the above, would the Commission starc how much butter consumption has
risen per head during the last five years and whether it really believes that, by spending
more than Dkr 32 m, it can increase the consumption of olive oil? Does no[ [he Commis-
sion take the view that this consumption will replace butter consumption and does the
Commission believe that consumers can consume more butter and more olive oil at the
same time? Vould the Commission also provide details of its plans for the publicity cam-
paign intended to promote the consumption of olive oil?
Ansuer
In reply to the honourable Member's request for information the Commission is able to
supply the following details.
Internal consumption of butter in the Community of Ten decreasedby 30h between 1979
and 1982, the last year for which statistics covering all the Member Starcs are available.
This figure is an average of the decreases in each Member State, apan from the Nether-
lands (* 8.5%) and Ireland (+200/o).It should be recalled that butter consumprion prom-
otion measures financed from the co-responsibility funds 
- 
and thus by the very people
producing the surpluses 
- 
staned in 1979.
The third campaign to promote olive oil consumption in the Community, recently the
subject of an open invitation to tender, is financed from the funds for consumption aid
granted to firms which prepare this oil for the market. This use of the funds as well as the
sum made available are based on the Council Decisions concerning common organization
of the market in quesdon (Anicle I 1, Paragraph 6 of Regulation No I 35IEEC and Regu-
lation (EEC) No 1970180).
The Commission is firmly convinced, as is the Council, that measures of the kind already
used in the two previous compaigns provide valuable support and draw consumers' at[en-
tion to olive oil. These measures will prove even more useful given the fonhcoming
enlargement of the Community.
Market studies indicate that there is only a low level of murual substitution of butter and
olive oil among consumers, and that the two are not rivals in overall consumption of
cooking fats. On the other hand, the two products have to face competition from other
fam of vegetable origin.
The deails required by the honourable Member regarding the third publicity campaign
measures can be found in the deuiled programme annexed to the invitacion to tender
cited earlier, and published in the Official Journal of the EEC, No C 82 of 30 March
1985, p. 10.
::.
++
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Qaestion No 68, by Mrs Cinciari Rofuno (H-143/85)
Subject: Humanitarian aid to Vietnam
In view of its answer to Oral Question No H-736l841 on such aid, on whar grounds does
the Commission consider it humanitarian to protect the Vietnamese from hunger, but not
humanitarian to preven[ them from dying of thirsr, dysentry or tuberculosis?
Answer
It is clear that every well-planned development operation has a humanitarian aim in the
broad sense. Therefore, in cases of the type mentioned by the honourable Member, the
Community distinguishes between direct humanitarian aid to populations directly
affected, and structural development aid. It is on this basis that the Commission took a
negarive decision regarding the Nha Trang water disribution nerwork project, which is
basically an infrastructural project.
lt
:i*
Question No 70, by Mrs Oppenheim (H-147/85)
Subject: The Community's small and medium-sized undenakings
The European Parliament has adoprcd a number of resolutions designed to ease the bur-
den on the Community's small and medium-sized undenakings, with a view ro enabling
them to create more jobs for the benefit of us all. Among other things, the European Par-
liament was responsible for designating 1983 the 'European Year of Small and Medium-
Sized Enterprises and Craft Firms'. Can the Commission provide more specific informa-
tion on the initiatives taken by it and other Communiry institutions in order to implement
Parliament's resolutions in this field?
Ansuer
The Commission is well aware that Parliament has an intensive interest in the overall con-
ditions penaining to SMEs and the craft sector in the Community, and has taken corres-
ponding initiatives.
Following the work of the Community bodies and the committees in the individual Mem-
ber States during 1983, the Commission published in 1984 a Communication to the Coun-
cil (COM(8a) 263final of 22May 1984) entitled'Follow-up to 1983: European Year of
Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises and Craft Indusry'. This Communication described
the activities undenaken during the year and 
- 
on the basis of the Action Programme
adopted at the Strasbourg conference winding up rhe 1983 SME European Year 
- 
ser
out guidelines for priority acrion, as parr of a Community plan, to deal with problems
faced by the SMEs.
However, I would like to point out that in 1984 and 1985 the Commission vigorously
pursued its work in conjunction with the Parliament and the other Communiry bodies in
order, inter aliq o improve the situation of the European SMEs by using rhe following
instruments:
r) ERDF:
The new Regulation governing the European Regional Development Fund provides for
aid to be given to rhe SMEs and the craft secror.
I Verbatim repon of proceedings for the sitting of tz. +.1985, provisional edidon.
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2) VOCATIONAL TRAINING
The priority guidelines for rhe European Social Fund, recenrly adopted by the Commis-
sion on 30 April 1985, also include vocational training schemes in SMEs with a view rc
introducing new technologies and schemes for training smff to be employed in SMEs in
specific sectors.
3) FUNDS FOR SMEs:
The overall rctal of loans from the EIB, ECSC and rhe New Community Insrrumenrc for
Financing Productive Investment in SMEs increased from I 263.3 million ECU in 1983 to
1 860.3 million ECU in 1984, i.e. by 470/0.
4) INTERNAL MARKET:
This is the basis for sound SME development. S7e are also conr.inuint our attempts 
- 
via
publicity campaigns 
- 
to have this aspect incorporated into SMEs' decision-making pro-
cesses.
The leaflet 'Scope for intervention by the European Communities ro aid small and
medium-sized enrcrprises and rhe craft industry'(revised edition of 20July 1984), pro-
vides a more comprehensive overview of our policy, and this will be senr ro the honoura-
ble Member.
:i *.
ll. Questions to the Council
Question No 73, by Mrs Chouraqui (H-504/84)
Subject: Meeting of Minisrcrs responsible for family affairs
During nlks held with members of the Greek, French, Irish and Italian governmenrs,
COFACE (Committee of Family Organizations in the European Community) requesred
that a Council of Ministers responsible for policy on family affairs should meer as soon as
possible. Can the Council say what im position is with regard to rhis request?
Ansaner
The Council is aware of the very imponant implications family affairs policy has for the
future of the Communiry Member States.
Although family affairs policy as such is not directly a Community responsibiliry, several
aspects of it have already been dealt with indirectly in the contex[ of freedom of move-
ment and provisions of a social nature provided for by the Treaties. For example, during
the 'Social Affairs'Council, scheduled for l3June next, the Presidency will see to ir that
there is extensive discussion of the proposed Directive concerning parental leave and leave
for family reasons.
However, it is not intended ro hold a Council meeting specifically devoted to family
affairs policy.
+
**
Question No 74, by Mr Fitzsimons (H-809/54)
Subject: Radioactive leaks at nuclear stations
Is the Council aware that twice in January of this year a nuclear plant in 'West Germany
had to be temporarily closed, once because of a radioactive steam leak and on a second
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occasion because of machinery damage and furthermore is it aware that only a few weeks
ago the industry proclaimed one of the Gundremmingen reactors as being among the
most reliable in the world in 1984 and will it comment on rhe safety of such installations?
Ansuter
The Council attaches very gre^L imponance to nuclear power stations in the Community
operating under the best possible safety conditions.
In accordance with Chapter III of the Euratom Treaty, the Council
for the prorccrion of the health of the population and of workers
resulting from ionizing radiation in the Community. The standards
and were most recently updated on 3 Seprcmber 1984.
On the other hand, it is not for the Council to express an opinion
such as those mentioned by the honourable Member.
establishes standards
against the dangers
are revised regularly
on specific instances
***
Question No 79, by Mrs Lizin (H-5)/85)
Subject: Council meeting on pollution from cars (20 March)
Can the President of the Council summarize the position adopted by the Belgian Minister,
Mr Aens, and the arguments he used with a view to defending the interests of the Flemish
assembly lines?
Ansuer
I should like to remind the honourable Member of Parliament that, in accordance with
Anicle 18 of its Rules of Procedure, the Council's deliberations are confidential.
Question No 80, b7 Mr Van Miert (H-t3)/84)
Subject: The San Jos6 Conference
In the joint final communiqu6 of this conference between the European Community and
Latin America, both parties expressed their willingness to open negotia[ions as soon as
possible with a view to concluding a cooperation agreement. In the Council's opinion,
what areas would fall within the scope of such an agreement and what steps have they
taken so far to reach an agreement?
Ansuer
Recognizing the imponance of strengthening and giving institutional form to relarions
between the European Community and Central America, the Ministers on [he two sides
declared themselves ready at the San Jos6 Conference to start discussions as soon as possi-
ble with a view to netotiatint an inter-regional framework cooperation agreemenr.
As a concrete follow-up to this declaration of intent, the Commission held explorarory
talks with the countries concerned at rhe end of 1984. Ir is for rhe Commission ro propose
to the Council the directives on the basis of which it wishes to be authorized to negotiate
the above-mentioned cooperation agreement..
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The relevant European Parliament Committees will be receiving all the necessary informa-
tion under the .$Testerterp procedure.
As to the content of such an agreement, I can add that ar the San Jos6 Conference Minis-
ters had in mind a framework agreement of the hope already concluded with ASEAN,
although of course adapted to the special situation of the Cenrral American region.
***
Question No 81, by Mr Huuon (H-t39/84)
Subject: Improvement of relations between Council and European Parliament
In view of the statement in [he Solemn Declaration on European Union, adoprcd at Stutt-
gan in June 1983, that the European Parliament'has an essential role to play in the
development of European Union',t what specific proposals is the Council preparing, based
on Parliament's resolutions on relations with the other institutions adopted in July 19812
and in addition to the Declaration, to enable Parliament to sadsfy the demands of Euro-
pean citizens that it should pay a more effective role in this regard?
Answer
The Council has examined in demil the resolutions referred to by the honourable Mem-
ber. It stated the outcome of this examination in three letters dated 6April 1982 and 13
and 14 March 1984. In so doing, the Council adoprcd positions on rhe aspecm of rhese
resolutions concerning :
- 
the statement of the programme of the Presidency-in-Office;
- 
written and oral questions;
- 
panicipation by the President of the Council in its various compositions in meetings
of Parliamentary Committees ;
- 
optional consultation of the European Parliament;
- 
funher consultation of the European Parliament;
- 
Rules 32 and 36 of the European Parliament's Rules of Procedure;
- 
examination by the Council of European Parliament resolutions;
- 
informing the European Parliament of the action taken on its opinions;
- 
the role of the European Parliament in the drawing up and conclusion of interna-
tional agreements and treaties of accession.
Furthermore, at the meeting between the Enlarged Bureau of the European Parliament
and the ten Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the Member States on 20 November I984, Mr
Barry outlined the Council's position on the question of the revision of the conciliation
procedure.
Question No 85, by MrAndrear (H-772/84)
Subject: The horticultural industry
In view of the imponance to the Community of achieving self-sufficiency in honicultural
produce, and since the oil price explosion of the seventies made the entire oil-fired sector
t Bulletin of the European Communities, No 6-1983, point 2.3.1.
' 
OJ C 234, 14.9. 1981, pp. 52-57,64-66.
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uneconomic for honiculruralists in rhe Nonh County Dublin growing area, will the
Council stare whar ir plans are for the future of this vital industry?
Answer
The honicultural sector is covered by the common organizarion of rhe marker in the fruir
and vegetable sector which is provided in the 1972 basic regulation.
The system set up by that Regulation has been improved on several occasions ro ensure a
reasonable level of income for the agricultural community concerned and to protecr
undenakings in that panicular sector against imports from non-member countries.
In regard to any special measures to assist the honicultural industry in Ireland, the Com-
mission has not submirted ro the Council any proposals relating ro [his secror.
Question No 85, by Mr Vandemeulebrouche (H-797/84)
Subject: Programme of action on roxicology for healrh protection
In May 1984 the Commission submitted to the Council a drafr resolution on a programme
of action of the European Communities on toxicology for health protecrion. Vill rhe
Council indicate what stage it has reached in the considerarion of rhis drafr resolurion?
Ansuter
As regards the programme of action of the European Communities on toxicology for
health protection, during their meeting of 3/4May in Venice the Healrh Minisrers
reached a large degree of agreement and instructed the 'Health' Group to continue im
work in this regard.
*
:i x.
Question No 87, by Mr Fitzgerald (H-10/85)
Subject: Employmenr and Italian Presidency
During his speech to the European Parliament on l6January 1984 Mr Andreotti, Presi-
dent of the Council of Ministers, stated that the Italian Presidency intended ro ensure rhar
the central imponance of the issue of employmenr was the main criterion guiding the
determination and development of Community instruments and of initiatives rhrt 
".i norconfined to the social sector but are also 
- 
and primarily 
- 
of imponance to rhe econo-
mic and the industrial cooperation fields. \7ill the Council now indicate whar action it has
taken to meer rhese objecrives?
Ansuer
As promised, the Italian Presidenry has devoted much atrenrion to the problem of unem-
ployment.
The Council, to begin with, and subsequently rhe European Council have worked out
economic poliry guidelines designed to ensure more job-generaring and susrained econo-
mic growth. These guidelines involve
- 
the crearion of a large single marker berween now and 1992;
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- 
the creation and development of small and medium-sized undertakings;
- 
the adaptation and adjustment of working conditions;
- 
the expansion of employment by means of specific measures.
Carrying our these measures should reduce the administrative burden on industry both at
national and Community level.
The Presidenr-in-Office of the Social Affairs Council also gave a detailed account of the
activities and intentions of the Italian Presidency when replying to a series of Oral Ques-
tions during the previous pan-session of the Parliament.
In addition, the Italian Government organized a major international conference in Venice
at the beginning of April to discuss one of the most acute problems of our age 
- 
the
consequences of the introduction of new technology for employment.
The Iralian Presidency hopes thar these initiatives will provide a better insight into the
problem of unemployment and consequently make it easier to implement job-creating pol-
icies.
Question No 88, by Mr Pearce (H-25/85/reo.)
Subject: Paperwork formalities at intra-Community frontiers
Does the Council believe that the Commission's new approach to technical harmonization
will bring about a major relaxation of paperwork formalities at intra-Community frontiers
and posts?
Ansuer
The Commission's new approach to technical harmonization is aimed at speeding up the
harmonization ar Community level of the myriad rcchnical rules and standards existing in
the various Member States to ensure or establish that products do not endanger the safety
of persons, domestic animals or property.
This approach 
- 
like rhar followed hitheno in adopting the l80Directives already in
force 
- 
is designed to remove barriers to intra-Community trade, thereby contributing to
che free movement of goods.
o*o
Question No 89, by Mr Epbremidis (H-45/8t)
Subject: Greek steel industry
The trade deficit in steel products between Greece and the other nine EEC countries is
constantlygrowing (1979 3 900m drachmas;1980: 10 100m drachmas; l98l: 11300m
drachmas; 1982: ll 700m drachmas; first ten months of 1983: 17500m drachmas).
Impons from the EEC went up from 565700 tonnes in 1981 to I 178 000 tonnes in 1983,
while Greek production of steel products vent up from I 320 000 tonnes to only
1 454 000 tonnes in the period from 1981 to 1983. At the same time, the Community pro-
hibirs state aid for investment in the Greek steel industry, while generous aid for the steel
industry in France and Vest Germany is approved.
Vhat specific measures does the Council propose to take to revive the Greek steel indus-
try, having regard to the desperate situation in which it now finds itself, panicularly since
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Greece joined the EEC, and bearing
munity system governing aid to the
expires ?
in mind [hat, at the end of 1985, the present Com-
srcel industry and rhe disribution of steel exporrs
Answer
At the present time the Council has not received any request from the Commission for an
Opinion regarding possible measures to revive the Greek steel industry. Of course, if the
Commission submim such a request, the Council will cenainly study it with all the neces-
sary attention.
It should be recalled that the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community
confers upon the Commission the powers for implementing the Treaty aims. The Treaty
stipulates that the Commission must consult the Council or obnin its Opinion only when
cenain well-defined measures are involved.
,l
**
Qaestion No 90, by Mr Mac Sharry @-71/St)
Subject: Beef expons
Bearing in mind that Ireland is the EEC's biggest exponer of beef, is the Council aware
that the decision to reduce export refunds on shipmenrc to third counrries and the first
ever suspension of intervention in Ireland will seriously undermine the smbility of the Irish
cattle and beef industry and does not the Council agree that the Community should in facr
pursue a policy of increasing expons to third countries to offset increased supplies of cow
beef?
Ansuer
The measures to which the honourable Member refers relate ro management of the beef
and veal market and are therefore a matter for the Commission, whose task ir is to rake, in
the present budgetary context, the measures which it considers appropriate for Com-
munity management of the market.
Question No 92, by Mr oon lV'ogau (H-gi/B))
Subject: Compulsory delays of trains at intra-Community borders
According to the travel trade journal 'Der Fremdenverkehr', long-disrance rrains still have
to-_ftoP for long periods at intra-Community fronriers so rhar border police and cusroms
of{icials can carry out checks on the passengers while the train is srarionary. The time
allowed for the border police and customs formalities may be as long as 56 minures, the
time that a train on the Kehl/Paris line was held up at Strasbourg stition. Trains almost
always stop for 20 minutes ar the Brenner Pass, vhere mosr prsseng..s have been unable
to report. any activiry by the border police.
Does the Council not share my view that the easing of border formaliries for motorists
should be paralleled in intra-Community rail traffic by spot checks by police and customs
officials on individual trains, carried out during the journey so as io-avoid unnecessary
delays at the Community's internal fronriers in future?
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Answer
The Commission has submitted to the Council a proposal for a Direcdve on the easing of
controls and formalities applicable to narionals of the Member States when crossing
intra-Community borders.
The problem raised by the honourable Member is one of the kind discussed during exami-
narion of this proposal, which is being carried out in the light of the Opinion delivered by
the European Parliament on 18 April 1985.
,!a
**
Question No 98, by Mr Rogalla (H-114/8t)
Subject: Threatened strike by Italian road hauliers and the danger of a jam at border cus-
toms Posts
'\7hat 
sreps does rhe Council inrend to take following the declaration on 17 March 1985
by a meeting of Italian road hauliers affiliarcd to the International Road Hauliers' Federa-
tion that 'all road haulage services are to be closed down within 30 days' in order to avert
che disastrous effects at border crossing poinm which similar action has already produced
in the not too distant past?
Answer
I can confirm, as the Council has already done in reply to Oral Question No 632183 put
by Mr von Hassel with regard to a similar case, the Council's general position that waiting
times at internal border crossings in the Community should be reduced to the minimum
necessary for the proper performance of essential checks and formalities.
The Council has every confidence that the Member States will comply with the provisions
for the Directive on the facilitation of physical inspections and administrative formalities
in respect of the carriage of goods between Member States adopted by the Council on
I December 1983, in panicular with a view to giving effect to the policy I have just men-
tioned.
Question No 99, by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cenetti (H-129/8t)
Subject: Implemenrarion of the conclusions of the European Council
\7hen does rhe Council inrcnd adopting the necessary decisions to implement as,rapidly as
possible the proposals of the Adonnino Commictee repon as provided for in the conclu-
sions of the European Council in Brussels?
Ansuter
The European Council asked the Council of Ministers to adopt without delay rhe deci-
sions ro which the Repon on a People's Europe refers which fall within its purview. In
several cases, [he Report gave deadlines for the adoption of decisions in those fields. It
also invircd the commission ro take the initiatives to enable the proposals contained in the
reporr ro be put into practice. It finally invited the Member States to take decisive action
where rhis was wirhin their sphere of competence.
Several of the rcpics dealt with in the report of the ad 6oc Committee on a People's
Europe have already formed the subject of Commission proposals. The Council is contin-
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uing to examine these matters and, as requested by the European Council, will repon ro it
at the European Council meering on 29 and 30 June 1985.
Question No 101, by Mrs Hammerich (H-126/St)
Subject: Militarization of the European Community
During Parliament's debate of l6April 1985 on the March summir, the President-in-Off-
ice, Mr Craxi, stated that the summit in Milan in June would not be discussing militariza-
tion of the European Community. How does this square wirh the following p-hrase in the
Dooge report, which is, afrcr all, the basis for the summit's debate on Europian Union:
'A commitment by Member States to design, develop and produce such systems and
equipment joindy' (i.e. 'high-technology equipment which can strengthen Europe's defen-
sive capabilities') ?
Ansuer
The European Council in Dublin agreed that the report of the ad hocCommittee for Insti-
tutional Affairs would be the principal subject on the agenda for rhe European Council
meeting in June 1985.
The Council was not represented on the ad boc Committee for Insritutional Affairs
(Do9g9 Committee) and is not therefore in a position to interprer the phrase referred to
by the honourable Member.
I would funhermore draw the honourable Member's attenrion ro the fact rhat quesrions
relating to the Member States' defence policies are outside the European Communities'
field of comperence.
Question No 102, by Mr Ferruccio Pisoni (H-127/gt)
Subject: Amended proposal for a direcrive of 2 March 1979 on (self-employed) commer-
cial agents
Vill the.Council explain why, six years after the abovementioned proposal was submitted,
one of the Member States is still, as the questioner has himself ascenained, taking such a
dercrmined sand against it, and to which points in the proposal irs objections .efel? lfzhat
is the Council doing to resolve rhis deadlock?
Ansaner
Technical work on finalizing the Directive on commercial agents has, as the honourable
Member says, made only very slow progress, panicularly in view of the fact that a funda-
mental reservation has been tabled on irs actual desirability.
The Presidency of the Council has taken the matter up with the Commission in order to
maintain the necessary co^ntacm_to enable_ any progress to be made which would satisfy all
the delegadons and the Council resumed its discussions only yesterday at its meetinj on
the Internal Market.
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Question No 103, by Mrs Boserup (H-131/85)
Subject: Community panicipadon in the Star \flars project
Agence Europe of l8April 1985 repons that Mr Karl-Heinz Narjes, Vice-President of
the Commission, concurs with the favourable attitude expressed by Mr Delors, President
of the Commission, at the Brussels Summit of 29 and 30 March 1985 towards suppon for
the US plans to develop Star'Sil'ars weaponry.
Does rhe Council share the Commission's belief that the Community ought to panicipate
in the Star'S/ars project? If so, which anicles of the Treaty of Rome provide for such
collaboration, and under which headings will the Council enter such acdvities?
Ansaner
The Council of che European Communities does not feel obliged [o comment on press
reports of the statement by Vice-President Narjes.
'!7ith regard to discussions which took place during the European Council meeting in
Brussels on 29 and 30 March 1985, a report has already been made to the European Par-
liament in accordance with the usual procedures.
**,,
Question No 105, by Mr Filinis (H-137/8t)
Subject: European Union and a system of financial equalization
The Draft Treary of the European parliament esmblishing the European Union provides,
in Anicle 73, for rhe introduction of a system of financial equalization in order to alleviate
excessive economic imbalances between the regions. However, the report of the Com-
mittee on Institutional Affairs makes no reference to this system.
\flould the Council srare rhe reasons for this omission and what measures it could take to
ensure thar rhe sysrem of financial equalization forms an integral pan of any endeavour
to esablish European Union?
Ansaner
The Council was nor represented on [he ad hoc Committee on Institutional Affairs and
rherefore is not in a position ro indicate rhe reasons why this Committee did not include
the subject mentioned by the honourable Member in its repon.
Question No 104, by Mr Rafiery @-135/85)
Subject: New Technology
\7ill the President-in-Office confirm that the Council will fully consider at the earliest
possible opponunity the imponant Commission proposals on the reinforcement of the
technological basis and the competitiveness of Community industry? Vill he provide a
timetable for their implemenation?
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Question No 106, by Mr Pininfarina (H-141/85)
Subject: European industry
The final communiqu6 of the Brussels European Council endorsed the Commission com-
munication on a six-point programme to consolidate rhe technological base and competi-
tiveness of European industry.
The communiqu6 also requested the Council of Ministers ro give careful consideration to
the proposal contained in this communication.'!7hat action does the Council of Minisrers
intend ro take, and when, on the Commission's programme?
toint ansuer
The Council currently attaches and will conrinue to artach the highest prioriry to measures
to strengthen the rcchnological base and competitiveness of Communiry industry. Some of
the concrete proposals made in response to one of rhe six principal objectives iingled our
by the Commission in its recent communication ro the Europlan Council are-already
being examined with all due disparch, while others are schedulei for immediate discussion
as soon as the Parliamenr has delivered its Opinion.
Thus, for example, the new approach presented by the Commission on standardization
has given rise to intense discussions which are about to come to fruition. As soon as the
Parliament has delivered its Opinion, the Council will commence its examinarion of rhe
RACE programm€, which, in rhe commission's view, consrirures rhe first stage in the
implementation of the industrial policy concerning telecommunications. This also applies,
in panic.ular, to the proposals in the field of biotechnology relating to medicinal p.od-u.ts,
on which the Parliamenr has also been requested ro deliver its Opinion.
This Commission communication must be followed up by practical proposals and I can
only stress in this respect that the Council will examine them will all dui speed and wirh
the highest priority, taking account of any Opinions which the European Parliament may
express on these matters.
**,,.
lll. Questions to tbe Foreign Ministers meeting in Political Cooperation
Question No 108, by Mr Boutos (H-808/54)
Subject: Murders of represenrarives of the press wirhin rhe Communiry
Recently, in a Member State of the Community, rwo newspaper publishers have been
assassinated within a shon space of time. These crimes are still unsoived. Virhin the gen-
eral climate recently created by a whole series of terrorist acrs committed in the de-mo-
cratic countries of Europe, to which our Parliamenr righrly gave its artenrion in rhe
February part-session, rhere is 
- 
with due cause 
- " 
g-*irg suspicion rhat this cam-
paign is mking on new dimensions that make it panicularly dangeroui for our instirutions.It is now clear rhar, in liquidating important figures in the press world, the aim is ro
undermine the desire and capacity for freely expressing ideas in rhis crucial area of our
public life, in the hope that others will thereby be intimidated and our democracies will as
a result be funher destabilized. Do the ministers share the view rhar this new development
is..panicularly alarming and that every effort should be made to give special prorecrio, ,o
all those active in. {9 Rress world and to accelerate the coordinition of measures by thegovernments in all Member States aimed at combating terrorism?
Ansuer
The Ten share the honourable Member's concern at rhe recent new ourbreaks of terror-
ism in Europe and agree on the need for closer coordinarion between the Member Stares
in tackling it.
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This marter was recently dealt with at the Ministerial Meeting in Rome on 12 February
last, during which the Minisrers stressed the need to continue and strengthen the already
active cooperation between the Ten in order to uckle this problem.
'i ;i
Question No 1 11, by Mr Seloa (H-834/84)
Subject: Khadafi and terrorism in Europe
How do the Foreign Ministers think they ought to respond to statements by Khadafi
(extracts of whose speech appeared in the European press on 4 March 1985) rhat he
regards the Baader-Meinhof, Red Brigades and Acdon Directe terrorist groups as 'revolu-
tionary opposition' and promises to support. them, and does any EEC government believe
that such organizations have received aid from Khadafi in the past?
Ansaner
The starements by Colonel Khadafi to which the honourable Member refers have not
been discussed in European Political Cooperation. Hence the implicadons of these state-
ments and any possible reaction to them have not been discussed by the Ten. However,
this does not exclude the possibility that the panner countries have taken or plan to take
bilateral political and diplomatic initiatives.
Question No 116, by Mr Van Miert (H-710/84)
Subject: United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
On gDecember 1984 when the deadline for signature expired, l5gcountries had signed
the Convention, including most of the Member states, except for the Federal Republic of
Germany and the United Kingdom, as well as the European Community. On the other
hand, however, not one single Member State has so far ratified the Convention. The pre-
peralory committee of the Seabed Authority has now evidendy decided to commence
registration of firms engaged in deep-sea mining in March 1985. Vhat steps have the
Ministers akeady taken to ensure that the Member Smtes ratify the Convention and that
the Communiry does not miss the boat in such an essential sector as the law of the sea?
Answer
'!flhen the United Nations signed the Convention on the Law of the Sea, some signatory
Member States and rhe European Community imelf made statements on the omissions and
shoncomings of Section 11 of the Convention, which deals with the seabed, and
expressed the hope that the preparatory committee for setting up the International Seabed
Aurhority would manage in the course of its work to draw up implemendng rules which
would make the system applying to the seabed acceptable. In addition, some Member
States did not sign the Convention.
In view of rhis, it does not look as if the process of ratification or accession by the Mem-
ber Srares of the Community will be concluded soon. Consultations between the Member
States of the Community are sdll being conducted on the matter.
Funhermore, in accordance with Resolution No 2 on the protection of prior inves[ments,
the French Government lodged an application on 3 August 1984 for registration with the
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Preparatory Committee as a pioneer investor with a view to obtaining righm m a prospecr-
ing site for metal-bearing nodules.
This registration cannot take place until all the conditions ser with regard ro Resolution
No 2 have been met.
Question No I t 7, by Mrs Hammericb (H-732/g4)
Subject: Panicipation by countries other than Community Member States in European
Political Cooperation
If it.is s-eriously to be believed rhat European political cooperarion functions indepen-
dently of the Community, the current practice musr cease as soon as countries other ihan
Community Member States panicipate in European political cooperation. If European
political cooPeration is to expand to become proper \7isr European cooperation inrol'ving
counrries other than Community Member States, will the Foreign Minirt.., draw thl
appropriarc conclusions and stop linking European political cooperadon with the acrivities
of th_e European Parliament? Vill the Piesident of rhe Foreign Ministers then stop attend-
ing Parliament's pan-sessions each month for inspiration ind guidance and ro answer
questions?
Ansaner
As was stated in the reply to Oral Question No H-730l84 tabled by the honourable Mem-
ber herself, panicipadon in political cooperation is restricted to the Member States of rhe
European Communiry.
The honourable Member's a[tention should also be drawn ro rhe fact that, by recognizing
that 
.'rhe Assembly of the E_uropean Community has an essenrial role ro play"in rhldevelopment of European Union' and, consequently, that 'the European ^parliament
debates all matters relating. to European Union, including European Political Coopera-
tion', rhe Solemn Declaration on European Union, signid by ihe Heads of Snte and
Government of the Ten ar the end of the European council held in Stutrgan on
17-19 lune 1983, laid down the consultation procedure currenrly in force betwien rhe
Presidency of the Ten and rhe European Parliament.
:i *.
Question No 119, by Mrs Dury @-1t/Bi)
Subject: The dictatorship in Chile
on 22 February 19!5, carlos Gabriel Godoy Echegoyen, a young man of 23, died as a
resulr of ronure inflicred the day after he had been'r...rr.i *iil tz others. He is rhe
second Person in less than a month to have been ronured ro dearh in rhe Chilean dictaror-
ship's secrer prisons.
Do the F9.reig1 Ministers envisage bringing other forms of pressure ro bear on the Chilean
dictatorship, since it remains unmoved by ihe writren and verbal proresrs which have been
made?
Ansuter
The Ten have on many occasions expressed their deep concern ar the repeared violations
of human righm in Chile and ir shoik at the rragic .lr.nrr, of which the death of Carlos
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Gabriel Godoy Echegoyen, referred to by the honourable Member, is a recent serious
example.
In their sraremenr of l2 November 1984, which received wide public attention, the Ten
strongly condemned the breaking off of dialogue with the opposition and the declaration
of manial law, by which the Chilean Government is attempting to justify legally the con-
stant violations of human righm and basic freedoms. It should be pointed out thar, in this
regard, the Ten have not only publicly condemned these acts but have also made repearcd
represenutions, including recently, to the authorities in Santiago on behalf of Chilean
citizens.
o*o
Question No 120, by Mr Ephremidis @-a6/85)
Subject: Non-involvement by Member States in Star \7ars plans
At the last two-day conference in Rome of the European Space Agency, Italy, a Member
State of the Community, and a member of the Agency, asked ministers to agree to a pro-
posal by President Reagan that the Agency should become involved in the Star Vars pro-
gramme. Britain announced that is was prepared to take pan in the programme, while
France, through its Foreign Minisrcr on his last visit to the USA, said in this connection
rhar the USA and its allies 'must have funher discussions on this idea of a protective cur-
nin leading to the disappearance of the offensive sysrem'.
Vhat steps do the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation propose to take to
prevent involvement by Community Member States in the Star Vars plans, and are such
attitudes of Member States' governments not at variance with repeated declarations made
in the context of political cooperation concerning peace, arms reductions and the need to
step up the Geneva talks?
Answer
Disarmament issues are obviously dealt with in the context of European Political Cooper-
ation. The Ten have always done, and continue to do, everything in their power to pro-
mote bilateral or multilateral negotiations with a view to the reduction of armaments of
any kind, both nuclear and conventional, by means of balanced measures under effective
international supervision.
The question raised by the honourable Member, however, concerns a matter which is not
covered by European Political Cooperation and has thus not been discussed in that con-
text. The governmenm of the Member States of she Community will thus have to adopt a
position on this matter at national level or on the basis of direct consultations between the
countries concerned. However, the honourable Member's discription of the attitude of
cenain Member States towards this question does not correspond with the actual positions
of the countries in question as expressed in numerous public statements.
*."'*
Question No 121, by Mr Tzounis (H-5a/85)
Subject: Violadon by the Soviet Union of a series of arms reduction treaties
Have the Foreign Ministers given any consideration to the reports that the Soviet Union
has violared rhe 1972 ABM reary by constructing a prohibited type of radar in Siberia, rhe
1979 SALT II reaty by going on to lest a second rype of intercontinental missile, and the
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1953 nuclear test treaty by carrying out tests from which rhere were leaks of radioactive
waste?
Answer
The Ten are closely following the Geneva negotiations on space and nuclear weapons
and, as in the past, will not fail to encoure1e any possibiliry of positive developmenrs in
the nlks between the United States and rhe Soviet Union.
The question raised by the honourable Member is a fundamenral aspect of the current
negotiario-ns. The Ten attach the greatest importance to compliance with rhe obligations
resulting from the present treaties, in panicular rhe ABM Treaty, and will not fail io take
due account of these concerns in their action [o promore positive results in Geneva.
Question No 122, by Mr Fellermaier (H-77/85)
Subject: Change of names of Turkish citizens in Bulgaria
Can the chairman of the Foreign Ministers confirm repons that as pan of a nationwide
campaign since the end of 1984, the Turks living in Bulgaria have been forced ro give up
their Turkish names and adopt Bulgarian names and does rhe conference of Foreign Min-
isters see any possibility of influencing Bulgaria, given that it is one of rhe signarories of
the Final Act of Helsinki, to respect the human rights of its Turkish minoriry?
Ansuter
The Ten are closely following the situation of the Muslim minority in Bulgaria. This ques-
tion was recently dealt with in the context of European Political Cooperation. In order ro
gain a full and objective insight into the problem and all its implicadons, the Ten are cur-
rently engaged in obtaining further facts.
Question No 123, by Mr Pearce (H-80/8t)
Subject: Expon of cocaine
\7ill the Foreign Ministers make representations to the governments of rhose South Amer-
ican countries from which cocaine is exported- with a view to impeding supplies from
reaching Europe?
Ansuer
The illegal expon of cocaine from South America is not at presenr receiving specific arren-
tion in the conrext of European Political cooperation. However, at ihe meedng of
1.2 February 1985 in Rome the Foreign Ministers of the Ten recognized rhe imponance of
th-e prgb_191n of drug rafficking and agreed that it should be discussed at rhe nixt meering
of the Ministers responsible for action ro combar terrorism and organized crime.
*{-
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Question No 124, by Mr McMabon (H-100/85)
Subject: Shootings in South Africa
Can the President of rhe Council of Ministers inform Parliament as to what actions the
Ministers propose taking to put pressure on the South African Government. to end their
policy of apartheid and what representations were made by the Commission to the South
African Government about the killing of innocent citizens in the month of March in the
Eastern Capi?
Answer
The Ten have of course on numerous occasions expressed sheir condemnation of apart-
heid in South Africa and called on the Pretoria Government to move quickly to introduce
the reforms necessary for bringing racial segregation to an end, notably in the Foreign
Ministers' declarations of ll september 1984 and, more recently, 29 April 1985. The
recenr evenrs in Sourh Africa, as was indicated in the answer to oral question H-59/85,
were the subject of a press statement made by the Presidency on behalf of the Ten on
25 March 1985.
This stated thar rhe ten Member States of the European Community expressed their deep
concern ar rhe rension created in South Africa as a result of indiscriminate repressive act-
ion against the black population. In particular, they strongly condemned the behaviour of
the police in the events of 2l March in Uitenhage, which led rc the deaths of a number of
blacks. The Ten recalled the Foreign Ministers'declaration of ll September 1984 and
repeared their call for an end to apanheid and for a process of dialogue leading to sub-
stantive reforms [hat met the legitimate aspirations of the black population.
,,"*.
Question No 127, by Mr loersen (H-138/85)
Subject: Measures against South Africa
In recent monrhs, the Scandinavian countries have taken a tougher line with the barbaric
regime in South Africa. Among other things, measures have been taken with a view to a
boycott of coal impons from, and oil exports to, South Africa. In their answer to my ques-
tion H-59l85,r the Foreign Ministers meeting in polirical cooperation stressed that they
would welcome thorough-going reforms with a view to satisfying the legitimate aspira-
tions of the black population. However, the Foreign Ministers are evidently unwilling to
take more stringent measures against South Africa than those of the UN. Is this because
the Foreign Ministers do not consider that an oil boycott and other economic sanctions
would actually be an effective instrument against the illegal regime in South Africa?
Answer
The siruation in South Africa and the policy rc be adopted towards that country are regu-
larly discussed in European Political Cooperation.
In this context, as pointed out in the reply to Oral Question No H-59l85 tabled by the
honourable Member himself, the position adopted by the Danish Parliament has been
brought ro rhe attention of the other partners. However, the possibility of imposing an oil
boycott or orher economic sanctions on South Africa, in addition to the mandatory sanc-
tions adopted by the United Nations and sricdy applied by the Ten, has not been dis-
cussed in European Polidcal Cooperation.
The Ten will conrinue to use their collective weight to induce the South African Govern-
ment to end the inhuman system of apartheid.
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President
(The sitting utas opened at 10 a.m.)
Mr Le Pen (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, yesterday, at a solemn sitting, this Assem-
bly received President Reagan, who is the Head of the
American Executive 
- 
in other words, the leader of
the most powerful ally nation. I have to say tha[ many
Members were deeply shocked, not only by the dis-
courteous behaviour of certain of our colleagues, but
also by what seemed to us to be the complacency on
the pan of the authorities in our Assembly, and a
number of administrative departments.
I know that it is a kind of disinformation that allows
the cameras to be pointed only at minority activities or
activism. But, whether it is a quesrion of President
Reagan or any other Head of State, since we are also
talking about the dignity of an Assembly which will
perhaps be called on one day to legislate, Members
ought indeed to be convinced of the need ro set an
example of respect for order and dignity. The fact that
no violence occurred appears to be due to negotiations
between the Presidency and some of those responsible
for the disturbances.
This blackmail is absolutely intolerable, and it is
obvious that 
- 
in the matter, a[so, of attire 
- 
the
7. Social Fund 
- 
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Blocb oon Blottnitz
Assembly owes it to itself to present a dignified, res-
pectable image of the peoples that it represents.
(Applause fron tbe right)
President. 
- 
Mr Le Pen, I have to contradict you;
there were no negotiations of any son.
Mrs Hoff (S).- (DE) Mr President, as it is impossi-
ble, in the context of a debate on a point of order, to
express remarks with regard to [he content, although I
could certainly say something about that, I should like
to inform Mr Le Pen that he is the lasr person entitled
to pass judgment on the conduct of our colleagues. I
should therefore like to repudiate utterly what he has
said.
(Applausefrom the brt)
Mr Provan (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. In the light of changed circumsrances consequen[
on decisions taken in Nigeria, which moved yesterday
to take legal proceedings against Kenneth Clark and
Angus Patterson, I wish to withdraw the urgent reso-
lution in my name. These two men have been held for
just short of a year, and the Nigerian authorities now
say that the rial is to commence next Monday. I,
therefore, believe it would be inappropriate for Parlia-
ment to discuss this matter today, as it could be viewed
as subjudice.
9.
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Provan
However, I must ask Parliament ro supporr. the resolu-
tion next month, as a matter of urgency, if proper pro-
cedures and conditions are nor in place. The rwo
Aberdonians, who are aircrak rechnicians, have nor
had proper consular represenrarion or access to legal
advice. The coun proceedings must take place within a
reasonable time, as they have been postponed several
times in the past and the families of rhe two men con-
cerned cannor be allowed ro stay in the conditions rhar
they are having to live with ar rhe presenr rime.
Mr President, I am sure you will accept that basic
human rights have to be respecred. If rhe Nigerian
authorities do not proceed with rhis trial at the presenr
time, in an acceptable manner, we as a Parliament will
have to return to the basic human rights issue in rhe
future. Mr President, I hope you will allow me to
withdraw this resolution for the presenr.
President. 
- 
Your commenrc have been noted.
Mr Cassidy (ED).- Mr President, I raise a point of
order under Rule 68 
- 
order in rhe Chamber 
- 
and
Rule 70 
- 
disturbances. Ir is nor rhe firsr rime that
banners have been displayed in this Chamber by cer-
tain Members, whom I will not name but whose iden-
tity is well known ro you. I see rhar in the case of
continued offences the Chair has rhe righr under
Rule 59 to exclude Members who continually trans-
gress.
(Applausefrom the centre and the rigbt)
May I therefore suggest that under Rules 68 andTO 
-order in the Chamber, and disturbances 
- 
a nore be
made of those who caused the disturbances yesterday
with a view to their possible exclusion from this
Chamber under Rule 59 at some future date.
In the case of the chairman of the Brirish Labour
group, she is old enough to know betrer. In rhe case of
the German Greens, of course, they are rhe spiritual
heirs of Adolf Hitler and cannot be expected to know
any better.
Prcsident. 
- 
Your statement has been noted.
Mr Ford (S).- On a point of order Mr Presidenr. I
am tempted to engage in a debate with Mr Cassidy
over the comments he has just made. However, I actu-
ally have a serious point of order to make, as opposed
to trying to make a polirical point.
This morning, in my pigeonhole, I received an answer
from the Commission to an oral question I tabled on
Leeward Island Air Transpon and the purchase of air-
craft. The answer was identical ro [har supplied ro Mr
Newman some four months ago. In fact, it was the
same ansver with his name tippexed our and mine pur
on instead. Since that has happened, rhe Brirish
Government has asked for an inquiry into how the
decision came to be made. If the Commission is going
to treat this House seriously 
- 
and we are being
urged to treat it seriously 
- 
I presume it can at least
update its answers over a period of four monrhs! I
hope you will take this up with them. Clearly we are
all wasting our time if all the Commission is going to
do is to photocopy previous answers four months
later, when circumstances have changed.
President. 
- 
Mr Ford, that was nor a poinr of order.
If you care to submit to me in writing the question you
have just raised, I shall see what action I can take.
Mr Fellermaier (S). 
- 
(DE) In conrrasr to my col-
leagues of the Conservative Group, I should like to
thank you expressly for rhe dignity with which you
conducted yesterday's sitting, as well as for rhe fact
that you allowed Members the libeny ro express rheir
views by personal badges or banners and did nor com-
ply with the request of a Brirish Conservative ro insri-
tute disciplinary measures againsr freely-elected Mem-
bers. They were only expressing the attirude of rheir
electors to a country's President whom we cenainly
respect but with whose policy we are nor bound ro
agree in full. Thar only shows the spirit of the British
Conservatives. They remain true ro themselves as
being forever yesterday's people.
(Applause from the lefi)
Mr Hiirlin (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, may I ask
you to call upon Mr Cassidy to apologize immediately
for what he has just said abour the German Greens.
(Applausefiom the lefi)
Quite apan from the Rules of Procedure and varying
forms of expression there are limits of which all of us
in this House oughr ro take accounr and Mr Cassidy
has overstepped these limits. I should be grateful if you
would tell him that and I call upon Mr Cassidy to
withdraw what he said, since rhar was going roo farl
Mr Elliott (S). 
- 
I wanted to rise in opposition to
what Mr Cassidy has said, but rhis has already been
taken up. In complaining abour orher people he, like a
number of his colleagues, has been exrremely offensive
[o those of us who are simply exercising our right to
put forward the views rhar we espouse and the views
of those people we represenr. I hope that there will be
an evenhandedness in regard to this whole marrer of
expressing one's views, because ir is totally unrea-
sonable for the Conservarives to think that rhey are rhe
only people who have any right ro express their poinr
of view.
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Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, rhere is
a cenain inheritance which one mus[ accept even if
one has not solicircd it and in this sense we are all
heirs of Adolf Hirler and of the inherirance he has left
us. I should like to invire Mr Cassidy ro come ro rhe
Federal Republic of Germany and to see for himself
where Adolf Hitler's spirit still lives. Then he will
understand that it is not pacifists 
- 
wherher one
agrees with them or not 
- 
who [hreaten rhe world.
(Applause from the left)
Mrs Van den Heuvel (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
should like to associate myself with whar Mr Feller-
maier has said as regards your handling of yesterday's
sitting. Because of my respect for you I cannot believe
that you were listening carefully when Mr Cassidy
insulted a number of our colleagues. You stated thar
you noted his statement. I assume that at that moment
you were not listening carefully and that you will now
tell Mr Cassidy most emphatically that that son of
insult cannot be addressed to our colleagues here.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mrs Van de Heuvel, I was lisrening very
carefully. I reserve the right to rake, during subsequent
sittings, whatever decisions I consider to be in line
with both the Rules of Procedure and the digniry of
this House without, of course, having to make any
commitments regarding hypothetical situarions which
q/e cannot at the moment foresee.
(Applause)
Mr Balfe (S). Mr President, any chamber
obviously has to have certain standards as to what can
or cannot be said in it. I recognize that, as far as I
know, Mr Cassidy's only previous experience of
elected office was in the chamber of the Greater Lon-
don Council where such language may be permissible.
I would invite Mr Cassidy to withdraw his remark. I
hope that no person on the left or on the right of this
Chamber would make a similar remark. In the event of
him refusing to withdraw his remarks, I would invirc
you to use Rule 69 to exclude him from the Chamber
for a period of time, because I really do think that we
do have to set down some standards for conduct
within this House.
(Applause)
Sir Fred Catherwood (ED).- Mr Presidenr, Mr Cas-
sidy told me, as acting leader of the group, that he was
going to raise a point of order on the behaviour in the
Chamber yesterday. He did not say what he was going
to say and I am sure our group would not associate
ourselves with the words that he used.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I consider the matter closed.l
l. Budget 1985 
-Votes
President. 
- 
The nex[ item is the vote on:
- 
the draft amendments to Sections I, II, III 
-Annex IV arrd V of rhe draft general budget of the
European Communides for 1985,
- 
the draft amendments and proposed modifications
to Section III of the draft general budget of the
European Communities for 1985,
- 
the report (Doc. A 2-30/85) by Mr Fich, on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on [he new
draft general budget of the European Communi-
ties for 1985.
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I simply wish to
make a correction to one of the budget items. It con-
cerns Anicles 600 and 601 and Amendment No 384.
There is reference in the document on those budget
lines to Community funds given to Greenland. I
believe rhis to be an error and that money for Green-
land has, I believe, ceased or will shortly cease. I
think that once that correction is made, it will be
opportune, as the authors of the amendment propose,
to add Merseyside to that list of particularly disadvan-
taged areas.
President. 
- 
The question will be considered when
the texts have been submitted; we shall hear the rap-
porteur's opinion then.
Mr Pitt (S). 
- 
Mr President, I rise on a point of
order relating to the item on research in the budget.
Either yourself or I have been misled, and I wonder if
you would clear up the matter.
In the new budget there is a heading on research
which in the conciliation process you yourself raised.
\7hen I asked you on Monday what authority you had
to raise it, you said that there had been an adjourn-
ment, that Parliament's delegation had held a meeting
at which all of the political groups had been repre-
sented and you had then used thar as your authority to
insen this item in the budger.
I am rcld subsequently, Sir, that there was no Socialist
Group representative at rhat informal consultation. I
wonder if you would correct me or confirm that you
were wrong in what you said to me on Monday and
would then take my point that you had no authority to
I Approoal of fltnr4tes 
- 
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introduce the item on research as you did during rhe
conciliarion process.
President. 
- 
Mr Pitr, allow me ro poinr out rhat, first,
the European Parliament's delegation did in fact
include members of the differen[ groups, although
none of them was present as representative of his
trouP.
Secondly, at this conciliation meeting rhe Council of
Ministers agreed to change its own proposals. These
new proposals will, of course, be submitred ro rhe
House. If you do not like them, Mr Pitt, you can vo[e
against them. Clearly a conciliation meering of rhis
kind in no way des the hands of Parliament which
retains its full freedom of decision. You will therefore
have an opponunity ro express whatever views you
have on this matter.
'S7e now come to the vore on the budget. I would
remind the House 
- 
and I would ask you to lisren
very carefully to rhis 
- 
rhat for adopdon drafr
amendments require the votes of a majoriry of the cur-
rent Members of Parliament, i.e. at least 218 vores in
favour. Proposed modifications require an absolute
majority of the votes casr. The Committee on Budgets
is in favour of all rhe amendments which it adopted
and of Amendments Nos I ro 4, 309,318, 320 and
348. I shall remind the House of these favourable opin-
ions when the amendments are being pur ro rhe vore.
The Commitree on Budgets is againsr all the orher
amendments.
In view of the fact that a large number of amendments
have already been adopted by Parliament in Ocrober
1984, I propose, in agreemenr with che Committee on
Budgets, that a simplified voring procedure be
adopted: when a series of amendments already
adopted in October and marked with an asrerisk on
your voting list is presented unopposed, I shall put to
the vote the first amendmenr of the series under rhe
normal procedure. If rhis amendmenr is adopted I shall
ask the House if its posirion on each subsequenr
amendment in this series is the same. If one or more
Members oppose this procedure I shall immediately
apply the normal voting procedure.
Are there any objections?
Mr Dankert (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I am afraid
that you are crearing a dangerous precedent by not
voting on the amendmenrs in rurn, one after the orher,
as laid down by the Treaty. I very much regret that ir
takes more rime, but, in view of the budgerary difficut-
ties already experienced in applying the Treary, I
almost beg you ro accepr the rule as laid down by the
Treaty, and vote an each amendmenr in turn.
President. 
- 
V.ry well, Mr Dankert, I nore your pos-
Itlon.
As I pointed out a momenr ago rhis simplified proce-
dure which has been proposed by rhe Commirree on
Budgets, or ar leasr by a majoriry of irs members, can,
I feel, only be applied when there is unanimous agree-
ment. However, as it is apparent from your statement
that this unanimous consensus is not present, we shall
follow the normal procedure.
Mr Cot (S), Chairnan of tbe Committee on Badgets. 
-(FR) Mr President, obviously, if there is an objection,
the customary procedure musr be followed.
I simply wanted ro point out to Mr Dankert thar the
procedure that you are suggesring, and rhat I had pro-
posed to you, Mr President, in my capacity as chair-
man of rhe Commirree on Budgets, is a procedure rha[
allows our Assembly to vore on each amendment in
successlon.
The only thing rhat is changed is rhe way in which the
votes are taken. There is no question wharcver of a
global vore on the amendmenrs, under the prerext rhat
they would have been adopted in November.
It appears to me rherefore rhar your proposal in no
way offends againsr the dispositions of rhe Treaty and
the Rules of Procedure.
(Applause)
Mr Staes (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I narurally
fully agree rhar we musr save time and that waste of
time must be avoided. On the orher hand, I musr tell
you tha[ my group is asking for separate voring on
Title VII, pan (b), concerning nos l3l, 132, 162 and,
163 on the one hand and nos 165 and 174 on rhe
other. The reason is thar, if these marters are taken
together, the vote musr be raken on rwo opr.ions which
are thus conflicting, on rhe one hand for nuclear
energy but on rhe orher hand also for alrernative
energy. !7e cannot do rhat. I therefore ask for separ-
ate votes on these points.
President. 
- 
\fle shall nor waste any more rime. I
already said that we would follow rhe normal proce-
dure. Thar is decided.
(Applause)
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, my
Honourable Friend, Mr Dankert, put forward objec-
tions, but he did not express his opposition and I ask
you to proceed as you were proposing ro do. I respecr
your authoriry in the inrerpretarion of rhe Treaties in
the sphere of rhe financial system and wirh every indi-
vidual point you can give Mr Dankert the opponuniry
to express his opposition formally if he thinks things
are not in order. Otherwise we can proceed as you
proposed.
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President. 
- 
Mr Dankert is opposed to this procedure
on the grounds that its use would create a dangerous
precedent. I have to respect and take account of his
opinion. !7e shall therefore follow the normal proce-
dure.
SECTION V 
- 
COURT OF AUDITORS
Statement of reoenue
Mr Fich (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I
should like first of all to say in general as regards the
Commission's budget, as you also already mentioned
in rhe introduction, that the Committee on Budgets
naturally recommends all its own draft amendments.
That does not mean that the Committee on Budgets
has thus rejected all amendments by specialist commit-
tees, since it is a simple fact that the Committee on
Budgets has taken over those amendments tabled by
specialist committees on which we voted on 14 Nov-
ember 1984. Apan from that, the Committee on Budg-
ets is in favour of only seven funher amendments and
I shall point these out as we come to them.
\flith special regard to the revenue side of the budget,
on which there are six draft amendments, I should like
to say [hat it is essential to vote for the amendments
which increase own resources, otherwise there will not
be the funds to finance expenditure, and that will thus
mean that when we have advanced a little further with
the process we shall no longer be able to vote on
increased expend iture.
Finally I should just like to draw attention to draft
amendmens No 289 recommended by the Committee
on Budgem. It concerns the question of the refund rc
the United Kingdom.
SECTION III _ COMMISSION
Title III
Item 3841 to Article 387 
- 
DrafiAmendments 52 and
312
Mr Curry (ED). 
- 
Mr President, Mr Provan has
asked me to defend his amendment. This is an amend-
ment which follows a resolution carried, I think unani-
mously, in. the House following the discussion about
frauds and it would give practical financial conse-
quence to the House's desires for the control of
frauds, particularly in relation to the Mafia.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Curry. As you are
aware, the amendment has just been adopted.
Mr Fich (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I
should like ro say that the Committee on Budgets
expressed its agreement with you that this amendment
lapsed when draft amendment No 52 was adopted. I
do not think that we can vote on this draft amend-
ment.
President. 
- 
In fact Mr Provan is sadsfied, is he not?
And Mr Curry too.
Title V-Articles 550, 583,649 and 707
Mr Fich (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I
assume that we have now reached draft amendments
No 293 and No 291. The latter also concerns the
quesrion of the refund to the United Kingdom. It con-
cerns the revenue side, whether to introduce a pro-
posed modification in connection with urban renewal
rogether with some comments on the matter. I should
just like to say that there are two draft amendments 
-
one tabled by Mrs Barbarella and one which bears my
name and which the Committee on Budgets supports.
The Committee on Budgets did not vote on Mrs Bar-
barella's amendment, since at that time mine had
already been adoprcd by the Committee on Budgets.
Mr Curry (ED).- Mr President, I do not appear to
have the revised version of Mrs Barbarella's amend-
ment in my folder. I would be grateful if the rappor-
teur could read it out to me. I am panicularly inter-
ested to know what the commentary says and when I
have heard it, I may ask for a split vote between the
token entry and the commentary.
Mr Fich (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) I think there is a
mistake on the list since it says 293/rev.; but in fact it
is simply draft amendment No 293 which is con-
cerned. I also have only one version 
- 
like Mr Curry.
There was a misake, Mr Curry, in the first batch since
the commentary was omitted, but now it is included in
draft amendment No 293. That is what we are con-
cerned with: draft amendment. No293. There has
been no alteration to the text itself.
Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, by
misrake, obviously, the text was initially disriburcd
with pan of ir missing. However, the complete text is
now available in all languages. \7ith your permission,
Mr President, I should like to read the complete text,
for Mr Curry's information also.
Mr Curry (ED). 
- 
Mr President, it is no longer
necessary, now that I know there is but one amend-
menr. But I would request you to vote on the line and
on rhe commen[ary separately, please.
Before the oote on Drafi Amendment No 291/rezt.
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Mr Fich (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) I rhink that we can
now vote on the draft amendment approved by the
Commirtee on Budgets 
- 
rhat is, No 291. It is idenri-
cal as regards the proposed modification but has a dif-
ferent commenury which I, on behalf of rhe Com-
mittee on Budgets, can recommend.
Title VI
Mr Fich (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) The first vote of all
on Chapter 5 concerns the Social Fund. Here rhere are
two draft amendments on a general amount: one from
the Socialist Group for 72 million in appropriations for
payment 
- 
bur I think I heard thar it was withdrawn.
Then one from the Commirtee on Budgets for 62 mil-
lion in appropriarions for payment, as an exceptional
measure. Naturally I wish to recommend the one from
the Commitree on Budgets. But I musr make it clear
here that behind this figure lies a political agreement in
the Committee on Budgem which involves borh sup-
poning this amount and then also an amounr. of S mil-
lion ECU for the development of agriculrure in
Poland. I should like to say rhat rhese two marrers
were joined rogerher in the Commitree on Budgets nor
so much for technical as for political reasons.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Fich.
Item 6482- DrafiArnendments No 358 and No 414
Mr Pitt (S). 
- 
It is a point of order, Mr President.
Forgive me, but could you explain somerhing ro me? I
understand fully why amendments fall when a differ-
ent figure has been adopred, bur in rhe lasr two we
adopted a figure for the paymenrs column. You rhen
said that two amendments seeking to insert amounrs in
the appropriations column fell.
Because they make proposals for rhe appropriations
column and not for the paymen[s column, surely they
could be taken too.
Mr Fich (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) In this column they
are not differentiated allocations and we narurally
canno[ therefore enrer a figure for appropriations for
commitment differing from thar for appropriarions for
payment, and so Mr Pitt is nol correct. Ve cannot
subsequently vote on higher amounrs for appropria-
tions for commitment than for paymenrs because these
are non-differenriared appropriarions.
Item 6510 
- 
Dra,ft Amendments No 110 and No 332
Mr Pitt (S).- Mr President, I undersrood Mr Fich's
explanation to my last point of order, which clearly
you couldn't answer yourself, to mean that you cannot
take together the two amendmenrs which I menrioned,
because then you would end up with different figures
in the columns.
He is now himself, proposing different figures 
-250 000 in the first and 325 000 in the second. I will
not accept the implication that the difference rc which
he is referring is a difference berween no figure and a
figure. That is nor a valid reason for an amendmenr [o
fall.
President. 
- 
I repear that in rhe preceeding case rhe
Chair had a prepared explanation before it, but I felt it
would be useful ro allow the rapporreur to explain it ro
the House, as he did very clearly.
Mr Fich (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Mr Pitt, the budget
conrains differentiated and non-differenriared appro-
priations and for differentiared appropriations rhere
may be a difference berween appropriations for com-
mitment and appropriations for paymenr. No such dif-
ference is possible in rhe case of differentiared appro-
priations. Previously we were dealing with non-differ-
entiated appropriations. Therefore we could nor vo[e;
but we are now dealing with differentiated appropria-
tions. Therefore this rime we may have different
amounts.
Item 6706 
- 
Drafi Amendment No 344
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR)I would jusr like to
draw colleagues' arrention to the fact rhar this amend-
ment only refers to a change of ritle, and nor of the
amounts involved. In other words, a change of title
from 'Figures for the restorarion and mainrinance of
the Panhenon' to 'Figures for the resrorarion and
maintenance of rhe Acropolis'. Because as rhe item
stands ar presenr, it cannot be made good.
(On leaoing the Chair, Mr Pflimlin uas loudly
applauded by tbe House)
IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY
Vice-President
Title VII
Item Z3 t Z 
- 
A,fter the ,z.tote on Dra"fr Amendment No 275
Mr Muntingh (S). 
- 
(NL) I rhink rhere has been a
mistake, since we have jusr voted on Amendmenr
No 275 and we were now engaged in voring on
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Amendment No 183, but the board showed clearly
No 275. So there must have been a mistake.
President. 
- 
Mr Muntingh, I am following the order
set out in the file given to me. I repeat that the order in
which we have just voted was: Amendment No 273,
then No 182, then No 274 and that we were in the
process of voting on No 275. This is the order on the
paper before me. I cannot see any grounds for conten-
tion.
Mrs Viehoff (S).- (NZ,) Madam President, I accept
at once that everything was in order according to your
file, bur wirh Amendment 182 we had 275 on the
screen as well and with Amendment2T5 we had 275
again. So there were a number of people who thought
we were at Amendment 183. Perhaps you have not got
it wrong, but the board did have it wrong. That is
what I go by. Vhen it says 275 I vote on Amend-
ment275 and that cannot be taken twice, but it did
appear twice on the board.
President. 
- 
Mrs Viehoff, having checked the record
I repeat that Amendment No 273 was adopted and
No 182 rejected; that No 274 was also rejected and
that we have just voted on No 275 which was adopted
by 218 votes.
Title IX
Mr Fich (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Madam President, I
should like to make a brief remark by way of intro-
duction to Chapter 9 which, as we all know, is a very
important chapter. The Committee on Budgets has
naturally decided to support its own draft amendment
together also with five draft amendments in Mr Saby's
name 
- 
Nos l, 2, 3, 4 and 348. Moreover, we
decided to support draft amendment No 320 by Mr
Chambeiron and finally the very last vote under this
chapter is the quesdon of support for agricultural
development in Poland, on which there are three draft
amendments: one from Mr Klepsch, one from Mr Bat-
tersby and one in my name. I would ask Mr Klepsch
and Mr Battersby to withdraw rheir amendments in
favour of mine, which is an attempt to combine these
two draft amendments. That is all I need to say on
Chapter 9 for the time being.
President. 
- 
I thank the rapporteur for giving an
overall opinion on these amendments.
After tbe oote on all the amendments to Annex II
Mr Fich (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Unfortunately it
appears that a mistake was made in one of the very last
votes on the budget. That was partly due to an over-
sight on my part. Madam President, you said that one
of the draft amendments of the Committee on Budgets
was withdrawn. That was not the case and it is a great
pity that we did not vo[e on it. It concerns Article 991
and this is a very imponant field, namely cooperation
with Latin America in the industrial sphere, in which
there was a request for 5 million in payment apPro-
priations and 15 million in commitment appropria-
tions. It will be a tremendous mistake not to manage
to adopt this draft amendment since it is indeed Parlia-
ment's policy and I therefore request that draft
amendment No 265 to Article 991 be put to the vote.
President. 
- 
Mr Fich, I shall check whether there is a
mistake in the amendment number. I have just been
informed that Amendment No 265 has in fact been put
[o the vote and I seem to remember that it was by
roll-call vote. I shall check that in the record.
Mr Fich (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) I am tired of insist-
ing and taking up Parliament's time, but this is an
important draft amendment and a technical error has
occurred. I repeat: Draft Amendment No 265 which
concerns 5 million in payment appropriations and
15 million in commitment appropriations, was tabled
to Articleggl which is concerned with industrial
co-operation with Latin America. It is a proposal of
the Committee on Budgets and the Committee did not
withdraw it. Since it is politically a very important pro-
posal I request that we vote on it, although I admit it is
rather late.
President. 
- 
The situation is now clear.
The amendment in question is No 255. The Presi-
dent's papers indicated that it had been withdrawn
which is why it was not put to the vote. I therefore
propose to put it to the vote now.
Motionfor a resolution
Paragrapb 5 
- 
Amendments Nos 5 and 12
Mr Fich (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) In the light of the
decision we rook on the United Kingdom, I recom-
mend these two amendments which are intended to
delerc point 6. I think we are compelled to do so fol-
lowing the decision mentioned. I therefore recom-
mend Amendments No 5 and No 12.
After the oote on paragrapb 5
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I
think insufficienr atrention was paid to Mr Fich about
this. It was made clear here what we were voting about
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and after this vote about rhe revenue side we can no
longer decide rhat paragraph 5 stands.
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, I do not know
whether that follows. However rhe vote was clear and
I cannot go back on ir.
Mr Curry (ED).- Madam President, it may help if
you pur our amendment to rhe vore, bur paragraph 5
says:'... has therefore delercd those enrries'. But we
have not deleted rhose entries. Ir is an incorrecr srare-
ment. Sfe have always achieved a harmony between
[he votes which are in the body of a budger and rhe
resolution which reflecrs rhose vores. It would be
incoherent if that paragraph were to srand. It just does
not make sense.
Mr Fich (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Madam President, I
am pleased to receive supporr from rhe last two speak-
ers. That was what I was trying to say myself. There
must be consistency between the draft amendments
and the resolurion. I musr of course defer to democ-
racy but in the amendmenr one thing was approved
and now we are asked ro approve some[hing different
in the motion for a resolution. It must simply be
pointed our, Madam President, that ir is rhe draft
amendments which have legal validiry.
Explanations ofoote
Mr Arndt (S).- (DE) I should just like ro make one
thing clear and disrinct: There has been a majority in
this House for a long rime past for rhe view rhat rhe
Treaties musr be observed and thar value added tax
was European money. If now rhere is a correction 
-and a correction was needed, because there was no
fair compensarion as againsr the Unired Kingdom 
-then that musr be done via rhe expenditure side.
That was rhe firm conviction of rhis House wirh rhe
exception 
- 
rhat must be expressly declared 
- 
of the
Bridsh Labour group and the Conservatives. But all
others have maintained that for years unril roday.
Now, today, the Group of rhe European Peoples
Pamy has done again what ir always does in such
cases: h has gone back on itself.
(Mixed reactions)
Simply by abstaining it has ensured rhar the necessary
majority has not been secured. I said expressely rhar in
this House the Labour and the Conservarives Mem-
bers took anorher view from the beginning.'!7e knew
char.
But this was typical again: reject the budget, pur on a
big show, declare themselves for Europe 
- 
but when
it comes to rhe poinr, go back on themselves!
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I listened to rhe speech
of the minority leader of the Socialist Group. It was
for that reason rhar we asked for a roll-call vote.
(Interruption by Mr Arndt: 'It hadn't come to the ztote'.)
That was whar my group asked for. Certainly we
rejected the budget in December 1984 because ir was
not an annual budget. In rhe meanrime rhe govern-
menrs paid a funher 2 0OO million ECU and rhus satis-
fied our basic demand. Ve now have an annual budget
before us. Ir is rrue roo rhar rhere is a legally regrerra-
ble elemenr in this draft budget. Thar is whar the pres-
enr voting position looks like.
The Council has done somerhing that we regard as
legally unacceprable. The rarification procedure fol-
lowing Fontainebleau is nor yet concluded. So in our
view it is legally unacceptable ro sertle the British ques-
tion, which we all wanr ro ge[ out of rhe way, on rhe
revenue side. My group therefore abstained so as to
make ir clear that we cenainly wanr [o solve rhe British
problem bur are nor ready ro aBree ro this legally
unacceptable solution. That is a marrer for rhe Coun-
cil!
\(hen the rarificarion of rhe increase in value added
tax to 1.40/o has created the legal basis for this and for
Fontainebleau rhis problem will become irrelevant in
any case. A political solurion musr rherefore be found
and in my group's view this lies in a new financial
regulation.
B-u.t, I repeat, we do nor suppon this legally unaccepr-
able behaviour and therefore we abstained from vor-
ing. It was only because of this extraordinary siruarion
that we were prepared to act in rhar way. 'We refer ro
the decisions which will have to be taken at the summit
in Milan and beyond. S7e were confronted with rhe
problem whether the Communiry needs a budget or
not. Ve decided for rhe budger and we decided rhat
we did not wish ro push rhe Communiry inro a fresh
crisis before the nexr summit in Milan. And I think rhe
majority of the Socialist Group voted in the same way.
I should like ro emphasize once more rhal our group
voted for the Barbarella commenrary so as to maki
our posirion quite clear. Cenainly it was rejecred, Mr
Arndt, bur we asked for a roll-call vore and we shall
still settle everything.
My group, in the inreresrs of the European Com-
muniry and in the interesm of this House, rook rhe
decision to ger rhis budget through, and rhar is what
we have done.
(Applause from the right)
Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
(IT) Leaving aside rhe
words and recriminarions rhar I have jusr heard from
rhe member who has jusr spoken before me, I should
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like to point out to Members that, by the vote of the
majority of this Chamber, we have in fact accepted the
position of the Council on a central question, rhe
question of the British refund. And therefore, having
accepted it, I think that we have in fact clearly failed
to show that consistency and firmness that we had
hitheno shown in regard to that question.
I should like to point out two things, ladies and gen-
tlemen. I do not understand how you can explain the
elimination, from the revenue side, of a manner of dis-
tribudng VAT that does not yet exist 
- 
how that can
be said to have a'legal basis'. The new rreaty does not
yet exist, and until it does exist, it cannot be used as
any sort of legal basis. That is one point.
I should like, however, to add 
- 
interpreting also the
views of other colleagues, that I do not think the firm,
unyielding approach is the correct one either 
- 
stand-
ing firm, that is, on the old positions of last November.
I rhink that as far as the other question is concerned,
the corresponding action on the expenditure side, we
ought to have found a compromise solution. Not that
I set any particular store by my own proposal, but,
what was important was to find a solution that would
enable us to make some progress; to stand firm by our
principles and, at the proper time, reopen the question
of the basic issue, which is the new financial regula-
tion.
As things are we find ourselves with nothing more in
the budget, without any consistency of principle, and
having for the most part accepted, as I have already
said, the positions of the Council.
I think that, at the second reading, it will be very diffi-
cult for my Group to accept such a badly distorted
budget.
Mrs Scrivener (L). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, on behalf of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group I have to say that we shall not vote for
the resolution. And we shall not vote for it because,
yet again, Parliament, in the first paragraph, has not
been consistent. Let us refresh our memories: when we
rejected the budget, it was because it was not a
rwelve-months' budget. \7e have that now, and have
expressed our satisfaction. lU7ith our amendment, we
have quite simply returned to the rapporteur's first
text, to which an amendment was tabled by the British
Labour Members in the Committee on Budgets. Ve
now find ourselves once again with a sort of condem-
nation of the agricultural policy. This is quite scandal-
ous, and is not at all what we wanted to do. For that
reason we shall vote against this resolution.
As far as the budget is concerned, the amendments
that have been adopted seem to us more or less satis-
factory. I think that, at this first reading, Parliament
has adopted a more or less satisfactory position on the
very difficult amendments to do with the British con-
rribution. For that reason we are quite happy with
what has happened. !(/e are sorry that only the first
pan of Mrs Barbarella's amendment has been adopted.
It would have seemed a good thing to us if the second
pan also 
- 
the commenLary 
- 
had been adopted, but
thar has not happened. But the important thing is that
the remainder was not adopted.
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) On behalf of the
Group of the European Democratic Alliance, I have to
state that our group, as wel[, will not vote for this
resolution.
By rejecting a budget that said nothing and was com-
plerely unambitious the Assembly made it clear to the
Member States that it intended to ensure that the
undenakings given with regard to the people of
Europe would be honoured. And we were right, since
there has now been submitted to us a twelve-months'
budget, and one that guarantees the financing of the
common policies. Of course, we are still sadly out in
our reckoning, and we have sdll not got a real budget:
the refund to the British daren't acknowledge itself for
what it is, and we are asked to camouflage it under
revenue; the Council has not the courage to enter the
bonus to the German farmers as expenditure; the
necessary food aid cannot be guaranteed; fixing the
farm prices, the delay in which is improper, as well as
being harmful to the farmers, threatens to unbalance
the budget; nor does the budget for the IMP honour
the commitments that have been entered into.
Finally, apart from the budget itself, we condemn the
petty political drift which, little by little, is separating
Europe more and more from its ambitions as a Com-
munity. Instead of voluntary, decisive policies backed
by the corresponding budget, we have to put up with
petty haggling over the contributions of Member
Srates, whilst all hope is abandoned of the great com-
mon policies that could counter the challenge of the
United States. The Council soothes us with lullabies
on European progress and European union, and
refuses increasingly as each year passes to provide the
resources for their achievement. European policy is
being reduced, in fact, to a succession of pious vows.
Nevertheless, Madam President, in spite of these ser-
ious deficiencies, and because necessity demands it, we
would have voted for the resolution that closes this
debate.
But the adoption of the shameful amendment put for-
ward by the Labourites prevents us from doing this.
There is a limit to how far the spirit of the Treaty can
be subjected to attack, and this limit has now been
exceeded by a chance majority that objectively sup-
pons the Labourite subversion within this Parliament.
\7e shall not be in any w^y associated with this low
blow struck at the future of European agriculture.
And, with great regret, the Group of the European
Democratic Alliance will not vote for the resolution.
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Mr Staes (ARC). 
- 
(NZ,) As members of rhe
GRAEL in the Rainbow Group we have a positive our-
look to the extenr to which we are cenainly nor always
against everybody and everything but are expressly
supporters of a viable, non-violent and jusr world.
That fundamentally posirive ourlook compels us to
re.iect this draft resolution, because in general it is the
expression of a policy which increases violence in the
world, funher pollures the environment and streng-
thens the large-scale agricultural srrucrure, with all the
resultant consequences.
Agreement between our political convicrion and the
tendency which we find in rhe text now before us is
once again difficult to discern. The lion's share of the
funds still goes to a system of agriculture which pur
paid both to our own farmers who live on small- or
medium-sized holdings and ro the peoples of rhe third
world 
- 
a system which strengthens the agro-industry
under the cloak of provision of foodsruffs and mainte-
nance of low prices for rhe European consumer.
Funds for the energy, research and rechnology secror
are simply invested in rhe ever increasing militarizarion
of our scientific and technical creativity, apparenrly
the only sector which flourishes in times of economic
crisis. Nuclear energy rakes rhe principal place in rhis
increase even though it is doomed ro expire in the
medium term simply on traditional economic and
financial grounds and nuclear fusion with irs laser
techniques is ensconced direct in rhe Star 'S7ars or
Eureka folly.
Social and regional projects direcred towards indepen-
dent, local development are crushed under the weighr
of large-scale automated agriculture. Proy'ects for the
third and fourth world are then reduced ro a carica-
ture of the crumbs falling from our rich rable and rhe
third world is humiliated in the spirit of parernalism
and charity as long as the dependence of rhose coun-
tries is maintained and we in rhe Nonh conrinue ro
rule the roost and hand out the food. As long as rhe
interests of the economic great powers are at issue we
are left with our employmenr policy and an unimagin-
able number of younger pensioners ar rhe age of 2 l.
Madame President, we do not wish to bear any res-
ponsibility for such a procedure. \7e do not under-
stand how the majority of those polirically responsible
in the EC can supporr such conducr. In order ro see
that it is nonsense you do not need ro be an alrerna-
tive, a normal measure of common sense is enough
and I have increasingly the impression that the genuine
alternative mentaliry should no[ be sought with us but
with the conservative-minded majoriry in this Parlia-
ment. Many examples could be given. But this draft
budget is an impressive example, a poignant example
of an expenly packed piece of folly for which the
future will call us to accounr quicker than we suppose.
Mrs Castle (S). 
- 
The Brirish Labour Group will vore
for this report because I and my Labour colleagues
have succeeded in altering it out of all recognition.
Alright, so we have not managed ro get paragraph 5
withdrawn. However, paragraph 5 is now a nonsense
in view of the vote on [he budget earlier; and every-
body in this room knows thar the atrempt to make
Britain take her rebate on rhe expenditure side instead
of the revenue side is now dead.
The Fonuinebleau agreement will, in fact, go rhrough.
Ve, of course, are delighred that our Amendmenr
No 2 has been adopted. Ir nails rhe colours to the masr
in the matter of accepting the Commission's proposals
for farm price increases and farm price reductions and
price freezes as well. This transforms rhe situation. In
fact, this Parliament should be grateful ro us because
we prevented it from making a nonsense of itself in
calling for a rectifying budget ro cover all expenditure
before it knew what that expendirure was going to be.
The farm price increases 
- 
if they come along 
- 
will
make a nonsense of the amount of extra money thar
has been provided for.
So we believe rhat rhis morion ought not ro have been
necessary. \7e should nor have been discussing the
supplementary budget before rhe Agriculture ministers
had made up their minds. However, we have improved
the motion and rherefore we shall supporr it.
Mr Pasty (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Vhar has happened this
morning, towards the end of the morning, is lamenta-
ble and brings Parliament inro disrepute.
\fle have had a situation in which there were only
250 members presenr whilst imponanr vores were
being taken, and we have seen agreements, enrered
into between polirical groups on a subject as imponanr
as the British budgemry contriburion, broken into
smithereens. Under these circumsrances, the text
adopted for rhe resolution no longer really represented
the majority poinr of view of this Assembly.
For that reason I shall personally vote, like my group,
against this resolution as it stands.
(Applause from tbe Rigbt)
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
I am amazed when people tell
this Assembly that it is regrertable rhar deals done
behind closed doors do not stick and that thar is their
reason for voring againsr rhe democratic decision of
this House. If people were concerned about rhe issues,
then they should not have required a commitment
behind closed doors. They should have done whar
they are paid by rhe cirizens of Europe to do, i.e. ro
come into rhis Chamber and exercise their vore.
In democraric votes in rhis Chamber roday, the morion
for a resolurion has been dramatically improved. Para-
graphs I and 2 now clearly reflect the sensible view
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that this Parliament is going ro take towards agricul-
tural expendirure. !7e have regretted the error of our
pas[ ways and accepted that we oughr to be supponing
the Commission's price proposals as a minimum first
step towards the reduction of agricultural surpluses.
'!7e have also srated the imperarive need for the agri-
cultural regulations to be amended so that the laws of
supply. . .
(Cries of 'Time, time!')
. . . and demand, so much worshipped by the right
wing of this House in other areas of political activity,
are given some credence in the area of agriculture. As
for those who are bellowing'Time', I wish they could
read a clock as well.
In conclusion, Madam President, let me say rhat para-
graph 5 of this report is still unsatisfactory. However,
we take the view that the vote of rhis House on rhe
lines in rhe budget is a much more important reflection
of the opinion of this House. Despirc the nonsense of
paragraph 5 of the report, therefore, we will urge our
colleagues to vote for the report.
Mr Curry (ED).- My group will vote for this reso-
lution. This has been a difficult day and a difficult
issue, and I wish first of all rc pay tribute to the com-
prehension of our friends on this side of the House
who have had to take difficult decisions in circum-
stances which are difficult for them. However, rhe
reason they have done so and the reason we sought
that help was that, we believe it is about time the Com-
munity set its face to the future and staned to create a
new basis for this Europe in which we all believe.
(Applause)
Ve believe we have to exorcise the ghost of the Bridsh
rebate. Ve cannot go back to our people and argue
the case for Europe while we have this issue hanging
over us. That is why we have always taken a position
which you may seem . . .
(Interruptionsfrom Mr de la Maline)
Mr de la Maldne, I listened couneously ro you
because I so admire your French. My English is as
good as your French and I recommend that you listen
to it.
\7e believe in cooperating with you in moving forward
towards Europe and we have to take our people with
us. Ve have to fight this issue because it is important
to us.
I pay ribute to Mrs Castle's lonely fight in the Social-
ist Group. They perform magnificently, that little
minority. I do recommend that they try to seek
broader agreement with their ov/n group, as we have
with our friends on [his side of the House, to form a
more genuine basis for moving forward.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
Mr Fich (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) First of all I should
like to say that everyone here knows that we had to
deal with the budget under extemely difficult condi-
tions as regards the time available to us. I should
therefore like to begin by saying that I find it very pos-
itive that the Parliamentary committee and the poliri-
cal groups have behaved with such strict discipline that
we are able in any case to give the question an initial
examination here in May. But it must also be said that
Parliament's snff have worked very hard to enable us
to make this examination in May, and I think that that
should be acknowledged.
But I rise to draw the conclusions from what we have
adopted today. As I understand it the difference
between what Parliament has adoprcd and what the
Council stands for has in the end turned out to be very
small. I should therefore like to put the following
question directly to the Presidency of the Council: Is it
possible to give us an answer on whether the Council
can accept the proposal on the budget now under con-
sideration? If it is not possible to give such an answer
today, then when will it be?
President. 
- 
The question will be put to the Council,
Mr Fich.
Mr Fich (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Madam President, I
should be grateful if you would ask the Presidency of
the Council whether I can have an answer to my ques-
tion.
President. 
- 
The President-in-Office of rhe Council
has just indicated to me discreedy that he will give us
an answer a little later.
Mr Croux (PPE), in writing. 
- 
(NL) In rhe name of
the CVP, PSC and CDA Members, I wish to state that
we are of the opinion that there must be no indexarion
of expense allowances. !7e affirm also that these
expenses must be dealt with in the framework of
special idendcal rules for the Members of rhe Euro-
pean Parliament.
In those rules parliamentary emoluments as a whole,
including the actual salary, must be linked to the
requirement of regular attendance for the activities of
Parliament and its commirtees.
Mr Herman (PPE), in utriting. 
- 
(FR) Although I
voted for the budget, I shall not vote for the resolu-
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I should like to express my disappoinrment following
the rejection of the commenrary rhar accompanied
Mrs Barbarella's Amendment No 293.
This commentary expressed the wish of Parliament ro
set a time limit ro the unacceprable and budgetarily
indefensible mechanism thar was imposed upon as ar
Fontainebleau.
It was the almost unanimous wish of the Parliamenr of
the time. I am asronished ro see the Socialisr Group
contributing so massively rc rhe diminurion of the
budgeury prerogarives of our insrirurion. As for the
Tory Members, they are paying us back very badly for
the understanding rhat we showed when rhey were
temporarily in an awkward siruation.
(Parliament rejected the motion for a resolution)t
,, 
,,. 
,,
President. 
- 
I wish ro draw rhe artention of my
French colleagues to a mistake in the French version
of the agenda. The vore rhis evening will be raken at Z
and not 7.30 p.m.
(Tbe sitting was adjourned at 1.15 p.m. and resumed at
3 p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR ALBER
on [he Rules of Procedure and Petirions. If you are
willing to accept thar, I am willing to let the marrer
die.
Mr Cassidy (ED). 
- 
I am afraid that I am nor pre-
pared to let the marter die. I am asronished ro hear
that the Bureau is aking up my enrirely justified
remarks, which have since been endorsed as accurare
by many other Members of this House. I am aston-
ished that the Bureau should be taking up rhar remark
of mine when it is nor examining rhe behaviour 
- 
of
which I originally complained 
- 
of the British Social-
ists and others on rhe exrreme lefr yesterday during
the visit of President Reagan.
President. 
- 
Ve will not conrinue this debare now as
we shall be dealing with rhese incidenr in a differenr
context.
2. Topical and urgent debate
Farm prices
President. 
- 
The next ir.em is the joint debate on:
- 
the morion for a resolution, by Mrs Manin and
others, on behalf of rhe Liberal and Democratic
Group on rhe fixing of agricultural prices (Doc. B
2-260/85/ rev.)
- 
the motion for a resolurion by Mr Mouchel and
others, on behalf of rhe Group of the European
Democraric Alliance, on rhe urgent need to fix rhe
farm prices and adopt rhe relared measures for rhe
1985-86 marketing year (Doc. B 2-26Q/85/rev.)
Mrs S. Martin (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, ir is certainly nor the firsr time rhar the
Council has nor fixed farm prices by rhe set dare. It
must also be acknowledged rhar this has ofren been
due ro the domestic policies of Member Slares, or
electoral reasons.
There are some years when the approach of eleccions
speeds up debates. There are orhers 
- 
such as rhis
year 
- 
when the opposite is the case.
The farmers 
- 
or ro be more precise, the smck breed-
ers, since it is in fact only rhey [har are concerned 
-are very much affected by rhese poliricking fluctua-
tions, the cost of which they have to bear, and which
prevenr us from gerdng on with rhe building of
Europe.
Last year, because it was necessary to control milk
production and keep down surpluses, milk quora sys-
tems were introduced, alongside an increase in the
Vice-President
President. 
- 
Mr Balfe has asked to speak on a point
of order.
If it is your intenrion, Mr Balfe, to refer ro Mr Cassidy
and to the incident which occurred this morning and
to call on the Chair ro take up [he mar[er, rhen we are
in agreement. However, I do not want a further pro-
cedural debate on this matter, paruicularly as one may
not speak twice on the same topic. Do you accepr rhar,
Mr Balfe?
Mr Balfe (S). 
- 
All I was going ro add, Mr President,
was that following a similar incidenr on l5 March the
malter was actually referred [o the Committee on rhe
Rules of Procedure and Petitions by Mrs Pery, who
was in the chair on that occasion. I was going to sug-
gest thar this is pan of a wider problem and should be
referred to rhe same source, namely, the Committee
I On the motron for a resolution, rhe raDponeur sooke:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendments Noi'S, I and\Z
- 
AGAINST Amendmenrs Nos I to 4, 6, 8, to I l, l3 to
16.
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co-responsibility lery and a virtual price freeze. This
came after a difficult year, since in 1983 rhe net
income of the farmers had already decreased on aver-
ageby 13.50/0.
These measures 
- 
despite some overall improvement
in farmers' incomes, due mainly ro an exceptional
grain harvest 
- 
still funher affecred the milk prod-
ucers' incomes, and in addirion there was rhe disturb-
ance of the beef market due to the slaughtering of
milk cows, the effects of which will continue to be felt
during this year.
In this context it is therefore essenrial for rhe Council
rc fix farm prices before the next Council of Agricul-
tural Ministers on l3 M"y 
- 
and I imagine rhar parr
of the electoral obstacle will have disappeared by then,
which will undoubtedly facilirare irs task on rhe basis
of the Parliament's proposals, which are in our view
the only acceptable ones capable of meering the prod-
ucers' needs. The Council must also recognise rhe
budgetary implications of its proposals.
Furthermore, I cannot refrain from remarking that
those very same members of the Council who were
calling for budgemry discipline are today in the pro-
cess of realizing thar the consequences are somerimes
heavy to bear. That is ample proof, as my group has
on numerous occasions pointed our, that rhe budget
can only reflect and, in fact, must only reflect, lines of
policy and decisions.
It is moreover essential, as far as the stock breeders
and, above all, the milk producers are concerned, for
the Council to make compensation for rhe conse-
quences of the delay, for which it is responsible. An
undenaking along these lines was moreover given 
- 
if
I am to believe certain of the media in my counrry 
-by President Pandolfi to the farmers' meering in Lux-
embourg last week. It is also the only way to show the
producers that they are not being mken lightly, and
that, in this uncenain period, account is being raken of
their concern.
For this reason, and in this spirit, I very much hope
that our Assembly will adopt, by a large majority, the
compromise amendment that I have put forward in
conjunction with a number of colleagues from vir-
tually all the political Groups, and that the Council
will heed our words of wisdom and reason.
(Applause)
Mr Mouchel (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, after the
last speech by Mrs Martin, I could simply have added
that I approve entirely of what she has just said, and
then sat down again. But, since I have a few minutes
available, I should like to add a few words and remind
us all that, every year, the fixing of farm prices gives
the Council of Ministers an opportunity to provide
real guidelines for the Common Agricultural Policy. It
is the dme when, each year, priorities are esmblished
as between one poliry and another, or one type of
agricultural produce and another. Yet the new cam-
paign opened on I April last, and farm prices have sdll
not been fixed.
This is unfortunately a situation that tends to become
normal, yet is entirely abnormal. It is contrary to the
proper operation of our institutions, and it is contrary
to the execution of a good agricultural policy. Ir is
regrettable that, for reasons that are sometimes related
to the domestic policy of one Member State or
another, or that simply reflecr rhe desire to delay as
long as possible the increase of farm prices, a method
is in this way adopted that becomes auromatic.
The harm which the farmers suffer varies very much
according to what they produce, but it also varies from
one country to another. The delay in fixing farm
prices does not in fact harm rhose producers for whose
products no price increase is envisaged. On the other
hand, in those sectors of farm production that are
wonh encouraging but which presenr problems, if
there ought to be a price increase rhen each day's
additional delay increases the harm done to the farm-
ers engaged in this production.
I would also say that, when a counrry is already suffer-
ing from the application of posirive monerary compen-
satory amounts, every day's additional delay prolongs
this harm and this handicap, for an increasing period
of time.'!fl'e are now in effect going to reach 15 May
with farm prices still nor having been fixed. This is a
practice that stems from a bad policy, and that penal-
izes too many farmers. I hope that this mor.ion for a
compromise resolution, rhar we have presenced jointly
with a numbqr of Members from different Groups 
-as Mrs Manin pointed our 
- 
will receive an entirely
favourable vote showing a very large majority. I hope
also that it will take inro accounr the harm done ro
farmers by the delay in fixing the prices.
(Applausefrom the centre and the right)
Mr rU(oltjer (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, ir is not an
everyday happening rhar my name occurs roge[her
with those of Mrs Manin and Mr Mouchel, the pre-
santers and originators of rhis resolution. Bur rhat is
the fact this time and I should like ro congratulate the
presenters on rheir iniriative, which I fully suppon, in
so far as I roo, together with my group, think rhat
agricultural prices ought indeed rc be fixed in time and
that horsetrading cannot be carried on ceaselessly until
well on in May so as finally [o come our much roo late
with some compromise or orher which is scarcely more
ffifllbt. 
So on char point there is no difference of opi-
Nor is there any as regards paragraph 2 of rhe morion
for a resolution, although I should like to say some-
thing in passing. Mr President, at rhe rime of the prices
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debate we expressly stated what our point of view was
and when the budget was dealt with this week we
heard rhat that standpoint was still supponed by Com-
missioner Andriessen. I should like to mention tha[
expressly. It is therefore not our intention to say now
that with the acceptance of this resolution we have
immediately brought forward again the old demand
that prices must go right up, but rather that we feel
that a decision must be taken and that we maintain
that price increases for surplus production are funda-
mentally wrong, at least if no other instruments are
available.
Then I come [o the commercial factor, Mr President,
that is, the cereals prices. On the basis of an agreement
in the Council the Commission has proposed to reduce
those prices by 3.60/0. That is a very essential matter.
Actually I am a litde surprised that the Commission
has been trying to play Old Maid too much this week
whilst in iact avery alarming matter is at issue, namely
the principle that when the threshold of production is
crossed prices are actually reduced 
- 
is that principle
mainrained or not? Is there or is there not swindling
on this point? That is the first and principal question.
In dealing with prices I have already observed that
when in market management the price instrument is
employed, another instrument is then needed to deal
with rhe social aspects of agriculture, in this case the
income aspect. It surprises me that on this point the
Commissioner has sdll made scarcely any move. He
sticks to his 3.60lo but on the other hand on the ques-
tion of those social problems which have been put for-
ward strongly by one of the Member States in parti-
cular he has made hardly any advance. I think it is the
wrong way to go negotiating as to whether that 3.60/o
might become 2 or 2.20/o or whether it might be 1.8V0,
or whether, as one Member State wishes, it should not
sink below zero 
- 
because all that is bargaining with
margins without actually achieving anything. I con-
tinue to think that the Commission must make some
positive progress on [his point. I sincerely hope too
that in order to foresall blunders the Commission on
Monday next week will in fact show rather more ima-
gination than it has done up to now. If it wishes to
stick to its line of poliry as regards management of the
market in cereals it will have to make some advance as
regards the social problems. I think that must be said
once more, Mr President.
'!7ith regard to paragraph 2 of rhis resolurion I there-
fore want to say that we too support it. Ve think then
in panicular of the point about the surcharge, with
regard to which the Council 
- 
or actually the Com-
mission on the basis of a Council regulation 
- 
has
already decided that the quota must be reduced by one
million tonnes. In that case I find it justified too that
the co-responsibility levy, which now still stands at 30lo
should be reduced with retro-active effect as from
I April, when the quotas too went down. These two
factors were linked one to another and on that point
roo we thus fully support this resolution.
Mr President, I will leave it at that. Once again, I
think it is a good thing that Parliament should again
give its point of view on this matter, that we should
send an urgent call to the Council to find a solution at
last for this problem and that we should again wish the
Commission the imagination to solve this problem
without bargaining with ir principles.
Mr Bocklet (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the decision about agricultural prices is
already six weeks overdue and at the moment it is
impossible to say when it will be adopted. For agricul-
ture this means uncertainty, loss of income where . . .
(Interruption by Mr Fellermaier: 'Mr Kiechle blocked
things again'.)
where prices should have been increased 
- 
Mr Feller-
maier, you used to be more imaginative than with that
interjection of yours. Most of all, however, rhe farm-
ers' confidence in the ability of the Community to take
decisions has suffered as a result.
There is no point in assigning blame in this situation. I
should only like to remind the Commission that on
14 March Parliament produced a wide-ranging propo-
sal for agricultural prices. Unfortunately the Commis-
sion has so far refused to adopt this moderate propo-
sal.
There are grounds for thinking that we should have
had a decision on agricultural prices long ago if the
Commission had followed Parliament's line. Much too
little attention has so far been paid to that. !7hat is
actually to be made of the promise of the President of
the Commission, Mr Delors, at the time of his mking
up office, to the effect that the Commission would res-
pect the wishes of Parliament more than its predeces-
sor did? Just when it comes to keeping im promise it
refuses to do so.
But not only the Commission. Ve call expressly upon
the Council: Act quickly and be guided by the princi-
ple that no Member State can be expected to accept
what it must necessarily regard as intolerable. The
application of the majoriry decision in the Council will
therefore only have a chance in future if the Council
in irc decisions allows itself to be guided by rhis princi-
Ple.
But Mrs Martin spoke also of budgeary discipline. In
this Parliament we have always arranged that in the
application of Anicle 39 of the EEC Treaty we have
first determined what is necessary from rhe poinr of
view of agricultural policy and subsequenrly have
arranged the finance.
I should not like now to start a fresh debate on agri-
cultural prices in order to answer my Honourable
Friend Mr Voltjer. The Parliament's view is available,
it was adopted on 14 March. The imponant thing for
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us is that on the basis of rhat view rhe Council should
arrive at a decision as soon as possible and we there-
fore ask thar rhe compromise proposal, abled by all
polidcal groups, should be supponed.
Mr Newton Dunn (ED). 
- 
Mr President, agricul-
tural prices should be, and must be, decided by a
majority vote in the Council of Minisrcrs. My group
leader, Sir Henry Plumb, said exactly that one month
ago in this very Chamber.
There are two mo[ions before us which we have ro
vote on. The Liberal motion includes a cail for major-
ity voting, and I welcome ir. The European Demo-
cratic Alliance motion unfonunately does not. Hence I
have had to table Amendment No I calling for the
inclusion of majority voting as a possibility.
There is also a compromise amendment. I greatly
regret that that has no reference to the Liberal call for
majority voting. It is unfonunare thar our Rules of
Procedure do not allow us to amend an amendment.
Three years ago, the Agriculture Ministers in the
Council were similarly deadlocked. Our Parliamenr
took a lead when we voted to ask the Minisrers ro rake
a vo[e. The Ministers followed us, and a decision on
agricultural prices was quickly and satisfactorily taken.
They should do the same again this year.
\7hy is voting in the Council of Minisrcrs so impor-
tant? Because, without voting the Community's deci-
sion-making is deadlocked. \7e in this Chamber know
that well, but the public does not know thar and does
not understand. They don't understand why there was
no reform of the dairy surplus for years. That was
because the Council of Ministers, meeting in total
secrery, ran away from the decision year after year,
preferring to spend money building an ever bigger
butter mountain. I wish the public knew and under-
srood rhar.
The Council of Ministers, meeting undemocratically
in total secrecy must be forced into the habit of raking
decisions by majority voring. It is our duty to push
them in that direction. Otherwise, they are $/asting
our taxpayers' money, they are leaving our cirizens in
a state of unjustified uncertainry and they are abusing
the democratic raditions of Europe.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
Mr Pranchire (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, rwo
months ago, when adopdng the report that I had pre-
sented on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, our
Assembly addressed an urgent appeal rc the Commis-
sion and the Council. To date, Ministers have refused
to heed that appeal, and have got bogged down in
interminable negotiations. This six weeks' delay, as has
been said, is prejudicial to the interests of the breeders.
It is only right that they should receive compensation.
Apart from differences of category between Member
States, which are anryay minimal, the negotiators
refuse to shake off the yoke of budgetary discipline
which is proving to be a veritable war machine againsr
agriculture, as we said it would be, right from the
start. I pointed this out during the debate on farm
prices. Budgetary constrainr are simply false pretexts.
It is in fact possible, here and now, to finance a proper
increase in farm prices by penalizing those that are
responsible for surpluses 
- 
that is to say, by ensuring
greater respect for Community preference. The taxa-
don of farc alone, which was moreover proposed by
the Commission in 1983, would provide a revenue of
600 million ECU, not to mention the thousand million
ECU which will once again be refunded to Great Brit-
ain, and the very considerable expenditure envisaged
for enlargement.
So it is not the financial resources that are lacking, but
the political will to defend the Community farming
industry, and to resist the Americans.
Refusing to fix correct farm prices and accepring the
renegotiation of GATT agreemenrs is all pan of the
same approach. The farmers have today losr all pati-
ence with the delay in fixing prices, and demand quick
decisions. I share their anxiety and their demands.
I rherefore call on the Council to conclude irs negoria-
tions on 13May, taking into accounr the proposals
adoprcd on l4 March by the European Parliament, as
called.for by the compromise amendment of which I
am a slgnatory.
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
Mr President, I think it is unfor-
tunate that we are conducting rhis debarc in the
absence of the Council. I know, of course, that rhere
are some civil servants from the Council present, bur
we don't have any political represenrarion; and afrer
all, we are aiming our guns at rhe Council not at the
Commission. However much I might disagree with the
Commission in what they have proposed on farm
prices, they are not responsible for the delay. In fact, I
would like to give them credit, and the Agriculture
Commissioner panicularly, for all the effons he has
made to get the Council to reach a conclusion. I hope
that will be conveyed to him.
I think there is a simple way our of rhis dilemma.
There is a formula which is quite well known in indus-
trial relations. I have ofren seen ir occur in my own
country and I have seen it occur in others. !flhen there
is a delay in the fixing, for instance, of wages, often
there is retrospection. Agreement is reached thar if
there is a delay of a month, two months or three
months, then the wages will be made applicable so as
to provide compensation to [hose who are in receipt of
these incomes for the time lost. I rhink thar ought to
be acceptable. A lot our worries would disappear,
because we would know, at least, that we were being
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compensated for the failure of the Council to reach
decisions in time.
Of course, we are not here talking about the income
of farmers, only about the fixing of agricultural com-
modity prices. That is imponant ro undersrand. The
farmers only get whatever is left after everybody else
takes what they need down rhe line as far as rhe
farmer. It is imponant to draw attention to the fac[
that little and all as that is that goes to the farmers, it is
exceedingly imponant for him at this rime, panicularly
those farmers who happen to be operating under a
quom system. That is true of a high proponion of the
farmers in my country, who produce milk. They prod-
uce milk on a seasonal basis. They do not produce
mainly throughout che winter, but only during the sea-
son, from cheap Irish grass: they don't impon large
quantities of meal from other countries, they use
home-grown fodder. Therefore, they produce the milk
in a shon period. They are now in their peak period,
so if the prices are not fixed the Irish dairy farmers
stand to lose tremendous sums of money every day,
even though the price increase for milk is meagre.
Nevertheless, they are losing and they will never ger ir
back unless there is retrospec[ion.
I completely reject the idea that when there are quoras
there ought also to be co-responsibiliry. If you have a
quota, then you cannot produce any more. You are
bound to it; you can get no funher income in any
other way unless you get a price increase. It is quite
wrong to penalize farmers through co-responsibility if,
at the same time, you tell them they can produce only
a cenain amoun[ and no more. Therefore, I think
dairy farmers panicularly are severely hit by what is
going on at the moment.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, this urgent
debate here today is about people, the millions of
farmers throughout our Communiry who earn their
livelihood from the land and who have a right to a
decent standard of living as provided for in the EEC
Treaties. It is a debate about the serious plighr of
farmers being worsened by a substantial loss of income
because of the considerable delay in the fixing of farm
prices for this marketinByear. Need I remind rhis Par-
liament that the stan of the marketing year is 1 April!
I agree with the point made by Mr Maher abour
retrospection whenever agreement is reached. The
delay to date is almost six weeks. I ask you: whar other
sector of our economies would put up with thar rype
of treacment? The answer is none, because their trade
unions would ensure, through strike action if neces-
sary, that their interests would be protecred and
defended. Need I remind this Parliament that farmers
are also workers in their own right, that they, unlike
other workers, cannot take trade-union action to
defend their incomes and their family livelihoods.
Vhen will these men and women stop being used as a
polidcal football?
I strongly condemn the Council of Agriculture Minis-
ters for their inenia, for their toml lack of political will
to decide. They have no one but themselves so blame
for this masquerade. They have shamefully allowed
themselves to be hedged in on all sides by their finance
colleagues. They are pussy-footing around with techn-
ocratic budgetary solutions which I strongly reject.
'!7ake up, Agriculture Ministers, before it is too late!
You are playing around with the lives of millions of
men and women, not with balance-sheets. lVhy does
the Council not seriously examine measures designed
both to apply the Treary of Rome and to ensure that
crisis situations such as we face today do not recur?
First of all, and with a view to ensuring that Com-
munity preference is respected, I would like to see a
global policy on fats, an equitable taxation of vegera-
ble oils, soya and manioc. I call for an end to the other
infringements of Community preference, in panicular,
the possibility enjoyed by certain Member Srates to
impon agricultural produce already in surplus from
third countries exempt from Community levies. I call,
in accordance with the principles on which rhe Com-
mon Market was founded, for the incomes of small,
raditional and family farms not to be affected by any
measures which may have to be caken to reduce the
cost of supporting the dairy market. I call for an
immediate end to monetary compensatory amounts,
nombly on dairy products. I call for rhe mainrenance
and revaluation of incentives to fatstock reconversion
and non-commercialization of milk. I call for the
establishment of an incentive for breeding-herds.
Mr President, rhe farming community, the very pillar
of Europe, needs acceptable farm-price increases and
related measures now. By adopting the compromise
amendment signed by members of nearly every group
in this Parliamenl, we are saying to rhe Council that
our Community is being weakened, our Communiry
institutions are losing rheir credibility. This is no way
to build a Europe of romorrow that we all so readily
subscribe to. 'We have fulfilled our obligadons. Ve
want action from the Council, and we want it now!
(Appkusefrom the ight)
Mrs Jepsen (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I already
expressed my regret in the debare on Tuesday rhat rhe
Ministers for Agriculture had not reached agreemenr
on the new agricultural prices. Parliament however
bears its share of responsibility for this lack of unity.
By proposing unrealistic price increases and by failing
to demonstrate sufficient willingness to collaborate in
the necessary adjustments in the Communiry's agricul-
tural policy, Parliament as long ago as March
excluded itself from exercising any real influence. I
hope that the majority in Parliamenr, which adopted
the proposal in March, will reflect seriously about this
fact.
In the two amendmenrs under discussion considera-
tion is not given to long-rcrm perspectives in the Com-
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mon Agricultural Policy. I should like ro stress again
that agricultural production musr be reorganized in
the light of free marker forces. In rhis way it is left ro
the efficiency of rhe individual farmer as regards both
production and producdon development, markering
and selling ro adapr rhemselves ro consumers' wishes
and requiremenrc. The quality factor and price fixing
make a better regulator rhan quotas and other anificial
limirc on production.
\7e four Danish Conservatives cannor therefore sup-
pon the actual content of the rwo amendments bur we
would call upon the Council of Agriculture Ministers
- 
and here we are in full agreeinent with our British
colleagues in the group 
- 
ro apply now rhe rules of
the Treaty on voring so rhar rhe decision which should
have been raken by 1 April can now be taken on
13 May.
Mr Gatti (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, the resolurion rhar we are about to adopt is
perhaps superfluous, from nexr Sunday there are elec-
tions in Germany and Italy, and you will see that, nexr
week, agreement will be reached by the Council of
Ministers. !7e also, of the Italian Communist Party,
wish to denounce the delay and those responsible for
the failure 
- 
for electoral reasons 
- 
ro adhere ro the
procedures laid down 
- 
a delay that is panicularly
harmful ro rhe weakesr farming secrors.
\7ith regard to the resolurion, we confirm our 'No' ro
para. B on lhe resolurion on farm prices already
adopted by rhis Parliament: we do this for reasons of
consistency. Ve hope thar the Commission will con-
sider the resolurion as a whole, bur nor the pan refer-
ring to the increase in prices, because we do not agree
with the increase rhar it proposes.
For the sake of consistency, and having regard to our
positions on rhese quesrions, we vore in favour of rhe
resolurion, whilst nonetheless confirming our doubts
about para. B.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
On a poinr of
order, Mr Presidenr. I wish to correcr a misunder-
sanding which may have arisen. Some of my honour-
able friends may have given rhe impression rhar this
group believes in majority voring on agriculrure. I wish
to make it quite clear rhat rhere are many of my hon-
ourable friends who do not agree with majority voting
in the agricultural field and will proceed according to
that panicular view.
President. 
- 
That was a rarher broad interprerarion of
the Rules of Procedure.
Mr Christophersen, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(DA) Mr President, I did not actually inrend to
take the floor, for I shall reluctantly be compering
with the Council of Ministers to which rhe draft
amendments are in facr addressed. But perhaps it ii in
any case appropriate for me to say a few words on
behalf of the Commission, since the Council of Minis-
ters has not wished to reply ar rhe momenr.
The reason for which I asked to speak was thar my
good friend Mr Maher gave me the idea, since he was
good enough to highlight the Commission's contribu-
tion in a posidve way by saying 
- 
quite righdy 
- 
that
it was not the Commission's fault thar no result had
been achieved. I am very glad to confirm that on
behalf of the Commission. \7e have been quick rc
produce a proposal 
- 
even though we took up office
only at the beginning of the year. Vice-Presidenr
Andriessen stated in Parliament as recenrly as last
Tuesday that we were quite clear that a rapid decision
was essential, and rhat is also the reason for which the
Commission has undenaken ro try soon ro produce a
proposal on how a solurion may be reached. Thas of
course pre-supposes a willingness on rhe pan of the
Council of Ministers ro cooperare 
- 
but I should
therefore like to stress what Mr Maher said 
- 
namely
that the Commission is in complere agreement with
the Parliament on this marrer.
A couple of individual poinrs have been mentioned
which I think require rarher more detailed commenrs,
without launching into a full-scale debate on agricul-
tural policy, since this is nor the appropriare time.
First of all I should like to say, as regards the Commis-
sion's position on the price determination which is to
be effected, rhat it is naturally characterized by an
assessmen[ of how we can most reasonably safeguard
the interests of borh agriculture and the Community,
now and in the slightly longer term. I musr therefore
say to Mr Vokjer rhat the Commission does nor need
to show more imagination. The Commission's imagin-
ation is in facr well developed. The Commission has
actually a good enough imaginadon to envisage rhe
consequences of an ill-considered shon-sighted posi-
tion. The Commission also has enough imaginarion ro
envisage how in the long run we can ensure, by means
of a rational, cautious pricing policy, thar ir is produc-
tive farming which ro a large exrenr has rhe chance to
survive. Moreover that is also an answer ro Mr Bock-
let, who attached grear imporrance ro our following
Parliament's recommendarion. Ve did not consider
ourselves in a posirion [o do so both from the point of
view of long-term considerarions and because we have
a pracrical budgetary problem.
I should like to say a few words on rhe latter poinr,
since both Mr Newton Dunn and Mrs Jepsen touched
upon it, as rhey both mentioned the possibility of
introducing majority voring. It seems ro me rha[ I
should say on this that the Commission has nothing
against it, although ir is the Council which will have to
decide how the voting will take place. But the problem
this year is different from the usual one. By means of
majoriry vodng it might well be possible to provide
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greater expenditure, but not to provide greater
revenue. '!7'e can in fact finance additional expenditure
in the current year only if all Member States agree to
an increase in the amount mentioned in the inter-gov-
ernmental agreement and it is clear that the Commis-
sion's pre-condidon for working on the idea of spend-
ing large sums must be that the money is forthcoming.
I speak now on behalf of Mr Andriessen but also on
behalf of the Commission and of myself. It is clear that
'two-way traffic' must be taken into account. If the
Member States are of the opinion that the Commis-
sion's proposal should be improved they must show
how it is to be financed. \7e do not in fact have a
printing press for bank-notes in the cellars under the
Berlaymont Building; nor are we likely to get one in
the near future 
- 
no one is going to show such confi-
dence in us.
I should therefore just like to say that it is all very well
rc talk about majority voting but we should not hide
the fact that in the whole discussion here is a real
budgetary problem which cannot be concealed and I
should therefore finally like to call for a considerable
measure of realism. The Commission is aware of its
responsibility. Ve would ask the Council to take as
soon as possible a responsible, conscientious decision
on the basis of the Commission's proposal.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament adopted Atnendment No 1 replacing both
mo tions for re s o lutions )l
Nicaragua
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Arndt and
others, on behalf of the Socialist Group, on the
Unircd States' embargo on Nicaragua. (Doc. B
2-26s/8s),
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Cervetti and
others, on behalf of the Communists and Allies
Group, on the US trade embargo against Nicara-
gua (Doc. B 2-316/85).
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, this is an
extraordinarily imponant debate and I should be really
grateful if the Members of this House would not all
stan the debarc with pre-conceived opinions.
I hope that after six years of our collaboration I per-
sonally inspire enough confidence amongst the other
political groups in this House in my democratic con-
victions for them to credit me with the same confi-
dence if now in this question I call for recruits in the
battle for democracy.
I have been to Nicaragua and spoke rc everybody
there a fonnight ago today. Above all, I spoke to the
opposition in Parliament and to the opposition which
is united in the Democratic Co-ordination. I spoke too
to the representative of the Conference of Bishops of
the Catholic Church, Bishop Vega, and in panicular
also to both the Christian-Democratic parties: rhe
Christian-Democratic pany which is represented in
Parliament and the Christian-Democratic pany which
is not represented in Parliament.
I also had talks with the ambassadors, both wirh rhose
from the Contadora Group countries and with the
ambassadors from the European Community. In all
these talks I was assured by everybody 
- 
including
the opposition, both that in Parliamenr and that our-
side the Parliament, that it is nor possible to say rhar a
Communist clique is in control there. I repeat: 'S7'e
were expressly assured by all 
- 
by borh 
- 
rhe Chris-
tian-Democratic parties and the represenrative of the
Catholic church, Bishop Vega: It is not possible to
speak of a Communist clique here.
\7e were told by this opposition, rhar there are no
concentration camps in Nicaragua. Ve heard thar
there from both sides. The government in Nicaragua
has declared itself for national dialogue 
- 
ir is rrue
without the Contras. Ve have not heard from any
opposition pafiy or from the represenrarive of the
Catholic church: The Contras oughr to be included in
this national dialogue. People should know: The Con-
tras are not supported by any of the political or social
forces of Nicaragua. That was the result of our talks
with everybody 
- 
and we really did speak ro every-
body.
I repeat: None of the parties, even the two Christian-
Democratic panies, supporrs the Conrras, but rhey
reject what is happening there. Nobody of all rhe peo-
ple we spoke to, including the editor-in-chief of 'La
Prensa', thought that financial suppon should be given
to the Contras.
For example we also discussed the quesrion of press
censorship. But you must recognize that those who
attempted to defend the press censorship ro us say:
That is a result of the state of war.
(Interruptions from tbe ce.ntre)
t Amendment No I by Mr Manin, Mr Ducarme, Mr Niel-
sen, Mr Maher, Mr Nordmann; Mr Poniatowski, Mr
Rossi and Mr Volff; Mr Mouchel, Mr MacSharry, Mr
Fanton, Mr Musso, Mr Barrett, Mr Pasty, Mr Guermeur
and Mrs Ewing on behalf of the Group of the European
Democratic Alliance; Mr Debatisse, Mr Clinton, Mr Dal-
sass, Mr Tolman, Mr Muhlen; Mr Borgo, Mr Bocklet, Mr
Friih; Mr Savrou; Mr McCanin; Mr Cosranzo, Mr Pfen-
nig; Mr F. Pisoni; Mr Mizzau;' Mr Herman; Mr Mallet,
Mr Bardong; Mr Stauffenberg; Mr Mertens; Mr Ebel; Mr
Poetschki, Mrs De Backer-Van Ocken; Mr Ryan; Mr
Speth, Mr Raftery and Mr Ligios on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany; Mr Thareau, Mr Eyraud
and Mr Voltjer on behalf of the Socialisr Group; Mr Pro-
van and Mr Simmonds; Mr Pranchdre and Mr Maffre-
Baugd.
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I suppose it is impossible ro deny rhat there is a srare of
war there. May I repeat word for word what a leading
representative of the governmen[ said about it 
-because we recommended rhar rhe press censorship
should be dropped 
-: 'Censorship', he stared, 'can beoperated only by inrelligent people'. And then he
added: 'But no inrclligent person is ready ro pracrise
censorship'.
( Interruptions from the centre )
You can see, then: Even in those circles rhere it is
understood thar the censorship musr be abolished. In
our talks it appeared thar rhere is a clear majoriry in
the Sandinisra Front for pluralism, for multiplicity of
panies, they are against an electoral system of the
'People's Democracy' type.
There is no doubt that some convinced Marxists also
belong to rhe Novos Comandatos.
( Interrup tions from t h e cen tre )
But the majority of the Comandaros have decided for
pluralism because rhere are many panies, and rhey
have declared themselves ready to send a delegation
here to us in the European Parliament this summer so
as to be able to discuss with us the possibilides as ro
what their constirution should be like.
'!7e ought to supporr this way, thar would be well
advised of us. The trade embargo will drive Nicaragua
into the hands of rhe Eastern Bloc. Everybody to
whom I spoke in Nicaragua 
- 
everyone, the opposi-
tion and the others 
- 
rejecrs rhe possibiliry of being
pan of the Eastern Bloc. They wish to belong rc rhe
non-aligned narions. The governmenr has expressly
declared ir loyalty ro rhe Contadora cause; the oppos-
ition too assured us of this. Bur the trade embargo
contradicts the Contadora development.
(Applause from the lefi)
I tell you one thing from my own experience 
- 
con-
sider this: 2-0 years ago I supported people like Dub-
iek, Ota Cik or Jiri Pelikan and then too I was
attacked by people of your persuasion. If you had
helped us then, things in Prague would perhaps have
gone differently!
(Interruption by Mr Brok:'Tltat\ an inaention'.)
My Honourable friend Mr Brok, that is nor an inven-
tion. I can prove ro you from documents that ir was
sol I can prove to you thar German-Czecho-Slovakian
society in those days was composed of rhese circles
and at that time was wrongly attacked by your groups.
I urge you to help those in Nicaragua to go rhe right,
democratic wayl By rhe trade embargo rhey will be
driven into the hands of the Eastern Bloc and rhen you
would bear a share of rhe responsibility.
(Loud applause fron the lefi)
Mr Cervetti (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I, [oo, went, with Messrs Arndt and
Glinne to Managua, as a guesr of the Nicaraguan
National Assembly. During our visit we had the
opportunity of meeting the highest government offi-
cials, the leaders of the opposirion panies, both within
and oumide Parliament, the managers of the opposi-
tion press and the Chairman of the Conference of
Bishops of the Catholic Church, and we also had
detailed talks and discussions with all rhe ambassadors
of the countries in the European Community who
were present in Managua, and with ambassadors from
the Contadora Group.
These various meetings enabled us to take srock of
imponant facts. \7e norcd firsrly rhar, with differences
of emphasis, there is wide support for three fundamen-
ml principles of the present Nicaraguan political sys-
tem 
- 
political pluralism, the mixed economy, and
non-alignment. These principles, ladies and genrle-
men, emerge from the concrete realities of the coun-
try. That marks rhe Nicaraguan polirical sysrem as an
original, autonomous one: it is all the more imponant
because it is taking place in a situation that is difficult
objectively, as we can all appreciare. Ir is a country rid-
dled with poverty and the under-developmenr [har
thrives on poverty. ft is a country subjected to
attempted economic strangularion and armed atrack.
\fle have also seen determined effons towards peace,
evidenced by the preliminary agreement with the Mis-
kirc Indians and the resumprion of a dialogue with the
Church. Ve have seen rhar Nicaragua not only acceprs
all the terms of the Contadora Group's peace propo-
sal, but also accepts the proposals ro set up a monitor-
ing committee that wilI also include rhe represenratives
of the European countries.
On the basis of rhese facts, ladies and gentlemen, we
find ourselves obliged ro pu[ forward rhe compromise
resolution that we have submitted.
Europe cannot stand aloof. The international Com-
munity has the clear dury to march the principle of
domestic political pluralism with a plurality of rela-
tions. \7e are the assertors of the safety of sovereignty
and independence ar any point on earth.
Europe cannot disregard rhat reality. Moreover, the
European Council has taken up a srance that is in the
main positive; the Commission is on rhe poinr of doing
as much, with an economic agreemenr that is to be
implemented rapidly. The solemn, united voice of our
Parliament cannot be withheld. S7e are encouraged in
this work by rhe need ro oppose the American
embargo, the artempt to strangle an original, aurono-
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mous political system. And we are also encouraged,
ladies and gentlemen, by rhe srance raken by rhe
majoriry of the American Chamber of Representatives.
I hope that wide support will be fonhcoming for our
resolution in this Assembly: thar would be an act of
solidariry, and also of great dignity.
(Applausefrom the Lefi)
Mrc Lenz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I hope Mr Arndt will accepr my sraremenr.
that the Group of the European People's Pany too is
concerned about freedom of democracy in that region.
I should like therefore to raise some objecrions in the
name of my group to the resolurion tabled by rhe
Communists, the Rainbow Group and the Socialists.
It seems that this economic boycort warranrs some
observations. Point one:The European Parliament has
never yet voted for a boycort, for the very reasons you
have already mentioned, that is, because it is always
borne only on the shoulders of the pooresr of rhe poor
and not on the shoulders of the governments which
are most responsible for these things, which are nor
themselves affected by the boycort and have mostly
also been responsible in these countries for the econo-
mic state of emergency, exactly as nou/ in Nicaragua.
(Applause from the centre and from tbe rigbt)
Point two: \Vhy has that little coun[ry menrioned by
you in several resolutions, which is the biggest in the
region, though not by a long way the mosr heavily-
populated, actually built up disproportionately large
armed forces from the very beginning and undenaken
military rearmament which actually caused the rhreat
in the region before the United States took any action?
( Interruptions fron the lefi )
I was the rapporteur for this region and can prove
what I say by statisrics.
The neighbouring counrries in this region are con-
cerned about Nicaragua's suppon for people in rhis
region who according to the quotation from a serious
German nev/spaper have said that subsequently rhey
intend to use mines to bathe every road in El Salvador
in a river of blood, then I really have to ask myself ser-
iously what Nicaragua is doing in this region.
Third point: If you describe the election as a genuine
one, even though nor as a democratically free elecrion
in our sense, why do you not mention that many
groups in that counrry wish for a dialogue wirh the
governmenr? Bur this word dialogue, as far as I am
aware, does not occur in the resolutions. \7hy do you
not ask for dialogue in this counrry, whilst you
demand it in another counr,ry with the friends of
whom I was just speaking?
A funher point: !flhy are the opposition politicians,
living in thar country, Mr Arndt, why are you, rhe
church and the independent press asking precisely for
the abolition of the censorship, for freedom and dia-
logue? Do not tell me that thar is a pluralistic pany
system. Ve have that kind relatively near to the Ger-
man frontier too.
(Applausefrom the centre andfrom the right)
Moreover, if the governmen[ [hinks itself strong
enough 
- 
and it has done all rhese things 
- 
although
it was warned in these matters 
- 
why has it subse-
quently turned directly towards the country, to rhe
power, which is mosr feared in the region, namely the
Soviet Union? Ve suppon Contadora, but we supporr,
it in agreement with the neighbouring Stares and wirh
the democratically elected governmenrs there, which
are gravely anxious. $/e cannor therefore subscribe ro
the wording of rhese proposals and we shall mble some
draft amendments.
(Applausefrom the centre andfrom tbe right)
Mr Prag (ED).- Mr President, I musr say rhar I am
amazed at the boldness and, indeed, the arrogance
with which my colleagues opposire have made srare-
ments about a situation which implies a danger ro
another coun[ry.
For instance, what grounds has rhe Socialist Group for
stating so categorically thar rhe Reagan Administra-
tion's assessment of the situarion is incorrect?
( Inte mtp t ions fron t he lefi )
If anyone imagines that going ro a counrry for three
days, or even a week, allows them to see anything of
what goes on, they are greatly misraken. I can tell rhe
people opposite that, as a journalist, I have seen many
'visiting firemen'who have nor had the fainresr idea of
what was going on, but ir did nor stop them from
going back home and talking about it as if rhey did.
(Mixed reactions)
\7hat means do our friends opposire have? Do rhey,
for instance, have intelligence sources, do they have
air reconnaissance photographs? !7har do they really
know about rhe situation in Nicaragua? Now, our
noisy friends on the opposite benches say in their reso-
lution that Nicaragua is a small counrry, it only has a
popularion of 2.5 million. It is perfectly big enough to
allow the installation of missiles if the Soviet Union
were to decide thar the moment had come to do that.
(Protesx from the lefi)
And it is perfecdy big enough ro rake fighter and
bomber aircraft. Ir is an absolute nonsense, and any-
body who has the faintesr knowledge of military mat-
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ters knows that it is nonsense, to make such judge-
ments.
Then there is the political side of the marter. The situ-
ation in Nicaragua, as Mrs Lenz said, is nor sarisfac-
tory. The conditions are ripe and they could become
riper for the establishment of a dictarorship. The num-
ber of political prisoners is srill large. The activities of
many political panies have been severely cunailed, and
all of them have been cunailed ro some ex[enr. The
press remains heavily controlled. The elecrion was
neither free nor fair, although it was half pluralist. And
the Sandinistas made perfecdy clear thar they were not
going to relinquish power, whatever the result. Even
more, they made it perfecdy clear that they inrcnded
the result to be in their favour. Do our colleagues
opposite really want us to undertake a policy in direct
and open conflict with that of our major ally, the
United States, on whom we are largely dependent for
our own freedom, for our own defence and for the
maintenance of the NATO shield?
(Cries of 'Yes!'fron the lefi)
Mr President, the measures proposed by the Socialist
and Communist resolutions are at. best foolish and at
worst fatuous, and I trust the House will vore for rhe
amendments put forward by the European People's
Pany and by my own group.
(Appkuse from the European Democratic Group)
Mr Filinis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it should be a matter of principle for the
European Community to oppose decisively any inter-
ventions against the independence of peoples and
countries, no matter where they come from and no
matter what jusdfication is offered for them. Only
then will there exist a broad front for peace and for
the freedom of all the world's peoples.
In this spirit we call upon the European Parliamenr to
respond to the general concern of public opinion in
Europe, and to stand decisively alongside a small but
noble and heroic people, like the people of Nicaragua,
who have fought an exemplary and successful batde
for their freedom and who, at this time, are facing an
unheard-of assault upon their independence because
of the illegitimate and provocative activities of the
Reagan administration.
Mr Verbeek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Ladies and gentlemen,
the latest news about Nicaragua arrived this morning
from \flashington. The House of Representatives is
changing front. Now they want what the Senate
wanted previously: the 14 million dollars for the Con-
tras, so-called civil aid for the Contras, not provided
by the CIA but by the State Department. President
Reagan showed himself delighted in Madrid and said:
'The House of Representatives was misled and misin-
formed'. So he regards himself as having been right.
The reason why the House of Representatives is now
likely to support the Contras is that President Daniel
Orrcga went to Moscow, '!(/arsaw, Belgrade and
Prague. But that is exactly what \flashington itself is
causing with its boycort. That is also precisely what
Reagan apparently wants [o achieve. The House of
Representatives in \Tashington has indeed been
misled; only now they are being misled by their own
President. In addidon President Onega is coming to
Madrid as well. Directly after Mr Reagan's State visir,
President Gonzales will receive his friend Onega on
behalf of the friendly nation of Nicaragua. Then Mr
Onega is going to Paris, to President Mitterrand.
\ilhat would be better than for the European Commis-
sion now to telegraph to President Ortega to invite
him to Brussels to accept special aid against, and for
the duration of, the American boycott?
(Applausefrom tbe lefi)
This boycott is meant to starve the people of Nicara-
Bua out and so to bring abour rhe fall of rhe Sandinisra
government. Starving them out is war by other means.
No boycott by the United States against racisr South
Africa, but against the people of Nicaragua who have
freed themselves from the genocide of Somoza, the
friend of \Tashington. The posirion cannor be more
revealing as regards the President who yesterday was
acclaimed here so loudly from the right. History will
not forger that. The GRAEL Rain6ow Group has
withdrawn the resolution in my name. \7e do not wish
to give any chance to amendmenis to our resolution
put forward by the Christian-Democrar Von Habs-
burg and others; we support the compromise texr by
Socialists and Communists.
(Applausefrom tbe lefi)
Mr Ulburghs (NI).- (NZ) Mr President, I too was
in Nicaragua some months ago. I am convinced that
Nicaragua is a historical challenge both for this Parlia-
ment and for each one of us. None of us can remain
neutral, including myself.
For those reasons I presented a motion for a resolution
but after mature consideration I wirhdrew it in favour
of the compromise motion. Vhy? I fear that if these
motions for resolutions are rejecred and if the amend-
ments by Mr Habsburg, Mr Croux and orhers are
approved, it will spell disaster not only for the people
of Nicaragua but also for the peoples of the third
world. In fact if these amendmenrc were adopred, it
would signify approval for Reagan's poliry, which is
rejected by a large pan of American and indeed world
public opinion. I have heard rhat yesterday even the
Netherlands and Belgian governmenrc declared them-
selves against an economic boycorr against Nicaragua.
(Applause from the lefi)
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I hope, Mr President, that these initiatives from Mr
Habsburg, Mr Croux and others will not meet with
the approval of the Christian-Democrats in rhis cham-
ber. That would be a historical error which would be
recognized as such by a large pan of their own sup-
porters. I can testify to tha[ as regards Flanders. In fact
for a growing proponion of those supporters in Flan-
ders, Nicaragua is a sign of hope, because Nicaragua
may be an experiment for a new development. It lies at
a point of intersection between East and \(est, Nonh
and South. This hisrcrical development in Nicaragua
may show faults, but in any case will stand or fall with
the suppon of Europe. That is why this decision today
is of such great imponance, not only for Nicaragua
but for justice both in the third world and for us.
Therefore I should like to appeal to this Assembly to
promote a diversification of the Nicaraguan economy
and by means of exchange of trainees and advisers,
twinning of municipalities and the like, to help the
peoples on both sides to make the proper progress.
Finally, Mr President, I am entirely at one with the
Roman Catholic bishops of the Unircd States who
unanimously condemned the Reagan administration's
policy on Nicaragua as well as regards the escalation
of nuclear armament.
(Applause{rom the brt)
Mr Zahorka (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we should not be biased in our attitude to
Nicaragua. Today Social-Democratic trade unionists
are in prison, farmers are being compulsorily resettled
and genocide has been committed against Indians. The
Sandinism regime in Central America is clearly a dis-
ruptive factor both inside and ouride the country and
as regards the principles of democracy.
(Applause fiom the centre and from the right)
A country which exports armed subversion to defence-
less democratic neighbouring States must not expect
unrestricted exports from other countries in the future.
That is a clear principle where political economy is
concerned and indeed one which we ourselves contin-
ually practise, for example in the case of South Africa.
'!7e all know that the long-term value of an economic
embargo is contested. Although embargos are not part.
of our repenoire, we can appreciate to some extent the
political value the US government purs on them as a
warning.
(Interruption by Mr Fellermaier: 'V/'ho is 'we'?')
I would emphasize Mr Fellermaier thar when I say
'we' you are not necessarily included Goods for rhe
organized democratic resistance, including food,
clothing and medicines for humanitarian purposes are
exempt from the sanctions. .. And now perhaps the
Socialist Members will allow me to finish, as is cus-
tomary in a democratic chamber! Connected with that
is rhe appeal of the US President to rhe Government
of Nicaragua to mke account of the anxieties of its
neighbours, and to take seriously its obligations where
neutrality 
- 
no[ in the sense of a Cuba 
- 
and respect
for democracy and peace are concerned. 'Sfle are
pleased about the fall of the Somoza dictatorship, but
we do not wan! a Marxist dictatorship either. The US
government intends the measures it has adopted rc
make its opposition to the Sandinista policy absolutely
clear. Vhy have 90 000 citizens of Nicaragua taken
refuge in Costa Rica? It is false in terms of political
economy to say rhat Nicaragua is being driven into the
arms of Moscowl It has been there since Onega's
recent visit to Moscow.
(Protestsfrom tbe brt)
The motions against the measure adoprcd by the USA,
which even the Reverend Jesse Jackson would not
approve, are not so much intended for Nicaragua as
directed against the USA. After your ridiculous display
of banners which accompanied President Reagan's
successful speech yesterday you are betting on the
wrong horse with these motions. You would do better
to welcome the amendments put forward by the other
two groups. That, I believe would be a balanced rather
than polidcally one-sided attitude to take.
(Applausefrom the centre andfrom the rigbt)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(CR) Mr President, I too
would like to address colleagues on the opposirc side
of the House and tell them that we are not asking
them for anything unreasonable. \fle do not ask them
to rise up too far against Reagan's dangerous policy.
'\U7e do not ask them to bless Daniel Onega. Ve only
ask them to adopt the same stance as the American
Congress ircelf. Not to be more royalist than the king,
more American than the Americans themselves.
(Applause from the lefi)
\fle ask them to take note of Congress's action, and
adopt an honourable and proper posirion here, con-
firming that they are not the puppets of Reagan's dan-
gerous policies. I ask myself how Members of rhe New
Democracy, Greek Members, can possibly bring them-
selves to vote against condemnation of rhe economic
embargo of Nicaragua just one monrh before rhe elec-
tions in Greece, when their pany talks about an inde-
pendent policy. I ask how Irish Members, who have
known so many pressures against their country, can
identify with the views of the Christian-Democrats or
the British Conservatives? Any who are dreaming of a
new Grenada should bear in mind rhar if an artempt is
made to repeat this in Nicaragua, we will have a new
Vietnam.
(Applause from the lefi)
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Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, I too have been in Nicara-
gua. Ve must, even after the elecrions, be allowed to
put a number of facrc together.
The Sandinistas were ready to extend an amnesty to
the Contras. Managua has negotiated with Miskito
leaders who were operating from Costa Rica. There
was the proposal which accompanied the proposals in
Mazanilia. There were discussions. In addition 100
Cuban military advisers have been sent home; and
what were the answers from the American side each
time? Funher military manceuvres, support given to
the Contras, proclamations of national emergency,
trade embargo, non-recognition of the jurisdiction of
the International Court of Justice at The Hague.
Ladies and gentlemen, yesterday we heard here a lot
of hot air about freedom, but does not freedom imply
in the first place the right of every people ro self-deter-
mination? Does not that right imply the fundamental
right rc choose one's own social and economic model
for development? !7hat is the meaning of international
agreemenrc, human rights and people's rights, the UN
Chaner, the Treaty of the Organization of American
States, if a single great power can infringe all these
agreements as it chooses? So we must emphatically
reject the trade embargo and I shall support the com-
promise proposal of the Socialists and Communists.
(Applausefrom tbe lefi)
Mr Marck (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, when the
delegation from the European Parliament which,
unlike the one of which Mr Arndt was a member, was
made up of a number of panies, questioned the Sandi-
nista leaders about their views on internal pacification
and reconciliation afrcr the elections, we were
informed amongst other things of certain lines of
policy by the present President of the Nicaraguan Par-
liament.
In the first place he stated that the national dialogue
which had been initiared between government, opposi-
tion, social-economic and church circles would con-
rinue undiminished. Secondly the Sandinista govern-
ment would draw its inspiration for its policy from
polidcal pluralism, non-alignment, mixed economy
with guarantees for private property.
Vhar is now left of these good intentions after the
elections? First, the national dialogue was broken off
by the Bovernmen[ without sufficient reason.
Secondly, the freedom of movement. of the leaders of
the political opposition and even church leaders were
restricted amongst other things by the refusal of exit
visas. Thirdly, press censorship was stepped up.
Founhly, President Onega toured the Eastern Bloc
countries in search of financial and above all military
support. Fifthly, private undertakings, which had dedi-
cated themselves after the revolution to the recovery
of the national economy, were discouraged by the
non-delivery of raw materials and by other forms of
harassment.
This systematic disregard of promises and of concilia-
tory gestures by the Sandinistas aroused exaggerated,
and I stress the word exaggerated, reactions from the
American governmen[, such as the trade embargo. Mrs
Lenz has emphasized that we were not in agreement
with it. In this spiral the effons of all who wish for
pacification in Central America, including Contadora,
are made difficult if not impossible. The European
Community must. continue [o support Contadora,
must make good its San Jos6 declaration and give a
chance to all who in Nicaragua and elsewhere in Cen-
ral America are striving for genuine reconciliation.
They are present in both camps. The exacerbadon of
contrary atritudes as expressed in some resolutions is
of no avail. I shall therefore reject them.
Mr Clinton D*is, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I rise to answer this debate on behalf of my
colleague, Mr Claude Cheysson, who, as honourable
Members will know, is the Commissioner responsible
for the issues under discussion. Unfonunately, he has
a longstanding engagement overseas and is unable to
be here, but has asked me to convey his apologies to
the House.
Mr President, the Commission can but note with grave
concern the United States authorities' decision to
impose a trade embargo against Nicaragua.
(Applause from tbe lefi 
- 
Cries of 'It\ because you are a
socialist !' from the right.)
I am told that I am a socialist. I acknowledge that. I
am representing the point of view of the Commission !
(Applause)
In the Commission's view, such measures will make it
even more difficult to restore badly-needed stabiliry to
the whole Central American region. It is to be panicu-
larly regretted, since they could seriously jeopardize
the steps towards peace being taken in the context of
rhe Contadora process 
- 
to which a number of hon-
ourable Members have properly referred 
- 
and we
must not pay simply lip-service to that imponant pro-
cess.
I would remind the House that since the overthrow of
the Somoza dictatorship, the Community's attitude to
Nicaragua has been one of practical support for the
work of reconstruction and development undenaken
by the Nicaraguan Governmenr. That is the view of
successive Commissions.
Berween 1979 and 1983, Nicaragua received a rotal of
71.15 million ECU in aid, and 15 million ECU of that
figure were provided in 1983 alone. Over this period,
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Nicaragua has thus received a third of all the Com-
munity's aid to Central America. Nicaragua, more-
over, runs a significant balance-of-trade surplus with
the Community. As honourable Members will know, ir
is broadly the view of the Community rhat rhe source
of the problems troubling rhe region is to be found in
its social and economic imbalances. Given this ana-
lysis, economic measures of the kind taken by the
United States can, in the view of rhe Commission,
only aggravate a situation which has brought misery ro
hundreds of thousands of people.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
In this connection, the Commission would recall the
Community's political commitmenr to rhe develop-
ment of structured relations between Europe and rhe
countries of Central America. This developmenr will
give the Community a grearer role in putting an end to
instability and violence in the region and in promoting
social jusdce, economic development, respecr for
human rights and respecr for democratic liberties in
the spirit of the conclusions of the minisrerial meeting
held in San Jos6, Costa Rica, on 28 and 29 September
last year 
- 
and ler rhat not be forgotren !
Following that meeting, the Commission is preparing
an a8reement designed ro strengthen its ties with Cen-
tral America by providing for an insriturionalizarion of
the existing political dialogue and for exrensive coop-
eration on economic malters. The agreement would be
with the countries grouped under the General Treaty
on Central American Economic Integration and Pan-
ama. That this measure has rhe full backing of the
countries of the region is confirmed by contacts which
have been made between Mr Cheysson and senior
Bovernment officials of both Conradora countries and
the countries of Cenrral America who regard the
Community's support as viral ro rhe success of rhe
Contadora peace initiative.
The resolutions which you have been debating raise
two clear issues warranting a response from rhJCom-
mission: the Unired States' trade embargo on Nicara-
gua and future economic cooperation between Europe
and Central America. I hope I have made clear the
Commission's viewpoinr on both these marters.
Mr President, may I end wirh a personal reminiscence
about a visit which I made as the leader of a British
parliamentary all-pany group ro Cenrral America in
December 1982 
- 
one of rhose visits much denigrared
by Mr Prag. It was an event which I found both sad
and uplifting. Ir was an event which did nor take place
in Nicaragua but in El Salvador, bur was connected
with Nicaragua. It stands our vividly in my mind, as
vividly and emotionally as any experience I have ever
endured. Ve visited a disused church in San Salvador,
a church which was home for some 320 people who
had escaped from the fighting in villages, mosrly refu-
gees who were innocenr women and children and they
had left their menfolk behind or rheir menfolk had
been killed. They had been entombed there for
2years, entombed because they dared nor risk leaving
that church for fear of arresr or even worse.
(Interruption by Mr d'Ormesson: 'Because of the Com-
munists!')
I spoke to an elderly male peasant and I asked him
what hope he had for the future. He pointed ro a pic-
[ure...
( Pro te s u from t be right )
I seem to have upset some of the Fascist right.
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
Commissioner, I should like to ask you
to speak on behalf of the Commission and to refrain
from recounting your personal experiences.
(Loud applause from the rigbt 
- 
Protests from the lefi)
Ladies and genrlemen every request ro speak on a
point of order gives rise to ren further requesrs; rhis
would put an end ro rhe ropical and urgent debate.
I do not know what rhe Commissioner said. It is an
oPen quesrion.
(Interruptions)
Commissioner, if thar is what you said rhen it goes
beyond your terms of reference as a Commissioner. I
would ask you ro bear thar in mind.
] have a total of nine requests ro speak on a point of
order. As Presidenr, it is for me to call Members ro
speak on poinm of order. I shall nor call anyone.
Please terminare rhis discussion now. Commissioner,
please conclude your speech, afrer which we shall
vote.
The Commissioner and nor Mr Clinron Davis will
speak on behalf of rhe Commission.
(Mixed reactions)
If you wish ro proresr against the way I am conducting
the proceedings, you may do so. I am not calling Mr
Clinton Davis but rhe Commissioner who speaks on
behalf of the Commission.
(Uproar)
Mr Clinton Davis, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, may I make ir clear in response to rhe poinr
that has been made: There is only one Fascisr right
group in this House, and I was advening ro rhar.
(Further uproar)
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President. 
- 
Commissioner, I have no right ro insist
that you conclude now. I would however draw your
attention to the Rules of this House. You are not a
Member of rhis House but a Commissioner and it is as
a Commissioner thar you should speak.
(Loud applause from the middle and from the right 
-Loud protests fron the lefi)
Mr Clinton Davis. 
- 
Mr President, I have long been a
Parliamentarian and I absolutely respecr the rights of
every democratic right-win g party, and norhing I have
said today invalidates thar. Every Conservative parry,
every Liberal party, every party of rhe righr save one
falls within that category.
(Standing oodtion on the lefi 
- 
Loud protests from the
rigbt)
I just want to conclude on rhis nore, Mr Presidenr.
That elderly peasanr poinrcd to the picture of one man
with tears streaming down his face, and it was the pic-
ture of the murdered Archbishop Romero. He said:
'There in the spirit of the Father lies our hope for rhe
future.' I believe that ir is remarkable that innocent
people, deprived people, dispossessed people can still
enteftain that hope, free of ideology, free of ideology
whether it is Communist or of rhe Right. They wanr ro
enjoy the right to free speech rhar some, apparenrly,
seek to deny. That, I believe, is the lesson of the pres-
ent tragedy that even the most obtuse could under-
stand.
(Prolonged applausefrom the lefi)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION BY MR
ARNDT AND OTHERS (DOC. B 2-26s/ssl
Afier the oote on paragraph 5
(A large number of Menbersfrom the lefi left tbe
Cbamber)
Mr Arndt (S).- (DE) Mr President, my group has
asked me to reques[ a count at the next vote to deter-
mine whether the necessary quorum is still present in
the House.
(Afier a cbeck had been made the President stated that a
qr4oriln u)as present 
- 
in successioe ootes Parliament
adopted botb resolutions)
Mr d'Ormesson (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, allow
me to address Commissioner Clinton Davis and tell
him that he has very unjustly insulted my Group.
Amongst the ten French members of the Group of rhe
European Right we have a comrade from the libera-
tion, Mr de Camaret. I myself am rhe oldest elected
mayor in the whole of the IIe de France region 
- 
I
was elected in 1945 
- 
which leaves no doubr as to my
attitude during the war.
I will tell you, Mr Commissioner Clinron Davis, rhat I,
too, have been to Nicaragua. There is one thing that I
know, and which I can prove: if there is a terrible civil
war in Salvador, it is because it is fuelled with arms
that the Nicaraguan government sends to Salvador.
And you are thar government's accomplice!
(Applause frorn the right)
Mr Dankert (S).- (NL) Mr President, I have just
asked to speak on a point of order with reference to a
pronouncement made by you. You raised at least the
suggestion that a Commissioner was not speaking in
the name of the Commission; if I may inrerprer it dif-
ferently, you stated that a Commissioner was nor
speaking in the name of the Commission. Mr Presi-
dent, whether that was so or nor is not rhe quesrion
which you or I have ro answer. Thar is a quesrion
which it is exclusively for rhe Commission to decide.
And I therefore ask you to withdraw your remark on
that point because that remark is a danger for healthy
institutional relations.
(Applause from the lefi)
President. 
- 
Mr Danken, I should like to point our
the following in relation to what you have jusr said. In
his speech the Commissioner himself said that he
wished to make a personal declaration and then began
to describe a personal experience. I made no commenr
on this although it was already close to the limirc of
what is permissible.
In view of the mixed reactions in the House and rhe
fact that ten Members asked to speak, I said: Commis-
sioner, that is a personal declaration on your pan and
not. a sta[ement by the Commission. I believed thar I
was entitled to do so in view of rhe fact that the Com-
missioner himself had made rhis clear.
(Applausefrom the centre andfrom the right)
Mr Dankert (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I am sorry
for Commissioners, but they are Commissioners,
members of the Commission. Their personal declara-
tions are pronouncements on behalf of the Commis-
sron.
(Protestsfrom the centre and right)
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I have meanwhile
received eleven requesm to speak which would clearly
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take up all the time set aside for rhe urgency debate. I
appeal to you not to let this happen as each requesr ro
speak leads to funher requests.
I shall therefore accept only one sraremenr from each
group which so requests.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I
regret that it has been a British Commissioner who has
caused this controversy in the House. He made a per-
sonal statement, and I believe that that was our of
order. I do not dispute he has the righr ro have what-
ever views he wishes, but he has nor gor the right ro
put them in the name of the Commission.
It won't be the first time that Commissioner Cheysson
- 
who, I gather, is his fairy godfather 
- 
in point of
fact has represented his own personal views as those of
the Commission, when they were not. Therefore, to
conclude my point of order, Sir, I demand rhat the
President of the Commission come ro our nexr parr-
session here in June and clarify rhe situarion on behalf
of the college of Commissioners as [o exacrly what the
position of the full Commission is as opposed to the
personal position of either Mr Cheysson or Mr Clin-
ton Davis.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Personal statements can be made when
the Minutes are being adopted, so I would therefore
ask all those who are nor speaking on behalf of a
group to do so tomorrow morning during rhe adop-
tion of the Minutes.
I therefore call the group chairmen ro give personal
statements under Rule 57.
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I regret ro
have to say that I inrcnd to send a lerrer to Mr Delors
and that I shall enclose rhe rext of the speech which we
have heard here.
(Applausefrom the centre andfrom the right)
It is not acceptable that a member of the Commission
should insult pans of this House in the name of the
Commission, and I feel myself insulred.
(Applausefrom tbe centre andfrom the right)
I should like to make rhar quite clear; and my group as
a whole feels insulted, because it was idenrified with
these parts of the chamber.
I should like ro add two senrences: as far as I can
remember, rhis is the firsr time thar ir has been neces-
sary to complain of an incident of this kind with rhe
Commission in this Chamber, and I have been here
since 1973. I should only like ro say that for me it is
striking that a Commission whose President has
declared to us that it wishes to mainrain panicularly
close and friendly relations with the Parliament should
cause such incidents. This matter must be completely
cleared up.
(Prolonged applausefrotn the centre andfrom the right)
Mr Arndt (S).- (DE) lt is indeed a black day for us
in Parliament today. I state that to all sides of the
House.
(Applause from the right)
Mr President, the question whether or no[ a Commis-
sioner speaks for the Commission, wherher or nor rhe
member of a government speaks for the governmenr is
a matter for the Commission or rhe governmenr.
Secondly, it is exrraordinarily interesring ro me rhar
the Commissioner, who wished to elucidate the Com-
mission's position with an experience of his own in this
matrer, and what is more by rhe example of the flighr
of fugitives into a church and rhe reference to a Cath-
olic bishop, was interrupted as he did so.
(Interruption :'by the Christian-Democrats')
No, he was nor inrerrupted by the Chrisrian-Demo-
crats, that is not correct. He was interrupted by a very
loud interjection, which I was able to recognize as [har
of Mr d'Ormesson. The minutes will prove rhat. That
was what led him ro rhar reacrion, which was directed
to Mr d'Ormesson. I did nor garher, and I think rhat
the Commissioner has also clearly denied, rhat he
meant any other group in rhis House. Therefore I
could not help finding rhat in this question the Com-
missioner acted completely wirhin rhe framework of
the Rules of Procedure as regards this House. I musr
actually express my regrer rhat democratic groups in
this Chamber are sranding up for the Group of the
European Right, which proved yesterday and the day
before that they apply rhe same rules as the Nazis
before 1933, for example in the German Reichstag.
(App lause from tbe left)
Mr Cervetti (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, I agree
with those who maintained here a shon time ago rhar
problems concerning rhe conducr of a Commissioner
are a matter for rhe Commission itself. That applies to
all bodies, and I think we cannor depart from this very
precise principle.
It is because quesrions regarding individuals mus[ be
assessed by the respective colleges to which they
belong that I will draw his atrention ro rhe facts as
they took place; and I call the atrenrion of the entire
Assembly ro the fact rhar, ar the srarr of rhe Commis-
sioner's statement, we heard from the lips of one
Member of this Assembly 
- 
Mr Cassidy, who is
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moreover accustomed rc use ephithers when referring
to other Members of this Assembly 
- 
the rerm 'social-
ist' directed at Commissioner Clinton Davis, almost as
a term of scorn, if not as an insult.
This occurred at the beginning of the debate in this
Assembly. \7ell then, it is also our duty 
- 
and should
have been your dury, with rhe impanialiry that is
expected from the President 
- 
to rebuke Mr Cassidy
at the beginning. You did nor do this, but you did
make a statement, at the end of the Commissioner's
speech, that was unjustified, to say the least.
Now, I am one of those 
- 
as Mr Klepsch said 
- 
who
wish rc write to the President of the Commission, Mr
Delors, but I intend ro srare all rhe facts and relare
everything that happened in this Assembly, and not
just a pan of the truth. I shall have something in fact
to say about our own behaviour, our behaviour today,
and also about behaviour in the running of rhis Assem-
bly, which ought to have been managed impartially
but instead was nor.
Mr de la Maline (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I
think that Commissioner Delors will receive a number
of letters, and I think that rhey will be justified.
I shall speak abour one point and one only. I am of
course not here to defend the characrer, whether
democratic or otherwise, of this or rhar group in our
Assembly: that is a matter for the electors who elected
them. That is no concern of mine, but still less does it
concern a commissioner. It is intolerable, Mr Presi-
dent, for a member of this college, even speaking per-
sonally, to go mad, take leave of his senses and so far
forget his manners as to insult, collectively, one group
or ano[her 
- 
with which I have no connection,
though it would be all the same if I had.
(Applause from the right)
The Commissioner has taken leave of his senses.
Everyone was affected by the remarks of the Commis-
sioner, who clearly exceeded his terms of reference
and forgot his responsibilities, carried away by a par-
tisan passion that shows him to be scarcely worthy of
the function that has been entrusted to him.
(Applause on the right)
It is about this question 
- 
nor the debate as a whole,
where everyone is fully entitled to defend whatever
sentiments he feels right 
- 
that I shall write ro Mr
Delors on behalf of my Group, calling for an apology
from the Commission ois-d-ois the Group and the
Assembly.
(Applause from the right)
Mr Van der Lek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am
more or less bewildered. I have had twelve years'
experience in a national parliament. I have never
known it to be questioned whether a member of the
government speaking here should have the right to
illustrate his words and his views with a personal
remark arising from personal experience. Nor have I
ever had the experience of members of a parliament
being subjected to restrictions in so far as they wish to
put forward their opinions and experiences. I should
like to tell you, Mr President, rhat I once rook five
minutes of my speaking time 
- 
that was then natur-
ally the speaking time to which I was entitled, for that
is of course important, as I very well know 
- 
to tell
Members a story which at that moment was in my
view more enlightening than any political observation
which I might make. Thus I wish to srare first of all
that all those who found it necessary to interrupt Mr
Commissioner Clinton Davis here or to call him to
account for the illustration which he thought impor-
tant in order to make clear his political statements on
behalf of the Commission, were responsible for the
commotion here. And when Mr Clinton Davis in his
answer to a completely unjusdfied interruption uses an
objective description such as 'fascist' for a group
which deserves [hat description, I regard rhar as a
totally different. matter from when Mr Cassidy thinks
he is entitled to denounce a group such as rhe German
Greens, who are known to have completely non-
violent aims, as heirs of Hitler. That is such a differenr
matter, Mr President that I absolutely do not accepr
that comparison. If we are to confuse rhese rhings we
shall never get anywhere.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Mrs Veil (L).- (FR) Mr President, I think rhar, as
has been emphasized, a sad precedenr has been set in
the Assembly today: a Commissioner has expressed an
opinion on a polidcal group. \Thatever we may rhink
of one group or another, I think rhat it does not
behove Commissioners ro do this, and I think that the
wisest thing would be for rhe Presidenr of the Com-
mission to come to the next session and apologise to
Parliament.
(Protests from the left 
- 
Applause from the right)
It is not for Commissioners to offer their opinions on a
Group, whichever Group it may be. Ve are defending
our rights. \7e have all been democratically elecred,
and we have the right to express ourselves. That is
what democracy means: accepting that all Groups can
express themselves here, and thar, having been elected,
they all have rights, without Commissioners standing
in judgement upon them, whatever rhey may think
personally 
- 
which again is everyone's right.
(Applausefrom the centre andfrom the right)
Under these circumstances I think that the President
of the Commission should come and tell us what he
thinks of the behaviour of Commissioners in general,
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and what he considers ro be the dudes of Commission-
ers ois-i-ais Parliament.
(Applausefrom the centre andfrom tbe right)
President. 
- 
I srill have seven requesrs to make per-
sonal statemenrs under Rule 57. Normally each
speaker may speak for rhree minutes. This will use up
the time set aside for the urgency debates.
Provided Members are prepared ro confine rheir per-
sonal statement to one minure, we could finish rhis
point now.
Mr De Gucht (L). 
- 
(NL) I do not even need one
minute, Mr President. I should simply like to say thar
the Treaty of Rome states that the Commission is an
independent insritution, in orher words: whar the
Commission comes here to say is the responsibility of
the Commission. Moreover, I think that it is not for
the Commissioner to say rhar he thinks rhe Group of
the European Right are iascists. They arefascists. ican
say that because I am a Member of Parliament, bur
that is not his business.
(Applause from t he left )
Mr C. Beazley (ED).- Mr Presidenr, I too will take
very much less rhan one minute. I regard rhis debare
no[ as a vicrory for rhe centre right, but as a defeat for
the European Parliament because, alrhough we won
this panicular argumenr 
- 
and I am very glad thar we
did 
- 
the Commissioner's remarks caused deep off-
ence to me as an individual Member of this House. He
also led the Socialists acrually ro leave rhe House, as
they did during President Reagan's speech. That is a
defeat for democracy and I am very sorry about ir.
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I rhink
that all thar had ro be said has been said, as far as rhe
sad incident caused by Commissioner Clinton Davis is
concerned. And so ir is nor about rhat that I wish ro
say a few words.
Mr President, I should like rc refer to the low trick
that has just been carried our on rhe initiative of Mr
Arndt who, in order ro prevenr rhe democratic vore of
this Assembly from being taken, has arranged for a
number of Members to leave rhe Chamber so rha[ he
can then draw attention [o rhe facr rhar rhere is no
quorum. Although the Rules of Procedure are for-
mally respected, rheir spirit is betrayed by a low man-
ceuvre. In realiry, the law has been abused. It is incon-
ceivable that a Group of rhis Assembly can use such
methods [o prevenr us from voting on a resolution.
Mr B. Friedrich (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the effec-
tiveness of this Parliament essenrially resides in irs
relationship ro the Commission. I have written your
words down: You said rhat what Mr Commissioner
Clinton Davis had said was at the limit of what you
could accept. I regrer to have to rcll you thar the Com-
mission's rights are embodied in the Treades of Rome
and are not subject rc the appraisal of a President who
is officiating for the time being. I regret thar for rhe
first time since the direct elecrions an acting Presidenr,
and this I must say to my Honourable Friend Mrs Veil
too, has committed a breach of the Treaties of Rome
in relations with the Commission.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I have
just encountered, perhaps for the first time, a British
Member of Parliamenr 
- 
or a onerime Member of
Parliament 
- 
who contravenes every parliamentary
tradition. That is all I wanted ro say ro rhe Commis-
sioner. Today, because of him, is a sad day for the
Commission and for Parliament, and I hope I shall not
compromise you, Mr Presidenr, in the eyes of some
members of this Assembly, by congratularing you on
the strictness, correctness and impartiality that you
have shown.
(Applause from the Right)
Mrs Piermont (ARC). (DE) Mr Presidenr,
someone has just complained rhat at Mr Arndt's insri-
gation some people left rhe Chamber in order ro
reduce the number of rhose presenr. I should like rc
refer to the fact thar in rhe pasr few days roo provi-
sions of the Rules of Procedure have been monstrously
misused, namely when ir came ro voring on the Mari-
naro Repon. \7e spenr hours and hours voting over
every individual section, every individual comma, and
only so as to delay rhe vore so long if possible rhat ir
could not be taken. That was the only object! I regard
that as absolurely unreasonable and rhar is somerhing
that must be said.
(Applause)
Terrorism
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the joinr debate on:
- 
the morion for a resolution by Mr Beyer de
Ryke, on behalf of the Liberal and Demo-
craric Group, on rhe attack in Brussels on
I May 1985 (Doc. B 2-281/85);
- 
the morion for a resolution by Mr Glinne and
others, on rhe rerrorist attack in Brussels on
I May (Doc. B 2-305/85);
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Herman
and orhers, on behalf of the Group of the
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European People's Party, on recent terrorisr
attacks (Doc. B 2-310/85);
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Cervetri,
on behalf of rhe Communists and Allies
Group, on the rerrorist atrack in Brussels on
I May 1985 (Doc. B 2-3ls/85).
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, I hope that a certain unanimity will
now be restored, and thar we can all be a little more in
tune with one another.
There are in effect today two lines of approach thar
are complementary: that of the Belgian Members of
this Parliamenr, and, I hope, thar of rhis Parliament in
its entirety 
- 
not simply a majority.
Ve all, every one of us, condemn rerrorism. 'S7e say
this, declare this, srate rhis. Vhy rhen, you will ask,
insist yet again? Because whar has just happened in our
country is one further step forward inro Euro-rerror-
lsm.
A few months ago Belgium, a rransir area, was nor a
target for terrorism. Now, for rhe first rime, things
have changed, and terrorism has struck symbolically.
'$(i'e, in turn, have enrered rhe age of the assassin. 'We,
in turn, have been marked down by rhe age of con-
tempt and aberration. The defenders 
- 
or so rhey call
themselves 
- 
of the working class kill rhe workers ar
dawn on May Day.
I should like, ladies and gentlemen, to read ro you a
few extracrc from a letter by an anonymous fireman,
bitterly upset and roused to indignation by the murder
of his comrades 
- 
a letter to a big Belgian newspaper
in which, addressing rhe rerrorists, he says: 'Under-
stand this. Vhatever your motives and your ideals, I
and my colleagues formally deny you any rights over
the life and death of any person, whomsoever it may
be. And don't worry, you terrorists, if you are in dan-
ger there will be other Marcels and other Jacques'
there, ready to risk their lives for you. And if you kill
them, over 1 000 others will replace them ar the same
wages'.
I shall conclude, Mr President. Yes, ar rhe same
wages, the wages of fear and courage, as opposed to
the wages of the mercenaries of dearh and of those
who impose death, who inflict death on orher, inno-
cent peoplel
(Applause from the Liberal and Democratic Group)
IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies and
Ben[lemen, there is nor one terrorism of the Righq and
another of the Left. There is only one [errorism,
always a rhrear to the freedom and political pluralism
that political democracies have won for themselves.
The hateful a[[acks that have recenrly taken place in
Belgium, after having long been met wirh elsewhere,
and which killed two workers in Brussels whilst pre-
tending to free the labour world, have suspec origins.
Their aim could only have been to develop a feeling of
widespread, confused insecuriry, ro have thar feeling
simply made into a scapegoar, and to reduce the extent
and quality of the freedom that our peoples enjoy.
The trap into which rerrorism and its srrange connec-
tions wanrs the democracies to fall is the withdrawal of
personal and collective rights and their replacement by
security measures that strike wirh less and less discri-
mination and create a destabilizing effecr on all demo-
cratic institutions. Thar is why our original resolution
and the compromise amendment call again on rhe
Council to srep up immediarely the coordination of
measures by the Ministers of Justice of the Member
States, and of rhe future parrners, Spain and Ponugal,
and desires the Council ro reporr in July on the joint
meeting to be held on Friday 2l June in Italy.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, rhe senseless acrion which, last week in
Brussels, struck down two innocent victims, two
workers who, like so many orhers, were simply doing
their duty, can only have been inspired by inrellectual
perversity combined with moral laxiry.
Vill rhe indignarion and censure thar have sponra-
neously burst out from every corner of the counry
and from all levels of society be sufficient ro convince
these weak spirits thar the monstrous project rhat they
have conceived will never receive the approval of a
majority of the people? The destabilization of a
society that they considered unjust, and irc provoca-
tion so as to strengthen im police-state characrer and
make it deresrable in everyone's eyes 
- 
rhis was
already the aim of the Red Brigades and many orhers,
which failed lamentably.
How much suffering rhere has been, how many lives
prematurely ended, how many futile deaths, for a
complerely negarive result! This Parliament would be
failing in ir job and would lose all dignity if ir did not
unanimously condemn these attacks on democracy, on
human life, and on our common faith in democracy.
In complete agreemenr with this fundamental para-
graph we say again that political leaders and those
who are responsible for safety 
- 
even the safery of rhe
latter, under the pretext of infiltraring, gaining infor-
mation and watching 
- 
musr still scrupulously respect
constitutional and legal rights, which musr be pro-
tected and nor v/eakened, wharever the gravity of rhe
challenge that terrorism consrirures.Vice-President
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- 
(NL) In the name of the SP I
should like to express my abhorrence of the senseless
bomb outrages which have been occurring recently in
Belgium. Abhorrence too of the cowardly murder of
rwo firemen who were simply doing their dury. Res-
ponsibiliry for the outrages was mostly claimed by
so-called extreme left or extreme right revolutionary
movemenB. They are no revolutionaries; they are sim-
ply assassins. As democrats we must oppose those
methods with all our might. But on the other hand I
wonder about the judicial inquiries into the matter.
The perpetrators of the smallest misdeeds are very
quickly picked up in Belgium; it ought therefore to be
possible to pick up also the perpetrators of these mis-
deeds.
If the historical causes of terrorism are investigated the
principal cause is often found to be the poor economic
social situation. The lack of prospects, particularly for
youth, is perhaps the greatest cause. Thus before
immediarcly deciding on police measures we must try
ro remove the real causes. Ve must eradicate the evil
by rhe roots and thus together we shall call a halt to
the pestilence of terrorism.
Mr Barzanti (COM). 
- 
(17) Madam President, once
again this Parliament has to take a stand against a hor-
rible terrorist attack that has cost [he lives of two
workers in Brussels, on a tragic May Day.
Some people will wonder whether it is not a ritual,
repetitive act to express solidarity with those who have
suffered, to denounce the perpetrators, and to
emphasize once again the reasons for adhering with
conviction to the principles of peaceful, tolerant
democrary.
In reality it is necessary to repeat strong words of con-
demnation, and to reaffirm the will to fight unyield-
ingly a chain of terrorist actions that aim to increase
tenslon, sow mlstrust, and undermine the very founda-
tions of civilized communal life.
For some time, NATO headquaners or Community
institutions have been in the sights of the terrorist
organizations; yesterday there was an attack in Lux-
embourg, a very serious attack, which in fact confirms
this very character that terrorist action is assuming in
an increasingly clear way.
Vell, that is all pan of a strategy that aims to poison
international relations and make them more difficult,
or sets out to weaken the determination of Member
States of the Community 
- 
as has been affirmed on
many occasions also by this Parliament 
- 
to carry on
an increasingly well-coordinated fight against the ter-
rorist organizarions, whilst still respecting the rights
and freedom of the individual.
In answer to what happened we must finally have con-
crete policies, and the meeting next June in Rome
must be used to coordinate, in an increasingly clear
way, [he action of Member States on this point, finally
implementing, in the necessary detail and with what-
ever modifications are needed, rhe 1977 Strasbourg
Convention, the purpose of which is precisely to fight
actively and continuously against a terrorism that sows
insecurity and mourning, and that cannot be accepted
by our democracies.
Mr Roelants du Vivier (ARC). 
- 
(FR) Blind violence
has killed, in the country which I represent, two mem-
bers of the fire brigade in the exercise of their duties.
Everyone of us here today, regardless of nationality, is
appalled at such haceful action. Vords are inadequate
[o express our disgust at such action, especially when
they claim 
- 
so falsely, it must be said 
- 
to be
defending the workers. It was the workers, as we
know, that were the first victims on this symbolic First
of May.
Alas, all our condemnations will not bring back to life
those who died doing their duty. The fact is there, and
today we have to prevent the repetition of such action,
whilst still avoiding witch-hunts. It must be done with
respect for the law and our common good, for democ-
racy.Let us not turn to exceptional measures, which is
what the authors of blind violence expect and are in
some way hoping for. Ve must trust the arm of the
State that has been set up to fight gangsrcrism, but we
must not, under the pretext of exceptional circum-
stances, recommend measures the only other effect of
which would be to provide ammunition, for the
authors of the attacks, in their battle of words.
Mr de Camaret (DR). 
- 
(FR) I shall be brief. !7e
have for some time been witnessing a very considera-
ble increase in acts of terrorism in Europe. These
attacks, which are organized or directed by the special
services of the Soviet Union, are designed to destabil-
ize the S7'estern democracies. Unless a clear determi-
nation to fight this scourge is manifest in every one of
our counries, it is to be feared that they will succeed
in what they have set out to do.
Every nation in Europe must recognise this, but, alas,
that is not the case. My country, France, through irc
rash policy of welcome to foreigners from the Third
\7orld, has become the favourite reson of rerrorist
movements from the whole world, who enjoy total
impunity.
No overall solution can be envisaged without ques-
tioning the unbelievable subversive resources 
- 
I am
mlking about the press, and the radio, and the rhieves'
kitchens 
- 
that certain groups have available ro rhem
in my country, and unfortunarely in other countries
also.
Governmenrc cannot be allowed to refuse 
- 
using as
an excuse the right to asylum, which is an eminenrly
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respectable right at that 
- 
to extradite foreign crimin-
als who continue their action, operaring from bases in
the rear 
- 
notably Baku and Odessa 
- 
which are
regularly inspected by Mr Ponomarev, whose auth-
ority in Soviet circles is well known.
Only political will and the crearion of a European
legal system will get to the bottom of this scourge,
which threatens the very existence of our nations.
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, we have
just heard an objective ally of the terrorists, that is ro
say, those who would like to turn [heir dreams into
reality and see the setting up of authoritarian powers.
I would say that Mr Clinton Davis perhaps made a
v/rong definition just now. They are not fascisrs, in
any case not the Italians, but they are above all racisr.
'!fl'e now have the proof of this. Ve are talking about
terrorism, and they use this discussion ro ger ar rhe
emigrants who are in our country to work, and to
contribute to the economic effon of everyone.
I think that such speeches show us the dangers threa-
tening us in this Assembly, and I regret that the Right
of this Assembly should have defended the Group of
the European Right just now. You have just heard
how dangerous this question is, how it threatens us all.
Our target is the terrorists, whether they belong rc the
Left or the Right. Perhaps we, too, have within our
Assembly the seeds of barbarism and the seeds of
authoritarian power.
I make this appeal to the Groups of the Right: when
true words are spoken, they should not take them as
being directed at themselves, because they themselves
are not fascists. They should take them for what they
are 
- 
that is to say, attacks against the extreme Right,
an extreme Right that also, like the terrorists, wants to
destroy democracy.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 2 seeking to replace
the four motions for resolutions)t
Lebanon
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Beyer de Ryke
and Mrs Veil, on behalf of the Liberal and Derno-
cratic Group, on the threat of massacres in Leba-
non (Doc. B 2-261/85);
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr de la Maline
and Mr Coste-Floret, on behalf of the Group of
the European Democratic Alliance, on the situa-
tion in Lebanon (Doc. B 2-278/85);
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Stirbois and
others, on behalf of the Group of the European
Right, on the survival of the Christians in Lebanon
(Doc. B 2-295/85);
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Mallet and
others, on behalf of the Group of the European
Progressive Democrats, on the events in South
Lebanon (Doc. B 2-312/85).
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) In the Lebanon,
death has unfortunately become a boring, everyday
thing. Everyone is threatened, many are hit, and the
emotion with which we are overcome grows with
special intensity.
The Christians in Lebanon are pursued, surrounded
and killed. Their villages are destroyed, razed to the
ground. Some of them come home, only to find a heap
of ashes. Thousands, tens of thousands of others begin
the wanderings of humiliated, persecuted crowds. I do
not believe that one side is more innocent than the
other. Everyone, the Christians as well as the others,
bears some responsibility in these collecrive tragedies,
but what I do say on rhe orher hand is that today,
Druzes, Sunnites, Shiites and Palestinians are receiv-
ing oumide support in men and equipment. The Chris-
tians, in their struggle for existence, only receive a few
words of commiseration.
Not so very long ago it was Europe and the Unired
States that saved Arafat's Palestinians from the Beirut
trap. Vell, it would be inconceivable for Europe, for
the '!7est, not ro give those who are irs spiritual heirs
- 
whatever sins they, like others, may have commit-
ted 
- 
an international guarantee. Let us not resign
ourselves to there being, on each occasion, one people
too many in the Near East. The Jewish people, the
Palestinian people, and the Christian people each have
a right to live. Let us not commit the sin of those who
once stood by with ordered arms as the Varsaw
ghetto was being exterminated. Let us realise that, if
we are prepared to see the Christians deprived of their
assets, of their place in the State, and finally of their
lives, tomorrow there will still be a place in rhe world
where the towns are called Sidon, Tyre and Beirut, but
this place will have ceased to be called the Lebanon.
On a personal note, I make a wish 
- 
and I think that
there are many who share it within and oumide this
Assembly 
- 
as I was saying, I utter a fervent prayer [o
see the Pope visit the Lebanon, rc be Chrisr's witness
there, and the witness of all those who are massacred.
I Amendment No I, by Mr Herman, Mr Marck, Mr Habs-
burg, Mr Croux, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany; Mr Glinne and Mr H:rnsch, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, Mr Beyer de Ryke and Mrs Flesch,
on behalf of the Liberal Group; Mr Prag, on behalf of the
European Democratic Group; Mr Cervetti, on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
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I would now hope thar rhe resolution of our Parlia-
ment will also be transmirted to the Varican, so that he
can appreciate how much the sufferings of rhose
crying out for help are a challenge ro us, as they musr
be to him.
Mr de Courcy Ling (ED). 
- 
On a point of order,
Madam President. In view of the shonage of time, I
ask you to pur ro the vote now my proposal that we
should vote on Mr Beyer de Ryke's mo[ion straight
away and then proceed to the debate on Ethiopia,
which is a very urgenr matter. Orherwise, we are no[
going to have time for a debate on Ethiopia. I think
there is general support for the motion by Mr Beyer de
Ryke, and I would urge you to put it ro rhe vote.
(Protests)
President. 
- 
Mr de Courcy Ling, I cannor comply
with your reques[. However I can put a proposal to
the House, in view of the fact that we losr some
30 minutes during rhe preceding debate. Does the
House wish, by way of exception, to add rhese
30 minutes to the urgency debare which would mean
that we shall finish at 6.30 and not 5 p.m.?
(Parliament gave its approoal)
Mr Coste-Floret (RDE). 
- 
(FR) There are no divi-
sions where the defence of human rights is concerned,
and we protested, at the appropriate time, againsr the
massacres at Sabra and Chadla. Today we are proresr-
ing just as energetically againsr the massacre of Chris-
tian populations. This is genocide: 2gvillages aban-
doned and burnt, 60 000 people on rhe roads and
thousands dead. It must srop, but in order to decide
what has ro be done, we musr first mke stock of rhe
situation in Lebanon.
For ten years, the country has been ravaged by war. In
the beginning it was other peoples' wars. Easr and
Vest, rhe United States and rhe Sovier Union, Iraq
and Iran, Israel and rhe PLO confronted each orher
through other facrions and militias. But afrer the wirh-
drawal of the PLO and Israel ir became possible rc
hope for peace. It did not happen. !7hy? For rwo rea-
sons: the first is the intervention of Syria, which has
not given up its dream of creating a Breater Syria, and
which everyone knows is arming the Druze and Shiite
militia, who, now, are hunting down the Chrisrians.
The second element in the drama is the weakness of
the government in Beirut. '$7e are saying, then, that it
is to these two pror.agonists, Syria and the governmenr
in Beirut, that approaches should be made. Our
motion does not oppose the compromise morion, but
it supplements it by serring our rhe responsibilities of
Syria, which we do not wanr ro conceal, and by stating
also that we want urgenr humanitarian aid ro be sent
to the suffering and the dying.
Madam President, colleagues, by voting for the Euro-
pean Democratic Alliance's motion 
- 
the Alliance will
also vote for the compromise proposal 
- 
you will be
saying that an end must be brought, quickly, to a situ-
arion which is wholly unacceptable, as well as a denial
of human rights and a denial of reason and good
sense.
Mr Stirbois (DR). 
- 
(FR) Christian Lebanon, and
therefore Lebanon itself, is dying. ft has been at the
point of death for more than [en years and seems now
to be slipping away, with all rhe consequences rhat im
disappearance will entail. Consequences for the stabil-
ity of nations which will suffer local disrurbance, con-
sequences for the history of the Vest, which cannot
but be weakened by the destrucrion of one of its mem-
bers, even a forgotten hybrid. Consequences above all,
for Lebanese Christians, who have as much right to
survival and land as rhe Israelis, the Palestinians, rhe
Kurds, the Armenians, as all those nations for which
we have so often shown concern only when it was roo
late. To ge[ a pawn to enrer its sphere of influence, to
place it in a strategic area, to gain its own ends, rhe
USSR aids and encourages those who have a direct
local interest in the disappearance of Lebanon: Syria
and the Palesdnians.
If the Christians in the Lebanon made a mistake in
underestimating the siruarion and not anticipating rhe
treachery of the allies, according to the Israeli ambas-
sador to France the \7est bears a share of the responsi-
biliry for the misfonunes of the Chrisrians in Southern
Lebanon, in thar it urged Israel ro evacuare Lebanon
as soon as possible. According to Emile Rahm6, a
close adviser of Samir Geagea, head of rhe Lebanese
forces, it must be admitted that every time the Israelis
evacuate an area which has been under their conrrol, it
is the Christians who pay. Some observers think that
the migrarion of the Christian population towards the
Israeli security zone is pan of an Israeli governmenr
plan to interpose a Christian shield between itself and
the Shiites. There will always be time ro analyse the
selfinterest, egorism and cowardice of one or the
other. The French bishops have asked the real ques-
tion, will the'!flest remain silent? Are we watching the
destruction of a nation which has hitheno been an
example of coexisrcnce and brorherhood?
The French prime minisrer said in a speech that France
will do everything in her power to provide the fullesr
help and supporr for the suffering peoples of Lebanon.
That is the question: what help, what suppon and to
which people? In fact the Socialisr pany, of which Mr
Fabius is a member, had no hesitation in urging the
Bovernment to help Yasser Arafar and his forces, who
are well-known for their humanirarian action. '!fle
should not be surprised ar the Communists' total sil-
ence regarding this tragedy, because Islamic narional-
ism serves their ends, both in the Middle Easr and in
our own counry. Vhat we ought to find surprising, or
more precisely, ro condemn, is rhe arrirudes which lack
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frankness, rhe declarations made solely for rhe sake of
getting applause from the innocenr to strengthen the
author's humane image.
Need I remind you thar Mr Valid Jumblatr, whose
hands are stained with blood, still has a sear in rhe
Socialist Internarional, and rhar several heads of
governmenr of European democracies are members of
the Socialist International. How can one really wanr ro
provide help for the people of Lebanon and at the
same time, after meeting him, tolerate rhe imperialist
aims of Colonel Khadafi, who has never denied his
active suppon of the Palestinian resisrance and the
Lebanese nationalisr movemenr ?
There is, in Lebanon, an anti-Christian racialism
which is causing rhe country to be crushed gradually
by Islam. The Lefr in Europe is not rising and will not
rise against rhis anti-Christian racialism, rhar is clear.
But Europe, free Europe, is not socialist. Through this
Parliament it can still rake action ro enable a nation to
survive, whilst preserving the exisrence of different
communiries wirh a respect for rhe right to differ. It is
a theme which we discuss often. Let us speak of it first
in a country in which the Christians, with rhe Maron-
ites, were an essenrial pan and in which rhey are today
the victims of an upsurge of Islamic fervour and
nadonalism rhroughour the region. In Lebanon the
Arab nation is rejecring coexisrence berween Chris-
tians and Moslems.
If by misfonune Lebanon finally succumbs, ler the
'!7est remember its mistakes and its cowardice. Our
Parliament musr acr if it does nor wanr also to bear a
share of the responsibility for the tragedy which is
unfolding in this area of the Middle East.
Mr Bernhard-Reymond (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam
President, colleagues, how can one fail to experience a
grea[ sense of sadness and rragic helplessness when
one remembers once again the situation in Lebanon,
where the events of the last rwo weeks have darkened
a situation which had already dereriorated so much.
That a Christian community which is so close ro us
should suffer ro this exrent the heanbreak of exodus
and the specrre of expulsion, even disappearance,
touches us deeply. \(e must declare our readiness to
take in everyone who is condemned to flight by this
tragedy. \7e continues to think thar Lebanon was a
model and that the coexisrence of communities which
it was able to achieve was exemplary. That is why the
ultimate panition of that counrry would affect more
than irc own destiny. It would weigh heavily on rela-
tions between communities in many counrries and
would indubitably signify a deterioration in the qualiry
of our international sociery.
\7e also think that the collapse of Lebanon is not fun-
damentally due to the cultural and political pattern it
has chosen, but to rhe absolurcly untenable Middle
Eastern environmenr in which it is situated, where the
major powers operare through rhe intermediary of
regional forces and qeate a situation in which poor
Lebanon has to crack.
That is why we are calling so insistently for the with-
drawal of all foreign forces from the counrry. On the
other hand we firmly supporr any international initia-
tive which would make it possible ro prorecr the threa-
tened popularion, especially rhe reinforcemenr of Uni-
fil.
This situation, at once so dramatic and so insoluble,
once again shows up the tragic absence of Europe. It
alone, perhaps, could have used rhe historical experi-
ence which several of im members have acquired in
that region, and the power which its uniry would have
given it in the eyes of the various protagonists, ro pro-
pose solutions to guaranree the inregrity and security
of all the States in rhe region.
Once again we see rhar peace needs Europe. The suf-
fering of the Lebanese and of all the peoples of the
Middle East calls our ro us. Europeans must speak
with one voice, but rhey must also envolve an effective
strategy and provide rhemselves wirh the means [o
enforce it. For thar to happen, Europe musr be
Europe. That is sdll no the case today. Here, vre are
paying in terms of income and unemployment; over
there, in Lebanon, others are paying with their lives.
Mr Bombard (S).- (FR) Madam Presidenr, it is sig-
nificant that, ar a rime when rhe Christiair community
in Lebanon is threarened with genocide, a French
socialist is calling on the EEC and on France ro inrer-
vene [o try to save it.
Lebanon is an independent Stare which has always
been founded on religious equilibrium. Thar has
always been the policy behind French acrion. Now dis-
equilibrium is increasing daily, in favour of the Shiites
and the Druse, and the Chrisrians are rhreatened wich
genocide, to the advan[age of Syria, which has always
dreamt of a grearer Syria, including Lebanon.
'!7e, who are French and socialisrs, appeal ro [he con-
science of Europe, rc reestablish in Lebanon the dign-
iry of the State and a balanced religious pluralism,
which is the only possible way in which the Lebanese
Smte can exisr.
France has always acted as a prorecror of the Chris-
tians in Lebanon. It wants ro conrinue that task effec-
dvely, thanks to you all, and ro save the people rhrea-
tened with total destruction.
In order to do that, people in France musr cease [o
attack those who have inrerposed French troops
between the communities! France and the Lebanon are
brothers, and France is ready ro take parr in an act of
protection, provided thar ir has help.
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Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
even though it is regrertable that after the heary
attendance at the beginning of this afternoon there is
hardly anyone left in the House now, the fact that
now all sides of the House are of one mind is the more
encouraging. That shows once again that in the great
questions 
- 
if we think as Europeans 
- 
a common
ground can be found.
In Lebanon there is above all a European task. Let us
not forget the links which exist with Lebanon. The
Christians of Lebanon have always had a special rela-
tionship with Europe 
- 
particularly with France, and
European culture has received very much from the
Lebanese region. Let us not forget the great monu-
ments which bear witness to our mutual interests. I
think we therefore have a responsibiliry towards this
country, for the sake of which the Community must
finally summon up its enerBy.
Madam President, we are not so weak as we persuade
ourselves. Since the accession of Spain we are now the
foremost economic power in the world.'!fle ought to
use this economic power much more as a political
instrument in those regions which directly concern us.
\fle ought therefore to look above all to those regions
which actually belong to the spiritual circle of this
Europe of ours. Here a genuine task has been set for
the Communiry. Thus it may be seen once more,
whilst the Lebanese drama is being enacted, that we
must bring polidcal Europe inrc being so as to ensure
that we can defend also those who belong with us.
(Applause)
Mr Segre (COM). 
- 
(17) Madam President, we Ital-
ian Communists will vote for the compromise motion
because it seems to us that, a[ a time when a tragedy of
dramatic proportions is taking place in the Lebanon, it
is perhaps no[ the moment to try to share out the
blame amongst that community.
The drama that is mking place is one that threatens to
involve everyone, not only this country and its com-
munities.
A few hours ago the Italian ambassador in the Leba-
non sounded the alarm, believing the Italian embassy
to be in grave danger. It is a serious situation.
At a time when we are calling on the Commission to
intensify aid, we call also on the ten Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation to make the voice of
Europe be heard loud and clear, to prevent this tra-
gedy reaching a conclusion that would be even more
tragic and bloody.
Mr Nordmann (L). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I
should first like to congratulate Dr Bombard on an
analysis and argument which I fully share. But in con-
grarulating him, I must at the same time regret the fact
that he, a socialist member of the European Parlia-
ment, is so little heard by the socialist power which
controls French foreign policy. In fact, had he been
listened [o more, we should not, perhaps, have had
occasion to find once again that the Vestern countries
are scandalously applying the principle of 'two
weights, two measures', which has provided the key to
western European policy in the Middle East for so
many years.
The contrast between the operation to save Yasser
Arafat three years ago, and the indifference behind the
fine words which prevail today, serves as a warning
and proof of my argument and my regret at seeing
that Dr Bombard is so little heard.
To that I shall add that if it is essential for France and
Europe to mobilise to provide the urgent help which
we owe to the Lebanese Christians, it is also essential
rhat we do not forget the polirical background to rhis
crisis, a background which is dominated by Soviet
imperialist exploitation of every troublespot in the
region, and which is also a threat to us Europeans. It is
essential that we do not forget the mistakes of a Euro-
pean policy which, through declarations which were
often pure rhetoric, like the embarassing Venice decla-
ration of 1980, set the seal on the non-existence of
Europe in a region where it had a heringe and where
it continues to have obligadons.
Mr Clinton Devis, Member of the Comrnission. 
-Madam President, the Commission is, of course, fol-
lowing the situation in the Lebanon very closely. \7e
share the deep concern that has been expressed in this
House this afternoon about the tragic events referred
to by Mr Beyer de Ryke as a collective tragedy. Events
are taking place there which add to the suffering of
civilian populations, including now Christians in the
sourh.
As far as possible the Commission has done its best ro
help the people affected by the war and to ease their
terrible suffering. Since 1975, when rhe Civil Var
began, more than 222 million ECUs worth of aid,
including humanitarian and food aid, have been sent
to Lebanon. This aid has, of course, been put at the
disposal of all sections of Lebanese sociery. May I add
that just recently, in March, emergency food aid was
granted to Lebanon to help those in the greatest diffi-
culty 
- 
notably those living in the south, whose situa-
tion has now been further aggravated by the tragic
turn which events have taken. This aid package
included 5 000 tonnes of cereals and 1 000 tonnes of
vegetables. \7ith regard to the present situation, the
Commission remains ready ro consider any request for
emergency humanitarian aid submitted to ir through
the competent international organizations.
May I, in conclusion, remind the House of the decla-
ration made by the Community's Foreign Minisrers at
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their Political Cooperarion Meering on 29 April 1985.
The reference to Lebanon reads as follows:
The Ten continue to view with concern the dereriora-
tion of the situation in Lebanon and, in parricular, irs
consequences for the the civilian popularion in rhe
south which continues to be sub.jected to unjustifiable
acts of violence. The Ten appeal ro all the panies con-
cerned, both within Lebanon and outside, ro acr in
such a way as to facilitate the process of restoring the
sovereignty, unity, territorial integrity and indepen-
dence of Lebanon 
- 
a process which has been ser-
iously compromised by the recent. worsening of the
policital and security situarion. The Ten reaffirm their
suppon for Unifil. The Ten call on all panies to res-
pect Unifil's role, avoiding all incidents, cooperating
fully with the force and ensuring the safery of its per-
sonnel.
That is a policy to which the Commission, and evi-
dently the House, wholly subscribes.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
(ln successizte ztotes, Parliament :
- 
adopted Amendment No 1, seehing to replace
motionsfor resolutions B 2-261/85 and B 2-312/851
- 
adopted resolution B 2-278/85 and
- 
rejected motion for a resolution B 2-295/S t)
Etbiopia
President. 
- 
The nexr item is rhe joint debate on:
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Chinaud and
Mrs Flesch, on behalf of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group, on the evacuation of Ibnet camp in
Ethiopia (Doc. B 2-280/85);
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr Le Chevallier
and Mr Antony, on behalf of the Group of the
European Right, on the famine in Ethiopia (Doc.
B 2-285/85);
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr De la Malene
and others, on behalf of the Group of the Euro-
pean Democratic Alliance, on the enforced clear-
ing of a refugee camp in Ethiopia (Doc. B 2-301/
85);
- 
motion for a resolution by Mr Herman and
others, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany, on the situation in Ethiopia (Doc.
B 2-311/85).
Mrs Flesch (L).- (FR) Madam President, everyone
knows about the events which led us to nble this
motion. The exodus, under controversial conditions,
of several tens of thousands of refugees from hunger
has created an unprecedented crisis between the
Ethiopian regime and the principal international
humanitarian organisations. The forced evacuation of
almost 60 000 refugees has been confirmed officially
by the United Nations and by the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross which have discarded their
customary discretion and pointed out that the great
majority of the people forced to leave were children
suffering from serious malnutrition and that there was
extreme disquiet as to their fate.
The Ibnet camp, situated on the high central plateau
of Ethiopia was a centre specialising in food and medi-
cal aid to the victims of famine and infant malnutri-
tion. It was administered by the Ethiopian authorities
with the assistance of the International Committee of
the Red Cross, the Ethiopian Orthodox church and
various humanitarian organisations.
The significant effort made by the international com-
munity and the EEC in particular, both through public
aid and through that of non-governmental organisa-
tions, leads us to enquire very seriously of the Ethio-
pian authorities what they intend to do ro rehabilitate
the refugees from famine. Basically it is the very future
of our emergency food aid which is ar srake here. For
it to continues an assurance must be obtained from the
Ethiopian government that there will be no reperirion
of this tragic episode.
In this connection we are very pleased that the Com-
mission reacted officially on Friday last by summoning
the Ethiopian ambassador in Brussels to provide an
explanation and by asking the EEC delegation to
Addis Ababa Lo carry out an on-rhe-spot enquiry.
The Ethiopian government must know that its attitude
is unacceptable, whether it is a blunder on the pan of
the local authorities in the Gondar region, or a deli-
berate act by the central power. Obviously no-one
doubr the necessity for a return to the villages and to
agricultural activity. But it must happen under accept-
able circumstances. Undernourished people must nor
be forced to undenake such a long march. The Vollo
and Tigre regions, to which the refugees were going,
are regions which were severely affected by drought
last year and can be reached only after a march of sev-
eral days. In view of the srate of exhaustion of these
refugees, this evacuation could only be a march
towards death.
The Ethiopian governmenr must give an undertaking
that in future the evacuation of the camps will be car-
I Amendment No I by Mr Mallet, Mr Croux, Mr Habs-
burg, Mr Debatisse, and Mr Fontaine, on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Party; Mr Prag, on
behalf of the European Democratic Group; Mr Beyer de
Ryke and Mrs Flesch, on behalf of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group.
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ried out in cooperation with the humanitarian organi-
sations, which are best able ro assess rhe physical con-
dition of the people. Agency dispatches indicate thar
several thousand refugees who were chased out of
Ibnet last week, have returned in rhe hope of receiving
food and medical care.
Unfonunately famine itself has raken enough victims
without man increasing the number by truly absurd
decisions.
Madam President, these are the reasons behind our
motion. I should add thar an amendment No I has
been tabled, that it has rhe approval of a very large
number of the groups in rhe Assembly, and rhat my
Group, for its pan, will vote in favour of the amend-
ment.
Mr Tripodi (DR). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we do not know how the Communist camp
can sdll have the effrontery to talk of liberating man
from the bonds that humiliate his personality when, in
a country that is brusally controlled by a Communist
dictator, whole populations are deprived of the pri-
mary right of existence.
This is happening in Ethiopia, and yet rhere are srill
those who claim that, in that counrry, democracy is
the foundation on which the so-called legality of rhe
government is based.
Faced with acts such as [hose that have raken place at
Ibnet Camp, where what is nothing less rhan genocide
has dispersed almost 60 thousand people, rhe human
conscience rebels and denounces the bloody Colonel
Mengistu as a wonhy heir to rhe Sralinisr purges.
In a camp that accommodated 59 thousand refugees
driven from home by hunger, including a grear many
children, the Ethiopian governmenr, after having burnt
down the crowded camp, forced almosr all the survi-
vors to flee to the south. The Red Cross only found
two thousand at the place where rhe camp had been.
'\7here wholesale murder has nor exterminated rhe
hungry, deportation, using rransport supplied by the
Soviet army, is inflicting indescribable hardship on
around 300 thousand men living in the !7ollo and
Tigre provinces.
The Group of rhe European Right calls on Europe ro
stop looking weakly on ar rhese atrocious violations of
the most elementary human rights. It asks whether, at
a cenain point, intervention by UN peace-keeping
troops ought not to be proposed. Indeed the Group
itself proposed that, in the meantime, Europe should
organize a massive joinr operarion ro transporr 
-under the escort of a peace-keeping force, and with
the maximum urgenry, so as ro avoid the worst 
- 
at
least 500 thousand tons of food, in an arrempr ro save
what can still be saved of those hapless victims of
Communist oppression.
(Applause)
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) The situarion in
Ethiopia calls for some response from the European
Parliament, and that is rhe object of rhe resolution
which we have tabled.
'S7'e are aware of the situation: hundreds of thousands
of people condemned by drought to suffering and
death, and also condemned ro despair, because the
future offers no glimmer of hope, the counrry is ar
war, a situation in which rhe horror and violence of
war is added to what I have already mentioned. Aid
supply-lines are blocked by military manoeuvres, by
battles, and also, without doubt, here and there by the
desire to prevent aid from gerring rhrough. The pons
are closed in order to receive shipments of Soviet
arms, instead of receiving shiploads of foodstuffs
which could save whole populations. There has even
been machine gunning of food distriburion cenrres 
-the NGO said so 
- 
and now rhere is contempt for
humanity, brutal contempt, as demonstrated by the
situation at the Ibnet camp, which our colleagues have
just described.
This example is an illustrarion of an even more serious
situation, which affecrs 30 million people, in the Sahel
alone, which appeals to rhe sense of responsibiliry of
the developed na[ions, the affluent narions. They must
continue to supply aid and to increase it; in panicular
the European Parliamenr mus[ do still more than it has
done hitheno. But we musr also denounce rhe hypo-
crisy of the governments of some of rhe countries
affected by famine for their excessive brutality on a
level never reached by the mosr violenr of the former
colonial powers. I can still hear rhe ambassadors of
one developing counrry attacking the Vestern idea of
human rights. !7ould that that idea were shared by
some of the countries affected by hunger!
Madam President, there are emergency meerings of
the Security Council whenever there is danger of war
in the world, and rightly so. 'lfhar official body will
meet. ro demand rhar rhe developed world carry out
the greatest rescue operarion of all dme? Ir is high dme
it was done, and perhaps it is our Parliament that
should seize the iniriative and rake responsibiliry for
having saved enrire popularions from hunger, misery
and despair.
Mr Raftery (PPE). 
- 
Madam President, 150 years
ago, a series of famines srarted in my country, Ireland,
culminating in a great famine which reduced the
population of our island through starvation, disease
and emigration by 500/0. The cause, I need hardly tell
you, was not a lack of rain in my country. No, it was
the inevitable ourcome of a rapidly rising population
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and static food production, which in turn arose from a
government more concerned about the subservience
than rhe subsistencp of its subjects and a gross lack of
education and rraining, panicularly for those working
on the land.
The similarities wirh rhe situation penaining in many
African countries today are striking. Droughr, I con-
tend, merely hastened rhe onset of the famine, which
was inevitable owing to rhe mismanagemenr of
resources and rhe bad governments of these countries.
The problem in Ethiopia and rhe Sahel region musr be
looked at in the short, medium and long rerm if we
hope to eleminare the recurring famine in that region.
Clearly, in the short rerm we musr get more food to
those unfonunare people, but in rhe medium and lon-
ger term the more imponant task is to adopt a policy
of helping them ro help rhemselves 
- 
in orher words,
a philosophy of giving them a fishing-rod rather than a
fish.
'!7hile urging Europe to contriburc more generously, I
would like to point out rhar Europe has already contri-
buted more generously towards rhe relief of hunger in
Africa than any other developed region in rhe world.
Lack of food surpluses is no excuse for rhe USSR and
ir allies not conrriburing, as we in the Community
would be very happy to sell our surpluses to Russia,
which in rurn could donate these surpluses ro rhe
starving Ethiopians. Grain rather than guns, I suggest,
would be more appropriate for the Ethiopians.
I would suggest in all humility that we in Europe have
a responsibility to take an initiative, co do something
about eliminating the permanenr risk of famine in that
part of the world. I suggest rhat we ser up a kind of
African development corps, somerhing along the lines
of the Peace Corps which President Kennedy ser up
some years ago. In rhat regard I have no doubr that in
time, given development and training, the people of
Africa could help themselves, and we should see an
end to the continuing risk of famine in rhar area.
Mr Fellermaier (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, if one reads the motion for a resolu-
tion of the Group of rhe European Right and pays
attention to the language and phraseology employed
in it 
- 
it states that airborne troops from Italy, France
and the Federal Republic of Germany should be used
and that the Head of Srare of rhis counrry, which
belongs to the Lom6 Convenrion, is a barbarous colo-
nel 
- 
then I think it is not for this Group of the Euro-
pean Right, which ircelf has a barbarous group leader
at irc head, to insult the President of State of anorher
country in this way in rhis document.
The groups have tabled a motion for amendment,
No 1, which takes into accounr rhe declaration of the
Commission made at a special sirting of the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation this week. I
should like in the name of the Socialist Group to thank
Mr Vice-President Natali, who is here presenr, for
having summoned the Ethiopian Ambassador to him
immediately after the occurrences in the Ibnet Camp
in order to inform him of the express displeasure of
the European Community. Ibnet is one camp of fifty.
I think we should understand and see dispassionarely
that the Ethiopian Governmenr is not acting wrongly
if it has now begun a campaign so rhar the refugees in
the camps should be ready now, when the rains have
sel in in large pans of the country, ro go back to their
villages and till the land. I think nobody should criti-
cize that, but whar musr be criticized is the way in
which regional Ethiopian aurhoriries have dealt here
with goodness knows how many rhousands of people.
This must be censured, because European public opi-
nion cannot accept ir and because otherwise, when we
call upon our peoples for funher benefactions for the
starving population in Ethiopia, we should be unwor-
thy of belief. Therefore the Commission should now
go funher than what is termed emergency aid and in
close liaison with the coordinator of the Unircd
Nations should above all ensure that rhe people who
are ready to go back to the villages in this resettlement
programme are provided with what is most essenrial,
namely seed. Only rhen can they hope afrer the rain
sets in in December and January rc be able to reap the
harvest and ro feed rheir families themselves.
I think, Mr Commissioner, that we musr develop a
considerable supplemenmry programme far in excess
of emergency aid in rhe sense of help for self-help, a
long-term European Community programme. For rhat
we need the assurance of the Erhiopian Government
that it will show a larger measure of readiness ro colla-
borate with the European Community, because in the
final analysis ir is a panner in the Lom6 Convention.
This is an obligation for borh sides and you should
make contact also wirh rhe State President of Ethiopia
in the spirit and on the basis of the Lom6 Convention.
You have been to Ethiopia, Mr Namli. I think that in
this situarion ir would be advisable for you ro go ro
Ethiopia again in order ro rry on rhe spor ro influence
things rather differently, so rhar Ibnet may remain an
isolated case and rhat this frightful occurrence shall
not be repeared.
(Applause)
Mrs De Backer-Van Ocken (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam
President, Ladies and Genrlemen, the compulsory eva-
cuarion of the refugee camps in Ethiopia is a shameful
and degrading occurrence. To compel srarving and
enfeebled persons including many children to make
many days'journey ro orher parts of the country and
all in impossible conditions is so abominable rhat ir
does not bear thinking about. But that has happened at
least once and who dares to maintain thar it has not
happened before?
Therefore our group fully supports rhe compromise
text which represenrs our point of view clearly and
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distinctly. Mr Commissioner Natali has had contac! on
this matter up to the highest level with the Ethiopian
authorities and we may assume thar there our com-
plete disapproval was also expressed. For other reasons
too the advisability of an increase in food aid to Ethio-
pia has recently been called in question, at least in view
of the manner in which it is now being implemenrcd.
Food aid is no longer so effective as the generous
spontaneous aid movement in the whole world had
wished it to be and indeed had been entitled to expect.
'S7'e remain convinced that a high degree of food aid is
necessary but we should be glad [o see a thorough
investigation as to whether the manner in which our
food aid is being dealt with in Ethiopia sadsfies mini-
mal essential conditions. In fact whole areas of Ethio-
pia are still not being reached, for example Eritrea and
Tigre. Food still remains stuck in the harbours because
the army lorries available are not transporting the
food. A rapid and fundamental investigation of the
presenr method of providing food aid is absolutely
essential.
Ve thus support the compromise text, but in view of
the fact that our first and principal aim is sdll the alle-
viation of the indescribable suffering of millions of
starving people, we have no need of the draft text of
Mr Le Chevallier, so we shall vote against it.
Mr de Courcy Ling (ED). 
- 
Madam President, my
group would also like to support the compromise text,
but I wish to dissociate myself from, first of all, the
proposal that rhere should be milimry intervention in
Ethiopia and, secondly, the suggestion that Mr Natali
should visit Ethiopia yer again, because Mr Natali has
been extremely conscientious in visiting Ethiopia
recently and it is unnecessary for him to go again. I
would recommend to Mr Fellermaier, in particular,
the value of intelligence as distinct from perpetual
motion.
Substanrively, I would like to propose one or two con-
crete measures to the Council, which is represented by
its diplomatic representative, if not its political repre-
sentative today. One is that it should accept the 100 m
unim of account 
- 
more than 100 m units of account
- 
that we have put back this morning into Chapter 9
of the budget for food aid. Public opinion will not
accept that the Member States, the governments, the
Council play politics with this money. That is a solemn
warning, and I can assure [he diplomatic representa-
tive of the Council that I have public opinion and
every group in this House on my side when I say that.
Secondly, I would urBe the Foreign Ministers acting in
political cooperation to consider what action they can
take in the Unircd Nations Security Council to restrict
outside interference in the affairs of Ethiopia, particu-
larly the supply of arms from the Soviet Union. But
there are other elemenm of outside interference.
As far as the Commission is concerned, may I address
to Vice-President Natali six points. First of all, in the
context of a Natali memorandum, which I believe is
now necessary to succeed the Pisani memorandum,
will he consider, in the light of this new famine which
is spreading, the relation between food aid, the disri-
bution of Community surpluses and long-term agricul-
tural development. The equation, in my view, has
changed since the Pisani memorandum was drafrcd.
Secondly, will Mr Natali in the new memorandum
have a locik at the problems of disribudon, infrastruc-
ture, railways and roads, particularly in East and Cen-
tral Africa? Thirdly, will he consider again the prob-
lem of desenification? Founhly, there is the problem
of uprooting the tropical rain forests, trees and shrubs.
Next, there are the effects of desenification, a prob-
lem which was considered in the Pisani memorandum
but which needs looking at yet again and bringing up
to dare. Next, will he look, perhaps more audaciously
than hitherto, at the problem of the growth of popula-
don in some of these countries, particularly in Ethio-
pia but in other countries of East and Central Africa?
Finally, will the Commission be prepared to be more
forthright on the bad effects of centralized, Marxist
economic planning of the kind perpetrated by Colonel
Mengistu?
Mr \$Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, the
Communist members and allies will not suppofl the
compromise proposal on Ethiopia.
For our pan we prefer the Commission's approach, as
expressed only yesterday before the development com-
mittee of our Assembly. Let me pick out three essential
asPects.
The first concerns the way in which the Ibnet refugee
camp was evacuated. The Community firmly con-
demns the brutal methods used, of course. The second
concerns the attitude adopted by the Ethiopian auth-
orities following that affair. The Ethiopian Head of
State received the United Nations representative. He
expressed his disapproval of the methods used by the
local authorities and announced that measures would
be taken to prolect the refugees. Finally, the third
aspect mentioned by the Commissioner, Mr Natali,
concerned the fundamental problem of these refugee
camps. They are transit camps and their funcrion is
necessary limited to providing shon-term shelter for
the people most severely affected, until they return ro
their villages, and that in a situation which is charac-
terised by extreme povertlr, considerable uncenainry
and immense communication problems.
A resolution which took all rhese factors into consid-
eration could have made a useful conrribution towards
improving the lot of these people, fuho are so afflicrcd.
The one-sided approach which is being proposed does
not lead in this direction. That is why we shall not vore
for it.
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Mr Cicciomessere (NI). 
- 
(/,7) Madam President, I
think that this discussion 
- 
at least in the terms that I
have heard so far 
- 
is somewhat futile. I wonder, in
fact, what powers of negotiation the Parliament of the
Commission have ais d zis Mengistu, with regard to
this or any other matter.
They have no powers of negotiation whatever, so let
us therefore look at where the real responsibilities lie.
On the one hand, there are the Parliament and, in
panicular, the Commission, who are going ahead with
plans that are insignificant from the political stand-
point, and ineffective in the face of situations such as
this.
How can we still speak today, in 1985, of measures to
combat hunger when you limit yourselves to food aid,
when you limit yourselves to dumping in these coun-
tries the food surpluses of our own countries? This is
not aid to countries in difficulty, it is aid to our farm-
ers I
How can you complain, then, of the setting up of
refugee camps and of all that follows when you know
- 
Commissioner Natali cenainly knows 
- 
that the
almost total prevalence of food aid of necessity leads,
in the absence of any infrastructural measures, and in
the absence of any action to help the people to find
solutions to their problems, to the setting up of these
enormous concenrration camps? '\rhar power has the
Commission, what credibility, to allow it to say to
Mengistu or anyone else that they should behave in a
cenain manner, rather than in another?
Equally cenain, in my mind, is the guilt of the other
responsible panies, the Third \ilorld countries, who
have just as much responsibility in this dramatic ques-
tion of hunger.
Vhat, therefore, is the solution? The solution is the
one that we have now been trying for many years to
indicate. It is the one that I have heard mentioned by
some other Members. A great plan is needed, which
obviously cannot be the Dublin plan. A great infras-
tructural plan, a plan that is designed to solve the real
problems of these people. And then, starting with this
new credibility, Europe can and must require, must
insist on, different behaviour from the other panies
involved.
As far as I am concerned, not only is what has hap-
pened intolerable, what has been denounced in the
resolutions, but it is intolerable that Parliament, the
Commission, does not make food aid subject to a
cease-fire in the war with Eritrea. Here, then, is a
plan, and here are the terms of the question, if we are
to tackle the problem in a positive way.
And therefore, for these reasons, Madam President, I
shall not vote for any of these motions for resolutions,
which are fanciful and useless.
Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Cornmission. 
-(IT) Madam President, I have akeady presented a
report to the Committee on Development on recent
evenrs that have occurred at the Ibnet Camp. I only
wish to say that, as soon as we were informed of what
had happened, we took immediate action and asked rc
carry out an on-the-spot inquiry. As has been recalled,
the Ibnet Camp is one of the fifty camps in Ethiopia. It
is not designed as a camp intended to accommodate
refugees permanently, but as a transit camp and a
centre at which the people can replenish their supplies.
I must say, Madam President, that we were informed
that Colonel Mengistu had received the United
Nations coordinator and had said that the Addis
Ababa authorities had not been informed of this inida-
rive, but I must also add 
- 
this is information that
reached me yesterday, which is why I have not passed
it on to the Committee on Development 
- 
that the
Ethiopian Foreign Minister received the delegate of
the Commission at Addis Ababa and explained that the
evacuation of Ibnet Camp was due to a mistake by a
local official who had exceeded his responsibilities,
without consulting the government.
This local official was apparenrly removed from office
and arrested. The Head of State deplored the incident,
and has taken steps to avoid the recurrence of such
incidents. This means that the Ethiopian Bovernment
also now deprecates such accurrences, as we do.
I will now explain briefly what I think has to be done.
I think that rhe firsr step is to put everything in hand to
enable agricultural production in Ethiopia to recover.
Mr Raftery emphasized that we cannot in any way
think that the Ethiopians, or any other countries, can
live indefinirely on ouride aid. Everything possible has
to be done to enable agricultural production to
recover, and to allow town-dwellers to return to their
villages.
Here we have the problem of continuing with our aid.
In this connection I have to thank Mr de Courcy Ling
for rhe appeal he addressed to the Council. Of course,
if all we did was to point out the contradiction
between fine declarations of intent and the very inade-
quacy of the real resources at our disposal, I think that
our discussion would be nothing more than an ack-
nowledgement of these facts, pure and simple.
Instead, we have to continue with our work, since,
until the harvest comes, those peasants that return to
their villages need to be supported. Emergency aid still
needs to be provided. And emergency aid involves
transport problems, and has to take into account
logistical difficulties that certainly exist, and security
difficulties, especially in Ethiopia.
Then there is another type of action to be pursued,
with intervention in kind of a long-term character. For
the immediate future, we are distribudng seed and
agricultural equipment; we are bringing about the
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condidons for a resumprion of activity. In rhe longer
term, obviously 
- 
and here I should like ro say to Mr
Cicciomessere that I think his pessimism is exagger-
ated 
- 
we propose a set of measures to enable these
countries to 
- 
I will not say immediarely achieve food
security, but cenainly to develop rhe conditions ro
meet their requirements.
I should like to finish on a nore of hope. I do not think
- 
and I am convinced of this 
- 
thar it is worthwhile
stirring up, for one's own ends, problems of a political
nature. Our aim is to work for the growth, develop-
ment and security of these peoples.
The European Parliament has always shown itself par-
ticularly sensitive to this. At rhe recent Summir of
indusrialized countries in Bonn 
- 
as President
Delors reminded us yesterday 
- 
a gleam of hope was
also inroduced on this subject. For the first rime at a
summit of industrialized countries a statement of
appraisal and commitment was made on the problems
of Africa. I have to add 
- 
if you will allow me this
personal observation 
- 
that the lines set our in rhis
stalement largely correspond ro rhose that were
insened in Lom6 III, for which, once again, the help
and suppon given by rhe European Parliament must
take the credit.
I should like finally to assure honourable members
that we will take every srep ro ensure that rhe aid
reaches rhose who ,..i ir, and that the situarion, rhat
we are now complaining about, can change as rhe
result, above all, of the help and solidarity of Europe.
(Applause)
Mr Fellermaier (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, with
knowledge of the declararion of the Ethiopian
Government wirh regard to the occurrences at Ibnet,
of which the Commission has informed us, I should
like, as one of the proposers for our group, to refer to
the fact that paragraph 2, as ar presenr worded, is no
longer actually quite in accordance with rhe
announcement rhat. these measures were taken by the
local authorities and that the leaders of rhe local aurh-
orities had been subjeced rc legal disciplinary pro-
ceedings.
As it is not possible in the presenr srage of the proce-
dure to put forward a drafr amendmenr, I would ask
you to mke a separa[e vote on the paragraphs with
Arabic numbers. My group will then absrain in the
vote on paragraph 2 as we wish in rhis way amongsr
others to take account of rhe Commission's declara-
tion. I know thar rhat is procedurally unsatisfacrory
but unfonunately under rhe strict requiremenrs of the
Rules of Procedure a modificadon of the rext is not
possible during voting.
I say that also because I rhink rhar in such an inrerna-
tional situation proper ar[enrion musr be paid to a dec-
laration by the Commission, nor should it be forgotten
in this connection that a delegarion from the European
Parliament is shordy ro go to Ethiopia. There it will
voice its concern, but after the Commission's declara-
tion paragraph 2 cenainly could not be substantiated.
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I
think the situation is too serious for us to lapse into
compromises like that which Mr Fellermaier has just
invited us to make.
It is unwonhy. How can anyone believe that rhe
Ethiopian governmenr is incapable of conrolling its
troops, and thar its soldiers acted wirhour orders. Ir is
insupponable !
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(In successive vores Parliament adopted Amendment
No I seeking to replace morions for resolutions Doc.
B 2-28/85, Doc. B 2-301/85 and Doc. B 2-3ll/85,
and rejected motion for a resolution Doc. B 2-185/
85;t
This vote concludes the actual and ropical debare.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
On a point of order under
Rule 48(3). In spite of the extra rime you have allowed
- 
almost 45 minutes 
- 
we have still not reached the
end of the urgenr procedures. Rule a8(3) says rhar rhe
time spent by the Commission is nor included in the
three hours and rhe rest of rhe time is divided up
amongst the political groups. Clearly ir is not possible
to exceed three hours, the Commission apart, if the
Rules are adhered ro. So a number of political groups
must have well exceeded rheir speaking time. I would
be interested to know which ones. My main poinr is
that the resolution in my name, irem No 7 on rhe list
of urgencies is an urgent mawer as it refers ro rhe can-
cellation by the Council of a meeting which should
have taken place on Monday. Therefore ir cannot be
tabled ar any orher time. May I ask, if I renounce my
speaking time and if everybody else does roo, [har we
proceed [o rhe vote on rhis resolution so rhat ar leasr
s/e get on record our disgust ar the Council cancelling
a meering which should have taken place to benefit the
citizens of Europe?
President. 
- 
I am sorry, Mr Parterson. I feel that the
time mken up by rhe preceding incidents cannor be
included in the urgent debare. '!7e have calculared rhar
I Amendment No I by Mr Fellermaier, Mr Focke and Mr
Schmitt,.on behalf of the Socialist Group; Mrs Rabbethge,
on behalf of the Group of the Europein People's pariy;Mr Christopier Jackion, on, behaif of the' European
Democratic Group; Mrs Flesch, on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group; Mr de la Maldne and Mr Guer-
meur, on behalf of the Group of the European Demo-
cradc Alliance.
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between 25 and 30 minutes were lost. !7e shall there-
fore add one half-hour ro rhe urgency debare.
Mr Clinton Davis, Member of tbe Commission. 
-Madam President, may I firsr of all thank you for giv-
ing me the opportunity to speak when the House
should already have risen. As you will be aware I made
cenain remarks this afternoon during an emotionally
highly-charged debate which gave rise to a large num-
ber of points of order. May I take this opportunity to
make two points. First, rhe sraremenr.s I made abour
the resolutions under discussion represenred the policy
of the Commission. Second, I much regret the facr
that in response to some shouting which was directed
at me at the beginning and at the end of my speech
when I was making reference to a personal experience
which was very emotional as far as I was concerned, I
made an unrehearsed observation abour a parliamen-
tary group which I clearly should not have done,
notwithstanding rhe hear of the momenr. I regrer thar
these remarks gave offence ro many Members of the
House, and I should like to apologize therefore to
you, Madam President, for any breach of the rules of
this House and of its procedures, for any offence
which I may have given to the Chair and, mosr pani-
cularly, for any sullying of the reladonship enjoyed
between Members of this House and of the Delors
Commission which, within my own areas of responsi-
bility, I have been most anxious to foster. I propose,
Madam President, to write in similar terms to the
President of the Parliament.
(Applause)
Mr d'Ormesson (DR). 
- 
(FR) I should like to thank
the Commissioner, Mr Clinton Davis, and to tell him
that my group accepts his apology.
(Applause)
INTHE CHAIR:MRALBER
Vice-President
3. Budgetary poliq 1 985 (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is rhe continuation of rhe
debate on rhe Chrisrcdoulou report (Doc. A 2-25/
8 5).1
Mr Ulburghs (NI). 
- 
(NL) A budget is a reflection
of the picture one has of society. In it the political
priorities may be read. The guidelines which Mr
Christodoulou puts forward reinforce a panicular
model in which priority attenrion is devoted to
increasing the productivity of our industry as the prin-
cipal source of well-being. From that principle all sal-
vation is expected.
I do not share that vision. I opt for a Europe in which
the social aspect has priority. I opt for a Europe in
which the antitheses between the various regions and
groups of the population are overcome. Therefore I
plead for a substantial increase in the Social and
Regional Fund with the understanding that the monies
are applied for an improvement in the well-being of
the regions most affected and the populations most
affected. Mr President, I opt also for a Europe which
gives chances to those social movements which are
active at the grass roots and help them to take pan in a
policy which is just. I am thinking of social movements
of all kinds: neighbourhood projects, grass root
organizations, environmental movements and so on.
They are the bearers of a new life force.
I plead also for a fresh approach to the agricultural
question. It is not simply the product which must
occupy the centre of the picture but above all the
farmer and the consumer. 'We must guaran[ee the
farmer an income by means of which he can produce
in a manner which is friendly to the environmenr and
to mankind.
Above all I wish to demand attention to the problem
of unemployment. \fe musr ser meaningfully ro work
to create and help to create employment, for and by
the unemployed. That must come before any consider-
ation of producdvity in its narrow industrial sense. Let
us support the grass-roots activities which are now
appearing everywhere, such as co-operatives, small-
scale undertakings and the like.
Funhermore let not Europe forget its role as regards
the third world. Ve must make an effective contribu-
tion to the development and welfare of rhe rhird world
by assisting populations on the spor. '!7e musr refuse
all suppon to those r6gimes which spurn human rights
and deny the peoples the right to maintenance of their
individuality, such as for example Turkey, which fails
to respect human righm and also refuses Kurdistan its
own individuality. And on the other hand vre musr
support those r6gimes which are going in for redistri-
bution 
- 
and I am thinking above all of Nicaragua.
Mr Bardong (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, we are
still quarrelling about the 1985 budget, even though it
is now time to esnblish the guidelines of the 1985
budget. I think we could esmblish that a cenain degree
of agreement does exist among the EEC Member
States about the policy of growth and employment.
That at least became clear at the Bonn summit, in spite
of the reservations the President of the Commission
put forward with regard to other areas. A few yearsI See Verbatim Report of Proceedings of 7 May 1985
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ago, such agreement was not even conceivable. Seven
large industrial nations wanr a policy of stability,
reduction of state deficirs and encouragemenr of pri-
vate enterprise. Thar musr surely have a positive effecr
on the labour market.
Accordingly, the European Community budget should
also contribute towards the convergence of econom-
ies, and help strengthen and speed up this posirive
trend. Yet it can do so only ro a very limited degree
because of its limircd volume. Even if own resources
are increased, they are still used largely for unavoida-
ble expenditure, which cannor serve rhese ends. The
guidelines must, therefore, concenuare on a few focal
points, some of which have already been mentioned.
May I also underline the need for greater emphasis on
the research programmes, and on job-creating, prod-
uctive investment in the framework of technological
change, promoting the creation of new jobs by small
and medium-sized undertakings, craft and cooperarive
undenakings and, lastly, rhe promotion of pilot pro-
jects to createjobs for young unemployed people.
In the research field, many of us are in fact waiting for
a revival of European policy as a whole, since Com-
muniry-wide expenditure on research is more effecrive
then ten times one renrh of rhe expendirure in the
Member States. Bur more emphasis on common
research brings wirh it a number of financial problems
which are bound up with our basic principles. The
framework research plan was based on a 40/o share of
the budget for 1987. Today the figure is 3%. The
increase ought to begin in 1985. Meanwhile the Com-
mission has even mentioned 60/o f.or research in 1989.
Hitheno the research programme concentrated heav-
ily on indusry. There was roo litrle emphasis on
research in the fields of agriculrure, energ/, climare or
biotechnology. In furure we should concenrra[e on
research programmes where it looks ar though the
research findings can rapidly be rranslated inro indus-
trial production. That is what we expecr of, for insr-
ance, the Bright programme for furure technologies,
for surely it is indispurable that high growth rares are
achieved there.
Care should also be taken, however, ro ensure that the
aid package for medium-sized undenakings wirh a
great capacity for innovation is nor set so high. There
has been some criricism to this effect of rhe Esprit pro-
gramme, under which 750/o of recenr aid was spent on
large-scale pro.jecrs. But we should also remember ro
make sure that research expendirure does not end up
by being renationalized before we have had any real
chance of building up Communiry research.
There has already been some discussion abour addi-
tional research financing by the governments ourside
the framework of own resources. Such supplemenrary
financing has long since exisred for Euratom. Mean-
while, there is obviously some willingness [o accepr
Communiry measures in other research areas too, in
which nor all Member States rake part. After some
hesitation, the Federal Republic has also shown itself
willing, although clearly only subject ro condirions
which do not take adequate account of Parliament as
regards policy formadon.
'S7'e welcome the fact that more is being done in this
field; we cannot unreservedly welcome the way it is
being done. That is why I thoughr our represenrarives
were being overhasty in giving rheir assent ro rhis
additional financing outside own resources during the
conciliation procedure before the discussion in com-
mittee. Nevenheless, we are still keeping an open
mind about the French Eureca proposal. Ve do nor
yet know all the demils bur we know for sure rhar ir
cannot be financed out of own resources.
'!7e 
should be extremely cautious about crearing new
authorities or agencies in this field, for *e aiready
have a wide range of Communiry insrrumenrs.
lVe also want to keep an open mind abour panicipa-
tion in SDI research. The statement by the Commis-
sion President, that there would be room for rhis
research if research expendirure for 1989 were raised
to 60/0, still seems rarher doubtful ro me. But my group
has an open mind about SDI and of course we think
that a correctly defined Eureca programme could pave
the way for European cooperarion with SDI.
These are questions we must ask ourselves in next
year's budget and which are also touched upon in the
Christodoulou reporr.
Mr Christophersen, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(DA) Mr President, I shall be very brief. This is a
debarc which staned rwo days ago; now w'e are
resuming it. I should rherefore like ro begin by thank-
ing not only the rwo speakers who have addressed us
here this afternoon bur also rhe long list of speakers
who took pan in Tuesday's debare. Special rhanks are
due of course ro Mr Christodoulou for the way in
which he prepared rhe debate.
It is important for rhe new Commission to ger a clear
impression ar an early srage of how rhe Parliament
regards the content of the budget for rhe coming year
and the many interventions made are of valuable
assistance ro us since we are far from completing the
formulation of guidelines for rhe 1985 budger.
I shall therefore nor discuss the many demils bur sim-
ply say that I think thar the main lines in Mr Chrisro-
doulou's reporr ro a large exrenr follow the acrual lines
along which the Commission is thinking. Many of rhe
speeches made, including rhe lasr one we heard, for-
tunately also expressed rhe same train of thought as
ours in the Commission.
I should like v'ery briefly rc make two comments of a
more general nature. One concerns our need for a
long-term solurion ro the financial problems which
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have accumulated in recent years, since we have con-
s[an[ly taken on more commitments whilst not being
correspondingly in a position to honour these obliga-
tions. These financial burdens from the past, which
both the Coun of Auditors and Mr Aigner's com-
mittee 
- 
and fortunately I myself 
- 
have brought to
attention and emphasized, must be disposed of. There-
fore it will be possible to see, when the Commission
puts forward its budgetary proposals, that there is a
very imponant element in our budget strategy for next
year for the liquidation of these burdens from the past.
That is a pre-condidon for our having greater room
for manoeuvre.
The other problem concerns the way in which we
manage or administer our tasks and the budget appro-
priations granted. Here I think it is essential that we in
the Commission win greater confidence from the
Council and the Parliament so as to be in a position to
exercise better control and assessment of the pro-
grammes approved. The principles in the Integrated
Mediterranean Programmes are in the Commission's
view good. They enable us to make a more thorough-
going evaluation before we launch programmes; they
enable us to exercise better day-to-day control over
the use of resources, so that at an early stage we can
prevent the misuse or wastage of Community
resources. These two matters 
- 
and this is what I just
wanted to say 
- 
these two intersecting tasks: the set-
tling of past financial commitments and burdens and
the creation of a more effective day-to-day control of
the use of resources are pre-conditions for our obtain-
ing greater room for manoeuvre as regards the budget
and thus being able to finance new political pro-
grammes.
I wanted to make this poinr because I wished to
announce here some of the important inter-connected
tasks which we should like to solve when we present
our budget proposals now. But I should like also to
express my thanks again for the many interesting con-
tributions made. I shall mke note of them all. I shall
not promise to comply with them all, since it is not of
course the Commission alone which has the abiliry to
create resources, but I think that the Commission and
the Parliament are broadly following the same line.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
4. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote. \7e should in
fact begin with the continuation of the vote on the
Marinaro report. I have, however, a request from the
Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group) to begin with the vote on the
Christodoulou report on which the debate has just
been concluded. This would mean changing the
agenda. Pursuant to Rule 56 I accept the proposal and
put to the vote whether we should begin by voting on
the Christodoulou repon.
(Parliament adopted the proposal by the Group of the
European People's Party)
Report by Mr Christodoulou, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Budgets, on the guidelines for the Com-
munity's budgetary policy for 1985 (Doc. A 2-25/85)
Paragraph 13 
- 
before the oote on Amendment No 1 0
Mr Christodoulou (PPE). 
- 
(GR), rapporteur. Mr
President, if possible I would like the paragraph in
question to be read as follows:
'Coordination of the economic and uade policy of
Member States, when this is aimed at recovery and
convergence leading to the qualitative development of
necessary conditions for the smooth running of the
Community and the diminution of economic inequali-
ries, and if necessary the disposition of own resources
to enable achievement of these aims'.
Vhat has been added is the phrase: 'leading to the
qualitative development'. If Mr Danken will accept
this verbal addition, then I would accept his amend-
ment.
Mr Dankert (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I accepted
the text the rapporteur originally put before me; it is
just that I did not hear the words 'qualitative growth'
in the German translation any more. If the text we ori-
ginally agreed on is the real text, I accept it.
President. 
- 
I can accept that.
Explanations ofttote
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) \7e think that the
resolution proposed by the Committee on Budgets
conforms with the familiar framework of rhe policies
followed by the Community in recent years, which
result in increased unemployment, the imposition of
frugaliry on working people, the worsening of inequa-
lities between the countries in the Community, and the
reinforcement of large capital within the Community.
Over and above these general characteristics, we think
that Mr Christodoulou's report contains three features
that are especially negative for our country.
Firstly, the matter of market unity, which we think will
have negative consequences for countries like Greece,
consequences that are akeady manifesced by the
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national income, the balance of rrade and the balance
of paymenrs.
Secondly, the matter of financial discipline, which
would result in an even grearer reduction of Greece's
revenue from the Common budger, mking into
accounr that in 1984, compared with 1983, Greece's
receipts calculated in dollars fell by 14010.
Thirdly, the matter of developing Common policies on
research, technology etc., from which our counrry
does not stand to gain anphing because rhey are poli-
cies that respond to the interesr of the Community's
large monopolies.
Granted all of the above, anything said about converg-
ence, regional aid, or dealing wirh regional inequali-
ties, can be considered wishful thinking.
From this point of view, and of course bearing in mind
that the budget is judged in terms of rhe distribution of
its items and nor on these general reporr.s, we Mem-
bers of rhe Greek Communist Pany will vote against
the repon by the Commitree on Budgets.
Mr Dankert (S).- (NL) ln this Parliamenr, ar leasr
in the past few days, we have had rarher a rendency to
exchange hard blows. I have the impression rhar rhat is
not [oo good a thing in rhe budget procedure since
there we are compelled or condemned to live with
qualified majoriries and must therefore come [o rerms
at a cenain moment.
Mr Christodoulou or rhe Commirtee on Budgers in
the explanatory srarement to the 1986 budget laid
down the guidelines for the incorporation of the
budget into general economic policy and thar cannot
do anything but lead, shall we say, ro ideological dif-
ferences of view. I was originally minded ro propose
that my group should vote againsr the Christodoulou
resolution purely on account of that explanatory srare-
ment. Amendmenrs Nos 9 and 10 
- 
on relating ro
reduction of working hours and the orher to qualita-
tive growrh 
- 
were of crucial importance in rhar con-
nection. Even the socialisrs cannot always win every-
thing. I accepr rhe rapponeur's concession with regard
to qualitative growrh and accordingly no longer feel
inclined to vore againsr.
I should therefore like to advise my group, Mr Presi-
dent, in spirc of everything ro vore for this resolution
in the hope that that will contribute funher ro a proper
development of rhe budger procedure.
(Applause)
( Parliament adopted the reso lution )l
t ft. ."pp*eur spoke
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendmenm Nos 2, 3, 5 and 8, and
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 1, 4, 6, 7 , 9 and I | .
Report (Doc A 2-4/t5l by Mrs Marinaro, on behalf of
the Committee for Social Affairs and Employment on
the guidelines for a Community policy on migration
totether with a draft Council resolution.l
President. 
- 
I should like to remind the House that
there is a request from rhe Group of the European
Right for a roll-call vote on all paragraphs. I would
funher remind the House that we decided under
Rule 74(3) of the Rules of Procedure rc begin wirh the
vote on the original text.
Mrc Viehoff (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, would you
be willing to inquire and to have published officially
how much money the voting about rhe Marinaro
report has cosr as a result of the nonsense perpetrated
by the Group of rhe European Righr in aking a roll-
call vote on everyrhing, so rhar the European popula-
tion may know who stands up for their European
rights here in this Parliamenr and who wastes their
money here?
President. 
- 
That has been noted. Thar can cerrainly
be determined.
Mr Le Chevallier (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, would
it be possible for Parliamenr ro publish, if ir is vored,
the cost of rhe Marinaro reporr and rhe follow-up to
ir?
President. 
- 
That is a marter for the Commission.
A,fter the adoption ofparagraph 10.
Mr Ulburghs (NI).- (NL) Mr Presidenr, as a resulr
of this procedure, which is clear to me, all rhe amend-
ments tabled by me in fact lapse, inculding rhe last
amendment no 60 in relarion ro supporr for neigh-
bourhood consffucrion works, which I myself regard
as very imponant because I am direcrly affected. I
think thar is a pity.
President. 
- 
It is always disappointing when one's
well-inrenrioned projects come ro noughr, but rhose
are [he rules of the House.
Afier paragraph t S 
- 
Afier the rejection of Amendments
Nos 80 and 81
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I myself
and a number of Honourable Members have a veqy big
problem on our hands at the moment. !7e heard yes-
terday from Mr Le Pen rhar this report concerns a
I See previous day's debates.
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matter which is fundamental for the European Com-
munity, but I musr poinr out that he is no longer in rhe
Chamber to vore on [his marrer. Can we then proceed
with this vote?
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The request for a roll-call vore was made
in writing and we must carry ou[ rhe four remaining
votes in this way.
Afier the aote on paragraph 1 5
Mrs Veber (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, since you
have just placed a remark reladng to rhis on rhe
record, may I ask you to also put on record what rhe
cost of this insane procedure has been for this House
and the tax-payer.
Explanations ofoote
Mr de la Maline (RDE). 
- 
(FR) The whole of my
Group, withour exceprion, will vote againsr rhe
motion as debated by Parliament. The problem of
migrants is indeed a fundamental one, firstly it affects
the destiny of large numbers of men, women and chil-
dren who need our concern. Ir is also a fundamental
problem where unemployment is concerned. But it is
also a fundamental problem in relarion ro the econo-
mic life of our countries. Finally it is a fundamental
problem in relation to the na[ional idendties of our
countnes.
But it is precisely because rhe problem is a fundamen-
tal one, Mr President, that it deserves to be srudied
seriously and with moderation. That is nor whar has
been done, quite the contrary. At the beginning we
were faced with an ideological rexr, generous perhaps,
but it looked like a contentious documenr. The resulr
was what we have seen for several days, not to say sev-
eral weeks: referrals, dicussions, confused debates.
That is not to che advantage of migranrs, or of our
Assembly. I am sorry to say thar rhe work of the com-
mittee and of the rapporteur was bad work for mig-
rants and for our Assembly.
(Protestfrom the lefi)
Cenainly the text has been improved by a majority in
the Assembly which revised it. Nevenheless a whole
set of measures 
- 
civil and civic rights 
- 
still remain,
which, if they were adopted under the terms set out in
the repon, would be absolutely unenforceable in our
States, because of the mixing of internal and external
workers. This is not good workl That is why the
whole of my Group will vote, with regret, against rhe
motion for a resolution.
(Applause from the ight)
Mrs Dury (S).- (FR) People who know me, know
very well that I shall vote for Mrs Marinaro's reporr. I
should here like to explain rhe reasons why.
Let me say that this week I have been afraid. I was
afraid because, on the one hand, we remembered
those who gave their lives, those who fought [o pres-
erve [he democratic values on which Europe is builr.
And I was afraid, because I had rhe impression rhar
that democratic foundadon was showing serious signs
of cracking.
I think the Marinaro report goes far beyond the risks
to migrant workers. I believe thar in voting for the
Marinaro report, we are voring for a panicular con-
cept of democracy. And I am pleased that rhe PPE,
conservalive and liberal groups will without doubt
vote for this repon and isolate the new right group
and their friends, thereby isoladng the people who
want to use intolerance as a propaganda weapon, who
want [o make xenophobia an electoral issue and rhose
who want to make racialism rhe motive for rheir
actions. It is there, as I have said already, the germs of
barbarianism are among our ranks and we must fight
them.
Today, by vodng for the Marinaro reporr, we are vor-
ing for a certain concept of Europe: rhe Europe of
political rights, rhe Europe of rhe right ro culture, rhe
Europe of tolerance, and, finally, I should like ro say
Mr President, the Europe of human righrc.
(Applause from the left)
Mrs Maij-lVeggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) The EVP group
will vote for this repon because we have always
devoted ourselves ro rhe inreresm of the migranr and
we intend ro do rhe same in the future. I therefore
wish ro protesr with all my might against rhe forces
which have attempted to block rhis repon and, if rhat
was nor successful, have rried to make this report ridi-
culous. I agree wirh Mrs Dury that rhe groups which
vote for this report are in facr voring for democracy
and in facr are voring for a place for everyone in rhis
European Community.
(Applause)
Mr Bonaccini (COM). 
- 
(|7) My political Group
will naturally vote for rhis report. And it will vote for
it, even rhough ir is aware that, very probably, there
are some secrors where we had not been able to make
all the progress rhar we oughr really ro have made.
'We start from a more general appraisal, which is the
only one thar can bring us rogerher today. Ve are
accomplishing a deed thar is a deep expression 
- 
and
this has akeady been said very effectively by the mem-
bers who have preceded me 
- 
of thar cultural base
that constitutes the greatest patrimony thar Europe has
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at its disposal. The only base, that is, capable of resist-
ing the wave of racism and xenophobia that has been
unleashed by some sections of our European continen[
against the emigrants.
It is very imponant, Mr de la Maldne, that we should
have been able to meet here, not so much on an ideo-
logical basis but as a result of this common base which
- 
I repeat 
- 
is the pride of our Continent, and with-
out which it would not be possible even to think of a
process of European unification and integration.
I thank both you, Mr President, and the person who
preceded you, for the great patience and ability you
have shown. I also thank the Committee on Social
Affairs for the work it did, even though we might very
probably have been able to achieve something more on
the subject of police investigations. But, in the end,
what prevails is the need for a solidarity that is, at the
same time, a recognition of the contribution made by
all migranm to the work of the community as a whole.
I hope that the Commission, in the near future, will
remember 
- 
and this has perhaps on this occasion not
been borne sufficiendy in mind 
- 
that, when working
out social measures in the Community, there is an
obligation and a commitment to grant wider rights 
-in panicular, civil righr 
- 
to emigrants, even those
from outside the Community.
(Applause)
Mrs Larive-Groenendaal (L).- (NL) Mr President,
now that a number of basic amendments have been
accepted, which make a clear improvement in the
original text, in particular because now a distinction is
made between the position of migrants from the Euro-
pean Community and that of migrants from outside
the European Community, I shall vote with much
pleasure in favour of the Marinaro report.
However well-intentioned it undoubtedly was of the
rapporteur to assimilate migrancs from the European
Community to those from outside the European Com-
munity, it is not realistic. Think for example of the
administration of social benefits. For non-EC migranrs
that is only possible in the case of agreements between
the Member States and third countries. Thar is rhe
situation.
I regret that the liberal amendment about education
did not get through 
- 
an amendment which takes
account of bilingualism and the two cultures as an
essential instrument for the process of integrarion but
which also emphasizes the imponance of knowledge
of the language of the host country in the interests of
the migrating employee. Now rhe resolution stares rhar
rcaching of the mother tongue must be recognized as a
graded, compulsory subject on the same fooring as
other subjects. How are we to carry that out in prac-
tice? Teach some ten languages together with the lan-
guage of the host country? Then we shall have a
Tower of Babel.
In spite of this flaw I shall however vote with convic-
tion for the Marinaro report.
Mr Elliott (S).- I will, of course, support his repon,
although I rather regret cenain amendments which
have been adopted. However, amongst the motions
for resolutions taken into account in drawing up this
report was one from myself and a number of col-
leagues which is appended as Annex VII rc the Mari-
naro report. This motion for a resolution was tabled at
a rather late stage in the preparadon of the report, and
I want to draw attention to the fact that there are quite
a number of points in it.which I do not think have
been properly embodied in the report. I hope they will
be taken into account at a later stage.
Ve are all aware that there are people who have tried
to frustrate this repon in this part-session, but there
are those of us who, frankly, feel that it does not go
far enough in nckling the disadvantages suffered by
ethnic minority groups within the Community. Ve
stress in my motion for a resolution that ethnic minor-
ity groups frequently occupy a disadvantaged place in
society. They generally suffer higher levels of unem-
ployment and inferior housing. They predominate in
the poorer-paid areas of employment, they ofren
experience coven and overt discriminarion, they are
the subject of harassment by racist elements in the
indigenous communities. These rhings have got ro be
brought to an end.
In my resolution we called for more posirive and inte-
grated action both by the Commission and Parliament,
in panicular the idea of giving one particular com-
mittee an overall coordinating role. I hope that these
poinm which concern us because of our anxiery to do
even more to solve the problems of erhnic minorities in
Europe will be taken more fully into accounr.
Meanwhile, I support the Marinaro report because I
believe it goes pan of the way towards whar I want ro
see achieved.
Mr Stirbois (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, why rhe
Marinaro report? \flhy does the lefr suppon it unres-
ervedly? The improvemenr in rhe standard of living of
the workers over [he last fony years poses a problem
for the Marxisrs. The ranks of rhe national prolerariar,
which used to be presenred as the spearhead of the
revolution, grow daily thinner. The fiasco of the May
I demonstrations in France was a revela[ion in this res-
Pect.
How, the leaders of the left ask themselves, are we ro
retain customers, for whom the impoverishmenr of the
proletariat has always been the main attraction of our
business? The resort to immigration is one of the
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answers to this question. By imponing poverty, by
welcoming a foreign proletariat, the class war is kept
alive. The communist leaders say rhar rhe immigrants
must be helped, supponed and integrated, because for
them this is the new proletariat, which will help them
to create revolution. The Communisr pany has made a
strategic choice by preferring a revolution with foreig-
ners tomorrow, rather than protecting our industrial
heritage and the interests of our own national work-
ers.
For the socialist leaders the transformation of French
society also lies in the engendering, already well-ad-
vanced, of a multi-racial, multi-cultural sociery, lead-
ing to immigrants having the right ro vore.
In the magazine 'Sans Frontiires' 
- 
I quote 
- 
an
immigrant magazine edited by Mejid Daboussi, a
friend of Mr Jospin and Frangois Gaspard, who helped
draw up a report on the integration of immigrant com-
munities, it says,
(Protestsfrom the lefi)
'And whether the French want ir or no[, their
future is now cast. Ourfuture!lt is wirh the blood
of the five million from outside that the old Gallic
blood will be revitalised! Ir is from rhe great brorh
of our mixed chromosomes that the next French
generations will be born, and the least the French
will be able to say for it is,'Thank youlYou are
rejuvenating us!l'.
Ve have there all the elemenrc of an anti-French,
anti-European racism.
Therefore we say no to this communist repofi.
(Wgorous protests from tbe lefi)
Sir Jack Stewart-Clark (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my
group will vote in favour of the Marinaro report. lfe
agree with the general thrust of the report: it is abso-
lutely correct that the righr of migrants should be
established in the Community. I think, however, that a
distincdon did need to be made between migrants
from within the Community and migrants coming
from ouside. This has indeed been established by the
amendment which has been carried.
There are three small points I would like to make.
First, we question whether political and civil rights
should be given automatically to all immigrants with-
out any qualifications. Equally, we wonder whether it
is right to guarantee the families of migrant workers
fundamental righm to be reunited without any qualifi-
cations. For instance, we suggest that workers should
be able to support their families before they come in.
Thirdly, we do believe that compulsory teaching in the
original language could be more of a burden than a
benefit. After all, most young children find it hard
enough to assimilate one nes/ language.
Those points having been made, we support the
rePort.
Mr Pearce (ED).- Mr President, can I first thank
you for according to my two amendments a roll-call
vote which I had not asked for. It is a privilege which I
appreciate.
I support the motion. Mr Stirbois behind me has, I
think, just given many reasons why reasonable people
in this House will support the report. It offers a
rational and compassionate attitude to people who
have come here to live in our midst. I am happy to
support. that attitude.
I am glad that my amendment which drew a distinc-
tion between Community migrants and third-country
migrants was passed. It does seem [o be rather impor-
tan[ in the context of Community law. But I regret
that my amendment making a distinction as in Britain,
between those, who come for permanent settlement
and those who, in many other Member Stares, only
come for a limircd period of time was rejected.
'!7ith that qualificadon, Mr President, I am happy to
support the repon.
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L).- (DA) ln 1983 I was Parlia-
ment's rapporteur on a report. on migrant workers and
as a quite logical consequence thereof, and of the large
majority which supported that repon, I am naturally
very pleased to vote for the repon before us. There has
never been any doubt in my mind. I have been deeply
disappointed with the way in which some Members of
Parliament have tried in the sacred name of democ-
raq to misuse the working methods we have. Do nor
forget that we are dealing with human destinies! The
people we are working for here are people who came
to us in Europe at a time when we ourselves asked
them to come because we needed them and when we
either did not wish to do a job ourselves or did nor get
enough for doing it.
(Applause from the lefi)
Are we suddenly to say, because there is an economic
recession: Back home with you, we don't need youl?
These are human desdnies irrespective of colour of
skin, culture or religion. It is for us in a democracy to
behave like true democrats. There has therefore never
been any doubt in my mind that we must of course
vote for this repon, and do not forget one rhing: The
Commission has still not ac[ed and that is what we
have been asking it to do the whole time. Let us show
that we as true democrats are putting pressure on the
Commission and getting it to act. That will be a
worthwhile outcome, which some have tried to prev-
ent.
(Applause)
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Mr P. Beazley (ED).- Mr President, I would like to
welcome this repon and say that I shall vote for it. The
question of migrants and migrant labour is very impor-
tant in many countries, and it is panicularly imporranr
in pans of my own constituency.
I must say I think the repon, as it has come ro Parlia-
men!, has fonunately been improved by many of rhe
amendments, and I do think it should really have been
be.tter presented to this Parliament. I feel rhat the
behaviour of one panicular group, whatever it might
do for them in their fonhcoming elections in their
own country, has totally ruined their reputation in this
House. I would like to suggesr rhar you, as President,
and the Bureau of this House should in fact refer to
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure the parti-
cular way in which this repon has been handled, that
we should draw the Commitree on the Rules of Proce-
dure's attention ro rhe decision which rhis House took
as regards amendments, and that thar panicular rule
should be brought up to date. !7e should ask rhe
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions ro
see to it that this House does not have to suffer on a
serious subject such as this the performance and
behaviour which we have had in order to get this deci-
sion.
(Applause)
Mr Ulburghs (NI). (NL) Mr President, the
acceptance of this repon reflects credit on this Parlia-
ment. The acceptance of immigrants in their diversity,
the acceptance of the fundamental values can only
enrich funher our European society. The ideals of
freedom, the ideals of solidarity, the religious ideals
which embellish Europe find their finest expression
this evening.'!fle are one with the third world. All my
life I have lived amongst immigrants and shared their
lot. They have sent me here even though they had no
vodng rights. This evening and tomorrow there will be
celebrations in the district in which I live. I am proud
to endorse this repon.
Mr Cervetti (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, may I be
allowed, at the end of what has been a tiring day for
this Parliament, with its continuous voting, ro say a
word of thanks and make a jocular observation rhat is
for me at the same time a happy one: I have noted thar
in this Parliament the ranks of my Group are very
much enlarged today. Allow me to joke about rhis
ma[ter 
- 
having regard, of course, ro the speeches
made by some members 
- 
and to thank everyone for
this act of generosity. I should also like to thank you
for what you have done.
Mr Le Chevallier (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, col-
leagues, we are coming to the end of rhis drama of the
disastrous Marinaro communist report.
I am surprised that when it was referred to the legal
committee for an opinion, the commirtee did nor see
fir to give a reasoned opinion on the report which
affects the very principles of Community law. The
communist Marinaro repon does in fact violate the
letter and the spirit of the Treaty of the Community,
in panicular Anicles 48 and 52, which provide,
expressly, that the provisions of the Treaty of Rome
apply only to migrant Community workers.
At this point I should like to reply to a remark which
was made to the effect that the compromise amend-
ment which has been voted could satisfy some people.
It is in fact a Tanuffe-style amendment. The wording
has been changed so as to give exactly the same righrc
to Community and extra-Community migrants. To try
and extend this legisladon to extra-Community immi-
grants is to commit a misapplication of the law which
could be penalised by the Coun of Justice.
The procedure which followed was not the result of
capriciousness on the pan of our Group, whatever you
may think. The object of that procedure was simply to
ring an alarm, to give every member an opportunity to
study carefully Mrs Marinaro's motion for a resolu-
tion, to uncover the traps in it and the danger to our
European Community.
You will therefore, colleagues, show your opinion of
this repon, in full knowledge of the facts. By voting in
favour of this repon, you will be placing in the hands
of your government a work of reference which will
allow them gradually to convince public opinion in
their countries of the validity of this mulri-cultural,
multi-confessional society for which Mrs Marinaro is
calling.
Ve have the example of Lebanon in fronr of us to
demonstrate the failure and the gravity of such an
enterprise. To open up our frontiers to these foreign
populations and to act as though we are forgetting
their extraordinary demographic expansion, popula-
tions eroded by war and attracted by our saving Srares,
is to vitiate our abiliry to welcome and offer asylum to
genuine political refugees, vicrims of Sovier toralitari-
anlsm.
Colleagues if we yield to the communisr minority in
this Parliament today, we shall be yielding ro all kinds
of blackmail tomorrow. Colleagues, we musr pur a
stop today to the subversive inrrigues of communism,
to the decay and dissolution of Europe, which yesrer-
day was praised here . . .
(Protestsfrom tbe lefi)
here, by Mr Reagan himself, European Europe, which
we love.
(Applause frotn the right)
Mr Mallet (PPE). 
- 
(FR) I wish to make an explana-
cion of vote in order ro say quite simply rhat a number
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of members of rhe PPE Group regrettably feel that in
all conscience rhey cannot vore for this report.
\(ie approve rhe generous spirir of it. \7e are hosrile to
all forms of racialism and xenophobia. Ve are mindful
of the social and human problems of migrant workers,
but the reporr, as tabled today remains confused,
because there is nor a sufficiently clear distinction
between Communiry and non-Communiry workers.
There are also some provisions which we cannor
accept. Namely the right [o vore of non-Community
workers.
Therefore by rejecting rhe blend . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Mallet, you have exceeded your
speaking time.
Mr Velsh (ED), Chairman of the Committee on Social
Affiirs and Employment. 
- 
I do nor inrend ro make
any comment on rhe polirical conrent of rhe Marinaro
report. People are perfecrly capable of doing it for
themselves. As always, I shall follow rhe line of my
grouP.
I would however like to make two points. The firsr is
that, as you will be aware, Mr Presidenr, Parliament
did pass an amendmenr ro rhe draft resolution for rhe
Council to adopt, which seeks ro bind the Council ro
adopt the Commission's shon-term programme. No
Commissioner is present, so we cannot use Rule 36,
but I take rhe absence of the Commission ro mean rhar
they accept Parliament's resolurion and rhar it will be
duly incorporarcd in rhe document rhar goes to the
Council.
Secondly, I would like to make a point to our col-
leagues on the European right. \flharet er one's view of
these things, it is a grear pity thar none of their mem-
bers felt able ro panicipate in the debarcs in the com-
mittee and none of the amendmenrs rhat we have
voted on today were placed before rhe commitree ro
discuss. Had that been possible, then perhaps we
would not be in the embarrassing position where one
group feels thar irs rights have been ignored. I hope
that in future, if rhey hold these passionate views, they
will at least come ro the commirtee which is the proper
place to express them.
I also very much regret thar it was found necessary by
a minority of Members to hold rhe House in ransom
in this way, and I think ir reflecrs great credit on the
Members of the House that they were nor blackmailed
into giving up. I think rhar says a lor for our democ-
racy and I hope that our colleagues will join ir.
(Applause)
Finally, if I may, Mr President, I would like to say a
word abour the rapporteur. Mrs Marinaro and I have
vastly different views and her original rexr is nor one I
personally would have wrirten. Bur with thar I must
say that she has conducted herself with great dignity
and restraint on a marrer abour which she feels very
passionately indeed, and I think the committee owes
her a debt for the way in which she has presented this
report, and I think ir reflects grear credit on her cause.
(Applause)
Mrs De March (COM), in ariting. 
- 
(FR) \flhen
confronted with the discrimination faced by l7 million
migrant workers in rhe Communiry, confronted with
the revival of racialism and xenophobia, and wirh the
attacks suffered by workers, and more especially
migrant workers, on rheir righrc and living conditions,
the representatives of rhe right 
- 
liberals in Mr Le
Pen's group 
- 
chose discrimination and reacrionar-
ism, as their numerous amendments prove.
Conversely, by fighdng againsr the crisis and unem-
ployment and for the economic recovery which brings
progress, the French Communisrs and Allies are
remembering that these workers help ro creare rhe
wealth of our countries: economic, and also cultural,
wealth. Because of that they and their families should
enjoy the same righrs and obligations as narional ciri-
zens. !7e therefore think rhat they should now also be
given the righr ro vote in local elecrions, and that there
should be no discrimination between workers originar-
ing in the EEC and workers originating in rhird coun-
tries.
The report of comrade F. Marinaro is rhe concrete
expression of the struggle to which we are commirred
within the European Parliament in favour of new
dignity for migranr workers and of resolurely fighting
against the scourge of racialism. Although we dislike
the discrimination between European and non-Euro-
pean migranrs which has been introduced by a Con-
servative amendment, we shall vote for rhe report of
our comrade F. Marinaro.
Mr Galland (L), in uriting. 
- 
(FR) I shall vote
against this report in spite of the improvements which
have been made to ir by some amendments.
Despite them a number of the proposals contained in
the report are srill dangerous or ambiguous.
For example the wording of rhe rhird indent of para-
graph 3b implies rhat it is desirable for migrant work-
ers from ourside the Community ro be able to vore ar
communal and regional level.
In my view giving the right to vore ro migrant workers
in a country like France would be a grave mistake and
likely to promote racialism.
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That is why I shall vote against the Marinaro report.
( Parliament adopted the reso lution)t
Report (Doc A 2-21/85) by Mr Miihlen, on behalf of
the Committee for Economic and Monetary Affairs
and Industrial Policy on the production and supply of
iron ore in the Co--unity.
Explanation ofoote
Mr'!(iirtz (COM), in utriting. 
- 
(FR) Mr Mtihlen's
resolution as tabled is set against the perspective of
iron-ore mining. It ignores the perspective of a steel
mill, which could nevenheless satisfy the requirements
of the countries of the Community. The repon
granted a reprieve to a small number of mines in Lor-
raine 
- 
even that has disappeared in the resolution
laid before us! It goes without saying that the French
Communist and Allies cannot approve such an
approach. For our part we are firmly committed to
that fundamental principle of the Treaty of Rome,
without which shere is no European policy wonhy of
the name: Community preference.
The question is therefore this: does the Community
need iron ore mines? The answer is yes. Should those
mines be given aid for modernisation, for retraining
miners, diversifying industrial activity in mining areas?
Yes. European funds ought to be devoted to objectives
which expand production and create skilled jobs. That
unfortunately is not what this resolution is proposing.
Under these circumstances we shall vote against this
report.
( Parliament adop ted the re solutionf
(Tbe sitting anas suspended at 8.10 p.m. and resumed at
9.10 p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR TALOR
Vice-President
5. Meditenanean countries (continaation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of thejoint debate on relations between the EEC and the
The rapponeur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendmenm Nos 1, 4 to 6, 85, 86,
88ro92,95to97,100, 103, 123, 124/rev., 126, 131,
135,139,145,149,153, 156 and 162, and
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 7 to 15, 19,21 ro 29,34,
45,51,57,58,56,80 to 84, 101,105, 110, 116 to 118
and 129.
The rapponeur spoke AGAINST Amendments Nos 1 to
t.
Mediterranean countries (Doc. A2-24/ 85 and L2-27/
85)1.
Mr Papoutsis (S).- (GR) Mr President, the acces-
sion of Spain and Portugal to the European Com-
munity offers undoubted advantages, both for the two
countries and for the Community itself. However, it
will certainly have negative consequences for many
Mediterranean countries with which the Community
maintains raditional links, both economic and politi-
cal in nature. The concern of our Mediterranean part-
ners, expressed at every opponunity, is focussed
mainly on the undesirable consequences that enlarge-
ment will bring in the sector of their trade and econo-
mic transactions with the Community.
'!7e all know that the existing preferential agreements
with the Mediterranean countries did not bring benefi-
cial results [o the economy of those countries. That is
in fact confirmed by the official statistics relating to
the EEC/Mediterranean countries sector of the trade
balance. Besides, in a related report the Commission
itself stresses that the way in which the Community's
Mediterranean policy was applied deviated from its
own aims, and did not achieve the results envisaged.
That is because to face up to the world-wide economic
crisis, the Community implemented a defensive policy
in all direcdons, by restricting its imports from third
countries to some extent.
It should however be pointed ou[ that in recenr years
the Communiry has been the basic receiver of exports
from those countries. At the same time, ir adhered
scrupulously to the various finance protocols. In rhis
way it stood as a prop for rhe economies of many
Mediterranean countries, at rhe same time giving
guarantees that the countries in question could con-
rinue to exercise their own independent policies.
'!7e have heard our colleague Mr Galluzzi developing
his repon. I think he referred quite clearly ro the ini-
tiatives that must be taken to ensure thar rhe enlarged
Community will work well as a new entity that creates
new conditions and makes new effons in the economic
and trade sectors, while preserving unscathed the com-
plex of traditional links that link it to the Mediterra-
nean countries.
Those initiatives that the Communiry must undertake,
should in no case threaten the interesrc of the Com-
munity's Mediterranean countries, because this would
constitute a serious departure from the principle of the
Community's philosophy on converging the econom-
ies of the Member States. The spirit that should gov-
ern the Community's new Mediterranean policies,
should not be confined to mere troubleshooting. Ir
should be directed towards supporting the productive
structures in those countries in a rational way, ro
promote their autonomous economic development.
\flithin this framework an essential and direct way to
deal with the painful consequences of enlargement is
ro determine a substantial increase in the appropria-
, S.. p.."i."s day's debares.
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tions available for rhe financing prorocols, and in par-
allel to carry our a restrucuring of the CAP. In that
qray we will establish a more profound cooperation
with the Mediterranean countries, while restricting the
negative consequences of enlargement both within the
Communiry and ourcide it.
On this point I should like to stress thar we completely
agree with the idea of establishing a permanent institu-
tional body of parliamenrary character between rhe
EEC and the Mediterranean countries, exactly like rhe
existing EEC-ACP counrerpafi..
It should also be srressed thar rhe immediarc imple-
mentation of the IMP's would conrribute decisively to
supponing rhe South, and that would stabilise the
fluctuations in the balance of rrade between rhe EEC
and the Mediterranean counrries.
Mr President, ir was nor my intention to make specific
reference to any one of those countries. However, I
think I have a duty ro refer specifically to rhe Republic
of Cyprus. The recent unilareral iniriatives by Mr
Denktash for a referendum on rhe constitution of the
so-called 'Turkish-Cypriot State' give rise ro a new
unacceptable siruation. Disregarding rhe facr that
there is already full internarional condemnation for
these initiatives, ir is appropriate that we should restate
our position. '!7hen the European Community refers
to its relations with Cyprus, ir means the one and only
Republic of Cyprus.
I believe, rherefore, that rhe EEC-Cyprus agreemenr
assumes a different dimension if we bear in mind the
importance for rhe Communiry of restoring political
stabiliry not only in Cyprus, but rhroughou[ rhe easr-
ern part of the Mediterranean basin.
Following these comments ir is clear rhar rhe Galluzzi
report. is an important conrribution to rhe Com-
munity's effon to restrict the problems created by
enlargement in our relations with the Mediterranean
countries. And in thar spirit we shall vore in favour of
lt.
Mr Verbeek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, 'Wesrern
Europe has traditionally regarded the Mediterranean
as a European sea of its own 
- 
mare nostrum. The
Roman Empire worked on [hose lines, colonialisric
\Testern Europe worked on rhose lines and German,
Italian, Spanish and Portuguese fascism likewise pene-
uated deeply into Africa. The Medircrranean today is
more than ever a polluted sea, nor only because of the
dumping and draining of poison and filth, but politi-
cally, economically and socially it is a polluted sea.
The Cassanmagnano Cerrerti report and pracrically
the whole of this Parliamenr express themselves as sur-
prised and disturbed that rhe Maghreb and Mashreq
programmes will not succeed. \7hy surprised and dis-
turbed? Is it so as nor ro need to recognize and name
the causes? Because free market enriches the rich and
impoverishes the poor? But development aid often
kills. But thar has raditionally been the European idea.
Development co-operarion cannor. alrcr that. High
investment, Mr Commissioner Cheysson said yesrer-
day. \7e know why: for the profits of European firms.
The times of the Algerian war and the Suez crisis are
over, but the bad relations between rhe EC area and
the regions of North Africa and the Middle East have
since become worse. In Tunisia food price riots have
been put down by force. The r6gime wishes for export.
currency instead of a population which needs to ear. In
Egypt the same food shonage threatens. In Morocco
the Hassan r6gime rules, which makes thousands of
Moroccans seek, far from home, regions in the EC
countries in which they are nor welcome. The Polisa-
rio desen liberation movemenr is supported and recog-
nized within the EC only by individual acrion groups
and parties. The EC is having to resrrain irself tremen-
dously in order not to declare Turkey premarurely a
democracy. The EC counrries are happy to trade with
the Middle East. The oil from rhe Arabian Srares con-
tinues to keep EC machines turning. In exchange
enormous status projects are being constructed over
there.
The civil wars and Srate wars in those regions are kepr
going daily above all by European rrade in armamenrs.
Vithout them Iraq and Iran would have ro srop rheir
war tomorrow, and so would rhe warring parries in
Lebanon. If you say: there are at least as many Sovier
arms there 
- 
Ies, they will only disappear if rhe '!flest-
ern arms disappear. The Middle East and the North
African region are borh geopolirically of strategic
importance in the cold war. Therein lies rhe hean of
historical reladonships and problems. The Maghreb
and Mashreq regions are siruated in the sourhern back
garden of the EC superpower. Hence rhe Pershing IIs
at Comiso in Sicily, which smnd aimed at the broad
horizon of the Middle Easr and North Africa. Is it a
matter for surprise rhen that Israel has nuclear arms
against those Pershings too? And rhat Libya wanrs
them? The EC and NATO are hand in glove, rhey are
the economic, political and military organization of
ever-greedy '$Testern Europe. The Mediterranean is
being increasingly incorporated in them.
These views, I know, are scarcely ever expressed in
this Parliament. They are like a taboo, they sound like
a curse. For thar reason people exhaust rhemselves in
praise and boasting about the exrension of the EC and
the coming of the European Union.
Fonunately, Mr President, many citizens in \Tesrern
Europe do not approve that ar all. They wish ro fore-
stall the dangers in 1985 before it is again roo lare.
Mr Filinis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, on behalf
of the Greek Communisr Party of the interior I should
like to express our particular satisfacrion at the final
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agreement on Spain and Portugal's accession to rhe
Community, which enlarges the latrer in rhe Medircr-
ranean area and is an importanr step towards the unifi-
cation of Europe.
Ve agree with the content of the relevant reports, and
especially that of our colleague Mr Galluzzi on rhis
matter. !7e think it desirable to develop economic and
trade relations between the EEC and the Mediterra-
nean countries. However, we also believe that rhis can
only be to the benefit of all the Mediterranean coun-
tries, both inside and outside the Community, prov-
ided that enlargement is accompanied by an increase
in the Community's resources, and especially by a sub-
stantial start in the implemenration of the IMP's.
Thus, it is essential that appropriate and adequare
appropriations should be recorded in the budget, and
that truly integrated and coordinated activities should
be promoted.
.S7e 
also hope that along those lines more general con-
tributions can be made by agreemenrs relared to the
three institutional bodies of rhe Community, and by
the adjustment mentioned in the special majority sys-
tem for the way thar Council reaches im decisions.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the nexr voring rime.
6. W'orld Conference in Nairobi
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question wirh
debate by Mrs Lentz, on behalf of the Commitree on
Vomen's Righr, to the Commission (Doc B 2-182/
85) and to rhe Council (Doc B 2-183/85), on the Nai-
robi Vorld Conference in July 1985 ending the Dec-
ade for Vomen.
Mrs Lenz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, we wanr ro
put this question to the Commission this evening, and
at a given moment next month we will also get an
answer from the Council. In July 1985, thousands of
women, especially the delegations of the governmenrs
of the UN member states, will assemble in Nairobi to
take stock of what has happened in the pasr Decade
for '!?'omen. A delegation from the European Parlia-
ment will also be [here, represenred by members of the
Council, the Commission and the European Parlia-
ment. The Committee on \7omen's Rights has repear-
edly requested information on rhe ar[irude the EEC
delegadon will adopt at [hat conference.
In two major resolutions from rhe last legislarure, the
European Parliament, in addition ro analysing the
situation of women and demanding improvemenrs,
also called for improvemenr in rhe situation of women
in the field of EEC developmenr policy and in the con-
text of aid measures for countries which do not come
under the Lom6 Convention. To darc we have not
received a satisfactory answer to all this and there is
very little time left before Nairobi. Our committee
warmly welcomes the fact that a workin g p^rly is now
examining this question in the framework of the ACP
- 
European Parliament Assembly, and has aheady
succeeded in presenting a resolution. Ve endorse its
objectives, for a number of our members are also
active on that committee.
Vhat we now want to hear from the EEC institutions
- 
and from the Council tonight 
- 
is rheir critical
assessment both of what has and what has zo, been
achieved, to which we have often referred in rhis
House. \7e would like a differentiated opinion and
would hope that the Member States will also make a
critical assessment. I do not wanr ro go into the deails
now. They have been referred to often enough and are
clear from the resolution. For European women, [he
accent lies on problems engendered by the new rech-
nological revolution. Against the background of per-
sistent and disproportionately high women's unem-
ployment, the issue here is equal access ro training and
education, to the labour marker, to social securiry and
other concomitant fields 
- 
but all rhis looked ar from
the aspect of the need to combine working and family
life in a spirit of partnership.
Equal rights has always been one of rhose factors rhat
has secured the peace and rhus also the freedoms in
our Community. In our view, equal righrc for men and
women means a change of mentaliry, reducing social
tensions, preven[ing inj ustice and eliminating one-
sided discrimination. Only if rhey have equal righrc
can men and women ensure [he survival of our free
democracies. That is why we call for an equal say in all
decision-making cenrrei, at all levels of society. The
high number of women Members here in the Euro-
pean Parliament, which is a good rhing for Europe
and for the world, has already made such co-involve-
ment and co-responsibiliry possible to a large exrenr 
-especially in committee work.'We women are trying ro
do justice to this responsibility.
'!U7e would also like rhe Commission to give an answer
about strategies for the future and, we beg it, not jusr
to repeat the familiar old words. Hence our second
request for a critical assessment of rhe current situa-
tion and for an answer [o our quesrion about rhe atri-
tude the EEC insdrutions will adopr and ro our
request for more involvement of women in develop-
ment policy. People do not build machines withour
consulting engineers. People objecr to quacks wirhour
medical qualifications. Yet for projecrs which benefit
the people 
- 
the pooresr of the poor, families who
fear for their livelihood and daily bread, which rhey
often have to struggle for in a subsisrence economy 
-we do not have the engineers of daily life, that is, rhe
women, who often have to hold the family together by
themselves.
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Of course we cannor prescribe their conducr to our
partners in the Third Vorld unless we ourselves set an
example and employ women where they are needed.
I am not talking about well-meaning and idealisric aid
projects or of medium- and long-term agricultural
projects, cooperative arrangements, craft. cenues,
training and health measures. Ar times the cosrly exe-
cution of presrige projects reminds me of the suffering
of housewives in housing projects built by very ml-
ented but very impractical men: kirchen on rhe hot
south side, bathroom and children's room on the cold
nonh side, as small as possible, no working space for
the housewife 
- 
excepr for rhe kirchen 
- 
Lrr ce.-
tainly a den cum hobby corner for the masrer of rhe
house, who works oumide and not in the house any-
way. So we wanr definite information abour current
and future straregies ro cu[ down on idiotic projects
and increase the sensible consultation of and participa-
tion by women, in the case of food and disaster aid
too. Isolated projecm may 
^t best give evidence ofgoodwill, bur nor of planning.
Let me talk about a third area, much more crucial for
the EEC, which as we know is made up of highly civil-
ised and indusrialised societies and above all of highly
democratized instirutions. Once again I am referring
to women's righrc of political paniciparion ar all levels
of the decision-making cenrres. It is grear to talk abour
positive acrion 
- 
demonstrarion models are far more
efficient. That applies ar the political and administra-
tive level as much as at rhe importanr level of rhe
media and information.
Secondly, we mus[ take srronger acrion in the difficult
field of human rights. Here roo we should have the
courage to define our concept of freedom of move-
ment, of access to information, the exercise of reli-
gious freedom, withour regard ro race or sex, ro men-
tion only a few areas, for if rhey are misused for rhe
purpose of maintaining power-political srructures this
causes endless suffering, which once again often hits
women and children hardest. '!7e rherefore also
oppose any misuse of the !/orld Conference of
'$7'omen for ideological purposes. The fate of one half
of humanity surely deserves its own conference. Ve
therefore also suppon all common action by rhe Euro-
pean Community ar that conference and hope it will
have positive effects for rhe next decade. The year
2000 will withour a doubr force us to take stock.
Mr Mosar, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, the Nairobi \florld Conference represenrs
the keystone and rhe final culmination of the efforts
made worldwide over the last ren years in rhe field of
equal righm for men and women.
The Commission is also preparing the Community
contribution to the Conference. Ir will shonly submit a
communication [o rhe Council; thar communication
will, of course, also be sent to the European Parlia-
ment.
For the Community the Nairobi Conference is primar-
ily an opportunity ro make a critical, and I am sure an
overall positive, appraisal. In spirc of all the problems
still oumtanding rhe Community really has nothing ro
fear from internarional comparisons.
Over the lasr decade, in fact, considerable progress has
been made in the Member States of the Communiry,
especially on the basis of European initiatives. This is
true of the legal aspecrs as well as of rhe effective
implementation of the principle of equal rrearmenr for
men and women.
A substanrial pan of these resuhs is due to the action
of this Parliamenr. Thar is why I am happy to use rhe
opportunity given me to rhank you for rhe crirical sup-
port and the benevolenr supporr which you have given
the Commission in rhe past.
Nairobi will probably offer a furrher opportunity ro
continue our joint efforts, and the Commission hopes
thar rhree members of Parliament will take paru in the
Conference as members of the Community delegation.
As I have rold you, rhe Commission's position is being
worked out nos/ and you will have it shonly. There-
fore is replying ro rhe question which has been put I
shall confine myself ro a few essential points.
Firsily, we shall endeavour ro present a provisional
appraisal of the 1982-1985 Community action pro-
gramme for rhe promorion of equal opponuniries for
women. The deniled final repon will probably be
completed at rhe end of rhe year. Ve inrcnd ro provide
in it informarion about the measures relating ro equal
treatmen[ implemented by the Community and the
Member States during the lasr four years.
Then, we shall endeavour to presenr rhe initial ourlines
of a new medium rerm action programme. As the
Commission announced in irs programme of work
some time ago, it intends to continue, deepen and
develop action being raken at presenr. In rhis context
the Commission will essenrially devote its efforts ro
the following areas: ro moniror the practical applica-
tion of currenr directives and of directives nor yer
adopted by the Council, and ro fill in gaps in the legal
structure; [o encourage concrete measures to promorc
equaliry of opponuniry in practice, especially in
accordance with the Council recommendation of
December 1984 on che promotion of positive acrion in
favour of women; finally, to take concrere action to
change social attitudes, panicularly within the frame-
work of education and the rraining of young people.
The final version of rhe programme will also rake into
account the resulrs of the Nairobi \7orld Conference.
\7ith this in mind rhe Commission will inroduce inro
the discussion its ideas on future oriented measures
designed to funher rhe situarion of women in the year
2000. \7e are convinced that more effon is needed on
an international scale in order to achieve equality of
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opportunity and we are determined to make our con-
tribudon to it.
The Community position will probably primarily
reflect the theme of equality of opponunity for
women at work and in society, but it will also tackle
the problems peculiar to women in developing coun-
tries. In these fields too considerable effons have been
made on a Community scale during the last ten years.
I shall only mention briefly the Council conclusions
adopted in November 1982, which emphasise the
imponant role of women in the developing countries.
I refer to the two seminars on that theme, organised
by the Commission in 1984 at Lom€ and Nairobi.
Representatives of various African countries took pan.
I should like to mention in particular the Third Lom6
convention of December 1984 which, in Anicle 123,
expressly underlines the need to try to raise the status
of woman's work and to pay panicular attention to
access for women to all aspects of training.
To sum up in conclusion, I wish to say that the Com-
mission is firmly resolved to make a positive contribu-
tion to guarantee the success of the Nairobi \7orld
Conference. In the evenc it will clearly be necessary to
take into account the general atmosphere and the pol-
itical framework of the Conference. It is therefore par-
dcularly imponant that the Community position be set
out carefully.
President. 
- 
In her speech Mrs Lenz expressed regret
rhat the Council was absent. May I say that the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council stayed in the Chamber
yesterday evening to answer this panicular question
but was unable to be present tonight. I understand that
the Council's answer to the question has actually been
disuibuted in writing.
May I also say that I have received from Mrs Lentz
and others, on behalf of the Committee on 'S0omen's
Righrc, a modon for resolution (Doc B 2-252/85) wirh
a requesl for an early vote [o wind up the debate on
the oral question. The vote on the request for an early
vote will be taken at the end of the debate.
Mrs Lenz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I would
probably not have put this question earlier if I had
received a written reply from the Council. But I have
seen no document of the kind, nor anything of the
kind among other colleagues. '!fle actually intend to
put this question in the form of an oral question. At
presenr I can merely state this for the record.
President. 
- 
Mrs Lenz, the information available to
me here in the Chair is that the answer is being issued.
This, I think, means that it will not be available until
the next session. That bears out what you have said.
My information was not quite accurate.
Mrs Gadioux (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies, gen-
rlemen, colleagues, the Nairobi S7'orld conference,
which has been organised by UNO for the end of the
Decade for Vomen in July is to assess the progress
made and the difficulries encountered in achieving the
objectives set by the world action programme at the
Mexico conference in 1975 and by the action pro-
gramme of the Copenhagen conference in 1980. The
members of conference will also lay down strategies
for the period up to 2000. The objectives 
- 
equality,
development and peace 
- 
with the subsidiary topics
of employment, health and education will provide a
basic framework.
\7hat conclusions can one draw as regards the work
carried out during those ten years? I have been very
aware of what has been achieved in the field of equal-
ity. In this respect the Decade essentially acted as a
caralyst to the adoption of legal reforms affecting the
status of women in society and equality before the law.
The equality of rights as between men and women is
almost universally recognised by the States, which
nearly all have adequate legislation.
It now remains for these laws to be applied and made a
part of everyday reality, because we have to ensure
that de jure equality is also de facto equality. Although
we can congratulate ourselves on the establishment of
organisations for that purpose in the Member States of
the EEC and in some other countries, it is unfortun-
ately not the case everywhere.
In my view this process faces two major obstacles:
menral artirudes and a lack of information. Sexual
stereotypes in individual behaviour are persistent and
difficult to eliminate. In this respect it is very impor-
rant that they be eliminated from school text books,
and ceachers play a fundamental role in this area.
In the same way, information is very inadequate, even
non-existent, so leaving women in ignorance of the
rights to which they are legally entitled, and a special
effort must be made in this direction in the years to
come. A right which is not known to exist, or which is
insufficiently known, is a useless right. Rights infor-
mation programmes should be set up in as many States
as possible.
To my mind the contents of the programmes put out
by the media are of particular importance. Not only
must they pass on information, and make the public
aware of this topic, they must also carry an image of
women which is devoid of sexual stereorypes and any
degrading connotations, so that the multidimensional
aspect comes to the fore. It is desirable for women to
occupy positions of responsibiliry at the highest levels
in the media, so that they can take decisions on pro-
grammes.
The Convention on the elimination of all forms of dis-
crimination against women, which calls for equality of
rights for women in the polidcal, economic, social and
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cultural sphere, is a major achievement. For my pan I
am delighted that an increasing number of States are
parties to this Convention. A report on the obstacles
encountered in applying it should also be drawn up at
the Conference to clarify this point for us.
'!7e must be very watchful and insist on the elimination
of existing discrimination in legislation on the smtus of
women as regards the right to choose a husband,
matrimonial law, rhe disposal of propeny, custody of
children, freedom of movement, nationality, inherit-
ance. In the same way, it is our duty to invite all the
States to ratify the ILO conventions on workers with
family responsibilities.
Development is another of the great objectives of this
decade. By development we mean development as a
whole, including economic, social, political and cul-
tural spheres, as well as all other aspects of human
experience. The research into the role of women in
development, which has been carried out during the
decade, has shown that not all women have received
the same benefit. It also showed that women have
always played a part in development, often without
remuneration, and that that contribution has not
always been recognised. In this respect it cannot be
said often enough that women must not just benefit
from development, they should also be agents of it,
and that this idea must embrace not only the imple-
mentation of proposed programmes, but also the
drafting of them. They must be fully responsible for
and benefit fully from the benefits which society
derives from change.
A true development policy must aim to satisfy the basic
needs for food, housing, health care, accompanied by
family planning, literacy programmes, education and
vocational training. They must also be closely linked
to the planning and introduction of rural development.
In this respecr, the resolution of 7 February 1985 on
rhe requirements and resuh of the ACP/EEC Joint
Committee at Bujumbura is of particular importance.
On the question of employment, statistics show that
women at work in the world account for 35% of the
working population. That is much more than ten years
ago, but the exercise of their rights in this sphere is
very unequal in large areas of the world. It must be
ensured that they are treated fairly and that they enjoy
benefits and guarantees such as decent wages, working
conditions which are acceptable from the point of view
of hygiene and safety, the right to join trades unions,
social security, access to communal facilities.
The problem of access to employment is a major prob-
lem and is linked both to the education of women and
to economic outlets. For many States overall growth in
che future will be lower than in the years 1960 to 1980.
Everything possible must be done therefore to ensure
rhat women cease to be the first victims of the econo-
mic crisis and that specific measures are taken in their
favour and that those measures are applied.
The theme of peace is also extremely important.
Documents relating to the problems of refugee women
and displaced women will be studied at Nairobi. How
should it be possible not to think also of the women
who are victims of apartheid, a system which goes
against the fundamenml righm of the person and
which makes victims especially of women separated
from their husbands or companions, when the latter
have to go and work in the regions reserved for a cer-
tain category of the South African population. The
continued existence of this system of inequality is a
violation of the most fundamental rights.
In conclusion, we must be vigilant at Nairobi and do
everything to prevent the Vorld Conference from
being deflected from its aims. In effect, discussion of
world problems must not be allowed to eclipse examina-
tion of women's panicular problems. If State represen-
tatives limircd themselves rc reaffirming their interna-
tional positions, conflicts would still not be resolved.
On the other hand the hopes of women would crum-
ble if they had to watch the disappearance of the fight
against the specific forms of discrimination to which
they are still subject.
(Applause)
Mrs De Backer-Van Ocken (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I should like to call
attention to an amendment abled by our group, which
we should also like to bring to the notice of the Com-
mission.
\7ith this amendmenr we wish to call attention to an
aspect which, it is true, arose from the women's libera-
tion movement but which of recent years is often for-
gotten or misunderstood by that movement. It con-
cerns the economic value of domestic work. !7hen
under the influence of the Vomen's Year 1975 and the
accompanying acitivities a stan was made in eliminat-
ing the flagrant instances of discrimination with regard
[o women, we grasped this obvious truth in order to
reinforce our position. In the case of the changes to
the law on dowries for example and the right of suc-
cession of the surviving spouse there was much oppos-
ition on the part of husbands whose wives wholly or
partially ran the household. These men thought that
the one who brought the money in should be entitled
to control it. Only by showing that rhe money brought
in by husband or wife is equally earned by the panner
assuming other tasks within the family did we encoun-
ter more understanding and finally secured equaliry in
the legislation. A UNO study which claimed that
domestic output constituted 4Q0/o of the GNP prov-
ided funher support for this view. More and more
women have meanwhile mken up duty in economic,
social, cultural and political life, but this by no means
diminishes the economic value of domestic work, by
whoever it is performed.
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If this concept is valid for rhe Vestern world ir applies
with still greater force to the developing countries,
where women's domestic work is difficult ro distin-
guish from rheir economic contribution to agriculture
and other secrors and where it is the women rhem-
selves who assume enormous duties in these areas.
These dudes must be assessed positively. Ve say wirh
great emphasis that we demand for all women any-
where in the world the right and the opponunity to
play a similar r6le to men in all sectors of society, but
we sffess roo rhat domesric work must be evaluated ar
its true wonh, whoever performs ir and wharever the
form of society and wharever the form of household in
which it is performed.
This is naturally only one aspecr, Mr Presidenr, but we
have sdll considerable time before rhe Nairobi confer-
ence and we hope that the Commission will use this
time to meer [he wishes expressed here and thar before
July next a firm strategy will be worked out.
Mrs Daly (ED).- Mr Presidenr, firstly, ler me say
that my group supports in general the policies outlined
in the resolution submirted by Mrs Lenz, on behalf of
the Commirtee on Vomen's Rights. Miss Brookes, our
Member for Nonh Vales, has asked me ro menrion
panicularly, as she is nor here this evening, rhe situa-
tion of women in rural areas. She comes from an area
like this in !7ales.
A recent survey in \7ales has shown that about 500/o of
all working women tend to occupy pan-time jobs.
This son of work is scarce in the rural pans of rhe
country, so we would like the Commission to take all
the action that they possibly can [o encourage people
to promore parr-rime work in rural areas throughout
the Community.
Turning to orher poinrs in rhe resolurion, when the
members of the Committee on '!flomen's Rights were
in Rome recenrly, the representative from the Council
asked us to talk to our Ministers abour the outstanding
directives. I do want ro assure rhe represenradve of the
Council, if he reads this debate, thar we in our group
have, in fact, soughr a meeting with our Minisrer to
find out what is happening to rhe ourranding direc-
tives which panicularly affecr women, i.e. those men-
tioned in paragraph 12 of Mrs Lenz's resolution.
Our group feels very srrongly about the need for the
Commission to employ all available means, in parti-
cular the mass media and orher cultural and informa-
tion networks, ro help bring abour a change in atti-
tudes to women's role in our sociery in regard rc their
imponance in rhe family, where they fully share wirh
men the responsibility for creating a more humane
soclety.
The main point I wanr ro rurn to is that of rhe posirion
of women in developing counrries. My group will sup-
pon any measures the Commission mkes which aim io
speed up the achievement of women's full and equal
panicipation in economic and social development in
the developing counrries. \7e do sress rhe economic
importance of the work done by women in all
domains.
Ve are panicularly concerned abour paragraph 31 of
Mrs Lenz's resolution, which was, in fact an amend-
ment from our group. Ve believe rhar population con-
trol is very important indeed in rhe developing coun-
tries. The fact that it is a sensitive issue does nor mean
that we should shy away from it. The truth is thar the
global population growth in the lasr [en years has dec-
lined from 2.030/o ro 1.670/o per year. In the next dec-
ade, the growrh-rare will decline more slowly. How-
ever, the annual increase in numbers is expected to
conrinue and may reach 90 million by the year 2000,
and 900/o of that increase will occur in developing
countries. In l0 years time, 6.1 billion people are
expected to inhabit the eanh.
Demographic differences berween developed and
developing countries remain striking. The average
expectation of life at binh, which has increased almosr
everywhere, is 73 years in developed countries, while
in developing counrries ir is only 57 years. Families in
developing countries rend ro be much larger than else-
where. This gives cause for concern, since social and
population pressures may conribute ro rhe conr.inua-
tion of the wide disparity in welfare and quality of life
between developing and developed countries. In the
pasl decade, population issues have been increasingly
recognized as a fundamenral element in development
planning. To be realistic, developmenr policies, plans
and programmes musr reflect the inextricable links
between population resources, environment and
development.
Although considerable progress has been made, mil-
lions of people in developing countries still lack access
to safe and effecrive family planning merhods. By the
year 2000, some 1.6 billion women will be of child-
bearing age, 1.3 billion of them in developing coun-
tries. !fl'e believe that major effons must be made now
to ensure thar all couples and individuals can exercise
their basic human right to decide freely, responsibly
and without coercion rhe number and spacing of rheir
children and thar they should have the informarion,
education and means ro do so.
(Applause)
Mrs Cinciari Rodano (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President,
ladies and genrlemen, it is very regrertable rhat the
Council is not here [o answer our questions, because,
in particular, it would have interested us to know what
attitude rhe Community will adopt at Nairobi on fun-
damental issues.
Vill the Community presenr itself in Nairobi sreng-
thened by the approval of the direcrives, which are still
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pending before the Council, regarding equality 
-which is referred to in the motion for a resolution pro-
posed by Mrs Lenz on the subject of employment,
social security, dependent female workers, parental
leave, part-time working, and the reduction and reor-
ganization of working dme?
Vhat concrete measures will there be for mckling the
serious problem of women's unemployment, especially
unemployment among girls?
Finally, what action is it proposed to take as part of
the Community's policy for cooperation and develop-
ment, both within the framework of Lom6 and within
the framework of cooperation with non-associated
countries ?
In conclusion, I should like to emphasize the need for
joint, coordinated action by the Member States of the
Community, where the quesrions rhar will be discussed
at the Nairobi Vorld Conference are concerned 
-joint, coodinated action which has been lacking in the
preparatory meetings.
Mrs Lemass (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, while we
review the United Nations Decade for'!7omen which
is drawing to an end, and recognize that the Com-
munity has creared a number of legal instruments for
the defence of women's rights and made progress
towards equality of opponunity between men and
women, we must regret that at national level our per-
formance does not match the ambitions of our EEC
institutions.
The directives are there, but they now have to be com-
pletely implemented and applied correctly in all the
Member States. For example, legislation has been
drafted in Ireland relating to provisions of the 1978
directive on equal treatment for men and women in
marters of social security. The bill has not yet been dis-
cussed by the Irish Parliament, and I call for the
implementation of this legislation without delay.
There is little doubt that against the background of the
presen[ economic recession the position of women,
and panicularly working women, in Europe, is not
good. For the future, we must strive to achieve true
equality, not only in the workplace, but in social
security, where discrimination between men and
women is sdll widespread.
Ve must also give due recognition to the important
role of the women in the home. The greatest obstacles
lie in the current attitudes concerning the role of men
and women in society. Those obstacles must be elimi-
nated.
As far as the position of women in the developing
countries is concerned, I would like to draw your
attention to the fact that the European Community
must bear a Brear responsibiliry for the future of
women in those developing countries. Progress has
been made in the texts of Lom6 III referring explicitly
ro women. Cooperation shall suppon the ACP States'
efforts aimed at enhancing the work of women,
improving their living conditions and expanding their
role, etc. Progress in the texts must be followed by
progress in the facts, and I insist on the fact that the
European Community has responsibilities in the evolu-
tion of the situation.
Could I end by making the comment that I think it is a
great pity that more members of the '!7omen's Com-
mittee are not in a position to attend this conference in
Nairobi.
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NZ) Mr President,
rhe UNO conference to conclude the Decade for
'Women is to take place in a developing country. That
is one reason more for us to place the main accent on
the theme 'Vomen and Development'. Ve are sup-
ported in that by, amongst others, the working party
set up wirhin the Joint Commirtee between the Lom€
countries and this Parliament, a resolution of which
was accepted at Bujumbura. I hope therefore that in
rhe package which is to define our position and that of
the governments of the Member States, this resolution
of Bujumbura will be included. The resolution in fact
arose from an equivalent joint discussion between
representatives of women from both the developing
countries and the Member States of the EEC.
'Sfl'e must not forget that 80% of the women in the
developing countries live in the rural areas. As Mrs
Daly has already emphasized, that is often a group of
women of whom one does not immediately think.
Even if we do not include China there are 700 million
women living in rural areas. Ve have not counted the
women from the rural areas who are attracted by the
mirage of the towns or the women who suddenly
become head of a one-parent. family because their hus-
bands have followed the same mirage of the towns.
A'!7est African poetess has written: 'I am the basket in
which the ground-nuts are carried and after the nuts
are eaten the basket is thrown away'. That is a picture
in which'S7'estern women may also appear.
'Woman in the Third !florld produces, processes what
she has produced, rransports- and sells it and is an
economic agent. 50 to 800/o of agriculture is in her
hands. But there is no economic relationship between
her work and the fruits of her work. Her work has a
useful value and no exchange value expressed in
wages. In the country she works in her family's field
and in her husband's field and in her own field. She
processes the food crops but also other products. She
husks and she spins cotton, she makes soap, she takes
part in craft activities such as basket-making, pottery,
weaving and dyeing, she carries the harvest from the
field to rhe granary without any means of transport,
on her back, she drags goods for sale to the market
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and she carries water and firewood supplies every day.
At the market she sells rhe processed producrs such as
rice, cotton, agricukural products from her own field
and the fish caught by the men and dried by the men
or the women. If agriculrural work is modernized,
often only this happens: that the cash crops for sale
and expon are transferred into the hands of the men.
The raining programmes, rhe redistribution of land,
the credits for land-purchase, mechanization and fin-
ally money-wages go solely to men. Meanwhile the
women continue to produce the food for the family
without the economic value of their work being recog-
nized. Naturally ir is absurd ro artach rc this kind of
slavery the 'Western label 'Voman by the heanh'.
There are examples. . .
(The President urged the speaker to conclude)
Mr President, I rhought I had four minutes plus a
number of minures in addition because orher speakers
from my group are not going to speak?
President. 
- 
No, that is nor correcr. I have no other
speakers from your Broup on the list and I have other
speakers coming up on orher quesrions. You have four
minutes, Mrs Van Hemeldonck, and rhere is no
bonus I
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) In rhat case, Mr
President, I shall srcp here because I have a sense of
discipline. In any case I would recommend this Parlia-
ment [o support the resolution which was accepted in
Bujumbura by the Joinr Commirtee.
Mrs Lenz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I would be
extremely grateful to the Commission if ir wenr into
the quesrions we are purting rarher more specifically in
the document it is working on. '!7e pur plain quesrions
about a strategy for rhe future. All I have heard in the
answers so far is facts already familiar ro us.
'\7e called for this document a long rime ago. So we
are not just a bit but very disappointed nor ro have
received it yet. May I ar rhe same rime inform rhe
Council, by purting it on record, so to speak, rhat we
are specifically asking about straregies for the furure,
both as regards European women and as regards
women in the developing world. Ve have nor received
an answer to these questions.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I pur to the vote the request for an early vote.
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) The Presidenr did nor seem ro
hear the voring bell. Cenain colleagues, who would
perhaps wish ro vore, are not in the hemicycle at pres-
ent.
President. 
- 
Maybe, I was more alem Mrs Dury; I
had heard the bell, and in fact it has been rung again.
In any event I do nor hink that at this hour of the
night it is going to cause a stampede.
Mrs Lenz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, on a poinr
of order. I have the impression, and some of the group
chairmen may have rhought so roo, rhat there would
not be any more votes at all tonight, so rhar many of
my colleagues have made corresponding arrange-
ments. At least thar is whar was said in some groups. Is
it consistent wirh rhe agenda for a vore to be held now,
immediarely after this quesrion?
President. 
- 
It is srandard pracrice nor to have a vore
at this hour of the night, bur in deference to yourself
- 
and I am the only poor unfonunare male chairman
here; everybody else has been having a bash at the
males here since this afrernoon 
- 
I must point out
that you yourself requested an early vore and it is
pretty much a formality to have rhis done. I am now
going to put the requesr to a vore.
(Parliament approoed the requestfor an early oote)
The vote will be mken at the nexr voring rime.
7. Social Fund
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the oral quesrion wirh
debate (Doc B 2-287 /85) by Mr Arndr on behalf of
the Socialist Group, to the Commission on the block-
ing of European Social Fund expendirure by the Com-
mlsslon.
Mrs Salisch (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, honourable
Members, yesterday Presidenr Delors of the Commis-
sion insisted firmly on the need for cooperation
between the Commission and Parliamenr, and I can
only agree wirh him that ir is a very good thing for
Commission and Parliamenr to work rogerher very
closely.
I find, however, rhat cases somerimes arise which cast
doubt on the Commission's willingness really ro main-
uin this close cooperation wirh Parliamenr. One case
in point is rhe fact rhat rhere are cerrainly one or rwo
matters connecred with the European Social Fund
which we regard as crucial, which is why the Socialisr
group is purring rhis oral quesrion to the Commission
today.
You know what rhe issue is: the fact that the Commis-
sion has nor yer informed us which Social Fund pro-
jects for nexr year ir intends to adopt and aid. Thai has
serious implicarions for those applying ro the Social
Fund.
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May I claim on behalf of my group and certainly for
my own part that we have always taken great pains to
increase the European Social Fund resources. There
are also other groups here in the House who wanr rhe
same. So the Commission really has enough suppon in
Parliament. \7e want it to get more money into irs
hands so that it can execute more projects for young
people.
That makes it even harder for us to understand why
the Commission does not take important decisions
connected with the implemenration of the Social
Fund, on what seem to us extremely spurious technical
budgetary grounds. So we put the penetrating ques-
tion: does the Commission not realise that if it further
delays its decisions on the European Social Fund, it
will bring a whole range of projects to nought? This
will create difficulties no[ for the governmenr aurh-
orities, but for the whole range of medium and small-
sized projects by organizations who do not have the
financial strength to provide pre-financing or interim
financing for their projects.
So it looks very much as though the Commission is
quite willing to stretch out its hand when this Parlia-
ment puts money in it, but that it is clearly either neg-
ligent or does nor consider the consequences of its
actions in time when it comes to really implementing
the Social Fund. So I would be most interested ro hear
from the Commission tonight whether by any chance
there are better reasons than those we know which
prevented it from informing us of its decisions on pro-
jects for the year 1985.
To put it very plainly once again: surely it is either
simply a question of a cenain negligence, or there
must be some serious reason which has prevented the
Commission. After all, thousands of training places for
young people depend on the Commission's attirude, so
I would requesr it most cordially not to give us any
evasive answers now but to make it clear how it came
to behave this way.
To conclude, may I mention one more point. 'We have
also failed to understand, in all the discussions we have
had in the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment, why the selection of projecm has changed, as it
has in the past two years. Although the same selection
criteria still apply for the Social Fund, a project is
accepted one year while next year a project of exactly
the same kind is not. Here too we would ask you to
:JXl:'r, 
tonight if possible, the Commission's behav-
(Applausefrom the Lefi)
Mr Mosar, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, may I remind you that the legislation relat-
ing to the Social Fund stipulates that the Commission
shall take a decision on requests for assistance from
the Fund before 31 March of the financial year in
question, or thirty days after the adoption of the Com-
munity budget, should be budget not be adopted on
time.
The delay concerning the decision on the 1985 appli-
cations is therefore due to the fact that the budget has
not yet been adopted. The Commission's intention is
to take a decision on the 1985 applications in June,
once the budget has been adopted. That at least is
what the Commission is hoping. By acting in that way
it will be entirely within the bounds of legality. Should
the budget still not have been adopted at that date, the
Commission, having regard to the financial needs of
the recipients of Social Fund assistance, will take a
decision on some of the applications, depending on
the credits available within the system of provisional
twelfths. The payment of advances will then follow
quickly.
Moreover the Commission is fully aware of the incon-
venience associated with delays in payment. For that
reason it will do everything it can to resolve this prob-
lem as quickly as possible. The Commission nevenhe-
less considers it advisable to wait for the adoption of
the budget, rather than taking a decision on the basis
of a panial budget. The reason for it is simple and pro-
vides the answer to some observations which have just
been made: a decision at the present. stage would in
fact pose a number of problems of a technical nature.
It would result in an arbitrary choice as regards the
selection of applications to be financed as a matter of
priority. Nevertheless if the 1985 budget has still not
been adopted by June, the Commission will have to
take a partial decision. But, I repeat, such a solution
will be avoided as far as possible.
President. 
- 
I have received two motions for resolu-
tions with request for an early vote to wind up the
debate: one by Mrs Salisch and others (Doc. B
2-317/85) and the other by Mrs Dury and others
(Doc. B 2-254/85).
The vote on both those requests for an early vore will
be taken at the end of this debate. And we shall be
ringing the bells in good time, Mrs Dury.
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should srill
like to reply to the Commissioner and to say rhis: I
was rapporteur for an opinion on the budger of rhe
committee on social affairs, and for the European
Social Fund in particular. I have to say that where my
colleagues were concerned, I did not find the task an
easy one, because the Social Fund will effectively have
no more than it had several years ago, and the man-
agement and the efficiency of the Social Fund are
undergoing a kind of credibiliry crisis.
I have to say that the Commission is largely responsi-
ble for rhat.
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Since we have not yet vored the 1985 budger, rhe
problem did of course arise of whar should be done
with the projects filed for 1985.
There is a system, rhar of provisional twelfths. A more
refined system is thar of supplementary provisional
twelfths. By June the Commission will have a sum of
money which is inrended to provide the promoters of
Social Fund projects with rhe wherewithal ro srarr
implemendng them.
Let me say that at the moment we are in a situation
where the prevailing impression is rhar rhe Commis-
sion, or at least rhe administrators of rhe Social Fund,
have completely ignored the facr that there exisrs a
way of using rhese funds, that ir was used in 1980,
when we were in an identical siruarion, and rhat the
Social Fund really does seem ro be loth to aid promo-
[ers, who in rheir own way are helping to combat
unemployment, especially among young people.
Next ir should be emphasised how incredibly inconsis-
tent the Commission is in choosing projecrs. I shall pur
matters very simply, even if they are perhaps a litrle
more complicated: it has nor been possible ro complere
a number of projects which were accepted in 1984,
because the Commission did have difficulties. In fact,
instead of arriving in June, rhe advances arrived in
December, so rhar ir was difficulr for promorers [o
carry out their projects, or [hey had to abandon rhem.
They said ro themselves, all right, we shall defer our
project to 1985; then in 1985 the same projects, which
had been accepted in 1984, were rurned down. Thar is
what happened wirh some projecrs in the Netherlands,
as well as in Belgium, France and Greece. Mr Com-
missioner, the Commission has made an incredible
mistake here. Nobody will believe in Europe any more
if projects accepted in 1984 are turned down in 1985.
Let me end by saying this 
- 
I could say much more,
but I am short of time 
- 
the marter is srill urgenr now.
Amongst the people who ask the Social Fund for
money there are public aurhorities, whose shoulders
are broad, they have ample funds; there are also pri-
vate firms, small ones in panicular. Some small promo-
ters do nor have much in the way of funds. 'S7har we
ask is that before the monrh of June, you pay at leasr
one advance, nor jusr in areas, which are priority areas
according to rhe Commission's criteria, bur also to
promoters established in regions which are experienc-
ing large-scale employment problems.
It is possible for you ro do it, you have rhe means, and
you do not wanr to do it! You rhrow the ball back inro
our court, ro us, the European Parliament, by saying
that we did nor vore rhe budget and therefore nothing
can be done. Vhat is the point of having ser up rhe
entire system of supplementary provisional welfths, if
no-one uses it? I do nor believe in the Commission's
goodwill. I do nor believe rhat it really wanrs ro rurn
the Social Fund inro the instrumenr for which we, the
members of rhe European Parliamenr, are calling. The
Commission 
- 
and not just you, Mr Mosar, since you
are responsible for energy, no[ rhe Social Fund 
-bears a heavy responsibility to the citizens of Europe,
to the unemployed and to young people. I wish rhe
Commission would show a lirtle more.energy in
resolving these problems.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Mrs Maij-\Ufleggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, rhe
European Social Fund, which has the task of helping
in the fight againsr unemploymenr, is coming up
against ever more problems and even in our national
Member States is falling into disrepute. In 1983 we
carried out a reform of the Fund with grear difficulty
and in the same year also laid down guidelines for the
submission of projects. But now rhat the reformed
Fund has been working for a second year we mus[
state that. the problems are rife.
The first problem is of a financial nature. Last year the
Commission approved only in Augusr projecrs for the
year in progress and only in October and November
did it pay out rhe first amounrs. Mr Presidenr, rhe
consequence was [har lasr year very many projecrs
could not even be embarked upon or else were sraned
much too late. In an oral quesrion in Janurary I put
this matter before the Commission and rhe Commis-
sioner then confirmed rhis position and said in addi-
tion that he would do his best ro ensure rhar rhis situa-
tion would not occur again this year.
And what do we see now? \ifle see rhar ar rhe momenr
although it was officially sertled that grants would be
awarded a[ the end of March, there are still no awards
and no money has yet been paid ou[. Ir is rrue rhar in
various Member States all kinds of unofficial rumours
are in circulation about the award of grants bur they
are not yet confirmed. The Commission says, and
defends itself by arguing, rhat rhe budget is not yer
approved and that it rherefore cannor yer approve any
projects.
Vell, lasr year rhe budget was approved in time and
then the Commission was in a position only in August
to approve projecrs and money was handed our only in
November. Thus one can well understand that the
Member States and above all rhe proposers of projects
simply do not have any confidence in rhe matrer any
longer. It must be understood that we roo as Members
of Parliamenr are involved in rhis question.
There is a second problem and that concerns rhe pro-
jecm which acrually were approved lasr year. Mr Presi-
dent, in my country roo [here are a number of munici-
palides and insrirurions carrying out projects approved
Iast year, which have now heard unofficially that this
year their projecrs will nor be approved. These people
are informed of this in May, whereas a number of
these projects were staned last year and naturally are
normally completed at the beginning of rhis year.
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Even more disquiet and more indignacion have arisen
over this situarion rhan over the fact thar no money
has been paid on time. How is ir possible that exactly
the same projecrs, falling under exacrly rhe same
guidelines, are approved in one year and nor in rhe
next?'!tre have already raised this point in rhe parlia-
mentary commitree and rhe Commission defended
itself by saying rhat last year it was lenient and this
year very stricr. But between the lenient applicadon of
guidelines and the strict applicarion of guidelines rhere
is naturally a world of arbirrariness and this is the way
it is seen by those affecred. The Commission defended
itself by saying rhar ir informed the Member Srates last
year [hat it had been lenient and would be stricter this
year. But, Mr President, such a general nodficarion
just does not work. It should have been made clear to
those affected, project by project, what, if anyrhing,
would nor do and whar would have ro be improved
when the following project was handed in. But it
seems to me still better rhar rhe guidelines ahould
always be applied in the same way and that there
should be no room for leniency or srricr.ness and that
there should be no room for arbitrary decisions.
Because everybody knows that arbitrary decisions sim-
ply lead to feelings of indignation.
Mr President, I feel rhat the Commission should have
another very careful rhink abour rhe manner in which
it is dealing at the moment with the European Social
Fund. Naturally payments could have been made from
the welfths. Cenainly for those projects which were
already staned last year and were handed in again this
year. And naturally it is essential rhat approvals should
be issued in good time. If we conrinue in rhis way with
the European Social Fund then ultimarely an expe-
dient which is in irself good will prove ro be a bad
expedient. People will not be hopeful abour it but
indignant and that will lead evenrually to its being a
disadvantage ro the European Community. I can tell
you that local authorities in my country simply no lon-
ger know what they ger our of rhe EEC and are acru-
ally waiting for an honesr sraremenr as to whether the
projects will be approved ar rhe agreed dme and
whether they counr on rhe money.
Mr \flelsh (ED). 
- 
Mr President, may I say what a
privilege it is to appear yet again under your gavel. I
hope that, with your usual benevolence you will be
prepared to recognize the occasional point of order,
even if it comes from this quarrer of the House.
Unusually, I am speaking on behalf of my group
tonight. I find the answer to this oral quesrion prod-
uced by the Commission profoundly unsatisfacrory.
The Commission actually asked for what orginally
staned as an urgency motion for a resolution under
Rule 48 to be convened into an oral quesrion wirh
debate so that it could give a considered answer. If
what Commissioner Mosar has read out is a consid-
ered answer, then I think it is high rime rhe Commis-
sion started examining its policy in this area.
The fact of the matter is very simple: rhere are 92J m
ECU sitting in the coffers of rhe Commission in Brus-
sels for the Social Fund which have not yet been dis-
bursed. For this Commission to tell Parliamenr rhar ir
is our rejection of the budger that has prevented the
Social Fund from being disbursed in the proper way is
a disgrace ! The Commission comes back time and time
again to this House asking for provisional twelfths to
be released. Those provisional twelfths are released,
and they are released againsr the chapters in rhe
budget to which they were allocared. Frankly, ir is
unacceptable for rhe Commission to pretend that it
cannot disburse this money because Parliament has not
made the funds available. Parliament has made the
funds available, and the Commission cannor mke shel-
ter behind technicalities of this kind.
I know Mr Mosar is nor in charge of rhis portfolio,
but I hope he will tell his colleague, Commissioner
Sutherland, that he will be appearing before rhe Com-
mittee on Social Affairs and Employmenr rhe week
after next and that we shall wanr some very clear
answers to some very hard quesrions as to why funds
that have been made available for the unemployed
people in Europe have been sar on, have been pur inro
other chapters and have nor been released and why, in
fact, we have not had a proper explanation tonighr of
why this has been done. It is unacceptablel It is dis-
graceful, and we are nor prepared to stand for it!
(Applause)
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) If rhe legal situarion is
as the Commissioner says, why was Parliamenr nor
adequately informed of ir on time? As far as I know
the Commitree on Social Affairs and Employmenr was
not kept informed. So rhe Commission must immedia-
tely improve irs provision of information ro rhe com-
mlttee.
Secondly, the Commitree on Budgets is convinced rhar
even before rhe 1985 budger was adopred, suitable
arrangemenr could have been made as regards the
Social Fund and, above all, the applicanm could have
been informed. The Commission has failed even ro
discuss a solurion ro the problem with the Commirtee
on Budgers. Parliament and the Commission already
know 
- 
ar leasr rhey will after rhis vore 
- 
more or
less the scale of the sums involved.
Thirdly, I drew the Commission's attenrion ro rhis
matter in February in rhe Commirtee on Budgets. I
requested clarification and assisrance. I got rhe impres-
sion during rhe meeting that the marrer was now in
good hands. Obviously, norhing has happened. In
April I put the same quesrion in the Commitree on
Budgets, and again gor no answer. That is why we are
here today. This makes ir clear thar rhe cooperarion
between the Commission and the Commirree on
Budgets is still nor working satisfactorily. Ve must
insist on a systemaric improvemenr in rhe Commis-
sion's handling of such initiarives in the commitree.
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I have reason to assume that the interpretation of the
legal budgetary situation as regards the Social Fund
we have heard does not agree with the auditor's inter-
pretation. How can that be? Are we dealing with two
or more differenc Commissions or with one Commis-
sion? This has worrying consequences. The informa-
tion we have heard does not correspond to what we
heard in the discussions with Commission representa-
tives in the Committee on Budgets. They too were
appalled at the situation. Ve in this House thought
that Parliament and the Commission were resolved to
do their utmost to ensure that no third party suffered
from the problems of the rejection of the budget. Par-
liament has always endeavoured to resolve any such
problems that cropped up. I need only think of the
financing of the Greenland catch licence fees. That
w'as a masterpiece of interpretation of budgetary law.
That is what can be done when people are in agree-
ment..
Now it looks as though we are letting thousands of
young people run the risk of losing the planned train-
ing places, 
.iust because the decision on the proPosed
Social Fund resources will come too lare. So the reci-
pients will be kept in the dark until June. Many pro-
jects will come to nought if the information 
- 
and it
is primarily a question of information and not of
money 
- 
is not received. You know that training con-
tracts have to be signed and before that teaching staff
have to be recruited, who also need contracts. Perhaps
the various organizations can take on this responsibil-
ity without the money if they know rhat they will
eventually receive it. The money always comes too
late, everyone knows that 
- 
but people must at least
have the information! In many areas there is now total
despair and I think the Commission should have
known that. It could have supplied adequate informa-
tion, and that is still possible now and next week.
Therefore 
- 
since the Commission has given such
unsatisfactory answers here 
- 
I must insist that we
vote on our motion for a resolution here on Saturday.
Mr Huckfield (S). 
- 
Mr President, it must be the
lateness of the hour and your delightful chairman-ship
that cause me to actually agree with Mr'!7elsh, which
is something I am glad not too many of my colleagues
are here to see me do.
I would very much like to echo the points he made
and also the point made by my comrade Heinke Sal-
isch. !7e really are facing a very desperate situation
now, particularly in some of the voluntary-aided sec-
tor organizations which have hitherto benefited from
Social Fund financing. I am sorry to say [hat the res-
ponse which has come from the Commissioner tonight
in no way matches up to their expectations. These very
desperarc organizations are now ringing our offices
for help in finding out whether some kind of advance
payments might be made.
Coupled with this we find that organizations that were
funded last year and have made similar applications
for rhe future have, as has been said already, had their
applications this time turned down. This really
a.ounts to a moving of the goal posts, a changing by
the Social Fund of their interpretation of the regula-
tions half way through the existing guidelines. This is
even before the new guidelines have come in. Then of
course we have just had the publication and issue of
rhe new guidelines which, I am bound to say, really
are going to hit many of these organizations very hard
indeed, particularly in my own constituency, given the
Commission's new found insistence on an emphasis on
high rcchnology, an emphasis on job placements and
an emphasis on minimum training periods.
So I am not just concerned about the difficulties many
of these organizations are now encountering in receiv-
ing payments on which, I am bound to say, I find the
Commission's answer totally unsatisfactory. I am talk-
ing now about the whole direction in which the Social
Fund now appears to be moving. My conclusion must
be that the whole direction in which the Commission
is now moving will eventually lead to the Social Fund
being irrelevant to the hardest hit areas, being out of
touch and beyond their reach.
(Applause)
Mr Mosar, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President I have followed very attentively the various
observations which have been made on the question
put and on the reply which I have had to give, a reply
which was cenainly dictated to a large extent' as you
will be aware, by the file, and by the position of jury
and by administrative data.
After lisrcning religiously to the arguments put for-
ward, I cannot conceal the fact that there are some
points with which I am inclined to agree. I am pre-
pared to convey the opinions expressed on this subject
to my colleague who has responsibility for this matter.
Having said that, neither would I wish to conceal the
fact that there are certain legal and actual constraints
which do not allow us to anticipate any one outcome
rather than another. That is in fact why, when it was a
question of the 1985 budget, I ried to explain to you
just now the reasons why we thought it advisable rc
wait for the budget to be adopted, rather than take a
decision on the basis of a panial budget. One of the
reasons I put forward is that to take a decision at the
present stage would involve cenain risks or offer cer-
tain possibilities and would in fact create numerous
problems of a technical nature. Finally, and above all,
that solution would result in arbitrary choices in the
selection of applications to be given priority financing.
But if the 1985 budget were not adopted in June, the
Commission would have to take a panial decision. I
repeat, such a solution would not be acceptable to you
either.
There was also the question of the 1984 budget. In
that respect, it should not be forgotten 
- 
I think I
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have to say rhis quite objectively 
- 
rhat the 1984
financial year was a transitional one, in view of rhe
new legislation on rhe Social Fund adoprcd in October
1983. That is precisely why the Commission exhibited
a cenain flexibility in accepdng applications involving
the Fund. It did nevenheless warn beneficiaries thar
the selection crireria applied during the 1985 financial
year would be srricter.
As regards rhe decision in quesrion 
- 
that of July
1984 
- 
yes, it is true rhar it was not announced until
August 1984, because of a problem of transirion.
Applications have ro be submitted in October and in
1984 they were submirted six months larer. The whole
decision process was delayed by iq thar is a fact.
Having said that, I rhink rhar as I wish to be objective,
I am, of course, prepared [o put to my colleague, and
to discuss as necessary, rhe suggestions and comments
which you have made.
Mr Muntingh (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
like to say some[hing on a point of order. I have
understood rhat my reporr. on whales, according to
present calculations, may come up at roughly eight
minutes to twelve. That means rhar rhe reporr as a
whole cannot be dealr with before midnight. However
this compels rhe speakers ro sray here until twelve
o'clock and there is a considerable chance 
- 
and rhis
has already happened ro me repearedly 
- 
that I shall
be told at twelve o'clock rhar this report. mus[ be dealt
with on the next morning, which in this case means
tomorrow morning. \7hat I should now like to ask
you is, with the consenr of rhe Assembly, to defer my
report until tomorrow morning. That means in all
probabiliry rhar a number of people will not need to
wait here pointlessly the whole evening, dog-tired. I
therefore ask you [o propose ro this Assembly that my
repon should be deferred unril romorrow morning.
Mr Velsh (ED).- Mr Presidenr, I would like to say
something as chairman of rhe Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment. I think it might be more
appropriate if you call my distinguished vice-chair-
man, Mrs Salisch, and my honourable friend, Mrs
Maij-\7eggen, first and me after rhar.
President. 
- 
If you are giving way, I suggesr rhar you
give way. But according ro my list you are down ro
sPeak now.
Mr Velsh (ED). 
- 
\7ell, I would like to be lasr on
your list as well, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I will consider that request when we
come to the end of the lisr.
Mrs Salisch (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ir is quire
amazing to see one's own chairman acting as a kind of
chameleon this evening, but I must say, I really liked
him when he spoke as representative of the Conserva-
tive Group. I hope rhis will not change when he speaks
as chairman of the commitree. I see, Commissioner
Mosar, that you are lhe whipping boy tonighr, and I
am very sorry about thar, since you are not to blame at
all this evening.
But since we have already heard today, on anorher
occasion, that the Commission is always responsible as
a whole, this musr apply to you roo. I do not consider
it right for the Commission ro rerrear rhis evening
through your words to whar is purely a legalistic
standpoint. In May you rell us rhar the budget thar has
not been adopted puts you in such a difficulr spor rhar
you now have legal and rechnical difficulties. In one
month's time, dear Mr Commissioner, were this
budget not adopted, you would no longer take this
fact into consideration and then you would decide, i.e.
the criteria you are putting forward tonight are no
longer logical if you simply forget rhem yourself a
short time later.
So, the Commission is performing an abour-rurn here
that we cannor accepr, and I think you really should
answer the question Mr'!flelsh puI as represenrarive of
the Conservative Group of rhis House: where are rhe
930 million ECU you have in your pockets and which
we Bave you so that for God's sake you can give jobs
or training places to young people? The money musr
be somewhere! !7here have you pur ir, I beg you?
Surely you have nor gone off with ir!
Surely the Commission musr be able to answer this
question, and I would like ro know the answer.
Someone in the Commission must be able [o answer.
These unpleasanr quesrions ro the Commission hap-
pened to be in rhe rexr and you could have been kind
enough to deal with them.
Mrs Maij-Veggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) I feel I must criri-
cize the Commissioner, narurally nor personally, bur
in his capacity as remporary spokesman of the Com-
mission, for his formal artirude with regard to the
approval of the budget. For let us be honesr: the social
part of the budget has been increased by rhe Commis-
sion, by the Council and by the Parliament as well.
You could thus in any case be sure thar for 1985 you
would get more money than in the previous year. Thus
you could withour any risk have implemented the sys-
tem of twelfths. And if you say: but then we should
have had ro approve an arbitrary number of projects,
then I must reply rhar you could wirhout any risk have
put those projecrs which were also approved last year
straight away on rhe list of projects ro be paid now our
of the twelfths. Thus I have rhe feeling that the Com-
mission has been shelrering behind a formal atirude
and that grear harm is being done thereby ro [he pro-jects affected and in facr also to the Community,
because it is a question which brings us inro disrepute.
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Mrs Dury (S).- (FR) Mr Mosar is very couneous
and tells me rhat he will pass complaints on to his col-
league, but I should like to point out that we are going
to vote two resolutions, one, tabled by the Committee
on Social Affairs and employment, which asks that at
the end of June the 930 million ECU in question,
which are available and which can be used for Social
Fund projecr should be used.
There, we have had a friendly discussion. Nevenhe-
less, I hope that these two resolutions 
- 
which are
closely linked 
- 
will be adopted and that in June we
shall be able rc ask the Commission how, when and
where the money is to be used, and that at that time
the reply will be much less evasive, whatever the out-
come of the 1985 budget. Because one has the impres-
sion that the Commission is linking the two problems.
But they are not. so closely linked as it might seem.
You have the money, what we are asking is that you
use it.
Mr Velsh (ED). 
- 
Mr President, as chairman of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment I would
like to thank Commissioner Mosar for his courtesy in
attending and for answering, to the best of his ability,
the question that was put down. However, I must say
that I hope he will convey to his colleague, Commis-
sioner Sutherland, the House's grave dissatisfaction
with the nature of the answer. And perhaps we should
remind the whole college, Mr President, that they are
accounuble to the Parliament not merely as co-budg-
etary authority. Because, in the end, the Parliament
has the power to dismiss the Commission. I give notice
to Commissioner Mosar and his colleagues that the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment will
want satisfactory answers to the questions that have
been raised; that we shall use the resolution that will
be adopted tomorrow as a basis for those questions
and that, if necessary, we shall report to the House in
June on the quality of the answers we get. As chairman
of the Committee I mean that very seriously indeed.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I will deal with Mr Muntingh's requesr
when we have finished with this item.
Ve must now consider the request for an early vote on
the two motions for resolution (Docs 317/85 and
264/85).
(Parliament approzted the requestfor an early vote)
The vote on those motions for resolutions will be
taken at the next voting time.
Vith regard to the request from Mr Muntingh. Under
Rule 55(2) the agenda, once adopted, shall not be
amended except on a proposal from the President. I
think it would be wrong !o create a precedent by tak-
ing rhis panicular repon off the agenda at the present
time. My understanding, however, is that it is quite
likely rhat the debates on the Dupuy and Menens
reporrs may go on until 12 p.m. That is one of the
problems. However, Mr Muntingh, I have to say that I
have regularly been presiding here on Thursday nights
and there is always somebody's repon hanging in the
balance. Unfonunately, it happens to be yours tonight.
However, I cenainly do not propose, as President, to
change the agenda at this stage.
Mr Pearce (ED).- Mr President, I am grateful to
you for reminding us of the many happy occasions
when you have presided on Thursday evenings at this
hour. I am referring to Mr Muntingh's request. There
have been many occasions when I have wished to des-
parch Mr Muntingh's proposals to many places very
far from here. On this occasion, he is proposing to
despatch his repon to tomorrow morning. I would like
to agree with him so that the matter can be properly
heard.
Mr President, if I may put it this way: As you are
representative of Ireland, I hope you will agree with
Mr Muntingh's point of view about Vales.
(Laughter)
President, 
- 
I have to say, Mr Pearce, that you are
not a whale of a help!
Mr Muntingh (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, you said
rhar you were reluctant to create a precedent. You do
not need to be reluctant, because that precedent has
long been created. Even this afternoon we decided to
amend the agenda. I do not see therefore why you are
creating a precedent if you agree to my request too
now. Ir makes no difference to the course of the activi-
ties of this Parliamenr, in view of the fact that my
report is one of the last. If we were to deal with that
repon romorrow morning we still have ample time,
even with all the other reports, to deal with the agenda
at a convenient time for all members. I simply do not
see therefore rhe reason why you are determined to go
on till midnight when there is time enough tomorrow
mornrng.
President. 
- 
Mr Muntingh, I do not propose chang-
ing my mind on that issue. I am sorry.
Mr'Sflelsh (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. I would like to express our support for your pos-
ition and say to Mr Muntingh that we will do our best
to give his repon every attention if it stans tonight and
goes on tomorrow morning. Unlike Mr Pearce, I
think, Mr President, that you are absolutely right in
the decision you have taken.
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President. 
- 
The next item is rhe report (Doc. A
2-19/85) by Mrs Dupuy, on behalf of rhe Commirtee
on the Environmenr, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on
- 
rhe communicarion from rhe Commission to rhe
Council (Doc l-268l84 - COM(84) 205 final) on
the prorection of the environmenr in rhe Medirer-
ranean basin.
Mrs Dupuy (RDE), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr,
colleagues, without doubr the prorecrion of rhe envi-
ronment of the Medirerranean is one of the prime
duties of our Communiry: because the Mediterranean
washes the coasts of three, and romorrow four, Mem-
ber States; because pollurion has reached a critical
level there; because thar pollurion represents a serious
hazard for the developmenr of our regions; because
the protection of the environmenr in the Mediterra-
nean basin is still regarded as a matter of secondary
concern; because the diversiry of the countries con-
cerned means rhar solurions musr be soughr at all lev-
els; because the EEC, which is responsible for a large
part of rhe pollution, has a particular debt to pay; fin-
ally, because the protecrion of rhe Mediterranean
basin has been seen to be a prioriry matrer by rhe
Communiry action programme.
The extent of the problem under srudy, rhe actual
effecr of the geographical definition of the territory
involved, in my view mean [ha[ the Communication
from the Commission ro the Council on the prorection
of the environmenr in the Mediter.rnean basin is
disappointing. People should be aware that this area,
whose main characreristic is irs special climate, repre-
sents a rare and fragile balance, which man, since anti-
quity, has somerimes desrroyed and somerimes pro-
tected. For fony years indusrrial development, urbani-
za[ion and rourism have been the signs of increased
human occuparion of the soil and the Medirerranean
environmenr. The Mediterranean is virtually an inland
sea: its supply of new water is very uneven and com-
bined with the high level of maritime rraffic leads one
to fear the worst.
Fortunately rhe reaction has come. It musr be followed
up, bearing in mind, as a primary concern, the impact
which human acriviry can have on the environmenr.
In the report which I have rabled on behalf of rhe
Committee on rhe Environment. Public Healrh and
Consumer Prorection I have analysed rhe various
Commission proposals very carefully. I have ro rell you
that our Commission found these proposals rather
inadequate in view of what is at srake. It seemed to us
that the focal poinr of the Commission's proposals,
around which one would hope to order a construcr.ive
policy for the environment in rhe Mediterranean basin,
was rhe establishmenr of a consultative commitree,
provided, of course, that it is equipped with more
human and financial resources rhan those provided,
that its field of acrion is closely defined, rhar there is
never any duplication wirh exisdng organizarions, that
its first rask is ro esablish a data bank accessible ro
national, regional and local organizarions, to assemble
all the dam available in rhe European organizations
akeady existing in rhe various counrries of rhe Com-
munity, rhereby making ir possible to carry our an
appraisal ofwhat has been done.
Action will of course have ro be carried our ar the level
of the countries of the Community, and also jointly
with other counrries with which there are bilateral
agreements: the Maghreb countries and the countries
of the Middle Easr, including Israel. This proves rhar
international cooperarion of the LomE convenrion type
is possible. It is not sufficienrly well-known that since
its inception rhe Blue Plan has been financed by rhe
Community and all the counrries of the Medirerranean
basin, with rhe exceprion of Albania. \7e think it
essential thar a thorough assessmenr be made before
any new acrion is staned. It is not specific acrion pro-
posed by the Commission 
- 
some of ir questionable in
imelf, and in any case disparare and wirhour any plan
- 
which will make possible the harmonious develop-
ment of human and economic activiry. An overall pro-
gramme ought ro se[ srore by redressing the misrakes
made in the developed countries and guiding rhe
developing narions rowards self-surveillance and mon-
itoring of rheir acriviry and its effecrs on the environ-
ment. Ler our pasr misrakes at leasr be of use in rhe
future !
Mr President, the inadequacy of the Commission's
communicarion is disturbing in the light of what is at
stake where the environment of rhe Medirerranean
basin is concerned. Ir appears rhat the acrion proposed
is unlikely in any way ro reduce rhe pollution of rhe
Mediterranean Sea, [o protect its shores, to preserve
and improve rhe coast and the Mediterranean areas.
At a time when the EEC is preparing ro extend ro rwo
further counrries in southern Europe the Commis-
sion's text seems ro me to be simply a thing of the pasr,
a past when all roo often the problems of the southern
EEC were eirher ignored or given scanr attenrion. You
are all aware of the mishaps of rhe integrated Mediter-
ranean programmes. You know thar for a long time
the common agriculture policy has been dedicated to
northern produce. And you are nor ignoranr of rhe
facr that enlargemenr will pose new problems, which if
they are nor dealr wirh realistically risk 
.jeopardizing
the operation of rhe EEC itself. And yer, does not tfi
conservation of the Mediterranean Sea, the protecrion
of its coasrline, provide a natural sphere for acrion by
the EEC? Should the latrer nor lead to exemplary acr-
ion so that after rwo or rhree rhousand years of human
intervention, for good and ill, where the environment
is concerned, development and protecrion of the envi-
ronment henceforth go hand in hand?
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Mr President, I hope that the European Parliament
will adopt the Committee on the Environment's pro-
posal regarding a programme to be submitted to us by
the Commission as soon as possible in the form of a
memorandum.
(Applause)
Mr Bombard (S).- (FR) Mr President, colleagues, I
should first like to pay tribute to Mrs Dupuy. I read
the Commission's proposal at the same time as she did,
it was really pathetic. Nothing was taken as a whole; a
few little examples were given and very much biased
towards Greeece, in particular, and Italy.
Obviously I do not wish to expand too much, but I
shall mention the pollution of which Mrs Dupuy
spoke, and pay tribute to her. The city of Cannes 
-polludon very often comes from large cities 
- 
is with-
out any doubt an example which many Mediterranean
towns should follow. Vhich provokes me to say that
Marseilles is making an effon, is about to achieve
something, but that on the other hand nothing is being
done at Toulon, nothing is being done at Nice, and I
shall not mention the town of Genoa!
Consequenrly the task is twofold. On the one hand the
polludon of the Mediterranean has to be stopped, and
on the other the pollurcd areas of the small Mediterra-
nean continental shelf have to be cleaned. Let me tell
you [hat I have had contacts with the French Navy to
ask whether in times of peace the minesweepers of the
Nary could be used to sweep the continental shelf to
bring it back to life, because there is life under the pol-
lution. Quite simply, it needs the window opening! I
fully agree with Mrs Dupuy on the need for an overall
plan and for agreement between the countries of the
Basin, whether they are members of the EEC or nor.
In her report Mrs Dupuy speaks of water resources. In
rhis respect France can provide a remarkable example
of freshwater resources: the Canal de Provence, which
distributes the gift of water which was so much
needed, and which worried us so much when one saw
ir being constructed, without seeing the dams to hold
back the necessary reserves of water, the supplies. Mrs
Dupuy also mentions the quality of the water for
bathing. But all our colleagues know that the Mediter-
ranean is their seaside and that it is therefore their
duty to look after the health of the Medicerranean.
Thar is why I say to Mrs Dupuy, three cheers for the
example which she mentioned, Helmepa, the Hellenic
Association for the Protection of the Marine Environ-
ment, but she is a little unfair, because their are also
many other associations which should be supported; in
France I can think of URVN, the Group on scientific
aspects of polludon, the Group on scientific aspects of
aqua-culture, the Blue Plan, which is at last reaching
the action stage.
Let me say at once that there is hope, if Mrs Dupuy's
text is followed by what she proposes. If we all try
rogether, the countries in the north and in the south of
the EEC, the Mediterranean Sea, which might be de-
scribed as dying, could begin to recover. Let us
remember that this sea is the origin of our civilisation.
And after being so worried about the possibility of
another Dead Sea, we shall be able to watch the trans-
formation of the proposals contained in Mrs Dupuy's
report into a shining therapeutic success and finally
the binh of a live sea, the bearer of food, the bringer
of life, the bearer of health, a sea which will be an
example to the world.
(Applause)
Mr Lambrias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) The Commission's ini-
tiarive ro begin at long last doing something to con-
serve the Mediterranean environment is cenainly not
something we can argue against, though it comes trag-
ically late and is above all quite inadequate in relation
to the fearful dimensions of the problem. The pages of
the report are like aspirins administered to treat a ser-
ious disease, and as previous speakers have pointed out
- 
and I completely share their views 
- 
the problem is
both urgent and complex, and must above all be faced
in a spirit other than that of narrow-minded book-
keeping or formal bureaucracy. Of course the sorry
state of the Community's economics make us all
regard initiatives and ambitious programmes for saving
the Mediterranean as luxuries we call ill afford. But let
me ask: can it really be a luxury to make every effon
to prevent making an open sewer and completely dis-
rupting the ecosystem of the maritime zone that
washes the shores of so many European, Middle East-
ern and African countries, the area which is the cradle
of 'lTestern civilisadon? There are already indications
of tragically disquieting deterioration in the fauna and
flora, and in the form of climatic changes. For a prob-
lem of such huge scale 
- 
and Mme Dupuy's report is
indeed a lasr-minute S.O.S. 
- 
we must adopt imme-
diate measures. However, with its book-keeping men-
tality the Commission restricts itself to proposals that
comprise very little potential.
Mr President, I do not think it will be possible for the
many individuals and organizations interested in the
matter to grasp the size and complexity of the problem
unless two basic factors are clearly understood. Firstly,
that concern about the pollution of the Medircrranean
should not be limited only to those peoples that live
along its shores, and secondly, that it is not they alone
who are responsible for the environmental maladies of
the Mediterranean. The Mediterranean is polluted
from many sources other than its own; by ships and
tourists who come to it, and by indusuies that dis-
charge their waste into its waters.
\7ith this in mind, Mr President, the European Peo-
ple's Party adopts the report which, in any case, was
accepted unanimously by the Committee on the Envi-
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ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection and
by the other committees that expressed opinions, and
regards it as an SOS.
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
Uf) Mr Presidenr, Iet
us hope that the representatives of rhe Commission
can sleep easy tonight, afrer the lively speeches that
have been made in Parliament and that also concern
this communication on the Mediterranean. \7e should
like to thank Mrs Dupuy for the report, and ro assure
her of our support, especially if she will accepr rhe
amendments that we have put forward.
I should like to draw a brief identity card of rhe Medi-
terranean. Three million square metres; the largest
coastal perimeter is that of Greece, then comes Italy,
and then France, which will, however, be exceeded by
the coastal perimeter of Spain. 44 million people live
on the Mediterranean, and that number becomes at
least 100 million during the summer. There are 120
large cities along the Mediterranean, and of rhese 120
cities, at least 100 discharge all rheir wasre into the sea.
But it is, obviously, not only city waste. There is all rhe
industrial waste. I will give only a few figures:
2l thousand tons of zinc,3 800 tons of lead 
- 
but I
cannot go on with the list, for I should have to list 180
substances that are harmful to the environment. Crude
oil is present in vast quantities 
- 
from half a million ro
I million tons, equivalent to about 108 milligrammes
per square metre.
In addition, the Mediterranean is a closed sea, in
which the profit motive has in recent years caused ser-
ious damage; at the same time, it is an economic asset
to be protected, an economic asset that affecrs com-
plex areas of high unemployment or underdevelop-
ment. The Commission's answer is really non-existent,
with a negligible budget and initiatives that, insread of
forming part of a plan of action, are random measures,
carried out to plug a few holes here and there. Mr
Lambrias said: 'lt is like giving a sick person aspirin'. I
would say that it is like giving a tranquilliser to rhe
Mediterranean peoples, so that they can forget the real
problems. But the Mediterranean peoples do nor for-
get the real problems.
The meanness, therefore, of the appropriations, and
also the random character of the measures, is some-
thing that makes one think very seriously about what
real intentions there are of really doing something for
the Mediterranean.
There is, funhermore, a general lack of programmes,
for example, regarding the protection of the land and
sea biotypes, those that are in the process of becoming
extinct, or those that are rypical of the Mediterranean
area. I am talking about the monk seal, for which Mr
Muntingh also has fought very hard; I am also talking
- 
still with regard to the Mediterranean area 
-about the Pyrennean bear, the corals, the sponges and,
in addition, a whole range of bonnical and animal
species in which the Medircrranean basin and also the
countries of the Community that flank the Mediterra-
nean are very rich. Italy, for example, is particularly
rich in plant species, and there is not a single word
about any of this. Yes, something was said about the
water supplies of the coastal areas, and about waste
disposal. '!7e have to consider these problems at [he
time when they become most acute, that is to say,
when the tourist traffic is at its peak 
- 
when, that is,
to the 40 million inhabitants living along the Mediter-
ranean coast we have to add the 100 million tourists
that flock each year to the different parts of the Medi-
terranean.
It is also necessary, I would say, to remind Member
States very severely of the need to comply with all the
Community directives designed [o protect the marine
environment, and which concern all discharge of
waste into fresh water and sea water, [he discharge of
pollutants into the aquatic environmenr of the Com-
munity, and the accidental discharge of hydrocarbons.
I should like to recall, in this connection, how tragic
are the discharges of hydrocarbons into the Mediter-
ranean 
- 
even though, luckily, so far, the amounts
involved have been less than rhose in the North Sea 
-for the very reason that the Mediterranean Sea is a
closed sea. A few weeks ago, in the Straits of Messina,
5 thousand tons of oil were discharged: a drop in rhe
ocean, compared with the misfortunes of the Amoco
Cadiz or other cases of the kind, bur a real disaster for
a closed sea, which has no means of renewal and into
which 
- 
I was forgetting 
- 
amongst other things, at
least 500 tons of plastic bags are thrown each year.
The last problem, Mr President, that I wanted to
speak abour is eutrophication. The Commission's com-
munication envisages very modest action on this prob-
lem, which is instead a very serious problem, and one
that sounds the death knell for that part of the Medi-
terranean Sea that is least mobile 
- 
the Adriatic.
It is a vely complex problem, for which the inhabitants
o.f the coastal regions are probably not responsible,
since it originates upstream of them, and is caused by
washing-machine detergents, chemical fertilizers, and
products for agriculture. All of these problems as a
body explain why we have not rejected the communi-
cation from the Commission, since we could not allow
ourselves the luxury of its rejection. '$7e say however
that it is absolutely insufficienr, that it is like an aspirin
for someone who is really ill. \7e have to get really to
the heart of the problem if we are to have any credibil-
ity. The appropriations that the Commission has allo-
cated for these measures, and the random nature of
the measures that have been indicated, are certainly
not such as to earn the credibiliry of the Mediterra-
nean population.
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, without a globally conceived policy of protecion
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and preservation the seas will be irrevocably losr ro
future generations, as rhe situation analyses clearly
show. So a programme ro prorecr the Medirerranean
basin must be taken seriously. Thar makes ir all the
more incomprehensible why the Commission is mckl-
ing such a long-term project in an incomplete and, as
so often, superficial manner. It is incomplete for many
reasons.
Firstly, it is confined to only rhree coastal srates,
namely France, Italy and Greece. But ir is nor only the
geographical borders rhar are narrowly conceived;
there is no clear concepr either of official cooperation
between the authorities and rhe independenr inrerna-
tional 
.environmenral prorection organizations andlnstltutlons.
Most of the causes of environmental pollurion are nor
taken into considerarion at all or if rhey are, only very
inadequately, such as the increasing contaminarion of
the Mediterranean by heary metals which are carried
in tiny particles by the wind from Central Europe and
deposited in the Medirerranean by the rain. On the
basis of research to date, rhe expens esrimare rhe
annual deposit of lead alone at six ronnes. That is
twice as much as flows in from the rivers. The same
applies to cadmium, zinc chromium, mercury and var-
ious radionuclides, all poisons which reach the human
body not only in the air we breathe or [he warer we
drink but also in fish and shellfish. I do not wanr ro go
into the effects on health here; I hope everyone is
aware of them.
One essential demand musr be ro carefully monitor rhe
poisons that come from the air by measurements and
observations of wind directions. This provides rhe ad-
vance information needed for successfully combaring
this evil. In the long run ir is no use a[ all to pursue an
environmen[al policy which only comes into effecr
when pollution and desrruction has reached such a
level that there is litrle hope of salvation. k should rac-
kle the problem immediately.
The same applies ro the rivers which flow into the
Mediterranean, for they alone discharge an annual
120 000 t of mineral oils, 100 t of mercury, 3000 r of
lead, 2400 t of chromium, 21 000 r of zinc, 20 t of
organochlorine pesricides, more rhan I million t of
nitrogen- and phosphorus-conraining nurrienrs and
2500 t of chloridized radionuclides, which in facr is
nearly all tritium, into the Mediterranean, where they
are deposired. All this is happening in spite of rhe 1975
Barcelona Convenrion, which once again shows us
quite clearly rhat so long as all the direcrives and
agreements allow for countless exceptions, these prov-
isions are quite useless.
Because of the uncontrolled building on rhe Mediter-
ranean coasr, because 120 towns usually channel their
sewage into the sea untreated, the sediment deposirs
grow by one merer a year. They cover animals and
plants with dust and sand and choke them. The conse-
quence is large areas of dearh on rhe surface of the
sea. A further important regularion should ensure that
supervised centres are ser up to dispose of roxic rub-
bish and waste. The dumping of radioacrive wasre
should be prohibited immediarely. An additional pro-
tocol to the Barcelona Convention should be adopted
which prescribes environmental comparibility resrs for
all existing and furure projects and industrial plant in
the Mediterranean.
It is cenainly also very necessary to examine precisely
what damage exisrs and the degree of pollurion. The
situation in the Mediterranean is very serious and
really must be changed drastically. The EEC in parti-
cular is able for political and economic reasons ro
offer more than a merely rudimentary solurion here.
That is why I would call upon the Commission on
behalf of my group to comply with the requests made
in Mrs Dupuy's repon.
Mr Clinton Davis, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, this has been a very interesting debate, and
a very well informed and concerned one. I want to
assure the House thar we take it very seriously indeed.
It is of course firsr of all my dury ro congrarulare Mrs
Dupuy on preparing such a comprehensive and useful
report. It reveals nor jusr a wide knowledge of the
environmental problems afflicting rhe region of rhe
Mediterranean, bur also a keen determination to
ensure that these problems are rapidly resolved by the
implementation of workable policies.
I am well aware that as Mayor of Cannes, a ciry with a
very credirable record on pollution conrrol, she has a
direct interesr in these issues which has been evidenced
in her report and in the speech she made. The srudy
which she has prepared successfully argues rhar these
are issues which are of concern to all the people of
Europe and to people in many orher counrries. May I
add that it is indeed a rare pleasure ro read a reporr
which makes lyrical use of quotations from writers
ranging from Plaro ro Andr6 Malraux.
I am happy to acknowledge rhar the repon specifically
approves rhe Commission's proposals for the inrroduc-
tion of a coordinated srraregy ro prorecr the environ-
men[ in rhe Medirerranean region. Bur I must also
acknowledge 
- 
although I do so with regret 
- 
rhe
air of disappointment which attends rhe motion for a
resolution. Ir is specifically suggesrcd that, given rhe
magnitude of the environmenral problems involved,
the response of the Commission is somewhat inade-
quate. In the body of the reporr rhe criricisms are more
precise. I shall return ro a number of rhe poinrs raised
during the course of my remarks.
At the ourset may I insist thar on the part of the Com-
mission there is absolutely no complacency about the
threat to the environment of the Medirerranean basin.
Some Members may be aware rhar I did make a speech
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about the Mediterranean a couple of months ago in
Marseilles 
- 
Mr Bombard was there 
- 
and I con-
cluded that speech by saying 'I am aware that safe-
guarding the Mediterranean basin and reducing mar-
ine pollution are problems that cause acute concern
here in the south of the Community. These are prob-
lems I consider to be of extreme imponance, and they
are at the top of my polidcal agenda'. I did not make
those remarks idly.
Obviously it is for parliamentarians to decide whether
to applaud or attack this or that detail of Commission
policy. But nobody should be in any doubt about the
Commission's resolve first, to give the highest priority
to the protection of the environment and, secondly, to
develop in advance practical policies which will guar-
antee that protection throughout the Community.
Let me remind the House of the principal elements of
the Commission's communication to the Council. It is
the objective of the Commission first, to direct greater
polidcal attention to the panicular environmental
problems of the Mediterranean basin: hydrocarbon
pollution, industrial effluents, scarcity of clean u/aters,
and so on; secondly, [o crea[e a coordinated strategy
and plan of action for the protection of the Mediterra-
nean environment, a stratety known by the acronym
of MEDSPA 
- 
we live in an unfonunate age of
acronyms; thirdly, to support this strategy by specific
scientific and technical research; founhly, to imple-
ment a number of short-term measures, notably in the
fields of water supply and qualiry, waste managemen[,
rational use of land and coordinated international act-
ion; fifthly, to plan with the aid of a specially-estab-
lished advisory committee a long-term strategy for
environmental protection in the region 
- 
this would
involve information gathering on foreseeable ecologi-
cal problems, feasibility studies, pilot schemes, etc.;
and sixthly, to earmark a sufficient volume of
resources to allow these measures which I have just
summarized to be effectively carried out.
I invite Parliament to agree that this is a comprehen-
sive set of environmental policies complemenring the
economic and social provisions contained in the Inte-
grated Mediterranean Programme. I can't share the
view of the author of the report, therefore, that the
Commission's communication is disappointing.
I turn now to some of the deniled criticisms that have
been made. Mrs Dupuy correctly emphasizes that in
order to tackle effectively ecological problems in the
region, Community action on its own is insufficient.
She suggests that the terms of bilateral agreement
which the Community has with the southern Mediter-
ranean be extended to make provision for environ-
mental protection. I must point out that such provision
already exists inside these agreements. Indeed, they
cover Arab States bordering on the Mediterranean as
well as Israel, a point to which she specifically
referred. Should suimble projects be agreed, the Com-
munity is ready in principle to provide the necessary
finance.
In the motion for a resolution 
- 
I here refer to para-
graph 14 
- 
rhe Community is invited to launch a
major information campaign to alen the public to the
need to protect our sea and coastal areas. In reply, I
have ro say that the Delors Commission is, for its pan,
giving a very high priority to environmenul protec-
tion. I trust that this is reflected in all the policies
which we are bringing forward. Secondly, prepara-
tions are now well under way inside the Commission
for the European Year of the Environment in 1987. I
assure the House that marine polludon will receive the
attention it deserves in those preparations. Making
people even more keenly aware of the threat [o our
narural surroundings will also be a principal theme in
the European Year of the Environment programme. I
hope this goes a long way to meering the specific con-
cerns which have been expressed by Mrs Dupuy and
by other Members of the House in rhis regard.
The report regrets the fact that scant attention has
been paid in rhe Commission's communication to the
problem of forests. I can only remind the House of
two points in this regard. First, that the communica-
tion obviously does not provide the last word on the
subject of environmental protection in the Mediterra-
nean. '!7hat it is is a framework which will allow the
Community to respond to the whole gamut of envi-
ronmental problems in the region. Of course, there is
so much more to be said about each aspect of policy,
including forestry. The communication represents sim-
ply a beginning.
Next, I call honourable Members' attention to the
remarks that I made to Parliament in February about
the review of forestry policy, which I have initiated
inside the Commission. Obviously, I shall repon to
Parliament on this review as soon as possible.
This has been, I think, as I said at the beginning a use-
ful and imponant debate which has once again
directed our attention to the pressing need to Buaran-
tee the environmental heritage of the Mediterranean
for future generations. !flhile we may disagree over
particular aspec[s of policy, it is obviously true that
both Parliament and Commission share the same basic
objective. Of that I am quite cenain.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be nken at the next voting time.
9. Animalfeedingstffi
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. A
2-23/85) by Mr Menens, on behalf of the Committee
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on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection,
- 
on the proposal from the Commission ro rhe
Council (Doc2-686/84 - COM(84) 445 final) for
a directive amending Directive 74/63/EEC on rhe
fixing of maximum permirted levels for undesira-
ble substances and products in feedingstuffs,
Directive 77 / l0l /EEC on the markering of
sraight feedingstuffs and Directive 79/373/EEC
on the marketing of compound feedingstuffs.
Mr Elliott (S). 
- 
Mr President, under Rule 85 I
should like to move that this repon be referred back to
committee. In a few brief words I should like to
explain why. The principal reason is that imponant
though this repon is and much as I agree with the
basic principle of attempting ro secure a greater
enforcement and dghtening up of health and safery
requirements as far as human consumprion of milk and
dairy products is concerned, there have been, very
unusually in the case of this repon, adverse opinions
from two other major committees of this Parliament.
'Sflhat is at issue here is not necessarily rhe principle
but the demil of implementation which contains wirhin
it some very complex and difficult rcchnical aspecrs
and it therefore seems to me thar it would be to every-
one's advantage if this report were to go back for fur-
ther consideration. In that way we might end up by
achieving the objectives of the repon in a more satis-
fauory manner. I would like to so move.
Mrs Daly (ED).- Mr President, I would like to sup-
pon what Mr Elliott said. My group feels that the
repon is worthy of funher consideration. It is clear
that there are differences of opinion between the var-
ious committees that have submitted opinions. As Mr
Elliott says, it may be to the benefit of everyone if it
could be referred back to the committee. My group
supports his request for this.
Mr Mertens (PPE), rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, let me begin by saying that I find it unusual for a
motion for referral back to committee ro be moved
before the discussion and consideration of such a mar-
ter. Quite apan from thar, this kind of move was to be
expected because the UK position 
- 
as I musr admit
- 
is a rather difficult one. Historical developments in
the United Kingdom, and the fact thar no compound
feedingstuff manufacturers exist there although rhey
obviously should, has given rise to rhe wish on both
sides for referral back to commirtee. I must tell you
quite plainly that I do not think much of rhat. There
are differences of opinion. If we are seeking legal uni-
formiry 
- 
which is what we wanr in Europe 
- 
we
must accepl the situation that rarher different condi-
tions obtain in nine of the Member Stares from those
in the tenth.
I do not think referring the matter back ro commirtee
again will make much difference. Vhat is that
expected to achieve? I am asking you in all serious-
ness! The committee will not change its opinion! The
committee has examined very carefully the two opi-
nions to which Mr Elliott referred. I am quite pre-
pared to discuss them in my report, but I am also quite
sure [hat the Commirtee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection will not reach any
different conclusion after examining these two opi-
nions. That is why I categorically oppose the motion
by Mr Elliott and Mrs Daly.
Mrs \$fleber (Sl, Chainnan of tbe Committee on the
Enoironment, Public Health and Consumer Protection.
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I think it
is inevitable for committees to make different recom-
mendations. The committee responsible, the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection, has submitted this report for a vote
in this House in full knowledge of the other commit-
tees' opinions and takes the view thar this repon
should be voted during this part-session. As chairman I
can only give my full suppon to the rapporteur here.
lVhat the rapporteur just said about the problems of
referral back to committee is quite right, for it is
hardly likely that rhe commirtee will reach a differenr
conclusion on the basis of the same documenrs, rhe
same preliminary considerations and the same reasons,
i.e. when this report is nexr submirred we will come ro
the same conclusions and have the same difficuldes in
the House. So I would ask you to proceed along the
lines proposed by the Commitree on rhe Environmenr,
Public Health and Consumer Prorection.
(Parliament rejected Mr Elliou\ request)
Mr Mertens (PPE), rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, when you announced this
item on the agenda, Mr Presidenr, you made ir clear
that we are really dealing with rhree direcdves which
are now to be amended or made more specific at the
proposal of the Commission. Ler me make some preli-
minary remarks here. The Commirtee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, which
had to draw up the reporr as rhe commirtee responsi-
ble, was not entirely pleased about that. I do not wanr
to discuss rhis procedure ar any length, but I would
advise the Commission nor ro proceed rhis way in
future.
I will come to the heart of rhe marrer ar once. !flhat
are we concerned with here? '!7e are concerned with
rhe fact that the Commission discovered in recenr
years that the basic directive was inadequare, espe-
cially for combating rhe dangers of aflatoxins. This
dangerous poison, aflatoxin, can en[er the food chain
through feedingstuffs, milk, etc., and is very bad and
carclnoSenlc.
Vhy did the Commission discover this? Vel[, because
it noticed rhar rhe definition of the maximum permit-
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ted value for the finished products and the individual
ingredients of feedingstuffs conrained in the basic
directives was not adequate. These compounds are
now manufactured in nearly all farms. \flho is going to
control this in the end? That is a very uncenain ques-
rion. That is why the Commission decided to lay down
maximum values for the raw materials for feedings-
tuffs to aven this danger. So far, so good.
Then we got the opinions of the other committees, the
Committee on Agriculture and the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, who asked whether if
we set very rigid maximum values for the raw materi-
als we will not then run a great risk of getting into dif-
ficulties with the supplier countries of these feedings-
tuffs. To name only a few, they are Argentina, China,
Brazil, India and in particular Third \7orld countries
such as Sudan, Malawi, Gambia, Senegal, Guinea, etc.
And the second cause for concern was that if maxi-
mum values are laid down, will it then be possible to
avert the danger by organizing the necessary spot
checks? Let me say a few words on the first point. It is
nor inconceivable that difficulties may arise here and
there. But the committee has tried to take that concern
into account by allowing itself to be persuaded that the
maximum values should not be fixed so strictly, and it
decided by a large majority not to fix 0.1 or even
lower ppm values but to fix a value of 0.2 ppm.
'\fle are now convinced in the committee that this will
work, because some Member States have already been
applying rhese maximum values and because the com-
mittee has said that we will talk about it with the sup-
plier countries, we will keep them informed, to ensure
that everything works out.
Let me now say something about controls. Of course
one can say that it is not easy to check a ship's cargo ar
the port of entry because many ships have delivered
supplies here. One would have to take several samples;
but we were also convinced in the committee that if
the necessary care and modern methods of analysis are
used, it will be possible to make such checks success-
fully.
Ve have tried to take account of the various opinions.
I need not discuss any funher the British position since
we already dealt with it earlier in the context of Mr
Elliorr's motion. Just let me say that I have much
understanding for it, but I would also ask the inter-
ested Members from the United Kingdom for their
part to show some understanding for other countries.
One cannot always take a one-sided view and there
have now been a number of occasions on which we
too have found it difficult enough to show under-
standing.
Let me now move on from this general matter to that
of Community feedingstuffs, for time is running out'
Mr President, /ou 2r€ beckoning to me already, I can
see. I will be very brief and say that anyone who is
interested can read it up, it is all in the report.
To repeat, Mr President, and I will conclude now, it
would be no help to us to rethink this matter, rc dis-
cuss it again. Let me close this chapter by quoting
from Goethe's 'Hermann and Dorothea': 'He who
vacillates in his mind in times of vacilladon only
increases the evil and spreads it even funher; but he
who makes up his mind firmly will shape the world'. I
think that is what we should say about this matter and
that it should also serve as a guideline for this Euro-
pean Parliament.
Mr Sherlock (ED).- Mr President, I would just like,
more on a point of personal refutation and refutation
from my national groups 
- 
if I may call them that 
-to make it quite clear that Mr Menens is totally erro-
neous when he claims that we are expressing a UK
point of view. Not in any wayl I did not move this
reference back. Mr Elliott did from the Socialist
Group, which I believe, had agreed between them-
selves so to do . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Sherlock, I am going ahead as it is
late ar night. Mrs Daly, from your own group, will be
speaking and she will have the opportunity of making
any of the refutations that need to be made.
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
one of the pleasantest things about sitting in this hemi-
cycle so late at night is that European poetry some-
times has a chance.
Thank you, Mr Mertens, for that splendid quotation.
Mr President, this directive is particularly important
for the health of the population. It always seems a little
strange when one suddenly sees people putting on
their armour because they demand the right to have
cancer. The rules presented relate to all EC countries.
They concern the raw materials intended for the pre-
paration of animal feeding-stuffs which after some
time reappear in the food chains and if something goes
wrong with them they may in fact cause cancer. The
cancer-producing fungus is identified as Aspergillus
flaztus 
- 
thar is not Goethe, but at least a kind of
Latin. This mould produces a [oxin, aflatoxin, and that
aflatoxin is very frequently found in, amongst other
things, stocks of ground-nuts and also in maize and
rice. Aflatoxin Bl is one of the most carcinogenic
substances. It is therefore imponant that we should
ensure that ground-nut meal, which is much used in
cattle feed, and for that matter also poorer quality
maize, soya and so on, are aflatoxin free. Because afla-
toxin reappears in the milk and produces the notorious
aflatoxin M which is very clearly identified in all scien-
rific publications as a carcinogenic factor.
The consequences are sometimes catastrophic as a
result of the presence of even a small amount of fun-
gus occurring in cattle-feed. In the winter of 1983/84
for example traces of aflatoxin M were found in Bel-
gium in 48.10/o of samples of milk. It is therefore tre-
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mendously imponant thar action should be taken. I
realize, and the disagreemenr between the rhree com-
mittees concerned, namely Public Health on rhe one
hand and Agriculture and the Commirtee on Develop-
men[ on the other has become clear, rhar rhe logic is
that we musr seek the mosr appropriate rules so rhar
the baby is nor thrown out with the bath water.
It is clear that we musr ensure that good technical
committees are esrablished and rhar r.e have uniform
operation of those rechnical commirrees and also thar
there are more experts, that is toxicologists, as mem-
bers. There is no sense in putring on rhem all sons of
representatives of no marter what. The question is the
identification and quantificarion of a toxic producr.
Complaints have been made that we wish suspected
cargoes to be prevendvely impounded. But you also
know well that if pans of rhose cargoes enrer a har-
bour, a considerable time elapses berween rhe time of
the taking of a random sample and the availability of
the laboratory resulrs. By rhe time rhe rest results are
known tonnes may have been shipped ro orher coun-
tries, panicularly if it is known that rhe harbours of
importation for ground-nut meal amongsr orher rhings
are in panicular Rotterdam and Antwerp, from where
transshipment ro orher countries takes place very rap-
idly. Hence we insist thar rules musr be made and
hence we insist that the rules musr be prepared with
the collaboration of expert toxicologisrs. On rhe other
hand we also feel thar rhoughr musr be devoted ro the
question who must bear rhe costs of examination. In
Belgium that is the Ministry of Agriculrure and we
thought that in fact it could be insened in rhe rules on
public health.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, may I srraighr
away congratulate Mr Menens on his repon and on
the very well-balanced and reasonable approach to
what must be regarded as both a serious and very diffi-
cult matter to take care of.
No matter what our interests are, none of us would
wanr to risk the possibility of people's healrh being put
in danger rhrough residues in mear or milk arising
from contaminared animal feeds.
As we all know, raw materials are very often fed
straight 
- 
and I am pleased ro see rhar when precau-
tions are being taken, not only rhe compounds bur the
ingredients rhar make up the compounds are being
included for analysis and srandards. Mr Menens is
himself an experienced farmer. I am sure he has
looked at this from all angles. I must say thar I am not
particularly happy that rhe Commission has thoughr its
proposals through sufficiently, or if it has, rhat suffi-
cient information has no[ yer come rhrough on the
methods to be used on rhe monitoring and on rhe
enforcement procedures generally. Neither have I seen
even a rough escimate of the cost to producers, consu-
mers or taxpayers. Are rhe suppliers of the raw materi-
als to be held responsible, or is to be the importers or
the exporters? Is it the final user of rhe products? If ir
is, I am very concerned because, as we know, at least
in Ireland, much of the feed used by farmers is both
prepared and produced by rhemselves 
- 
the grinding,
the mixing and the whole ingredient preparations.
They are not equipped for rhis, and I hope that it will
be done exclusively at import level where raw mareri-
als are concerned; raw materials that we know are
likely to provide the righr rype of medium for the
growth of the type of fungus thar we are talking about.
I have learnt a lor about this since this set of proposals
came before us. I cenainly did not know whar the
whole thing was about for a long time and I have
come across a lot of new rhings thar I never saw in
writing before. Obviously, aflatoxins are very danger-
ous substances, bur I think rhat we may well be using a
steamroller to do a nut-cracker's job and rhar we
could stop this at impon points on products thar we
know ro be dangerous from the poinr of view of pro-
viding the suitable growrh medium for rhis type of
fungus.
I am very pleased rhat we are looking ar rhis reporr
seriously, bur we talk about rhe dangers of cancer aris-
ing from this. How much informarion have we to indi-
cate that rhis is a serious source? \7e all know rhar
cancer arises from many sources and we know, for
instance, that smoking is a very serious cause of can-
cer. Ve have nor, to my knowledge, any common
approach to restricting smoking or gerring people not
to use cigarettes if they wanr ro avoid cancer.
Vouldn't we have as much righr to interfere in rhat
area as we have in feeding stocks? I would like to get a
good deal more informarion, and I have some sympa-
thy with the views of those here rhis evening who said
that rhis should be looked ar more seriously, because I
have not enough informarion personally ro know
whether this is a very necessary move and whether it
wouldn't be betrer ro reflecr on rhe matrer a lirtle lon-
ger and produce more of the son of information rhat
all of us would wanr to have. \(hy are we just picking
on this panicular irem, this pafiicular thing that causes
cancer? Does it cause orher diseases as well?
This is a very wide-ranging ser of proposals. I was
nearly frightened, Mr Presidenr, when I read rhat
Article 1(7) of this amending directive proposes a new
annex which is rc fix maximum permirted levels for
residues of pesticides and organic chlorine com-
pounds. This lisr contains 12 subsrances, and groups of
substances including hexachlorabenzine, and heptich-
lor. If a farmer has rhe responsibiliry for ensuring rhat
that son of feed is nor fed to his srock, how is he ro
equip himself to do so? I hope that it is cenainly con-
fined to raw marerials and ro a limited num'be. of
well-known raw materials in which this type of fungus
grows.
Mrs Daly (ED).- Mr President, I am sorry that Mr
Mertens did nor accepr rhe proposal to return rhis ro
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the committee. I understood that he would be pre-
pared to do so before the proposal was put by Mr
Elliotr. However, I musr reject his suggesrion that I am
speaking on behalf of the UK and only in the interests
of the UK. I prepared my report on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation, and I
was representing the interests of developing countries.
That is made very clear in my opinion.
Mr Menens said that aflatoxin is a dangerous subst-
ance which can possibly cause cancer. It is because it is
a dangerous substance that can cause cancer that I
fully agree with Mark Clinton when he says that we
need to look more closely at what is being proposed.
You are suggesting that you have all the answers, and
I put it to you with great respect that we do not have
all the answers. That is why we are asking for it to be
looked at again. I did not know anything about afla-
toxin and, like Mr Clinton, I have learned a lot about
it, but I have not been given one shred of scientific evi-
dence by the Commission, who asked to see me twice,
and on anorher occasion, Mr Sherlock and myself. Ve
have not been given a shred of scientific evidence ro
back up their case. Not only did they tell us that more
than one substance needed checking, but when I put it
to them that up to 150 substances might need check-
ing, they did not deny that either. They said that they
had in mind five or six but that they would not put any
specific number in their directive. I think this is
extremely silly, indeed extremely dangerous, when we
are ralking about a substance like aflatoxin. I really
wanr to appeal to you to look at this again.
As far as the developing countries are concerned 
-and I cannot go along with Mr Clinton about check-
ing at the point of import 
- 
we believe that it should
be checked in the compound feedingstuffs. As to your
observarion thar the UK has a special interest here, the
UK is one of the two countries that have actually
implemented the original Council Directive. \7e
believe that if other countries had implemenrcd the
original Council Directive, we would not have the
problem we have today. I understand from the Com-
mission that aflatoxin has been found in German milk.
If the original directive had been applied that would
not be the case. Is ir right to put in jeopardy the econ-
omies of many of the developing countries? There
only has to b.e a.fear that a substance which causes
cancer is comrng rn, and not only would one cargo be
returned but all cargoes would be refused from some
of those countries. That would have a tremendously
serious effect on their economies. So I really do appeal
to you, Mr Mertens, to look again at the whole ques-
tion and to reconsider the request to refer the report
back to committee so that it can be more properly
examined with all the facts and not just the few that
are in front of us at the moment.
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, we all know what. can happen if contaminarcd
feedingstuffs are marketed. In the end we find that
whole herds of cattle have to be slaughtered because
rhe mear is already so polluted that it is no longer suit-
able for consumption, at least not without serious
damage to health. So, directives are urgently needed.
The directive before us now is really no more than a
first, very small step. I am deliberately saying small
step, for unfonunately it is really no more than that.
'\7e simply must reject the proposed maximum value of
0.3. By now agreeing to 0.2, we are making an excep-
tional compromise. For my own group, I would have
had ro demand at least 0.1, and then I would have had
a bad conscience.
These EEC directives should also have covered any
residues of pesticides. \fle should also have a ban on
mixing over-contaminated raw materials in feedings-
tuffs. Moreover, we should ban imports of over-con-
taminated raw materials. In addition, the labelling
should indicate the country of origin and, of course,
the composition. Funhermore, and that is the most
vital thing of all and not mentioned here at all, total
tolerance level should be introduced for harmful subst-
ances and residues in feedingstuffs.
Finally, it would be most important for our entire EEC
agricultural budget to make it compulsory to use
Community feedingstuffs in the compounds, for then
we would get rid of a lot of problems.
Looked at from these aspects, it will, of course, unfor-
runately be necessary for the Commission to present a
new directive for us to adopt very soon and I would
ask it to do so, for the directive before us really is only
a tiny step and a patching-up job.
President. 
- 
In view of the lateness of the hour, we
shall now adjourn.
(Tbe sitting was closed at 12. midnight)t
I Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.
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Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam Presidenr, I see from
the minutes that, conrrary ro whar Mr Klepsch
claimed yesrerday, when the vore was being raken on
the motion by the Commitree on Budgem on the Bri-
tish contriburion, a clear ma.joriry of the Socialisr
Group voted in favour of the Fich reporr. In facr, rhe
number of Socialism who voted for it was exacrly rhe
same as the roral number of Chrisrian-Democraric
Group members in the Chamber. I wanred to make
this point ro correcr a false impression given.
\flhile I am on rhar subject, I should also like ro say 
-and this goes for all the groups, my own included 
-that I am deeply ashamed that in a budget vore only
250 Members saw fit ro fulfil their obligations as
Members of rhis House.
4.
5.
have
7.
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President. 
- 
Your remarks have been noted, Mr
Arndt.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, on the same
subject: I too have gone systematically through the list
of who voted for what yesterday in the budget vote
and I must place on record that on the question to
which Mr Klepsch referred yesrerday the Socialist
Group voted unanimously, with the exception of the
British Members, as regards what Mr Arndt had pro-
posed. Mr Klepsch, your sratement yesterday that Mr
Arndt was a minority leader of the Socialist Group is
thus disproved.
Mr Roelants du Vivier (ARC). 
- 
(FR) You will
doubtless recall that on Thursday afternoon Mr Cas-
sidy called certain members of my group 'heirs of
Hitler'. This unfonunate phrase, for which he has still
not apologized, although his group dissociated ircelf
from what he said, is reproduced today in an official
document of Directorate-General for Information and
Public Relations of this Parliament, and it seems to me
unfortunate, to say the very least, that one should find
these words reproduced in a document of that kind.
I would ask you to take appropriate steps to ensure
rhat the final version of this document either contains
Mr Cassidy's apologies or excludes all reference to this
unfortunate incident.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Roelanr du Vivier, I take note of
your statement. I am not quite sure whether the publi-
cation to which you refer is really an official docu-
ment, but I will mke up the matter with the Bureau
and we shall see to it that it is put right.
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I made two observations
yesterday on which I should like to say a few further
words. It is true that because of the small number of
votes in favour of the Fich report, I assumed that the
majority of the Socialist Group could not have voted
for it. Having perused the voting lists, however, I real-
ize that Mr Arndt was right in what he said just now.
He also put his finger on the reason why such an
impression could have been given, namely, the meagre
number of Members presenl in the Chamber. How-
ever, I did make a second point yesterday which I
should like to stress once again. Mr Arndt disputed it
yesrcrday and continues to dispute it. I said yesterday
that the second pan of the Barbarella amendment,
which was to have stitched Parliament's legal position
into the draft budget, was rejected because of the
Socialist Group, because only the other parts of the
House 
- 
which were in favour of this legal position
- 
voted for this amendment.
Mr Arndt (S).- (DE) k would seem to me that we
are no[ on [he same wavelength here. I expressly
pointed out that Mrs Barbarella's Amendment No 287
to Chapters 13 and 21, i.e. on own resources, hence on
revenue, had been withdrawn. This was the amend-
ment. we were dealing with, and it was on that that I
spoke. You should listen to me more carefully and not
be dragging in other amendments by Mrs Barbarella
which I did not mention at all.
President. 
- 
Gentlemen, I feel we have had all the
explanations we need on [his panicular matter.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) The Minutes of Pro-
ceedings list the explanations of vote, and I should like
to point out [hat my name is not included even though
I did ask to make an explanation of vote and provided
it in writing.
President. 
- 
Mr Herman, I think you will find the
written explanations of vote in the Repon of Proceed-
ings.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) I am well aware that the
Minutes do not reproduce the explanations of vote,
but they do list the persons who gave an explanation
of vote, and since I was among them and my name is
not included, I am asking for it to be inserted. That is
all.
President. 
- 
V.ry well, Mr Herman.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I
thought for a moment that the floor was being thrown
open again for explanations of vote. Obviously, how-
ever, that was only for political group chairmen. I do
not want to make any funher explanation of vote at
this point.
Mrs Viehoff (S). 
- 
(NZ,) Madam President, in the
Dutch version of yesterday's minutes, on page 50, it is
stated: 'meorouw Viehof oraagt dat de Posten in oer-
band met de bekendmaking oan de hoofdelijhe stemmin-
gen ooer dit oerslag oficieel worden medegedeeld.'l ake
ir rhere is a printing error here. It should read hosten
and not posten.
President. 
- 
That was a misprint, Mrs Viehoff. It will
be corrected.
( Parliament approoed tbe minutes )1
I Documents receioed 
- 
Membersbip of committees and par-
liamentary delegations 
- 
Petitions 
- 
Referral to commit-
tees 
- 
Changi in rderrals Procedure witbout rePort: see
Minutes.
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2. Votes
Interim report (Doc. A 2-24/S5l by Mr Galluzzi, on
behalf of the Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions, on the economics and trade relations between the
EEC and the Mediterranean counrries pending the
&velopment of the plans to enlarge the European
Community to include Spain and Portugal
Explanations ofoote
Mr Ford (S).- I shall be very brief. I would like to
apologize to Mr Galluzzi for nor being here at rhe
beginning of the vote. I only realized thaiit was taking
place as I was walking across. I will be supporting thi
report, which is a very good one. Nevertheless, we
must recognize in this Parliament that the issue of
Gibraltar is an issue with which we musr deal sooner
or later. !tr?'e conrinually ignore ir and hope it will go
away. Ir will not. Ir is a sm-all pan of the Community] I
agree, but it is a pan rhat this Parliament will have to
stan dealing wirh some rime.
Mr Bombard (S), in utriting.- FR) I shall vote forMr Galluzzi's resolurion. However, a new srate of
mind must be born in rhe Mediterranean region if
those Stares which are nor members of the EEC are
not [o be reduced to wretchedness and despair.
'!/e must establish a proper economic environment in
the Medirerranean region 
- 
that is to say, a balance.
Israel and Morocco have to pay for the rranspon of
their cirrus fruits and Tunisia and Algeria fo. rhe
transporr of rheir olive oil: rhe Communiry musr esrab-
lish rrade agreemenrs with rhese counrries. Let us not
forger thar rhey, roo, are Europe's cusromers.
I. say 'Yes' to Community preference for Spain, but
there musr also be economic and social justiie for all
the Mediterranean coun[ries. The EEC,s desire for
these things needs urgenrly to be seen in order ro
remove the legal and economic uncenainties affecting
non-member countries.
The Mediterranean region musr remain a region of
balance and harmony among narions. In rhat iry *.
may, perhaps, help to achieve peace in rhe Near Eist.
Mr Eyraud (S), in ariting 
- 
(FR) Most Europeans
are happy to see Spain and Ponugal entering the
European Economic Communiry. Ar the r... t,irn.,
they are aware.of rhe precarious balance rhat reigns
around rhe Medirerranean seaboard.
The polirical stabiliry of the Maghreb counrries 
-Morocco, Algeria and particularly Tunisia 
- 
and of
the Mashreq countries 
- 
Etypr, Syria and Jordan 
-not to menrion rhe Lebanon and Israel as well,
depends [o a very grear degree upon rheir economic
equilibrium.
This is condirioned by rheir exporr.s ro rhe Com-
munily. Commissioner Cheysson made rhe poinr very
well during rhe debarc by taking rhe exampli of Tuni-
sia, two-thirds of whose population live from agricul-
ture 
- 
essenrially, olive-oil producrion.
I would also srress the imponance of citrus fruit
exports from Israel and Morocco to the EEC.
A clear mandare ro [he Commission and the Council
to nego[iare with these countries is rherefore indis-
pensable, and this is emphasized in the motion for a
resolurion, panicularly now that Amendmenr No 8 has
been adopted. The agreements musr lay down the
quan[ities to be imponed inrc the Community, and
fair 
. 
comperition ois-i-ois Spanish and ponuguese
produce musr be made possible.
Such an atrirude would strengrhen nor only rhe inrer-
nal situation of these counrries bur also the image of
the Community.
Moreover, a normalization of relations berween Spain
and Israel would be welcome, since this would finally
efface the dispute inherited from the Franco dicrator-
ship, which Felipe Gonzales' Governmenr has done
much to attenuate.
Having made these points, we shall vore for rhe
motion for a resolurion.
Mr Pranchdre (COM), in writing. 
- 
(FR) It is our
view that enlargement is nor in the Community's inter-
ests, bur there is every indication thar it will also have
very undesirable repercussions on rhe economies of
the Medirerranean counrries and on the future of our
trade wirh these countries. The Mediterranean coun-
cries have, moreover, long been aware of this and have
made known rheir concern on more than one
occasion.
The Community undenook ro srate its position
regarding the future of relations with rhese countries
before negoriarions on rhe accession of Spain and por-
tugal were concluded, bur we have sdll gor no funher
than declararions of intent. Not only have no pracrical
measures as yer been taken, but rhe Commission pro-
poses ro maintain presen[ rrade levels during rhe tran-
sirional period 
- 
one asks oneself how 
- 
and only
afterwards ro engage in discussions aimed ar preserv-
ing the balance in our relations wirh these couniries.
Permit me ro srare emphatically that these discussions
should have been srarted before rhe negotiations on
accession had been concluded and not after.
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In actual facr, the Communiry has no solution ro offer
these countries. If it had had one ro offer, it would
already have done so. As it is, it is asking them rc
re[rea[ in order berter to arrack.
'!flhen one bears in mind rhat olive oil provides a liveli-
hood for roughly one million people in Tunisia and
citrus fruirs and romatoes do the same for 900 000 in
Morocco, one cannor remain indifferent to rhe grave
social consequences that enlargement is bound to have
for the Maghreb counrries. I will go further and say
thar in the long run rhese counrries will be forced ro
look for orher panners 
- 
and let us not forget thar in
the year 2000 the market Europe srands to lose will
amount to 100 million individuals.
The repon now before us sers our the imporrance of
finding solutions wirhin the framework of a plan of
concerted acrion, bur it does nor say specifically what
these solutions are ro be. In our view, rhis is because
one cannot work for one goal and at the same time for
its opposite. The enlargemenr advocared by rhe rap-
poneur does nor allow of any possibility of envisaging
in a positive way rhe furure of our relations wirh these
countries.
These are the reasons why the reporr now to be pur to
the vote cannot have our approval.
Mr Zarges (PPE), in utriting. 
- 
(DE) For the EPP
group I should like ro emphasize strongly rhe demand
in the Galluzzi Report that the enlargement of rhe EC
shall not damage the riparian countries of the Medi-
terranean region. It is true that we have no right, as
Mr Galluzzi claims, to prescribe for rhese countries
how they must organize rheir marker, nor can we den-
ythem access ro the EC market. Ler us not forget thatit was the EC rhar encouraged those countries to
organize their range of products in such a way rhat.
they could supply rhe needs of the people in rhe Com-
munity panicularly as regards citrus fruits. I am think-
ing today panicularly of Israel, with which I fully sym-
pathise.
And let me interpolate *ris: It will not do, on such a
day, to remember wirh due sorrow the Jews ro whom
such cruel wrong was done, particularly by my narive
land, and yet ar rhe same rime nor to be prepared to
stand at the side of thar counrry in rhe quesrions of life
and death which beser it today.
These countries are rherefore enrirled to expecr from
us that by our policy we shall at leasr ensure rhat
tomorrow too access to the EC for their mos[ impor-
tant fruit and vegetable exporrs is guaranreed to rhe
same extent as before.
Allow me to make a commenr on anorher point in the
Galluzzi report, namely the problem of emigrarion in
relation to the radirional countries of emigration,
Spain and Ponugal. On this hisrorical ninrh of May,
on which we must concern ourselves panicularly with
human rights for Europeans, we musr refer above all
to the basic right of freedom of movemenr for persons,
a basic requiremenr of European policy. But freedom
of movement means in irs most basic sense rhat a
human being has the righr to determine by the exercise
of his own free will wherher he wishes to remain in his
own familiar land of his binh or to choose anorher
counrry as rhe cenrre of his existence. Many Spaniards
and Ponuguese leave their narive land, not voluntarily
but from poveny, from fear for their existence,
because at home they have no chance of feeding rheir
families and themselves. European policy, which
claims ro be socially responsible,. must change this situ-
ation, must. overcome the social disequilibrium in the
Community as regards now Spain and Portugal
because only so can a genuine people's Community of
right and social jusrice be creared. For such a policy
we must exert ourselves in the European Parliament
and at home 
- 
which means too rhar we musr pas-
sionately resisr campaigns of racism and xenophobia.
Cenainly the Srate oughr not ro become the iniriator
of measures and programmes; ir is rather the rask of
politicians and panies and all social groups within our
States to combat racism and ro convince our citizens
that we wish to consrrucr Europe not only ar the rop
but in and for human beings. And rhat means rhar we
are for an inregration of those who are ready for it
and that we stand for peaceful and harmonious
co-existence of people from the mosr varied narions.
Only then can we build a Europe which will be a trea-
sury of jusrice, of humaniry and of freedom, wonh
fighting for.
(Parliarnent adopted the resolution)t
*. 
'' 
,,
Report (Doc. A 2-27/55) by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cer-
retti, on behalf of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation, on the cooperation agreements with the
developing countries of the Mediterranean region in
the context of a global Mediterranean policy of the
Community
Explanations ofoote
Mr Marshall (EDI, in writing. 
- 
Our traditional
Mediterranean suppliers suffer from grave economic
problems. In Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria rhey have
low incomes, widespread unemployment and poverty
on a scale many in Euope cannot comprehend. One of
the most harrowing experiences in these counrries is
I The rapporteur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 5 ro Z and I l.
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos I to 4 and 8 to lO.
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the sight of young children, often suffering from mal-
nutrition, begging in the sueets.
In Israel the problem is different but severe 
- 
very
high infladon and a massive trade deficit with the
Community. Israel has a major dependence on Europe
as a market for her fruit and vegetables.
In the case of Cyprus trade relations between her and
us have developed more slowly than Cyprus wishes
because of a lack of will on the pan of the European
Community.
Thus in the case of all of these countries we owe a
deep debt. They have served Europe well 
- 
adding
variety to our diet and providing us with a guaranteed
supply of good products. They have never let us down.
Ve must not let them down.
Mrs Rabbethgc (PPE), in writing. 
- 
(DE) He who
does not recognize the limits of what is financially
possible will get nowhere in politics'.
In our debate on a new Mediterranean policy we are
caught between this axiom of the Mayor of Hamburg,
Klaus von Dohnanyi, and the view of the Founding
Father of the European Community, Jean Monnet.
From the latter I would quote the following words:
'Those who will take no action because they are not
sure that things will turn out as they were originally
planned thereby condemn themselves to stagna-
tion . . . A man has got to pursue the same course
unwaveringly day afrcr day, never losing sight of a
goal that is clearly etched on the eye of the mind'.
Here in Parliament I too have joined with particular
fervour in the choruses of welcome to Spain and Por-
tugal, and now I see the political, economic and above
all cultural problems with which we are going to be
faced in this entire Mediterranean area.
Olives from Tunisia and lemons from Israel have
already been mentioned here today. From the point of
view of development in general, however, it seems to
me that some thought needs to be given to the ques-
tion of how throughout this very varied Mediterra-
nean region politics, economics and culture can be
released from the isolation and campanmentalization
which have characrcrized them hitheno and harncssed
so as to make them work smoothly and effectively
together. One of the first points that musr be made
more clearly is that there is no use in promoting
development from above unless there is a correspond-
ing push from below, that is to say, unless the popula-
tion in general is prepared to be actively involved.
Hitheno the magic word for developing countries has
been industrialization. They must be shown rhat it has
no magic powers and that it will noc work wonders.
The essential precondition for industrial developmenr
is a modern system of agriculture, the creation of
which is not a technical but rather a sociological prob-
lem.
This entire complex of agriculture, industry and ser-
vices must be accompanied by what I would call 'cul-
tural investment'. Unless we are prepared to be gener-
ous with what we have to offer in the cultural and
intellectual fields, there is always the danger that
development policy, even here in the Mediterranean
region with its varied cultural and intellectual spec-
trum, will somehow take a wrong turning. Ve speak
of pannership; that is one of our modern buzz words.
Partnership, however, has cenain severely logical con-
sequences which cannot be shirked. For example, one
of these consequences in the cultural field is that our
universities must throw open their Ans and Humani-
ties Faculties in order to give the younger Beneration a
chance to learn about the origins and history of their
peoples and about the various specific elements in their
cultures. All this therefore will call for reforms in our
educational systems.
Ve must do more to get away from the fixed idea we
have that development projects are mainly a matter for
governments. There is no reason why groups of intelli-
gent and concerned persons should not become more
involved in them. Finally, we must, learn not to be
afraid of the frantic pace of modern life and the speed
with which it has been changed by technology and sci-
ence 
- 
something that has often almost frightened us
out of our wits 
- 
bur to understand rather that it is an
opponunity that must be grasped. Mankind's enslave-
ment to hunger and want can be overcome with the
technological resources now at our disposal.
\fle in the Christian-Democratic Group suppon this
excellent repon by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti in
the hope and the firm resolve that East and 'West,
which have such an enormous respect for each other at
the present time, will go further and ultimately forge a
common overall policy in the Mediterranean region
that can only benefit all their peoples. In this area it is
not always the greater threat thar prevails in rhe long
run but very often the better idea and rhe clearer
vision. A parliamenrary assembly along rhe lines of
Lom6 
- 
must that remain for ever a dream incapable
of fulfilment?
Mr Vurtz (COM), in uriting. 
- 
(FR) Some ren
years ago, the EEC conceived a 'global policy' aimed
at establishing relations with each of the countries on
the Medircrranean seaboard. The application of these
agreements, however, has suffered a serback from the
economic crisis, with rhe result rhar a re-evaluation of
the EEC's policy in this region appears almost as
necessary to its Mediterranean associares as it does to
the EEC itself.
Today, this re-evaluation is more rhan ever necessary.
The accession of Spain and Portugal, whose products
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are in direct comperirion with those of the EEC's
Mediterranean associares, would seriously aggravate
q'hat is already a rense siruarion.
Morocco and Tunisia, for example, have the misfor-
tune to produce goods both agricultural (citrus fruits,
olive oil, romatoes, erc.) and indusrial (textiles) which
are in direct competirion with these rwo counrries of
the Iberian peninsula. To rhis musr be added rhe fact
that a Europe of Twelve would be self-sufficienr in all
these products. Such a situation contains all the seeds
of a veritable war of paupers between rhe peasanrs of
the Mediterranean seaboard and rhe farmers of
Europe.
'What are the prospects offered ro rhese counrries, who
have never been consulted on rhe consequences rhat
enlargement may have for their productive acriviry?
\flill the EEC make draconian use of Communiry
mechanisms to evict neighbours thar have become a
nuisance? Or will it have the wisdom to respond ro
these countries' legirimate concerns by opting for a
more appropriate policy which takes rhe need for
complementary relationships berrer inro account and
assures them a better developmenr?
Today, the question is srill open. Mrs Cassanmag-
nago's repon attempts to furnish a reply, but unfor-
tunately, by accepting enlargemenr, she is unable ro
recommend any solution capable of meeting the tre-
mendous problems of these countries. Consequently,
we cannot vote in favour of Mrs Cassanmagnago's
report, even though it contains cenain positive aspecrs
relating to new fields of cooperarion between rhe EEC
and the countries of the southern Mediterranean.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)
*-*r,
Motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-252/85/rev.) tabled
by the Committee on \Tomens's Rights on the Vorld
Conference to mark the end of the UN Decade for
Vomen to be held in Nairobi in July 19E5
Explanation ofaote
Mr Chambeiron (COM), in writing. 
- 
(FR) The
Nairobi conference which is to close the Decade for
'Women is, as suggested by the Vomen's Rights Com-
mittee, to provide a special occasion for reviewing the
progress made on the position of women throughout
the world.
If we mke the situation in the EEC, we cannor deny
that there have been many changes. Thirty-two mil-
lion, or one-third of the female population, are exer-
cising a gainful occuparion. The ambition of women to
work, to find more interescing and more highly-skilled
employment and to take part on an equal fooring in
the economic, social and political life of rheir countries
constitutes a new and irreversible phenomenon which
is without any doubt [he mosr conspicuous develop-
ment of these last ren years. \7ith their massive entry
into working life, women have conquered for them-
selves a new place in society, but in many fields, parri-
cularly that of gainful employmenr, equaliry of srarus
sdll has to be reached.
Despite the imponanr conquesrs made during the last
ten years, for a majority of women life is harder today
than it was in 1975. Vhile ir is true rhar today there
are more women gainfully employed, it is equally rue
that there are [en [imes as many who are unemployed
or who are looking for work.
\7omen are not rolerating this siruation in silence.
During these lasr few years, their demands have
become more insistenr and they are raking an increas-
ing pan in social srruggles. Conquests have been made
not only in the sphere of legisladon but also in that of
people's awareness and way of thinking. These con-
ques6 are irreversible. The same is true with regard ro
contraception and abonion, legislation on rape and
divorce, and the evolurion of new views on the r6le ro
be played by parenrs, borh wirhin the married couple
and within the family. These achievemenrs are consi-
derable, it musr be admirted, bur for women much
remains to be done. Their resolute desire for equality
of status and for grearer welfare comes up .giinrt ,
major obsracle in the capitalist sysrem based on the
fight for the grearest possible profit.
If there is any imporranr lesson to be learned from
these last ten years, I would say rhar, whatever rhe
country and whatever the governmenr, rhe determin-
ing factor has been the intervenrion of women them-
selves. The road ro equal srarus is above all the road of
action.
Several goals must be worked for: full employment
and professional equality, rhe upgrading of low remu-
neration scales, the reduction of unequal pay and
increase of family benefits.
'!7ork along these lines, if vigorously pursued, would
help to get the Communiry our of rhe crisis and
achieve true equaliry of opportuniry for the women of
Europe.
(Parliament adopted tbe resolution)
:i
:i :r
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Motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-264/E5/rev.) by Mrs
Dury and others on the procedures for the payment of
aid from the European Social Fund for I 986: adopted
,r"' *
Motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-317 / S5) by Mrs Sal-
isch and others on the Social Fund
Explanation ofvote
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) I should like to urge
the Commissioner to get a very accurate report of
what was said yesterday about this matter. The Com-
mission made a very, very poor impressionl If there is
a threar of jobs for thousands of young people being
lost due to negligence or a bureaucratic approach,
then this is something that I think the Commission
should look at very seriously.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)
:i *-
Report (Doc. A 2-19/E5 by Mrs Dupuy, on behalf of
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on the communication from the
Commission to the Council (Doc. l-26E/E4
COM(84) 206 final) on the protection of the environ-
mert in the Mediterranean basin
Paragrapb 9 
- 
Amendments Nos 16 and 6
Mrs Dupuy (RDE), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
I am aginst Amendment No 15. It is pointless. I fail to
see how the local authorities can install and dismantle
their equipment to suit the season of the year . . .
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
(17) I think that Mrs
Dupuy 
- 
perhaps because she has come into rhe
Chamber very late 
- 
has not read the amendments
carefully. The interpretation she is putting before Par-
liament has never been espoused.
If Mrs Dupuy had read the amendments carefully, she
could not now say that the local authorities were
involved in the matter. Vhat we are talking about here
is the over-population of the Mediterranean during
the tourist season.
I realise that Mrs Dupuy has many commitments;
however, as rapponeur she is bound to read the
amendments attentively and nor ro present them ro the
Assembly in a distoned fashion.
Mrs Dupuy (RDE), rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) I cannot let it
be said that I have expressed a view on amendments
without having read them attentively. Indeed, this I
have done several times, Madam President.
Explanations ofoote
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
(17') Vhilst several
amendments have been rejected, happily the Assembly
has adopted the most important amendments, that is
to say, those that best complete Mrs Dupuy's resolu-
tion. This being so, we shall vote in favour of the
motion for a resolution.
The Mediterranean problem is a gigantic problem.
The Mediterranean is an enclosed sea bordered by
urban and industrial installations which have a damag-
ing effect on the environmenr. I believe rhar, faced
with the modest proposal of the Commission, Parlia-
ment, by accepting a good few of my amendments, but
also by adopting Mrs Dupuy's report., has shown that
something more really has to be done. Ve cannol limit
ourselves to what were described in yesterday's debate
as aspirin or tranquillisers: the problem of protecting
the environment of the Mediterranean basin must be
solved quite differently, most especially on the basis of
a different sort of political will in conjunction, at the
very least, with the third action programme on rhe
environment.
Mr Adamou (COM), in writing. 
- 
(GR) Protecrion
of the environment in the Mediterranean basin is an
exceptionally urgent and vital need for rhe popularion
of the countries in that area. Yet rhe Community's res-
ponsible bodies are showing unacceptable sluggish-
ness, which is not unconnecred with the well-known
interests of monopolistic employers.
The resolution by the Committee on the Environment
very rightly voices its disappointment with the Com-
mission proposal, which envisages limited measures
many of which are quesrionable and lacking in cohe-
sion and do not form part of any overall plan for com-
mon action.
From a methodological standpoinr we think that the
problem of protecting the Medirerranean from pollu-
tion should be considered entirely separarely from the
matter of research into and exploitarion of maritime
resources in the Mediterranean regions. For rhe latrer
there exist both integrared studies and a sufficiency of
specialized personnel. All the more so, since rhat sec-
tor can be covered by other funds such as rhe ERDF,
the EAGGF and so on.
As for the problem of environmenral protection, this
should be dealt with in two directions:
Firstly, in relation ro the prevenrion of pollution, legis-
lative measures are needed ro localize and neutralize
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pollutants ar source. This should be paid for by the
polluters themselves. The 'pollurer pays' principle
should be ruthlessly implemenred, because what has
gone on unril now has shown that while rhe responsi-
bility for pollution is usually individual, its cost mosr
often falls upon the public purse.
Secondly, in relarion to effective protection, there
must be collaborarion berween all countries whose
hydrographic network reaches as far as the Mediterra-
nean. In other words, rhe problem cannot be dealt
with withour rhe cooperation of Central and Eastern
European counrries, whose hydrographic network is
twice the size of the Community's and empuries inro
the Black Sea (Ebros, Danube, Dnieper, Don). This
means that huge quanrities of fresh water are dis-
charged into the Black Sea, pass rhrough rhe Darda-
nelles into the Aegean and the Mediterranean and play
a fundamental part in determining the climate, the
hydrosystem and the biosystem of the larter. Conse-
quendy it is meaningless to speak of protecring rhe
Mediterranean against pollurion unless those counrries
cooperate as well.
On the basis of the above commenrs, Greece's position
and the extremely acure problem of environmental
pollution thar Greece faces, we will support the resolu-
tion and the report by the Commitree on the Environ-
men!, in the hope that something positive may be
achieved.
Mr Buttafuoco (DR), in writing. 
- 
(IT) I am grate-
ful to Mrs Dupuy for the excellenr report she has pre-
sented, on behalf of the Environment Commirtee, on
the protection of rhe Mediterranean basin. I am grate-
ful to her because she has focussed on a problem rhat
concerns me very much as rhe inhabitanr of a lirroral
State and, what is more, of a Medirerranean island.
The Mediterranean, rhe Communiry sea par excellence,
the cradle of civilization, is now in a srare of extreme
pollution.
Leaving aside the learned quorarions of our French
colleague on the erosion of the seabed, on the specific
climate, on rhe crisis in the Mediterranean's fishing
resources, I rhink it should be poinred out rhar the
protection of the basin's envirommenr has so far been
utterly ignored by the public authorities and by the
senior officials of rhe counrries concerned. I am of the
opinion that all the Community Srates should be
deeply concerned with the problem, and not just rhose
that directly border the Medirerranean 
- 
of which
there are rhree, ro be joined romorrow by Spain.
The Community must step in, and ir must do so on the
basis of integrated policies involving the regional, agri-
cultural, social and industrial sectors, since the ever-
growing deterioration of the situation has now
reached a critical stage and the outlook is catastrophic.
One has only to think of the tons of waste which our
industries discharge inro the Mediterranean by way of
rivers that are now irreversibly pollurcd: five thousand
tonnes of zinc, two thousand tonnes of lead, one
thousand tonnes of chromium and mercury 
- 
[wenry
times as much as the poisons rhat go into rhe Atlanric,
and not counring rhe recurring accidenrs 
- 
like that
which recently occurred in the Messina Straits 
-which make the siruation even worse.
As to what can be done about all this, Mrs Dupuy
referred to a plan of action for the Mediterranean
drawn up by rhe Barcelona Convenrion of 1926 under
the auspices of the Unired Nations, of which rhe most
interesting part, in my opinion, is rhe serring up of a
Consultative Committee chaired by rhe Commission
and comprising 12 expens from rhe Member States,
the purpose of which, among other things, is ro coor-
dinate all rhe Communiry bodies concerned wirh the
problem with a view to avoiding unnecessary duplica-
tion of effort.
The Consultative Commirtee, which has completed
only the firsr part of irc five-year programme launched
in 1978 and which is still wairing for rhe go-ahead ro
finalize its programme, would appear ro be a necessary
requirement pending integrared acrion to solve the
environmental crisis of the Mediterranean basin.
It is important thar rhe popularions concerned by the
serious threat of pollution should be kepr constanrly
informed and that the regional and local authoriries
should be involved in rhe various Community projecrs
to protect the Mediterranean environmenr, a region
which is of grear importance not only for irc history
and culture but also on account of its character as a
centre of equilibrium and exchange.
Mr Filinis (COM), in writing. 
- 
(GR) The problem
of pollution in rhe Medirerranean has become increas-
ingly acute to such a degree 
- 
and is besides so well-
known due to the publiciry devoted ro the matter in
recent years 
- 
rhar nobody is unaware of its impon-
ance. Both statistics and our day-to-day experience
show how compelling, for those of us who live in
Mediterranean counrries, the need to do something
about the many ecological disasrers rhat have occurred
has become.
From this point of view, the development of an overall
programme of acrion by the Community for environ-
mental protecrion in the Medirerranean is an essential
step. And this is precisely where we agree with the
motion for a resolurion when it characterizes [he
Commission's announcement as disappointing. Irs pro-
posals fail to define any general acrion, with a resul-
tant lack of cohesion and fragmentation of activities
which could have constituted specific thematic unities.
Anorher very importanr commenr in rhe morion for a
resolurion is rhar it will first be necessary to draw up a
systematic catalogue of the damage done and of the
efforts made, rhough rhis must nor delay rhe iniriation
of measures and the formulation of guidelines.
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Ar this poinr I would like to stress two matters which
we believe merit more attention. One relates to coop-
eration between the Community and other Mediterra-
nean countries. Greece is greatly affected by the envi-
ronmental policy of her neighbours, and much less so
by the policy of the other Community countries. For
us it is imponant that the Communiry should exercise
its authority and weight to secure the widest possible
coopera[ion within the Mediterranean area.
A second basic point is that there must be economic
and technical support, so that the necessary technol-
ogy can be acquired. Some effons do not prosper pre-
cisely because there is a lack of technological know-
how, especially in the sector of cleaning up dumped
was[es. To acquire the necessary technology is often
impossible withouc adequate economic aid.
Mr Kuijpers (ARC), in writing. 
- 
(NL) In Septem-
ber 1984 we had the Mont Louis accident off the Flem-
ish coast of Belgium. In early May 1985 members of
Greenpeace conducted a campaign against the dump-
ing of dtanium dioxide in the Nonh Sea. These are
just two examples rhar show how little is really being
done ro look after our Nonh Sea.
As far as the Mediterranean is concerned, the situation
is alas even worse. It is the most polluted sea in S7'est-
ern Europe and its level of pollution is now becoming
critical. Spanish accession rc the EEC makes it easier
to set up a European action programme.
In the shon term therefore urgent protective measures
are needed, whilst in the longer term an internation-
ally coordinated rehabilitation programme is neces-
sary. This programme should provide for sanctions
against the polluters and be coupled with an interna-
tional information campaign. Consequently, we sup-
pon this repon and urge once again the introduction
of a maririme code within the framework of general
transfrontier environmental codes.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)1
INTHE CHAIR:MR LALOR
Vice-President
3. Fishery
President. 
- 
The next item is rhe repon (Doc. A2-
3l/85 by Mrs Pery, on behalf of the Committee on
I The rapponeur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendment No l2;
- 
AGAINST Amendmenm Nos 1 to 4,6 ro 9 and 13 ro
20.
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, on the proposal from
the Commission to the Council (COM (85) 33 final 
-Doc. C2-13/85) for a regulation concerning the con-
clusion of the Agreement between the European
Economic Community and the Government of the
Democratic Republic of Madagascar on fishing off the
coast of Madagascar.
Mrs Pery (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) The Agreement
negotiated between the Communiry and Madagascar,
at the request of this country's government, concerns
fishing off the coast of this island. The Commission's
proposal is entirely positive, respecting, as it does, the
interests, properly understood, of both the Com-
munity and of Madagascar. At present, Community
vessels do not fish in the waters of Madagascar. Fish-
ery resources in this part of the Indian Ocean are not
well known and so it is something of a gamble, but
European fishermen have to be found new fishing
zones in view of the losses suffered by deep-sea fleets
in the exclusive zones and also in view of the forth-
coming enlargement.
One can conceive of ocean-going refrigerator vessels
or French canning vessels fishing for tunny, or Italian
and Greek fishermen fishing for ground-fish and
shell-fish in deep waters. Spain, too, is to carry out an
experimental fishing-year.
For Madagascar, the Agreement may be expected to
promote its in- and off-shore fishing and make possi-
ble development projects. Today, fishing supports 8
000 families, and most of theii vessels are simple
pirogues. This in-shore activity is concentrated on
catching prawns and cunny. Some third countries have
already made agreements with Madagascar, which has
begun to practise the system of joint ventures.
Let us take a closer look at what has been agreed
upon. The Agreement is valid for a period of rhree
years, and renewable for two years ar a rime. It granrs
fishing righrc and licences to Communiry vessels
against payment of a fee. Apan from the financial
aspect, however, the Agreement contains a number of
provisions concerning the training of Madagascar fish-
ermen, the implementation of projects for developing
Madagascar fisheries, the study of fishery resources,
and panicipation in the managemenr and conversarion
of the biological resources of the Indian Ocean. One
of the problems confronting these developing coun-
tries is undoubtedly the plundering of rheir resources
by third countries.
\fle call upon the Commission ro make an especial
effon to help those developing countries wirh which
we have concluded agreements to carry out inspec-
tions in their waters. Both the third Lom6 Convention
and the FAO \7orld Conference have srressed rhe fun-
damental part that fisheries can have to play in the
food strategy of developing counrries, and we must
therefore respect cheir small-scale fisheries and
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in-shore fishing-zones, take pan in the modernization
of their fleets and ensure, rogether with them, a proper
management of stocks, whilst helping them to estab-
lish an appropriate marketing policy.
Mr President, the thrust of this report has the approval
of the Fisheries Sub-committee and also of the Com-
mittee on Development. It serves the dual purpose of
serving the Community's interesr and, at the same
time, of pursuing a policy of solidarity with the devel-
oping countries. !/hat we are considering here repre-
sen6 a step on the Community's part which has our
full suppon.
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, first of
all I offer Mrs Pery my wholeheaned congratulations
on rhe excellent qualiry of the repon she has prod-
uced. It comes as no surprise, as we are accustomed to
receiving from her r.porit of absolutely first quality.
To this I would simply add that this Agreement is a
model of its kind. It does not amount to a purchase of
fishing rights in the waters of another country for the
purpose of sparing the resources of our own waters;
neither is it a pillaging agreement. like those we have
seen concluded by the Japanese, the Koreans or other
Eastern countries: it is a cooperation agreement which
reflects a profound desire often expressed by the
European Parliament through its initiatives in favour
of international solidarity, cooperation and, in parti-
cular, food aid.
This Agreement pursues the dual aim of making devel-
oping countries self-sufficient in food and offering
them economic development. I think it should be fol-
lowed by many other agreements of the same kind,
and I should be highly gratified, for my part, to see the
Commission and the Council toBether launching an
energetic diplomatic campaign to increase the number
of agreements of this kind in the world, since this
would bring development to those countries that need
it so urgently and, at the same time, offer new possibil-
ities for employment and economic activity in the
countries of Europe.
Mr Mosar, Member of the Cornmission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, the Commission congratulates Mrs Pery on
her excellent report.
The Commission is gratified to find itself in full agree-
ment with the European Parliament on the principles
governing this fisheries agreement. This document is
pan of the process of extending the exploitation of
fish srccks in the Indian Ocean, where the Community
is represented by the Island of Reunion and is, thus a
riparian State, and also by a fisheries agreement with
the Seychelles.
It should be stressed that this Agreement has been
concluded in the spirit of the Third ACP-EEC Con-
vention, which itself is in close alignment with the
results of the \florld Conference on Fisheries organ-
izedby the FAO.
Following the example of fisheries agreements with
other developing countries of Africa or the Indian
Ocean, rhe fisheries agreement with Madagascar takes
account of the work of the Third United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea. In this connection,
the Community takes a favourable view of all mea-
sures taken by a sovereign State to establish an effec-
tual system of inspection within its exclusive economic
zone in order to prevent the overexploitation of fish
srocks by vessels of third countries. Here it must be
pointed out that the Community is bound by Article 3
of the Agreement. to ensure that its shipowners observe
national regulations concerning fishing activities in the
Madagascar fishing zone.
Enjoying, as it does, the suppon of Parliament, the
Commission is prepared, as our interests become
clearer, to consider the possibility of asking the Coun-
cil for a brief ro negotiate fisheries agreements with
other developing countries of Africa or the Indian
Ocean, agreements designed to preserve existing fish-
ing rights, restore those that have lapsed and acquire
new fishing rights.
Incidentally, this exercise will mke on a new dimen-
sion after the accession of Spain and Portugal, since
from that moment on the management of fisheries
agreements concluded by these countries will be taken
over by the Community by virtue of its proper func-
tions in such matters. Moreover, some of these agree-
menrs will have to be rapidly integrated in those of the
Community, whether in its present or in a renego-
tiated form.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Explanation ofaote
Mr Seligman (ED).- I voted in favour of this resolu-
tion, but I would also like to stress the imponance of
covering other islands and countries in that area
including Mauritius and R6union and the Coast of
Africa. Having an agreement with Madagascar alone
is inadequate, but as the Commissioner said, this is
going to be done with other countries as well. On fish-
ing you have to cover the whole region; it is no good
just covering one area.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)
4. Prooisional twelfths
President. 
- 
The nex[ item is the report (Doc. A2-
32/85) by Mr Fich, on behalf of the Committee on
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Budgets, on the fifth decision authorizing additional
provisional ryelfths for the 1985 financial year (non-
compulsory expenditure).
Mr Fich (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I can
be very brief. As is known, we have no budget for
1985 and therefore we are using the system of provi-
sional twelfths. Difficuldes have been encountered
here as regards food aid and programmes taking the
place of food aid. The Commission has therefore
asked for funher twelfths in commitment appropria-
r,ions to the tune of 8+ million ECU. The Council of
Minisrcrs has already associated itself with this
request,, and in my report I ask Parliament also to
associate irelf with this request for funher twelfths to
ensure the normal implementation of Community
food aid. No amendment has been tabled to my
report. The repon was unanimously adoprcd in the
Committee on Budgets, and I hope that Parliament
will also adopt it.
Mr Mosar, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, I am grateful to you for having agreed to let
me smre very briefly the position of the Commission.
In January of this year, the budgetary authority
authorized two additional twelfths in payment appro-
priations amounring ro a total of 84.16 million ECU.
The present request concerns commitment appropria-
tions for the payment of advances. An increase in the
commitment appropriations available is proving neces-
sary with effect from the monrh of May, for the provi-
sion of food aid has been marked in recent months by
the frequent submission of requests for advances, and
in order to meet the situation in May and in sub-
sequent months, rhe Commission has asked the budg-
etary authority ro authorize, under Chapter 92, two
additional provisional welfths in commirmenr appro-
priations.
The Council has already given ir approval, and your
Committee on Budgecs proposes that Parliament take
a positive decision. In rhis way, the Commission will
be able ro continue with the normal provision of food
aid and the pace of this aid will not be jeopardized by
the rejection of the budget.
These are the remarks that the Commission wished to
make with regard to this request.
President. 
- 
The debace is closed.
( Parliament adop te d t he re s o lution )
5. Animal feedingstffi (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the conrinuation of rhe
debate on the repon (Doc. A 2-23/85) by Mr Mer-
tens. I
Mr Elliot (S). 
- 
Mr President, this repon is an
imporrant one, because it tackles, as we heard last
nighr, an issue which is of concern to a great many
people, namely, that of public health. There can be no
question that it is necessary to tighten up on the imple-
mentation of the regulations on the control of the
presence of aphlatoxin in animal feedstuffs.
However, as I indicated last night, this is a complex
marter. One of the major problems is that the existing
regulations are no[ effectively implemented in many
countries. Vhilst it may be desirable to dghten up
these regulations, there seems little poinc in having
even tighter control if, in fact, the less restrictive con-
trol already in operation is not effectively imple-
mented. I do think we need a proper implementation.
I think, too, [ha[ we need to tackle very carefully the
technical aspects of the matter. It is cenainly true that,
because of the nature of this material which occurs
from biological action, aphlatoxin results from the
presence of mould growth in animal feedstuffs and
may occur in a very capricious manner in a substantial
delivery of the materials that make up the feedstuffs
and that are imported from other countries. In fact,
you may find that the aphlatoxin occurs in small pock-
ets within these deliveries, and random checking is not
always an effective method of establishing the pres-
ence or absence of this dangerous material. I think we
need much more rcchnical investigation of rhis whole
question because, if we are really to get to the nub of
the question, which is protecrint the health of rhe peo-
ple who are the ultimate consumers because they con-
sume the dairy produce from the animals to which the
feedstuffs are fed, we must. tighten up on these things
effectively and sensibly.
There is justified concern on the pan of some Mem-
bers about the effect that cenain of the proposals may
have on Third Vorld countries that are the major
exporters to the Communiry of the raw marerials used
in these animal feedstuffs. If these regulations are to be
adopted and be effectively implemented, then we must
have regard to that, possibly by assisting these Third
Vorld countries to adopt techniques of detoxification
of their materials in advance. If we do not do so, their
economies may be very seriously affected and, indeed,
we may well find ourselves resrricted in the sources
from which we can obtain animal feedstuffs ro, for
example, the Unired States, in which case we should
have a single source of supply but one tha[ was expen-
sive in relation to the cost of materials acquired from
the Third $7orld.
I think we would all agree on the basic objecdve of
trying to ensure [he maximum possible safety for con-
sumers of milk and other dairy products and elimina-
tion af any materials which might be in.jurious to their
health. But I believe it is fraught with technical compli-
cations, and, although I suppon the proposal and am
in no way opposed to the object of this resolution, I do
think it is essential that the Commission, if this isI See the previous day's debates.
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adopted, should give rhe most serious consideration to
its implications for Third \7orld economies and rhe
effect, too, on rhe users of these animal feedstuffs in
Community countries. Testing procedures, if rhey are
to be adopred at the poinr of entry, musr be genuinely
effective and nor a very sketchy, random form of
checking, for rhis may well result in the rejection of
large deliveries which only suffer from very slight
localized conraminarion or, alternatively, ro the
acceptance of deliveries which have pockets of con-
tamination. I think that needs to be very carefully
examined. Ve need to look again at rhe help we may
have to give ro Third \florld countries on this whole
quesrion. '!7'e need, roo, ro ensure thar rhe checks car-
ried out in Community counrries, whether ar the pon
of entry or elsewhere, are genuinely and properly car-
ried out and not in rhe half-heaned and unsarisfacrory
manner in which checks are currently carried out.
I personally feel thar the maximum permitred level of
0.2 pans per million which is now being proposed in
the resolution is a reasonable compromise berween the
difficulries of testing, the danger of reducing rhese lev-
els to a poinr very difficult for the producers of rhe ini-
tial raw materials to achieve, and the need to ensure
adequate safery for consumers. Some deliveries are
unconraminared, and ir is therefore quire feasible to
mix deliveries wirh a slightly higher level wirh those
where the level is zero so tliat the resultanr level is
considerably lower than the maximum of 0.2 parts per
million aphlatoxin level suggesred in the reporr. The
blending processes which can be adopted should make
it possible to take care of rhese situarions. So it is not
always absolutely necessary ro rejecr a delivery
because some small porrions of ir are contaminated.
It is important to ensure that rhe level of contamina-
tion in the feedstuffs actually consumed by the animals
is sufficiently low [o ensure that rhere is no real carry-
through into the dairy products ultimately consumed
by human beings. As I have said, this is a very complex
technical issue, and a simplistic approach is liable ro
bring us into rrouble. Let us ser our goal on promoring
the consumers's healrh and safery, bur ler us make sure
that we do so rigorously, effectively and in a sciendfi-
ca[y sensible manner so rhat we achieve our real
object and do nor merely indulge in a paper exercise of
laying down regulations which, in pracrice, will not be
properly implemented. '!7e wanr a really sarisfactory
result and we want, too, not to cause serious harm to
the economies of Third !/orld countries in rhe course
of obtaining it. If, it should appear rhat rhat might be
the result, we musr rake action to ensure they are
assisted in various ways.
I believe Parliament should adopt this report, but rhe
Commission must carry out a most serious scrutiny of
its implications in terms of the implemenrarion.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
Mr Mosar, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, first of all I should like to rhank the various
parliamentary committees whose task it has been to
consider the proposals under discussion and, in pani-
cular, the rapporreur of rhe Committee on rhe Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection.
The many amendments proposed by the Environmenr
Committee in favour of stricter health regulations and
those envisaged by the Commission and the rejection
of all the proposals, for diamerrically opposite reasons,
by the Agriculrure Commirree and the Developmenr
and Cooperarion Commitree, all strengthen rhe Com-
mission's conviction that rhe measures ir proposes are
reasonable.
The Commission continues ro think that, for the mosr
part, its proposals achieve a fair balance between rhe
interests of public health prorection and the economic
interests of the Community.
The measures envisaged represent the only solution
which provides the Communiry with rhe legal insrru-
ments as well as rhe means ro guaranree rhe whole-
someness of its home-produced animal products, and
thus the health of the consumer, [o resrore rhe trade
patterns disturbed by the prohibitive rules adopted in
various Member Stares in relation ro raw marerials
such as ground-nuts, ro lay down the same condirions
of competition for all Community srock farmers and
food manufacturers by ensuring them, but only on
certain conditions, free access to raw materials and,
finally, to mainrain a cenain diversification of our
sources of supply and rhus our commercial indepen-
dence.
It is very importanr to point our rhar these measures
have been the subjecr of much consulrarion borh with
the national authorities of the Member Srares and wirh
economic circles. And whilsr cerrain differences have
emerged over rhe level of srandards, I musr stress that
in the matter of principles rhere was a very large con-
sensus on the need to regulate the presence of undesir-
able substances in raw materials and, in panicular, rhe
presence of aflatoxin in planr-based products, because
of rhe highly roxic nature of this narural contaminant.
Both the European feedingsruff industry and the ACP
States have recognized this necessiry which they con-
sider preferable ro rhe chaos caused by narional rules,
which can range from an outright ban on the use of
various raw materials such as ground-nuts to a stan-
dard chree dmes higher than that proposed by rhe
Commission.
As the studies carried out by the Commission demon-
strate, and contrary to [he opinions put forward, a
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solution based on a mere feedingstuff check cannot
entirely solve the problem posed by contamination
u,ith aflatoxin of plant-based raw materials. \7hat is
needed is a check on all foods produced, not only in
the factories but, most of all, on the farm. An opera-
tion of this kind is materially and economically beyond
the resources of the official inspection services.
The fixing of standards for undesirable substances in
raw materials, and notably for aflatoxin, is and will
remain jusdfied.
As to the more specific problem of labelling food for
domestic animals, it should be noted that in the main
the measures proposed seek to provide the purchaser
with the information he needs on the composition of
products. The labelling requirements for feedingstuff
manufacturers are in direct line with the labelling gov-
erning foodstuffs for human consumption and should
help the purchaser to make a better choice based on
value for money.
It is wonh pointing out that the labelling rules recom-
mended do not represent a real innovation since var-
ious Member States are already applying similar rules
to those envisaged by the Commission.
Undeniably the labelling proposed and the principles
laid down will impose a further constraint on food
manufacturers, but this is necessary to prevent possib[e
abuses.
For the many reasons I have given, the Commission
asks Parliament to look favourably on these proposals,
which we consider both reasonable and balanced.
Mr Christopher Jackson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I
think there are considerable doubr in this House
about the measures proposed by the Commission, and
also a feeling that the matter requires funher study.
Therefore, under Rule 85(1) I request referral of the
repon back to committee.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, Mr Jackson's
motion does, of course, take precedence. All we
wanted to do was to have the vote held over until the
Monday of the next part-session, because quite
frankly we still have problems with the vote within our
own political group. However, should that not be pos-
sible, we will be asking, when the vote comes, that a
quorum be established. That will mean in any case rhat
the vote will have to be postponed until the Monday.
President. 
- 
Referral to committee was proposed yes-
terday and rejected. A motion for referral back ro
committee cannot be mbled twice during the same
debate. This is clear from Rule 85(5).
That being the case, I cannot put your requesr ro rhe
vote.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I did not ask
for referral back to committee but merely that the vote
be postponed.
Mrs Daly (ED), drafsmann of the opinion of the Com-
mittee on Deoelopment and Cooperation. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I would like to suppon Mr Arndt's proposal that
voting be deferred until the next part-session. In doing
so, I would like to repeat my appeal [o Mr Menens,
which I made last night, that he reconsider the whole
matter. I find it extremely difficult to understand how
the Commission can stand up here this morning and
say that from listening to the debates [hey are more
convinced than ever that they should go ahead. The
majority of speakers 
- 
in fact I think we were unani-
mous 
- 
expressed grave doubts about it. Please let us
refer it back.
Mrs Lentz-Cornctte (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I
am opposed to sending this matter back to commitree
and against deferring the vote, because I am nor con-
vinced by Mr Arndt's argument that there is sdll disa-
greement within his group. If we went by arguments
like that, we should defer all the votes until rhe nexr
part-session.
Mr Mertens (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, first of all I should like to say that I agree with
your point that a vote has already been taken on a
request for referral back to committee. As to Mr
Arndt's requesr, I should like to support rhe view that
has just been expressed by Mrs Lentz-Cornette.
(Parliament decided to postpone the oote to the next
part-session)
Mr Sherlock (ED).- Mr President, artirudes ro this
matter in no less than three committees of rhis Parlia-
ment have changed within rhe lasr few weeks in a quite
extraordinary and, in my experience, unprecedented
way. Some of the parties originally mosr fervenrly
opposed to these proposals have changed to rhe other
side, and oice oersa. There have been significant
changes of position and direction, with two commit-
tees still giving opinions very strongly againsr.
This being so, I should like ro ask rhe chairman of rhe
Committee on rhe Environmenr, Public Healrh and
Consumer Protection, Mrs 'S7'eber, if she could assure
me that we will listen in the meanrime ro those mem-
bers of the Commirtee on Development and Coopera-
tion 
- 
and even rhose members of rhe Commitree on
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
- 
if rhey could be
invircd to the nexr meering of the Commirtee on the
Environment.
President. 
- 
Yes, thar is a suggesrion rhar could be
made to Mrs Veber.
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Mrs Veber (S), cbairman of the Committee on the
Enoironment, Public Healtb and Consumer Protection.
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, I feel that it was a wise deci-
sion to posrpone the vore, because it is clear rhat a fur-
ther discussion musr be arranged between the Mem-
bers who are particularly responsible for this marter in
the various commirrees. I hope rhar the vote will go
more smoorhly the next rime than it did today.
6. \Vhaling
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe second reporr (Doc.
A 2-22/85) by Mr Muntingh, on behalf of rhe Com-
mittee on rhe Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection, on the Community response to rhe
failure of certain members of the International Vhal-
ing Commission to abide by the decision of the MC
to end commercial whaling.
Mr Muntingh (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr,
things are going very badly with rhe whales 
- 
that is
generally recognized. This is also acknowledged inrer-
nationally. In order ro rry to save rhese crearures ar the
eleventh hour, an international body has been set up,
the International Vhaling Convenrion, which seeks to
take sreps ro prorecr whales from exrinction. A good
number of measures have already been taken which I
shall not go into here; I will just mention the most
important ones. In July 1982 rhe Inrernational \7hal-
ing Commission, rhe execurive body, decided ro
introduce in 1986 a morar.orium on rhe hunting of
large whales. The moratorium would lasr until 1990, at
the end of which it could be derermined wherher rhe
four years had given rhe whales a brearhing space and
what new research findings had emerged.
Now whilst it is true thar there are economic consider-
ations involved in whale hunting, there are still coun-
tries and interests thar say: 'Look here, if this has ro
happen we are nor in rhe leasr concerned, because
what we are doing is so insignificanr rhar nobody need
worry about it'. They forger, of course, rhat all these
minor exceptions, taken together, represent something
really quire considerable and rhey also forget that a
precedent is thus creared whereby others can say [har,
once exceprions have been made, the same can be
done for them, and this means rhat in the end such a
measure is rendered nugatory. As regards the morato-
rium on the hunring of large whales, rhis course has
been followed by three large wealrhy countries: Rus-
sia, Norway and Japan.
So much for the large species of whale. As regards the
smaller species, which make up the majority, the situa-
tion is still more serious. They are nor covered by any
international body. In my reporr I deal with three
countries that are interested in rhe smaller species. It is
my opinion, and thar of the Committee on rhe Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection as
well, that we should seek [o bring these smaller species
too within the ambir of rhe Inrernational Vhaling
Convention.
A moratorium on the hunting of large whales and
measures in favour of smaller species are necessary for
a number of reasons. The first is rhar we musr try to
protect whales from extinction. For this reason too
Russia, Japan and Norway musr srop their hunting of
large whales. Ve have asked Greenland to cease hunt-
ing the humpback whale and we also feel rhar rhe
hunting of sperm whales in the Azores must srop. Ve
are asking the Faroes in future ro srop hunring the fin
whale, which in our opinion is raking place in the
Faroe Islands under false prerences.
Second, we know nexr ro nothing abour rhe ecology
of whales. \7e do nor know how many whales rhere
are, where they occur or how, for instance, they are or
will be affected by the pollurion of rhe oceans. An
extremely careful policy is required, and this is why we
are asking Greenland and the Faroes to have rheir
small whales brought under the International Vhaling
Convention. Furrhermore, we are appealing [o [he
Commission to help these two countries with rhe
necessary ecological research.
Third, we wan[ an end ro rhe cruelty pracr.ised on
these animals. Gradually the European citizen has
become highly sensitive in rhis respect, and for this
reason we ask rhe Faroes in our report whether rhey
cannot change or improve their method of hunting.
And, last, we feel thar the senseless slaughter of ani-
mals to sarisfy the \Tesrern craving for Luxury musr be
stopped. This particularly applies to whale hunting in
the Azores where rhe sperm whale is hunted purely for
the lower jaw, since only rhe reerh are wanted, rhe
creatures being thrown overboard.
It is not our intention to denounce parricular coun-
tries. There are sometimes imporrant considerations to
be borne in mind, such as social and cultural factors in
the Faroes, or rhe subsisrence aspecr of hunting in
Greenland. Furthermore, rhese countries are certainly
not unconscious of the need to protect nature. They
have even taken commendable acrion. The same can-
not be said of rhe larger countries mentioned earlier 
-quite the reverse. Japan, in parricular, is ruthless in its
exploitation of wildlife and uses all kinds of conrempt-
ible stratagems, such as undercover whale firms in rhe
Philippines, to achieve ir ends. In my opinion Japan is
a threat to the natural world at rhis moment. Norway's
methods are also reprehensible. Norway proposes
bringing a third form of hunting under rhe Inrerna-
tional lThaling Convention, namely, small rype whal-
ing. If this were ro be accepted, all rhose counrries rhat
practise hunting would have a sort of excuse and com-
mercial hunting could go on as before. It is to be
hoped that the International Vhaling Convention will
see through this and not be fooled. As for Russia, rhat
cynical country is going its usual way. I shall wasre no
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more words on the matter and put our of mind my
helplessness.
It seems then that the economic argumenr is of crucial
importance in whale hunting as far as Russia, Norway
and Japan are concerned. Moral and ethical arguments
are of absolutely no account, but if they are amenable
solely to the economic argumen[, I think *'e should
make use of that argument. The United States have
well understood this by including in their legislation
provisions for applying economic sanctions so as to
ensure the protection of whales. That the Reagan
administration is again distoning things at the moment
does not detract from this. Since the economic argu-
ment is obviously the only thing that matters, the
Environment Committee considers that we should
press this economic argument here in Europe, and we
therefore urge the Commission to put diplomatic and
economic pressure on Japan, Norway and, so far as
possible, Russia to abandon their hostile attitude
towards the natural world. There are many opportuni-
ties open to them. The Environment Committee would
like to hear from the Commission before the year is
out whar action it intends to take.
Vhales are not fish, they are mammals. They are
warm-blooded creatures which give birth to their
young alive, that communicate with one another, that
have a high intelligence and throughour the world 
-with a few happy exceptions, I must say in all fairness
rc my friends in Denmark 
- 
are senselessly slaugh-
tered. It is high time that we humans tried to save
rhese wonderful mammals of the sea, that we did
something practical, and that we rook some action in
the European Community to emulate the efforts now
being made by our fellow Parliamentarians in the
United States. I therefore urge the Commission once
again to take practical action to improve the wretched
plight of the whales.
(Applause)
Mrs Gredal (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the final pro-
posal we have to deal with today contains clear
improvements as compared with what was proposed at
the last pan-session. I am pleased thar Mr Munringh
was in Copenhagen so that we were able to secure
amendments to many of the things which appeared in
the first report. The requests now put forward are sig-
nificanily less categorical and a whole series of misun-
derstandings have been ironed out. I must say in parti-
cular that the explantory statement has been improved
by several correctly formulated presentations of the
problems and better-founded material. But I must say
also that that certainly does not appear from rhe con-
clusions contained in the motion for a resolution. Ir
has a very emotional quality throughout and uses a
rype of language which must be unfamiliar in interna-
tional repons. Already in the outline of the report and
in the order of the paragraphs in the motion for a
resolution the various misunderstandings and instances
of lack of proportion emerge. The repon is addressed
to those countries which have joined the I\flC and
should according to the title alone be concerned with
commercial whaling. Nevertheless, it begins with a
vehement condemnation of whaling in Greeland and
the Faroe Islands, which the rapporteur in his explana-
tory statement clearly acknowledges is not commer-
cial. The almost minimal catch in these countries for
use by the indigenous population and for scientific
purposes is turned by means of ir prominent placing
into a hobby-horse that is ridden throughout the
whole repon, although in Part B it is also acknow-
ledged as lawful according to the MC rules. To com-
plete this series of misunderstandings there then fol-
lows a denunciation of the centuries-old hunting of
the Faroese small whale, the pilot whale, which is not
even covered by the I\7C nomenclature. \flhaling in
the Faroe Islands and Greenland at the present time
thus quite clearly lies outside the actual tide of this
report. These points should therefore either be omitted
completely or, as a minimum requirement 
- 
as I have
suggested 
- 
be relegated to a less prominent posirion
in the repon. There is a vigorous attack on pilot whal-
ing in the Faroes. But, as I said before, the pilot whale
is a small whale which does not fall within the jurisdic-
tion of the I\fC and consequently should not appear
in the report either. Thus there are good grounds for
omitting recitals D and E. The centuries-old Faroese
traditions of pilot whaling are depicted here in terms
which seem to preclude any future dialogue with the
Faroese authorities and seem likely only to alienate the
Faroe Islanders from the EC. The normal objective
and dignified language of international repons is
totally lacking here; I therefore propose that recitals D
and E be delercd. A justified request is made in the
repon for research into numbers of humpback whales
off Greenland. Nevenheless, quite irrespective of that,
there is a demand for a zero quota. 'We must ask our-
selves what is the purpose of increasing research if not,
in fact, to make quotas depend upon it. Pending such
research, one cannot and should not rely on vague
conjectures. However, even the IVC research findings
up to the presenr regard a quota of eighr whales as
appropriate for Greeland. An artempt must moreover
be made 
- 
as mentioned in my amendmenr 
- 
ro
ensure that any excesses are deducted from the next
year's quota. I should like in parenthesis ro impress
upon you, ladies and gentlemen, that we are alking
about eight whales! How many do you think the
Soviet Union, Japan and Norway take in the course of
a year? Ve are mlking about eight whales for the indi-
genous population.
The whole matter raises a series of fundamental ques-
tions, since it is in fact those counrries which we repre-
sent, amongst others, which have squandered the sea's
natural resources. How can we jusdfy prescribing to
indigenous populations, who have always lived in har-
mony with nature, how should they conduct them-
selves? [r might, not wholly unfairly, be regarded as a
renewed attemp[ at !7'estern European cultural imperi-
alism. Total conservarion, withour any dispensation
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for rhe original inhabitanrs, cannor be accepred. A
traditional source of food which is so rooted in a life-
style and culture cannor be abolished in the European
Parliament wirhout funher ado.
There is a completely new proposal in paragraph 4 of
the motion for a resolurion which at the same rime
appears to change the basis of rhe IVC. It. is clear
from the organization's nomenclarure rhar its powers
extend only to larger whales, from lesser rorquals
upwards. Now, according ro the repon this is sud-
denly to apply ro small whales in rhe Faroe Islands and
Greenland and in no orher areas in the world. This is
typical of the tendentiousness and distortion shown in
the report; furthermore, the request for immediarc
control is more or less absurd since it presupposes a
basis of knowledge which is simply not available. Gen-
eral research into trends in numbers of small whales is
essential before there can be any question of supervi-
sion or monitoring. Small whales canno[ simply be
included in the jurisdicrion of the IVC wirhour alter-
ing the mandate of rhe member counrries, and rhus the
whole basis of the I\7C would have ro be reconsi-
dered. !/haling in the Faroe Islands and Greeland is
not 
- 
as the repon irself mentions 
- 
commercial and
is neither covered by nor associated wirh rhe I\7C
provisions.'!fle must ask ourselves whether rhe torally
exaggerated condemnation of the very limired whale
hunting by the local popularions of the Faroe Islands
and Greenland does not seriously weaken rhe report.
The major culprits in this field are in facr Norway,
Japan and the Soviet Union, just as we ourselves were
a shoft time ago.
Ve can only speculate abour the reacrion of this dis-
tant local community if we now lay down for rhem a
list of behaviour pamerns after we ourselves have prac-
tically destroyed for rhem access [o rhe natural
resources of the sea. Ler us a least nor be hypocrirical,
but do it in a way which does nor preclude a future
dialogue. I think thar Parliamenr should retain a sense
of proponion and concentrate irc powers on rhose
areas where the real problems [ie.
(Applause)
Mrs Pcus (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, my group
supports and welcomes the Muntingh repon. There
are, however, four funher comments that I should like
to make on it. The sancrions imposed by the USA 
-the embargo on imports of fishery products from the
countries concerned and the limiarion of carch quoras
in United Stares warers 
- 
have worked. That is per-
fectly clear.
Under the pressure exerted by these measures Japan
has recently stated that it will stop its commercial
whaling, albeit somewhatlater than originally planned.
It is high dme therefore, as EPP Group members have
been urging in recent monrhs in motions for resolu-
tions, that we in Europe also begin rc think about
ways and means of imposing really effective sanc[ions.
The second quesrion thar suggests itself, as Mrs Gre-
dal has already said, is rhe quesrion of what is com-
mercial whaling and what is non-commercial whal-
ing. \flhaling in the Azores can cerrainly nor be des-
cribed as commercial, because rhere they are srill using
the methods used in the days of Moby Dich, namely,
sailing boats and harpoons.
Neither can sperm whales be eaten, however, so [hat
in the case of the Azores we cannot speak of substan-
dal whaling, that is to say, whaling that is needed in
order to enable the popularion to survive. The expens
have assured us rhar ar its nexr meering in July the
International \Thaling Commission will rry ro hammer
out a precise definirion of the terms 'commercial' and
'non-commercial' in regard to whaling.
My third point is that rhe problem of Protugal and the
Azores is nor as simple as ir would seem from rhe few
words devoted to it in rhe repon and from whar has
been said about it again this morning. Petra Deimer, a
member of the Scientific Committee of the IVC and a
marine biologist, assures us thar Madeira gave up
commercial whaling in l98l and rhar it is rrying to
make whaling completely unnecessary by means of a
nature protection project, in other words, a nature
park. Here sailing boats will continue ro be built and
harpoons to be made 
- 
nor for whaling, however, bur
for the sourists.'!7e have been assured that as soon as
this project gers off the ground and proves irself a suc-
cess, the people of the Azores will be prepared to
embark on a project of their own along rhe same lines.
The expens feel rherefore that the problem of whaling
in the Azores can be resolved in two to rhree years.
Before any arrempr is made to establish some kind of
link between Ponugal's accession ro rhe European
Community and Ponugal's accession ro the IVC 
-this was proposed in rhe first draft of the repon and
there are faint echoes of it in rhe version that we have
before us 
- 
I would ask very earnesdy that the whole
problem of Ponugal and the Azores should be gone
into once again. \7e have been reliably assured rhar ir
would on the whole the berter if Portugal did not
become a member of rhe N7C, since Ponugal, which
has been taking parr for quite a long time now in the
proceedings of the M/C as an observer, has shown
that it is tending more and more ro favour the idea of
whaling. Thus the very fragile rhree-quarters majority
which would be needed for a moratorium could be
jeopardized. by the accession of Portugal. As I have
said, I should like rhe whole matter ro be gone into,
because I myself cannor figure out the eventual our-
come of it.
My founh and last point is rhat funher surveys musr
be carried our, panicularly in rhe case of the hump-
back whales which are mosr in danger, because such
estimates as we have are largely a marrcr of guesswork.
According to rhe experts, such surveys do not seem ro
be particularly useful in the case of the fin whales, or
at least only if rhey were to take in rhe entire Nonh
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Atlantic area, since otherwise they would only give
rise to a kind of hit-and-miss estimates.
Any surveys that we do carry out should definitely
involve rhe Sciendfic Committee of the I\7C, where
for years now the experts have been cooperating very
effectively with limircd financial resources. In this way
we would avoid unnecessary duplication of research
and duplication of financing.
(Applause)
Mr Sherlock (ED).- Mr President, on behalf of the
European Democratic Group I welcome Hemmo
Muntingh's excellent report; we shall support it.
The threat to the world's whale population is a prob-
lem which we have long taken seriously. Some Mem-
bers may recall that it was the United Kingdom which,
back in 1979, rcok the initiative in calling for a Com-
munity-wide ban on the impon of whale products.
That initiative was supported by British Conservatives
both in this House and in 'S7'estminster. And, by all
accounts, the import ban has been succesful. Mr Mun-
tingh himself poinrc this out.
A Community ban alone cannot remove the threat to
this endangered species, so we must look to the wider
international community and in particular to the Inter-
national \flhaling Commission, which, in response to
the call of serveral countries including my own'
decided in 1982 rc bring commercial whaling to a
complete halt by 1985. Two of the speakers before me
have underlined, as I would like to now, this word
'commercial' whaling.
Failure of cenain nations to respond to that call
prompted a number of my colleagues to retable a
motion for a resolution on the subject of the present
repon. I hope that this will help rc bring pressure to
bear on the Soviet Union, Norway and Japan. I am
grateful for the reminders that have already been given
of the temporary sanctions which the United States
has rhreatened to use in some of these cases.
I was impressed by the observations of Mrs Gredal,
who spoke with great sense and wisdom on a parti-
cular aspect, and my colleague Claus Toksvig, will be
explaining the position of Danish members of my
group. Though we have been concerned by some
aspecrs, perhaps, of the Faroese whale hunt, the main
thrust of our criticisms has never been directed against
such small local communities, most nombly in the Far-
oes and Greenland, which practise whaling for subsist-
ence with no hint of commerce in their dealings.
Neither is it directed against genuine research, but I
will not enlarge upon that because quite sufficient has
been said.
I commend Mr Muntingh's report to the House. It did
receive unanimous support in the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion.
Mr Toksvig (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, this is a
classic example of a repon whose intentions are good,
which appears carefully prepared, which has taken
accounr of all possible aspec[s in the preamble, which
was subsequently adjusted in accordance with com-
ments made and which has nevenheless completely
overlooked the fact that there are points in the motion
for a resolution which do not correspond to the
preamble.
I am glad that Mr Muntingh took the trouble to speak
to the Danish authorities on this matter. He attended a
meeting in rhe Danish Foreign Ministry, he listened to
the Greenlanders and Faroe Islanders and heard what
they had to say. Nevenheless, he has included in his
motion for a resolution expressions which are down-
right offensive and which can only cast doubt on the
whole intention of the report. Vhen, for example, in
recital D on pilot whale hunts off the Faroes, which
have involved roughly I 700 kills on average pet ye^r
over the past ten years, reference is made to 'irrespon-
sible sponing entertainments characterized by mass
slaughter', that can only be an affront to the Faroe
Islanders and is a totally unaccepnble expression in a
parliamentary report of this rype. There are points in
the repon which I am happy to see and which I wel-
come, for example, the request that Community
resources be made available for further research to
enable us to obtain data on surviving numbers. There
are points in the report which I am very happy to sup-
pon and which I know Mr Mundngh will follow up,
since his report. is motivated by a genuine interest in
these matters. But there are also, as has been men-
tioned, totally and utterly unacceptable things. Mrs
Gredal has already put forward her point of view, and
I should like to say on behalf of the Danish Conserva-
rives and also on behalf of Mrs Tove Nielsen that we
feel compelled to vote for the amendment nbled by
Mrs Gredal. If it is not adopted, we shall be compelled
to vote against the report, simply because it is directed
practically one-sidedly against two small local commu-
nities up in the North Atlantic 
- 
perhaps 80 000 peo-
ple in all 
- 
who for centuries have carried out a tradi-
tional hunt and are still compelled to do so, in the
Faroe Islands [o meet more than half their food
requirements and in Greenland since it constitutes an
imponant component of the Greenlanders' food.
For me there is no doubt as to which view we musr
take. \fle very much hope that Parliament as a whole
will follow us. I also very much hope that my Bridsh
colleagues 
- 
having heard some of the argumen$ put
forward from the Danish side 
- 
will think again as to
whether they can support our point of view.
Lord Cockfield, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-Mr President, this is a subject on which very strong
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feelings are held as is very evident from the speeches
we heard from Mr Muntingh and various other hon-
ourable Members. May I congratulate Mr Muntingh
on the very detailed repon that he has produced. But it
is equally clear from the debate, and particularly from
the speeches made by Mrs Gredal, Mrs Peus and Mr
Toksvig, that when one comes to specific details there
are areas of controversy. The Commission, and indeed
the Community as a whole, shares the concern which
has been expressed about the plight of the whales. This
is clearly demonstrated by past Community action
which resulted in a regulation prohibidng Community
trade in primary whale products from I January 1982
and in a regulation on the implementation of the Con-
vention on International Trade in Endangered Species
of \flild Flora and Fauna from I January 1984, which,
with the exception of products from Greenland, prohi-
bits commercial activities involving whales and whale
products both in trade with third countries and in
internal Community trade.
It should funher be noted that the 1982 I\flC decision
to phase out commercial whaling was actively sup-
poned by the five Member States of the Community
which are pany to the \Thaling Convention. The
Commission is equally concerned at the fact that some
of the most important whaling nations lodged an
objection to the 1982 MC decision, a move which
might render that decision ineffective. It should be
recognized, however, that the recen[ decision of the
Japanese Government to give up whaling by 1988 is'
although not fully in agreement with the IVC deci-
sion, of major imponance for the conservation of the
whale species concerned. The next meeting of the
I\7C to be held in July will be of decisive importance,
as it will have to clarify the position not only of Japan,
but also of Norway and the USSR. The Communiry as
such is not a party to the Internadonal Vhaling Con-
vention for the regulation of whaling. The Commis-
sion will therefore, as in previous years, panicipate in
the July MC meeting as an observer only, but is pre-
pared to inform Parliament of the outcome of that
meeting at its earliest convenience.
Vith regard to the issues addressed in the motion for a
resolution, I should like to make the following com-
menrs. It should be noted that most of the recommen-
dations of the resolution of 15 October 1980 have
either been implemented through the adoption of the
Community regulations which I mentioned earlier or
have been ovenaken by later events such as the 1982
I\7C decision. On the surveys proposed by Mr Mun-
tingh, referred to in Amendment No 10, I would say
thar the Commission, unfonunately, does not have the
funds necessary to carry out such research. The hump-
back and fin whales are a matter of concern to the
fVC, and their conservation status is periodically
reviewed by the l\flC's scientific committee. That
committee also makes recommendations about future
research to be carried out by its members.
Vith regard to paragraph 8, I can confirm that regula-
tions 348/81 
^nd 
3626/82 will apply to Spain and Por-
rugal from the date of their accession to the Com-
muniry. The Commission services will, as soon as
possible, inform the appropriate authorities in Spain
and Portugal on the rcchnicalities of the regulations
concerned in order to facilitate their correct imple-
mentation. The Commission has no information on
the reports referred to in paragraph 9, but if those
making these allegations are prepared to be more spe-
cific, we would cenainly be prepared to investigate
them.
'!flith regard to the implementation of the [VC deci-
sions in relation to the USSR, Japan and Norway, may
I say that in the first instance there are no relations
between the Community as such and the USSR.
Secondly, the whaling issue has been mentioned in the
context of the structural bilateral meetings between
environmental expens from the Commission and from
Japan and Norway. Thirdly, to press the whaling
question in the bilateral fisheries consultations with
Norway could unnecessarily complicate she sensitive
and unrelated consultations and could be counter-
productive for Community fishermen, for whom fish-
ing in Norwegian waters is of considerable impon-
ance.
!flith regard to the question of appropriate sanctions
referred to in paragraph 14, it should be noted that,
without prejudice to the question of whether or not
the Community has compe[ence to take such measures
for such a purpose, the Community is not in a position
to adopt commercial instruments comparable to the
Unircd Smtes legislation on this matter. Moreover,
nothing in the GATT rules indicates that it is permissi-
ble to raise barriers against impons of unrelated prod-
ucts in order to bring pressure on a country to respond
to environmental concerns. In the light of these consi-
derations, I am sure Parliament will appreciate why it
would not be possible for the Commission to pursue
the panicular line of action set ou[ in paragraphs 12 to
l4 of the motion for a resolution.
The recommendarion in paragraph 15 will be studied
in the context of the preparation of the new prelimi-
nary draft budget. \flith regard to Amendments I to 9
and 11 to 14, these are matters which are essentially
for the decision of Parliament and not for the Com-
mission. Vhile therefore, Mr President, I entirely
appreciate the strength of the views expressed, I fear
that the Commission can only act within the powers
available to it. I am sure, nevertheless, that Mr Mun-
tingh's pleas on behalf of the whale will not entirely
fall on deaf ears.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Explanations ofoote
Mrs Gredal (S). 
- 
(DA) There has been a lot of talk
recently about Parliament's dignity. In my first speech
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I also mentioned rhar it would be firdng for Parliamenr
if Members used language which was acceptable and
comprehensible to people rhroughour the world out-
side the EC. \7e have now come ro a reporr containing
a whole series of statemenr,s which are in our opinion
absolutely undignified, and it is quire clear that we
Danish Members shall vote againsr it. Naturally I can
speak only for the Danish Social Democrars, but, quite
apan from the voting here, I rhink rhar is a general
Danish view. Ve do nor accepr language of that type,
which is an embarrassment to our friends in the Noruh.
Mr Msller (ED).- (DA) Mr Presidenr, I fully share
Mrs Gredal's views, and I should like ro urge my col-
leagues in Parliament ro vore againsr rhe repon in the
final vote. Ir will not be undersrood ar all by two small
communities, one of which is Nordic and the other
Eskimo 
- 
cenainly nor European. Ve accepted that
they should leave the EC since they did not feel them-
selves European. But they are small communiries, and
it is very imponant for their livelihood, healrh and
nourishmenr for them ro be able to continue to live as
they have lived hirheno for cenruries. I would ask that
we do not inrerfere in something which will upset
many things for many people. Even though they are a
small population, they musr have the right ro protec-
tion of their vital interesrs, just as narions have their
national interests protected by the righr of vero. I
therefore ask that these vital inrerests of Greenland
and the Faroe Islands be respecred by the European
Parliament and thar we vore againsr the repon.
Mr Muntingh (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
it appears from what the Danes say thar rhey have not
correctly understood the resolution and report, and I
also feel thar they have done me an injustice.
In the resolution and report rhere is norhing, as I see
it, thar is or might be disadvantageous ro Greenland or
the Faroe Islands. I am merely asking, in all decency,
that in the one counrry five .whales less per year be
taken and, in the other, eight whales 
- 
and that is all.
Other than that, I have simply asked that, if possible,
the hunting of small whales be brought under the
supervision and guidance of rhe International l7haling
Convention. This is enrirely volunrary and it does
nothing ro alrer the situarion, either in the Faroes or in
Greenland. So ir is cenainly nor rrue, as is now being
said, that I wish to alter rheir cultural and social par-
terns. On the contrary, my report makes it abundantly
clear that I consider this a good rhing and am in no
way opposed to ir. I feel rherefore that in rhis respecr
my colleagues are being unfair to my reporr.
Finally, I should like to address a remark to the Com-
missioner. I thank the Commissioner for his urrerly
meaningless, wonhless answer. The rhrust of my
report. is that measures should be taken against Japan,
Norway and possibly Russia: to which the Commis-
sion responds, no, we can't do rha!, we don't have the
means. And why nor? Because of the same economic
arguments in favour of hunring that these countries
have aduced. The Commission says: \7e shall take no
action against Norway since this would harm our fish-
ermen's economic interests. I find rhe Commissioner's
answer totally unsatisfacrory and I hereby promise him
that I shall be returning ro rhe marrer.
(Applause)
Mrs Pery (S). 
- 
(FR) k is always very difficulr ro
reconcile the defence of species with rhe defence of
human populations who depend on non-industrial
fishing, and so I shall abstain. It is nor very brave of
me perhaps, but I have had occasion ro go to Green-
land and I have seen the harm we have done to these
Eskimo populations by the votes we had adopted on
the subject of seals. So I prefer ro reserve my position
on a question on which I cannor make up my mind.
I will conclude by saying rhar wirh regard to para-
graph 8 our Ponuguese friends are nor yet wirh us and
I shall speak in their stead, because ir seems ro me very
difficult to ask rhem ro srop cachalot hundng
immediately 
- 
ir is this word 'immediately' that
makes me hesitare. Of course we should like them tojoin the MC, bur I think rhar, on rhe Portuguese'
behalf, I must express my reservations on rhe wording
of paragraph 8.
(Applause)
Mrs Hammerich (ARC), in utriting. 
- 
(DA) The
European Community as a body is not a member of
the Internarional \Thaling Commission and is rhere-
fore not qualified rc meddle in the rules and regula-
tions which the \Thaling Commission lays down for
the international community. The European Com-
munity should rherefore hand over responsibility to
the sovereign Smrcs which are members of the Vhal-
ing Commission. They can pursue wharever policy
they think best ztis-ti-ois the Commission and manage
their relations on whaling according rc rhe rulis
adoprcd there. An arrempr by our Community ro med-
dle in the affairs of the Faroe Islands and Greenland,
amongst others, with regard to whaling is rherefore
panly outside its mandate and panly interference in an
area which is handled by an internarional organ-
ization.
European Community interference can only be viewed
therefore as an artempr to play moral guardian ro rhe
rest of the world. Thar is all the more embarassing
since acid rain is pouring down over rhe Communiry
countries and uranium polludon in the seas is flowing
across Community borders 
- 
and borh problems are
far more injurious to planr and animal lifl than whale
hunting. Funhermore, we are continually having to
evade the issue of the disastrous plighr of many ini-
mals within rhe European Community 
- 
for example,
monk seals in rhe Mediterranean.
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This repon also discusses the Faroe Islands' thou-
sand-year-old tradition of hunting pilot whales in
terms bordering on an insult to the Snte. The author
claims that this hunting is degenerating into irrespon-
sible sporting entertainments. Nothing could be more
incorrect, because this is commercial whaling which is
regulated and monitored by the Faroese internal
administration. Do not forget that neither the Faroes
nor Greenland is a member of the European Com-
munity; the last thing they need is culturally imperial-
istic recommendations from the EEC. This report is
harmful to the Community's good relationship with
the countries mentioned and to its reputation through-
our the Third and Fourth Vorlds. !7e shall therefore
vote against it.
Mr Kuijpers (ARC), in writing. 
- 
(NL) On more
than one occasion international environmental organi-
zations such as the Vorld Vildlife Fund and Green-
peace have focused atrcntion on the whale issue. And
rightly so. Figures show that the whale population is in
sharp decline. It is therefore the European Parlia-
ment's task to put an end to overfishing, especially as
whale products can be replaced by other equivalent
products. I have tabled an amendment to this effect.
Furthermore, I think it necessary that diplomatic
moves be made ois-d-ois the Soviet Union, given that
the latter is taking no action to protect whales. In
addition the European market should be complercly
closed against whale products and whale habiats
brought under international control.
The Muntingh repon is a step in the right direction
and I shall therefore suppon it.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)t
7. Toxicology
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc. A
2-26/85) by Mrs Schleicher, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection, on
the proposal from the Commision to the Council
(Doc. 1-355/84 
- 
COM(84) 284 final) for a
draft resolution on a programme of action of the
European Communities on toxicology for health
prorcction.
Mrs Schleicher (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
welcomes the submission of an action programme on
I The raoooneur was:
- 
IN'FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 8 to lO and 13;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 1 to 4, 6,7 , 1l and 12
toxicology in the European Community. This pro-
gramme is of fundamental importance for research but
also for legislation, since toxicological investigations
are coming to play an increasingly vital part in ensur-
ing the protection of health in the workplace. How-
ever, toxicology is also concerned with the products of
rhe chemical, pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries,
pesticides, food additives and animal feedingstuffs, rc
mention only a few areas.
\fle need to know more about the effects of dangerous
subsnnces, in particular their carcinogenic effects,
possible damage to the genotype or the immune sys-
tem and their allergenic potency. In these areas there is
still a lack of qualified scientific personnel but also of
well-coordinated cooperation within the European
Community.
I should also like to draw attention to the report
drawn up by our committee on animal experiments,
which Parliament would like to see cunailed as much
as possible. This can only be done in close cooperation
with the toxicologists.
To come back to the matter in hand, I must say that at
first my committee was disappointed at the excessively
modest nature of the programme. However, we do
realize, of course, why it made this impression. Failure
to put meat on the bones of a programme of this kind
is always bound up with the fact that the necessary
finance has not been made available, because we are
talking here about non-compulsory expenditure.
Obviously therefore the Commission had rco little
money at its disposal.
I am very thankful therefore for the laudable coopera-
tion we have had with the Commission. \7e did work
constructively together. I am also grateful for the opi-
nion of the Committee on Budgerc, which proposed
that this programme should still be brought in under
the 1985 budget. I may also say that by its vote on
Thursday Parliament did everything in its power to
create the necessary conditions to enable this pro-
gramme to be financed.
Now, however, comes my criticism of the Council.
There has already been an informal meeting with the
Health Ministers. As far as the matter itself is con-
cerned, there is actually nothing to stop a decision
being taken already in June. As far as the content of
the programme is concerned, we ail seem to be in
favour of it, but everything depends on the financing. I
would appeal therefore once again to the Finance
Ministers of the European Community to enter these
non-compulsory resources in the budget, because all
the good work that has gone into this will have been
useless if money is so scarce that everything has to go
on compulsory expenditure and nothing remains for
non-compulsory expenditure.
Our committee feels that there is a crying need for the
implementation of such a programme as this. \7e have
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therefore added two funher points by way of spelling
out what we agreed with the Commission was abso-
lutely necessary. Funhermore, we should like ro have
a preliminary report. every year, because we shall make
our agreement to the budget condidonal on [he Com-
mission being prepared rc do rhis. If we rhen find rhat
there is no cooperation in this area, we may very well
block the appropriations, because we do nor wanr ro
release them in order to have them juggled around in
some kind of way. Ve really wanr rhis roxicology pro-
gramme to be implemented. The committee is agreed
upon [his, and there were no dissenting voices what-
soever.
(Applause)
Sir Jack Stewart-Clark (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, rhe
Commissions's proposals and Mrs Schleichers's reporr
on them are reasoned and understandable. It is per-
haps inevitable that our own Community legislarion
has contributed to an increase in roxiciry resring in
many fields, including food additives, pharmaceuri-
cals, cosmetics and industrial chemicals. But however
necessary action may be ro protect humans from the
negative effecm of our ever widening knowledge and
munufacture of chemicals, ir is but one side of rhe
coin. At present virtually all toxicity resting involves
the use of animals in experiments. So far not nearly
enough attention has been paid ro the exploitation of
animals which has also increased.
There is an economic as well as an erhical reason for
reducing the number of experimenrc necessary, and
this can be achieved by sharing experience and scien-
tific knowledge. No industrialist wilI carry out toxicity
testing on animals unless he has to. For, apart from
ethical considerations, these rests are expensive ro con-
duct.
The proposal to ser up data banks on the results of iz
oitro experiments and on toxicological information
acquired therefrom will help avoid unnecessary dupli-
cat.ion of experiments in all Member Srares. Setting
common criteria for assessing rhe effecrs of harmful
substance will enable experiments to be terminated
once a conclusive level is reached, and so avoid unne-
cessary prolongarion of experiments.
I therefore welcome rhe Commission's proposal to in-
sist on much grearer standardization of chemicals
throughout the Community. There is no excuse for
unnecessary variations of rhe same chemicals to be
manufactured in different Member Srates eirher for
the motive of protecting narional markers or for indi-
vidual industrial profit.
Likewise, it is highly important ro ensure rhat the tesr-
ing methods being carried out, parricularly on animals,
should be standardized. For rhis purpose the Commis-
sion is asked to have a form of scientific committee ser
up to ensure rhat this happens.
I am glad to see the Commission proposals for training
of toxicologists. This will help to establish good prac-
tice among toxicologists carrying out animal experi-
ments. I hope this will be a first step in the European-
wide registering of laboratories for animal experimen-
tation. Once registration is established in Member
States with certain minimum criteria, then each coun-
try should be obliged to accept producrs tesred by
registered laboratoires in another EEC Member Srate,
as in currently the case in testing of technical sran-
dards.
Mr President, a new EEC directive on animal experi-
mentation will, hopefully, lay down minimum stan-
dards for the well-being of laboratory animals. The
Commission will see from my amendment that we are
asking you to forward, as soon as possible and in any
case before our July parr-session, the draft of this
directive. I should like to have rhe Commission's
assurance of this point. If for any reason ir is nor possi-
ble, then I should like ro have a precise date when rhis
directive will come forward.
Now a word abour alrernatives. \Therever possible
testing on live animals should be subsdtured. There is a
crying case in point for abolishing L.D. 50 experiments
and replacing rhem by alternative merhods. I hope that
the Commission will ensure thar this rakes place. I
urge them also to include research into alternative
means of toxicology in their acrion programme.
Finally, Mr President, I do urge rhe Commission to
see that we do not in the European Community add
unnecessarily to the burden of animal experimenta-
tion. .We can progress quite logically, firmly and pro-
gressively both to rhe advantage of indusry and
human society and to rhar of the animal kingdom.
Mr Elliott (S). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, here again we have
one of these very well-intended, and indeed very
necessary, morions for resolutions debated ar rhe tail-
end of a part-session which is of a very complex tech-
nical narure and which ir seems, unfonunarely, nor roo
many people are incerested in hearing abour. One of
the problem we face in this Assembly is rhat there is a
lack of interesc in some of these very imponant but
complex topics.
I do not wan[ ro take rcrribly long because I rhink we
are more or less all agreed on rhe inrenrion here. It is
imponant that we re-examine critically rhe whole area
of toxicology resring. It is exrremely important rhat the
right standards are mainrained. \7e are all aware 
-even those people who are nor technical specialists 
-that many substances which in rhe past were rhoughr
to be harmless are now recognized as being injurious
rc both human beings and animals. So we do need to
be continuously on our guard. There is a need to
ensure thar no new materials are used in any applica-
tions involving human consumption wichout [he mos[
stringent tesring and conrrol.
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I can think of a number of examples of rhis. I am nor a
specialist in toxicology 
- 
I have had no direcr deal-
ings with it 
- 
but I have been a food chemisr, and one
can think of a number of examples. One of the mosr
horrific that occurs to my mind is a food colour used
freely in sweets given to children in the 1930s rhat is
now known to be a serious carcinogenic agent. I do
not particularly condemn rhose responsible in the
1930s 
- 
they acted in ignorance. But I rhink we musr
learn the lesson that we have to be extremely careful.
However, there is another danger rhar we do need to
guard against. Ve have ro ensure proper and adequare
toxicological testing, but we must not fall into rhe rrap
of unnecessary proliferation of testing. I agree wirh all
that Sir Jack Stewart-Clark has said abour rhe quesrion
of animal testing. Those of us who are very keenly
concerned about animal rights want so see rhe abso-
lute maximum possible reduction in animal testing. '!(i'e
probably have not yet reached the stage where animal
resting in every shape and form can be totally elimi-
nated. But I believe there is a lot of unnecessary [esr-
ing. A lot of testing is carried out in an inhumane way.
It could be carried out more humanely, and the whole
area needs to be critically evaluated. I enrirely supporr
Sir Jack's amendment calling on the Commission ro
accelerate the production of the new directive on ani-
mal testing.
Of course, one of the reasons for the proliferation of
these tests on animals is the production of very large
numbers of commercially different but chemically
identical materials. I am very pleased that Sir Jack Sre-
wan-Clark did, in fact, give his supporr ro acrion ro
try to prevent the unnecessary proliferation of these
different trade names for drugs which are, in fact,
identical. \fle do not normally inrroduce polidcal
arguments into these kinds of things and I do not par-
ticularly want to, but I am pleased that at least on this
issue it is recognized that we are in an area here where
commercial activities are injurious to rhe common
good. Ve do need to see that this particular aspect of
the market economy 
- 
the unnecessary proliferarion
for commercial purposes of materials which are not
necessary to production (they are only very slightly
different, if at all, to others) 
- 
is brought to an end.
I suppon the whole idea of trying to reduce animal
testing as much as we possibly can and, where we do
have to use animals for experimental purposes con-
necrcd with toxicology, that there should be very care-
ful control of the conditions under which these ani-
mals are kept 
- 
as also, of course, the conditions in
which the workers who do the tesrs have ro operare.
This motion for a resolution in very necessary, very
wonhy and contains some very imponant points. I
hope we will have unanimous support for it.
Lord Cockfield, Vice-president of the Commission. 
-Mr President, the Commission is grateful to Mrs
Schleicher, the rapponeur, and to Parliament for hav-
ing given thorough and rapid consideration to this
proposal. The Commission is pleased ro accepr
Amendments Nos 2 and 5 
- 
and I am referring, of
course, to lhe amendments as they now are numbered
- 
which set out the detailed aspects of the pro-
gramme and which will be included as Annex I to the
resolution.
In line with Amendmenr No 3, the Commission will
forward its annual programm'e of work in this field to
Parliament and will be happy to receive suggestions on
its operation. Sir Jack Stewart-Clark raised the ques-
don of the evaluation of the reliabiliry of approximare
methods for the determination of LD 50 using fewer
animals. That appears already in our programme as
Item 1.5 and we will certainly do our best to press on
with this work as rapidly as possible.
I now turn to Amendment No 4 in the name of Sir
Jack Srcwart-Clark. This is the amendment which calls
for a directive on animal experimentations. Ve are
sympathetic to rapid action being taken. The Council
of Europe ist about to adopt a convention on this sub-
ject. Ve hope this will now be adopted very shortly,
and perhaps it would be more appropriare rherefore
for the Commission to await the adoption of the con-
vention before transmitting a proposal for a direcrive.
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling (S).- (DE) Mr President, the
President of the Commission, Mr Delors, has written
a letter to this Parliament's inter-group working party
on animal welfare in which he promised ro forward to
Parliament by the beginning of June ar rhe laresr a
draft of the directive called for by Sir Jack Srewan-
Clark in his amendment referred to just now. I know
that on 2 May the Council of Europe did not complete
the deliberarions to which rhe Commissioner has
referred but that they were postponed indefinitely.
Can Parliament take it that the assurance given by rhe
President of the Commission will be respected
nonetheless ?
Lord Cockfield , Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-Mr President, I am, of course, aware of the letter that
the President of the Commission has writren and I
have said that we were symparhetic to rapid action
being taken. It is, of course, a piry rhar rhe Council of
Europe has not moved as quickly as we would all have
hoped. I think it would be wrong ro say rhar the mat-
ter has been put on ice. On the conrrary, we hope very
much that the convention will be adopred in rhe very
near future. But, clearly, this is one of the matters we
do need to take into account in relation to a draft
directive by the Commission.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
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Sir Jack Stewart-Clark (ED). 
- 
Mr President, we
shall, of course, vote for this repon. I would jusr like
to come back, however, to what Lord Cockfield said
about the Council of Europe and ir draft convention.
This is absolurcly true, but I understand rhar there are
Italians who believe that the proposed convention does
not go far enough, while some other countries are say-
ing that it goes too far. The Council of Europe has
had a history of delay on this matter. I was told confi-
dently that there would be agreemenr at the meeting
earlier this month. There was nor.
Vhat I want to ask the Commission to reply to specifi-
cally is this: if the delay continues, does rhis mean that
the Commission is going to be hamstrung by rhe
Council of Europe? Surely it is possible to use the
draft convention in im present form. Surely it is also
possible to draw upon such documenrs as the Vhite
Paper currently being prepared by the Home Office in
the United Kingdom and expected to be passed later
on in the year. Really, I do not consider ir acceptable
to say that because the Council of Europe cannor con-
clude an aBreement, this august body and the Com-
mission are also to be completely held up.
I would like to have precise views upon this, please.
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling (S). 
- 
(DE) I shall be very
happy to vote for this repon and to supporr what Sir
Jack Srcwan-Clark had ro say just now in his speech
and in his explanation of vote. Once again I should
like to urge the Commission to draw up the guidelines
mentioned in this repon and in the amendments, and
not only to cut down on the resrs [o which we have
been referring but above all ro enacr provisions that
will have the effect of keeping counrless animals from
having to die a painful dearh for experimental pur-
poses that are by no means guaranrced to ensure grea-
ter safety for us human beings.
As chairman of the European Parliament's inter-group
working pany on animal welfare, I urge the Commis-
sion to abide by the deadline thar ir ser for irelf in
reply to our working pany. \7e would nor accepr ir as
sufficient excuse if rhe Commission were ro go back
on its promise because of rhe Council of Europe.
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC), in wiriting. 
-(DE) A programme on toxicology is absolurely essen-
tial. However, in view of the large number of doubtful
and dangerous substances already circulating on the
market, which must be investigated and whose long-
term effects cannot yet be assessed, a programme of
this kind makes sense only if it tries ro get at rhe very
roots of the problem. The mountain of dangerous
substances must no[ be allowed ro trow out of our
reach. As long as subsrances rhat are already in circu-
lation have nor been investigated, we musr srop new
subsnnces from being continually heaped up on top of
that mountain, thus causing the problem to escalate.
Funhermore, we must. remember that it is more [han
doubtful whether animal experiments, which are one
of the cornerstones of the science of rcxicology, are ar
all valid for human beings and whether the conclu-
sions drawn from them are applicable to human
beings.
Mr Filinis (COM), in writing. 
- 
(GR) \7hile we
regard as positive the Schleicher report, which we will
vote for, we should like rc add that some points ought
perhaps to be emphasized more strongly, such as:
1. The increased need to re-examine the units in
which toxicity is expressed, especially in cases of
the combined action of more than a single sub-
stance.
2. Continuous emphasis should be placed on rhe
need for adaptation and modernization based on
the most recent and substantiated scienrific facr,
the statutory directives of the Communiry's Mem-
ber States that relate to maximum acceptable con-
centrations of various chemicals in workplaces
and living quarters and rhe need for continuous
monitoring of the enforcemenr of rhose directives.
It should also be srressed that it is greatly pref-
erable ro ensure that workplaces operare under
hygienic conditions as a marrer of general policy
rather than to persist with a policy of 'compensa-
tion for unhealthy working conditions'.
3. Finally, we consider it high time ro state specific
principles that will ensure thar no producrs of tox-
icological research will be used for military pur-
poses, though this does not imply any resrriction
on the freedom of scientific research.
!7e hope that the resolurion will contribute posi-
tively to rhe construcrion of an effecdve frame-
work for dealing with the complex problems of
protecting the health and quality of life of our ciri-
zens, which are under such constanr threat today.
Mr Kuijpers (ARC), in utriting. 
- 
(NL) How often
does it not happen that hours after an accident involv-
ing chemical substances in a facrory there is srill uncer-
tainty as m the type of product, the manner in which
accident vicrims should be treared and how best to
deal wirh the consequences of rhe accident? The Bho-
pal disaster which occurred several monrhs ago now
was a classic example of ineffectualiry.
Very often too chemical subsrances are not rearcd
with the care rhey deserve. For rhis reason we are gra-
tified by the Commission's initiative and fully supporr
the Schleicher report.
( Parliament adopted the re solution)1
I The rapponeurwas:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendment No 4.
r0.5.85 Debates of rhe European Parliament No 2-326/291
Sir Jack Stewart-Clark (ED). 
- 
I wonder, Mr Presi- 8. Adjournment of the session
dent, if I could ask Lord Cockfield wherher he could
specifically answer the questions which I raised, if that
would noibeourorder. President. 
- 
I declare the session of the'European
Parliamenr adjourned. I
President. 
- 
No, Sir Jack, we have akeady had the
vore. (The sitting was closed at 1 1.40 a.m.)
I Witten declarations entered in the register (Rule 49) 
-loranr-ding of resolutions adopted duiing tbe sitting 
-D*tes Jor next part-session : see Minures.
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